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PREFACE

This selection from the shorter writings of Henry

Sweet was made at the request and with the approval

of Mrs. Sweet, who rightly felt that these papers, con-

taining as they do some of her husband's best and

most original work, ought to be collected and pub-

lished in permanent independent form. No apology

is needed to the learned world for reprinting them.

All the longer studies are of acknowledged excellence

and have gained a permanent place in the literature of

linguistic subjects. They were, and remain, valuable

contributions to knowledge or to thought. It would

be mere impertinence to praise them now.

The shorter notes and etymologies, apart from their

intrinsic merits, have an historical value which justifies

their inclusion in such a collection as this. A pathetic

interest attaches to the paper on ' TH in English ', the

first Sweet ever published. The Eeports and Presi-

dential Addresses form at once a contribution to the

history of philological studies in this country, and to

that of Sweet's own mind and widening interests.
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The essay on Linguistic Affinity will be new, perhaps,

to most students, and the paper on Shelley's Nature-

Poetry to very many.

It is believed that scholars everywhere will welcome

this volume, which brings together, in a convenient

form, articles hitherto widely scattered, and often

inaccessible to many. Taken as a whole, the volume

is typical of the wide range of Sweet's attainments and

interests.

The great majority of the papers are reprinted from

the Transactions of the Philological Society. Those on

Old English Etymologies and Disguised Compounds in OE.

are reprinted from Englische Studien and Anglia, with

the sanction of their editors. The task of compiling

the Index was kindly undertaken by Miss Irene

Williams, M.A., of Glasgow.

The Editor wishes to acknowledge most cordially

the courtesy shown him by the Secretary of the

Clarendon Press, and the great help which he has

received from all at the Press who were concerned

with the production of the book.

H. C. W.
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WORDS, LOGIC, AND GRAMMAR (1876)

Introduction

One of the most striking features of the history of linguistic

science as compared with zoology, botany, and the other so-

called natural sciences, is its one-sidedly historical character.

Philologists have hitherto chiefly confined their attention to

the most ancient dead languages, valuing modern languages

only in as far as they retain remnants of older linguistic

formations—much as if zoology were to identify itself with

palaeontology, and refuse to trouble itself with the investiga-

tion of living species, except when it promised to throw light

on the structure of extinct ones.

Philologists forget, however, that the history of language is

not one of decay only, but also of reconstruction and regene-

ration. These processes are of equal, often more importance

than those by which the older languages were formed, and,

besides, often throw light on them. They have further the

great advantage of being perfectly accessible to the observer.

Thus the growth of a language like English can be observed

in a series of literary documents extending from the ninth

century to the present day, affording examples of almost

every linguistic formation.

But before history must come a knowledge of what now

exists. We must learn to observe things as they are, without

regard to their origin, just as a zoologist must learn to describe

accurately a horse, or any other animal. Nor would the mex'e

statement that the modern horse is a descendant of a three-toed

marsh quadruped be accepted as an exhaustive description.

Still less would the zoologist be allowed to ignore the existing

varieties of the Equidae as being ' inorganic ' modifications of

the original type. Such, however, is the course pursued by most

antiquarian philologists. When a modern language discards

the cumbrous and ambiguous inflexions it has received from

an earlier period, and substitutes regular and precise inflexions

and agglutinations of its own, these formations are contemp-

tuously disniissed as ' inorganic ' by the philologist, who forgets

that change, decay, and reconstruction are the very life of
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language— language is ' inorganic ' only when it stands still in

its development.

The first requisite is a knowledge of phonetics, or the form

of language. We must learn to regard language solely as

consisting of groups of sounds, independently of the written

symbols, which are always associated with all kinds of

disturbing associations, chiefly historical. We must then con-

sider language in its relation to thought, which necessitates

some study of the relation of language to logic and psycho-

logy. Such investigations, if carried out consistently, will

greatly modify our views, not only of English, but of language

generally, and will bring us face to face with many of the

ultimate problems of language, which have hitherto been

rather shirked by philologists. Such problems are those

which I propose to discuss in the present paper. I begin with

the important question of sentence-, word-, and syllable-

division, beginning again with the purely formal, or phonetic

criteria.

Sentence- and Word-Ditision

The first and most obvious is the organic necessity of

taking breath—we are unable to utter more than a certain

number of sounds in succession without renewing the stock of

air in our lungs, which unavoidably necessitates a pause.

Speech in its simplest form consists mainly of short questions

and answers expressed in simply constructed phrases—in this

case there is not merely a pause, but an absolute cessation of

voice.

Within these ' breath-groups ', or phonetic sentences, there

is no pause whatever. This is important to observe, as many
people, misled by our ordinary word-division, imagine that

they make a pause at the end of every word. But a very

little observation will be enough to convince them that the

words of a sentence run into one another exactly in the same

way as the syllables of a word do. This coalescence is most

readily observable in the Stopped consonants, which, when

sounded alone, or at the end of a sentence, end in a marked

explosion of breath, which is sometimes called the 'organic

B 2
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recoil '. Now if we compare such a sentence as ' he took off his

ha,t ' and ' he took his ha,t off ', we see that this organic recoil is

quite wanting in the second sentence, the t in ' hat off' being

pronounced exactly as in the single word ' hatter '.

The second criterion is force or stress—the most important

element in the synthesis of speech-sounds. We will now

examine some simple sentences, writing them provisionally

without division into words or syllables, and see what light

is thrown on their structure by the degrees of force with

which their elements are pronounced.^ Let us take the

sentences (kamtamorou) and (henrikeimhoumyestade). It is

at once evident that certain syllables are pronounced with

greater force than others ; marking force provisionally by the

use of italics, we have therefore (/camtamorou) and (Aenri-

leimAoumj/estade), disregarding minuter shades of force for

the present. We find, in short, that every sentence can be

analysed into smaller groups characterized by one predominant

stress-syllable, round which the others group themselves. In

our first sentence there are two such stress-groups, in the

second four ; and if we consider the meaning of these two

sentences, we see that the number of stress-groups agrees

exactly with that of the words they contain—a word is,

phonetically speaking, a stress-group. It must now be

observed that the stress, although it tells us how many words

there are in a sentence, does not tell us where the words

begin. Thus in our first sentence there is nothing in the

sound to enable us to assign the second syllable to the first or

the second stress-group—there is, phonetically speaking, no

more reason for the division (/cam tamorou) than for (fcamta

I In the phonetic notation I have here used, the letters are employed as far

as practicable in their original Roman values, arbitrary combinations being

excluded as much as possible. Words and sentences written phonetically

are enclosed in pai-entheses.

a as in father.
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morou), although the sense shows cleany that the first is the

only possible one. Word-division is really a very complex

problem, involving many considerations, phonetic, logical, and

grammatical. We get so accustomed to our received word-

division that we regard it as something self-evident. But

when we have to deal with unwritten languages, we find it by
no means so easy. Thus in Mr. Jenner's paper on the Cornish

Language (Trans. 1873-4) it is stated that at the beginning

of the last century Cornish was ' a most irregular jargon, the

chief peculiarity of which was a striking uncertainty of the

speakers as to where one word left off and another began '.

I must confess to having encountered the same difficulty in

my study of our own language.

It is evident that word-division implies comparison. As

long as we confine ourselves to the examination of isolated

sentences, we shall not advance one step further. But when
we compare a variety of sentences in which the same sound-

groups are repeated in difierent combinations, we are able first

to distinguish between meaning and unmeaning sound-groups,

and finally to eliminate a certain number of groups having an

independent meaning and incapable of further division. The

test of independent meaning is isolation, or the power of

forming an independent sentence. We may, therefore, define

a word as an ultimate, or indecomposible sentence. Thus the

verb (kern) pronounced with a falling tone is equivalent to

the fuller sentence, ' I order you to come
'

; the adverb (ep)

pronounced with a rising tone may signify ' shall we go

up ?
' or may have some analogous meaning determined by

the context. The same applies also to nouns, pronouns,

and adjectives. Sound-groups, which, although phonetically

capable of isolation, are meaningless when so isolated, are

not words.

But between these two extremes there is an intermediate

class of sound-groups, which, although not capable of being

isolated and forming sentences by themselves, are yet not

utterly devoid of meaning, and can, therefore, be to a certain

extent isolated in thought, if not in form. Thus, if we

compare the three groups (ma;n), (amsen), and (dhameen), we
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see that the two prefixes have an unmistakable, though

somewhat vague meaning of their own, which enables us to

identify them at once in all other cases in which they are

prefixed to nouns, and yet these two syllables would convey

no meaning if pronounced alone. If, on the other hand, we

attempt to analyse such a group as (c7.iyvieit), we find that not

only are its elements incapable of logical isolation, but that

they fail to suggest any idea whatever. The last syllable is,

of course, identical with the preterite of the verb ' eat ', but

the association is felt to be purely fortuitous. But if we
compare (denai), (depouz), and (depraiv), we feel at once the

meaning of deprivation and negation in the (de), just as

we feel the generalizing and specializing meaning of the

pi-efixes in (ernsen) and (dhenisen), although the syllables (nai),

(pouz), and (praiv) have no meaning whatever by themselves.

We are, therefore, obliged to regard (denai), &e., as ultimate,

indecomposible words, in spite of the significance of the prefix,

while in the case of (dhaivifen) and (emsen) it is, to some

extent, an open question whether we have here one word or

two words. It seems best to distinguish two classes of words,

fuU-iuords and Jialf-ivords, (mten) being a full-word, (dha)

a half-word—^that is, a word incapable of forming a sentence

by itself, or of suggesting an independent meaning.

The next question is, how far do these logical distinctions

correspond to the phonetic ones already laid down? The
answer is simple enough. Full-words correspond to stress-

groups, half-words to stressless syllables. If we wish to know
how many full-words there are in a sentence, we only have to

count the number of full stresses. Each full stress indicates

a full-word, although it does not show where the word begins

and ends.

It must be remarked that the test of being able to form
a sentence by itself does not strictly apply to all words. The
finite verb is an important exception. The third person (gouz),

for instance, cannot form a sentence by itself ; by the sentence-

test, therefore, (gouz) is not a word ; while (hiygfouz) is. And
yet it would be absurd to deny the title of word to (gouz) in

such a sentence as (dhamssngouz). We feel (gouz) to be a full-
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word, (1) because it has the full stresS, (2) because of the

analogy of the imperative (gou), which can stand alone, and

(3) because of (hiygrouz), which is felt to be a compound
precisely analogous to (dhsvieen), &c.

There is, finally, an important phonetic element of word-

division to be noticed. This is the fact that certain sounds

and sound-combinations only occur in certain positions. Thus

the sound (q) and the combinations (tl), (x), &c., never occur

at the beginning of a sentence, and others, again, never occur

finally. It is, therefore, clear that these, sounds cannot begin

or end any full-word.

Derivative Syllables and Inflexions

We must now consider the important question of the relation

of half-words to derivative syllables and inflexions. It need

Scarcely be remarked that no absolutely definite line can be

drawn between them, and that the distinctions made in

practice are often purely conventional.

We must first consider an important distinction between

full- and half-words, which clearly brings out the semi-

inflexional character of the latter, viz. that full-words are

position-free, half-words not. Compare the varying position

of (gou) in such sentences as (gou^wei), (ailg-ou), {&ilgouBwei)

,

with the unvarying prae-position of (dho) in (dhemsen). The

same fixity of position characterizes derivatives and inflexions

also, but in a higher degree. Thus, although the position of

(dha) before its noun is fixed, the connexion is loose enough to

allow an adjective to come between, as in (dhsgudmsen).

Such 'incorporations' are quite exceptional with derivative

syllables,^ and still more so with inflexions.

Derivations may be either initial or final, inflexions are

only final. This last is, of course, an arbitrary limitation,

which, although convenient enough in treating of the old

Aryan languages, in which the most general relations were

generally expressed by suffixed syllables, does not apply to

other languages, which indicate the same relations by means

' The Cfothio ga-u-lauhjats = ' Do ye-two believe?' with its incorporated

interrogative particle u, is a case in point.
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of prefixes. Even in the Aryan languages such formations as

the augment and reduplication can only be conventionally

separated from the postfixed inflexions. It is, however,

undeniable that, in the Aryan languages at least, the end of

words is more exposed to phonetic decay than the beginning,

and consequently that that intimate fusing together of root

and modifying syllable, which is felt to be something more

advanced than mere derivation, and which we call inflexion,

has a right to be considered rather as a ' final ' than as an

' initial ' phenomenon.

There are several important distinctions between half-words

and derivatives. Half-words can be used everywhere where

their meaning allows of it, thus (dho) can be prefixed to all

nouns. Such a derivative as (be), on the other hand, can only

be prefixed to certain words without any apparent reason

—

we have (be/cam), but not (begou). Further, the root often

has no independent existence ; from (be^eiv), for instance, we
cannot deduce a verb (heiv). Or else the connexion between

the meaning of the simple root and that of the derivative is

not evident, as in (kem) and (be/cam). There are, of course,

various degrees of obscuration of meaning; the prefix (be),

for instance, is practically almost meaningless in the present

English, while (mis) in (misfeik), (mis/aotyen), &c., has

a perfectly clear meaning. But as a general rule the con-

nexion between derivative syllable and root is logically very

intimate, more so even than in inflexions. Sometimes the

derivative syllable even takes the full-stress from the root, as

in the German ant-wort, which never happens with half-worSs

and inflexions.

Inflexions difi'er from derivative syllables, and agree with
half-words in being of general, unrestricted application, and
in always preserving a more or less definite general signification.

Their main characteristic is phonetic variation and obscura-
tion : derivative syllables are invariable in form, inflexions

not. Compare the plural forms (hsets), (dogz), (men), (fiyt),

so definite in meaning, and so divergent in form, with a group
of (be)-derivatives, with their constancy of form and want of
meaning. Inflexions often express the same idea in totally
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diflferent ways, either from phonetic change, as in the Latin

ace. plurals oves, equos, and the Greek ace. singulars Mppon,

6pa, or from confusing the meanings of forms of independent

origin, as in the Latin datives populo and patri.

If we assume, as we seem to be justified in doing by

historical evidence, that derivative syllables and inflexions

have developed out of half-words, we may roughly describe

a derivative syllable as a half-word which has lost its logical,

an inflexional as one which has lost its phonetic indepen-

dence.

Syllable-Division

We may now turn to the important question of syllabifi-

cation. The definition of a syllable is easy enough :•• it is

a group of sounds containing a vowel, or, in some cases, a

vowel-like consonant. To determine the number of syllables

in a word, we have simply to count the number of vowels.

The difficulty is to tell where the syllable begins. Here I am
compelled to differ both from Mr. Bell and Mr. Ellis. Mr. Bell

considers that the division into syllables is determined by
the nature of the sounds which constitute the syllable,

whereas I hold that syllabification has nothing to do with the

sounds themselves, but depends entirely on the force with

which we pronounce them. (It must be understood that I

speak of the natural syllabification of spoken language, not of

the artificial syllabification of the spelling-books.) Let us

consider the syllabification of a natural, simple sentence, such

as (ieikapdheiiykep). Here we at once feel that the first (k)

belongs to the preceding syllable, that the syllabification is

clearly (teik-ap), while the second (k) belongs to the following

syllable, the division being (tiy-kap), the consonant being the

same in both cases. The difference is simply one of stress, the

first (k) being pronounced with weak, the second with strong

force. (We may for the present dfsregard the fact that the

stress is in both cases secondary.) The influence of the

syllable-stress in determining the meaning of words is so

important that if we reverse that of (teikap) by beginning the

secondary stress not on the vowel, but on the preceding (k).
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the word becomes quite unintelligible, or rather, sounds like

an Irish pronunciation of ' teacup '. Other examples of vary-

ing syllabification are (notatool) ^ and (eiaolmsen), {atsek)=
'attack' and (8tgek)= 'at Ack' (name of place). "We see, in

short, that a syllable is a vowel-group beginning with a certain

degree of force, which decreases up to the end of the syllable,

till a new stress marks the beginning of another syllable.

This decrease of force is observable in monosyllables also :
in

(kset), for instance, the (k) is much stronger than the (t)—we

do not pronounce (ksei) or even (/csei), but only (/oaet). Indeed,

it may be stated as a general law that perfect uniformity of

force is something exceptional : force is followed by weakness

of stress, and uniform weakness, again, cannot be sustained,

but requires force to relieve it. These principles are clearly

shown in the accentuation of polysyllable words. If we care-

fully measure the degrees of force with which the different

syllables of a word like (impenetre&iliti) are pronounced, we
shall find that every syllable has a different degree of force.

Simple sentences, which are phonetically identical with poly-

syllabic words (or even in some cases with monosyllable ones),

follow the same laws. They always have one predominant

stress which dominates over the simple word-stress. The

great distinction between words and sentences is that in the

former the predominant stress is fixed and invariable, while

in the latter it varies according to the principle of emphasis,

which gives the strongest stress to the most important word.

Before leaving the subject of syllabification, I have only to

warn against the error of imagining that the division into the

syllables is ever made by any kind of pause—the truth is that

there is no more break in (ataol) than there is in (eiaolmaen),

and the idea that we pause between (at) and (aol) is simply

due to the association of the graphic separation in ' at all '.

Mr. Ellis considers that there is often a distinction made by
omitting the ' glide ' from vowel to consonant, or vice versa,

but it seems to me that he is confusing absence of glide with

mere weakness of glide. When we pronounce a stopped con-

• Generally, however, pronounced (noteiuol), just as (at/ioiim) becomes
(efoum).
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sonant with stress, the air naturally escapes with greater

force, which of course makes the glide more audible ; but the

glide is always there, however weakly it may be pronounced.

Metbical Stress

I propose now to devote a few words to the analogies of

musical accentuation, which will be found both instructive

and interesting. The origin of rhythm is no doubt to be

sought in the natural tendency to alternate strong and weak
stress—rhythm is in fact nothing but the utilization of this

instinct for aesthetic purposes by making it regular and

symmetrical. As in language we have sentences, words, and

sounds, so in music we have phrases, bars, and notes. If we
take any sound, say the vowel (a), and repeat it several times

in succession with a uniform strong stress, thus (aaaaaa), it

gives no impression of rhythm whatever, except that of a

succession of isolated bars or musical words, just as in such

a word-group as (bigJAsekdogz), with its equally uniform word-

stress, we feel that we have a succession of isolated, indepen-

dent full-words. But if we retain only the first, third, and

fifth stresses, thus (ccaoaaa), we feel at once that instead of

six bars we have only three, beginning on each strong stress,

just as in language the syllable (and often the word) begins

on the strong stress. If we retain only the first and fourth

stresses, giving (aaaaaa), we get two bars only. It is the

regular recurrence of these groups of two or three (or more)

' beats ' bound together by one predominating stress which

constitutes the rhythm of two, three, &c., time. It is also

possible to have,a rhythm of four beats, thus (aaaaaaaa). But

here the principle of alternation of force comes into play, and

to break up the monotony of three weak stresses in succession,

a secondary accent is placed on the third note of each bar, so

that the rhythm really consists of eight two-beat bars

(aaaaaaaa) with two predominating stresses on the beginning

of the first and third bars.

It is important to observe that the principles df metrical

stress apply not only to music and poetry, but also, to

a certain extent, to ordinary speech as well. Besides the
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purely logical stress which indicates the various relations of

full-words, half-words, &c., there is a purely metrical stress,

which often runs counter to the other. Thus in the sentence

(itizsou) the first two syllables are half-words, the second

being simply a sign of predication, and therefore hardly a word

at all, and the only full-word in the group is the adverb (sou).

The logical accentuation can therefore only be (itizsou). But

as a matter of fact the usual accentuation is (itizsou), the full-

stress falling on the most insignificant syllable in the sentence !

The explanation is a purely metrical one : the ear prefers to

hear the alternation of weak, strong, weak, to hearing two

weaks together followed by a strong. Similarly we often

accent (^senyufelmiydhgweitu . .) instead of the logical

(kenyuielmiy . .). And it is probable that certain collocations

are preferred to others on purely metrical grounds.

In the ordinary musical notation the bars are divided by
vertical lines or bars. The same method is adopted in the

tonic sol-fa notation, and the beats are divided by:, thus

I

a : a
I

a: a
I

a: a
||, |

a: a: a
|
a: a: a ||. Although regular

and consistent, this method is extremely cumbrous, and my
own practice has been for some time to discard the lines, &c.,

entirely, and write each bar simply as a word with nothing

but a space between each group, thus (aa aa aa), (aaa aaa).

With the help of a few simple signs for pauses and for

holding or continuing a note, and a few diacritics to indicate

fractions of notes (which often need not be expressed at all),

music can thus be written almost as quickly as ordinary

writing.

Word-Division in Writing

We may now turn to the practical question of word-
division in writing. If we are to be guided consistently by
logic, we must either write all half-words, derivative syllables

and inflexions as separate words, or else incorporate them
into the full-words. The difficulty is that, although word-
division is mainly logical, the purely formal side of the
question must also be considered. Thus, although it would
be as easy to write the plural of (fish) in two words (fish iz),
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as it would be if the (iz) were the verb substantive, it would

be impossible with the plural of foot (fut), unless indeed we
were boldly to write (ft iy),'although even this spelling would

ignore the fact that the (iy) is as much part of the word
itself as a sign of the plural. Cases in which unpronounce-

able letter-combinations would have to be written separately

have also to be considered. The isolating system is thus

found to be impracticable, if carried out consistently, and

nothing remains but that of joining the half-words on to the

full-words. This method, while offering considerable diffi-

culties of detail, is practicable, although it has not been

carried out consistently in any language I know. Our

present word-division is a compromise between the two

extremes of isolation and agglutination. As a general rule

we agglutinate inflexions and derivatives, and isolate half-

words, whose connexion with the whole-word to which they

belong is less intimate than in the case of inflexions and

derivatives. Inflexions are only acknowledged when sanc-

tioned by Latin Grammar. Such purely modern inflexions as

the negative (ai/caant) from (ai/csen), where the (nt) = (not),

although conventionally only a half-word, not a true inflexion,

could not be written as an isolated word, are shirked by that

convenient compromise the apostrophe (') : by writing ' can't
',

we keep up the fiction of the divisibility of a monosyllable

into two separate words.

All these considerations show -the hopeless confusion into

which orthography falls when it attempts to overstep its

legitimate function—that of giving a faithful graphic repre-

sentation of the sounds of the spoken language. The attempt

to indicate simultaneously the formal and the logical side of

language by the same alphabet—an alphabet, it may be re-

marked, which is barely capable of fulfilling its purely

phonetic duties alone—is about as successful as most com-

promises, that is, instead of doing one thing properly, it does

two things badly. If, for instance, it is convenient to denote

a substantive by a capital letter in German, why should we

not do so in English, and why should not the same principle

be extended to the other parts of speech? Adjectives, for
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instance, might be written with a turned capital, verbs with

an italic, adverbs with a turned italic. Again, in Latin it

would be very convenient to have a series of marks to indicate

the different cases, independently of their form, and would

much facilitate the understanding of Latin. Others, again,

think that the spelling of every word ought to give a brief

epitome of its etymology and history. If carried out

consistently, all this would postulate an entirely independent

set of signs, which, for special purposes, would be written

between the lines of ordinary phonetic writing, forming a sort

of short-hand logical, grammatical, or historical commentary,

as the case might be. In the same way I should consider

word-division simply as a logical commentary on the phonetic

text; in short, I would abolish the ordinary word-division

altogether.

But the abandonment of conventional word-division by no

means postulates a return to the old system of writing each

sentence without a break. On the contrary, it is clear that

the great assistance afforded to the reader by presenting the

letters in groups of moderate length was the one great reason

for abandoning the original system of non-division. As we
have seen, the most important element in the synthesis of

speech-sounds is stress. I propose, therefore, to follow the

analogy of musical notation, and divide our sentences into

bars, making the beginning of each group of letters coincide

with a full-stress. The accent-mark otherwise required to

mark the full-stress would be available for the secondary

stress, and the same mark, when placed before a letter-group

or ' stress-group', as we may call it, would indicate the emphatic

sentence-stress. Thus with a single mark we should be able

to indicate no less than four degrees of stress. We should,

however, also require a mark to indicate absence of stress at

the beginning of a sentence. If we added a sign for breath-

taking, and two accents to indicate the rising and falling

tones, we should be able to dispense entirely with the present

unsatisfactory system of punctuation, &c., and to express

clearly and precisely what they indicate only imperfectly and
vaguely.
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Logic and Language

The great difficulty of all investigations which involve

a study of the meanings of language is the want of a satisfac-

tory classification of what is expressed in language. We
have not even a classification of the words themselves, except

Roget's ' Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases ', which,

although a wonderfully acute and full work, is now some-

what antiquated, written as it was before the rise of modern

psychology, under all the disadvantages of being a first

attempt. I have been engaged for some years in trying to

devise a more consistent and satisfactory scheme of classifica-

tion ; but as it is still unsettled in many of its details, I will

not enter into any details now, but content myself with a few

general remarks.

In the first place, it must be borne in mind that the

ultimate ideas of language are by no means identical with

those of psychology, still less with those of metaphysics.

Language is not in any way concerned with such psychological

problems as the origin of our ideas of space and matter; for

at the time when language was evolved, these conceptions

were already stereotyped in the form of simple ideas, incapable

of any but a deliberate scientific analysis. Even such uni-

versally known facts as the primary data of astronomy have

had little or no influence on language, and even the scientific

astronomer no more hesitates to talk of the ' rising of the sun

'

than did the astrologers of ancient Chaldaea. Language, in

short, is based not on things as we know or think them to be,

but as they seem to us.

But although the categories of language do not require so

deep an analysis as those of psychology, they are on the other

hand far more complicated. Each word we use suggests

a large number of ideas at once, varying always according to

the context, and it is a matter of extreme difficulty to select

the really characteristic and essential idea or ideas, which can

alone be made the basis of classification. It is the great,defect

of Roget's system that he often classes his words by some

extraneous idea which they suggest. Thus ' food ' is con-
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sidered as something purely mechanical, as a mode of ' insertion ',

and hence is included under 'directive motion', whereas it

clearly comes under ' volitional functions of living beings
',

with, of course, a cross-reference to ' insertion ' and its other

mechanical associations. ' Theft ' again is naively classed as

a mode of 'transfer of property', whereas it belongs first to

' ethics ' or ' morality ', and only subordinately to ' property ',

ethics being a far wider category than property, although both

ideas are equally indispensable to the meaning of the word.

It is much as if we were to class frogs and horses together as

' quadrupeds', and then make a special class ' mammalia ' to

distinguish horses. For many words special compound cate-

gories are required. It is, for instance, quite misleading to

class ' sharp ',
' edge ', and ' knife ' together under ' superficial

form ', as Roget does ; the essential difiference between ' knife

'

and the other two is that while they denote (or can denote)

natural objects, ' knife ' always implies human agency : we
require therefore a special category, 'inanimate things -l-

volition,' or something of the sort. Similarly ' meadow ', as

opposed to ' heath ', &c., requires a special complex category.

It is further very important to begin with a limited

selection of words in popular use. Roget's Thesaurus is full

of such words as ' zoohygiantics ', ' cicuration ', which only tend

to confuse the mind, and increase the difficulty of arrangement.

In my own lists I have cut out at least three-fourths of the

words given in ordinary dictionaries.

I will now discuss the parts of speech, confining myself for

the present to the consideration of noun, adjective, and verb.

I may remark at once that the real difficulty of determining

the meaning of the parts of speech lies in the fact, which
logicians and grammarians obstinately ignore, that they often

have no meaning at all. Indeed the whole of language is an
incessant struggle and compromise between meaning and pure

form, through all the stages of vagueness, ambiguity, and utter

meaninglessness.

If we confine our attention to material objects and to the

simplest nouns, adjectives, and verbs, we see at once that the

original function of these classes of words was to denote things
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and their attributes; adjectives denoting their permanent

attributes or qualities ; verbs their changing attributes or

phenomena. It must be borne in mind that primitive man
did not distinguish between phenomena and volitions, but

included everything under the head of actions, not only the

involuntary actions of human beings, such as breathing, but

also the movements of inanimate things, the rising and setting

of the sun, the wind, the flowing of water, and even such

purely inanimate phenomena as fire, electricity, &c., in short,

all the changing attributes of things were conceived as

voluntary actions. Hence the origin of verbs from the simple

root with a personal pronoun following. Further, in speaking

of things it would be natural to call attention in the first

place to their changing rather than to their permanent attri-.

butes, which would generally be taken for granted. Primitive

man would not trouble himself much with such propositions

as ' man is mortal,' ' gold is heavy,' which are a source of such

unfailing delight to the formal logician ; but if he found it

necessary to employ permanent attribute-words, would natu-

rally throw them into what is called the attributive form,

placing them in immediate proximity with the noun, whose

inflexions they would afterwards assume. And so the verb

gradually came to assume the purely formal function of

predication. The use of verbs denoting action necessitated

the formation of verbs to denote ' rest ', ' continuance in a state ',

and when, in course of time, it became necessary in certain

cases to predicate permanent as well as changing attributes,

these words were naturally employed for the purpose, and

such a sentence as ' the sun continues bright ' was simply ' the

bright sun ' in another form. By degrees these verbs became

so worn away in meaning, gradually coming to signify simple

existence, that at last they lost all vestiges of meaning what-

ever, and came simply to be marks of predication. Such is

the history of the verb ' to be ', which in popular language has

entirely lost even the sense of ' existence '. Again, in a still

more advanced stage, it was found necessary to speak not only

of things, but of their attributes. Thus, such a sentence as

' whiteness is an attribute of snow ' has identically the same

1604 C
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meaning as ' snow is white ', and ' white snow ', and the change

of ' white ' into ' whiteness ' is a purely formal device to enable

us to place an attribute-word as the subject of a proposition.

We see now that the only satisfactory definition of a part of

speech must be a purely formal one :
' snow,' for instance, is

not a noun because it stands for a thing, but because it can

stand as the subject of a proposition, because it can form its

plural by adding s, because it has a definite prefix, &c., and

'whiteness' is a noun for precisely the same reasons. By

using the technical terms 'noun', Ac, in a purely formal

sense, and distinguishing words according to their meaning as

thing-words, attribute-words, &c., we shall be able to escape

the hopeless confusion into which grammarians fall, who

appeal alternately to the meaning and the form of the parts

of speech in grammatical discussions. ' Snow ' then is both

a thing-word and a noun, ' white ' is a quality-word and an

adjective, 'whiteness' a quality-word and a noun. I may
notice here that great indignation was roused some time ago

by a pedantic school-inspector, who plucked some unhappy

children for calling ' cannon ' in ' cannon-ball ' a noun instead

of an adjective. The fact is that he had observed that ' cannon

'

in ' cannon-ball ' was not a thing-word, but an attribute-word,

and imagining that thing-word and noun were convertible

terms, hastened to make the children feel the weight of his

brilliant discovery. He would probably l)e as much surprised

as the children themselves to hear that not only when it comes

before ' wall ' is ' stone ' a quality-word^ but also when it

follows a transitive verb, in fact, that the accusative case is

what he would call an ' adverb ', as I hope to show hereafter.

We may now turn our attention to logic, and first of all to

that introductory portion which treats of names. Although

formal logic is mainly based on language, it ha;S developed

some views of its own which have had considerable influence

on the grammatical analysis of language. I propose first to

examine the theory of denotation and connotation. General

names, such as ' man ',
' horse ', are said to denote an object and

connote or imply various attributes. Proper names, such as

John, London, are said only to denote an object, and not to
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connote any attributes. Here logicians have strangely over-

looked the fact that such a word as John connotes at least two

attributes, ' human ' and ' male ', ' male human being.' I main-

tain also that the name John, to those who know him, connotes

an immense number of other attributes, physical, moral, and

mental. That the name is practically applied at random to a

variety of men is a mere accident, an imperfection of language.

The word ' sun ', which, like John, is practically a proper name,

also connotes, to those who know what the sun is, a number
of attributes : to people who had never seen or heard of the

sun, it would connote nothing at all, less even than John,

which even to those who do not know John personally always

connotes ' male human being '. An instructive instance of the

dependence of logic on the accidents of language is afforded

by the distinction it makes between such words as * white

'

and 'whiteness'. 'Whiteness' is correctly described as an
' abstract ' name, as signifying an attribute without reference

to the things that possess the attribute. ' White,' however, is

held to be connotative : it denotes particular objects and

connotes the attribute ' whiteness '. How a word can be said

to denote an object which is entirely unknown until the name
of that object is joined to it, was always a matter of

bewildering astonishment to me, when I first began to study

logic, and probably has been to many others as well. The
truth is, of course, that ' white ' is as much an abstract name
as ' whiteness ' is, the two being absolutely identical in mean-

• ing. I consider, further, that all attribute-words are deno-

tative and connotative, they denote an attribute and connote

attributes of that attribute. Thus the word 'colour' is the

name of an attribute, but it also connotes all the various kinds

of colour, red, blue, &c. ;
' bright ' connotes various degrees of

brightness, and so on. These secondary attributes again admit

of connotation, and so on almost ad infinituTn. The terms

denotation and connotation thus appear to be applicable to

every possible word, and therefore to be practically meaning-

less and useless. We are now able to understand what an

adverb is—it is simply the attribute of an attribute, and bears

exactly the same relation to an attribute as a permanent

c2
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attribute (adjective) does to a thing-word. Grammarians,

misled by a false logic, describe adverbs as denoting the

manner of an action, or make use of some similar expression,

forgetting that manner is as much an attribute as anything

else. Hence it follows that when an adjective is joined to

a noun which is either entirely or only partially an attribute-

word (action-word, for instance), the adjective is in meaning

identical with an adverb ;
' he is a good runner,' for instance,

is identical in meaning with ' he runs well '.

We may now tui-n to the consideration of the proposition

in logic. A regular logical proposition, such as, for instance,

' all men are bipeds,' is clearly nothing but a stereotyped form

of the linguistic sentence. In language the subject being

originally a permanent thing is stated first ; when once stated,

its permanence is taken for granted and retained by the mind

until the predicate, oi-iginally an impermanent attribute or

phenomenon, is stated. That there is, however, no absolute

necessity for this order is shown not only by the frequency

with which it is violated in most inflexional languages, but

also by the fact that the finite verb was originally formed by
the agglutination of a subject-pronoun coming after the

predicating root. And now comes the very important con-

sideration that not only is the order of subject and predicate

to a great extent conventional, but that the very idea of the

distinction between subject and predicate is purely linguistic,

and has no foundation in the mind itself. In the first place,

there is no necessity for a subject at all : in such a sentence as

' it rains ' there is no subject whatever, the it and the terminal

s being merely formal signs of predication. ' It rains : I will

therefore take my umbrella,' is a perfectly legitimate train of

reasoning, but it would puzzle the cleverest logician to reduce

it to any of his figures. Again, the mental proposition is not

formed by thinking first of the subject, then of the copula,

and then of the predicate : it is formed by thinking of the

two simultaneously. When we formulate in our minds the

proposition ' all men are bipeds ', we have two ideas, ' all men

'

and ' an equal number of bipeds ', or, more tersely, ' as many
men, as many bipeds,' and we think of the two ideas simul-
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taneously, not one after the other, as we are forced to express

them in speech. Ttie simultaneity of conception is what is

expressed by the copula in logic, and by the various forms of

sentences in language. If these views are correct, the con-

version of propositions, the figures, and with them the whole

fabric of Formal Logic fall to the ground. It by no means

follows that logic is entirely destitute of value, but we shall

not arrive at the real substratum of truth until we have

ehminated that part of the science which is really nothing

more than an imperfect analysis of language.

Structure of Engli&h

I now propose to say something about the structure of

English, and the proper method of treating its grammar. I

may state at once that I consider the conventional treatment

of English to be both unscientific and unpractical, starting

as it does with the assumption that English is an inflexional

language like Latin or Greek. The time is still not very far

distant when the grammar of all languages—however diverse

their structure—was servilely modelled on that of Latin. It

was assumed, for instance, that as Latin had five cases,

English must necessarily have just as many and no more. In

those days man was declined thus

:

nom. man.
j

ace. man.

gen. man's. i voc. oh man

!

dat. to a man. | abl. by a man.

After a time, however, when the historical and comparative

study of language had opened people's eyes a little, they began

to see that on this principle the number of cases in English

might be indefinitely extended—in short, that there might be

as many cases as there were prepositions. The cases were,

accordingly, cut down to three, nominative, genitive, and

accusative. As I shall show hereafter, it is very doubtful

whether the so-called accusative of the pronouns has any right

to be considered a case at all, and when we consider that the

genitive inflexion can generally be replaced by the preposition

of, we see to what narrow limits the English cases, or rather
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case, are confined. The verbal inflexions are hardly less

limited. The only personal inflexion is the s of he goes, which is

practically a superfluous archaism. The only other inflexions

are those which form the preterite and the two participles.

These, together with the plural of nouns, are the only essential

inflexions of English. No wonder, then, that the historical

philologist looks with contempt on English as a language

' destitute of grammar '. Certainly it is so, if judged from a

purely antiquarian point of view. That this point of view is

inadequate to the requirements of English grammar is tacitly

admitted by the grammarians, who, while refusing to allow

that ' of a man ' is a ease, do not scruple to put ' I did love ', &c.,

on a level with the inflexional preterite. And yet most of

them ignore the equally important formations of the emphatic

and negative forms or moods, simply because such forms are

not recognized in Latin grammar.

All this confusion and inconsistency arises from the fact

being ignored that the history of language is not merely one

of negative decay, but also of positive reconstruction. Every

language has the right to be regarded as an actual, existing

organism, not merely as the representative of earlier stages.

The fact that English was an inflexional language two

thousand years ago does not prove that it is so now. The

only rational principle is to look at the language as it is now,

and ask ourselves. How does this language express the rela-

tions of its words to one another ? If we examine English on

this principle, we shall have no hesitation in characterizing it

roughly as an isolating language which is passing into the

agglutinative stage, with a few traditional inflexions. Hence

the value of English as a preparation for the study of language

generally, when studied rationally : it enables us to watch

many linguistic phenomena in the very process of formation,

which in other languages can only be observed in a stereotyped

condition. Another advantage of English for comparative

purposes is the many-sidedness of its structure. In this

respect it diff'ers essentially from languages whose structure is

primitive, not, like that of English, the result of casting offan
efiete inflexional system. In most agglutinative languages
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there is no distinction of meaning made by position, all

grammatical relations being expressed by modifying syllables

which have a fixed order, from which they never depart.

English can, therefore, only be compared with such languages

in as far as it is itself agglutinative, while in that part of its

grammar which depends on position it can only be compared

with ' isolating ' languages, such as Chinese. Again, although

English agglutination is mostly of a rudimentary type, it is in

other cases extremely advanced. Who, for instance, in com-

paring the positive future (hiylg^ou) with the negative (hiy-

loountgou), would be able to detect the root (wil), which comes

out clearly in the emphatic future (hiywilgou)? In such

forms there is as much obscuration of the formative elements

as in the traditional inflexions. These observations show how
difficult it is to draw the lines which separate the different

stages of linguistic development—languages pass from the

isolating to the agglutinative and inflexional stages by

insensible degrees, and even during the fullest development

of inflexion begin to lay the foundation of future aggluti-

nation.

One striking result of the English power of expressing

grammatical relations by position is the freedom with which

one part of speech may be converted into another. Thus

(sandi) is a noun, (dhen) an adverb, but in (sandi iivniq, Adha ^

dhen steitava faeaz) they are both attribute-words. In the

same way any part of speech may be made into a noun simply

by prefixing an article or adjective.

Even groups of words may be treated in this way. Thus

in the sentence (Adha bukyu sentmiywaz nou yuws), (nou

yuws) is simply equivalent to the adjective ' useless '. When
we talk of (Adheem ploiazlaia bilitifar injari bil) the whole

of the group except (bil) is nothing but a huge composite

adjective. These groups may also be inflected like simple

words, as in (Adha msenai sao yestadeatdha thiyataz faadha),

where on all received principles of grammar (thiyataz) ought

to be parsed as the genitive of ' theatre '.

English, in common with the Romance languages, is often

' A indicates weak stress.
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described as an 'analytical' language, as opposed to a

'synthetic' language, such as Latin. This term is meant

to imply that the agglutinations of modern languages are

deliberate substitutions for the older inflexions—the inflexions

are supposed to be ' analysed ' into their simple elements. It

is easy to see that this view is quite erroneous. If the

characteristic agglutinations of modern English, for instance,

were nothing but substitutes for inflexions, there would be

exactly as many agglutinations as there originally were

inflexions ; but, as we see, we have in English combinations to

which there is nothing corresponding in the older inflexional

languages, while, on the other hand, many inflexional distinc-

tions are entirely lost.

Cases

I propose now to examine some portions of English grammar
more in detail, beginning with the cases of nouns and pro-

nouns.

It is a curious fact, hitherto overlooked by grammarians

and logicians, that the definition of the noun applies strictly

only to the nominative case. The oblique cases are really

attribute-words, and inflexion is practically nothing but a

device for turning a noun into an adjective or adverb. This

is perfectly clear as regards the genitive, and, indeed, there is

historical evidence. to show that the genitive in the Aryan
languages was originally identical with an adjective-ending,

' man's life ' and ' human . life ' being expressed in the same
way. It is also clear that ' noetem ' in ' flet noctem ' is a pure

adverb of time. It is not so easy to see that the accusative in

such sentences as 'he beats the boy' is also a sort of adverb,

because the connexion between verb and object is so intimate

as almost to form one simple idea, as in the case of noun-
composition. But it is clear that if ' boy ' in the compound
noun 'boy-beating' is an attribute-word, it can very .well be
so also when ' beating ' is thrown into the verbal form without
any change of meaning.

Our difficulty in determining the meaning of the accusative

has, as far as I know, never been pointed out hitherto, viz.
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that in many cases it has no meaning at all, but merely serves

to connect a verb with a noun in various arbitrary ways.

With such verbs as ' beat ',
' carry ', &c., the accusative un-

mistakably denotes the object of the action expressed by the

verb, but with such verbs as ' see ', ' hear ', it is clearly a mere

metaphor to talk of an 'object'. A man cannot be beaten

without feeling it, but he can be seen without knowing any-

thing about it, and in many cases there is no action or volition

at all involved in seeing. And in such a sentence as ' he fears

the man ', the relations are exactly reversed, the grammatical

nominative being really the object affected, while the gram-

matical accusative represents the cause, but as he is conceived

as a passive cause, the fiction of object can still be maintained.

The meaninglessness of the accusative is further shown by the

inconsistencies of its actual use in language. Thus Latin has

' rideo aliquem ', English ' laugh at ', while ' deride ' has the

accusative as in Latin. Compare also English 'see' with

' look at ' and the divergent use of the dative and accusative

in Greek and Latin. It is, indeed, often doubtful a jyriori

whether any language in a given case will employ the accusa-

tive or not—we can only tell by observing the actual form.

Now in English, in the noun at least, the only ' form ' of the

accusative is its position after the verb. As far as the form

goes, then, ' king ' in ' he became king ', ' he is king ', may be in

the accusative. And, as a matter of fact, English people, who
have not been taught grammar, that is to say Latin grammar,

in their first attempts to express themselves in such a language

as German, do put 'king' in the accusative. They are

naturally confirmed in this idea when they find that if they

substitute for the noun a personal pronoun, which is supposed

to have distinct forms for nominative and accusative, the

accusative is used, and it is only the influence of ignorant

grammarians that prevents such phrases as ' it is me ' from

being adopted into the written language,»and acknowledged

in the grammars. In Danish ' det er mig ' is the only form

known, and ' det er jeg ' would be as wrong as ' c'est je ' would

be in French. Indeed, were it not for Latin grammar, we can

easily imagine the grammarians proving that ' king ' in ' he

&
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became king' could not possibly be anything but the

accusative, the action of the verb ' become ' passing on to the

object ' king '. That there is really nothing extravagant in

this view is shown by the Old English ' hd wear's to cyninge

(gehalgod) ' and the German ' er ward zum konig'.

Further we have also a positional dative, as in 'he gave

the man a book '. May not then the supposed accusative in

' he flattered the man ', ' it pleased the man ', be reaUy a dative,

as it certainly would be historically 1 ^ This view might again

be supported by an examination of the corresponding pronoun

forms, for ' him ' is historically a dative, not an accusative, and

so with the others also.

But the truth is that, whatever the history may be, the so-

called accusative of the personal pronouns is functionally not

a case at all, but a special form which may be indifferently

nom., ace, or dat., as the case may be. The real difference

between ' I ' and ' me ' is that ' I ' is an inseparable prefix used

to form finite verbs, while ' me ' is an independent or absolute

pronoun, which can be used without a verb to follow. These

distinctions are carried out in vulgar English as strictly as in

French, where the distinction between the conjoint 'je' and

the absolute ' moi ' is rigidly enforced. The difference between

French and English is that French has also a true conjoint

accusative ' me ', which, as in Basque, is incorporated into the

verb. In vulgar English we hear not only ' it is me ', but also

with the relative, as in ' him that 's here ' (Aimdhgts iia), where
the polite language only tolerates ' he '. In the polite language

we find such monstrosities as ' it will give my friend and I

great pleasure '—the natural result of the artificial reaction

against 'it is me'.

And now a few words about the terminology. It will be

observed that I have throughout avoided the names ' possessive'

and ' objective '. The distinctions implied are historical, and
therefore the historical names should be retained. If the

names of grammatical forms were to be changed whenever
their meanings changed, we should have different names for

every period and every language. It is much simpler to

' Old English, ' h.6 dlecte 'Sam menu ' and ' hit licode 'Sam menn '.
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regard these terms as being what they really are, purely

conventional names of forms whose meanings are often vague

and sometimes nothing at all. Historically English nouns can

only be said to have one case, the genitive. The unmodified

base represents historically both nominative and accusative

(possibly also dative in some cases), we may therefore call it

the ' common ' case. Pronouns have three cases, nominative,

genitive, as in ' it is his ', and dative. The question whether
' his ' in ' his book ' is a genitive, or a possessive adjective, is

really an idle one, for the genitive is in all cases functionally

identical with an adjective. If we disregard history, and take

position as the criterion of case, we are able to distinguish

doubtfully a subject and object case, the former corresponding

to the old nominative, the latter sometimes to the ace, some-

times to the dat.

Pronouns

Pronouns bear the closest analogy to proper names. They

are nouns which, in themselves, only connote 'human being',

and in some cases sex also. When we hear that 'he is

coming ', all we learn is that a male human being is coming,

and we learn just as much from the proposition 'James is

coming '. The main distinction is that pronouns are of general,

proper names of special application, for, if the system of giving

proper names were carried out perfectly, every one would have

a name to himself, which would be shared by no one else.

Pronouns are, therefore, even less significant than proper

names :
' he ' may refer in turn to each individual man there

is, if the grammatical structure of the sentence allows it.

All pronouns are relative—they always refer to some noun.

' He ' is quite as relative in signification as ' who ' is, and the

two are really identical in meaning, the distinction being

purely formal, viz. that a sentence beginning with ' who ' is

always accompanied by another sentence containing some

statement about the person to whom the pronoun refers, and

until we have this sentence, we feel that the first sentence is

formally incomplete. ' He ' is, therefore, relative in meaning,

'who' in meaning and form also. 'He is here' does not
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really convey any more information than ' the man who is

here ', but it can stand alone, whereas the other cannot.

Adjectives

Adjectives may be either special or general attribute-words.

Special adjectives are 'bright', 'blue', &c., while such ad-

jectives as ' this ',
' that ', which connote nothing but the attri-

bute of existing in space, are general. Still more general are

such adjectives as the definite article ' the ', which connotes

nothing but the attribute of forming a member of a class, or

something similar. Many of these general adjectives are at

the same time pronouns when they stand alone, thus ' some

'

alone is equivalent to ' some human beings ', while in ' some

men ' it is simply an adjective, or, as it is sometimes absurdly

called, an ' adjective pronoun '. Similarly in vulgar English

' them ' by itself is a pronoun (Adhemdhets on eint duwin nou

waek), but before a noun (dhem thiqz), it is a general

(demonstrative) adjective.

The two articles are often so devoid of meaning as to amount

practically to nothing more than prefixes for forming nouns,

although this is not carried so far as in French and German,

where the definite article may be said to have hardly any
meaning at all, being not only prefixed, as in English, to the

names of things which only occur singly, such as ' the sun
',

' the earth ', but also to proper names and the names of

abstractions.

In ' a good man '
' a ' belongs not to ' good ', but to ' man '.

We have, therefore, here a case of incorporation, which is

avoided in ' all the way ', ' so great a work ', &c. In ' a hundred
men', the 'a' belongs to the 'hundred', forming with it a

single attribute-word.

Verbs

The really characteristic feature of the English finite verb
is its inability to stand alone without a pronominal prefix.

Thus (gou), (ran), (flai), by themselves may be either nouns or

verbs ;
if, for instance, the indefinite article is prefixed to any

of them, it becomes a noun—(a^ou), (gran), (a/lai), are all
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•
nouns. But (ai(/ou), (wiyron), (dhei/lai) are verbs. With the

help of other prefixes a great variety of verbal forms may be

made without the slightest change of the primitive form.

Thus (wiylg-ou) is future, (wiydgfou) is conditional, (wiydidpiou)

is a form of the preterite, &c. If for the pronoun a noun is

substituted, the verb is recognized solely by its position after

the noun in its common case, thus in (dheinenren) there is

nothing but the fact of (ran) following the uninflected plural

(dhamen) to show that it is a verb. Even when there is a

noun preceding, the pronominal prefix is often used in common
talk, especially among the uneducated; thus we often hear,

instead of (Amai bradhaz kemiq houmto morou), (Amai

bradhahiyz kemiq . . .). The tendency to employ a pronomi-

nal prefix is also strikingly illustrated by the impersonal

verbs, such as (itreinz), (it/isepnz), &c., where the (it) is quite

unmeaning.

These facts illustrate the peculiar complexity of English

grammar, and the difficulty of attaining a just and adequate

view of its characteristic features. In such a sentence as

(Adha men kam) (kam) is a verb mainly through its position,

in (dhei/cam) because of the pronominal prefix, and in (hiy/camz)

both because of the prefix and of the inflexional (z).

It is impox-tant to observe that English has no infinitive,

except from an historical point of view. (Kam) by itself is,

as we have seen, not necessarily a verb at all, still less an

infinitive ' mood ', and it is certainly most in accordance with

the instinct of those who speak English naturally to consider

(kam) simply as a base or common form of the verb, just as

(msen) is felt to be a common case.^

The term ' mood ' is, of course, quite a misnomer as applied

to the infinitive in any language, for the infinitive is nothing

but a sort of nominal form of the verb. On the other hand,

there are in English several forms of the verb which, on all

sound analogy, ought to be included among the moods. These

are the emphatic (siiduwgov.), the negative (p,idountgrou), the

1 The form (tegrou), as in (Aai wislita gou), might be called the supine. It

is not even historically an infinitive.
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interrogative (duwaigfou), the negative-interrogative (ciountai-

gfou), the first of which is quite peculiar to English.

The inflected subjunctive is almost extinct in English. In

form it is only in a few cases to be distinguished from the

indicative, and its original meaning is so completely lost that

English people have great difficulty in learning the proper use

of the subjunctive in such languages as German and French,

where it is still a living element of the language. We still

employ it chiefly in a few stereotyped optative phrases, such

as 'God save the Queen', and mechanically after certain

conjunctions. In the language of the vulgar it seems hardly

to be used at all, and such constructions as ' if I ivas you ' . . .

seem to be gradually spreading even among the educated.

Prepositions

The combination of a preposition and its noun (or pronoun)

is identical in meaning with an oblique case of a noun, that is

to say, it is a compound attribute. The preposition itself is

modified attributively by the noun, and the two together

constitute an attribute of some other word. Thus in ' he stood

by ', ' by ' is an attribute-word modifying ' stood ', in ' he stood

by the gate ',
' by ' is modified by ' the gate ', which is virtually

an adverb of ' by ', and the two together form a compound
attribute of ' stood '. In this example the prepositional com-

pound is equivalent to an adverb, but it may also qualify a

substantive, as in ' the church in the town ', which is equivalent

to ' the town church ', or, in German, ' die stadtische Kirche.'

Sentence-words

There are a variety of words which have the peculiarity of

always forming a sentence by themselves ; they might also be

called isolated words. These words are : (1) the imperative

mood of verbs, ' come
!

' for instance, being equivalent to ' I

command, or ask you to come
' ; (2) the ' adverbs ' yes and no,

which are equivalent to aflarmative and negative propositions
;

and (3) the interjections, many of which, as, for instance, alas !

from the adjective lassua, are quite erroneously described as
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inarticulate imitative sounds, and which have as much right

to be considered parts of speech as the imperatives of verbs.

Concluding Remarks

It is of great importance to obtain a clear idea of the

province of grammar as opposed to that of the dictionary—

a

subject on w^hich considerable confusion of ideas prevails. The

popular notion is that the business of a grammar is to explain

forms, of a dictionary to explain meanings. But it is clear

that the study of forms involves also a study of their meanings

as well, and, indeed, the whole of syntax is nothing else but

an investigation of the meanings of grammatical forms. The

real distinction is that grammar deals with the general facts

of language, lexicology with the special facts. Thus the fact

that ' tree ' becomes ' trees ' when we speak of more than one

tree, is a general one, for it applies, with certain restrictions,

to nearly all other nouns as well; but the fact that the

combination of sound that constitutes the sound-group ' tree

'

has the meaning we attach to it and no other, is an isolated

one, and there is nothing in the sounds themselves or the way
in which they are combined to necessitate one meaning more

than another, while even if we were ignorant of the meaning

of the word ' tree ', we should be able to recognize in ' trees

'

the meaning of ' plurality', if we met with it in an unambiguous

sentence. If we had a rationally constructed Universal

Language, in which every letter in a word would be significant

and combined according to definite laws, so that the connexion

between form and meaning would be at once evident, there

would be no dictionary at all—everything would be grammar,

and the dictionary would be simply an alphabetical index to

the grammar.

The simple question, then, that we have to ask ourselves in

determining the scope of the grammar of any language is, how
does this language indicate general meanings ? The answer

to this question is the grammar. If the language chiefly

employs what are conventionally termed 'inflexions', its

grammar will be mainly an ' inflexional ' one ; if position, its

grammar will be like that of Chinese, and, to a great extent,
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of English also, ' positional' To assert that Chinese has ' no

grammar', or 'no grammar irroperly upeLih'mg ', as it is some-

times cautiously put, is simply an eccentric way of stating that

it has no vivjiexioncd, grammar.

An essential part of English grammar is intonation. An

immense number of general ideas, both emotional and purely

logical, are expressed in English by the rise and fall of the

tones of the voice. The distinction between affirmation and

interrogation, subject and predicate, doubt and certainty, &c.,

are all expressed either partly or entirely by intonation.

The following are, then, the essential elements of English

grammar

:

1. Phonology, or an account of the formation of the

sounds of the language, their combinations, &c.

2. Phonetic Synthesis, comprising Quantity, Force or

Stress, and Intonation. (Voice-timbre, Expression,

&c., belong rather to Elocution, which is a special

branch of Grammar.)

3. Word Position.

4. Parts of Speech, Inflexion, Agglutination, &e.

(including all that is commonly understood as

' Grammar ').

The relation of form to meaning may, of course, be con-

sidered in various ways. The form may first be considered

purely as form, as when we analyse the various degrees of

quantity, the exact intervals of intonation, &c., and we may
then either consider the various meanings attached to each

form, or, starting from the meaning alone, determine what

forms are used to express it. In a full grammar all these

arrangements must be represented, partially at least. The
facts must also be so stated that due prominence is given to

the really important elements. Archaisms and fossilized forms

must be duly subordinated to the living means of expression.

The different strata of the formative elements must also be

distinguished. Thus, while the combinations of noun and

preposition would be treated at full under the same category

as inflexion—'of man' and 'man's', for instance, coming

together—the traditional inflexions would also be grouped
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together separately, apart from the later agglutinations. Even
merely nascent forms and tendencies would also be grouped

together separately. It is, for instance, important to observe

the tendency to indicate the singular of nouns by prefixes,

leaving the plural unmodified; 'man,' for instance, means
' man in general ', or, in short, ' men,' while ' the man ', or ' a

man ', has a definitely singular meaning. It is of course true

that we can also say ' the men ' in the plural, but it is at least

conceivable that in a more advanced stage of English the use

of the articles may be confined entirely to the singular, and in

that case it is highly probable that the plural inflexions would

be entirely lost, so that the distinction between singular and

plural would be denoted entirely by prefixes. Compare the

French singulars (eq ^ sha, la sha) with the plural (de sha, le

sha).

If English grammar were treated in this way, it would give

the student just notions not only of the structure of his own
language, but also of language generally, and a solid foundation

would be laid for historical and comparative philology. The

ordinary grammars, which ignore many of the most charac-

teristic features entirely, and subordinate others to purely

exceptional ones, not only give the student an entirely

erroneous idea of the structure of English, but also train him

to habits of erroneous and superficial observation, the evil

results of which are seen every day both in scientific philology

and in the practical acquisition of foreign languages.

' I use (q) to denote the French nasal : (oq sha) = ' un chat '.



THE PEACTICAL STUDY OF LANGUAGE'

It is remarkable that the rise of modern scientific philology,

and its rapid development during the present century, have

had but little influence on the practical study of language;

and it is a question whether the influence it has exercised has

not been, on the whole, rather injurious than beneficial.

I, for one, am strongly of the opinion that our present

exaggeratedly analytical methods, which are the fruit not only

of scientific philology, but also of the elaboration of grammars

and dictionaries, ai-e a failure compared with the synthetic

methods of the Middle Ages, by which sentences were grasped

as wholes, not analysed and put together like pieces of mosaic

work, and that any real reform will involve, partially at least,

a return to these older methods.

But the question of such a reform has even now begun to

engage the attention of philologists. I have myself worked

at it incessantly for the last fifteen years from every point of

view, both practical and theoretical, and in 1876 I even wrote

a complete treatise on the ' Practical Study of Language ', but

on the maxim that example is better than precept, I thought
it better to reserve its publication till I had brought out some
practical exemplification of the methods I advocate. This

I am now doing : my Elementarhuch des gesprochenen Englisch

(Primer of Spoken English) is already half through the press,

and as soon as it is published I hope to bring out my treatise

in a thoroughly revised and complete form. Meanwhile
I may refer to such brief statements of my views as are

contained in my Presidential Addresses^ and other papei-s^

1 Transactions of the Philological Society, 1882-4, pp. 577-99.
' See especially Address for 1876-7, pp. 16 foil.

' Especially Words, Logic, and Grammar, Trans. 1875-6. [pp. 1-33 of this
i-eprint.]
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read before this Society, in the preface to my Handbook of

Phonetics (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877), and in my review

of Storm's Englische Philologie (Heilbronn : Henninger, 1881)

in the Gotiffnger geleJirte Anzeigen (1881, Stuck 44, pp. 1398

foil).

But the main impulse has come from the above-mentioned

work of Storm, which is a guide to the scientific study of

English, the first part (which is all that has appeared as yet)

dealing with the living language. The two main features of

Storm's method are the prominence he gives to the living

language, and his vindication of scientific phonetics as the

indispensable foundation of all study of language, whether

practical or theoretical. He recommends the following order of

the diflierent branches :
' begin with the practical acquisition

of the living language and extensive reading, then obtain

a knowledge of the older stages of the language through the

most important texts, and finally study scientific grammar and

the history and etymology of the language in their natural

connexion.' Storm rightly blames the older German gram-

marians for confusing Tudor English, eighteenth, and nine-

teenth century English in one chaotic mass, which is made the

foundation of the practical study of the living language.

With equal justice he protests against the tendency of gram-

marians to regard the spoken language as a corruption of

the literary language ; he maintains, on the contrary, that the

spoken language is always the real source of the literary

language. Indeed (as I remarked in my above-mentioned

review) the spoken language is (with the exception of occa-

sional abnormal artificialities) the only source of the literary

language : every literary language arises from a more or less

arbitrary mixture of spoken languages of diSerent periods

;

such forms, for instance, as thou lovest, he loveih, which now
only occur in the higher literature, were ordinary colloquialisms

in Tudor English. Hence the general axiom— equally im-

portant for the practical and the scientific study of language

—that the living spoken form of every language should be

made the foundation of its study. This holds good, even if

the ultimate object is the mastery of the literary language

D 3
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only, for the spoken is the only form of the language which

is regular and definitely limited in the range of its gra,mmar

and vocabulary.

In speaking of the relation of the theoretical to the practical

study of language, Storm comes to the conclusion that the

former 'is practical in a higher sense, because it facilitates

the comprehension and acquisition of the facts '. This view

I criticized in my review as follows (translating from the

German) :
' It is true that a knowledge of such a language as

Latin considerably facilitates the acquisition of Italian . . .

,

but where the connexion between the two languages is self-

evident, no scientific sign-post is required : every one sees at

once that -padre is connected with patrem, aimer with amare

;

and when the relationship can be established only by means

of numerous intermediate stages, and complicated laws of

sound-change, it is a question whether it is really practical to

seek our object in such a roundabout way. . .(We can explain

the irregularities of a language by means of history, and even

prove that they are really more correct than the regular forms,

but they still continue to be irregularities, that is, they always

cause breaks and inequalities in the series of mental associa-

tions called forth by the regular forms, which can only be

smoothed over by strict attention and continued practiceT)

Especially instructive in this respect are the numberless

grammatical difiiculties which do not require any historical

illustration, simply because they are in themselves perfectly

transparent, such as the periphrastic forms of the English

verb. What can historical philology contribute to the analysis

of will love, shall love, is loving, &c. ? And yet few foreigners

succeed in mastering the delicate distinctions of the English

verb. \Tlie constant application of historical and comparative

illustrations is often positively injurious, from the disturbing

influence it has on the puritj^ and definiteness of the groups

of associations gained by the practical studyl^' One can imagine

the confusion and uncertainty which would result from an
attempt to acquire a practical knowledge of English from
Matzner's grammar! The impossibility of a consistent

application of the results of scientific philology to practical
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study is not generally recognized, simply because such a

consistent application is never attempted ; but yet, happily,

the practice of throwing crumbs of philology into practical

grammars, &c., seems to be falling more and more into

discredit, even when tjie language is to be studied solely for

scientific purposes.^ \l believe the best way is to let each

branch rest on its own merits : scientific philology should be

studied for its own sake, not as an appendix to the practical

study.' I would of course admit that wherever scientific

etymology, &c., really helps, it ought to be utilized, and that

there may be cases in which the practical application of such

a law as that ascribed to Grimm may be worth the effort of

learning it : but, unfortunately, it often happens that a false

etymology is of more practical value than the correct one

:

every beginner in Greek at once remembers the meaning of

hdlos by its likeness to English hole, whereas its relation to

Latin salvus can only be mastered by an effort. Such acci-

dental likenesses, which are not unfrequent between totally

unconnected languages, where, of course, scientific comparison

is excluded, are eagerly seized on by the beginner as the

natural foundation of his new vocabulary, especially if they

appeal to his sense of the ludicrous or paradoxical.^ J

In the last few years German philologists and teachers have

begun to agitate for a reform of their present system of

practical instruction in language, which they themselves

almost unanimously condemn as unscientific as well as

unpractical. I would especially call attention to the anony-

mous essay ' The teaching of languages must start afresh ', and

Franke's ' Practical acquisition of language '.^ The latter goes

quite as far as I have ever done in condemning the present

system. His work is a brief sketch, in which too much space

1 See W. Braune's remarks in the preface to his Gotische Grammatik.
^ 'They call their mothers mares, and all their daughters fillies,' as Hood

says of the French, lucus a non lueendo. garstig : nasty, mdhrchen : mare's

nest. Jhasta : hasty, because you must not be hasty with it./ (This was actually

put in print once.) '

' Der spi-achunterricht muss umkehren ! von Quousque tandem (Hen-

ninger, 188-). Die praktische Sprachei-lernung, auf grund der psychologic

und der physiologie derspraohe dargestellt von F. Pranke (Henninger, 1S84).
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is taken up by abstract generalizations, so that it is not easy

to form a clear idea of what the practical working of his

method would be. He insists on a phonetic basis, and charac-

terizes the older system as the ' translation-method '. There

are, besides, a number of essays and pamphlets, some published

separately, some in such periodicals as the Anglia and

Englische studien. I may here quote from a review of

Karl Kiihn: Zur methode des franzosischen unterrichts by

H. Klinghardt which has just appeared in the latter,^ his sum-

mary of the three leading principles of reform which he says

are now generally accepted in Germany : (1) foreign languages

are to be learned primarily by means of connected texts, the

grammar being kept in the background; (2) the foreign

language should be learned by imitation and thinking in it,

not by translating; (3) living languages should be learned

before dead ones—all views which I have myself held for

many years back. It is to be wished, howeverj that the

Germans would give us fewer generalizations and more facts

about their own living speech, which they seem totally to

neglect.

I will now turn to the consideration of the different

branches of practical linguistic study, beginning with pi'o-

nunciation, which it is now generally admitted can only be

taught on the basis of scientific phonetics. The great interest

this new science is exciting is sufiiciently attested by the fact

that there are at the present moment three full treatises on it

passing through the press, two in Germany by Victor and

Trautmann, one in Sweden by Wulff. The first attempt to

apply phonetics in the teaching of English was made by Victor

in his Englische Graminatik, emd then by Trautmann {Anglia,

i. 593 foil.). Lastly, Schroer has brought out a treatise on

the method of teaching English pronunciation, based on the

work of the English school of phonetics,^ and embodying
the results of his own practical teaching experience. The

' Englische studien, vii. 3, pp. 491 foil.

' Ueber den untenicLt in der ausspraohe des Englischen, von Dr. A.
Schroer (Berlin, 1884).
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Norwegian Western's Engelsk Lydlsere also follows the
English school very closely.

But the importance of phonetics in the practical teaching of

language is still very far from being recognized to its full

extent. The first great step will be to discard the ordinary

spelling entirely in teaching pronunciation, and substitute

a purely phonetic one^ giving a genuine and adequate represen-

tation of the actual language, not, as is too often the case,

of an imagmary language, spoken by imaginary 'correct

speakers '. \To teach the pronunciation of such a language as

modern French by means of an orthography which is really

a very corrupt representation of the sixteenth-century pro-

nunciation, is as absurd as it would be to teach Dutch with

a German grammar, or to explain the anatomy of a horse by
a picture of a zebra or an ichthyosaurusr) When the language

is firmly fixed in the memory in its phonetic form, it will

be time to study the older spelling in connexion with the

historical study of the older stages of the language. Of course,

the difficulty of the transition from the spoken to the literary

language can never be fully overcome, but it is far easier than

the unnatural process of basing the study of the spoken

language on an imperfect mastery of the literary one. i_Ex-

perience has certainly shown that a class of children taught

reading phonetically will master both phonetic and ordinary

reading quicker than a class taught unphonetically will master

the latter onlyj Similar results are obtained in music by the

use of the Tonic Sol-fa method. The success of the phonetic

method is largely dependent on the notation employed. It is

a great step to discard the English values of the vowels, as is

now done by nearly all English spelling-reformers, but it will be

a still greater step when a universal phonetic shorthand comes

into general use. Such a shorthand would serve as a stepping-

stone from the ordinary Roman alphabet to such a one as Bell's

Visible Speech, which is too cumbrous for popular use, and

would at the same time give what I believe to be the only real

solution of the problem of spelling-reform.

One very important result of basing the teaching of pro-

nunciation on scientific phonetics is that we make ourselves to
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a great extent independent of a residence abroad, and of

foreign teachers, for I fully agree with Schroer that 'Jpr

teaching Germans English, a phonetically trained German is

far superior to an untrained Englishman, the latter being

quite unable to communicate his knowledge ; and this principle

applies, of course, with equal force to the teaching of foreign

languages in England. Again, a learner who has been trained

phonetically will understand the natives, and be understood

by them without difficulty, while experience shows that a bad

pronunciation often makes the speaker unijitelligible (except

to waiters at hotels who have learned to understand the jargon

of foreigners by long practice), and also retards for a long

time his comprehension of native speakers^) Experience also

shows that nearly all great linguists have owed their success

quite as much to their quickness in imitating sounds as to

their powerful memories, and phonetics alone can supply the

want of this natural quickness of imitation.

But the gain of a phonetic grasp of language extends far

beyond such special considerations. A secure grasp of the

sounds of a language is a great strengthening of the general

mastery of its forms and meanings, and a minute discrimination

of the phonetic diiferences between closely allied languages (as

when the French and Italian a, the Dutch u, and German il

are kept apart) is the. surest safeguard against otherwise

inevitable confusions. jPhonetics alone can breathe life into

the dead mass of letters which constitute a written language :

it alone can bring the rustic dialogues of our novels before

every intelligent reader as living realities, and make us realize

the living power and beauty of the ancient classical languages

in prose and verse. Again, phonetics alone enables us to

analyse and register the various phenomena of stress, intona-

tion, and quantity, which are the foundation of word-division,

sentence-structure, elocution, metre, and, in fact, enter into all

the higher problems of language : a psychological study of

language without phonetics is an impossibility. |

l^Gramniar, which is merely a commentary oil the facts of
language, must follow, not precede, the facts themselves, as
presented in sentences and connected texts : each sentence
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should be analysed and mastered phonetically before its

grammatical analysis is attempted^' A reference-grammar

should contain all the rules ; one to be gone through and

learned systematically must be strictly limited, so'as to include

nothing that is not required for the explanation of the texts

to be read. Every rule must have its example, generally an

unambiguous sentence which will bear separation from its

context.-^ The greatest blunder that can be made is that of

learning bare lists of words by heart : house: haus; table: tisch,

&c. But, of course, such a word as haus does not require

a complete sentence : das haus, hmiser gives all the informa-

tion required by any learner who has mastered the elements

of the grammar. Accidence and syntax should be taught as

far as possible simultaneously, on the principle that it is

absurd to teach the names of tools without explaining their

use. (^ grammar deals with the general laws of language,

it must include them all, giving as much prominence to

derivation and composition as to inflexions, and including the

laws of sentence-stress and intonationJ
The study of the vocabulary of a language may be carried

on in two distinct ways. We may either learn the meanings

of separate words, or else learn the words for each meaning.

Thus, we may take the word good and go through its various

meanings of ' pleasant to the taste ',
' useful ', ' morally good ',

' property ', &c., or else we may take, say, the idea of ' morally

good ', and enumerate the various words and phrases by which

it is expressed, such as ' good ', ' virtue ', ' bad ', ' vice '. We may

distinguish these two processes as analytic and synthetic

meaning-study.^

It is evident that the latter presupposes the former. It is

difficult to distinguish the mass of formally unconnected words

and phrases by which a given group of ideas is expressed with-

out some knowledge of the relation of the various meanings of

the individual words. This preliminary study may be regarded

1 Made-up sentences are generally bad, such as ' the happy children of our

teacher sing sweetly enough from their book of hymns ', which I quote from

a foreign grammar of English.
^ The latter would, of course, include the grammatical forms as well.
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as a sort of lexicographical syntax. It is, of course, only

concerned with those words whose variety of meanings causes

real difficulty, such as particles and the more primitive verbs,

such as get in English. The difficulty of drawing the line

between this study and ordinary syntax is well shown by the

fact that the prepositions are treated of both in the grammar

and the dictionary.

The synthetic meaning-study, on the other hand, includes

the whole vocabulary of the language. The foundation would

be a vocabulary in which the commoner words of the language

would be exemplified in sentences grouped under the different

categories of space, time, &c., with as much logical continuity

between them as possible. As I have said in my paper,

Language and Thought (p.
12),i the study of only 3,000 words

in any living language so arranged ' would enable any one to

express himself on most of the ordinary topics of life with

far greater accuracy than is now attainable, even after years

of floundering about in the pages of unwieldy and unpractical

dictionaries and grammars '. A reference ideological dictionary

with an alphabetical index would of course be required after-

wards, but all looking up words in dictionaries would be

excluded from the earlier stages. Such a complete dictionary

would enable a foreigner to master the special vocabulary of

any new pursuit at a short notice, for it would give all the

technical terms required, in their natural connexion. A
special alphabetical dictionary containing only rare words

(presupposing a mastery of the common ones) would also be

very useful. Our existing dictionaries err in trying to satisfy

too many requirements at once.

The sentences of which a language is composed are of two
kinds. There are some which may be called general sentences,

which may be regarded as types from which a number of

others may be formed by substituting new words for those

they contain. Thus, / have a book can be modified into I have

a house, &c. These sentences can be formed a priori by
combining their elements. Special sentences or idioms cannot

be formed in this way, and such idioms as hovj do yo%i do

?

I can't help it, never iiiiiod, are really on a level with simple

[' See note on p. 1.]
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words, such as salutation, inevitable, indifference, and, like
them, have to be learned one by one, like the irregularities in
the grammar. The fundamental error of the well-known
methods of Ollendorff and Ahn is that they tacitly assume
that the natural sentences of languages can be constructed
a priori; as we see, it is precisely the most elementary,
frequent, and necessary sentences which cannot be constructed
in this way. The results of these methods have been well

parodied in Burnand's Nevj Sandford and Merton: The
merchant is swimming with {avec) the gardener's son, hut (mais)

the Dutchman has the gun, and so on. Of course, at first only
the necessary idioms should be taught. The line between
necessary and unnecessary idioms is not of course absolute,

but is in general easy enough to draw. All proverbial idioms,

for instance, and most of those containing similes belong to

the latter class. For conversational purposes questions are

more necessary than answers : the idioms used in questions

must be mastered perfectly, while those used in answers
require only to be understood. The distinction between the

two classes is, of course, not absolute, and from a practical

point of view, it is important to observe how much more
limited the natural and usual combinations of most words are

than one would suppose : try, for instance, the combinations of

the adjectives wjfite, high, square, angry, and the substantives

tnan, coal, snotv, word.

The want ofphonetic notation is alone enough to make our

phrase-books useless, but they are quite as defective in their

idioms. Not only is there an utter want of system in selecting

the really useful idioms, and subordinating or rejecting the

others, but the idioms and phrases given are often absolutely

incorrect from the point of view of educated speech, being

archaic, literary, or vulgar, or the result of mistranslation of

some foreign idiom. Most phrasebook-writers fail to reproduce

the natural spoken language, partly from want of preparatory

training, partly from a fear of being thought vulgar, but

mainly from over-cleverness and conceit, which leads them

into a spurious literary style,^ so that their dialogues read

' Frauke remarks that German grammars for foreigners generally give
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like extracts from badly written novels. The only exception

I know^f is Storm's edition of Bennett's Norwegian Phrase-

book. 't_When I was with Storm in Norway last year, we
surveyed nearly the whole field of phrase-book literature in

the chief European languages, and passed a vote of sweeping

condemnation on it all, coming to the conclusion that the only

way of mastering idioms was by reading novels and comedies,

noting down the necessary ones and learning them by heart.

But this is, of course, a very slow and time-wasting process

compared with that of studying an ideologically arranged

collection such as I now make whenever I learn a new lan-

guage, using my own classification of English idioms as a

basisr]

When the sounds of a language have once been mastered,

the main foundation of its study will be connected texts,

[written in the simplest and directest colloquial style, and

containing as few rare words and phrases as possible!) The
best texts to begin with are descriptions of nature and natural

phenomena, of the different races of man, houses, food, dress,

&c., for such descriptions can easily be made to include the

whole of the elementary vocabulary of material things,

phenomena, and actions. Narrative pieces come next, and,

lastly, idiomatic dialogues, and longer pieces which combine
al|,three elements.

I^hese texts should, of course, be made as interesting and
amusing as is consistent with the definite principles on which
they are framed. They correspond exactly to the ' studies

'

of the musician, just as the latter's scales and exercises

correspond to the linguist's sound-exercises and first sentences,
and just as the musician's studies serve as an introduction to
the classical compositions themselves, so do our linguistic

eilen Sie !— dieses is mein Bruder instead of the colloquially idiomatic Ueilen Sie
sich or machen Sie schnell (this is the idiom that is familiar to me)—das [7uer]
is\t-\ mein Bruder. I find in recently published English phrase-hooks such
fossils as may I have the pleasure of drinking mne with you, Miss?—Your health,
Sir! together with dinner-table comments such as this beef is delicious.- it melts
tn the mouth~I love fat. In some of these books a man's wife is his good lady.
On these principles learned Germans might still address an impudent cab-
man with sounds sirrah ! or even sdefh

!
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texts serve as an introduction to the literature of the language.
' The ordinary practice of not only introducing the learner to

the literature of a language before he has mastered its gram-

mar and vocabulary, but also of making its classics the

vehicle of elementary grammatical instruction, is a most

detestable one. What should we say of a music-master who
gave his pupils a sonata of Beethoven to learn the notes on,

instead of beginning with scales'? Yet this is precisely our

present system of teaching languages.' ^ When the classics of

a language are ground into boys who are utterly unable to

appreciate them, the result is often to create a disgust for

literature generally._J

At the end of this stage the learner will have acquired

a thorough command of a limited number of words and phrases

expressing the most necessary ideas. His vocabulary will

not be large, but he will command it with ease and certainty.

Those who learn a language through its literature often have

almost as wide a vocabulary as the natives, but have no real

command of the elementary idioms, being often quite unable

to describe the simplest mechanical operations, such as ' tie in

a knot', 'turn down the gas'. The context of a word in

literature is, besides^ often so vague as to be little help in

defining its meaning. This is especially shown in the epithets

of poetry, as in the Homeric mSropes dnthropoi, where meropes

may mean any quality whatsoever that can be predicated of

men general^. So also in the Vedas we get whole hymns,

which, when boiled down, leave not much more than 'the

bright shiner (= sun) shines brightly'. Now one of the most

fundamental distinctions between literary and colloquial speech

is the rigorously limited and definite use of adjectives and

other qualifiers in the latter : even so simple a phrase as ' the

sun shines brightly ' has an uncoUoquial ring about it. This,

together with its preference for the simple paratactic arrange-

ment of sentences, makes the colloquial language a far better

medium of teaching word-meanings. Of course, all simple

sentences are not equally suited for this purpose. I once saw

an elementary French reading-book in which the furniture, &c.,

1 Presidential Address {Trans. Phil. Soc, 1876-7, p. 16).
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in the drawing-room, kitchen, &c., was simply enumerated:

' in the kitclien are plates, dishes, saucepans, &c.', the result

being that there was nothing to correct the English learner's

natural assumption that plat means ' plate ' instead of ' dish '.

In such a sentence, on the other hand, as ' the sun rises in the

east and sets in the west ', a knowledge of the meaning of

only one of the chief words is a clue to that of all the others.

The further progress of the learner will be through condensed

treatises on special subjects, such as history, geography,

natural science, the matter being strictly subordinated to the

form.

As he advances he will be able to choose his texts with

greater freedom, and with less subordination of matter to

form, until at last he is able to read the actual literature

itself, unmodified and uncurtailed, beginning, of course, with

the ordinary prose, and proceeding gradually to archaic prose

and to poetry. Even at this advanced stage no dictionary is

required, the necessary explanations being given at the foot of

the page in the form of paraphrases in the foreign language

itself, translation into the learner's own language being only

occasionally had recourse to.

The systematic study of the grammar, idioms, and vocabu-

lary on the lines already sketched must, of course, run parallel

with the reading of the texts. In this way the same combinar

tions—with occasional variations—will be presented over and

over again to the learner from different points of view, and in

different contexts, and the fundamental principle of repetition

will thus have full justice done to it.

We may now turn to the consideration of some special

points, of which one of the most important is, how to deal with

the irregularities of a language. We have already dealt with

the two fallacies : (1) that the practical difficulties caused by
irregularities can be got rid of by explaining them historically

or comparatively ; and (2) that it is possible to teach a language
by means of a priori constructions which ignore its irregu-

larities. We now have first of all to realize the dilemma that

from a methodical point of view the irregularities ought to be
ignored until the regular forms have been mastered, while as
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a matter of fact they have to be learned at the very beginning,

as being generally the most frequent and necessary elements.

The solution of the dilemma is that irregularities are difficulties

only from a psychological, not from a formal point of view,

and should therefore be mastered during the purely formal,

or phonetic, stage, that is, before the study of the regular

forms in the grammar, &c. To a learner who as yet knows

nothing of English, and has only just begun the sounds, the

regular singular feat and the irregular plural feet are exactly

on a level, and it is not till he has learned the grammar that

such a collocation as hands and feet causes a psychological

break which can only be got over by repeated efibrts ; to

a German beginner hands is infinitely more difficult than feet.

In fact, if the first phonetic exercises are really made to

include the commonest words systematically, the difficulty will

solve itself : most of the irregularities will be mastered

unconsciously, and even when the learner has reached the

grammatical stage, he will be able, in a great degree, to over-

come cross-associations by concentrating his attention on the

mere sounds of his word-group, and repeating it aloud till it

runs glibly from his tongue. The fact has to be acknowledged

that language is partly rational, partly irrational, and that

the irrational element—that is, the irregularities—can only be

mastered formally and mechanically. To argue that irregu-

larities are rational because there was once a reason for them,

is like maintaining that it is rational of tailors to put buttons

at the back of dress coats because in the older forms of dress

coats such buttons were used to fasten up the long coat-tails

which are now shortened.

Every language has special difficulties of its own : words,

inflexions, &c., which are liable to be confused, such as the

adjectives ingenious and ingenuous in English, amat, amet,

monet, regit, regat in Latin. Each form or word should be

presented separately in an unambiguous and unconfusing

context, and when they are firmly fixed in this way, they

should be confronted with one another till all hesitation and

confusion disappear. There are also special difficulties in

passing from one language to another, which require a similar
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treatment. Thus Germans require to be specially trained not

to use seldom as an adjective, and English people require long

training to enable them to grasp the conception of the accusa-

tive or the subjunctive.

Every language too has its defects : where one uses a single

word, another will have only a periphrasis ; where one has

a definite idiom, another will have nothing but a variety of

vaguer phrases; some are wanting in a general term, as in

English there is no verb to express the ' running ' of a horse,

and in German no general word for ' handle '. All these con-

siderations point to the advisability of basing all study of

foreign languages on a thorough knowledge of our own in its

relation to the laws of general grammar.

Of course, any direct comparison of a foreign language

with our own should be postponed till the foreign language

has been mastered as far as possible on its own basis. Every

sentence would at first have to be accompanied by a free

translation into the native language, but these crutches would

be thrown away as soon as the learner began to parse the

sentence, and would afterwards be only employed when the

context, and periphrasis in the foreign language itself failed

to explain any passage. When, however^ the foreign language

has once been mastered, translation to and fro between it

and the native language would be not only harmless but

positively useful, and would be a great safeguard against the

tendency to mix the two languages together.^

It need hardly be said that the study of dead languages

ought to be carried on as far as possible exactly in the same

way as that of living ones. LThe first and indispensable con-

dition of a rational study of a dead language is the adoption

of an accurate and consistent pronunciation. The student

whose associations are solely with the written forms really

throws away an equally important series of associations,

namely, those between the meanings and the sounds repre-

sented by the written forms. 7 The practical exigencies of

teaching make the adoption of some system or other of

1 I do not, therefore, agree with Frauke and other recent German writers
ill their sweeping condemnation of the 'translation-method'.
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pronunciation absolutely necessary, and if, as is still always

the case, a pronunciation is adopted which contradicts or

confuses the distinctions of the written forms, as when Greek

ei and ai are pronounced alike, or quantity- and accent-

marks are neglected, there is the additional difficulty of

cross-association to be overcome. This involves, of course, a

phonetic notation, which for dead languages naturally takes

the form of diacritic modification of the traditional letters.

Quantity should be marked as strictly and invariably in

Greek and Latin as in Sanskrit. The absurdity of continuing

to print Greek in monkish letters which bear hardly any

resemblance to those used by the Old Greeks themselves

requires no comment. The evil effects of teaching languages

through their classical literatures are even greater in dead

than in living languages, for in dead languages every natural

obscurity is increased tenfold, owing to our unfamiliarity with

ancient circumstances and trains of thought. Such a language

as Latin ought to be taught by means of the simplest possible

descriptions, narratives, and dialogues, from which every

literary complexity and artificiality has been carefully weeded,

and even after the learner has begun the literature, he should

not be allowed to look at such an author as Virgil till he is

able to read simple prose and poetry with perfect ease, and is

able to converse fluently on elementary subjects.^ This would

be, in the main, simply a return to the methods of the Middle

Ages and Renascence, carried out, of course, in a far more

perfect way.

Of course, the complete scheme here briefly sketched would

require various modifications and curtailments in practice, but

it is impossible to go into such details now.

The general result we have arrived at is the recognition of

,a science of living, as opposed to dead, or antiquarian philo-

logy, based on phonology and psychology. This science in its

practical application is the indispensable foundation of the

study of our own and foreign languages, of dialectology, and

' Viva voce instruction is too much neglected in teaching languages. If it

were made more general, short-sight, that scourge of over-educated com-

munities, might be almost eradicated.

1504 a
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of historical and comparative philology. It is of the greatest

importance to England. Our dialects, in spite of the meri-

torious attempts of the Dialect Society to induce Englishmen

to take up their serious study, and in spite of the good work

done by individuals, are perishing fast, leaving either no

record at all behind them, or at best, very imperfect ones.

Even our best dialectal vrork gives little more than a rough

discrimination of the elementary sounds; sentence-stress,

intonation, and, generally speaking, the higher phonetic

analysis of our dialects are almost ignored. Dialectology

which is not based on systematic training is often worse than

useless, for its results are not only inadequate but often

_ positively misleading. In future ages it will seem incredible

that in the latter half of the nineteenth century there was not

a single authorized teacher of phonetics and practical philo-

logy at any of our universities. Such teachers are urgently

required, if only as adjuncts to the professors of historical

and comparative philology ; and accordingly in Germany we

find Sievers's Phonetih heading a series of Indogermanic

grammars, and he himself lecturing on phonetics at his

university, other German professors doing the same. But in

England, which is looked on abroad as, to a great extent at

least, the natural home of phonetics, the science is left to

a few enthusiasts, who have, it is true, the satisfaction of

seeing- their work eagerly taken up abroad, but naturally

regard this as but a poor compensation for the indijQference of

their 'practical' countrymen, who, from their neglect of

practical philology, allow the teaching of foreign languages to

be engrossed by swarms of foreigners, most of them very in-

diflerently prepared for their task. It stirs my indignation

to see Germans teaching French in English schools, when they

are quite incompetent to teach their own language. I con-

stantly have Americans, Germans, and other foreigners coming

to me and expressing their disappointment and astonishment

at ,the entire absence of any regular scientific teaching in

English philology and phonetics. Several Americans have

said to me that they looked on it as a disgrace to the brother-

hood of English speakers that they had to go to Germany to
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learn the elements of English philology and phonetics from

professors who sometimes can hardly express themselves in-

telligibly in the language they teach. English philology is

certainly showing signs of wake-up, and in the last few years

has obtained such a hold of the popular mind that there can

be no doubt that in a few years our universities will be obliged

by mere force of popular opinion to provide efficient instruc-

tion in it. Meanwhile, Cambridge has made a good beginning

by starting a tripos of mediaeval and modern languages,

which will certainly attract many students who feel the want
(as most do) of some deBnite external aim of study. But it is

a little disheartening to find a body of English professors

drawing up a scheme of modern languages and deliberately

omitting from it all mention of phonetics, the very backbone

of the study—and this three years after Storm's English

Philology has been made generally accessible in the German
edition ! And all the while there is doubtless enough phonetic

talent scattered over the country to provide as many teachers

as are required, if only regular teaching and a career were

open to them. A few years ago I received a letter from

a young man of about twenty asking for help in his phonetic

studies, and giving an account of his own work, which showed

remarkable talent. I, of course, gave what help I could, and

had great hopes of him, but after a year he wrote to say that

he must give up phonetics and devote himself to the study of

the law. This is a sample of the way in which talent is

wasted in this country, while the means of preventing such

waste lie idle. The Taylor Institution for the study of

modern languages at Oxford is an instance. When Max
MuUer failed to obtain the Boden professorship of Sanskrit,

he was appointed professor of Modern Languages in connexion

with this institution ; when he was made professor of Com-

parative Philology, the professorship of Modern Languages

became vacant, and, as far as I know, has continued so ever

since. And yet the study of modern languages has not

declined in public estimation of late years, but rather the

reverse.

It is evident that a real reform in our method of teaching

£ 2
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languages will not come of itself. Teachers, as a body, are

very conservative : their business is to make the best of the

present books and methods, not to experiment with new ones.

Reform must come from above—from that school of original

investigation and experiment which can only be worked

through some kind of university system. Such diflBcult

subjects as the formation of speech-sounds, the classification

of the ideas expressed by words, the relations of the literary

to the spoken language—all of them absolutely essential for

our purpose— cannot possibly be dealt with satisfactorily except

by trained scientific specialists. Almost every year we have

some new system of learning languages, but it nearly always

turns out that the author has got some one idea into his head,

often—perhaps oftenest—a perfectly sound one, which idea

he hastens to embody in a book for beginners, but without

properly considering its relation to the other sides of the

question, and the consequent modifications of it that may be

necessary, or else without carrying it out consistently. Thus

many have had the idea of basing instruction on the spoken

language, but it never seems to occur to them that the only

way of getting at the spoken language is through a system of

notation which really represents it, namely, a phonetic one.

Again, I once bought a phrase-book which contained a large

number of very well selected phrases and idioms, but in an

absolutely disconnected succession, which made it almost

useless. It is easy enough to point out isolated principles of

reform ; the real diflBculty is to combine them into a harmo-

nious whole : the problem must be attacked from all sides at

once ; and this cannot be done without long preparatory

training. Even when a perfectly sound and complete theory

is evolved, its working out demands long toil. This is the

reason why so many of the books produced by practical

teachers are unsatisfactory, especially as regards clearness of

exposition : the writers simply have not time adequately to

work out the results of their theories and experience. Nor
can the work be done by deputy, as is too often attempted.

It is no wonder that people often revolt openly against all

system in learning languages, and go in for what they call
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the ' natural method ', or ' learuing by car ',
' picking it up by-

talking', &c. The answer to this is that the learning o£

a foreign language is as unnatural a process as can be con-

ceived, and that to retain several languages perfectly at once

is not only unnatural, but impossible— even (or rather,

especially) for the most gifted linguist. The genuine natural

method followed by nurses and children, and continued

through life, is besides a very bad one, and by no means

worthy of imitation, being unmethodical and wasteful. It is

carried on under the most favourable circumstances (which

cannot be reproduced in the later study of foreign languages),

and yet is always more or less of a failure, for the incessant

changes that go on in languages are nothing else than an

accumulation of mistakes, or, in other words, imperfect

masteries of details of the language taught by the older

members of the community. These mistakes (which go on

even after puberty) are developed out of the language itself,

and hence have a certain uniformity, and are thus easily

distinguished from the mistakes of foreigners, which are

uniform only among foreigners of the same nationality, and

are due to the influence of the foreign language. Indeed, so

imperfect is our natural method, that even with the help of

school-training, the great majority of people fail ever to attain

a real mastery of their own language. Those few who succeed

are called ' eloquent ', or are said to have ' a clear style ', to be

' good talkers ', or to be able to ' tell a story well '.

I, too, have tried that negatively natural method which

consists in discarding systematic study and relying on

conversation, and have found the results very unsatisfactory.

It sounds well to talk of ' picking up a language by ear in the

country itself, but most of the good linguists I have ques-

tioned have confessed that, especially in the beginning of their

study of a language, they learned nearly everything from

books, and but little from conversation. In fact, a residence

in the country before the elements of the language have been

mastered at home is positively injurious, for it forces the

learner to employ incorrect phrases and constructions on the

spur of the moment, which then become stereotyped, and can
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hardly be got rid of. The results of picking up a language

entirely by ear from the beginning may be seen in uneducated

people, who even after years of residence in a country are

often unable to utter anything but a few of the commonest

words and phrases. The idea that grammar can be dispensed

with is confuted by the fact that Mezzofanti himself used to

learn paradigms by heart like any schoolboy. It is very

difficult to get at the truth about these ' born linguists ', most

of whom are surrounded with a mist of exaggeration and

fable/ and I am certainly more inclined to believe the above

statement about Mezzofanti than the contrary one which has

been repeated in connexion with other great linguists, that

they were supra gravimaticayn. To a certain extent we are

all supra grainmaticam, for no one can learn a language only

from grammar, and we all learn our own without it. The

difference between a born linguist and an ordinary one is

really only one of degree, not of kind, and any one who has

the necessary enthusiasm and patience to master half a dozen

distinct languages will find that he has acquired a practical

insight into the general laws of language which will enable

him to master any other without much effort. It will then

be mainly a question of time, and this mainly of memory,

which can be cultivated up to a certain extent. Of course

such memories as those which can retain a folio page after

a single reading will give their owners a long start in the race,

and, of course, such memories can dispense more or less with

systematic training, though it will always be a help even to

them.

National aptitude for languages seems not to be determined

1 The achievements of Mezzofanti himself have been much exaggerated.

I was told by Storm, who got liis information from a Norwegian who had
liad an interview with the great man, that the current statements about his

being able to distinguish the different Norwegian dialects were pure fable,

and that he kept his visitor waiting a long time in the antechamber, while
he primed himself with a selection of Norse phrases, which he uttered with
considerable hesitation. Nothing is easier than to get the reputation of

speaking a language perfectly. An Englishman travelling in the out-of-the-

way parts of South Germany only has to speak anglicized book German to

be taken for a Prussian, and then to go home and tell people that ' he was
taken for a German everywhere '.
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by natural quickness, but more by external causes, for the

Southern nations do not seem to show any superiority over

the Northern. There are few better linguists than amon<jf

Norwegians,^ and the French are certainly not better than

the English. The external causes are, among others, the

necessity of learning foreign languages, due to the smallness

or barbarism of the country, which causes also foster the

natural talent for imitation dormant in all men. Thus, the

whole tendency of an educated Russian is towards imitation,

while an Englishman or a Frenchman expects other nations to

imitate him and know his language. Another is opportunity

of hearing foreign languages. It is practically almost

impossible for an Englishman to learn educated German
colloquially, because all Germans want to practise their English

on him, and besides he is generally thrown exclusively among
English speakers in foreign schools and boarding-houses.^

The character of the native language also has an influence, as

we see in the bad effects of the imperfect sound-distinctions

of Saxon Germans. Systematic training would soon com-

pensate these differences, and enable the natural aptitude of

each individual to develop itself freely. When this is done,

I see no reason to fear that the English will prove in any way
inferior to the other nations ; in fact, the richness of our

sound-system, both consonants and vowels, the delicacy of

our intonation and stress distinctions, and the comparatively

rational nature of our grammar ought to give us great

advantages.

' Witness Schroder in Natal, Skre.''srud, and Storm.
' I heard of one case in which an English boy was at school at Bonn for

a year ; when he came home he said that he had not spoken a single word of

German the whole time, not even in the shops.
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Nothing is more remarkable in the history of the science

of language than the contrast between the number and

accessibility of the linguistic facts and phenomena on which

it is founded on the one hand, and the slowness in drawing

the inevitable conclusions from these facts on the other.

Not only were there abundant materials for the construction

of comparative grammars of the Romance, Germanic, and

other families of languages, but many linguistic generalizations

had been partially formulated long before the foundations of

scientific comparative philology had been definitely laid in

the beginning of the nineteenth century. For instance, not

only the general idea but also many of the details of ' Grimm's

Law ' can be traced back through the Scandinavian philologists,

Rask and Ihre, to more than a hundred years before Grimm's

time; and our countryman, Hickes, gave in his Thesaurus

a rudimentary comparative Germanic grammar in the very

beginning of the eighteenth century : it is certain that without

the labours of him and his successors—especially the Nether-

lander Ten Kate and the Dane Rask—the classical Deutsche

Grammatik of Grimm could never have been written.

One of the explanations of this slow development is not

far to seek. It was the inevitable result of a contradiction

between a priori theory and the actual facts of language

which made it difficult to form definite ideas of the relation-

ships and affinities of languages. As long as Hebrew was
regarded as the parent of all existing languages, a genealogical

classification of languages generall}^ and especially of the

Aryan or Indogermanic languages, was impossible : instead

of systematically investigating the relationships between such

' From Otia Merseiana (the Publication of the Arts Faculty of University-
College, Liverpool), vol. ii (1900-1), pp. 113-26.
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languages as Greek, Latin, and the Germanic and Slavonic

languages, philologists wasted their energies in vain attempts

to find Hebrew roots in each of these languages separately.

Hence there were no recognized canons of criticism by
which to distinguish between those similarities in languages

which are the result of borrowing and those which are the

result of linguistic affinity and descent from a common parent

language or ursprache. The broad distinction between those

similarities which are the result of self-evident borrowing in

historical periods and those which reach back to prehistoric

periods was of course recognized; but although it was
recognized, for instance, that the similarity between Greek

pater, meter and Latin pater, mater stood on a different

footing from that between Greek viekhane and Latin mdchina,

there seemed no reason against assuming that the former

resemblances were as much the result of mixture of vocabulary

as the latter. Even such remoter resemblances as those

between our first pair and the English father, mother were

generally ascribed to borrowing ; and even that bold and

independent thinker Home Tooke only got so far as to

suggest that the Greeks and Romans might have borrowed

words and roots from the barbarians of the North as well as

vice versa.

Such a heresy had at least the merit of widening the

speculative horizon by showing the necessity of not only

establishing the fact of borrowing but also of determining its

direction.

It is well known that it was the discovery of Sanskrit

which first led to the definite recognition of the possibility of

the resemblances between it and the majority of European

languages being the result of common origin. The resemblance

between these latter and another Asiatic language—Persian

—

closely allied to Sanskrit, had long been noticed. Leibnitz,

in the seventeenth century, even went so far as to assert that

an educated German could understand whole stanzas of Hafiz

by virtue of the similarity in vocabulary between the two

languages

!

The great achievement of Bopp was not the mere statement
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of the principle that the similarity of Sanskrit and the other

languages was the result of common origin as opposed to

borrowing—for this had been more or less vaguely inferred

by others—but the establishment of definite canons by which

to distinguish between those similarities which are the result

of affinity and those which are the result of borrowing.

Bopp's method was practically founded on the argument

that while similarities in vocabulary can be accounted for by

borrowing, similarities in inflexion and grammatical structure

generally cannot be so accounted for, there being no evidence to

show that one language ever borrows the inflexions of another.

Meanwhile Rask and Grimm had been comparing the

diflerent Germanic languages—where the question of affinity

did not require to be discussed—from a phonetic point of

view, and were thus able to formulate definite 'laws' of

sound-change between them, and the brilliant generalizations

embodied in Grimm's Law enabled them to extend the

operation of these laws to the other members of the great

Aryan family. The fact that these changes came to be

regarded—especially by Grimm—as letter-changes rather

than as living sound-changes did not much detract from their

importance from the point of view of method.

It was evident from the first that these laws did not

extend to borrowed words ; that is to say, that while Latin p
regularly becomes English / in such cognate words as father,

foot, full, it does not undergo this change in a small group of

words such as pound, priest, some of which were certainly,

and others probably, borrowed from Latin within historical

periods.

The fact of such words as pound being borrowed does not
of course absolutely preclude the possibility of such words as

father having also been borrowed—of course in a remotely
prehistoric period. But while pound expresses an idea which
is a priori likely to have been expressed by a foreign word

—

nearly all the. Old English names of weights and measures
being, as a matter of fact, of Latin origin—and can be
definitely referred to Latin pondus, the case is exactly the
opposite with father and the others in which Latin p is
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replaced by /: these words express ideas which could not

have required the help of a foreign language, and there is no

more reason for referring such a word as father to Latin than

to Greek or any other of the Aryan languages.

In short, whatever doubt there might be in isolated details,

the main result of the new science of comparative philology

was to prove the existence of a well-marked Aryan family of

languages, whose inflexions, phonetic laws, and morphological

structure generally, together with the greater part of their

primitive vocabulary, showed such resemblances and con-

nexions as could only be explained on the assumption of

these languages having a common origin, so that it was

possible by a comparison of them to reconstruct to some

extent the parent Aryan language.

These views are so universally accepted now that they

seem almost truisms, and it is difficult for us to realize the

opposition and incredulity with which they were at first met.

Learned Europe was scandalized at the idea of the classical

languages of Greece and Eome being allied to that of a race

of blackamoors—as the Hindus were popularly supposed to

be. Then the very existence of Sanskrit was questioned—it

was declared to be a fabrication of the Brahmins—just as in

the second half of the century it took ten years' argument to

convince German specialists of the existence of the Assyrian

language, while at the present day some still profess to dis-

believe the existence of Sumerian—the ' so-called Accadian

language '. As we shall see further on, these are not the only

instances of the history of science repeating itself. Some

of those who grudgingly admitted the existence of Sanskrit

declared it to be so difficult as to be unattainable by Europeans.

Again, as to the agreement in inflexions, why should not

the aborigines of India and the wild tribes of the North have

borrowed them from the Greeks and Romans? These rude

tribes must have originally spoken harsh and abrupt jai'gons

in which there was no room for niceties of grammar : it was

only polished idioms which could have evolved the refine-

ments of case and mood.

The answer was that, as a matter of fact, the languages of
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primitive peoples are often richer in eases and other gram-

matical complexities than those of highly civilized ones, and

that the history of the Aryan languages themselves shows

a progressive simplification of grammatical structure—at least

as regards inflexions—parallel to their speakers' advance in

culture.

On the other hand, a wider study of languages has shown

that the possibilities of mixture are greater than was suspected

by the founders of comparative philology.

It has always been clear from such a language as English

that there is no necessary limit to mixture of vocabulary.

Turkish is a still more striking example : in literary Turkish

any Persian or any Arabic 'full-word'—that is, a word of

independent meaning, not a mere particle—may theoretically

be used. It need hardly be said that even in the higher

literature there are practical limits to this borrowing, and

that the more simple and straightforward the literary style,

the more limited and definite becomes the foreign vocabulary,

while in ordinary speech the foreign elements are com-

paratively rare and confined mainly to certain categories of

ideas—just as in English.

The possibility of syntactic iniiuenee is clearly proved by

the sentence-structure of most modern European languages,

which has been greatly influenced by that of Latin. But here

we may notice— in English at least—a reaction against the

imitation of Latin periods, and a gradual return to the short

and simple sentence-structure of the spoken language. In

reading the English prose-writers of the seventeenth century

we are often reminded of German prose, which, again, has

made rapid advances in ease and lightness during the last

few generations.

The influence of Latin and Greek has even led to a partial

adoption of the inflexions of these languages. But here

again we may notice that the foreign inflexions are conflned

to the foreign words with which they are imported, and that

there are no signs of a tendency to extend them to native
words

; also that in the natural spoken language there is the
contrary tendency to get rid of them in the foreign words
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themselves, and to replace them with the native inflexions.

So also the occasional Middle English practice of adding

a plural ending -s to adjectives was only a temporary literary

imitation of French. Even if it had made its way into

natural speech, it would have been only an instance of

foreign influence causing the extension of the native plural

inflexion of nouns to adjectives. The older view of the noun-

plural ending -s being of French origin is now universally

rejected.

Although there does not seem to be any definite evidence

of foreign inflexions being really adopted into a natural form

of speech so as to supplant the native ones and become an

integral part of the language, there is clear evidence that

difierent languages may influence one another morphologically.

In the first place, there can be no doubt that contiguous

languages often show striking phonetic resemblances even

when they are not cognate or only remotely so. Thus the

many families of languages of the Caucasus have marked

phonetic peculiarities in common—such as implosive or 'choke-

stop' consonants—these peculiarities being sharedbyArmenian,

which is an Aryan language.

In Eastern Asia we are not surprised to find a group of

cognate languages, of which Chinese, Tibetan, and Burmese

are the chief representatives, agreeing not only in having

aspirates, but also in aspirating such combinations as ts, tsh,

besides having monosyllabic structure in common; but it

certainly is remarkable to find them sharing all these

peculiarities with the neighbouring Siamese and Annamite,

with which they are not cognate. These features reappear

again in a third group represented by Mon and Cambodgian,

which is again unrelated to the other two families, being

indeed the aboriginal language of Further India. The two

first families agree also in having ' word-tones ', words which

would otherwise be identical being distinguished by differences

of intonation—rising, falling, &c., tones. These word-tones are

wanting only in Tibetan ; and the complexity of the intonation

increases as we advance towards the south-east : Burmese has

only two tones, Siamese has five, North Chinese four, while
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South Chinese and Annamite have the maximum number of

tones—often estimated as eight. The unexpected fact that

Mon and Cambodgian have no word-tones at all shows that

Chinese and the other languages did not, as we might a priori

be inclined to assume, learn the use of word-tones from the

aborigines of Further India, as the Zulus and Kaffirs learnt

the 'clicks' from the Bushmen and Hottentots; it seems

rather to show that the use of word-tones developed in some

centre in South-East Asia, and thence spread out without

regard to linguistic relationship.

We see, then, that even in such an instance as this there is

room for doubt both as to the direction and the extent of the

borrowing.

Again, these agreements are in general structure, not in

details, and may therefore be mainly the result of tendencies

common to all languages. All languages have a tendency to clip

their words, and thus have a tendency towards monosyllabism,

as we see very clearly in English and French. Hence the

agreement in this respect between these Far Eastern languages

may merely mean that a tendency developed independently

in each of them was strengthened by contiguity and imitation.

The growth of word-tones is, again, undoubtedly connected

with monosyllabism. Such agreements in phonetic and

general morphological structure are a very different thing

from borrowing definite inflexions.

Even when comparative philology had been put on a definite

footing, there was still doubt as to the number of languages

that were to be included in the Aryan family ; and tbis opens

up the question as to the degree of similarity we are to

expect between cognate languages.

The earlier comparative philologists were naturally inclined

on a prion grounds to include the Celtic languages in the

Aryan family, but these languages in their extant Britannic

documents showed such a startling divergence of structure

from the Sanskrit and Greek standard, and it was so difficult

to establish any but occasional agreements in vocabulary

between them and the received members of the family, that

it seemed an open question whether they were not a non-
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Aryan family which had borrowed largely from Aryan
neighbours. Albanian has suggested similar doubts. Now
all these languages are admitted without question into the

family circle.

When we consider the rapidity with which languages

change, or may change, and the long time during which the

different members of a family may have been separated, we
instinctively distrust any great similarity in detail between

two languages whose affinity is not self-evident: when we
consider that local dialects of the same language may be

mutually unintelligible, we cannot, for instance, expect much
resemblance between German and Russian—one belonging to

the Germanic, the other to the Slavonic group. If we find

two words, one in each language, differing so slightly as to

be mutually recognizable, we are inclined to assume either

borrowing or purely accidental resemblance. We are long

past that naive period in which such an accidental agree-

ment as that between the forms and meanings of Polynesian

tiputa, 'cloak,' and English tippet would have been adduced

as an argument in favour of a common origin of the two

languages.

Divergence between cognate languages implies change.

This raises the question, how far does the possibility of

change of structure extend ? The old-established doctrine of

the development of isolation through agglutination has been

often attacked, but without success, and the theories sub-

stituted for it have all been unsatisfactory. The tendency of

such inflexional languages as Latin to develop into ' analytical'

languages such as French, naturally suggests the possibility

of the complete loss of inflexions, and a return to the isolating

type of Chinese and its cognates, in which grammatical rela-

tions are expressed partly by variations of word-order, partly

by the use of independent particles.

But even the most thoroughgoing analytical languages

generally show some traces of their old inflexions : even the

English inflexions, reduced as they are, still remain an

integral part of the language ; and there is no reason to

suppose that English will ever lose its strong verbs and its
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plural inflexions of nouns by any process of internal natural

development.

Such, then, are the most important of the general principles

on which the science of comparative philology is founded.

We will now consider its possible extensions in the future,

both as regards scope and methods.

From the first point of view, comparative philology and

Aryan philology are in the minds of many still regarded as

convertible terms. There are, indeed, many reasons why the

Aryan languages should take a prominent part in general

comparative philology. They are not only in themselves the

most important family of languages on the earth, but they

also have the advantage of being easily accessible in varied

literary documents of various periods, besides showing great

variety of structure. In the latter respect they have the

advantage over the Semitic languages, which resemble each

other so closely as to be little more than dialects, and hence

their comparison hardly carries us further back than the

classical Arabic of the Kuran. Hence, although the founda-

tions of comparative Semitic grammar were laid as early

—

or earlier—than those of comparative Aryan grammar, the

Semitic languages have had much less influence on the general

development of the science. Yet it must not be forgotten

that the reform in our theories of the Aryan vowel-system

which ended in the overthrow of the older views embodied

in the terms guna and vrddhi seems to have been suggested

by Semitic analogies.

In applying the results of comparative Aryan grammar to

other families of languages, it is evident that we must keep

clearly before us two main aims : (1) to carry out the methods

we have learnt as consistently as possible without regard to

traditional prejudices or unproved assumptions ; and (2) to be

ready to widen or modify our methods with the scope of

their application.

Before going any further, it must be remarked that there

is an opposite course possible : instead of widening our scope,

we may narrow it by confining ourselves to the investigation

of a special group of Aryan languages. In this way we already
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have comparative grammars of the Romance, the Germanic,
the Slavonic, the neo-Sanskrit or Gaurian languages of India.

The narrowing of the field is compensated by the greater

certainty and definiteness both of material and method, the

less hypothetical character of the parent language—the

parent of the Romance languages, for instance, being practi-

cally identical with classical Latin—and by being always

able to fall back on the wider deductions of general Aryan
philology. Still more important is the fact that such investi-

gations are mainly founded on living languages ; this leads to

paying greater attention to phonetics, and to the transfor-

mation of Grimm's letter-changes into real sound-changes.

The minute observation of living languages has alone made it

possible to investigate such fundamental principles as those

involved in the influence of stress and accent on sound

-

changes, by which doublets are formed, such as English of
and off, and which have given rise to such vowel-changes as

those in the English hind, bound. All this has reacted on

general Aryan philology, and led to the most far-reaching

results ; so that narrowing of scope has led directly not only

to greater precision but also to greater breadth of method.

If we turn to a survey of the latest extensions of the

methods of Aryan philology, we shall find that these

extensions are not all progress : we shall find to our surprise

that the fundamental principles of Bopp's methods are too

often ignored, or applied blindly and mechanically.

The influence of prejudice and conservatism is of course

often shown not in extension, but in the resistance to

extension—in the resistance that is oflered to any attempt to

investigate the affinities of Aryan as a whole with other

families of languages. This is perhaps partly the result of

a reaction from the many unsuccessful attempts that have

been made to establish a genealogical connexion between

Aryan and Semitic. These attempts were regarded with

indulgent eyes by many who would have opposed any

affiliation with other families of languages. They argued

that the Aryan languages have been for a long time the chief

carriers of civilization; that as the Aryan languages were
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originally inflexional, the inflexional type is the most perfect.

Besides, the Aryans are a white race. The Semites are also

white, and speak inflexional languages. It is therefore

a priori probable, and in no way derogatory to the dignity

of Aryan that it should be affiliated to Semitic,

The answer to this is, first, that race and language are not

necessarily connected; and, secondly, that though the two

families are inflexional, their inflexions are built up on

different principles—so different, indeed, as to exclude any

but the remotest affinity. The Semitic languages show the

inflexional type in its most highly developed and abstract

form: their inflexions consist to a great extent of inner

modifications of the root by vowel-change, shifting of the

relative positions of vowel and consonant, consonant-doubling,

&c., as in aalim, sallam, islam, tn-uslim. Compared with

Semitic, Sanskrit seems more an agglutinative than an in-

flexional language; and, in fact, the old Aryan system of

inflexions, with its heaping of heavy suffixes one on the

other, is more like the purely agglutinative type of the

more advanced of the western Altaic languages, such as

Turkish.

If we compare the Aryan languages, not with the

geographically distant Altaic, but with the latter's nearest

cognates, the Ugrian languages, which have been the nearest

neighbours of Aryan from the beginning, we find striking

resemblances, extending to the details of inflexion and
derivation. Such similarities as those between the Finnish

and Aryan personal endings of the verb—as when we com-
pare the Finnish first person singular ending -n (Lappish -m),

plural -mme, second person plural -tte, with the Sanskrit -rriy

-mas, -tha—have always been self-evident.

The resemblance extends to the vocabulary. But many of

these are certainly the result of Finnish borrowing from the

Aryan languages, especially the Germanic. But the researches

of Anderson (' Studien zur vergleichung der indogermanischen
und finnisch-ugrischen sprachen,' 1879) have shown that the

borrowing is sometimes the other way, and that there are

besides a large number of similarities which cannot be the
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result of borrowing either way, which must therefore be the

result of common origin.

My object here is not to argue the question of Aryo-Finnic

relationships, but rather to criticize the attitude of Aryan philo-

logists towards that question, and to point out the instructive

analogy between their attitude and that of the learned world

towards the new science of comparative philology at the

beginning of the nineteenth and end of the eighteenth

century.

Like their predecessors, they not only either ignore or

reject the possibility of common origin, but generally assume

that the borrowing is all on one side ; and this assumption

often leads them into etymologies which an impartial criticism

would have to reject, as when Thorasen makes out the

Finnish rauta, ' iron/ to be borrowed from the Scandinavian

raupi, ' hematite, iron-ore.' It is difficult to see why the

foreign name isarm was not borrowed with the thing itself,

and why the Ugrians should have gone out of their way to

make a new word for it by altering the meaning^Jiot of

a native word of their own, but of a foreign word. This

etymology is besides opposed to the fact that the Ugrians

were the masters of the Germanic tribes in the art of metal-

working. This is, therefore, an example of a similarity which

must be the result either of chance or of common origin

—

probably the latter.

The objections made to a comparison of the grammatical

structure of the two families often show a strange want of

linguistic imagination, as when it is seriously argued that we

have no right to compare Aryan with Finnish because the

latter is not an inflexional but an agglutinative language.

But all who have any practical knowledge of the latter

language agree that it is as much an inflexional language as

any other. But if Finnish had really remained in the

agglutinative stage of Turkish, this would not in any way
have weakened the case: we should still have been able to

point to Finnish as preserving what must have been a pre-

historic stage of Aryan. Indeed, if we had Finnish linguistic

documents as old as the earliest Greek inscriptions, we should

r 2
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perhaps find that the language was then in the same stage of

development as Turkish is now—or perhaps in a still more

primitive stage.

The want of grammatical gender in Ugrian has in like

manner been brought forward as an argument against

connecting the two families. But we know now that the

grammatical distinction of three genders was reaUy a com-

paratively late development in prehistoric Aryan, which

originally had only the two personal genders, as in Semitic,

the distinction between masculine and feminine having itself

developed out of other distinctions which had nothing to do

with sex. So the want of gender in Ugrian is, if anything,

a confirmation of the affinity between it and Aryan. And
although Ugrian has no genders, we can still trace in it the

beginnings of Aryan gender. Thus the Aryan masculine -s

is found in the Ugrian languages as a demonstrative noun-

suffix, whence its other use in Aryan—that of denoting the

subject or nominative case in a sentence. That -s even in

Aryan originally had nothing to do with distinctions of sex is

made at least probable, not only by this other function of it,

but also by the fact that a good many old nouns in -s are

feminine to the present day, such as French miain = Latin

manus.

In short, it requires but little imagination to see that

parent Aryan as revealed to us by comparative philology is

but the ruins of an older morphological structure. Every

argument and every analogy from what we know of the

general structure and growth of language points to the

conjecture that the Aryan inflexions were once more
numerous and at the same time more distinct and regular

—

that the noun, for instance, instead of only eight inflexions,

may have once had twice as many, which were added to

all nouns alike without any distinction of gender, these

endings being at first only slightly modified by contact with
different stems. Well, this is almost exactly the background
which the Ugrian languages offer us: Modem Finnish, with
its fifteen cases showing but trifling differences in the singular

and plural, has certainly developed a good many declensions
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and complex stem-modifications, but these niceties, although

they offer great practical difficulties to the learner, hardly

affect the general impression of unity and symmetry.
That the Ugrian languages should in some respects be

much more conservative than the Aryan is in harmony with

all we know of the conditions of linguistic change. Hence,

although we must exercise caution in comparing Sanskrit

forms with modern Ugrian ones whose history extends back

only a few centuries, and although the decay of the con-

sonant-system of the latter often makes etymology uncertain,

we cannot shut our eyes to the fact of their relationship.

If we refuse to draw the natural conclusion from the

similarities between Aryan and Ugrian, we must assume

either that these similarities are the result of chance—a view

which can be stated only to be at once abandoned— or that

they are the result of borrowing. But if we assume the

possibility of such borrowing, then comparative philology no

longer has any ground to stand upon : if the Ugrians really

borrowed not only a great part of their vocabulary—in-

cluding the names of many of the most primitive and

indispensable ideas—but also many of their derivative

endings, together with some of their cases and most of the

personal endings of the verb, from another family of

languages, then the whole fabric of comparative Aryan philo-

logy falls to the ground, and we are no longer justified in

inferring from the agreement in inflexions between Sanskrit,

Greek, and Latin that these languages have a common origin,

and there is nothing to prevent us from returning to the old-

fashioned view according to which the inhabitants of India

may have borrowed their inflexions from the languages of

the prehistoric communities of the Mediterranean.

Of course, if further knowledge shows the possibility of

such borrowing, then we must resign ourselves to revising the

principles of comparative philology from the beginning. But

we must be quite sure of our facts.

The Hausa language in the western Sudan is sometimes

quoted as an example. This language is spoken by negroes,

and its vocabulary appears to be fundamentally Negro, but in
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addition to a large number of Arabic loan-words, the result

of the conversion of its speakers to Mohammedanism, its

grammar shows unmistakable Semitic or Hamitic influence.

But here, again, if we hold to our fundamental principles,

we are bound before committing ourselves to the assumption

of Semitic inflexional influence on a Negro language, at least

to consider the possibility of the opposite view, and start

from the hypothesis of a small bodj;^ of Semites—or rather

Hamites—imposing their language on a Negro stock. A
strong but gradual influence of the native language of the

latter might then in time lead to the almost complete loss of

the vocabulary of the conquerors' language, which would at

the same time naturally lose most of its inflexions, a new
grammatical system being then developed, mainly on .the

analogy of the surrounding Negro languages, till at last

nothing of the original language was left but a few inflexions

and grammatical constructions. Such at least is one of the

alternatives which will have to be considered by future

historians of this interesting language.

As regards widening of methods, we have further to

remember that comparative philology began with the com-

parison of inflexions—that is, Aryan inflexions. Hence

there has been a tendency tacitly to assume that all inflexions

which are not exact reproductions of the Aryan inflexions

are in some way not genuine, and that the languages in

which they occur are ' agglutinative ' or ' formless '—what-

ever that may mean. Thus Steinthal and others belonging

to his mystic school deny that Finnish is an inflexional

language on the ground that it has no special ending for the

nominative case, although they have to admit that it is

capable of distinguishing clearly not only between nominative

and accusative, but also between the nominative and the

stem, as when from the stem kdte, 'hand,' it forms nominative
kdsi by regular phonetic changes. They ignore the fact that

in Aryan itself many nominatives consist of the stem without
any special ending, the nominative being then often marked
by secondary changes, just as in Finnish, as in pater, ' father,'

vocative 2^^t6'''\ and that, as the last word shows, Aryan
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makes quite as much use on the whole of ' negative ' inflexion

as Finnish does, for the Aryan vocatives are nothing else

than the bare stem without any ending being added, and

generally without any secondary sound-changes to differ-

entiate it from the stem.

Then, again, what are we to do with languages which have

no inflexions at all—which perhaps have hardly reached the

agglutinative stage? Here we must evidently widen the

conception of inflexional agreement into that of agreement

in the details of morphological structure. Such a non-

inflexional agreement is afforded by the vowel-harmony which

is the main bond of union between the Ugrian and the Altaic

languages, whose vocabulary shows but little resemblance,

even the numerals being quite distinct in the two families.

Now the only other language in the world which shows

anything like fully developed vowel-harmony is the pre-

Semitic language of the valley of the Euphrates—Sumerian,

whose speakers belonged to the same race as the speakers of

Ugrian and Altaic. It seems clear that a rational extension

of the principles of comparative philology obliges us to regard

this agreement as a convincing proof of all three families

—

including therefore, as fourth, the Aryan family—having

sprung from one common parent language ; and we cannot but

regard the increasing scepticism with which the affinity of

Altaic to Sumerian is regarded as a retrograde tendency.
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PROGRESS OF LINGUISTIC
SOIEI^CE

KEPORT ON GERMANIC AND
SCANDINAVIAN '

General Teutonic Philology

The last few years have brought us a new comparative

grammar of the Teutonic languages—Holtzmann's Old

German Grammar? This work is, as its title imports, of

a purely antiquarian character, treating of the letter-changes

of the dead languages—Gothic, Old High German, Old Saxon,

Anglo-Saxon, and Old Norse, and is, of course, mainly based

on Grimm, although a certain amount of new material has

been added, and various theories propounded—many of them,

it must be confessed, of a very paradoxical character. The

re-editions of the grammars of Grimm and Heyse also deserve

mention. The latter work^ can be recommended to all scientific

students of English as a short and accurate summary of the

leading results of German antiquarian philology.

Old English

The great want of Anglo-Saxon philology, that of a con-

venient hand-dictionary free from gross errors, still continues

to be painfully felt. The expectations raised by the

announcement of an Anglo-Saxon Glossary in preparation by

the well-known scholar H. Leo* have been disappointed.

The first part of his work, which appeared two years ago,

^ Transactions of the Philological Society, 1873-4, pp. 439-46.

^ Altdeufcsche Grammatik,' umfassend die gothische, altnordische, altaach-

aisehe,angelsachsischeundalthochdeutseheSpraohe. VonAdolphHoltzmann,
I. Band. I. Abtheilung. Die specielle Lautlehre (all that has appeared).

Leipzig, 1870. 8vo, pp. xv and 349.

' Kurze Laut- und Plexionalehre der altgermanischen Dialecte von Moritz

Heyse. Zweite verbesserte Auflage. Paderborn, 1870. 8vo, pp. 354.

* AngelsaohsischesGlossarvonHeinnchLeo. I. Abtheilung. Halle, 1872.

8vo, pp. xvi, 418.
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shows that he has adopted an arrangement in comparison

with which that of Ettmiiller's Lexicon is simple and easy

:

we do not say that the work is by any means destitute of

value for certain students, but it can never become a dictionary

for popular reference.

In the department of grammar, it is pleasant to think that

we at last have a book in EngKsh which is really up to the

mark of modern philology—the Anglo-Saxon Granimar of

Professor March.^ The merits of Professor March's grammar

are too well known to require any further statement : we can

only say that the work is a credit to American philology, and

ought to be in the hands of every student of English.

One of the greatest obstacles to sound progress in Old

English philology is the want of trustworthy texts. Not

only have many texts not been printed at all, but many
which have been published have been edited in so slovenly

a manner that they are almost useless for critical purposes.

It must therefore be a subject of gratulation to all true

students that the Early English Text Society has turned its

attention to the oldest stage of our language, and begun at

the fountain-head by the publication of the chief monument
of the English of Alfred— the version of Gregory's Cura
Pastoralis? It is now, for the first time, possible for the

student to acquire a clear notion of the chronology of the

oldest English—a subject which has hitherto been totally

misunderstood. We also welcome the first part of Dr,

Morris's edition of the unique Bliclding Homilies,^ not only

for its great value and interest, but also as a sign that the

Society intends to carry on the work it has so well begun,

and thus lay a solid foundation for the study, not only of

Anglo-Saxon, but of English generally.

' A Comparative Grammar of the Anglo-Saxon Language ; in which its

forms are illustrated by those of the Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, Gothic, Old
Saxon, Old Friesie, Old Norse, and Old High German, hy Francis A. March,
LL.D. New York, 1871. 8vo, pp. xii, 253.

'^ King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gregory's Pastoral Care, with an
English Translation, Notes, and an Introduction. Edited by Henry Sweet,
Esq., of Balliol College, Oxford. London, Trubner, 1871-2. 8vo, pp. xlii, 508.

s The Bliekling Homilies, edited with Introduction, Translation, Notes.

and Index of Words, by the Rev. E. Morris, LL.D. Part I. London,
Trubner, 1874. 8vo, pp. 144.
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Germany

The pursuit of philological inquiry is still carried on with

unabated vigour in the motherland of scientific philology,

nor is the native language neglected amidst the multiplicity

of subjects which engage the attention of German philologists.

Although the tendencies of German study are mainly

historical and antiquarian, there are signs that here, as

elsewhere, a general revolution in philological method is not

far distant. Specially significant is the awakening interest

shown in phonetics and the physiology of vocal sounds,

although it is to be regretted that most of the attempts

made by German philologists to apply phonetics to the

elucidation of changes in language have been based on an

exclusive study of the works of Briicke,^ which, useful as they

are, are far inferior to those of MerkeP (strange to say,

almost unknown in Germany, although written by a German),

Ellis and Bell.^ Equally important is the great development

of dialectal investigation in the last few decades, and the

fullness and thoroughness with which it is carried out.

Another characteristic feature of the latest German philo-

logy is the efforts now made to popularize the old language

and literature among general readers. The series of Medieval

German Classics^ originally projected by Pfeiffer still con-

tinues, and has enjoyed a most gratifying success.

The huge dictionary of Grimm still advances slowly : it is

difficult to say when it will be finished, and still more difficult

to say what will be its use, if ever completed. It may safely

1 Gruridzuge der Physiologie und Systematik der Sprachlaute fur Linguisten

und Taubstummenlehrer, bearbeitet von Dr. Ernst Briicke. Wien, 1856.

8vo, pp. 134. Ueber eine neue Methode der phonetiaohen Transseription,

von Prof. Ernst Briicke. Wien, 1863. 8vo, pp. 65.

^ Physiologie der menschlichen Spraehe, von Dr. C. L. Merkel. Leipzig,

1866. 8vo, pp. 444.

^ Visible Speech : the science of Universal Alphabet: cs ; or self-interpreting

physiological letters, for the writing of all languages in one alphabet. Illus-

trated by tables, diagrams, and examples. By Alex. Melville Bell, F.E.I.S.,

F.E.S.S.A. Inaugural Edition. Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., London, 1867.

' Deutsche Classiker des Mittelalters, mit Wort- und Saeherklarungen,

hgg. von Franz Pfeiffer. Leipzig. (Comprising Walther vender Vogelweide,

Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival, Gottfrid's Tristan, Hartmann vnn dor

Aue, Nibelungenlied, Kudmn, by various editors.)
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be said that it will be antiquated long before it is two-thirds

finished, both as regards matter and arrangement. It is, how-

ever, satisfactory to know that Sanders's German Dictionary^

gives, within a rational bulk, everything that can be required

by the student of the modem literary language.

Holland

Dutch, like German philology, groans under the incubus of

a big dictionary—the Dictionary of the Netherland Language, ^

of which two insignificant ' afleveringen ' or parts, have been

published since 1864. Like its German compeer, this work is

planned on too vast a scale, embracing a host of irrelevant

details, ever to be successfully carried out. Meanwhile, it is

a heavy drain on the philological energy of a small country

like Holland, and, what is a serious matter, makes it practicallj^

impossible for any one to compile a dictionary of reasonable

compass suited to the wants of the present generation of

philologists.

Two among the many valuable contributions to Teutonic

philology that have lately appeared in Holland deserve special

notice. Professor Kern has, for the first time, grappled

successfully with the glosses in the Lex 8alica,^ which have

so long been the despair of Teutonic philologists, and has in

his German essay upon them shown clearly that the language

of the Salic Franks was nothing else but Old Dutch, and that

many of the old words can be explained from corresponding

forms still in familiar use in the living language.

The other work to which we allude is Winkler's General

Netherland and Friesian Dialecticon,* of special interest to

all students of English. The main body of this work consists

of a translation of the parable of the Prodigal Son into 186

1 D. Sanders. Worterbueh der deutschen Spraehe. Mit Beilegen von
Luther bis aiif die Gegenwart. Leipzig, 1861-5. Koyal 4to.

^ Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal, bewerkt door Dr. M. De Vries en
L. A. De Winkel (two parts : A—aanh, —omad). Hague, 1864-9. 8vo.

' Die Glossen in der Lex Salica und die Spraehe dev salischen Pranken.
Beitrag zur Gesehichte der deutschen Spraehen von Dr. H. Kern. Ha"ue
1869. 8vo, pp. 186.

* Algemeen Nederduitsch en Friesch Dialecticon door Johan Winkler.
's Gravenhage, 1874. 8vo, 2 vols. ; vol. i, pp. xvi, 500 ; vol. ii, pp. 449.
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Low German and Friesian dialects, so that we are, for the

first time, enabled to form a general idea of the geographical

extent of these dialects and their relations to one another.

Each version is further accompanied by a general sketch of

the dialect and explanations of difficulties in the text. The
only fault in the book is the want of an adequate system of

phonetic notation.

Scandinavia

The most important fact to be noticed in Scandinavian

philology is the completion of Cleasby's Icelandic Dictionary,'

under the able editorship of Mr. GuSbrandr Vigfusson, who
has not only worked up the material collected by Cleasby

—

chiefly from the prose literature—but has also incorporated

the poetical words and phrases given in Sveinbjorn Egilsson's

Poetic Lexicon,^ together with the special Norwegianisms

recorded in Fritzner's dictionary, and finally added a large

number of words which exist only in the living language, many
of which are no doubt as old as those preserved in the classical

literature. Mr. Vigfdsson has also added a short grammar,

but full of new and valuable facts of phonology and inflection,

chiefly gathered from the oldest MSB., which have hitherto

been too little utilized for grammatical purposes. In short, we
may say that the work gives everything that can possibly be

needed by the student of Icelandic and Scandinavian generally,

and that it reflects equal credit on its editor and the University

of Oxford, whose enlightened liberality has alone made its

publication possible.

That earlier period known to us solely by the Eunic

inscriptions has long been appropriated by Professor Stephens,

of Copenhagen, whose magnificent work upon them* is of

priceless value to all students of Teutonic antiquity, whether

' An Icelandic-Englisli Dictionary, by the late Richai-d Cleasby, enlai-ged

and completed by Gudbrand Vigfusson. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1869-73.

4to.

' S. Egilsson. Lexicon poeticum antlquae linguae Septentrionalis. Copen-

hagen, 1861. Eoy. 8vo.
' The 01d-Noi*thern Runic Monuments of Scandinavia and England, now

first collected and deciphered by George Stephens, Esq., F.S.A. Loudon

:

J. Russell Smith, 1866-8. fol., pp. 1038.
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they approach the subject from the linguistic, aesthetical, or

purely archaeological point of view. The peculiar value of

Professor Stephens's woi-k lies mainly in the thorough trust-

worthiness of the material : every inscription has been

carefully and most beautifully engraved from rubbings and

photographs of the original 'carved stone', whenever accessible.

Two folio volumes have already been issued, and Professor

Stephens is busily engaged in collecting materials for a third.

The study of the old language is at present carried on with

peculiar vigour in Norway. The number of texts that have

been edited of late years is so great that it would be im-

possible to specify them in detail. One of them, however, is

of peculiar importance—Professor Bugge's edition of the older

Edda,^ in which the text has been, for the first time, definitely

determined as far as the manuscript evidence goes, which

unfortunately is often very corrupt.

But the most important fact in Norwegian philology of

late years is the extraordinary impetus that has been given

to dialectal researches by the movement inaugurated by the

so-called ' maalstraevers ',^ headed by Ivar Aasen, whose object

is nothing less than the expulsion of Danish, which is at

present the only recognized language of literature and

education, and the elevation of one of the dialects—or rather

of a rifacimento of all of them—to the dignity of the

Norwegian language. Whatever may be thought of the

advisability or feasibility of this scheme, there can be no

question that it has proved an unmixed boon to philology

;

for had it not been for the much-derided viaalstraevers, the

Norse grammar and dictionary of Aasen would certainly

never have been undertaken. These works, with their careful

phonetic discrimination and classification of the varied

dialects of Norway, are models of dialectal investigation, and
the material contained in them is of the highest value.

In Sweden we have to notice the completion of a truly

national work—the collection of the Old Swedish Laws by

' S. Bugge. Ssemundar Edda. Christiania, 1867.
2 Maalstrsever (mAAj-streevar) = literally ' Dialect-striver '—a nickname

given to the Norse purists wlio wish to L'xpel Danish from Norway.
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Professor Schlyter. The publication of this work began in

1827, and was not completed till 1869. The philological

value of these texts—which are preserved in a variety of

dialects—is simply incalculable, and the Sveriges gamla lagar^

is a work of which any country might be proud.

Equally important is the full and elaborate work of

Eydgvist

—

Laws of the Swedish Language,^ in which the

langU&ge has, for the first time, found a competent and

scientific historian.

Denmark has of late years fallen somewhat behind the

other countries, and most of the recent contributions of

Denmark to Teutonic philology have had rather a' feeble and

dilettante character, when compared with the solid results of

Norwegian and Swedish scholarship. There are, however,

several honourable exceptions. Mr. Svend Grundtvig's

edition of the Old Danish ballads or folkeviser ^ is of national

importance, and is of almost equal interest for English

literature also. The texts are given with the most scrupulous

fidelity and diplomatic exactness.

The little treatise of Thomsen, On the Influence of the

Teutonic on the Finnish Languages,'^ is of the highest interest

tor Teutonic philologists in general. Thomsen has shown
that the influence of the Teutonic on the Finnish languages

is so great that there must at some time have been a very

intimate intercourse between the two races. The Teutonic

words preserved in Finnish have in most cases retained their

original forms almost unimpaired, and in many cases these

forms are older than the oldest High German and Gothic,

and approximate closely to those of the oldest runic inscrip-

tions of the third century—hepce their peculiar value for

comparative purposes.

' Samling af Sveriges gamla lagar. 12 vols. 1827-69.

^ J. E. Rydgvist. Svenska Sprikets Lagar. Kritisk Afhandling. Stockholm,

1850-70. i vols. 8vo.

' Danmarks Gamle Folkeviser udgivne af S. Grundtvig. Copenhagen,
1853-62. i vols. 4to.

* Ueber den Eiufluss der germanischen Spraohen auf die finnisch-lappischen.

Von W. Thomsen, ubersetzt von E. Sievers. Halle, 1870.



PEESIDENTIAL ADDEESSi

ON ENGLISH PHILOLOGY AND PHONOLOGY

Our Society's work during the last year still shows that

healthy preference for special investigations over hazy

generalization, which is the surest sign of true progress.

Almost the only paper that dealt with any of the funda-

mental problems of language was my own on ' Words, Logic,

and Grammar', in which I tried to upset some of the con-

ventional dogmas of philology, logic, and grammar, partly

by means of a consistent phonetic analysis, and to explain the

real meaning of the parts of speech.^ Prof. J. B. Mayor's

papers on ' English Metres ', together with Mr. Ellis's remarks,

although confined to English, were of general interest as

a very important contribution to the scientific investigation

of metre generally.

The Teutonic family was the subject of two papers of mine,

one on ' Parallel Developments as contrasted with Traditional

Agreements ', the other on the ' Comparative Grammar of the

living Teutonic Languages '.''

Turning now to English, and beginning at the beginning, I

read a paper on the ' Text-criticism of the Anglo-Saxon Poets '.

Dr. R. Weymouth gave us an interesting paper on ' Here and

There in Chaucer ', in which he combated, and I think with

partial success, certain views of Mr. Ellis on Chaucer pro-

nunciation. English dialects were treated in two very in-

1 Delivered ivt the Anniversary Meeting, Friday, May 18, 1877. Transac-

tions of the Philological Society, 1877-9, pp. 1-16.

' See pp. 1-33 of the reprint.

' The subject of these papers will be treated at length in a work which
I am now preparing, entitled, ' Comparative Studies in the living Teutonic
Languages.' [This work never appeared]
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teresting papers by our two chief authorities on the subject,

Prince L. Bonaparte, who gave us the results of his latest

inquiries as to the present state of the 'Somerset Dialect',

and Mr. A. J. Ellis, who treated them as a whole, discussing

their characteristics and classification in his paper on ' English

Dialects '.

The other European languages were represented by Prof.

Cassal's ' French Genders ', of which we hope soon to hear

the continuation, and by Mr. W. R. MorfiU's instructive sketch

of ' Servia and its Dialects '.

Of Oriental languages ' Persian ' was treated by Prof.

Rieu, and ' Common Tamil ' by Mr. R. B. Swinton, both

very interesting papers, while Mr. E. L. Brandreth gave a

valuable survey of the ' Non-Aryan Languages of India ',

which, at the request of the Society, he continued at an extra

meeting.^ Last, but not least, we had a most able paper by

Prof. Sayce, of Oxford, on 'Accadian Phonology', in which

striking proofs of the phonetic decay of this ancient language

were adduced.

These papers represent a very wide range of subjects. It

is enough, I think, to acquit our Society of any accusation of

one-sidedness to consider how large a proportion of our

papers are on Oriental languages—this, too, in spite of the

formidable rivalry of a ' Royal Asiatic Society ', endowed by

Government. The fact that we have had no papers on the

Semitic languages is easily explained by the existence of

our vigorous young contemporary, the ' Society of Biblical

Archaeology ', which is, to all intents and purposes, a Semitic

Society. It is a significant fact that although our Society was

originally founded mainly for the ' Philological Illustration of

the Classical Writers of Greece and Rome',^ we still refuse

to look at classics. Most of us have probably had enough of

them at school and college : I know I have.

Every philological society must, however wide its sympa-

thies, have some specialty, and our specialty is English

—

surely the one most fitted for an English society, especially

when we consider that outside of our Society English philo-

> Rules, § 1.

1601 G
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logy is almost absolutely unrepresented and unrecognized.

I confidently look forward to the time when, instead of two

or three, there will be twenty philological societies in London,

each with its own specialty. An association of such societies,

if well organized and properly supported by the general

public, might do a great deal of good work in training

philological workers and promoting research—work which in

all civilized countries except England is done by the uni-

versities.

English

Beginning with that earliest inflexional stage of our lan-

guage, which I must persist, in spite of my respect for the

judgement of Prof. March, in calling ' Old English V we must

first notice the death of Dr. J. Bosworth, Rawlinsonian

Professor of Old English at Oxford, who, in spite of his want

of thoroughness and scientific method, did very good service

in popularizing his subject and keeping it alive in this nine-

teenth century. Dr. Bosworth has been succeeded by a

former occupant of the chair, the Rev, J. Earle, who, although

not trained in the modern school of philology, is a sound scholar,

and has done good work in his edition of the Chronicle. The

Old English professorship at Cambridge, founded by the

munificence of Dr. Bosworth, has, unfortunately, not yet

been filled up. When the time comes, it will be difficult to find

a worthier occupant than our member Mr, W, W. Skeat.

In my 'Anglo-Saxon Reader' (Clarendon Press, Oxford)

I have tried to make the latest results of scientific Old

English philology generally accessible to English students,

and have made the work useful for general reference by

adding a tolerably full grammar and glossary, which lattei

includes a good many common root-words which do not occui

in the extracts given.

Besides Dr. Morris's ' Blickling Homilies' (E.E.T.S.)

1 This name is now beginning to be adopted in Germany also ; it has beei

warmly advocated by Prof. Zupitza, and is also used by Prof. Ten Brink an(

his pupils.
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still in progress, two text-editions have appeared in 1876.

Mr. T. Arnold, of Oxford, has come out with a new edition

of our national epic ' Beowulf ', while the sister University

is represented by the Rev. R. Lumby's edition of an OE.

poetical paraphrase of Bede's .

' De Die Judicii ', which, under

the title of ' Be Domes Daege ', forms, I am sorry to say, pne

of the publications of our ally, the Early English Text

Society. That two such editions as these should be possible

in the latter half of the nineteenth century is a phenomenon

worthy of the most careful attention of the future historian

of English philology. I have criticized the former work
elsewhere at length.^ As to the latter I will only call the

attention of scholars to line 15, 'ic ondrsede me eac dom )7one

miclan,' with the translation, ' I trembled for myself eke at

that great doom,' the essential features of which are repeated

again line 17, Mr. Lumby's text-criticism may also be gauged

by comparing line 51, ' (quench) the faint smoke of weak

flesh,' with the OE. ' waces flsesces ' : one would think that

the emendation was self-evident, even without the ' lini ' of the

Latin original.

The splendid series of autotypes published by the Palaeo-

graphical Society includes many facsimiles of Old English

Charters. The Trustees of the British Museum have also

issued two parts of a series of photographic reproductions of

the oldest charters, both Latin and Old English (published

by Quaritch). There can be no doubt that this method of

dealing with old texts will be hereafter extensively employed

;

such MSS. as the Hatton Pastoral and the MS. of Csedmon,

with its quaint illustrations, ought to be photographically

published in extenso. Meanwhile the fine autotype specimens

of Chaucer MSS., issued this year by the Chaucer Society,

are a great boon to students, especially those who have not

access to the MSS. themselves.

In Germany Prof. Zupitza has published the valuable Old

Kentish glosses to the Proverbs of Solomon (Cott. Vesp.

D. 6), with full grammatical introduction, notes, and verbal

' la a review in the ' Academy ', Dec. 16^ 1876.

G 2
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index,^ in that admirably exhaustive and scientific style which

we. naturally look for in German work.

Two other essays in periodicals deserve special attention.

In America Dr. J. M. Garnett, of Annapolis, Ind., has given

a very interesting history of the ' Study of the Anglo-Saxon

Language and Literature'.^ In Germany the well-known

scholar M. Rieger has written a most valuable essay on ' Old

English Versification '^ in which the laws of stress are fully

investigated, the results being often very important for text-

criticism.

In Middle English we must first welcome the two new

periodicals, the ' Anglia ', edited by Prof. R. Wiilcker, and the

' Englische Studien ', edited and, as yet, almost entirely written

by Dr. E. Kolbing, for, although they admit all periods of

English, their contributions will probably be chiefly to the

Middle one.*

Our trusty allies, the ' Eai-ly English Text ', the ' Chaucer ',

the ' Shakespeare ', and the ' English Dialect ' Societies continue

their labours with unabated , vigour, although hampered, as

most of them are, by want of funds.

Among works bearing specially on Middle English, I would

call attention to Th. Wissmann's essay on ' King Horn ' (Strass-

burg, 1876), as a specimen of a kind of work which is very

much wanted in England. It is a valuable contribution to

the history of Middle English language and literature, as well

as to the phonology, inflexions, and metre of the poem, and

its relations to the French versions.

As regards the Romance element in our language—of not

less importance than the Teutonic—we are still waiting for

the completion of our member Mr. H. Nieol's treatise on
' French Sounds in English '—a work which will do in a very

full and accurate manner for the Romance what I have tried

to do for the Teutonic element of English in my ' History of

' Zeitschrift fur deutsches AUerthum, Neue Folge ix (1876).

^ Proceedings of the National Education Association (1876).

^ Die alt- und angelsadisische Verskunst. Zeitschrift f. deutsehe Philo-

logie, vii. 1 (1876).

* I have contributed to the 'Anglia' a collation of the Old English poem of

Solomon and Saturn.
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English Sounds'. Mr. Nicol's researches will be of great

interest to special Romance as well as English philologists, as

many of the French words preserved in English are extremely

archaic in form, when compared with their modern French

representatives.

The ' Early French Text Society's '
^ publications show that

combination of faithful reproduction of the MS. texts with

sound critical method, which so favourably characterizes the

present school of French philology, which, as regards text-

criticism, is far ahead of the English. The rapidity with

which scientific Romance philology has established itself in

France in the last few years is very remarkable, and is

evidently due to an enlightened system of public instruction.

Phonology

Language is essentially based on the dualism of form and

meaning, and all attempts to reduce language to strict logical

or psychological categories, by ignoring its formal side, have

failed ignominiously. The form of language is its sounds.

The science which teaches us to observe, analyse, and describe

the sounds of language is phonology. Phonology is, therefore,

the science of linguistic obsetmation. The purely antiquarian

philologist, who deals only with dead languages, is apt to

ignore these simple principles, and to look on phonetics and

pronunciation as something purely subordinate, simply because

he is never brought face to face with the ultimate facts of all

linguistic investigation, viz. [the living language. The truth

is, that phonology is not only the indispensable foundation of

all philology, but also that no department, from the highest

to the lowest, can be investigated fully without it, whether

1 Society d'Anoiens Textes Fran9ais. Chansons du xv° sieele, publi^es

d'aprfes le manusorit de la bibliothfeque uationale de Paris par Gaston Paris,

et accompagn^es de la musique transcrite en notation moderne par Auguste

Geyaert. 1875. Lea plus anciens monuments de la langue fran9aise (ix", x°

aifecle), publics avec un eommentaire philologique par Gaston Paris. Album.

1875. Brun de la Montaigne, roman d'aventure, publie pour la premiere fois,

d'aprfes le manuscrit unique de Paris, par Paul Meyer. 1875. Miracles de

Nostre Dame, par personnages, publics d'apr&s le manusorit de la biblio-

theque nationale par Gaston Paris et XJlysse Robert. Tome i. 1876.
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it be accidence, syntax, or prosody, or even that fundamental

problem—the origin of language.

Many, who admit the utility of phonetics, think that

' it ought not to be carried too far ', They say that phone-

ticians ought only to make broad distinctions, and to avoid

that ' hair-splitting ' which according to them is the besetting

sin of the English school of phonetics founded by Messrs. Bell

and Ellis. These critics forget that sound generalizations can

only be based on a minute study of details, and that in all

sciences the only way to arrive at trustworthy results is by

pushing the observation of details as far as human faculties

permit. Nor can any one tell a priori whether a given dis-

tinction, which to one observer appears almost inappreciable,

may not to one who speaks a different language appear very

marked. In fact. Nature itself, and not least as shown in

language, is extremely given to hair-splitting, and often paves

the way for the most violent changes, as, for instance, diph-

thongization,by minute and almost inappreciable modifications,

which it is the business of the trained phonetician to detect

and analyse.

Nothing more has appeared of Mr. Ellis's ' Early English

Pronunciation' since 1875, but we may look for another

volume by the end of this year, which will contain an

immense mass of precious information on our living English

dialects.

This colossal work is far too elaborate for general students,

and it is with great pleasure that we look forward to the

appearance of a smaller book by Mr. Ellis, which, although

written with a special purpose, will at the same time greatly

help to popularize phonetics—I allude to his ' Pronunciation

for Singers', now in progress. I may also mention that I

have myself written a ' Handbook of Phonetics ', now being

printed at the Clarendon Press, Oxford, in which I have given

a concise and, I trust, thoroughly practical summary of the

main results of the investigations of the best phoneticians up
to the present time, together with what little I have been able

to add myself.

In Germany we must first notice Prof. E. Sievers's
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' Physiology of Sounds '.^ It is, indeed, a cheering sign when
a work of this stamp heads a series of ' Indogermanische

Grammatiken '. Sievers's phonology is an immense advance
on Briicke's ' Physiologie der Sprachlaute ', of which a second

edition was published in 1876, wherein, to our astonishment,

we still find sh analysed as s + Ich, and our short vowels in

English dismissed without further notice as ' imperfect '—an
epithet which is surely meant to apply not to the vowels

themselves, but to Briicke's knowledge of them.

It would be curious to know what the old school of German
philologists think of Winteler's work on the phonology and

grammar of one of the dialects of Switzerland,^ based, as it is,

on purely phonetic principles. It is an exact analogue of

Dr. J. A. H. Murray's ' Dialect of the Southern Counties of

Scotland ', and higher praise cannot be given. It is, indeed,

an instructive spectacle, to see an English and a German
philologist arriving independently at precisely the same

method of dealing with a living dialect—both uncompromising

adherents of the ' hair-splitting ' principle.

Norway, lastly, possesses a phonetician of high abilities and

rare powers of observation in Prof. J. Storm, of Christiania,

who has carefully studied the works of our English phone-

ticians, and is now engaged on a ' History of the Norwegian

Language' on the principles developed by Mr. Ellis in the

first part of his ' Early English Pronunciation '. Prof. Storm

has also written a very interesting and original essay on the

peculiar intonation of the Scandinavian languages.®

The most important of the numerous practical applications

of phonetics is that of spelling reform. This difficult problem

postulates the most thorough-going and minute phonetic

analysis, and can be approached by a trained phonetician

only.

Recent action on the part of the London School Board

' Grundziige der Lautphysiologie : E. Sievers. Leipzig, 1876.

' Die Kerenzer Mundart des Kantons G-Iarus in ihren Grundziigeu dar-

gestellt, von J. Winteler. Leipzig, 1876.

' Om Tonefaldet i de skandinaviske Sprog, af Joh. Storm: Christiania

Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger (1874).
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induced Mr. Ellis and myself to write a series of letters to tlie

' Academy ', early in this year, on the principles on which all

reform must be based. Although I advocate a different scheme

from Mr. Ellis, who would retain the present English, while

I would return to the Continental values of the letters, I

would gladly co-operate with him in supporting his ' Glossic
',

if I thought there were any chance of its being adopted. But

the prejudices, especially of our upper classes, are too strong

to be overcome by reason, and it seems as if we were doomed

to see primary education reduced to a hollow sham, for

another generation at least—solely from the impossibility of

teaching our barbarous system of spelling to the majority of

English people. There can, of course, be no doubt that in

the end truth and reason will triumph over those arch-enemies

of progress, prejudice and sloth, and it is certain that the

longer reform is delayed, the more sweeping it will be when
it comes.

The Chaeacteristics of English Work

The preceding remarks will serve to give a general idea of

the present state of philology at home and abroad. We see

that England has contributed its fair share, considering the

disadvantages under which philological research labours in this

country—a question to which I will return immediately. It is

a subject of just pride that in some branches we take a decided

lead. I allude, of course, to phonology and dialectology.

In historical philology our energies are mainly devoted to

publishing our rich stores of MSS., and making them generally

accessible in a reliable form. We have, in fact, to make up
for the sloth of our fathers and grandfathers, and, indeed, were
it not for the energy and public spirit of some of the founders

of this Society, our MS. treasures might still be mouldering
in musty oblivion, unless, indeed, the zeal and industry of

German students of our early language and literature had
shamed us into action.

The two best features of our editing are minute accuracy

and fullness of material. Hence our parallel-text editions, of

which the Six-text Canterbury Tales, published by the Chaucer
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Society, is a noble example. I may also cite ray two-text

edition of the Old English Pastoral, the five-text Thomas of

Erceldoune, and the four-text Cursor Mundi now in progress,

both publications of the Early English Text Society. The

Germans are also beginning to see the advantage of a plan

which makes the 'reader independent of possible editorial

vagaries, besides supplying inexhaustible material for special

investigations of every kind, and in Prof. Sievers's forth-

coming edition of the Heliand, the Cotton MS. will, for the

first time, be printed in full, parallel to the Munich one.

We must not, however, be blind to the defects of our work,

and I think it will be well worth our while to listen to the

criticism of an impartial, but friendly, and thoroughly compe-

tent judge, Prof. Zupitza. In his review of the publications

of the Early English Text Society,i after doing full justice

to the energy and single-minded devotion of our Secretary,

Mr. Furnivall, to which he mainly attributes the success of the

Society, and enlarging on the merits of its work, he goes on

to say

:

'But with all appreciation I cannot refrain from calling

attention to some drawbacks. The editors are, with very few

exceptions, dilettantes. Many of them have very vague ideas

of philological method, of the treatment of the text, especially

when it is preserved in several MSS., of what is essential and

what not in reproducing a MS., or of the plan of a glossary,

&c. Nor do all of them possess a thorough knowledge of the

earlier periods of their native language : many of them cannot

get Modern English out of their heads, so that any deviation

from it is apt to leave them in a fix.'

Again :
' Many of the better class of editors, who are quite

competent to turn out good work, do not always take enough

time about it. It really looks sometimes as if the copy of

the MS. made by some clerk or other went straight to the

printer, and that the editor cleared off the whole business of

editing during the process of correcting the proofs, so that

gross blunders are almost inevitable.'

1 Die neuesteii Publicationen der Early English Text Society : Anzeiger fiir

cleutsclies Alterthum und Litteiatur (1875).
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The truth of these criticisms cannot be denied. How is it,

then, that while the principles of text-criticism have been

firmly established for the last thirty years in the other Teu-

tonic countries, we at the present day have hardly advanced

beyond the mere mechanical reproduction of MS. texts ?

Let us hear what Prof. Zupitza says

:

' These evils will not be remedied till the two Universities,

Oxford and Cambridge, afford young men desirous of studying

their mother-tongue the opportunity of devoting themselves

specially to it. This involves first a change in the examination

system, and then the appointment of competent professors.'

In these few words Prof. Zupitza strikes at the root of the

evil. The defects he exposes are the result not of any inherent

defect in the English character, but simply of want of time.

Most of us—indeed, nearly all of us—are by force of circum-

stances compelled to work in a dilettante style: we cannot

expect much from a philologist whose whole working day

consists, perhaps, of an hour snatched from other labours.

Where, again, are we to get our training? We are left to

pick it up at random, often quite late in life, the result being

that talents of the highest order often go quite astray, and

waste their strength on wild and fantastic theories. How
different are the circumstances of the foreign student! He
starts young with a tliorough training, and with the certainty

of full opportunity of devoting himself to his subject for the

rest of his life. An undergraduate of an English University

who were to announce to the Head of his College his intention

of devoting himself to English philology would be regarded

as a dangerous lunatic—to be repressed by any means. If

he persisted, in the face of ridicule and opposition of every

kind, he would be branded with the terrible epithet of

' specialist', no matter how wide the range of his culture, and

that by men who only escape the epithet themselves by not

possessing a scientific knowledge of any subject whatever.

When philology in England is once put on the same footing

as in other countries, when young students, instead of being

all forced indiscriminately into a few antiquated grooves of

study, hopelessly narrowed by a rigid, iron-bound examination
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system, from which few emerge without intellectual deterio-

ration, have free choice of subjects and competent professors to

be trained under, together with the opportunity of devoting

themselves to their work in the future, we may confidently

look to a brilliant future for English philology.

Already the younger men at the Universities are beginning

to show signs of a love of science and learning for their own
sake, and a few have already produced work which is full of

promise. I need only mention the names of Cheyne, Driver,

Sayce, and Rhys, whose ' Lectures on Welsh Philology ', lately

published, show philological talent of a high order. The foun-

dation of the new professorships of Celtic and Chinese are also

signs of the times, and the University deserves the highest

credit for having elected competent scholars to these posts.

I will conclude with some remarks on what I think ought

to be the direction of English philological work in the future.

Every nation, according to its genius and circumstances, con-

tributes to the common stock in its own way, and it is, I

think, one of the surest signs of a healthy and vigorous future

of English philology, that it Jias an individuality of its own.

Our tendency is not so much towards the antiquarian

philology and text-criticism in which German scholars have

done so much, as towards the observation of the phenomena
of living languages. Although the rule-of-thumb study of

the dead languages of Greece and Rome is forced on every

educated man, and constitutes, indeed, the whole linguistic

training of our Universities, English classical philology is

nothing but a feeble reflection from Germany. How many
men in England can read a Greek or Latin cursive MS., or

have the remotest ideas of the principles of text-criticism

—

how many even among our professors ? The real strength and

originality of English work lies, as I have remarked above,

in phonology and dialectology. Our aim ought clearly to be,

while assimilating the methods and results of German work,

to concentrate our energies mainly" on what may be called

' living philology '. The vastness of our empire, which brings

us incessantly in contact with innumerable languages, alone

forces us to grapple with the difficulties of spoken, often also
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unwritten, languages. We ought to be able to send out yearly

hundreds of thoroughly and specially trained young men,

whether as missionaries, civil or military officers, or professed

philologists. For this purpose we do not want Sanskritists

and palaeographers, but men whose observing faculties have

been trained from childhood, who can note down sentences

in strange tongues with unerring certainty in such a notation

as Mr. Bell's Universal Phonetic Shorthand, and who have

emancipated themselves from the narrow prejudices of one-

sided Aryanism.

We must also largely modify our views of Comparative

Philology. Comparative Philology has hitherto occupied itself

too exclusively with the traditional agreements in a group of

languages, valuing the forms of later languages solely accord-

ing to the amount of light they throw on older forms. iBut

Comparative Philology has by no means finished its work

when it has evolved, say, the primaeval Indo-Germanic

language, as given in Pick's Worterbuch. There remain the

special developments of each language, which follow laws of

their own. Nothing can be more important than the com-

parison of the ' parallel developments ' in such distinct

languages as the Romance and the Neo-Sanskrit, English

and Persian, &c. The study of such works as Bopp's or

Schleicher's Comparative Grammar gives an entirely false and

exaggerated idea of the unity and similarity of the different

languages, picking out, as they do, the agreements, and
ignoring the independent developments. Many of the features

of Modern English, for instance, are entirely opposed to the

conventional conception of an Indo-Germanic language, and
can only be compared to those of Chinese, the Turanian, and
even of some savage languages.

We shall thus arrive at the all-important principle that

every language and every period of a language has an in-

dividuality of its own, which must be respected. Nothing
can be more absurd than- to arrange, for instance, the words
in an Old English dictionary under Sanskrit roots, as has
actually been done by Ettmiiller. Why, may we ask, should

the individuality of English be sacrificed to that of Sanskrit,
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which is itself a comparatively late and corrupt (if we like to

call it so) development of an earlier stage 1 It is equally irra-

tional to insist, as is done by most historical philologists, that

English is an inflexional language because it retains the s of

he loves, &c. The truth is that most of the few traditional

inflexions which still connect English with the older languages

are mere fossilized archaisms.

These principles are not mere theoretical questions, they are

of vital practical importance. If we would only make a

rational use of the means of expression which are ready to

our hand in the language itself, we should be able to avoid in

a great measure the necessity of employing such monstrosities

as ' paraffine ',
' kamptulicon ', and ' aneroid V and thousands

of others which disfigure our language. There was a great

dispute some time ago about the word ' scientist ', and as to

what is its legitimate equivalent. There can be little question

that the natural English would be ' science man
',
just as in

unsophisticated English we say 'Oxford man', 'Eton boy',

and not ' Oxonian ' or ' Etonian '. As a matter of fact, ' Eton

boy ' is shorter than ' Etonian ', although we, by a mere

chance, write it in two words. Nor do I see why we might

not by degrees anglicize a good deal of our scientific

nomenclature, which is getting more and more unwieldy every

year.

Another application of our philology of the future will be

a thorough reform of the practical study of language.

Instead of a cumbrous analysis the learner will begin with

what is really the ultimate fact in language—the natural

sentence,^ which will of course be presented in a purely

' Although this word is of quite recent origin, its derivation is utterly-

unknown.
' The well-known systems of Arnold, Ollendorff, Ahn, Prendergast, &e.,

are all based on the fallacy that words, like the nine digits in arithmetic,

can be combined into sentences ad libitum by the help of a few general rules.

I learned Greek on this system at school, and one of the sentences I met
with has stamped itself indelibly on my memory. It is this :

' The philo-

sopher pulled the lower jaw of the hen.' There are sound principles scattered

through these various systems, but taken as wholes they all—including the

latest one of Nasmyth—break down utterly : we may learn our Ollendorff or

Nasmyth, but the language itself still remains to be learnt.
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phonetic form. Half the difficulty of learning languages is

really purely external. Half the time spent in learning

French is wasted in the attempt to unravel the mysteries of

its non-phonetic spelling, and half the time spent over

Sanskrit is wasted over its cumbrous alphabet and the

monstrous pedantry of the grammars. In those happy days

there will be no dictionaries used in teaching. There will,

instead, be a carefully graduated series of vocabularies of

words arranged, not alphabetically, but in sense-groups, as

in Roget's ' Thesaurus ', with full examples, the most ele-

mentary of these works containing about three thousand of

the commonest words, as embodied in the most natural and

idiomatic sentences. When the student has carefully studied

such a book from beginning to end for a year, he will probably

have a better practical command of the language than is now
attainable in ten years. Not till the student has acquired a

thorough mastery of the language will he be allowed to study

the literature. The present practice of making the classics of

a language the vehicle of elementary linguistic instruction is

a most detestable one, and deserves the severest condemnation.

What should we say of a music-master who gave his pupils

a sonata of Beethoven to learn the notes on, instead of begin-

ning with scales 1 Yet this is precisely our present system of

teaching languages.



ENGLISH AND GEEMANIC PHILOLOGY

PHONOLOGY, DIALECTOLOGY, AND THE FUTURE
OF ENGLISH PHILOLOGY^

OuK work for the past year has remained true to its two

main characteristics—preference for special investigation of

details over wider generalizations, and devotion to the study

of our own language.

The only papers dealing with general questions were two

of my own. In that on ' Gender ' I attempted a classification

of its various forms, and showed that many forms which are

quite opposed to the traditional ones of the older Indo-

Germanic languages have developed themselves in the living

Teutonic dialects and colloquialisms. In my paper on the

' Practical Study of Language ', I pointed out the defects of

the present methods, and attempted, on the basis of my own
practical experience and of the various systems that have

been tried, to determine the general principles on which a

reform must be based.

Turning to English, I must first note and deplore the

absence of any contribution to Old English. This reminds

us that although the study of the oldest stage of our lan-

guage has made considerable progress of late years, it has by
no means attained that position it deserves, as the indispen-

sable foundation of historical English philology. There is

an enormous amount of work to be done in Old English, and

' Annual Address of the President to the Philological Society, delivered

at the Anniversary Meeting, Friday, May 17, 1878. Transactions of the Philo-

logical Society, pp. 873-419.
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a great dearth of conscientious and competent workers. It

is, indeed, little creditable to English philology that such

texts as iElfric's Lives of Saints, Lupus's Homilies, and

Werferh«'s translation of the Dialogues of Gregory, should

still remain unpublished, not to speak of the want of anything

like trustworthy grammars and dictionaries. Here is work

for a legion of editors, grammarians, and lexicographers.

In Middle English we must first welcome Mr. Nicol's two

papers on 'Some Points in Early English Pronunciation'.

In the first of them he showed that ee and oo in sixteenth-

century English had not the sounds (ii) and (uu), as hitherto

assumed, but those of very close (ee) and (oo), as in the

present Danish pronunciation, and that short i and u had

both the present wide and the older narrow sound, according

to the nature of the following consonant, also as in Danish.

In his second paper Mr. Nicol showed that final French u (as

in due) was diphthongized into (eu) in Chaucerian English,

although preserved as (yy) before a consonant. He also

showed (independently of his predecessor Jessen) that such

words as name in the Ormulum preserved the short vowel,

and that double consonants, as in sunne, were really double

in pronunciation down to Chaucer's time.

Contributions to English etymology were made by Messrs.

Skeat, Nicol, and Mdtivier. Mr. Dawson cleared up the

puzzling irregularity in the 'Use of an and a in. the Autho-

rized Version of the Bible ', by showing that in those cases in

which the translators followed Tyndal without alteration they

retained his n. Dr. Sattler, of Bremen, contributed a very

elaborate paper on the distinction between ' Part from ' and
' Part with ' in Modern English, and Mr. Ellis reported on the

returns received to his ' Word-lists for Provincial Pronuncia-

tion ', characterizing the results as meagre on the whole,

described his new system of phonetic notation ' Engytype
',

and gave additional particulars about the curious numerals

employed in sheep-scoring, which he proves to be Welsh, and
of no great antiquity, although some have imagined them to

be remains of the ancient British language.

French was represented by Prof. Cassal's elaborate paper
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on 'French Genders', and by Mr. Nicol's remarks on the

' Compound Tenses of Romanic Reflexive Verbs '.

Of other languages the Slavonic family was represented

by Miss Coleman's paper on ' Russian ', and that of Mr. MorfiU,

of Oxford, on ' Bulgarian ', especially in its relation to Palaeo-

Slavonic. M. Gunlogsen discoursed on Icelandic, and the

Rev. W. E. Cousins came forward with a very valuable

account of ' Malagasy ', together with a history of the study

of the language. I need not go into details, as this paper has

been printed in full, and will form part of our next number.

[See the Transactions for 1877-9, pp. 283-315.]

Among the papers read during the preceding session, one

of the most important and interesting was Mr. E. L. Brandreth's

on the 'Non-Aryan Languages of India', giving a compre-

hensive survey and classification of these, for the most

part, little known but most important languages, together

with a sketch of the characteristic features of each group.

This paper has been printed this year in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, vol. x, pp. 1-32, and has excited much
interest among Orientalists and philologists generally, being

a great advance on previous attempts of the kind.

We have also during past sessions listened with interest to

Mr. F. T. Elworthy's various papers on the dialect of West

Somerset, which showed a fineness and accuracy of observa-

tion unfortunately still rare among dialectologists. The last

of them has appeared both in our own Transactions (ibid.,

pp. 143-257) and, as a separate volume, in those of the

English Dialect Society, under the title of ' An Outline of the

Grammar of the Dialect of West Somerset'. Mr. Elworthy

intends to crown his labours with a Glossary of the dialect,

which will consist entirely of original matter, no word being

admitted which is not actually in use, and for which he cannot

vouch himself. When the other principal dialects have been

worked up in the same way, we shall be able to look forward

to that great desideratum—a Comparative Grammar of the

living English dialects, a work which would throw the

greatest light on the standard language, as well as on the

dialects of Middle English.
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English and Germanic Philology

A great step has been made in English philology by the

filling up—after many years of tedious waiting—of the

Bosworth professorship of Old English. In my last Address

I pointed out our member^ Mr. Skeat, as the one Cambridge

man worthy of being appointed to it. That the choice of the

electors has fallen on Mr. Skeat is an especial matter of con-

gratulation to us, with whom, as also with our kindred

societies, Professor Skeat has worked so long and harmoni-

ously. We, if a,ny, ought to be able to appreciate his extra-

ordinary energy, accuracy, and disinterested zeal in forward-

ing the interests of English philology and literature. His

appointment will infuse new life into Old English studies,

will raise their prestige at our universities, and, let us hope,

will incite many of the younger generation to tread in his

footsteps.

The only work bearing on Old English that has appeared

in England during the last year is a little book of under

100 pp. by Professor Earle, of Oxford, consisting of a short

grammar, with some selections from the Gospels.^ There can

be no question that such a work was much needed, but,

excellent as the plan of Professor Earle's work is, his feeble

and uncertain grasp of the elements of scientific philology

deprives it of much of the value it would otherwise have.

The defective and unsystematic way in which the quantity is

marked makes the work very misleading to the beginner, and
in the extracts the few accents of Thorpe's edition of the

Gospels seem to be copied literally, although they often directly

contradict the accentuation of Prof. Earle's own grammar.
And yet we are told (p. 3), speaking of the accent-mark,
' great sense-differences hinge on it.' It is, of course, possible

that the accents in the grammar may be marked on some
system of Prof. Earle's own, but as that system differs

entirely from that which has been followed by scientific

scholars for the last thirty years, it is clearly his duty to

' A Book for the Beginner in Anglo Saxon, by John Earle, MA.
;

CLirendon Press, Oxford, 1877.
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justify his views by confuting those held by them : the onus

fnvbanJl falls on him, not on his critics.

The following remarks in the preface no one will quarrel

with :
' It can hardly be denied that there is an untoward

breach between our academic learning and the general

intellect of the land.' But the writer goes on to say :
' Might

not this.be somewhat mended if our more recondite studies

were fringed around with a border of native culture, opening

a common frontier for barter of thought with the non-graduate

world ?
' This is, perhaps, carrying deference to the status

quo a little too far. At least I think most of you will agree

with me in deprecating any attempt to make English philology

into a 'fringe' round anything else—least of all round

ornamental scholarship.

It is a relief to turn to Germany, where Old and Middle

English are not regarded as ' fringes ', but are studied with

more and more zeal every year for their own intrinsic worth.

That indefatigable scholar, Prof. Zupitza, has come out

with an edition of Cynewulf's poem of Elene,^ with a full

glossary, and, what gives the work a unique value, a new
collation of the Vereelli MS. original. The result of the

collation, which was not made till after the text was printed

off, was to confirm many of the editor's conjectural emenda-

tions.

Prof. Wuelcker of Leipzig promises us a new edition of

Grein's ' Bibliothek der angelsachsischen poesie ', with new
collations of all the texts with the MSS.,^ and also talks of

continuing Grein's projected ' Bibliothek der ags. prosa
',

after previous collation with the MSS., promising also a

supplementary collation to the first (and only) volume of the

series, published by Grein entirely on the basis of the printed

English text. Prof. Wuelcker's re-edition of Wright's

glossary will appear in the course of this summer. The

details of Wright's slovenliness in editing are almost in-

credible: he often skipped whole pages, not to speak of

' Cynewulf's Elene, ligg. v. Julius Zupitza. Berlin, 1877

» Anglia, i. 8. 556.

h2
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separate glosses. The re-edition will, therefore, enrich our

dictionaries with several new words.

Prof.' Wuelcker's paper on the Old English version of the

Soliloquies of Augustin ^ is of great interest. He shows that

part of the text consists of a translation of another composition

of Augustine's, De Videndo Deo. He strongly and, as far as

I can judge at present, successfully vindicates the translation

as King Alfred's own, comparing the spirit and style of the

various original additions with his other known works.

Finally he starts the bold hypothesis that in the present

text we have a portion of the Manuale or ' Handbdc ' of the

king, mentioned by Asser, which has hitherto been assumed

to be no longer extant. The text was published by

Mr. Cockayne in his Shrine under the title of Blooms, but

it is not very accessible there, and we are promised a new

edition as part of the continuation of the Library of Anglo-

Saomn Prose.

Of the two periodicals for English philology founded last

year in Germany, the ' Anglia ' edited by Prof. Wuelcker and

Dr. Trautmann, and the ' Englische Studien ' by Dr. Kolbing,

the first volumes, for 1877, are now complete. The,' Anglia

'

is, as yet, decidedly the more successful of the two as regards

both the quality and the variety of its contributions, and

seems likely to maintain its position, judging from the support

it has received from the best scholars of Germany, To give

an idea of the variety and importance of its contents, I will

mention some of the more important contributions

:

(a) Essays, &c. J. Zupitza : On the Poema Morale.

M. Trautmann : The poet Huchown and his works. K. Eegel

:

Proverb and metaphor in Layamon. F. Rosenthal : The

English alliterative metre of the fourteenth century.

R. Wiilcker : On the poet Cynewulf. B. ten Brink : Contri-

butions to English phonology.

(6) Texts, &c. J. Zupitza : Poema Morale. K. Horstmann:

The legends of Celestin and Susanna. Collations of 0. E.

texts by A. Holder and H. Sweet.

' Ueber die angelsachsisehe beaibeitung der Soliloquien Augustins (Paul
M. Braune's Beitrage, iv. 1877).
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(c) Reviews. W. Wagner: Ward's History of English

dramatic literature. R. Wulcker: Englische Studien. M.

Trautmann : H. Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Reader, E. Sievers :

Zupitza's edition of Cynewulfs Elene.

The contributions of Prof. Zupitza and of Prof, ten Brink

appear to me to be specially interesting : I will, therefore,

notice them more at length, only regretting that I am not

able to do the same with the others.

Prof. Zupitza first gives an apparently minutely accurate

print of the Digby MS. of the Poema Morale, which was

previously only known in the extracts given by Hiekes in

his Thesaurus. Then comes a genealogical classification of

the six MSS., which Zupitza divides into two independent

groups, the one consisting of the Digby and Trinity MSS.,

the other of the four remaining ones, which, again, are

related to one another in various degrees. None of the

existing MSS. are copied from one another. Lastly comes

a discussion of the age of the poem. Dr. Morris's view of its

being a copy of a tenth-century Old English original is

criticized and rejected on account of the numerous rhymes

which would be impossible in the earlier period, such as sende,

ende=01Ei. sendan, ende; /ere, ivere=OE. Seer, wmron, &c.

Also on account of rhymes like laSe, bade ; wille, ille, where

the second rhyming word is a Scandinavian one of late

introduction.

The second of Prof, ten Brink's ' Contributions to English

Phonology ' is a really valuable one on Chaucer's distinction

,of close and open ee (ee and ee) based on an examination

• of his rhymes. The result is that Chaucer's usage differed

considerably from that of Modern standard English. Thus,

such words as deed appear not only in the Midland form

of rf^ed= 01d Mercian ded, which is the only one that is

recognized in Modern English, but also as deed= West Saxon

.
dxd. Chaucer's language was, therefore, in this respect more

southern than the present English. Prof, ten Brink neatly

contrasts Dr. Weymouth's work at this question with ^my

own, by saying that Dr. Weymouth has made industrious

but unmethodical observations, while I have materially
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advanced the theory without observing much. The fact is

that I simply made an exhaustive comparison of the two

extremes, Old and Modern English (the latter in its earlier

sixteenth and seventeenth century stage as well), and

contented myself with the laws thus deduced, without

entering into the endless investigation of the usages of

Middle English. The first part of these Contributions,

devoted mainly to the question of the pronunciation of the

OE. g, which ten Brink agrees with many of his countrymen

in considering to be an open consonant (spirant), and to

some allied problems, does not impress me so favourably. It

is not merely that I hold a different opinion from that of

Prof, ten Brink on nearly all the questions of OE. phonology

discussed by him here, but it also seems to me that his

reasoning is often rash and unsound. It is, at any rate,

rather startling to find the ME. on, om, &c., for un, uni, of

purely French origin, extended to OE. as well, so as to

justify the assumption that the OE. o in geong was simply

a short u. The assumption, too, that the OE. scribes had a

mysterious horror of certain letter-combinations, even when
they represented sound-combinations that actually occurred

in the language, as, for instance, eu or initial i as a consonant

(= German j), is often very convenient for theories which are

contradicted by the graphic evidence, but is really guesswork

opposed to what we know of the tendencies of ancient ortho-

graphies.

With the 'Englische Studien' I feel myself less competent to

deal, as the greater part of its contents are more literary than

philological. From the latter point of view the most note-

worthy contributions are the editor's collation of the printed

text of the Ormulum with the MS., and H. Varnhagen's
' Contributions to the Text Criticism of the Ayenbite '. He
shows that many of the obscurities in Dan Michel's text are

due to his imperfect comprehension of the French original,

which often led him not only to frame utterly un-English

sentences, but also to write more or less pure nonsense.

Among texts may be mentioned the later recension of the

story of Theophilus, and two Middle English versions of
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St. Patrick's Purgatory. There are a considerable number of

literary essays, several of which deal with quite modern
works, such as those of Ben Jonson, Otway, Pope, and
Fielding. The editor tries to prove that the early Middle

English poem On Ureiswn is partially founded on the Old

English poem of the Phoenix in the Codex Exoniensis—

a

very improbable hypothesis, for which the author's arguments

do not seem convincing. Dr. J. Koch gives a ' Contribution

to Chaucer Criticism', in which he investigates the older form

of the Palamon and Arcite and endeavours to fix the date of

the Parlement of Birds.

It would certainly be a gain to English philology if these

two periodicals could carry out a strict division of labour, the

one confining itself to the linguistic, the other to the literary

side of the study. If not, one or other of them must prove

superfluous.

The want of a trustworthy history of English literature has

long been felt, nor has this want been at all supplied by the

patched-up editions of Warton that have from time to time

appeared. Now, however, Prof, ten Brink has come out with

the first part of an entirely new and original work,^ very

appropriately dedicated to our countryman, Mr. Furnivall. It

would be difficult to find any one better qualified for the

arduous task he has undertaken than Prof, ten Brink, who
not only possesses an intimate knowledge of English, but also

of Old French literature, and has thus been able to bring out

the European importance of the latter and its great influence

on English literature in a new light—at least for English

readers. Another valuable feature of the work is the high

and earnest view the author takes of the history of literature

as indissolubly connected with, and the truest interpreter

of, the whole political and social development of the people

among whom it arose. Hence he does not confine his

attention to such works as have literary value for us

moderns, but widens his view beyond mere belles-lettres, so as

to include even such works as the translations of Alfred from

' Gesohichte der englischen literatur, v. B. ten Brink. 1. Band. Bis zu

Wiolifs auftreten. Berlin, 1877.
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the Latin, and others which, whatever may be their present

literary worth, exerted a powerful influence on their contem-

poraries, and, in fact, on the whole course of English intellec-

tual history.

The most noteworthy contribution to general Teutonic

philology that has appeared during the last year is Sievers's

investigation of the treatment of unaccented vowels in the

Old Teutonic languages,^ mainly as regards their elision,—

an important but diflicult subject hitherto much neglected.

Sievers treats first of the vowels in medial syllables, and

shows that the East Teutonic languages (represented by Ice-

landic) treat them according to laws directly opposed to those

followed by the West Teutonic languages (best represented

by Old English). The law for Old English is that originally

short vowels are elided after a long, preserved after a

short root-vowel. Thus eM, engel, form their genitives effles,

engles, instead of eSeles, engeles, while hseleS has plural

hxleSas, rodor has rodoras. Hence also modor inflects modru,

feeder inflects fsederas. This new law often helps to fix

doubtful quantity. Thus hreSer (heart) is often assumed to

have had a short vowel, but if so, it would inflect Tire3eres,&c.,

but the actual form is hreSrea, pointing clearly to e. Sievers

then goes on to investigate the laws of the elision of final

vowels. It has hitherto been generally assumed without

question in Germany that the vowel end-laws (auslautgesetze)

formulated by Westphal and Scherer from an examination of

Gothic, were already carried out universally in the parent

Teutonic language—in short, that such Gothic forms as dags,

gasts, sunxis, for original ^dagaz, *gadiz, *sunuz, with their

dropping of a and i, and retention of u, must be assumed as

the parent-forms for all the Teutonic languages. Sievers has

a very easy task when he shows that the i (e) in such Old

Saxon and Old English words as cwmi, cyme, or slegi (=slagi),

siege, is nothing but the original i, and that the usual

assumption of such words having preserved the i only by
going over to the ^'a-stems is untenable, for, if so, such a

' Zur Accent- und Lautlehre der germanisohen Sprachen, v. E. Sievers.

Halle, 1878.
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word as siege would appear as *slecg in OE., just like hrycg

from original *hrugja} He also calls attention to the direct

evidence of such third-century runic inscriptions as that of

the golden horn, eh hlewagastir ?ioltinga,r horna. tawido (I,

Hlewagast, the son of Holt, made the horn), where both i and

a are preserved. These remarks will suffice to give a general

idea of the character of these remarkable investigations.

Among the more special details the explanations of the

Gothic forms harjis, hairdeis, and the Old English hirde,

rice, and of the plural rwu, are very ingenious and con-

vincing.

Sievers's parallel-text edition of the Heliand, mentioned in

my last Address, has come out.^ He also promises a complete

dictionary, together with a grammar.

Sievers's comparative Teutonic grammar, which will form

one of a series of ' Indogermanic Grammars',^ is anxiously

expected by all Germanists. We may confidently expect to

find in it not only a masterly and critical summary of all

that has been done during the last few years, but also a large

number of original observations.

Finally, while on the subject of Indogermanic philology, it

is my duty to mention a work by an Italian scholar, Pezzi,*

which gives a summary of the general results obtained during

the last ten years (since the last edition of Schleicher's Com-
pendium), and also of the difierent views expressed on many
disputed questions of phonology (such as the occurrence of I in

the parent language, the two fe), on the origin of the accentu-

ation, of the inflexions, and on morphology, roots, &c. This

' I may mention that Mr. H. Nieol called my attention to the groundless-

ness of this^a-theory nearly twelve years ago.

' Heliand, hgg. v. E. Sievers. Halle, 1878 (Zacher's germanistisohe hand-
bibliothek).

' The first volume of this Bihliothek indogermanischer Grammatiken is Sievers's

Grundsilge der Laulphysiologie, which has already appeared. The other volumes
(which are promised in quick succession) are the following : (2) Indisehe

Grammatik, von W. D. Whitney. (3) Iranische, H. Hubschmann. (4)

Griechische, G. Meyer. (5) Lateinische, F. Buoheler. (6) Deutsche, E. Sie-

vers. (7) Irische, E. Windisch. (8) Litauisohe, A. Leskien. (9) Slavische,

A. Leskien,

* Glottologia Aria recentissima. D. Pezzi. Milano, 1878.
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work ought to be translated into English, for it is quite

popular in style.

Having now noticed the more important works published

during the last year which have come under my notice, I

will make a few remarks on the characteristics of the present

school of German philology, especially as regards the Teutonic

language.

Those whose acquaintance with German philology is based

only on such summaries as Heyne's Laut- und Flexion alehre

der alt-germanischen dialekte and Schleicher's Compendium
can have no idea of the important revolutions that have been

effected, especially during the last ten years. Unfortunately

the results of these investigations are still scattered through

a number of separate essays, often written in such a way as

to make them almost unreadable except by those who are

familiar with all the details both of fact and theory, the

really solid results being often buried under huge heaps of

unprofitable conjecture and controversy.

In the first place, the present school of German philo-

logists acknowledges as fully as their English brethren the

absolute necessity of basing all scientific study of language

on phonology, and it has quite taken away the reproach still

occasionally directed against the German conception of letter-

comparison and sound-comparison as convertible terms. The
defect of German phonetics is that it is hardly practical

enough, and until German philologists see clearly that it is

impossible to acquire an adequate knowledge of sounds by
mere reading without long practice in their practical forma-

tion and discrimination, many of them will continue to retard

rather than advance their science by hurried generalizations

based on erroneous conceptions of the real nature of the

sounds they treat of, and the physiological possibility or

impossibility of the various changes. As instances of what
I should consider very questionable hypotheses set forth

and accepted on very questionable grounds, I may mention

Scherer's attempts to explain sound-changes as due to a

general tendency to raise or lower the tone, as the case

may be : he is thus forced to assume directly opposite tonic
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tendencies for Old and Middle English, for instance, all

of which is unproved and unprovable. Further, some of

J. Schmidt's attempts in his well-known Zur Gesckichte des

indogermanischen Volccdismus to explain a variety of vowel-

lengthenings and diphthongizations in the different Indo-

germanic languages, by the equally unproved assumption

of previous developments of so-called ' irrational ' vowels

(svarabhakti) out of adjoining liquids and nasals. Even

Sievers, who is by far the soundest of German phoneticians,

is too free with assumptions of certain consonants in dead

languages having ' timbres ' of various kinds— ' dark,' ' clear,'

'u '-timbres, &c.

The most important result of recent investigations is the

bringing of the changes of inflexional sounds and syllables

under strict laws.

The study of inflexions is now based primarily on the

aublautgesetze or 'end-laws', namely, the laws which govern

the various changes of the sounds in the final syllables of

words— laws which are often quite distinct from those.which

govern the changes in root-syllables.

It was Westphal's essay on the Gothic end-laws (Kuhn's

Zeitschrift, ii), which first made possible a scientific view of

the relation between the inflexions of the Teutonic languages

and those of the older languages. Then came Scherer, who
in his book Zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache showed

that Gothic is far from representing the oldest stage of the

Teutonic languages in every case, and that this oldest stage

can only be determined by a comparison of all the old lan-

guages, Old High German, Old Icelandic, Old English, &c.

Then followed a number of special investigations, of which

the most important are Braune's on the Quantity of the Old

High German filial syllables (Beitrage zur Geschichte der

deutschen Sprache v. Paul und Braune, vol. ii), and Paul's

on the Vowels of inflexional and derivative syllables in the

oldest Germanic dialects (Beitr. iv). It is from the introduc-

tory remarks to the latter essay that the present remarks are

mainly taken.

These latest in\'estigations have materially modified the
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vowel end-laws as laid down by Westphal and Scherer, but

the general result is that the correspondence o£ inflexional

vowels follows rigorously consistent laws of its own, which

often oblige us to modify the views previously held.

It has, for instance, been shown by Paul and Braune that

Gothic inflexional a regularly corresponds to u in OHG. and

OE., never becoming e in OHG., and consequently that the

Gothic daga cannot possibly correspond to the tage, daege of

the two latter, while, on the other hand, it corresponds

exactly to the OHG. instrumental tagu. It has hitherto

been assumed that the a of daga is the Indogermanic dative

-ai ( = a-ai), or else the locative -a-i, but Braune has proved

that these endings can only become Gothic -ai, OHG. and

OE. -e, so that, in fact, it is the tage, dsege of the two latter

languages which show the original dative or locative. The

flnal vowels of daga and tagu, on the other hand, correspond

exactly to the original instrumental -d, according to the

regular end-laws.

There is one case in which Gothic final a corresponds to an

OE. a instead of the regular u, namely, in the weak masculine

nom. sg. hana, where OHG. and Old Saxon have o— hano.

In a paper of mine (Prehistoric Forms of OE., Phil. Soc.

Trans. 1875-6) I showed the original OE. form was hano

also, my investigations being carried on in complete igno-

rance of those of which I am now speaking. Paul has

now shown conclusively that the o-forms must have been the

older ones everywhere, including Gothic, where the older o

was levelled under the a of the ace. Itanan.

A very important factor in inflexional changes is the

tendency to approximate and level originally distinct forms

by analogy, by which many phonetically impossible changes

may be satisfactorily explained. Those analogical changes

which are so common in modem languages, by which in

English, for instance, substantives originally feminine take

the s of the masc. genitive and plural, and strong verbs go

over to the weak declension, &c., were formerly ignored as

much as possible by the older school of philologists, who
were very unwilling to acknowledge ' false analogy ' or
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' inorganic ' formations in the ancient languages. It is

now, however, admitted that the processes by which the

oldest Indogermanic, as well as the Teutonic, languages

clianged and diverged, were not essentially different from

those we observe in living languages, and that, in fact,

the mere existence of a complex system of inflexions such

as we iind in the oldest accessible stages of those languages

absolutely necessitated a very free use of the resources of

analogical distinction to counteract the confusion which

would otherwise result from phonetic decay and neglect of

shades of meaning.

Some of the most instructive cases of analogy are those

shown in the relation between pronominal and adjectival

flexion. A very important contribution to this question in

the Teutonic languages is an essay by Sievers, The strong

adjective declension (Paul u. Braune's Beitrage, ii). Starting

from such a Sanskrit adjective as sdrwan, with its mixture of

substantival endings, such as sg. nom. masc. sdrwas, neut.

sdrwam (but anydd pronominal), and pronominal, such as

masc. sg. dative sdrwasmai, pi. nom. sdrwai, &c., he first

shows the general agreement of the Gothic strong adjective

inflexions with this scheme, which was not, as in Sanskrit,

restricted to a few, in meaning half-pronominal adjectives,

but was extended to all without distinction, and then traces

the further influence of the pronominal declension in the

separate languages. Thus he shows that the nom. sg. adjec-

tive inflexions blinder, hlindiu, blindaz, in Old High German
are quite late innovations due to the influence of the pro-

nominal der, diu, daz, der itself owing its r to the analogy of

the personal pronoun er, its older form being de. This removes

the divergence between High German and the two other

West Germanic languages. Old Saxon and Old English, and

shows that the loss of the inflexions of the nom. sg. was

universally carried out through the whole group both in sub-

stantives and adjectives, in contradistinction to the two East-

Germanic languages, Gothic and Scandinavian. Sievers's

explanation of the long e of blinder is extremely ingenious.

He supposes that (ie= English ' the ' lengthened its final vowel
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before assuming final r by analogy, thus becoming der, and

that the length of the vowel was carried into the further

analogical development blinder.

The Teutonic languages have been brought into unexpect-

edly close connexion with the oldest forms of Indogermanic

speech by the discovery of the Danish scholar Verner that

many of their hitherto obscure consonant changes can only

be explained on the assumption that they preserved till

after the first 'lautverschiebung' a system of accentuation

totally different from the logical one they afterwards adopted

(namely of uniformly accenting the root-syllable), one which

is substantially identical with that of Vedic Sanskrit. It

is in this way that Verner has been able to explain the

mysterious alternation of / and d, &c., in such words as

fadar and hroJ>ar, and in verbal inflexions, such as OE.
iveorSan, lourdon, by showing that original t appears as /
only in those syllables which are accented in Sanskrit, as in

hroJ>ar=*-hhrdtar, otherwise becoming d, as in fadar=*patar.

Osthoff, in his essay on the Origin of the Teutonic n-deden-

sion (P. and B.'s Beitr. iii), has shown that the distinction

between the so-called 'weak' and 'strong' cases in Sanskrit

is entirely the result of the dififerent place of the accent in the

parent Indogermanic language. He starts from the following

hypothetical paradigm (confining ourselves to the singular) of

an ?i-stem such as uksdn- :

sg. nom. uksan

gen. uksanas

loc. uksani

ace. uksinam.

From these forms the later Sanskrit and Teutonic (as repre-

sented in Gothic) ones explain themselves without difficulty,

the accented vowels in the second syllable being either retained

unchanged or lengthened, the unaccented weakened or dropped,

both extremes being represented in classical Sanskrit, the

intermediate changes in Gothic

:

sg. nom. uksha hana (= hana)

gen. ukshn^s hanin (= hanenas)

loc. vikshni hanin (= haneni)

ace. ukshawam hanan (= han^nam).
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We see that the Gothic i in the gen. and loc. is due to the

original non-accentuation ot' the a of which it is a weakening

(through e), while the a of the ace. owes its preservation to

its having retained the original accent during the period of

weakening. In its preservation of the original distinction

between weak and strong cases Gothic is more archaic and

nearer Sanskrit than any other member of the European

branch. In Latin, for instance, the original ace. *homonem

has had its vowel levelled under the gen. hominis, dat. homini,

becoming hominem.

I must lastly mention Brugman's treatise Nasalis sonans

in the Indogermanic parent-language (Curtius's Studien, ix),

in which he proves that just as there is an r- and I- vowel in

Sanskrit (generally most absurdly transcribed rl and li and

pronounced accordingly), so also m in the parent language

was capable of forming a syllable by itself. Among other

very remarkable results Brugman shows that the a in the

Sanskrit veda and Greek oida is a vocalization of original m,

the primitive form being *wdidm. In the Teutonic languages

these syllabic nasals frequently developed an u before them,

and the loss of t in Gothic si6tt7i= original ^sajjtm is ex-

plained by the tendency to simplify the consonant-group,

the stages being s^qytm, sapm, whence sd>a and finally

sibun.

I can, unfortunately, do nothing more than merely mention

Leskien's Die declination im slavisch-litauischen undgerman-
ischen (Leipzig, 1876), as I have not yet been able to study

the work myself. I will, therefore, conclude with a free

abridgement of a portion of Paul's general observations

on Analogy in Language with which he begins his above-

mentioned treatise on the Teutonic inflexional and derivative

vowels.

' The chief aim of comparative philology originally was to

reconstruct the original forms, and then to dissect them into

their elements, which was, indeed, the only way in which the

science could lay its foundations. This one-sidedly analytical

tendency has, however, prevailed too long, often leading to

a neglect of the relations of the special forms to the groups
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they belong to, and to a mechanical formalism which prevents

a clear conception of the actual phenomena of the history of

language.

' There is one simple fact which should never be left out of

sight, namely, that even in the parent Indogermanic language

long before its split-up, there were no longer any roots, stems,

and suffixes, but only ready-made words, which were employed

without the slightest thought of their composite nature. And
it is only of such ready-made words that the store is com-

posed, from which every one draws when he speaks. He has

no stock of stems and terminations at his disposal from which

he could construct the form required for each separate occa-

sion. Not that he must necessarily have heard and learnt

by heart every form he uses. This would, in fact, be impos-

sible. He is, on the contrary, able of himself to form cases of

nouns, tenses of verbs, &c., which he has either never heard,

or else not noticed specially ; but, as there is no combining of

stem and suffix, this can only be done on the pattern of the

other ready-made combinations which he has learnt from

his fellows. These latter are first learnt one by one, and

then gradually associated into groups which correspond to

the grammatical categories, but are never clearly conceived

as such without special training. This grouping not only

greatly aids the memory, but also makes it possible to

produce other combinations. And this is what we call

analogy.

'It is, therefore, clear that while speaking, every one is

incessantly producing analogical forms. Reproduction by

memory and new-formation by means of association are its

two indispensable factors. It is a mistake to assume a

language as given in grammar and dictionary, that is, the

whole body of possible words and forms, as something con-

crete, and to forget that it is nothing but an abstraction

devoid of reality, and that the actucd language exists only in
the individual, from whom it cannot be separated even in

scientific investigation, if we will understand its nature and
development. To comprehend the existence of each separate

spoken form we must not ask " is it current in the language V
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or " is it conformable to the laws of the language as

deduced by the grammarians ? " but " has he who has just

employed it previously had it in his memory, or has he

formed it himself for the first time, and, if so, according to

what analogy 'i " When, for instance, any one employs

the plural nnilben in German, it may be that he has learnt

it from others, or else that he has only heard the singular

milbe, but knows that such words as lerche, schwalbe, &c.,

form their plural lerchen, &c., so that the association milbe
—milben is unconsciously suggested to him. He may also

have heard the plural nnilben, but remembers it so imper-

fectly that he would forget it entirely, were it not associated

in his mind with a series of similar forms which help him

to recall it. It is, therefore, often difficult to determine

the share memory and creative fancy have had in each

separate case.'

Paul goes on to protest against the epithet ' false ' analogy,

remarking that it is really ' correct ', working, as it does,

with unerring psychological instinct. I have not space or

time to follow him in his remarks on the classification of

the various kinds of analogy, but enough has been said to

give an idea of the importance and interest of these new
views.

Phonology

Since our last anniversary meeting, the two works bearing

on the subject of phonetics, which I alluded to in my Address

as in preparation, have been published. That of Mr. Ellis,i

being written with special objects and for a special class of

students, rather summarizes the views set forth elsewhere at

length by the author (especially in his Early English Pro-

nunciation) than introduces the specially phonetic student to

any very marked novelties, although, like all Mr. Ellis's

works, it is full of originality both of observation and treat-

ment.

I Pronunciation for Singers ; with especial Reference to the English,

Italian, and Fr'snch Languages. By Alexander J. Ellis, B.A. Curwen & Sons,

1877.

1604 I
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My own Handbook of Phonetics (Clarendon Press, Oxford,

1877), on the other hand, aims at being a guide to the study

of sounds generally, whether as a preparation for the practical

study of languages or for scientific philology. The distinctive

feature of the work is that it summarizes" and—as far as

possible—harmonizes the often widely divergent results of

English and Continental phonetic investigation. I cannot

but hope that I have succeeded in removing some of the

obstacles to a due appreciation of Bell's wonderful discoveries

in vowel-mechanism—obstacles due both to certain errors in

his analysis, and, perhaps, still more to the extraordinary and

unaccountable mis-identifications of several of the commonest

foreign sounds, such as the French vb. It is, of course, almost

superfluous to state that my own work contains many errors

of appreciation and analysis, but it is a step in advance, and

that is all that can be expected in the present transition state

of phonetics.

I have also to mention a little book by the well-known

Shakespearian scholar, Mr. Fleay,^ intended as a popular

introduction to the question of spelling reform. Mr. Fleay

has succeeded in giving within the brief limits of a little

over a hundred pages a very readable summary of the latest

views on the nature of the sounds of the English language,

the history of their changes, and the various principles on

which a phonetic alphabet may be constructed, together with

a variety of other collateral matter. Although the work is

professedly mainly a compilation, which is sometimes rather

deficient in criticism, it will be read with interest even by

phonetic specialists. Specially valuable are the remarks on

the 'Indirect aesthetical effects of our present spelling on

Modern Poetry ' (Ch. V), which deserve to be expanded

into a separate essay. I quote a paragraph from p. 45.

'Now this system of rhyming by spelling instead of by

sound has so infected the ears of this generation that no

cure is possible except a reformation of spelling, and a state-

' English Sounds and English Spelling, by F. 6. FJcay, M. A. London and
Glasgow, William Collins, Sons & Co., 1878. (Collins's School and College

Classics.)
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ment by good authority of what are generally admissible

rhymes. Of course there must, in a language like ours, be

left to the poet as great a discretion as to using false rliymes

as there is to the musician as to introducing discords; but

the present system of allowing purposeless false rhymes has

no parallel in other arts. A system that admits such rhymes

as Mrs. Browning's, and that has not produced one poet in

whose works cannot be shown rhymes that are harsh and

grating to an unsophisticated ear, must be radically bad.

Yet so it will be till poets submit to study their art as

musicians and painters do theirs; until they cease to place

the necessary preliminaries of Phonetic (in its larger sense)

in a different category from that which contains metre and

the rhetorical effect of varied grammatical forms.' Mr.

Fleay then goes on to speak of the hitherto unanalysed

effects produced by the various successions of quantity and

vowel-quality, &c., and says :
' It would, however, be almost

impossible to pursue an investigation of these laws of the

melody of vowel sequence through our present involved and

tortuous spelling. It could only be effected with a phonetic

alphabet ; only then could its principles be recognized, and

the continued infringement of them by inferior verse-writers

be pointed out.'

Mr. Fleay's book was written before the appearance of my
Handbook, and his abstract of my views on the representa-

tion of sounds was based on the system of notation employed

by me in the earlier History of English Sounds. However,

I have treated the whole question of Spelling Reform at

length in an appendix to the Handbook, and have at the same

time given a brief sketch of the broader distinctions of the

English sounds, especially as regards the -unaccented vowels,

and the influences and changes of r—subjects on which Very

erroneous ideas still prevail among many would-be spelling

reformers.^ .

' It is, for instance, very common to liear unphonetic spelling reformers

talk of the r in hear and hard as a ' shade ' of that in red, and consequently

deprecate all attempts to distinguish them. They are so completely the slaves

of the written symbols that they cannot hear any difference between a

I 2
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A question of primary importance for the future progress

of phonology is that of notation. We have now, thanks to

the persevering labours carried on especially during the last

ten years, an enormous mass of on the whole trustworthy

observations, but the comparison and general utilization of

these materials is enormously impeded by the divergent

systems employed in writing them down. This diversity is,

of course, unavoidable at first, for it is only by extensive and

varied experiments that we can hope to arrive at those definite

principles on which a generally received phonetic alphabet

can alone be constructed. The idea of regulating practical

spelling reform on international principles is generally de-

nounced—on what grounds I am wholly unable to perceive

—as visionary and chimerical, but the absolute need of an

international, universal system for scientific purposes is

self-evident.. We cannot study the most obscure and out-of-

the-way dialect without being continually confronted by diffi-

culties that can only be solved by comparison with many
other dialects of many other languages, and it is practically

impossible to carry out such comparisons through a number
of complex, divergent, and generally more or less arbitrary

notations.

We owe especial gratitude to Mr. Ellis for his numerous

iiotational experiments, which have special valne on account

of his practical knowledge, not only of the sounds to be sym-
bolized, but also of the resources of the printer's ofiice. But I

must confess to not appreciating his last effort
— 'Engytype'.

I hold entirely with his former rejection of diacritics, which
he carefully excluded from all his former systems. Diacritics,

as Mr. Ellis himself has pointed out, act like new types, being

cast only for a few founts ; they are also troublesome to write

and deficient in the compactness of new types, which are

much to be preferred to them.

This leads me to speak of a remarkable experiment which
is now being made in Sweden, namely, that of introducing

a uniform scientific alphabet to be used in writing down all

consonant (red), a vowel murmur (hear), and nothing at all (hard). They
might as well eall'the g in gem and deign a 'mere shade' of that in go.
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the dialects of the country. This alphabet, which has been

mainly, elaborated by Mr. J. H. Lundell, of the University

of Upsala, is based on an older one of Sundevall,^ which,

again, seems to have borrowed largely from Messrs. Ellis and

Pitman's Phonotypy. The Swedes will not hear of those

digraphs which play so prominent a part in our present

English systems, and object to the italics and turned letters

employed with so much success by Mr. Ellis. They also

reject diacritics in favour of new types, among which we find

the Phonotypic / for (sh), tj for (ng), &c. No capitals are

employed. All the types are italic. This is the first serious

attempt to carry out a uniform system of notation for a whole

country—a system, too, which is not a mere compromise, like

Mr. Ellis's Glossic and Universal Glossic, which are largely

employed in writing the English dialects, but is based on

a consistent and thorough-going application of purely scientific

principles, as far as they were accessible to the framers of it.

It will, therefore, deserve to be studied with attention by all

English dialectologists.

My own views on the question of notation up to the time

of the publication of my Handbook of Phonetics will be found

stated in that work, pp. 100-8, and again, from the

practical Spelling Reform point of view, in the Appendix.

The most important "principles I then upheld (and still uphold)

were that every alphabet, whether scientific or practical, must

be based, as far as possible, on the original Roman values of

the letters, that the letters must be applied with the minimum
of arbitrariness, and that we require not only a minutely

accurate symbolization, but also a less elaborate system

marking only the broader distinctions of sounds, but so

constructed as to be able to adopt more minute symbols from

the other system if necessary, the two being harmonized as

much as possible. I thus formed the two systems, Broad and

Narrow Romic, mainly on the basis of Mr. Ellis's Pulaeotype,

from which the latter diifers mainly in the values assigned to

the letters. To the relation between my two systems corre-

sponds that between Mr. Ellis's Glossic and Universal Glossic,

' _0m Fonetiska Bokstlfver (Veten6kaps::Akademiens handlingar, 1855}.
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which are, however, based not on the Roman values of the

letters, as is the case with Palaeotype, but on an attempt to

retain their present English value. In my Appendix (pp.. 202

foil.) I have tried to show that such attempts can only lead

to a break-down of the fundamental principles of phonetic

writing, not only from a scientific, but also from a purely

practical point of view, nor has the recent controversy in the

Academy between Mr. Ellis on the one hand and Mr. Nicol

and myself on the other done anything but strengthen my
convictions.

The most important result (from the notational point of

view) of the practical experience gained in the preparation of

my Handbook has been the break-down of digraphs in any

minutely accurate system. In Mr. Ellis's Palaeotype the im-

practicability of any thorough-going system of digraphs

is disguised from several causes. One of these is the con-

nexion between his choice of letters and his theories about

the originality of certain sounds. In this way he is enabled,

for instance, to employ the unmodified (e), (ee), (o), (oo) in

denoting the pronunciation of Chaucer, but according to my
views (which are those of many others besides) he would

have to write (e), (ee), (d), (aa)—all modified letters. Although

digraphs are not employed here, these examples will show

how' a slight change of theory may seriously impair the

convenience of a notation. Again, there are certain sounds

which Mr. Ellis does not seem to recognize practically, such

as Bell's 'mixed' varieties of o. Thus he regards the

French o in homme, dot, simply as the ordinary open ' back

'

sound, and writes it accordingly with his unmodified (o). Bell,

Storm, and myself, however, all agree in regarding it as

a ' mixed ' vowel, that is to say, as an approximation to

the ' front ' vowels in psu, &c. On this theory the French

short must be written (oh) in Palaeotype. In my Narrow

Eomic I have carried out consistently the principle, initiated

by Mr. Ellis, of denoting all mixed vowels by an (h). Hence

the necessity of denoting the very common unaccented vowel

heard in the second syllable of the German gabe by (eh)

instead of Mr. Ellis's simple (a), which on my principles
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has to denote a different sound. Now the more minute the

analysis of vowels, especially in diphthongic combinations, the

greater the number of mixed vowels that have to be recog-

nized. Hence it is that the English diphthong in wine, which

Mr. Ellis writes with two letters, appears in my Narrow
Romic with no less than four—(ehih). In representing

some simple sounds I have been obliged to have recourse

to trigraphs, as in the Danish soft d, which I am obliged to

write (dh/) to distinguish it from the English (dh) in the',

with which it was formerly confounded. The result of

all this is, as I stated at first, the practical break-down of

digraphs (and trigraphs) for purposes of consistently accurate

notation.

The fact is, that if we want minute accuracy, we must have

new types. When we have availed ourselves of the resources

offered by the utilization of otherwise superfluous letters,

such as c, q, x, and by turned letters and the other devices

employed in Palaeotype, we must have new types for the

commoner simple sounds, such as (sh), (th), (dh). But we
must not rush into the opposite extreme of banishing digraphs

altogether. Digraphs can never be entirely avoided, as is

sufficiently shown by the fact that even Visible Speech, which

is entirely independent of the defects of the Roman alphabet,

frequently employs them. Such general modifiers as {j), to

indicate palatalization, &c., are absolutely required. All we
require is to make digraphs exceptional—not to abolish them

entirely—and to get rid of trigraphs. In fact we want

elasticity, and not to require to cast a new type for every

insignificant shade of sound. Marks of accent and quantity,

&c., should be cast on separate types, to avoid such unpractical

monstrosities as d, &c., necessitating as they do the cutting of

a number of subordinate types for every new letter. Such

combinations should be analysed into (aa') or something of

the kind. The objection to employing accents in the middle

of a word, as in (bev'aara), is pure prejudice, the result

of habit and association. What types should be adopted is a

question which I cannot go into now ; it is, however, evident

that the new letters must be such as to show most clearly
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the relations of the sounds they denote to those denoted

by the old letters, and to admit of being easily written,

besides having distinctive forms. These principles would

exclude such letters as, for instance, the Old English/ and ^,

the former being easily confounded with p, the latter trouble-

some to write.

For rougher phonetic notation, and for purely practical

purposes, digraphs are perfectly admissible, as is shown both

in Mr. Ellis's Glossic and my Broad Romic. There can, how-

ever, be no doubt, that here also fchey will be gradually super-

seded by new types.

Dialectology

At the first rise of modern scientific philology, there was

a tendency rather to underrate the importance of dialects. It

is well known that Grimm attributed only a very subordinate

value to them, as compared with the literary language,

although he admitted the value of such work as that of

Schmeller on the dialects of Bavaria. Although from an

abstract point of view this narrowness of Grimm must, like

his want of interest in phonology as distinct from mere

letter-comparison and in the characteristic features of modern

languages generally, be deemed a defect, it is a defect which

has greatly increased the value of his work. Grimm's

exclusively literary and antiquarian tendencies, which were

so strong that, as he himself humorously says somewhere,
' he could be led over the whole country after an Old German
book,' must be regarded as a healthy instinct of limitation,

without which it would have been impossible for him to have

laid the solid foundations of historical and comparative philo-

logy not only for the Germanic languages, but also; to a great

extent, for language generally.

It is this necessity of limitation to which the division of

such a family of languages as the Germanic into a definite

number of literary dialects is due. The division of the living

Teutonic languages into its six literary dialects, German,
Dutch, Icelandic, Swedish, Danish, and English, is, from
a scientific point of view, a purely arbitrary one, whose
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retention can only be defended on grounds of practical con-

venience. The criteria by which these six subdivisions are

regarded as ' languages ' in contradistinction to mere ' dia-

lects ', such as Frisian and the various forms of Low German,

are purely external— mainly literary and political, and hence

very frequently contradict the actual relations between these

' languages ' and ' dialects '. Our conceptions of the meaning

and relations to one another of the terms ' language ' and
' dialect ' are derived from those cases in which the practical,

external criteria agree with the scientific ones. But in many
cases, as already remarked, the two classes of criteria contra-

dict each other.

When we talk of 'two languages' and then of 'two dialects

of the same language', the former expression suggests the

idea of marked individuality and separation, the latter that

of comparatively slight divergence and of subordination to

a higher unity, namely, that of the ' language ' of which the

two are dialects. Hence also we are inclined to assume that

the two languages, however close their relationship, must be

mutually unintelligible, but that speakers of the^ two dialects

must be able to understand each other's native speech—to

some extent at least. But if we examine the real relation-

ship between the six Teutonic conventional languages, we
shall find that while English and German, for instance,

are almost as distinct and unlike one another as is possible

for two cognate languages to be, there are two others,

namely, Swedish and Danish, which really stand to one

another in the relation of dialects. Not only is their general

agreement in grammatical structure and vocabulary greater

than that between many Italian dialects, but the speakers

of the two languages are able to understand, one another

when speaking slowly, and with a little practice to under-

stand one another perfectly. In fact, a Swede understands

a Dane better than many of his own dialect-speaking

countrymen, as, for instance, the peasants of Skane in

the extreme south of Sweden, and vice versa. From a purely

scientific point of view, Swedish and Danish are nothing but

dialects of a common Neo-Scandinavian language, sjad their
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separation and independent development are due mainly to

political and secondarily to literary causes. The relation

between Spanish and Portuguese is very similar.

Again, the natural and political divisions often overlap one

another. The various Low German dialects, for instance,

especially that of Westphalia, are simply continuations of

Dutch, although politically they belong to a High German

area. Similarly, the Catalan and Valencian dialects of

Spanish have no connexion beyond a political one with the

standard Castilian, and are really dialects of what was once

a literary language—the Proven5al of southern France.

Galician also, although spoken in Spain, is a dialect of

Portuguese.

A curious instance of these cross-divisions is afforded by

the language of Norway. The Norwegians lost their chance

at the Reformation by neglecting to translate Luther's Bible

into their own language, and had to adopt Danish as their

literary language, with, of course, many peculiarities of

pronunciation and additions to the vocabulary. On their

separation from Denmark and union with Sweden at the

beginning of this century the national spirit of the Nor-

wegians awakened, and they began to call their own Danish

'Norse', in opposition to that of the Danes themselves.^

Of late years, however, the remarkable movement called the

' MaalstrsBv", literally ' dialect-striving', has arisen and made

considerable progress. The object of this movement is

nothing less than the complete expulsion of Danish, and

the substitution of Norse. But as Norse is spoken in

upwards of a hundred dialects, many of them mutually

unintelligible, the practical carrying out of the reform is

no easy task. Ivar Aasen, one of the most profound dia-

lectologists of Norway and himself a son of the people,

goes on historical and antiquarian principles, and selects

from each dialect its most ancient and 'organic' forms.

to

' A Danish school-grammar was once published simultaneously in Denmark
and Norway, the only difference between the Danish and Norwegian copies

being that the former had on the title-page 'Danish', the latter 'Norse

Grammar'.
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thus constructing an entirely artificial language. Others

urge that all literary languages have arisen by the natural

preponderance and special cultivation of some one dialect,

which gradually spread over the whole country, as in Spain

the Castilian, in Italy the Tuscan, in English the Midland

dialect, and that such a hodgepodge as that prepared by

Aasen is a monstrosity which cannot live and thrive. These

reformers, who certainly seem to have experience and reason

on their side, urge, therefore, the general adoption and

literary cultivation of a special dialect, such as that of

Thelemarken, which has distinct and archaic forms, and

is, to a certain extent, intermediate between the two most

marked groups of dialects, namely, those of West and East

Norway.

Hitherto the results of the movement have been more

scientific than practical, a great impetus having been given to

Dialectology, to which we owe the admirable Norse grammar

and dictionary of Aasen, and the publication of many valu-

able dialectal texts. What the practical results may be is still

quite dubious, owing, in a great degree, to the intemperate

and uninstructed zeal of many of the reformers.^ Those,

however, who laugh at the whole thing as a mere fantastic

dream, which can be ignored from a practical point of view,

are very much mistaken. It is impossible for me here to enter

on the interesting question of the relation between language

and nationality, but no one can look about him without seeing

many analogies to the Norse Maalstrsev. The Flemish

movement in Belgium and the Finnish one in Finland are,

like the Maalstr^v, significant tokens of a new spirit which

animates the nationalities of Europe, and the inseparable

connexion between language and nationality is attested by

the attempts of the Russians and Prussians to stamp out the

popular speech of Poland and Slesvig. While wishing all

these experiments the success they deserve, we cannot deny

' The last news I heard of the movement (now several months ago) was
rather startling, namely, that a proposal was to be brought before the Storthing

to introduce the use of the dialects in the elementary schools, the result of

which would be that a teacher who happened to speak a dialect different from

that of his scholars might easily be totally unintelligible to them.
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that some of them have very dubious prospects, but this does

not seem to be the ease in Norway, where the movement

is too strong and independent ever to be put down, even

if it only results in some sort of compromise between Danish

and the native dialects. Anyhow, its progress is well

worthy of the attention, not only of philologists, but also of

all who interest themselves in the great problems of national

development.

As already remarked, the main division of the dialects

of Norway is into those of the East and the West. The

latter distinguish themselves not only from those of the

East but also from literary Swedish and Danish by their

retention of the old diphthongs, and by many archaisms.

All the Norwegian dialects show a marked similarity to

Swedish, and, indeed, to a Danish ear, the ordinary literary

Norse appears to be nothing but Danish with Swedish pro-

nunciation. East Norwegian and the literary ' Upper

'

Swedish approximate more closely in many respects, espe-

cially in phonetic structure, than literary and dialectal

South Swedish do. In fact, from the adoption of an East

Norse dialect as the national language to that of literary

Swedish the step would not be great, the main difficulty

being that of the number of words peculiar to the Swedish

vocabulary.

The above details will suffice to show the endless complexity

of the relationship between the political and the scientific

conception of dialect. It is clear that from a rigorously

scientific point of view we cannot speak of languages at all,

but only of groups of dialects, each group shading off by
indefinite gradations into its neighbouring group, and the

same relations subsisting between the individual dialects of

which each group is composed. The accident of one particular

dialect being raised by purely external causes to a political

and literary supremacy over the whole group is one which,

sti'ictly speaking, does not concern the scientific philologist

at all, any more than the political divisions by which, for

instance, Catalan is Spanish, while Proven5al is French* In

a rigorously scientific grammar the distinction between
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French and Spanish would be ignored, and Catalan and
Provencal would be treated as members of one group of

dialects, on a level with those groups represented respectively

by Parisian French and Castilian. Similarly East Norwegian

would be thrown into the same group as Upper Swedish,

while all the dialects of the extreme south of Norway
and Sweden would form special transition-groups between

Swedish-Norse and Danish. The recognition of these transi-

tion-dialects is one of the most important results of the study

of living speech-groups, and it is now generally admitted

that the existence of two cognate though sharply distinguished

literary languages in immediate geographical proximity

always postulates the original existence of an indefinite

number of intermediate dialects, however much they may
have been swallowed up by the encroachments of the literary

languages.

It is this awkward tendency of dialects to disappear alto-

gether which offers such serious—often insurmountable —
obstacles to the actual carrying out of such an ideal compara-

tive grammar as I have sketched above. Even in older

languages, in which, on account of the want of literary or

political centralization, several of the dialects often attained

a certain amount of culture and independence, one or other of

them generally gained the upper hand at last, so that our

knowledge of dialects that once had a flourishing literary

existence is often limited, as in the case of the Umbrian and

Oscan dialects of Old Italian, and several of the Old Greek

dialects, to what can be gleaned from a few fragments pre-

served by accident. English is especially fortunate in possess-

ing an almost uninterrupted series of dialectal linguistic

documents from the Old English period down to the present

day—no inconsiderable period. -
*"'*

While in dead languages the study of the dialects offers no

more difficulty than that of the^pi*feponderating literary

language itself, the case is widely different in living languages.

The investigator who were to attempt to grapple single-

handed with even only a tithe of the dialects of such a family

as the Germanic, or even of a single language, such as German,
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would soon find himself confronted by insurmountable

obstacles. The observation and description of the charac-

teristic features of a hitherto unwritten dialect postulates

a long and arduous preparatory training, and even then

is a task of great difficulty and labour. The necessity of

training for dialectal work has been so ably and eloquently

urged by Mr. Ellis in one of his Presidential Addresses (see

our Transactions for 1873-4, pp. 447 foil.), that it is unneces-

sary for me to say anything more on this subject. How
we are to get our training is a dubious question to which

I shall return presently.

It is evident that the value of dialectal work will vary

according to the natural ability and training of the observer,

and the circumstances under which he works. Assuming that

the two first requisites are satisfactorily fulfilled, it becomes

of great practical importance to ascertain what are the condi-

tions of their producing reliable results. It is, I think, self-

evident that a perfectly full and accurate analysis of a dialect

cannot be furnished except by one who speaks it naturally.

When we consider that even he, with all the advantages of

a thorough phonetic training, will often meet with consider-

able difficulties, it seems unreasonable to expect one ' not

to the manner born ' to be able to surpass him. My experi-

ence is that statements made about dialects spoken even

in the immediate neighbourhood—perhaps at only a few

miles distance—of the investigator must often be received

with the greatest caution,^ and that when any one attempts

unaided to give a detailed survey of the dialects spoken over

an area of any extent, as, for instance, one of the large

English counties, merely on the strength of his having

a practical command of the dialect of one particular spot,

serious errors are almost unavoidable, except under very

favourable conditions. When a complete stranger attempts

such a task, the chances of success are still more diminished,

1 Observe the cautious way in which Noreen, a foremost Swedish dialect-

ologist, makes statements about dialects spoken in the same province as hi.s

own native one (Ordbok ofver Fryksdalsmalet, Upsala, 1878, preface). So
also the accomplished Danish phonetician Lyngby in his Bidrag til en Sonder-

jysk Sproglwre (Copenhagen, 1858).
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as when a Londoner attempts to study the dialects of York-

shire, and still more when a complete foreigner, who has only

imperfectly mastered the literary language, attempts it. My
own experience of the difficulties of mastering the colloquial

forms of literary languages, where the external difficulties are

infinitely less than in the case of dialects, where it is easy to

check one's observations by direct questioning of educated

natives, has supplied me with many instances of how, even

with a fair preliminary training and much practical experience

in linguistic observation, it is possible totally to mishear and

misinterpret the commonest sounds and forms, until the

error is revealed by mere chance, perhaps after months

of misapprehension.^ There is still another way of studying

dialects, which postulates neither a natural nor an acquired

mastery of the one in question, namely, that of direct

questioning. Here we must distinguish between examination

of an uneducated and of an educated speaker. The former, it

need scarcely be observed, is a most unsatisfactory process,

resulting generally in forced, unidiomatic sentences, full

of words and forms taken from the literary language, none

of which would appear in the speaker's unrestrained, natural

dialect.^ The latter process, on the other hand, yields

thoroughly reliable results, that is, provided the examinee

really has a practical command of the dialect. When, for

instance, an accomplished phonetician and linguistic observer

like Mr. Ellis works up the materials supplied him by such

authorities as Mr. Elworthy or Mr. Hallam, we may unhesitat-

ingly rely on the results. The difficulty is to find educated

men who really have a thorough practical command of a

dialect. I have seen many instances of how easily people

delude themselves into the idea that they have acquired a

* Noreen mentions some observations made on his dialect by a foreign

philologist (a Dane), informing us at the same time that ' half of them are

incorrect ' (Fryksdalsmalets Ljudlara, XJpsala, 1877, FOrord, p. ii).

' Sometimes the results are more amusing than instructive. There is a

story told of a Swedish philologist vfho studied a dialect in this way. On
one occasion, wishing to know how the dialect formed the preterite of the

verb to die, he asked a peasant, 'Which do you say, "I died" or "I dew"?'

The logical answer was, ' When we're dead, we don't speak.'
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dialect, when all they really have acquired is a travesty of

some of its more marked sounds or intonations, together with

a few isolated words and phrases.

These remarks are not made with the intention of discou-

raging dialectal investigation even under the most unfavour-

able circumstances, still less of disparaging the often highly

valuable results of such investigations, but solely to urge the

necessity of the utmost caution and criticism both in working

oneself and in utilizing the work of others. Here, if any-

where, the maxim gnSthi seavidn is in its place, and, indeed,

the better trained and qualified the observer is, the more

cautious will he be in his statements. It is only ignorance

and charlatanism which are dogmatic. A competent investi-

gator, who knows his own strength and weakness thoroughly,

will thus be able, in publishing his results, to estimate

and state them at their true value, so that even his most

hurried and casual observations may be quoted with confidence

by others according to the degree of certainty he attributes to

them.

It is, however, clear that perfectly satisfactory results can

only be obtained by the labours of a large number of trained

observers, each working at his own native dialect, till such

a mass of reliable material has been collected as can be

digested into general grammars, first of each group of dia-

lects, and finally of the whole family to which the various

groups belong.

In my last Address I spoke with just pride of the extra-

ordinary advances English dialectology has made of late years,

owing mainly to the colossal exertions of Mr. Ellis and his

school of disciples, among whom Dr. Murray unquestionably

takes the first place, and the foundation of the English Dialect

Society. It is now my duty to call your attention to the

not less extraordinary development of dialectology in Sweden,

which threatens, indeed, in many respects, to outstrip our

own.

An account has already been given ^ of the formation of the

so-called ' Landsmalsforeningar ' (Dialectal Associations) at

' la Dr. Tamm's report on Swedish in last year's Addi-ess.
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the two Swedish universities of Upsala and Lund, and the

Finnish one of Helsingfors. Owing to the vast extent of the

country, the scantiness of the population and the defective

communications, the different provinces of Sweden still

preserve their original individuality, especially of language, to

a much greater extent than in other countries. The Swedish

universities being really national institutions, open to poor as

well as rich, no inconsiderable portion of the students consists

of sons of peasants, who necessarily speak the purest and

broadest dialect. As all the students from the same province

form an organized body called a ' nation ' (natsh'oon) for

purposes of' social intercourse, mutual help, discipline, &c., the

formation of a landsmalsforening for eacii ' nation ' offers no

difficulties whatever, and only requires to be supplemented by

a general committee to represent the whole university. The

most important result of the organization of these associations

as yet has been the adoption of a uniform alphabet for writ-

ing down the dialects, of which I have spoken more at length

in my remarks on Phonology. Large collections in the way
of texts, (fee, have been made by the separate associations, and

the publication of them will be much facilitated by the found-

ing of a periodical devoted especially to the dialects (Tidskrift

for Sveriges landsm&l), which will appear at Upsala, and will

employ the new alphabet.

It still remains for me to notice some questions bearing on

the philological value of dialects, and their relation to the

literary language.

The reaction from the previous contempt for dialects has in

many cases resulted in exaggerated views of their antiquity

and importance. One of the first to urge the importance

of dialects was Prof. Max Mliller in his Lectures on Language.

While fully agreeing with the greater part of his masterly

and eloquent exposition, I cannot but say that I think the

expression ' dialectic regeneration ' calculated to mislead, and

still more its opposition to 'phonetic decay', implying that

it is the natural and, indeed, only corrective of the process

of phonetic decay. It seems to me that the influence of

dialects on those reconstructive processes by which modern
1604 K
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languages (and ancient ones also) supply the loss of inflexions

and words is in general very slight, and that the materials

for reconstruction are mainly taken from the language itself.

It was at one time imagined that the diflerent dialects of

Italy represented the old Italic languages, Oscan, Umbrian, &c.,

and even Etruscan, but an unprejudiced study of the evidence

of comparative grammar must convince every one that all the

Romance languages are the direct descendants of literary

Latin, which, in fact, swallowed up all the old Italic dialects

long before the rise of the Romance languages, just as literary

English will soon efface all the still existing remains of our

dialects.

A common error is that of attributing an exaggerated

antiquity to dialects. It used to be generally asserted of the

Dalcarlian dialect of Swedish that it was nothing more or

less than pure Icelandic, the fact being that in many of

its sounds and forms it is infinitely more modem than the

literary Swedish itself, which is certainly far enough removed

from Icelandic. Other superficial observers have discovered

the Gothic of Ulfilas in various German dialects, none of them

being on the average more archaic than the ordinary literary

German. These sensational results are generally obtained by

picking out those forms which are more archaic (in some cases

strikingly so) than the corresponding ones of the standard

language—forms which occur in every dialect—and ignoring

the equally numerous and striking cases in which the advan-

tage is as decidedly on the side of the literary language. It

was on the strength of a few isolated forms such as sunus

that it was for a long time assumed that Lithuanian stood

in a specially near relation to Sanskrit. This fallacy has

been well exposed by Professor Leskien in his report on

Lithuanian in last year's Address, whose remarks are very

instructive. My own impression as regards the relation

between dialects and literary languages has always been that

if compared fully and impartially throughout their whole

structure, phonetic, inflexional and in the vocabulary, and not

one-sidedly, the literary language will generally be found

to be quite as archaic as any of its dialects: It must, of
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course, be understood that I speak only oi" real relations, not

of purely external ones. There can^ for instance, be no doubt

that Provencal is infinitely more archaic than literary French,

but it is really not a dialect of French at all, but an indepen-

dent language. I am glad to be able to quote the opinion

of Mr. Lundell, who has studied most of the Swedish dialects,

that the literary Swedish is more archaic than any one of

them singly.

Hence it is that the dialects only occasionally throw inde-

pendent light on the earlier stages of the literary, although

they frequently confirm, with more or less certainty, the

results obtained by historical and comparative investigation.

Where, for instance, do we find any hint in our dialects of the

existence of a final -e in the language of Chaucer 1 None at

all. Such a form as the Scotch Jwmie (heem) for the literary

home, which afibrds irrefragable confirmation of the pure,

unlabial pronunciation of the Old English d in hdinfi, is rather

exceptional.

The fact is that dialects generally change and reconstruct

themselves with far greater ease than the literary languages,

whose growth is impeded in many ways.^ It is in their inde-

pendent developments, rather than in their archaisms, that

their real value seems to me to lie. Nothing is more interest-

ing than to compare the various changes of the same sound in

a number of dialects, and to observe the agreements and dis-

agreements between the different dialects and between them

and the literary language. The study of a group of dialects

gives us, in fact, a special insight into the life of language.

Dialects are especially valuable in illustrating colloquialisms.

It often happens that a change which only occurs sporadically

in the colloquial form of the standard language, as, for

instance, the dropping of a consonant in certain positions, is

carried out uniformly in the dialects, where the artificial

restraints of literature and schools are not felt. Thus, to

' Noreen notices a short list of ninety-two proper names and fifty-one other

words in his own dialect made in 1773, and states that he cannot find more

than nine of the proper and twenty of the other words in the dialect as now
spoken, whence he infers that ' the dialect must have undergone great changes

in the last hundred years' (F. L. pref. p. ii).

k2
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take a familiar example, the dropping of h, which in polite

English society is considered as an occasional vulgarity, is

universal in the popular speech of the counties round London.

So also the anomalous pronunciation of one as (wan), which is

quite isolated in the standard language, is carried out uni-

formly in whole classes of words in the dialects, as in the

familiar (wots)= ' oats '. Again, the colloquial dropping of g

and d between vowels in some Swedish words, such as (taa)

for taga, ' take/ (saa) for sade, ' said,' is carried out universally

in many of the dialects.

The Future of English Philology

In my Address for last year I made some remarks on the

'Characteristics of English Work ', in which I tried impartially

to sum up the merits and defects of the English school of

philology, and to point out the causes of the latter. What I

am now going to say may be regarded as a continuation of

those remarks.

One of the most striking features of English philology is

the absence of anything like public opinion. In other coun-

tries, in Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway,

and, of late years, in France and Italy also, the collective

opinion of the learned world forms an intelligent, impartial,

and all-powerful tribunal, which can be appealed to with

full certainty by all who have the consciousness of right on

their side, and which never hesitates a moment to expose and

render harmless dilettanteism and imposture. But in England

we have nothing like this. In England thoroughness of work
and original investigation by themselves have very little

chance of securing the popular ear against the shallowest

dilettanteism, if the latter is accompanied by external graces

or backed by influential connexions, and in the most favour-

able circumstances they are generally subordinated in popular

estimation to purely external and irrelevant considerations, or

judged from a conventional and prejudiced point of view. In

fact, among us any one who steps forth confidently, and makes
statements in a loud voice, and with frequent reiterations, is

sure to get a hearing, even if his utter incompetence has been
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demonstrated over and over again by competent judges. In

any other country but England such men would be hooted

down at once by a unanimous burst of indignation from the

whole scientific world.

I showed in my last Address of what stuff some of our

aspirants to Old English professorships are made ; it now
remains to give an instance of what some of our professors

can do when they try. Some years ago a foreign student of

English, having occasion to visit England, took advantage of

the opportunity to attend a lecture by one of our most popular

professors, in order to gain an idea of the method of instruc-

tion followed by the foremost representatives of English

philology. He was, however, rather startled when our

professor, in the course of his lecture, informed his hearers

that there was a difference between the words tide and time,

the difference being that while tide is pure 'Anglo-Saxon',

time is of foreign origin, being, in fact, nothing more or less

than the Latin tempus. I may add that this gentleman still

continues to lecture cheerfully to, I am told, not inconsider-

able classes on these and kindred topics, so that he certainly

deserves our gratitude for keeping up popular interest in the

study of English, and this, under circumstances where another,

more fastidious in his etymologies, might perhaps fail. Let

us hope that his hearers may long continue to listen to his

' fairy tales of science '.

With the want of a scientific public opinion in English

philology is closely connected another want, namely, that of

an organ of criticism. Although the Academ,y has done

much for the promotion of competent and independent

scientific criticism, and still continues to do so in spite of the

relaxation of its originally more rigorously scientific pro-

gramme, we still want a special periodical which will allow

more detailed criticism—and in some cases, perhaps, more

independent—than is possible in such a one as the Academy.

In Germany, when a philologist receives a new work in his

special department, he is able to read it through and make
his notes, with the certainty of being able to expand them

into a detailed review of, if necessary, from ten to twenty
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pages. These detailed reviews cost the writer infinitely less

trouble than the condensed, half-popular notices of a few

columns in which the unhappy English reviewer is obliged

to express himself, and they are of the greatest utility to

others. It is a great advantage to be able to begin the study

of a new work under the guidance of such a detailed analysis,

which calls the student's attention to its really valuable and

original features, and warns him of its errors and fallacies.

Besides, these reviews often teem with original and suggestive

remarks, which otherwise might be lost entirely. I am con-

vinced that such a periodical would do much to raise the

standard of scientific work, to discourage dilettanteism, and

to expose imposture. We want an organ where the latter

can be denounced authoritatively and without respect for

person or reputation.

There is one form of charlatanry to which I will call your

attention, and which is specially insidious and dangerous,

veiling itself under the disguise of conscientiousness and

accuracy. It may be termed the mechanical view'of language,

and is based on the assumption that language, unlike all other

natural phenomena, including even the most complex evolu-

tions of social life, is not governed by general laws ; but con-

sists merely of a mass of disconnected details. In its maddest
form this view leads its adherents so far that they openly

declare the principles of scientific Comparative Philology, a;S

founded by Rask, Grimm, and Bopp, to be simple guesswork
and nonsense: statements which may still be heard from
some Englishmen.

In a milder shape mechanical philology assumes the form
of a slavish and undeviating adherence to MS. readings. To
a certain extent this tendency is a healthy i-eaction against

the slovenly inaccuracy and wanton tampering with the MS.
evidence, which characterized the older school of editors. We
now assume, and rightly, that the first business of an editor

is to lay the evidence of the MSS. themselves before the

reader in an accurate and unadulterated form. Therein we
are all of one mind, but while the scientific philologist regards

the written letters of the scribe simply as a means to an end,
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namely, the recovery of the original text and the actual forms

of the language, both of which the MSS. always represent

more or less inaccurately, our mechanical friend resents any
attempts . of the kind as high treason to the scribe, who,

he argues, must understand what he was writing better than

any modern editor. To this it may be answered that many
of them did not understand what they were writing half

so well as a thoroughly competent editor. It is quite

certain that a modern Greek scholar understands the

choruses of the Greek tragedies infinitely better than the

scribes of any MS. that has been preserved, probably better

even than Cicero, who learnt Greek as a living language

under the best professors. And I think any one who has

any knowledge of the MSS. of some of the Old English

poems, as, for instance, Csedmon, will hesitate to attribute

to their scribes a more accurate knowledge of the old poetical

language than to a modern scholar. It is at least certain

that the twelfth-century Florence of Worcester made the

most glaring errors in translating the ' Battle of Brunanburh'

into Latin—errors which would be pointed out by any school-

boy, if schoolboys were taught English.

But quite apart from the question of knowledge, it is

certain that the scribes made errors, even when writing down
their own thoughts in the language of their own time. Like

the rest of us they sometimes left out letters, or even words,

sometimes—sad to relate—even whole lines, sometimes they

transposed letters, sometimes they substituted one word for

another, making complete nonsense of what they wrote. They
also omitted many distinctions which can be proved to have

existed in the language. Thus the Old English scribes, like

the Latin, did not mark the quantity of the vowels with any
consistency and accuracy. What means does the scientific

philologist employ to get at the facts underlying all this

vagueness and inaccuracy? Simply common sense guided by
the universally received laws of Comparative Philology.

Thus if he finds a word spelt 99 times in the same way
and only once in another way, he puts down the former as

the more usual spelling, regardless of the protests of his
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mechanical friends, and if the other spelling represents a collo-

cation of sounds which does not elsewhere occur, he puts it

down as an error of the scribe. Thus, if in editing a work

from a MS. or printed book of the beginning of this centurj^^

he were to find a certain adjective spelt big 99 times and only

once bgi, he would infer that the former was the more usual

form at the period in question, and when he found that initial

bg did not occur elsewhere in the language of that period, he

would come to the conclusion that the form bgi was an acci-

dental error. In other cases the aid of comparative philology

is required, as in settling the quantity of the OE. vowels,

which is determined partly by comparison both with Modern

English and the old cognates, partly by observing the inner

laws of the language, as deduced from its spelling, and lastly

by seeing if the conclusions thus obtained independently

harmonize. It need hardly be remarked that these investiga-

tions often offer great difficulty, and yield doubtful results,

but in most cases the reasoning is such as to carry conviction

to any competent judge.

How far these results should be utilized in printing texts,

depends entirely on the character and object of the text. It

is evident that there is wide difference between an editio

princeps, whose main business is to make the unaltered MS.
evidence generally accessible, and a reading-book for begin-

ners, which is intended to familiarize the student with the

language itself, as reconstructed by the processes mentioned

above, not with the details of the MS. tradition of each text,

which would give the beginner an entirely false and inade-

quate idea of the actual language. Hence the editor of such

a book is not only justified in utilizing, but is bound to utilize

all the certain results of scientific investigation, and if the MS.
spellings require supplementing, as when the vowel-quantity

is marked, or alteration in those cases in which a MS. form
contradicts the evidence of the majority of other MS. forms or

of comparative philology, he is equally bound to supplement
and alter accordingly, under pain of garbling the evidence, of

which the written forms of a given MS. are only a portion,

however indispensable it may be.
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In my Anglo-Saxon Reader I have not only carried out

these principles consistently, to the best of my power, but

have also gone a step further, namely, in altering forms,

which, although quite correct, are exceptional, in favour of

the more usual ones, and relegating the original ones to the

foot of the page, so that the learner may be able to fix the

regular forms firmly in his memory before studying the more

exceptional ones. I need hardly remark that these proceed-

ings of mine have proved extremely distasteful to many
members of the mechanical school, who forget or ignore

that an editio princeps and a handbook for learners must

necessarily be constructed on totally different principles, and

that a consistent carrying out of their principles, or rather

want of principles, would result in our beginning to read

Greek in a photograph of a half-extinct palimpsest without

word-division, or in a Byzantine MS. full of contractions,

which the professor or master himself would probably not be

able to read.

The real explanation of this mechanical fanaticism is, that

it is often a mere excuse for laziness. Whatever may be said

of the worthlessness of the results of modern philology, it

cannot be denied that their application to a special language

postulates an enormous amount of hard labour and patient

training, and any amount of critical sagacity. But the

mechanical philologist escapes all this. I have seen Old

English text-editions which postulated literally no training

beyond the power of transcribing the Old English letters into

ordinary ones.

Of course, as soon as such men deviate from the path of

rigid mechanicalness, they fall into awkward mistakes. One
of the editions in which this method is carried to its utmost

extreme is Prof. Earle's, from an historical point of view, most

admirable one of the Chronicle (Two of the Saxon Chronicles

Parallel), in which even the inadequate and sense-destroying

punctuation of the original is reproduced. The editor has,

however, chosen, inconsistently enough, to expand the con-

traction of the conjugation ' and ', but, strangely enough he

writes and throughout instead of and, with such forms as
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monnum, lovd, &c., staring him in the face on every page,

together with a few onds written out in full. I do not say

that this is any very serious error, but it is one which any

one trained in the German school of philology could hardly

have made.

The inability to grasp general principles is, indeed, one of

the most marked characteristics of English philologists. Such

men as Kemble and Whitley Stokes stand almost alone in

having attained a real mastery—in the case of Kemble,

perhaps, rather a superficial one—of the principles of German

philology. I am often astonished to see men consulting

scientific works of reference, such as Fick's Wdrterbuch,

Curtius's Griechische Etymologic, and even Grimm's Deutsche

Grammatik, perhaps for years, without ever realizing the

elementary laws of letter-change in the different languages, so

that they come out with etymologies which, on the principles

on which these works are written, are simply impossible.

Others, again, claim to be scientific philologists on the

strength of having acquired a practical knowledge of

Sanskrit, which is really nothing but one of the means to

an end.

Another of our deficiencies is the almost universal igno-

rance of the principles of text-criticism. There is really no

reason why we Englishmen should confine ourselves to the

mechanical reproduction of MSS., or, still worse, to the con-

struction of texts on radically false principles, and leave the

interesting and important work of genuine critical recon-

struction entirely to our German brethren, and I wish that

all would-be editors would carefully read our member
Mr. Nicol's paper on 'M. G. Paris's Method of Editing in

his Vie de St. Alexis' (Trans. 1873^, p. 332). They will

there find the falseness of some of the apparently most

self-evident axioms of ordinary editing briefly and clearly

demonstrated.

There is, of course, no reason why we should not at the

same time keep up our present method, from which, indeed,

foreign scholars still have much to learn.

All the evils I have denounced are, as I remarked in my
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last Address, not due to any defect in the English character,

but simply to want of systematic training, and it is a question

of vital and pressing importance how we are to get this

training, and, as Mr. Ellis says in his already quoted report

on Dialectology, 'drain the pestiferous marshes of dilet-

tanteism.' We want universities, we want endowment, for

science can never be made self-supporting, we want perfect

freedom of study, and, finally, we want competent teachers.

Of course, if those anomalous bodies which we, by a strange

misnomer, call universities, can be transformed into real

universities, that would certainly be the most satisfactory

solution of the problem; if not, we must seek Government

or private aid.

<f"Whether the talk of establishing professorships of English

at^ur universities will come to anything in our days is very

doubtful. If so, the first result will probably be a general

rush of pretenders, some of whom will appeal to the length of

their beards, others to the largeness of their families, others

to their popularity in common- or combination-room. If

fortunate enough to escape from these gentlemen, the

professorships will perhaps fall into the hands of good men
in their way, perhaps industrious mechanical text-editors,

but devoid of general principles, and therefore unfit to train

up scientific workers. In this way we may go on for ever in

our present rut, until German investigation has completely

exhausted the subject of English philology.

Eather than this should happen, I would see the professor-

ships given away in the first instance to foreigners,! if no

properly qualified Englishmen are forthcoming, unless, indeed,

we could send young men to qualify themselves by study at

some German university.

It need hardly be said that no one man can command the

whole field of English philology : it is so vast that division of

labour is absolutely necessary. To include the subjects which

are absolutely essential for English philology, we require at

least four special branches

:

(1) Old English, and comparative Teutonic philology

(general Indogermanic philology).
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(2) Middle and Modern English languages (modern dialects,

practical phonetics).

(3) English literature (middle-age literature generally, espe-

cially French).

(4) Old French and comparative Romance philology.

The subjects enclosed in parentheses are those which,

although o£ subordinate importance, are specially connected

with the principal ones.

Each specialist must, of course, in addition to his knowledge

of his own department, have a general knowledge of the

results of other studies, when necessary. Thus, no one can

study Middle English properly without a sound knowledge of

Old Enghsh and Old French, although the Middle English

specialist cannot be expected to familiarize himself with all

the details of these languages, nor with the wider compara-

tive investigations by which those details are tested. Nor
can the Old English student dispense with the help afforded

by Middle and even Modern English in many cases, while Old

French, on the other hand, will be quite useless to him.

The separation of literature from language is most impor-

tant, as experience shows that these subjects cannot be united

in one person without one or other of them being practically

sacrificed to the other.

These four divisions should be put on a footing of perfect

equality : they all offer an inexhaustible field for work, and

they are all equally indispensable for the complete study of

English.



RECENT INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
INDOGEEMANIC VOWEL-SYSTEM ^

The complete revolution which has been made during the

last few years in our views on the vowel-system of the parent

Indogermanic language is, perhaps, the most important event

that has happened in the history of comparative philology

since its foundation. A strong presumption in favour of the

new views is afforded by the fact that they have suggested

themselves spontaneously and independently to a number of

investigators, whose results have mutually confirmed and

supplemented one another. These scattered investigations

have now been summed up in a thoroughly critical spirit by

a young Swiss philologist, Ferdinand de Saussure, in his

MSmoire sur le Systeme Primitif des Voyelles dans les langues

Indo-europeennes (Leipsic, 1879), where he himself makes
further original contributions of the highest value. Simul-

taneously with Saussure 's book there appeared Friedrich

Kluge's Beitrage zur GeschicMe der germanischen Conjugation

(Strassburg, 1879), in which several of Saussure's results are

arrived at independently, Kluge's book containing a general

sketch of the Indogermanic vowel-system as an introduction

to its special subject. For general purposes the work is

superseded by Saussure's. The earlier essays of Brugman,

Osthoff, and others, which opened up the investigation, were

noticed by me in my Address for 1878.

When Sanskrit wasfound to oppose a uniform a to the grada-

tion e, in Greek (less perfectly preserved in Latin) in such

words as phdro, phdros, Mppos, Mppe= Sanskrit b'drdmi, Vara,

dcwah, acwa,^ it seemed most in keeping with the superior

antiquity of Sanskrit to assume that its uniformity represented

' Transactions of the Philological Society, 1880-1, pp. 155-62.

' In my transcription of Sanskrit I denote the ' sonant ft ' both alone and
as part of the ' sonant aspirates ' by ('), keeping ft for the visarga, which I

always write where required by the phonetic laws of the language.
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the primitive state of things, and that the variety in the other

languages was the result of later independent development in

each of them. Then came the important discovery of Curtius

(1864) that the e= Sanskrit a appears in the same words in all

the European languages, and consequently cannot have deve-

loped independently in each, but must be referred to a common
European parent-language. Amelung (1871) was the first to

carry back the distinction between European e and the other

a-sounds to parent Indogermanic, but the real foundations of

the present views were first laid by Brugman (1878), who
carried back both e and o into the primitive Indogermanic

vowel-system, hinting also at the necessity of admitting several

other varieties of a as well. The primitive vowels answering

to e and o were written a-^ and a^ respectively by Brugman,

a notation still generally followed. As it is tolerably certain

that their real sounds were those in the English 'm,an and not,

I shall write them (se) and (o) respectively.

(se) -series.

Every syllable containing (se) is capable both of weakening

and gradation, unmodified (se) itself representing the strong

or normal stage.

The strong (se) appears only in originally accented syllables,

as in Greek phiro, genos, sp4rma, mSthu, Latin fero, genus,

tegmen, pecus, Sanskrit h'drdmi, jdnak, d'drmccn, pdcu.

That Sanskrit a= European e must within a comparatively

late period have been a palatal vowel is proved by the regular

change of k before it into the palatal c, as in pdnca= Greek

pinte, k remaining unchanged before Sanskrit a= European o.

The weak stage is confined to unaccented syllables, and
consists in the expulsion of the (se) wherever practicable.

Thus Sanskrit hdromi, root (kser), appears in the past passive

participle as krtd, with syllabic r. So also kalp=i^a&\g) has

the participle Idptd. These syllabic liquids are now referred

to the parent Indogermanic language, instead of being

regarded as a weakening peculiar to Sanskrit. In the

European languages syllabic r has been resolved into

a consonantal (non-syllabic) r accompanied by a distinct
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vowel. The following are the combinations which correspond

to syllabic r in the chief European languages (Saussure, p. 7)

:

Greek : ar, al ; ra, la.

Latin : or, ul (ol).

Germanic : or, ol.

The following are examples: Greek ^c?ra/<;ow= Sanskrit

ddrcaTui, from dMcoviai, tarpometha from tSrpo, blast6s=

wrdd'd; Latin fors=b'rU, cord-= Jcrd, pulsus from pello;

Germanic borands, Old English boren, from beran (cp. Sanskrit

b'rtd) ; wolfa, OE. 'Ji;uZ/= Sanskrit wrka (originally wrkd).

The original syllabic nasals have been lost everywhere.

The following are the sounds which correspond to original

syllabic n and m respectively in the different languages

:

Sanskrit : a a.

Greek : a a.

Latin : en em.

Germanic : un um.
Examples are : Sanskrit tatd, Greek tatds, Latin tentus=

original tntd from the root tsen ; Sanskrit mail, Latin men(ti)s,

Qienaa,nic gainiundiz (OE. gemynd) from msen; Sanskrit cZaca,

Greek dSka, Latin decern, Germanic tehun=d3ekm.

There remain, lastly, the words with a diphthong in the

strong form, such as Greek ewm, Sanskrit Srm, whose weak
form shows the simple vowel, as in the plural imen (with

shifting of the original accent), Sanskrit imdh, the original

forms being (eeimi) and (imas). It is evident that the treat-

ment of the diphthongic vowel is perfectly parallel to that of

the liquids, (gei) being equivalent to (sej), so that the older

view of (sei) being the result of the diphthongic strengthening

of i must be reversed : i is a weakening of (sei), which consists

in dropping the (se). Other examples of weakened (sei) are

the Latin dictus from the strong deico, Latin fidiinus,

Teutonic bitwm, Sanskrit bib'idimd, the strong form being

(b'seid), preserved in the Germanic bUan. Examples of

weakened (aeu) are Sanskrit budd'd, Greek pustds, Germanic

bodand (OE. boden), from the strong (b'seud'), preserved in

Sanskrit bddhdmi, Germanic beudan (OE. biodan).

Although there can be no doubt of the loss of the (se) in
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the weak i of imas, the exact nature of the process is by no

means self-evident. The general hypothesis seems to be that

the (as) was dropped bodily. But this will not bear examina-

tion. It is quite impossible that the full stress-vowel should

be dropped and the subordinate element of the diphthong

retained, and the most probable explanation seems to be that

unaccented (sei) underwent a gradual approximation of its

elements, ending in monophthongization and shortening, thus

— (sei), (ei), (i), (i). So also with (seu), which would naturally

pass through (ou) and (u) into (u). The same reasoning

applies also, though in a less degree, to the liquid-combinations.

Unaccented (aer) would pass through (er) with the neutral

vowel into (f), whence simple (r). (sen) would first weaken

its n into a nasalization of the vowel, and the resulting (sen),

or rather (sen,), would, in accordance with well-known ten-

dencies, be deepened into (a7i), whence (aw) and the Greek and

Sanskrit (a), although the Latin en points rather to {len).

These considerations had suggested themselves to me some

time before I found the same view expressed in H. Moeller's

review of Kluge's book in Englisehe Studien (iii. 1, p. 151

note). Moeller remarks :
' The weak stage before consonants

resulted probably not from " dropping of the a^", but from

shortening after previous contraction, so that i and u would

be shortenings of e and o, themselves contractions of a^i and

a^w in unaccented syllables.'

Where as is flanked with stopped consonants, the (se) is

retained in the weak stage, thus in Greek the weak skeptds

has the same vowel as the strong skSptomai, and the

Germanic participle gehand (OE. gifen) retains the strong

vowel of the infinitive geban. But if the (se) can be dropped,

it disappears without leaving any trace, as in the conjugation

of the verb substantive : dsvii, smdsi, std, sjd7)i, Greek skhein

from eJcho= sSkJio,ptesthai from the root (pset). I am inclined

to believe that it was originally dropped everywhere, and

only introduced again by the analogy of the strong forms.

We now come to (d), the gradation of (se). Wherever we
find e and o alternating in the same root in Greek (and Latin),

the latter must be assumed to be the gradation (steigerung)
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of the former. This vague term is preferable to ' strengthen-

ing' or any more precise one, as it does not commit us to

any theory of the origin of (o), which is still uncertain.

(a) occurs in perfects, such as Greek gegona, dedorlca,4oiIca,

whose presents have the forms gen, derk, (w)eik with the

normal (se) ; in Latin we still find such perfects as tetondi,

memordi, the hypothetical older presents tendo, merdo being

lost, (o) occurs in a large number of nouns, such as Greek

gonu, ndstos, tdnos, Latin forma. In Sanskrit (d) appears in

the form of d in open, a in close syllables, as in jagdna

= Greek gegona, jdnu=g6nu, daddrca=dSdorJca.

There is also the important alternation of (se) and (o) in

endings, as in Sanskrit and Greek wd'dmah, ikhomen, wd'anti,

Slckonti, wd'atha, ekhete, dcwah, hippos, dcwam, hippon, dctua,

Mppe.

These inflexional alternations of (se) and (o) are evidently

dependent (partly, at least) on the character of the following

consonants, (o) appearing before a nasal.

There are no traces of such consonantal influences on the

development of (o) in root-syllables, (a), unlike the strong

and the weak stage, appears also to be independent of the

accent, occurring, at least as far as our present evidence goes,

in accented and unaccented syllables equally.

(a)-series.

Many words in Greek and Latin agree in containing an

a which is evidently quite distinct from the (8e)-series, for it

never alternates with e or o. Examples are dgo, agrds, ager,

ap6, ah, ardo, ardre, laids, laevus, ta'dros, taurus. This a

alternates with an d, and a comparison with the corresponding

forms of the (8e)-series leads to the conclusion that d represents

the strong stage, of which a is a weakening. Thus to the

Sanskrit dsTni, srnds, Smi, imdh correspond the Greek phdmi
(with shifting of the older accent), phavnAn. The weak a

occurs also in the participle phatds, also in statds, whose

strong form appears in the present Mstdmi ; latho and Slathon

are related exactly as leipo, Mipon. The two stages are also

seen in pater and mater.
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The Greek-Latin a appears in the same form in Sanskrit,

where it is distinguished from a= (o) by retaining its length

in close as well as open syllables, as in cadi, from cds, Latin

car-men, casmena. The a appears sometimes as a, sometimes

as i, as in dJati= dgo (originally formed from an aorist parallel

to elathon), pitd=pater, sthitd=stat6s. The alternation in

casti, cishmdh is perfectly parallel to that in dweshti, dwishmdh,

although the i's in the weak forms of the two verbs have

nothing to do with one another.

From the parallelism between the (a)- and the (8e)-series,

Saussure draws the very probable conclusion that d must be

analysed into (ae) + some consonantal element, which he writes

A, so that sia=(st3eA.), stoM=(stAtd), the A being afterwards

changed into a vowel of intermediate quality.

The reality of this analysis is strongly confirmed by the

fact that in formations where roots of the (se) -series develop

the gradation (o), Greek d (= seA) becomes o (= oa), thus bomos

stands in exactly the same relation to hdma as Icormds does to

Jcerma ; compare also phone with poini, khord with sphodrds.

Greek (and Latin) also have an o and an e which are quite

independent both of one another, and of the e and o of the

(8e)-series. These vowels appear, like the a, only in the weak

stage, the strong one being 6, e respectively, as in dotos, thetos,

didomi, UtMmi. The evidence for the existence of the e in

the parent language is dubious, and Saussure is inclined to

believe that it is merely a later European development of the

d of std. The o is represented by several words of undoubted

antiquity, such as dsse, oculus, pdsis, potvn, nox, monUe. In

Sanskrit it appears as short a in open as well as closed

syllables, being thus distinct from the representative of Greek

and Latin o—{o). Thus pdsis and monlle reappear in Sanskrit

as pdti and mani.

Saussure does not attempt to determine the real nature of

the supposed consonantal elements of the roots in (aeA) and

(seo). Moeller in the passage already quoted gives a good

hint, suggesting that (A) may have been the ' sonant glottal

spirant
',

(e) the same voiceless, and (o) the glottal r. The
distinction between the first and the last is one that I cannot

realize, and I would suggest as possible, though, of course.
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purely hypothetical identifications, (A) = the glottal r, or

voiced glottal trill, (o) the same labialized,= the Danish r,

while (e)—assuming its actual existence—may have been (a)

palatalized. The deep tone of the firs't would naturally change

a preceding (se) into a, while the rounding of the second and

the palatal quality of the last would as naturally modify it

in the direction of o and e. That the Semitic glottal consonants

—at least the ain—existed in the Sanskrit pronunciation of

the authors of the phonetic treatises has been shown by
Mr. Ellis, who assigns to the ' sonant Ji' and the second element

of the ' sonant aspirates ' a sound which is practically that of

a glottal r (E.E.P. 1134). It may be remarked that no conso-

nants are more liable to be absorbed into the preceding vowels

than these ' glottids '. Also that the weakenings of (seA), &c.,

must be explained in the same way as those of (sei), &c., (stata)

being a shortening of (statd).

The general result of the investigations here briefly summed
up is that every syllable originally contained the vowel (ee),

either alone or else in combination with some semi-vowel,

and that under certain unknown conditions (se) became (o),

while when unaccented it underwent a variety of weakenings

which in most cases practically amounted to its entire dis-

appearance.

The most important fact about (d) is its length in Sanskrit,

which has suggested to me the following theory : originally

the parent Indogermanic language had only one vowel, a,

which under certain circumstances (when unaccented (?)—of

course after the development of syllabic r, &c.) was afterwards

lengthened into a, and then rounded into (od), as in English

fall, all the short a's, being at the same time palatalized into

(ae), as in the English man ; the difference between original

a and a being now qualitative as well as quantitative, the (p7>)

into which the latter had developed was shortened into (d),

first in close syllables, as in Sanskrit, and then everywhere,

as in the European languages ; we have a direct proof that

Sanskrit a=(se) was a direct development from the latter, and

for a= (oo) we have only to assume that unrounding of which

there are many examples in living languages.

L 2



KEPOETS ON PHONETICS, GENERAL PHILO-

LOGY, AND GERMANIC AND ENGLISH
PHILOLOGY!

Report on Phonetics

The contributions to phonetics, both general and special,

that have appeared during the last few years ai'c both

numerous and important.

Few works have been so anxiously expected as the

promised revision of Visible Speech by the author. The

progress of phonetics has been so great during the fourteen

years that have elapsed since the appearance of that epoch-

making work—a progress due, in great measure, to the

influence of Visible Speech itself—and Mr. Bell's views have

been subjected to such criticism both by friend and foe, that

great curiosity was felt as to how he would meet these

changed conditions. The book has at last appeared,^ and,

I regret much to say, must be pronounced a disappointing

one. Those who, like myself, after a long study of Visible

Speech, have been forced to the conclusion that the system

not only admits of, but urgently requires supplementing and
revision, think they have a right to expect something more
than a mere restatement of the matter contained in the in-

augural edition. In fact, the idea of popularizing Visible

Speech is an unfortunate one, and until the system has

been completely tested, and has assumed a permanent form,

' Transactions of the Philological Society, 1882-4, pp. 100-19.

" Sounds and their relations, a complete manual of universal alphabetics
;

illustrated by means of Visible Speech : and exhibiting the pronunciation of

English in various styles, and of other languages and dialects, by Alex.

Melville Bell, F.E.I.S., &o. London, Trubner & Co., 1882.
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generally approved of by scientific phoneticians, the attempt

to popularize it seems more likely to do harm than good.

It cannot be denied that Mr. Bell has improved his

Visible Speech typography, and that he has so far profited by

criticism as to make his exposition less dryly schematic, nor

can it be denied that he has made it clearer by the more

liberal use of key-words. He has also reversed the former

values of the symbols for s and sh, and of those for the front-

point and point-front consonants, the last being now identified

by him with English th. The only information we receive

about the grounds of this change is (p. 32) that ' experience

has shown that the present arrangement is preferable'.

I miss detailed argument here especially, for the good reason

that I have strong doubts as to the correctness of the change

as regards s and sh, and still believe that Mr. Bell's original

analysis is the most correct one yet published, with the

slight modifications made in my HandbooJc of Phonetics

(p. 40). His analysis of the ordinary English th and / as

divided consonants is, I believe, not accepted by any one but

the author, and is evidently due to an attempt to maintain

the symmetry of a defective consonant-system. In my paper

on Sound-Notation (Trans. 1880-1, II) I suggested a symbol

for the teeth, formed by a simple modification of existing

V. S. symbols, as a necessary supplement to the original

consonant-system, which would enable us to put th and /
into their natural places as point-teeth and lip-teeth con-

sonants respectively. This suggestion has probably been

made by others as well, for Mr. Bell indulges (pp. 92 foil.) in

a polemic of some length against it, but without mentioning

any names. His main contention is that it is practically

useless to symbolize the fixed parts of the mouth. The

author's son, Mr. A. G. Bell, and his fellow-workers in

America, are not only of the same opinion as I am, but think

I have not gone far enough.

But it is pleasanter to dwell on the merits than on the

defects of Mr. Bell's work. His analysis of the vowels is,

indeed, one of the really great achievements of modern

science, and I am glad to think that my Handbook has been
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the means of introducing it to the notice of Continental

students. The German edition of Storm's English EhUology^

in which the valuable section on 'general phonetics', con-

taining a full account of the work done by the English school

with Ellis and Bell at their head, has been made accessible to

a larger circle of readers than it was in the original Norwegian

edition, has contributed greatly to the same end.

Sievers, the leading German phonetician, in the second

edition of his Introduction to the phonology of the Indo-

germanic languages,^ has very generously acknowledged his

obligations to what he justly calls the ' English-Scandinavian'

school of phonetics. He says (Preface, p. v) : 'I must openly

confess that even the first edition of my book would have

received a materially different form if I had at that time

been acquainted with, or had utilized better, the two works

which have founded modern phonetics—Bell's Visible Speech,

and Ellis's Early English Pronunciation.' Again, ' I mention

by way of example the important theory of transition-sounds

or " glides ", of which I had given only a few scanty hints,

while the whole system of them had been made clear by Ellis

and Bell for years past.'

It is satisfactory to think, not only that English phoneticians

are thus paying back the large debt they owe to German
science, but that in this way we are beginning to lay the

foundations of a really international school of phonetics, for,

as I have said elsewhere (Spoken Swedish, Trans. 1877-9,

p. 542), phonology without comparison is a sheer impossibility

;

and as no one can acquire a thorough knowledge of the sounds

of more than comparatively few languages, each investigator

bringing, according to his nationality, special qualifications

and disqualifications to the task of observing, comparing, and

analysing the sounds of the group he is dealing with, it is

' Englische Philologie : anleitung zum wissenschaftlichen studium der

englisohen sprache, von Johan Storm, vom verfasser fur das deutsche

publikuin bearbeitet. I. Die lebende sprache. Heilbronn, Henninger, 1881.

2 Grundzuge der Phonetik zur einfiihrung in das studium der lautlehre

der indogermanischeu sprachen, von Eduard Sievers. Zweite weseutlich
umgearbeitete und vermehrte auflage der ' Grundzuge der Lautphysiologie '.

Leipzig, Breitkopf und Hartel, 1881.
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absolutely necessary that he should constantly compare his

results with those of others. It is now an axiom with

phoneticians that no one can understand the sounds of his

own language unless he is able to compare them with those

of several others. Often, indeed, some of the sounds of

a language are more correctly appreciated by foreigners than

by natives.

An investigation of the sounds of a language by a foreigner

is thus, though likely enough to contain errors of detail,

tolerably sure to notice points which may escape native

observers. Even if it does nothing more than stimulate

natives to do the work over again in a fuller and more

accurate form, it is amply justified. Kurschat's Lithuanian

grammar, the work of a native, is no doubt a great improve-

ment on that of the German Schleicher, but it is very doubtful

whether it would ever have been undertaken without the

incentive of Schleicher's example. In the same way I am glad

to find that my above-mentioned essay on spoken Swedish

has induced one of the most promising of Prof. Storm's

Norwegian pupils to write a similar treatise on the phonology

of the spoken educated Norse,^ which very closely resembles

Swedish. Strange to say, this is the first scientifically accu-

rate and detailed account, by a native, of the pronuncia-

tion of any standard language, as opposed to a dialect, that

has yet appeared. When the same work has been done for

English, French, German, and other European languages, we
shall be able to say that the foundations of a rational

practical study of these languages—which at present do not

exist—have been laid. The author is a thorough-going

adherent of the English school; he even retains the English

names of the vowels— 'high-front-narrow,' &c.

On the other hand, Prof. Trautmann, of Bonn, in a review

of Sievers's Lautphysiologie (Anglia, iv. 2, pp. 56 foil.), has

made a fierce attack on the English school, and on those of

his degenerate countrymen who have confessed to having

learnt something from it. The reckless, almost boyish,

' Bidrag til dansk-norskens lydlsere, af K. Brekke. Separataftryk af Aars

og Vosa's skoles indbydelsesskrift for 1881. Kristiania, Pabritius, 1881.
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conceit of Trautmann's tone has certainly excited more

amusement than indignation among his adversaries, but is

nevertheless to be deplored. I have criticized Trautmann's

attack, and, I think, refuted it in a review of Storm's

Englische Philologie in the Gottinger gelehrte Anzeigen

(1881, No. 44), and need not go into details here. Anyhow,

we shall all be glad to see Trautmann's promised work on
' Sounds in general, and those of French, English, and

German in particular', and to learn from it what is to be

learnt, although most of us will think that he has made

a bad beginning to his phonetic career.

Techmer, in his Pkonetik,^ has also gone a way of his own,

but what that way really is, or what his object was in

publishing this elaborate and expensive work, I am unable

to say. The book consists of a mass of anatomical details,

many of which have scarcely the remotest bearing on

phonetics, with remarks on acoustics, psychology, the origin

of language, and other general questions, together with a mass

of undigested quotations from the most incongruous authorities.

The author's views on phonetics proper are expressed in the

vaguest and most abstract way, and he has added little or

nothing to our knowledge of the actual sounds of language.

Not a single key-word is given to explain what sound the

author means by ' open e ', &c. Nor is there any clear

definition of the author's standpoint compared with that of

his predecessors. Although the work no doubt contains

many hints which may be useful to specialists, it is an entire

failure as a guide to general phonetics.

Lastly, I may call attention to a short essay on the

'Arrangement of the Vowels' by G. Michaelis.^ The main
object of the work is the comparison of Bell's check-board

tabulation of the vowels with the older triangular arrange-

ment still prevalent in Germany, and a vindication of the

latter, but the really valuable part of it is the excellent

' Phonetik : zur vergleichenden phj-siologie der stimme und spraehe, von
Dr. F. Teehmer. I. Text und Anmerkungen. II. Atlas. Leipzig, Engel-
mann, 1880.

« Ueber die anordnung der vokale, von G. Michaelis [Abdruck aus Herrigs
Archiv, Bd. 64 und 65]. Berlin, Barthol, 1881.
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historical sketch of the development of vowel-theories from

Roman times til) the present day.

Report on General Philology

The most important work on general philology that has

appeared of late years is perhaps Paul's Principles of the

History of Language} in which, following mainly the psycho-

logical views of Steinthal, he has summed up the views on

the growth of language which have been lately developed

among the younger school of German philologists, in many
cases carrying them out more rigorously and consistently,

and adding many original ideas of his own, and has produced

a comprehensive, though necessarily somewhat curtailed,

outline of the general principles which govern the life and

growth of language in general. What strikes one most in

the work is its extreme soundness; it inspires the reader

with a feeling of confidence, not only in the author's know-

ledge of the facts, but also in his logical and critical handling

of them.

In his introductory chapters he argues the necessity of

a general theoretical science of language, discusses the

relation of this science to other branches of knowledge, and

makes some general remarks on the nature of linguistic

development, laying special stress on the fact that the spoken

word or sound has no history—that changes are not in words,

but in the organs and organisms, physical and mental, which

produce those words. In treating of the laws of sound-

change, he argues that, just as in writing, one and the same

person never forms any two letters identically alike, so also

in speaking it is impossible to avoid a slight shifting of the

positions and actions by which we form a sound, which

changes are only partially controlled by the influence of the

spoken sound. [Curiously enough, Paul does not seem to

acknowledge the much more potent cause of change which

exists in the fact that one generation can learn the sounds of

^ Principien der spraohgeschichte, von Hermann Paul, professor der deut-

schen spraohe und literatur an der universitat Freiburg. Halle, Niemeyer,

1880.
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the preceding one by imitation only. It is an open question

whether the modifications made by the individual in a sound

he has once learnt, independently of imitation of those around

him, are not too infinitesimal to have any appreciable efiect.]

He then proceeds to deal with the formation of those asso-

ciated groups of sounds and ideas which constitute words and

sentences ; with the destruction and confusion caused in these

groups by changes of sound and meaning; and with the

reaction by means of analogical formation. [Thus, to take

an English example, the sound-change known as ' mutation

'

obscured the relation between the Old English gold and the

adjective gylden (the original forms having been gulpo,

gulpino), but in Modern English gilden has been made into

golden by the analogy of gold, and the etymological relation

has thus been made as clear as it was at the beginning.]

Paul well says (p. 100) :
' We can hardly realize to what an

extent the disconnectedness, confusion, and unintelligibility

of language would extend, if it had to endure patiently all

the ravages of sound-change, without the possibility of any

reaction against them.' But he also proceeds to show that

the disconnecting, isolating influences of sound- and other

changes also have a positive, creative value, for it is only

by 'isolation' that proper names and pronouns (such as

French on from homo) can be developed out of nouns, &c.

He then proceeds to treat of the development of the parts of

speech from this point of view. The concluding chapters

treat of the development of dialects, the relation between

written and spoken language, and between standard languages

and dialects.

CThis work forms a striking contrast to the productions

of our own 'Drawing-room' school, of which Prof. Max
Miiller, with his fascinating and facile pen, is both the

founder and still the worthiest representative. Perhaps,

indeed, some of those whose mental digestions have not been

hopelessly impaired by the tofly and Turkish delight served

up to them in the pages of Prof. Miiller and his numerous

followers, will turn with something like a sigh of relief to the

plain loaf of whole-meal bread provided by Prof. Paul, tough
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as its crust undoubtedly is. Perhaps, too, those who have

vainly tried to grasp the brilliant, but unsubstantial theories

of what may be called the ' Soap-bubble ' school, will find the

severely consistent logic of Prof. Paul more satisfying in the

end, much as they may be exasperated by the exaggeratedly

German abstractness and cumbrousness of his style. ^
While on the subject of English popular philologyTT would

call attention to the chapters on language in Dr. Tylor's

Anthropology'^ as being among the best of their kind that

have been published in England. Not only are the details on

the deaf-and-dumb gesture language of great value to the

specialist, but the treatment of the whole subject strikes me
as remarkably sound and clear.

The fourth volume of the series of Indogermanic grammars

headed by Sievers's Phonetik is Delbriick's Introduction to

the Study of Language.'^ The first part of this short work
is a sketch of the history of Arian philology from Bopp to

the present time, showing how the problems which are now
engaging the attention of philologists have developed them-

selves. Bopp, his contemporaries and successors down to

Schleicher, and Schleicher himself, are treated of in separate

chapters, followed by one which deals with modern tendencies.

These last are summed up by the author as follows : (1) the

interest in the history and origin of inflexion decreases
; (2) it

is acknowledged that the separate languages (Greek, Latin,

&c.) had no power of making new words and forms, except

by analogy
; (3) increased strictness in applying sound-laws,

culminating in the axiom (first stated, apparently, by Leskien)

that sound-laws admit of no exception, and that apparent

exceptions are due to the workings of analogy
; (4) recognition

of the importance of living languages. The second part deals

with the problems themselves, namely, Bopp's agglutinative

theory, which is declared to be the only plausible one against

^ Anthropology : an introduction to the study of man and civilization, by
E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., P.K.S. London, Macmillan, 1881.

' Einleitung in das sprachstudium : ein beitrag zur geschichte und
methodik der vergleichenden sprachforschung, von B. Delbriick. Leipzig,

Breitkopf und H&itel, 1880.
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Westphal's evolution theory and Ludwig's adaptation theory

;

the various questions connected with sound-laws ; and lastly,

with the genealogical relations of the separate languages.

The best part of the book is undoubtedly the historical. As

a whole, it is hardly full enough to serve as an efficient guide

to the student. The author often gives his own conclusions

in too dogmatic—often dogmatically sceptical—a way, an

without accurate references to the works he is criticizing,

although half the value of an introduction like this consists

in its guiding the beginner and outsider to the exact places

where information and suggestions are to be found, help

which even the specialist is often glad of.

One branch of Arian philology which Delbriick has made

peculiarly his own is that of comparative syntax. The four

volumes of his Syntactical Investigations^ now published

have indeed laid the foundations of the science not only for

the Arian family, but for language in general. In the third

volume he shows (though partly anticipated by Bergaigne, as

he himself points out) that parent Arian had already developed

a perfectly definite word-order, so that each separate language

received not only its words ready-made, but also, to a great

extent, its sentences, the primitive order having been faith-

fully preserved in the oldest Sanskrit prose—that of the

fore-classical brdhmanas. The fourth volume is of peculiar

interest to all philologists. In it the more certain results of

comparative syntactology, as far as they apply to Greek, are

summed up much in the same way as Curtius has summed
up the results of the comparative study of the formal side of

the language in his well-known Griechische etymologie.

Passing from general principles to their application to the

detailed investigation of the structure of each Arian lan-

guage separately, one is simply appalled by the vast mass
of undigested, scattered, and conflicting investigations the

1 Syntaktisohe forschungen, von B. Delbiiick. Halle, Buchhandlung des
Waisenhauses. I. Der gebrauch des conjunetivs und optativs in Sanskrit und
grieehischen, 1871. II. Altindische tempuslehre, 1877. III. Diealtindische
wortfolge aus dem Qatapathabrahmana dargestellt, 1878. IV. Die grund-
lagen der grieehischen syntax, 1879.
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student has to try and master. Schleicher's Compendium is

now so utterly antiquated that no one thinks of using it

except for the sake of its word-lists and inflexion tables, and

in the present revolutionary state of all things philological,

it is hopeless expecting any real philologist to make himself

the butt of his fellows by attempting to supersede it. The

only feasible plan is evidently that of a series of grammars

of each language on a uniform plan. When the series of

Indogermanic grammars (see Trans. 1877-9, p. 383) was first

announced, it was hoped that the promise of their appearance

'in quick succession' would be fulfilled more literally than

has been the case. Whitney's Sanskrit Grammar (to which

I shall return again) worthily opened the series, and was

followed the next year by Gustav Meyer's Griechische

GraTYimatik, but nothing more has appeared in the last two

years, and I am told that, although the Slavonic grammar
may be expected soon, the others are indefinitely behind-

hand—each one waiting for the other's investigations, and

afraid to commit itself to doubtful views.

The Greek grammar—in accordance with the general plan

of the series—confines itself to phonology and inflexions, but

the Sanskrit one is on a totally different plan. Here the

comparative method is kept in the background, and the

treatment is almost purely descriptive, but, on the other

hand, the grammar is complete, derivation and composition

being treated almost with the same fullness as sounds and

inflexions, the leading facts of the syntax being also stated.

But Whitney's is not only the first complete Sanskrit grammar
that has been published—it is the first grammar that has

been constructed on a rational historical plan. The author's

main principles have been, ' to make a presentation of the

facts of the language primarily as they show themselves in

use in the literature, and only secondarily as they are laid

down by the native grammarians,' to include the fore-classical

period, beginning with the Rig-veda, and ' to treat the

language throughout as an accented one'. Of course, Whitney's

grammar will not supersede the special study of the works

of native grammarians, nor has it supplied the want of a
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comparative Sanskrit grammar, in which the less primitive

features of the language (above all, its vowel-system) would

be explained from the cognate languages ; but it has relegated

the former to its proper place, and has, for the first time,

made the latter a possible undertaking.

It should never be forgotten that the comparative philologist

approaches the study of Sanskrit in quite a different way
from the would-be Sanskrit specialist ; the latter may, if he

likes, resolve on devoting a lifetime to the native grammatical

system, but he has no right to impose his specialty on his

comparative philology pupils, as is too often done. Now that

the labours of Aufrecht, Grassmann, Whitney, and Delbriick

have provided us with a romanized text-edition and glossary,

a translation, a romanized grammar and chrestomathy of the

oldest Sanskrit—so that its study is, in a measure, popular-

ized—we are beginning to see that not only the grammatical,

but also the whole of the classical Sanskrit literature has for

the comparative student only the secondary value of a supple-

ment to the older literature. It is only from the latter that

a practical command of the accentuation and of the verbal

forms—perhaps the two most valuable features of the

language for the comparative philologist—can be gained, not

to mention that it alone gives the key to comparative

mythology and the origins of Hindu civilization. This

suggests the question whether the mastery of classical

Sanskrit is, after all, a necessary stepping-stone to the older

language. This is a question which only experience can

settle conclusively, but I think that a judicious selection of

simple narrative pieces from the prose of the brahmanas

would prove the very best introduction to the language in

general, while familiarizing the student with the only natural

prose that it has. Hence it would be an easy step both back-

wards to the language of the Vedas, and forwards to the

classical Sanskrit. The selections should, of course, be made

from accented texts, and should be accompanied with a special

grammar and glossary.

Another question which Vedic studies cannot fail to bring

prominently forward is that of transliteration. The argu-
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ment that Sanskrit forms cannot be impressed on the memory
by means of that alphabet through which we learn nearly all

European languages applies only—if it applies at all—to that

vicious method which masters a language, not by sound, but

by eye. But the really fatal objection to the devanagari

alphabet is that it is simply incapable of representing the

sounds of the older language with even approximate accuracy.

It is only the defects of this alphabet that forces ^s to write

such monstrosities as drya, martya, &c., in direct defiance of

the metre, which everywhere requires aria, martia, these

being, as Sievers has shown (Zur Accent- und Lautlehre der

germanischen Sprachen, p. 89), not only the original Sanskrit,

but also the original Arian (not ' Aryan ') forms. So also

Vedic metre requires, as shown by Kuhn,^ the admission of,

short e and o before vowels, which, again, the conventionaP

alphabet is incapable of representing. It is really time we
had a metrically correct text of the Vedas in Roman
spelling.

Outsiders, too, who can only give a limited time to the

language, have a right to demand that the external difficulties

of its study should be reduced to a minimum. Ifevenina-

familiarlanguage the absenceof word divisionadequatepunctua-

tionandofanydistinctionbetween misterbakerthe smithandthe-

variousscotchandgermanbakersofthemetropolis is exasperating,

these peculiarities must, to say the least, retard the mastery

of an unfamiliar one.

Not but that the other alphabets may not learn something

from the devanagari. If it is a sensible feature of the latter

invariably to mark the quantities, it cannot but be the

reverse for Greek to mark those of only two vowels, and for

Latin to mark none at all. Biit, again, if it is a rational

practice to print Latin, Gothic, and Anglo-Saxon books in the

alphabet at present in general use, and not in imitations of

the manuscript hands in which they were originally written,

it cannot but be an absurdity to persist in printing Greek in

a special form of letters, which^ besides, bear only a remote

' Cp. Bloomfield 'On non-diphthongal eand o in Sanskrit', in Proceedings

of American Oriental Society, Oct. 26, 1881.
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resemblance to those of the oldest MSS. I hope that, parallel

with the present agitation for spelling-reform, we shall soon

have a movement in favour of a general system of Roman

transliteration on rational principles.

Of special investigations there is a large number, which

I have neither ability nor space to mention here at length.

The most important are, perhaps, those contained in Osthoff

and Brugman's Morphological Investigations.^ The last

volume (the fourth) contains a very important essay by

Osthoff on Arian % and u (Die Tiefstufe im indogermanischen

Vokalismus), in which he has cleared up the mysterious

fluctuation between long and short vowel in such pairs as

Sanskrit sunu and Germanic sunu, Sanskrit jlwd and Greek

Mas, by explaining €, u as the intermediate stages between

original ei, eu and their weakenings i and u. His view is

that the change from diphthongs to long vowels took place

originally in every syllable that had not full stress, that the

length of these contractions was preserved where the syllable

had a secondary stress, while they were shortened to * and

u wherever the syllable lost its stress altogether. He assumes

that a syllable might have different degrees of stress according

to its position in the sentence and the degree of stress of any

syllable that preceded it, so that duplicates arose, only one of

which was often preserved in the later languages. This view

has much to recommend it, but cannot as yet be accepted as

fully established. I certainly agree with Osthofi" in rejecting

the ordinary view which disassociates pitch and force, but

I feel doubtful whether parent Arian really made such delicate

discriminations in stress as is implied by his theory. But the

facts themselves he has certainly established, as also a formerly

disputed one, namely, that ai-roots, such as aidh ' burn', undergo

the same weakening as ei-roots, as shown in Sanskrit idhriya,

Greek ithards, &c. He also shows very clearly the impossi-

bility of explaining Arian a as e + a consonantal element,

and assumes three distinct series, each with its three stages,

1 Morphologisohe untersuohungen auf dem gebiete der indogermanischen
sprachen, von Dr. H. Osthoff und Dr. K. Brugman. Leipzig, Hirzel, 4 vols.,

1878-81.
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dependent (as he assumes) on strong, medium, and weak
stress respectively

:

ei
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Moller, and lastly by Kogel (P. u. B. B. viii, 1880, Gegen

nasalis sonans). The general result arrived at is that the

Arian root was originally (when uncompounded with other

roots) disyllabic, always ending in a vowel, all the vowels in

a root being capable of the three 'gradations', so that the

second vowel of hippos is to that of Mppe as the first of phdros

is to that of ijhero, while the dropping of the second vowel in

the so-called root-stems, such as pad-, is paralleled by the

dropping of the original root-vowel of krtd, &c.

This view is so far from being new to me, that I have

simply never been able to realize the possibility of the con-

ventional one, according to which the primitive Arians first

discoursed in monosyllabic ' roots ', such as hhay-, dam,, then

(for no apparent reason) made them into ' stems ' by sticking

on a ' demonstrative ' a (as if they were not overburdened by

demonstrative roots already), and, lastly, raised these stems

to the dignity of ' words ' by adding inflexions. I have

always seen fossilized Arian roots (or fore-inflexional words)

in vocatives and imperatives, such as Mppe, pMre, and

regarded hippo- in hippo-mdlchos, &c., as a fossilized Arian

word, all compounds being nothing else but fragments of

fore-inflexional sentences.

Report on Germanic and English Philology

All Germanic students are anxiously awaiting Sievers's

Deutsche Grammatik, which will form one of the above-

mentioned series of Indogermanic grammars, but it is to be

feared they will have to wait some time. The main cause of

the delay is the want of a reliable collection of the Oldest

English texts—a want, however, which my forthcoming

edition will soon supply. Of all the contributors to the

series, Sievers certainly has the most formidable task. The
Germanist has none of the helps which ancient and modern
scholarship aflford to the Sanskritist and classical philologist

:

he has laboriously to recover every word and form from the

manuscripts themselves, and to construct his grammars and

dictionaries on this uncertain and shifting basis. Nor has

he, like the Romanist, the advantage of a definite back-
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ground. It was, indeed, for a long time assumed that Gothic

practically represented the Germanic parent language, but

this view is now abandoned, having proved the source of

many errors. Such recent discoveries as Verner's law have

taught us two lessons : (1) not to reason about any Germanic

form or word till we have traced it through all the Germanic

languages, a,nd (2) that we must always be prepared to seek

the explanation of Germanic forms in the older Arian

languages. Thus, for a sound historical study, even of a single

language like Old English, it is not enough to trace the forms

to their Gothic equivalents, or even through all the other

Germanic languages, for the real key may be a Greek,

Sanskrit, Slavonic, or even Celtic form. It is not, of course,

possible to get a practical knowledge of all these languages,

but that general knowledge of their structure, which will

enable the investigator to utilize the material collected in

grammars and dictionaries, can and must be mastered by all

historical students of Old English, or any other old Germanic

language.

Meanwhile, the series of short, purely descriptive grammars

edited by Prof. W. Braune are a great boon, even to advanced

students.^

Paul and Braune's Beitrdge zur geschichte der deutschen

sprache und literatur, of which the eighth volume is now
appearing, still continues to be the chief organ of the most

advanced school of Germanic philologists.

Among general investigations which have been published

separately may be specially mentioned von Bahder's investi-

gation of the history of verbal abstract nouns,^ as a valuable

contribution to the scarcely touched subject of Germanic

derivative-formation.

' Sammlung kurzer grammatiken germaniseher dialeete herausgegeben von
W. Braune. I. Gotische grammatik mit einigen lesestucken und wortver-

zeichnis von W. Braune, 1880. II. Mittelhochdeutsche grammatik von
H. Paul, 1881. III. Angelsachsisohe grammatik von E. Sievers, 1882. In

preparation : Althochdeutsche grammatik von W. Braune. Altnordische-

Altschwedische grammatik von A. Noreen.
^ Die verbalabstracta in den germanischen spraehen ihrer bildung nach

dargestellt von Karl von Bahder. Halle, Niemeyer, 1880.

M 3
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Not attempting to enumerate the many text-editions

published every year in Germany, I may pass on to Denmark,

to notice the foundation of an Old Norse text society.^ The

subscription is a Very moderate one (6s. yearly), and every

English philologist ought to support this society—unless,

indeed, he is already a member of all the six societies

founded in this country by our worthy Hon. Secretary,

Mr. Furnivall.

The Swedish Dialect Society is continuing its work with

unabated vigour. The editor of its periodical,^ Kand. J. A.

Lundell, has lately been appointed lecturer in phonetics at the

University of Upsala. This is the first official recognition of

the science that has taken place, but I have little doubt that

before many years there will be professors of phonetics and

elocution at many of the Continental universities. One of

the publications of the society for 1881 is a paper by Lundell

on the study of dialects (Om dialektstudier med sarskild

hansyn till de nordiska spraken), which ought to interest

English dialectologists, as also an earlier one of his in the

same periodical (1879-80) on dialectology and folklore, in

Sweden and other countries (Landsraal och folklif i Sverige

och andra lander), with a very full and valuable list of

dialectal works in the chief European languages. In noticing

the work of our English Dialect Society, Lundell justly

remarks (p. 474) :
' When they hope within ten years to see

the most important part of the work done, and the Society's

task completed, they are certainly greatly mistaken, or else

have failed to see what that task really consists in.' After

praising Mr. Elworthy's work, he goes on to say :
' Otherwise

it is remarkable that phonetics is on the whole neglected,

although England possesses phoneticians of the first rank,

and in this respect stands on more than an equality with

' Samfund til udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur, 1880 : (1) Peder

Smed, udg. af S. Grundtvig. (2) .A grip af Noregs konungasOgum, V. Dahlerup.

(3) Erex Saga, G. CederschiOld. 1881 : (4) Kiddara-rimur, Th. Wis^n. (6)

Mandevillea Kejse p& dansk fra 15 de arh., M. Lorenzen, 1 ste og 2 det haefte.

(6) GySinga Saga, 6. J>orlaksson. Secretary : Dr. K. KSlund, Zortadelersgade,

Kebenhavn K.
^ Nyare bidrag till kannedom om de svenska landsmalen och svenskt

folklif. Stockholm, Samson och Wallin, 1879-81.
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Germany, although in the latter the knowledge of the subject

is undoubtedly more widely extended.' In Norway also

a dialect society has been founded, mainly, as far as the

linguistic side of its task is concerned, under the guidance of

that leading phonetician, Prof. Johan Storm, of Christiania.

Passing to English, I have first to chronicle the completion

of Prof. Skeat's Etymological Dictionary,^ which, although

necessarily on a not always perfectly sound basis, especially

as regards the Old French derivations, is a real contribution

to general English philology ; it is a distinct step towards

making English etymology a really scientific study, and even

where the author's views may be doubtful, the large mass of

reliable materials collected by him will always afford a sound

basis for future investigation. The abridgement he has made

of this work^ will, of course, address itself to a much larger

public, and, it is to be hoped, will speedily supersede the

miserable compilations now current.

Prof. Schipper's historical treatise on English metres, of

which the first part, treating of the Old and Middle English

periods, has just appeared,^ will no doubt help to fill a lament-

able gap in English philology and text-criticism—especially

the latter, but I am not yet able to pronounce a decided

opinion on its merits.

The contributions to Old English are numerous and im-

portant. Sievers's Grammar, mentioned above, p. 163, n. 1,

is the first one on an historical basis, which, at the same time,

gives a general view of the dialects. Unfortunately it in-

cludes only sounds and inflexions. I may also mention my
elementary book in Old English,* in which I have tried to

make the subject as easy as I possibly could.

' An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, by the Kev. Walter

W. Skeat, M.A. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1882.

^ A Concise Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, by the Rev.

Walter W. Skeat. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1882.

' Englische Metrlk in historischer und systematisoher entwickelung

dargestellt, von Dr. J. Schipper. Erster theil : altenglische metrik. Bonn

,

Strauss, 1882.

* An Anglo-Saxon primer, with grammar, notes, and glossary, by Henry
Sweet, M.A. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1882.

t
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Prof. Cosijn, of Leiden, has brought out the first part of

an Old West Saxon Grammar/ which I hope to see continued.

A short, but thorough grammar of the language of the

Vespasian Psalter, by a promising pupil of Sievers," is

another of those special investigations on which alone a

general grammar and dictionary of Old English can be

based. I am glad to be able to state that Prof. Cook, of the

Johns Hopkins Uniyersity, now studying under Sievers at

Jena, is preparing a similar work on the Rushworth and

Durham glosses.

The first volume of Wiilcker's re-edition of Grein's Library

of Old English Poetry ^ from the MSS., containing Beowulf,

has appeared, as also a selection of the shorter poems by the

same editor.*

Zupitza has brought out the first part of his elaborate

edition of jElfric's Grammar and Glossary.^

A serious fault of these two editors is that they both

deliberately suppress the accents of the MSS. in their texts.

Zupitza has apparently been unable to resist the temptation

of exhibiting his own views on OE. quantity—views which

the clear evidence of MSS. accentuation show to be untenable

for iElfric's period—but Wiilcker gives us an absolute blank

—

he neither gives his own views nor lets the MSS. speak for

themselves ! The truth is that the accents are not only as

much a part of the spelling of a word as the difference

between i and y, eo and io, &c,, but are often the most

important of all : such a gloss as ovwrn : xg is of verj? little,

such a one as ovum : deg is of very considerable value. It is

' Kurzgefasste altwestsachsische ,giammatik voii P. J. Cosijii. I. Die

vocale der stammsilben. Leiden, Brill, 1881.

' Die spraohe des kentischen psalters (Vesp. A. 1), ein beitrag zur angel-

saolisischen grammatik, von E. Zeuner. Halle, Niemeyer, 1882.

' Bibliothek der angelsadisisehen poesie begriindet von C. W. M. Grein,

neu bearbeitet, vermehrt, und nach eignen lesungen der handschriften hgg.

V. E. P. Wulcker. I. Band, i. Halfte. Kassel, Wigand, 1881.

* Kleiuere angelsachsische dichtungen. Abdruck der handschriftlichen

iiberlieferung, mit den lesavten der handschriften und einem wOrterbuche

versehen, von R. P. Wulcker. Halle, Niemeyer, 1882.

^ ^Ifrics grammatik und glossar hgg. v. •!. Zupitza. I. Text und varianten.

Berlin, Weidmauusche buchhandlung, 1880.
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au unjustifiable inconsistency to register one class of dis-

tinctions and to suppress the evidence of another on mere

subjective grounds.

I may lastly mention the first part of JElfric's Lives of

Saints, edited for the Early English Text Society by Prof.

Skeat, which came out last year.

T" It is humiliating to see how little share England has in

"air this progress. We have now two professors of ' Anglo-

Saxon'—one of them, for a wonder, a real working one, but

there are no signs of a school of young specialists rising up

around them. Anglo-Saxon is abandoned to ladies and

foreigners; our undergraduates and young dons are too

much exhausted with ornamental scholarship and the resus-

citation of decayed philosophies to have any time for the

earnest study of their own language—they have only just

strength enough left to let Browning Societies be founded

for them.





III. HISTORY OF ENGLISH

THE HISTOEY OF THE TH IN ENGLISH ^

The formation of the sound represented by th in English

will be best understood from Mr. Bell's description in his

Visible Speech. ' The " front-mixed divided" consonant has its

centre check at the tip of the tongue, and its apertures between

the edges of the flattened point and the teeth or the upper

gum ;—the front of the tongue having considerable convexity

within the arch of the palate.' As I shall frequently have

occasion to refer to the analogous lip-divided-consonant, I

will also quote Mr. Bell's description of that consonant : it is

' formed by placing the centre of the lower lip on the edges of

the upper teeth, while the breath hisses through the interstices-

between the teeth, or between the teeth and the lip'. The
close connexion of these two sounds is shown by the

individual tendency to substitute the lip for the point

consonant, as in fink, frough for think, through, and by many
changes in various languages. In at least one English word

this substitution has become so fixed as entirely to supersede

the original form. This word is strife, or as a verb strive, in

A.Saxon stri3^, striSan, Germ, streiten, &c., and there may be

other instances. These consonants are closely allied to their

corresponding stops or mutes, and are intermediate to them

and the primary consonants, which are formed without any

contact. Both of these consonants are sounded with breath

and voice, and the distribution of the voiced and breathed

varieties in the Teutonic languages is one of the most interest-

ing points connected with their history. For the sake of

brevity I shall, in speaking of these sounds, call them re-

spectively divided d and t, b and p, the last two corresponding

' Transactions of ihe Philological Society, 1868-9, pp. 272-88. This is Sweet's

first published paper, and is therefore of great historical interest.—Ed.
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to our V and /, while the letters used to denote these sounds

will be called by their ordinary names.

To begin then with modern English, it may be stated as a

general rule that the div. t is used initially and finally, the d
only medially. The last rule is, however, only true with

certain limitations. There are many positions in which it is

a practical impossibility to pronounce a voiced consonant;

thus in the word sixths the th is necessarily pronounced with

breath instead of voice, being preceded and followed by

breathed consonants. The most accurate statement perhaps

is that the voiced pronunciation is necessary when the th is

preceded and followed by vvowels, one of which has, however,

often been dropped in modern English pronunciation, although

sometimes preserved in writing. Examples are : paths,

A.Saxon 2M^as, where the second vowel is no longer written

;

and lithe, A.Saxon liS^e, where it is written, but no longer

pronounced.

The exceptions to these rules are as follow : 1st. There is

a large number of pronouns and particles which are always

pronounced with an initial div. d. 2nd. There is the isolated

word with, also with exceptional vocal pronunciation.

These remarks apply only to words of Teutonic origin ; the

foreign th is always voiceless, as in inyth, 'mythic.

The analogy of the divided lip-consonant is very close.

Not only are the general rules for the distribution of the two

varieties the same, but the exceptions can also be matched.

These exceptions are the prep, of, analogous to tvith, and the

two substantives vat and vixen, the latter contrasting remark-

ably with fox (Germ, fuchs, fiichsinn). The chief difierence

lies in the graphic forms. The one series has but one sign, th
;

the other no less than three,/, v, and ph : the latter uniformly

voiceless and used only in foreign words.^ The only modern

Teutonic language besides English which possesses the two

sounds of the point series is Icelandic,^ where the distribution

1 Mr. Ellis calls attention to the curious spelling of nephew, with ph instead

of /, but with the regular »-pronuiiciation.

' Mr. Murray remarks that the two sounds of the th are still preserved in

one of the Fiiesiau dialects, u fact which illustrates the great importance
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of the sounds is different from the English and perfectly

regular, the div. t being invariably sounded in the beginning

of words, the d medially and finally. These sounds are

written with two different letters, which seem to have been

taken from the A.Saxon alphabet. The div. t is expressed by
the/ ov porn, the d by the S or stunglff de. The distribution

of the corresponding labials is exactly parallel, both sounds,

however, are expressed by the/ alone. There is still another

Teutonic language which possesses the div. d, but not the t.

The d in modern Danish has this sound when it stands

between two vowels or finally, but there can be little doubt

that this Danish sound is of comparatively late origin and has

no direct connexion with the English and Icelandic sounds.

This is shown by such words as sad, onad (English sat, meat,

Icel. sat, mat), where the t has first become voiced and then

divided. In the same way the d of the preposition ved,

although corresponding in pronunciation to the div. d of

the English tuith, and Icelandic vi^, must be considered as

a modification of an earlier d. In all cases the two divided

consonants in Danish and Swedish are written t and d, and,

with the exception of the Danish words just mentioned, are

pronounced accordingly. The distribution of these t'a and d's

corresponds to that of the Icelandic div. consonants which

they represent ; thus we find ting in Swedish and Danish for

the Icelandic /img, ed, Moede, answering to ei^, MceH. There

is, however, an important class of exceptions, consisting of

those pronominal words which we have already met with in

English. In contrast to the above-mentioned thig, we find in

Swedish du, den, detta, which do not correspond to the

Icelandic iorms ^u, /ann, petta, hut postulate an original M,
ffann, Mta. The same is the case in Danish. The dialect of

the Feroe islanders has also substituted the stopped for the

div. consonant in the beginning of words, and shows its close

of these dialects for phonetic purposes. Mr. Bell's Visible Speech, together

with the Palaeotype of Mr. Ellis, have now removed that great obstacle to the

intelligent study of living dialects, the want of a definite phonetic notation

;

and we may hope before long to see these most valuable and fast-disappearing

Friesian dialects put before us in a reliable form.
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aflSnity to Icelandic by the forms tu, tin, td {lce\. fiu, filn, pd).

These remarkable forms are characteristic of the dialect and

do not occur elsewhere in the Teutonic languages.

Notwithstanding these Feroic sounds and the mod. Icelandic

usage, there is strong reason for believing that the oldest

Icelandic of the thirteenth century made the same distinction

in the initial thorns as in modern English, many of the oldest

MSS. constantly using the 3 in such words as ^^, 9ann, M}
The sole difference therefore between the modem English and

the old Icelandic usage lies in the final sounds, which in

English are breathed, in Icelandic voiced.

It will be necessary now to turn our attention to the older

languages and examine the evidence afforded by their ortho-

graphies. In the Gothic of TJlfilas we find the two sounds of

the div. t and d in English and Icelandic expressed by one

simple sign, a modification of the same runic letter which is

used in A.Saxon and Icelandic. The fact of the sign being

simple and uniform makes it probable that the sound was also

simple and uniform, either a div. t oy d. A strong argument

in favour of the latter pronunciation is afforded by the frequent

and, in many eases, apparently arbitrary change between /
and d in the middle and end of words. When we find haufi and

baud, nimip and ntmid constantly varying, it is difficult to

believe that the voiced d would at once change to a voiceless

/, or vice versa. Further proofs may be gathered from an

examination of the other old languages. In the old High

' These assertions as to the use of init. 9' for p were made on the authority

of Gislason in his Frumparti tslenskrar Tilngv, i Fomold. Gu8brandr Vigfusson,

Iiowever, who is a first-rate authority in all matters connected with MSS.,

says that tliere is no real distinction made ; that it is true that a few Norse

MSS. use the S initially, but that it only occurs as a capital, and is probably

written to save space, the words showing an initial D being written imme-
diately after with a /. This part of the argument must therefore be con-

sidered as more than doubtful, although the more modern Swedish and
Danish pronunciation still speak in favour of an old Icel. Su, Sann, &c.

Such a pron. seems out of place in the line of the HarljarSsljoS :

'Jxjttiska ])U ])a J)<5rr vera,'

where the pron. 'J)6ttiska tSu Sa J)6rr vera' is a decided improvement.
Jioroddr, the grammarian, writes^ in all words, and does not mention the 9

at all. Whether this indicates a single sound or not is questionable: a
uniformly vocal pron. so late as the twelfth century seoms improbable.
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German language, which is next in antiquity to Gothic, we
find the Gothic thorn generally represented by a d, which has

continued in use up to the present day. In some of the

oldest documents which verge towards Low German the com-

bination dh is written for d in all positions, initial, medial,

and final.

A serious objection may, however, be brought against the

original voiced pronunciation, grounded on the connexion of

the Teutonic languages with the old Aryan languages in

general, where the thorn is represented by a t. It cannot be

denied that the direct conversion of a voiceless stopped con-

sonant into a voice divided is phonetically improbable, or even

impossible ; but there is an intermediate stage possible, which,

once established, removes all difficulties. We have seen above

that the Danish div. d appears in all cases as a modification of

an older d. To this I will now add that in modern Greek the

letter delta is pronounced as a divided d in all positions,

initial, medial, and final, so that the sound of d is almost

unknown in that language, and that the div. d in English and

Icelandic often represents an earlier d, the change of d into 9

taking place regularly in Icelandic as in Danish. I think

these facts are strong enough to justify the assumption of an

earlier stage of the Teutonic languages, in which the original

t was changed into d, thus adding a fourth consonantal

stage to the three usually accepted. The probable relation of

this earlier Teutonic stage to the others is indicated in the

table below

:

Old Aryan
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forms as hapem, hapimh compared with haha, haham, may

well justify an assumption of similar chronological priority in

the consonantal system.

Nor are these early d forms confined to High German alone;

they appear also in Gothic and the Low German dialects

generally, but of course only as isolated irregularities. Such

words are the Gothic ^c^wr and /udar, corresponding to the

Latin quatuor and pater ; the OHG. equivalent of the latter

is vatar, which does not correspond to a regular Gothic /t'/ar.

The genuineness of the iovmfadar is confirmed by the other old

languages, Old Saxon showing fader and AS. fseder, while

the normal father, fa^ir first appear in modem English and

Icelandic.

The analogy of the corresponding labial consonant is so

close that a brief statement of the older forms will be enough.

/ and b vary in Gothic in the same way as / and d. Some

words, such as sibun (Latin sepieiu), preserve the 6 invariably,

which also appears occasionally in High German. But in

the majority of these words High German shows a divided

consonant, thus disturbing the parallel with the dental series.

It is important to observe that this sound is generally expressed

by V, which letter appears also in the oldest Low German or Old

Saxon, alternating with / and a peculiar letter consisting of

a b with a stroke through the stem.

The connexion of these theories with that important

generalization known asl Grimm's law is so intimate that

some remarks thereon wni"^ardly be deemed out of place,

especially when it is considered that the views set forth here,

and that law, are to a certain extent opposed to one another.

Grimm's law may be compendiously defined as a generalization

of the consonantal differences in the old Aryan languages and

Low and High German. The investigation of these differences

is perfectly easy as long as it is confined to the graphic forms,

but it is evidently impossible to generalize with any certainty

without an accurate knowledge of the sounds represented hy

these forms. The want of this knowledge is strongly illus-

trated by the vague use of the term ' aspiration '. Even if it

be correct to talk of a divided or primary as opposed to a
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stopped consonant as an aspirate, it is surely inaccurate to

consider these pseudo-aspirates as identical with the aspirates

of Sanskrit and ancient Greek, which are now known to have

been stopped consonants followed by an emission of breath.

Now if the Teutonic thorn was, as I have conjectured, formed

directly from a dl by allowing the voiced breath to escape by
side apertures, it evidently has nothing to do with the old

aspirates, and one of the generalizations of Grimm's law, that

' tenues ' in Greek and Sanskrit correspond to aspirates in the

Low German languages, is either incorrect or conveys no

definite meaning. The truth is, that the existence of aspirates

in the Low German languages, at any rate during the period

they are known to us, is a pure assumption, devoid of proof.

No modern Low German language possesses aspirates, or shows

a trace of them (except Irish English, where they are evidently

due to Celtic influence), nor does the history of the graphic

forms make their existence more probable.

In the High German dialects, on the contrary, they appear

iu the earliest documents, and exist still, though in a somewhat
altered foi-m, in such words as zinn and pfund, contrasting

with the unaspirated English tin and pound. That the / in

pfund really points to an aspiration is conclusively shown by
comparing the old spelling pkunt with the pronunciation of

many south German dialects phund. Although the spelling th

for z cannot be adduced, yet the analogy of the jjf makes an

earlier thin for zin tolerably certain. The pf and ts of modern

German show the tendency of the aspiration to assume a

definite configuration resembling that of the stopped conso-

nant it follows. When the aspiration has thus developed into

a primary or divided consonant, the stopped consonant is often

dropped, as in the German pfeifen, where the second / is

nothing but the emission of breath which followed the now
lost p (OHG. pMphan). In modern Greek the three old

aspirates x> ^' ^^^ have thus dwindled down to primary

and divided consonants, and the original stopped character

of the sounds is entirely lost. This historical connexion

of the div. and prim, consonants with original aspirates

explains to some extent the confusion of such distinct
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articulations, but the modern Greek pronunciation of the y, S,

and j8 is sufficient to show the fallacy of such deductions.

Again, the chronology of these changes has been much
simplified by the tacit assumption _that the changes charac-

teristic of the two Teutonic stages took place at two dis-

tinct periods, the changes making up one stage occurring

simultaneously. But it is equally possible that some of the

changes took place at various independent periods. Even the

designation of the stages as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd may be to a

certain extent delusive, and the 3rd stage may possibly

involve some forms older than those of the 2nd. Grimm's

law has been compared to a rolling wheel ; it has been described

as a primary and mysterious principle, like heat or electricity

;

but I am unable to see in it anything but an aggregation

of purely physiological changes, not necessarily connected

together.

In A.Saxon, we first meet with two simple letters answering

to the original divided d. One is the old rune thorn or thurs {]>},

the other is the sttingi^ dh of the Icelanders. The use of these

letters varies much with the age of the MSS., but as a general

rule it may be stated that the oldest MSS. use the ff only.

The / seems to be of later introduction, appearing at first

only sporadically, gradually becoming more frequent, till at

last in early English it entirely supersedes the 3. It has been

long known that the Northumbrian glosses, some of which are

probably the oldest specimens of A.Saxon we possess, use the

^ throughout, but the important fact that the oldest West

Saxon MSS. of Alfred's time follow the same rule, seems first

to have been pointed out by Mr. Cockayne. I quote from his

'Shrine, page 45 :
' A pretty good stock of nonsense has been

placed by idle scribblers before our eyes, as to some distinction

between ^ and/ ; but facts, stronger ))an dreamy notions, tell

us Jjat \& oldest MSS., as J'is Hatton Pastoral, and a single

leaf at Cambridge, use J>e ff in all cases.'

But the / is not altogether unknown to these early scribes :

the usual contraction/ for pset occurs in the Northumbrian

glosses, and the / is found here and there in the Hatton

Pastoral. It occurs several times in all positions, initial,
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medial, and final. The initial / seems only to occur as an

ornamental capital, and the formation of these capitals is well

worthy of attention, as they are composed entirely of straight

lines, contrasting remarkably with the later thorns, which are

formed by affixing a segment of a circle to a perpendicular

line. The same angularity appears in the formation of the

tven or %v, with a similar change in the later form. It is well

known that these two letters are not of Latin origin, but

were taken from the old runic alphabet, an exclusively sculp-

tural alphabet, and therefore made up of straight lines and

angles. When these runic letters were first used in writing

they naturally preserved their original shape for some time,

which was however gradually assimilated to that of the other

letters. We have, then, in the extreme rarity of the early /
an argument in favour of its comparatively late introduction

into the written alphabet of the A.Saxons, and consequently

of its total absence from the earliest stage of that alphabet.

Analogous is the partial substitution of the Latin u for the

runic wen, although it is not carried nearly so far as in the

case of the 9.

I will now endeavour to explain these apparently conflicting

usages.

When the A.Saxons first began to write their own language

they would naturally use the Latin alphabet, with which they

were already familiar in their devotional books. The sound

of the divided d not being represented in the Latin alphabet,

it became necessary to make a new letter. This was eflected

by taking the letter whose sound seemed nearest and

distinguishing it by a stroke through the stem. There can, I

think, be little doubt that such was the origin of the 9 in

A.Saxon, pointing to an exclusively vocal pronunciation in the

earliest period of the language, both northern and southern.

Afterwards the div. d verging into the div. t, in certain

positions, a new letter was needed to express the latter sound.

Hence the adoption of the almost forgotten / into the written

alphabet. Although the sound of this letter must in the old

Kunic alphabet have been that of the divided d, like the Gothic

thorn, yet the general disuse into which the Runic alphabet
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fell, after the iatroducfcion of Christianity, and the difficulty

or rather impossibility of keeping up an accurate knowledge

of the old sounds, are sufficient to explain the apparently

superfluous use of two letters, originally representing one and ,

the same sound.^

The difficult investigation of the varying use of the two

letters in later A.Saxon involves the scarcely less difficult

investigation of the relation of the printed editions to the

MSS. With regard to their treatment of the two letters in

question, the editions may be divided into three principal

classes : the first class consisting of the normalized or critical

editions, the second of those that follow the MSS., and the

third of those that are not normalized and do not follow the

MSS. For the normalized editions we are mainly indebted to

Rask, who, finding the usage of his authorities somewhat

irregular, had recourse to his usual remedy of applying modem
Icelandic analogies. In this he was followed by Grimm and

the majority of Grimm's countrymen, who have since published

critical editions of A.Saxon works, together with a few

English imitators. These are probably the idle scribblers

alluded to by Mr. Cockayne. The second class is scantily

represented by the works of a few English editors, the great

majority fluctuating between the second and third class, which

last is well supported by the works of one of our most prolific

editors.

It is evident that, under these circumstances, a thorough

investigation of the MS. usage is a task of some difficulty.

The opinion, so often expressed by foreign scholars, that the

' The vocal pron. of the runic / is strongly borne out by the fact of its

being nothing more than an old d with one of the sides prolonged both ways,

a peculiarity which appears also in some of the Greek inscriptions. The d is

represented in the non-Scandinavian runic alphabets by two of these angular

d's joined together.

These facts show conclusively that in the earliest Kunic period the div. d

was unknown, and therefore, when this d became divided, a new sign was
required for the d, which soon after resulted from the non-aspiration of the

cVi. Hence the doubling of the old d. In the same way we double the s in

English to preserve the older sharp sound which the simple s has often lost.

These valuable remarks on the origin of the runic/ I owe to the kindness of

GuSbrandr Vigfusson.
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MSS. are no guide at all, is generally grounded upon a more

or less careful examination of editions belonging to class three,

and will scarcely be endorsed by those who have studied the

MSS. themselves. There can be no doubt that the MSS. differ

widely among themselves, and that in some of them the two

letters are used very inaccurately, sometimes apparently at

random. These differences may however be partly owing to

differences of time and place, and explicable by a more carefiil

classification of the MSS. At any rate the subject is worthy

of a thorough investigation, which will not be possible until

two-thirds of the existing editions have been re-edited from

the MSS., not to speak of the numerous and important MSS.
which have not been printed at all.

Elaborate statistics on the subject would therefore at

present be unadvisable, and I shall confine myself to a few

remarks on what seems to be the general usage of the more

accurate MSS, Excluding then those MSS. which write the

3 only, it may safely be said that the tendency is to write the

/ initially, and the 9 medially and final. This agrees so fat

with Rask's normalization and the modern Icelandic usage,

but a closer examination of the initial /'s shows that there is

a strong tendency to use the 3 instead of the / in those pro-

nominal words with which we are familiar in English. This

is shown very clearly in those MSS. which are tolerably strict in

using the/ initially; MSS. in which nine out of ten ordinary I

words begin with a/ are often found to use the/ and 3 in

these pronominal words in nearly equal proportions, sometimes

one preponderating, sometimes the other. In confirmation of

these assertions I may state that the MS. of the poem of

Judith (Cott. Vit. A. xv) uses the medial and final 3 with

almost perfect regularity. I have noted only two exceptions

in the whole MS., one of which occurs in a -part of the MS.
which is'now illegible ; it may, therefore, easily be an error of

the first editor.

Initial 3 are very frequent in this MS., and the great

majority of them belong to the class of pronominal exceptions.

There are only eleven cases of non-pronominal words beginning

with 3, and it is worthy of remark that in seven of these

N 2
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cases the ^is not strictly initial, being preceded by an insepar-

able suffix, as in geSrungen, for^ylmed. The pronominal

words, on the other hand, begin with ^ at least as often as with

/, if we except the contracted ^xt, which can hardly be

considered a distinct word. I find that the single word da

occurs 63 times altogether, and is written 20 times with /, and

43 with (!; the majority is therefore in favom- of 9a. The

same regularity appears in several other old MSS., among

which I may mention the treatise on the wonders of the East,

published by Mr. Cockayne in his Narratiuncidae, and a form

of confession in the British Museum, as yet unpublished

(Vesp. D. xx). As a further illustration, I here print the

beginning of the fragment of Judith, from the only MS., with

the various readings of the two editors. (With regard to the

accentuation, it may be stated that the first editor leaves them

out altogether, and the second treats them mitch in the same

way as the/ and 3.)

MS. 1st Editoe. 2hi> Editok.

(tw)eode gifena

in Sys ginnan gr(unde)

heo 'Sar 'Sa gearwe funde

mund byr(d) set 'Sam meeran ]?eodne

]?a heo ahte mseste ]7earfe

hyldo ]7£es hehstan deman

^ he hie wi'S Jises hehstan brogan

gefri^ode fry 5a waldend

hyre 'Ssbs fseder on roderu

torhtmod tiiSe gefremede

\& heo ahte trune geleafan

a to tSam selmihtigan

gefrsegen ic 'Sa holofern'

win hatan wyrcean georne

& eallii wundru J^rylic

girwan up sweesendo

to 'Sam het se gumena bal(d)or

ealle tSa yldestan 'Segnas

hie 'Sset ofstum miclu

i-ffifndon rond wiggende

Sser. ]78er ^a

]7am "Seodne ]?am

gefri)7ode

]?8es

«e

jjsem

]?a

iSrymlic

J^ges

]7sem

Yd,
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MS. 1st Editok. 2ni> Editor.

eomon to ^am rican J;eodiie Seodne

feran folces rseswan

^ wses \>y feortSan dogore iSy feorJjan feorj^an

]78es iSe Judith hyne J>e

gleaw on geiSonce ge]?once ge]7once

ides selfscinu

serest gesohte

It is, however, almost superfluous to cite the authority of

the MSS. for these exceptions : if the initial thorn was origi-

nally in all words vocal, and the breathed pronunciation of

later introduction, it follows of necessity that those words

which preserve the original pronunciation in modern English

must have kept it unchanged from the beginning, and conse-

quently throughout the A.Saxon and early English period as

well.i

The analogy of the corresponding lip consonants is very

obscure, as only one letter is used throughout the A.Saxon

period, which, although resembling the Latin /, seems to have

been taken from the runic alphabet, and I think it is not im-

probable that this letter is like the /, of later introduction, and

that the earliest representative of the div. b was the crossed h

of the Heliandj which may have been introduced into the

writing of the Old Saxons at the same time as the S. This is

of course mere conjecture : the crossed h does not appear in

any A.Saxon MS., and may have been formed by the Old

Saxons themselves, after the analogy of the 9. It is not

impossible that the exclusive use of the div. h continued

throughout the A.Saxon period, and that one letter was there-

fore all that was required. The retention of the v in the

words vat and vixen seems to point to the same conclusion, as

neither of these words are frequent enough to account for the

retention of a pronunciation so anomalous for any length of

time. These anomalies may, however, be mere provincialisms

of late adoption into the standard pronunciation. I have

' Mr. Ellis, on the authority of Salesbury, assumes a non-vocal pron. of the

OE. mth. This can hardly have been universal, as the voiced pron. of the

woi'd can only bo explained by supposing it to be a remnant of an older stage.
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remarked above that there are certain positions in which it is

practically impossible to pronounce a voiced th, a remark

which of course applies to A.Saxon, as well as modern

English. Thus, I doubt whether the most enthusiastic of

critical editors ever pronounced the 3 as he wrote it in such

words as the following : sM, c&pd,pirsc3. Such orthographies

are the natural result of a too hasty application of the modem
Icelandic rules, although such a word .as pirsliS would be

about as easy to pronounce for an Icelander as ^xda for

an Englishman. These exceptions modify the general rule

that the d is always vocal in the earliest period, but the

practical influence on the pronunciation is not so great as in

the case of later works, most of the words cited above

showing a vowel before the d, which makes the normal

pronunciation quite easy. The preceding discussion now
leads to the consideration of a very remarkable d, which

seems to be peculiar to the old West Saxon dialect, and

appears only in a few MSS.

It is in its origin quite distinct from the ordinary d, and

only resembles the exceptional forms just considered in being

uniformly non-vocal. It is a modification of a t, but only in

the combination &t. The following examples are taken from

the Hatton Pastoral, where the d is not unfrequent : Su me
tseldesiS

—Su me ciddes'S (-est), fol. 6a, 1. 1-2 ; 'Sa gsestSlecan

bebodu (gastlican), 76, 1. 9; breos^ (breost), 176, 1. 12, 13;

iierenlus'S (firenlust), 36a, 1. 26.^ The change of a stopped

into a divided consonant is evidently due to the assimilating

power of the preceding s, and might almost be termed con-

sonantal umlaut, the divided t being exactly intermediate to

the stopped t and the primary s, a relation which is distinctly

shown in Mr. Bell's speech symbols. The only parallel I can

find is in modern Icelandic, where the i of several pronouns,

demonstrative and personal, has been changed to a d. Thus
the modern Icelanderalwayswrites andpronounces accordingly,

pa's, v%d, lmsi&, while the older Icelandic shows Pat, vit, hiHsit.

1 This -sS appears now and then in later MSS. : once in Thorpe's Gospels

(wyrcsiS), and once in the Metres of Boethius (msesS), and seems to indicate

in both cases earlier texts of Alfred's time.
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The difficulty of these forms lies in the vocal pronunciation..

There may have been an earlier voiceless pronunciation, pap,

vip, h'dsip, which would afterwards follow the general tendency

of the language and become vocal, or the i may have first

changed to a d, as in Danish.

Without counting these necessary and self-evident excep-

tions, we may now safely state that there are three distinct

periods in the use of the div. d and t in English. The first

period or the earliest AS. employs the div. d throughout ; in

the second or later AS. (and early Icelandic) the initial div.

d becomes voiceless, with the exception of certain pronominal

words ; in the third or specifically English period the div. t

appears at the end of words ; and finally, in modern English

there is a general dropping of the unaccented e, but without,

altering the distribution of the div. t and d.

In conclusion, I have a few remarks to make on the general

phonetic character of these changes.

If we compare the two extremes, Latin pater and English

father, an examination of the various forms will soon convince

us that these changes are due to assimilation. The most

abrupt transition possible is from a vowel to a voiceless

stopped consonant, as in the Latin pater, which has every

right to be considered the original form. In the Gothic fadar,

the first stage of assimilation is entered upon ; the voice runs

on without interruption through the whole word. Finally, in

the English father, the d is further approximated to the adjoin-

ing vowels ; not only is the voice continuous, but the voiced

breath flows out continuously. If the th were to undergo

a further change into an I, the combination would almost

amount to a regular diphthong.

This assimilating property of the vowels explains the reten-

tion of the original vocal pron. of the th, while the / at the

beginning has become voiceless.

The change of the voiced into the voiceless pron. of the /
and th in certain positions is not easy to account for. That

the change is natural and progressive is, I hope, shown con-

clusively in this investigation. I am, however, well aware

that many will consider the assumption of a change from vocal
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to non-vocal as one of the strongest points against the

argument, as a change from weak to strong, which they will

justly urge is contrary to the tendency of modem languages.

It is true that the div. t has a sharper and harder sound than

the d, and that the distinction of ' hard ' and ' soft ' is so far

correct, but if we examine the formation of these elements,

the ease is exactly reversed. The action of the tongue is

identical in both sounds, but in the formation of the div. d,

besides the position of the tongue which forms the t, there is

the additional exertion of bringing the vocal chords together,

which of course diminishes the force of the voiced breath in

the mouth. It is evident, therefore, that diminished acoustic

effect is quite compatible with increased energy of organic

formation.

Note by Me. Cockayne on his statement as to the ]> in the

AS. Pastoral.—In speaking of ]>e use of \>e D character for ]>e

English Sorn (Shrine, p. 45) I seem to have been misunderstood.

Desirous of brevity and due subordination of a collateral subject,

I lay myself open to misinterpretation. In vitium ducit culpae

fuga, si caret arte, pe Hatton MS. of ]>e Liber Pastoralis contains

tS 'in all cases', )5at is, not 'in all instances', but in all gram-

matical flexions and combinations. If every example drawn from

a second pen which has tampered wi]> pe text, and all written by
]>e rubricator be removed, ]ie runic ]> occurs, I believe, in Sree

instances. Among MSS. which are of so great antiquity as to

adhere to ?5 or Jie D form, may probably be reckoned 'pe glosses of

]>e Vespasian psalter and of Ipe Book of Proverbs, Mr. Sweet
kindly sent me a copy of his paper, and thus has given me an

opportunity of making my meaning more clear. I hope )3at he

has not confused jse ancient date of Tpe Lindisfarne Latin text wip
Tpe much later time, variously placed, of pe Saxon glosses.



DIALECTS AND PEEHISTOEIC FOEMS OF

OLD ENGLISH'

Latin Words in Old English.

My first object in this paper is to call attention to the

changes undergone by Latin words introduced into Old

English, and to the light these changes throw on the inflexions

and phonology of the language. As several of these words

were introduced before the period of the oldest literary

documents, they afiford evidence of the highest value for the

prehistoric period.

I have also examined the oldest remains of our language,

and collected the chief archaisms, many of which confirm

the evidence of the Latin words. I have gone through the

Northumbrian Runic Inscriptions given in Prof. Stephens's

' Runic Monuments ', and the following MS. texts

:

(1) The Northumbrian fragment of Csedmon from the Ely

MSS. (C.)

(3) Bede's Death Song, from the St. Gall MS. (EDS.)

(3) The Leiden Riddle. (R.) ^

(4) The proper names in Bede's History (BH.), from the

Ely MSS., as given in Moberly's ed., and froiji the

Brussels MS., as given by Mone in his ' Quellen und

Forseliungen ', vol. i.

These are all Northumbrian.

(5) The Epinal Glossary (Ep.), printed in ' Cooper's Report
',

and elsewhere.

(6) The Corpus Christi (CC.) Glossary, unpublished.

These two I believe to be in the Kentish dialect. Their

contents show that they are, to a great extent at least, from

a common source, the dialect is the same in both, and CC.

' Transactions of the Philological Society, 1875-6, pp. 543-69.

" These three are given in Eieger's ' Angelsachsisches Leaebucli'
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originally belonged to St. Augustine's, Canterbury (Wanley's

Catalogue, p. 116).

We have no direct evidence of the age of these documents,

except in the case of C. and BH.—as far as the Ely MS. is

concerned, vrhich has been shown to have been written about

737. The other Northumbrian fragments cannot be much
younger, and may be older. The most archaic of all in

language is the Epinal glossary, and its handwriting, as that

of CC. also, points decisively to the beginning of the eighth

century at least. Of the Runic inscriptions the Bewcastle

one cannot be much later than 670, and the others, especially

the Ruthwell Cross Poem, are very similar in every respect.

I cannot claim to have made anything like an exhaustive

examination of all these texts. Many of the forms, both in

the Runic inscriptions and in the glossaries, are very doubtful,

and I preferred selecting only what appeared most certain

and most in harmony with other evidence, to gathering a

mass of doubtful and obscure material. To grapple success-

fully with all the difficulties of the glossaries requires a much
greater knowledge of Middle Age Latin than I possess.

Latin words were introduced into OE. at very different

periods. Many are evidently mere literary importations of a

very recent date. Such words are : apostol, calic, cantic,

diacon, &c. If these words had been introduced in the

earliest period they would have appeared in the forms of

postal, celec, centec, dedcon. Of the prehistoric words, again,

some are older than others. Especially interesting are those

words which were learnt by the Germans who served in the

Roman armies, and are consequently common to all the

Teutonic languages. Such words are : camp, cdsere, mil, pin,

straet, from campus, csesar, mllia, poena, strata, in Old High
German Icamph, keisar, mUa, plna, strdza. The antiquity of

these words is shown both by their form and their meaning,

for they are the first words that a soldier would naturally

learn. The words relating to Christianity must, of course, be

later, but many of them, such as biscop, engel, munuc, mynster,

show very archaic forms. There are a large number of words
whose date cannot be determined from their meaning, but
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whose forms are as archaic as those of the oldest words.

Such are laeden (language), mSse, olfend, sUr, from latvnwm,

menaa, elephantem, historia, all of which may be as old as the

iirst two centuries of our era.

Many of the words seem only to appear in English,

although the limited vocabulary we possess of OHG. and

Gothic must make us cautious in inferring non-occurrence

in the language from absence from the dictionaries. Some

words, however, such as ceaster and munt, seem really to be

peculiar to English; it is not probable that such common
words should have left no trace in OHG. These words must,

therefore, have been introduced in English after the settle-

ment of Britain.

It is interesting to observe that, on the other hand, many
of the Continental words do not occur in OE. Such words

are the OHG. brief, fira, kamara, kelih, meistar, zins, from

breve, ferise, camera, calicem, magister, census. Two of these

words appear in OE. in the forms of calic and msegester—
evidently late and unpopular forms.

Inflexions.

Nouns and Adjectives.

The evidence of the following words shows clearly that at

the time they were introduced the weak feminines still

retained the original a-ending

:

culpe from culpa,

cycene „ coquina (OHG. kuchina).

maesse „ missa (OHG. missa, messa).

m^se „ mensa.

mealwe „ malva.

R6me-burg „ Roma (OHG. Koma, Ruma).

riide „ ruta.

In the following words the e (or a) has been dropped

:

gimm (masc.) from gemma,

mil „ milia (OHG. mila).

pin ,, poena (OHG. pina).

strEet „ strata (OHG. straza).

tsefl „ tabula (OHG. zabal).
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and in the terminations er, ol

:

eeaster from castra (pi.),

candol „ candela.

In the word scolu from schola there is an exceptional

change into u.

If the weak feminine ending was a, the weak masc. must

have ended not in a, as in the historical period, but in some

other vowel.

crdda from credo (1st pers. of vb.).

draca „ draco (OHG. tracho).

striata „ struthio (OHG. struz).

These words show that at the time they were introduced the

weak masc. nominative ending was o, as in Old Saxon and

OHG. In the word pdpa from papa (OHG. pfafo) we may
safely assume a prehi'fetoric OE. pdpo, as the natural gender

would certainly prevent the Latin papa from being enrolled

among the weak feminines.

In three cases this o-ending has been preserved within the

historical period. The Runic inscription on the Chertsey

Dish has wrsed&o (= wrecca), bogo occurs once in the CC.

glossary as a translation of ' fornis ', and se tympano in a

passage of Alfred's translation of the Cura Pastoralis (347/4),

where it is clearly suggested by the Latin dative tympano.

But it is evidently some reminiscence of an older o-ending

which allowed such a collocation as se tympano. The same

remarks apply also to the gen. pi. Fariseo (361/25) and to the

nom. (ace.) pi. Fariseos (59/20, 368/6), whose o may have been

suggested by the Latin Pharisseorum. In the last example,

however, the original has Pharissei. Other examples are

magos, which glosses ' propinquos ' in the Prov. (p. 197 below),

and aldursacerdos in the Rushworth gospels.

In Old Saxon the oblique cases of weak nouns in the

singular were formed in -un That the same ending existed

in OE. is shown by the ace. masc. galgw in the Ruthwell Cross

inscription (on galgu gistiga), and the dat. (or ace.) fem. eorS^u

in the Riddle, where the final n is dropped, as is frequently

the case in the Northumbrian dialect.

Instead of ena in the weak gen. pi. of substantives and
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adjectives, there are a few examples of a fuller ana, ona, as

in Old Saxon. These are welona, Jiaesclicana, tredwledsana,

all from the Past, (see Introd. p. xxii).

From the form ealnuweg (Past. 179/3), for the usual ealne-

lueg, we must infer an older ace. masc. -na, the a being

labialized by the w, which is again confirmed by the Old

Saxon form.

The fem. pi. ending of adjectives in a is well established

in the early West Saxon dialect, and there are isolated in-

stances of its use in the masculine also.

An important feature of the earliest documents is their

frequent retention of inflexional i and se, where the later

language has e only. The following are the chief cases in

which i occurs

:

(1) in i- and m-stems : medeshamstedi BH., stycci EP., eci

C, grsesgraeni CO. ; in unsmqpi (aspera) and ontudri (effetum)

the mutation (umlaut) of the root vowel is curiously enough

not expressed, being left to be inferred from the final i.

(2) in the gen. and dat. of feminine i-stems : wyrdi crseftum

E., on rodi Ruthw., in Romsecsestri Franks Casket. It is

remarkable that ceaster was made into an t-stem—the nom.

occurs several times in BH. in the form of csestir.

(3) in the dat. (instr.) sg. of strong masculines and neuters,

and in the instr. sg. of adjectives, interchanged with as and e :

geabuli (sere alieno), hrxgli (amiculo) CO., thys geri (horno) Ep.;

sengifiinga (quomodo) Ep., sengepinga CC, sunie dseli CC.

In the following cases se is used, constantly interchanging

with e

:

(1) in the gen. sg. of strong masculines and neuters : geacaes

Ep., licses Ruthw., hronxs Cask.

(2) in the dat. sg. of strong masculines and neuters, inter-

changing with i : mip blodx Ruthw., oplse ^ Cask.

(3) in the nom. of weak feminines : sercse, fyrpannse Ep.

(4) in the ace. masc. sg. of adjectives : gegeruuednse (con-

parantem), nmtendnx (proterentem) Ep., riicnae Ruthw.

(5) in the ace. fem. sg. of adjectives : biworhtse Rid. ; and of

a- substantives with u in the nom. : serigfserse (homfaru) Rid.

' I read oJiUe unneg ' unnigh to their home (country) '.
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(6) in the plural of adjectives, both masc. and fem. (a) masc.

xpfiilx.fusx Ruthw,, lytlde sneglas Ep. (b) fem. wundnae, Rid.

The fem. declension is much confused even in these early

texts. Thus in Ep. and CO. we find the dat. getiuingi (ap-

paratione) contrasting with setungse, setunge (aucupatione),

gemangiungse (confusione), &c.

In Ep. we find the plural uuyrdae—indeed I have not come

across any plurals in i, with the exception of msecti (C).

On the other hand, fem. a-stems often form their plural in as,

and even e, where the later language has almost always a

:

runoe Ep., sandx (commeatos sic) Ep., on ba halfe CC.

In the tt-stems we must note the retention of the u of the

nom. in fiodu Cask., and in the name olvofwolpu, (sic) Bewc.

The following comparisons will bring out clearly the ex-

traordinary similarity of the prehistoric OE. to the Old

Saxon noun-inflexions

:

Sg. nom.
gen.

dat.

ace.

PI. nom.
gen.

dat.

Sg. nom.
gen.
dat.

aec.

PI. nom.
gen.
dat.

Sg. nom.

Ace. sg. masc.

Old Ehqlish.

fisc

fisces

fisce

fisc

fiscas

fisca

fiscum

hana
hanan
hanan
hanan

hanan
hanena
hanum
hanan

hirde .

tunge

.

blindne

Peehistoeic OE.

fisc ....
fiscses, (-as?)

fiscse, (-a?) ; -i

.

fisc . .

fiscos, -as

.

fisco, -a

fiscum, -on .

fiscos, -as.

hano .

hanun, -an .

hanun, -an .

hanun, -an

hanun, -an . . .

hanona, -ana, (-ano?
hanum ....
hanun, -an . . .

hirdi .

tunga .

blindna

Old Saxon.

fisc

fiscas, -es

fisca, -e

fisc

fiscos, -as

fisco, -a

fiscum, -on
fiscos, -as

hano
hanun, -an
hanun, -an
hanun, -an

hanun, -an
hanono
hanun
hanun, -an

hirdi
tunga

blindan, -ana, -na

The few instances which occur in OE. of masc. and neut.

strong genitives and datives in as and a are very doubtful, as

they mostly occur in quite late MSS. The same applies to
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the neut.pl. a for u {fata, wundra, &c.). It seems, however,

probable that ses and x point to an earlier as and a.

Verbs.

We may now consider the verb inflexions, beginning with

the strong.

The Ist pers. sing, indie, pres. ends in tt or o : grcetu (con-

venio) Ep., ohersuiSo (vinco) CO.

The third sg. pres. generally preserves the i, the consonant

being either d, t, or & (often written th): slftiS, ifrbiSiS CO.,

siftit, tychtit Ep., hlimmid Rid. Compare my remarks in the

Introd. to the Pastoral, p. xxxiv.

The pres, subj. sg. has as: (he) uueorthse BDS.
The pret. subj. originally had i, as is shown by the mutated

forms gemyne, dyrren, &c., in the Past. (Introd. p. xxxv).

It is extremely probable that all subjunctives originally had

mutated vowels, such forms as fynde, &c., being afterwards

levelled under the indicative plurals fundon, &c.

The pres. participle ends in i : sorgendi CC, hrutcTidi Rid.

The past partic. has in a few cases a, o, generally as or e

:

gesnidan Erfurt glosses^ (published by Oehler in the Neue
Jahrbiicher f iir Philologie, 1847), geborone CO., gibxn wses Ep.

In the weak conjugations we may notice that

The pret. sing. 1st and 3rd persons ends in a and as:

manoda Past., oferhergeada Chronicle, (ic) darstae Ruthw., (he)

tiadse C. m-verbs preserve the i in the pret. and past

participle; astelidx {=astealde) C, bismiridse CC, oberstselid

CO., bistemid Ruthw.

In the conjugation which corresponds to the OTi-conjugation

in 0. Saxon there is a constant fluctuation between o and a :

(a) pres. (he) ofsticoff Prov. Sal., (he) ofersceadoff Past. 336/11,

(b) pres. geladade, meldadun CC. (c) past partic. arasad CC.

The Latin importation pyngan from pungere affords direct

proof that all the weak verbs of the first conj. originally

ended in •-ian, as in Old Saxon, the stages being pungian,

pyngian, pyngan. The second conj. probably ended in -on or

-an indiflerently, judging from the constant alternation of o

' These glosses are very similar to Ep. both in matter and language.
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and a, not only in the verbs of this conjugation, but also in

the prehistoric inflexions generally. The ending -ian of the

historical period cannot have established itself till after the

loss of the original i of tellan, secan, &c. The origin of this

peculiar ending is no doubt to be seen in the Old Saxon

scaiuoian for the older' scawon, which has been rightly ex-

plained as an attempt to assimilate the second to the first

conj. The oldest ascertainable form of such a verb as

scedwian was therefore scedwan or scedwon, then acedwaian,

and finally scedwian.

The following table will again bring out the original

identity of most of the prehistoric OE. verb-inflexions with

those of Old Saxon. I have given the Kentish forms from the

Vespasian Psalter,^ as well as the WS., as being more archaic.

ws.
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Phonology.

Vowels.

The most marked change of the short vowels is the uniform

one of into u before nasals

:

munuc from monachus (OHG. munih).

munt „ montem.

pund „ pondus (OHG. phunt, Gothic pund).

It is a well-known law in OE., as in the other cognate lan-

guages, that u is preserved before nasals and does not undergo

the usual change to o. The only o that can come before

nasals in OE. is the open o from a in Tiionn, &c. The change

of Tnont into Tuunt tends, therefore, to prove that the short o

in Latin had the close sound.

In gimm from gem/ma, and pinsian from pensdre, we have

an analogous change of e into i, which has not happened in

spendan from expenders (OHG. spenton).

Still more irregular is the word mxsse from missa. The

OHG. forms missa and messa show the intermediate stages.

The change of e into se occurs also in selmesse from eleemosyne.

Olfend from dephantem agrees with Goth, ulhandus, both

in form and in the change of meaning to that of 'camel'.

But in CO. the form elpendbaan occurs.

In torr from turris we have a change which may have

begun in Latin itself.

In the long vowels and diphthongs we may first notice the

treatment of a and se in

:

casere from csesar (OHG. keisar, Goth, kaisar).

prafost „ propositus.

strset „ strata (OHG. straza).

The changes in the last two may be only due to that inter-

change of d and se in such words as gdst (gaest) and swd (swse),

which is so common in Early W. Saxon, but the Gothic

and OHG. forms, to which may be added the Old Norse

kdsari, show that the d of cdsere comes from an older ai, as in

hdrn, &c. The only explanation I can suggest is that the

word was introduced into the Teutonic languages at a time
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when they had no open x, and that when they heard the

broad x, they analysed it into ai.

The word ^niiae from mensa points back to a time in which

sii^, &c., still existed in the form of sun^, &c.

The change of se into i in pin (OHG. pi no) from pcevM was

no doubt already carried out in Latin itself.

The development of the diphthong e6 out of ia in dedfol

(OHG. tiuval) from diaholus is evidently due to that con-

fusion between eo and ea, e& and eo, which is common in the

oldest MSS. The diphthong in predst from presbyter is quite

anomalous, but is supported by the OHG. priestar. Led may
be a purely learned form.

The words with mutation are interesting

:

engel from angelus (OHG. angil, engil).

cymen
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kamfio), then came the mutated cempio, then cempo, and

finally cernpa. Similarly pyngan from pungere postulates

pungian, then pyngian and pyngan.

Consonants.

In the following words t has become d

:

abbod from abbatem.

derodin „ teredinem.

Iseden „ latlnus.

r6de „ ruta.

P has become b in biscop (OHG. biscof) from episcopus.

The same dropping of the initial vowel inpistoHvovn epistolus,

but without any consonant change.

These changes were probably carried out in Latin itself,

and it is probable that Augustine and his companions pro-

nounced ladmus, ruda, ebiscopus, &c., of course only in

popular words.

This suggests the important question of the Latin pronun-

ciation of d and b between vowels. It is clear that in French

they both passed into the unstopped ^ and v. In the case of

V the sound is still preserved in many cases (eveque, &c.),

while the ^ is clearly indicated by the dh of the Strassburg

oaths (ajudha, Ludher). Additional confirmation is afforded

by the spelling Iupytte= Judith in the Chronicle (885). The

conjecture may therefore be hazarded that in the Latin

pronunciation of the sixth and following centuries a sort

of ' lautverschiebung ' had taken place, medial and final t

becoming d, and d becoming ff. The Italian retention of d

might be simply a later change of ^ into d, as has been the

case in most of the modern Teutonic languages (Danish ting,

det=0. morse ^ing, 9at).

However this may be, it is quite clear that in the oldest

English MSS. d and b are constantly used together with th,

p, 3, and /, to express the same two sounds. Decisive proof

is aflEbrded by such spellings as cneoribt, lybt= cne6rift, lyft, in

CC. There is, therefore, no need for assuming, as I used to

do, that the d in such a spelling as gidanc really represents

o2
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the true d. If the gi is removed we get not danc but thaTic,

the sound in both cases being almost certainly ^.

In Credcas from Grmcus we have what is probably a very

ancient change of g to c. It is indeed possible that the word

may have been introduced while the lautverschiebung was

still in progress. The OHG. Jcreah, kriah shows the same

consonant change and the same anomalous diphthong.

In

diht from dictum (OHG. dihton),

trahtian „ tractare (OHG. trahton),

serif

t

„ scriptum (OHG. scrift),

we have changes which can be pointed out in OE. itself.

For the later niht, TniJd, the oldest Northumbrian and Kentish

documents have nxct and raxct, and in Ep. we also find such

forms as scdept for sceaft.

In
fers from versus (OHG. fers),

Fergil „ Vergilius (Metres of Bcethius),

we have evidence of the ^^-pronunciation of / in OE., as in

Irish and Welsh.

In palant from pcdatium there is an insertion of a nasal,

which does not seem to have any support in the evidence of

the Romance languages. It is, however, inserted in the OHG.
phalanza as well. In Ercol from Hercules we have evidence

of the loss of h in popular pronunciation.

The Old English Dialects.

The investigation of the dialects of Old English is attended

with peculiar difficulty, on account of the scantiness of the

earlier remains. It is especially to be regretted that we have

nothing in West Saxon earlier than Alfred's time,^ which

makes it difficult to determine whether the distinctive features

of the other dialects are not due merely to difference of age.

' I was mistaken in claiming the Charter and Martyrology mentioned in

the Introd. to the Past. (p. xxi) as WS. The Charter is clearly Kentish, and
the Martyrology's noii-WS. character is made probable by the spelling/erinja
forf&ringa.
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The first step is to determine the divergences which pre-

vailed in Alfred's time. For this the materials are fortunately

full and trustworthy. For the Northumbrian dialect we have

the glosses to the Durham Gospels (D.), and to the Durham
Ritual (Rit.). Both are written in the same hand, which

cannot be later than the beginning of the tenth century.

Wanley assigns them to Alfred's reign. It must not, however,

be forgotten that the handwriting may have changed more in

the North, and consequently may be later than it seems. In

the Mercian or Midlaiid dialect we have the Rushworth gloss

to the Gospels (Ru.), which, as far as Matthew is concerned,

is quite independent of the Durham gloss, as was first pointed

out by Dr. J. A. H. Murray. They are probably only a little

later than D. In Kentish we have the numerous Charters,

most of which belong to the first half of the ninth century,

the gloss on the Psalms (Vesp. A. 1) in the British Museum
(Ps.), which originally belonged to Christ Church, Canterbury,

and the gloss on the Proverbs (Vesp. D. 6), unpublished (Prov.).

These two are written in a very similar hand, probably of the

first half of the ninth century. The latest Kentish documents

are, therefore, rather earlier than the earliest Saxon.

The peculiar feature of the Northu'mbrian and Mercian

dialects is their combination of archaism and disintegration,

which can only be compared with that of Southern English in

the twelfth century. We find the same confusion of genders

(^aes maehtes, pi. burgas, &c.), of cases (heom ace. in Ru.),

of strong and weak {ffses Mchomes). The most marked in-

flexional characteristics that Northumbrian and Mercian have

in common are : (1) the loss of final n, and (2) their retention

of the weak noun ending u or o. The loss of final n was

probably a main cause of the disintegration of the two dia-

lects, for the confusion was soon increased by weakening of the

exposed vowel.

The following lists will give an idea of the variety of forms

thus produced

:

Sg. nom. masc. D. noma, willo. Ru. se dumbe.

fem. D. eorSu, switSra. Rit. sunne, sunna.

neut. D. hearta, ego.
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Sg. nom. gen. Ru. geleafa, witgu.

dat. D. ego. Rit. nome ; eartSe. Ru. noman,

noma ; eortSan, eortSu.

ace. D. witga, witgo, witge ; earSo, eortSe. Ru.

sunne, eor]>8e. cempo ; earo.

PI. nom. (ace.) D. 'Sa ilco, cempo ; earo. Rit. blostmo, ego.

Ru. witga, witgu, wyrhte, wyrhtu.

gen. D. witgana, egana. Rit. haelguna (7/6=
h^lgena). Ru. nedrana.

dat. D. egum, gemsero (2/16).

It is impossible to determine whether such apparent

archaisms as sunna, hearta, are genuine or merely the result

of confusion, but there can be no doubt that the inflexions

in -u and -o and the genitive plurals in -ana are traditions

of the old forms we have already determined.

Other possible archaisms are the subjunctives (/tt) ut

awearpa and (ge) gehcera in Ru. (8/31, and 10/27), together

with the participles acwedan and onwrigan (12/17, 10/26).

The form fxsten (jejunabunt, 9/15) is either a mistaken subj.

or else a remarkable anticipation of the later Midland plurals

in -en. In Rit. we find the subjunctives we giearnigo,

gihealda we, &c., in D. nyta (nesciat), &c. It may be re-

marked generally that the loss of final n is carried out most

fully in D., especially in the infinitive, and least of all in the

Mercian Ru., where the n-less infinitive is exceptional,

although there are several examples {wesa 3/14, nioma 5/42,

xtece 6/27, &c.), and the loss of n is common enough in the

weak substantives. Of the use of the weak ending -u (-o) in

the strong declension, which is so common in the two North-

umbrian texts (especially in Rit.) as in many cases—the nom.

and ace. plur. of adjectives and of fem. substt. for instance

—

almost to supersede the regular ending, there is hardly a trace

in Ru. The Mercian dialect is, in short, much more conser-

vative and stable than the Northumbrian, and in this respect

stands half-way between it and Kentish and Saxon. But the

most marked distinction between the two is the Northumbrian
change of ^ into s in verbal endings. Such forms as he lufas

for he lufad, ge oncnawas for g6 oncndwaS, which are common
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in Rit. and almost exclusively used in D., do not appear at all

in the Mercian Ru.

In Kentish we find no traces of disintegration, any more

than in West Saxon ; there are no weak o-endings, and only

a few isolated cases of dropping of final n. There are, how-

ever, a few examples of the loss of n in the Ps. : ^ere swiSre

Hnre (38/7', with a above the e of swiSre), alle halge his

(90/34). The characteristic feature of Kentish appears to be

its frequent diphthongization of g, forming a diphthong ei,

which is quite unknown in the other dialects. This ei is

found in the oldest MSS. Thus in Ep. we find bodei (= bodeg,

bodig), in CO. iserngrei {=-grdsg), popei and popseg. It is

extremely common in the Prov. : deige (die), vneiSkades

(pubertatis), geceide (vocavi). The form dei for dxg occurs

three or four times in the Charters, which show the diphthong

in other words also. The spelling deige is probably due to

confusion between deie and dege, the g not being really

sounded.

Such forms as dsegas, dsega (gen. pL), for the regular dagas,

daga, are frequent in the Ps. The same extension of the use

of se is frequent in the oldest documents : Ep., for instance,

has haeguthorn twice, scxdugeardas, uualhhebuc. In the last

word we have an example of the confusion between e and se,

which is common in all the Kentish writings, especially in

some of the Charters, which also employ it even for sfe (gedelan,

dene, helan, &c.). The confusion is no doubt purely graphic

in most cases.

A striking feature of the Prov. is their frequent use of e for

y, as in leti (callidus), gelden trendel (aureus circulus) ; also

for y : untenS (aperit), hlest (ausculta). In the Ps. we find

only gehtaS {20/\\)= hyh.taS, with a very anomalous g for h.

In Ep. we have gecendilican (genuino).

We now come to West Saxon. I have already pointed out

elsewhere^ that the Modern E. deed, seed, sheep, &c., cannot

be directly derived from the WS. ds^d, askd, scsep, but must

come from a dialect which had ded, sed, sc6p, &c. I find on

examination they are actually the only forms existing in the

' ' History of English Sounds
', p. 51.
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three other dialects. The following examples, taken indis-

criminately from the chief texts, will show that wherever

WS. se corresponds to Gothic e, OHG. a, it is written with an

e in Anglian and Kentish, while it is written x in all other

cases.

D. huer, Ser, (hi) werun, her (='hair')—dsel.lffiran, h^lend,

sse. Rit. ded, lecedom. Ru. slepan, ondredan, her (='hair'),

seep, (hi) bedun, forletan, (hi) cwedun—hselan, hselend, dsel,

Iseran, hwsete, claensian. Ps. slepan, ondredan, (hi) werun, (hi)

etun, forletan, sed, efen, untelwyrSe—hselu, hwsete, laedan, sse,

dsel, flsesc.

There are several exceptions, many of which are probably

due~ to carelessness. Thus Ru. has Ixces, delan, helend in

isolated instances, both D. and Ps. often write enne (masc. sg.

ace. of dn), which may, however, have had a short vowel. It

may also be noted that Ps. always has swe, and ^ere, &c. (from

se). Ep. is altogether somewhat irregular in its use of se, but

agrees generally with the others: gerlicx, strelbora, meeg

(propinquus), gredig— hxtendx (calentes), dxl, sx. The

mutation of original d, which is written x in WS., seems also

to have had the close sound : Ep. geheru (habitudines), meri

(adj.), setungx, steeli (steel). D. gewede (vestimentum), mersian.

Ru. gemeruTn (boundaries). Several of the words given above

may also be mutates, such as ded, sed, gredig. Even in WS.
there are exceptional cases of e= original a. Thus, although

rsfecZ=OHG. rat, has afe, it is always written e in proper

names, Alfred, &c. There are besides several isolated excep-

tions, wSn, cwen, inece.

A marked feature of the early WS. is its extensive use of

the diphthong ie, as in hiene, hieder^ ieldra, gehieran, sife

(subj.). This ie is frequent in all the WS. MSS. of Alfred's

time. Traces of it occur in the oldest Kentish, Ep. showing

fierst, alieset (eximet), and Fs.fienda (hostinm), onsien (vultus).

The subj. sie also occurs in the Northumbrian BDS., but the

e may be only inflexional.

The same affinity between Kentish and WS. is shown by
the latter's occasional use of e for y, which in the word embe
continues even into the late WS. of the eleventh century.
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The very peculiar sd for si is extremely frequent in the

Hatton MS. of the Past., but is not common elsewhere.

Examples are g^s3, &v, 'wds3, 3u ciddesS. I find an example

in the Ps., dusSe (142/25), and there may be more.

The fern. plur. of adjectives in a (ealla hie, &c.) seems also

to be peculiar to early WS. The Prov. show the masc.

manega ecyras (plurimse segetes).

The late WS. is distinguished from all the other dialects

by its extensive use of y, y for i, e, S, and other vowels in

such words as [M) avyrS, hyrdes, yldra, swyrd, gehyran, nyd.

It is clear from modern English that this y never existed in

the Mercian dialect, nor are any but doubtful traces of it to

be found in any of the Anglian and Kentish texts. An
isolated case is halwynde for halwende in the Ps. (78/9), which

is paralleled by the late WS. stranghynde, M stynt, &c., but

the 2/ may have a different origin.

An important characteristic of West Saxon is its strict

separation of ea (from a) and eo (from e), also of ed and ed,

which are constantly confounded together in all the other

dialects, generally under the a-forms, although there are

instances of the converse change. The following are a few

examples

:

ea for eo: D. gelearnian; stearra; (ic) earn, am vel eom

(11/28); eorSo, eartSe. Ru. (he) eade, wearpan; (ic)

eam, nsem (= ne eom), nam. Ps. eartSe; cwea'SatS

ge ; ic eam ; heara.

ed for ed: D. diobul, diable; gesea (= gese6n); preast.

Ru. seteawde (pret.) ; bread. Ps. lea, geamrung, (hi)

gesiatS. Ep. weadhoc (sarculum).

eo for ea : Ru. eorfetSe.

ed for ea: D. geneolecedon, genealacede. Ru. (he)

neolicetS. Ps. neowest; neolican.

There are, however, several examples of ea for eo in WS.
also. First, the form eart itself, which is indeed the only one

existing, and then such forms as feala for fela (feola), which

is not uncommon even in the late WS., e«m (in the Lauderdale

Orosius), and several others in the Past.
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Many of the other distinctive features of WS. are purely-

chronological, that is, they are the result of later change.

Such are the e for the de of the other dialects, the -e for -u of

the first person present of the verb, the -est for -es of the

second person, &c. There are two examples of oe (oetSil, oele)

for 6 in the Past., one of -u (ic cweSo), and several of -es.

The ic cweSo of the Past, is the only example of the form that

we have in WS., but it is enough to show that it must once

have been as universal in WS. as in the other dialects.

In the case of archaisms which do not happen to have been

preserved in WS. we can only conjecture by analogy that

they must have formerly existed in the dialect. Such are the

presents ic beam, ddm,, the preterites forleort, ondreord, the

reflexive possessive sin (which occurs in the Eit.). It is also

probable that the plural form aron of the verb 'to be ' was

originally WS. as well as Northumbrian and Kentish.

It is instructive to observe the changes that the North-

umbrian and Kentish dialects underwent, as they will teach

us to be cautious in not inferring too much about the pre-

historic stages of the WS. dialect. Both Northumbrian and

Kentish entirely lost the ct's and pt's of the earliest period,

imxct and scsept becoming mseht and scxft, while even WS. has

one or two instances of ct (geworct in the Chronicle). The

Old Northumbrian til and end have left no trace in D., jvhich

has only td and and, as in WS. The Old Kentish end dis-

appears also in the Ps. and Charters. The effffa (seththa) of

the Old Northumbrian Rid. appears in the WS. form o^^e

{oS9x) in D., although efa is still preserved in Ru. The Old

Northumbrian Serh, 9erih (Rid.), however, is still preserved as

9erh in D., while Ru. has the WS. Purh, and the Old Kentish

Sorh (Ep.) is still preserved in the Ps., and occurs also several

times in the early WS.
All these details are summed up in the answer to the

question. What were the dialectal distinctions in English

during the first few centuries of the conquest of Britain?

The answer is that they were very slight. There seem to

have been three dialects, Anglian, Kentish, and Saxon. The
Anglian was characterized by a special tendency to throw off
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final n^ and by a frequent use of the weak ending u{n).

Kentish and Saxon agreed in the absence of these features.

Saxon was distinguished both from Anglian and Kentish by
its sfe for S, Kentish, finally, was separated from the others

by its occasional ei for eg. We see that Kentish was inter-

mediate between Anglian and Saxon, the two extremes. We
also see that even these slight distinctions are not at all

sharply marked—they simply consist, for the most part, in

giving special prominence to phenomena which were common
to all the dialects. We have seen that there are distinct

traces of the loss of fitnal n in Kentish and Saxon, and even

the tt-endings are shown to have existed in WS. (and there-

fore most probably in Kentish also) by the word edgospind,

which occurs in WS. so late as the eleventh century (Life of

St. Guthlac, Goodwin, 82/4), and the regular plural form

Edstron. The ei seems really to be peculiar to Kentish, for

the sei in late WS. (dseig, &c.) is an independent and much
later formation—the forerunner, in fact, of the Middle E. dai,

and the Northumbrian ei in ceiga, forleita, for cSgan, forlMan,

is also independent, and although it seems in gein to be

a contraction of gegen, it occurs also in seista for sexta

{= secsta), which is not parallel to anything in Kentish.

However this may be, the Kentish ei is nothing but a merely

sporadic phenomenon. In fact, the only constant criterion is

the WS. afe, although the absence of earlier documents leaves

us in doubt as to its antiquity. It may have been quite

a recent change, as, indeed, the retention of e in ^IfrSd, &c.,

would lead us to suppose, and in that case our final conclusion

is that there were at the time of the migration no definite

distinctions of dialect at all, but simply more or less pro-

nounced ' tendencies ' in the different tribes. Further light is

thrown on the subject by a comparison of English with the

cognate languages of the continent, especially Old Frisian.

English and Frisian.

England was colonized by a variety of tribes all speaking

one language, who inhabited the coast of the North Sea and

apparently the whole of the north of Denmark. Those who
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stayed behind and retained their language were afterwards

called Frisians, and their ancient language, as preserved in

the thirteenth-century laws, is nearly identical with Old

English, allowing, of course, for phonetic change and in-

flexional decay. The language spoken by these tribes before

the migration may be called Anglo-Frisian, and its character-

istics may be ascertained with considerable certainty from

a comparison of the oldest English and Frisian. Whenever

we find that OE. and Frisian agree in some sound change or

peculiarity of inflexion that does not occur in any other

Teutonic language, or when we flnd an archaism preserved in

Frisian which is lost in OE., we may be sure that all these

peculiarities belonged to the common Anglo-Frisian.

Beginning with the vowels, we find the treatment of a

almost identical in the two languages. In Frisian we find

mon, noma, alternating with WMn, namia, we find the same

exceptional o in of, nasi (OE. nosu), and the same change of

a into se, which in Frisian, whose spelling has no se, is written

e: iJc hrec, bee, kreft= OE. brsec, bxc, crseft. The changes do

not occur in any of the other cognates, and could not, except

by a most extraordinary coincidence, have been developed

independently in English and Frisian: they must therefore

have existed already in Anglo-Frisian.

Frisian throws important light on the formation of the

peculiar English diphthongs ea and eo. The confusion

between ea and eo in the non-Saxon dialects has already been

noticed, and there only remains to be added that in the older

texts, including the WS., a is only diphthongized before r, not

before I, so that we have the typical form aid and heard. In

the oldest glossaries Ep. and CC. hard is quite exceptional, as

also in the later D., Rit., and Ps., but in the few Old North-

umbrian fragments hard predominates. Thus in C. we find

uard twice and barnuvi once, and only a single ea{r)—mid-

dungeard. Frisian agrees in preserving a in al, half, galga,

&c., while before r e is written, doubtlessly for se—herd=
hserd. This se may be a late simplification of an older diph-

thong, but it is simpler to regard the change of hard into

hserd as parallel to that of bac into bsec. Hserd would there-
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fore be the Anglo-Frisian form of which the specially English

heard is a later development. The difficulty is that aid seems

to have passed directly into eald without any intermediate as,

and if a before I could do so, there seems no reason why it

should not also before r, as the Old Northumbrian forms seem

to show. The change of aid into eald may, however, have

been simply due to the analogy of heard.

The Frisian throws no light on eo from e in heorte, &c.

The preservation of eart in WS., the confusion in the other

dialects, and the Icelandic hiarta (hearta) all make it probable

that eo is a later modification of ea. This ea must have

changed to eo before a became ea, else the two would have

been confused, which, as we have seen, is not the case, in WS.
at least. The chronology of the changes must, then, have

been as follows, assuming an intermediate hserd

:

Earlier Anglo-Frisian aid hard herte

Later „ aid hserd herte

Old English aid hserd hearte

„ aid hserd heorte

aid heard heorte

The diphthong ed appears here and there in OE. as iu, (eu)

—treulesnis (perfidia) Fip.,ge/iudde (adplicuit) CO., ?ot (=sed)

D., latteuw, siu (~sed) Ku.—which is also the Frisian form.

Frisian also has ia, as in thiade, which is also an English

form (p. 189 above). We may, then, infer that the three

forms ili, io, id, co-existed in Anglo-Frisian, the first being, of

course, the original one.

The origin of ed from the au preserved in Gothic, Old

Norse, and in many words in Old High German also, is still

a vexed problem. The question is an important one, as their

treatment of this diphthong is one of the most marked

distinctions between Anglo-Frisian on the one hand and Old

Saxon and High German on the other, and is still a mark of

separation between Frisian and Dutch, which is the nearest

living representative of Old Saxon. The Frisian form of ed

is d—dge, rdd=P'Ei. edge, redd. If we assume that d is older

than ed, the most probable explanation is that given in my
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' History of English Sounds ' (p. 35), namely, that d became se,

just as a became se, and that sfe was afterwards diphthongized

into ed. The difficulty is that there is another d from ai, as

in hdm, dn, and unless the change from d {= au) to ed was

completed before ai became d also, the two d'a would have

been confused. But hdm and dn are Frisian as well as

English. If, therefore, rdd (from raud) and hdm (from haim)

both existed in Anglo-Frisian, we should have had the same

change in both cases, giving kedTn as well as redd in English.

We are therefore forced to assume haim in Anglo-Frisian,

and an independent change into hdm, in both languages after

their separation, which seems improbable. The only alter-

native is to assume raud and hdTn in Anglo-Frisian and an

independent change of raud to redd in English and Frisian,

giving up any connexion between E. redd and Frisian rdd,

although no explanation approaching probability or even

possibility has yet been given of the direct change of au
into ed.

The whole question of the history of the Teutonic diph-

thongs is obscure : there is always great difficulty in deter-

mining on which element the stress fell, and whether the

accented element was long or short. It seems certain that m
was originally accented on the i, and that it was short, for iu

is nothing but a Teutonic weakening of au, and it is equally

certain that in Icelandic the second element has the stress,

and that it is long.

The OE. fluctuation between gdst and gsest, dnne and senne,

is Frisian also, so also are such forms as sae (= Gothic saiw),

ned from navd, the distinction between se and e not being

made in writing, and all these forms existed most probably

in Anglo-Frisian.

Frisian, like English and Icelandic, has entirely lost the

front labial vowels. Such forms as cining, cinn,fet, d6ma=
OE. cyning, cynn, fdet (fet), doiiman (dSTnan), are, of course,

quite late, but the peculiar e in kenn, fella=01Si. fyUan,betina

= betynan, which we have already found in the oldest Kentish

English, may possibly have existed sporadically in Anglo-

Frisian.
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Another Kenticism, dei for dseg, is fully established in

Frisian, so fully indeed that dei has often become simplified

into di, which shows that the ei must be of some antiquity,

and may have been already developed to some extent in

Anglo-Frisian.

The Frisian forms fif, ciibd, and t6d are identical with the

English. The absorption of the n must have taken place

after the importation of the Latin mensa (p. 194 above),

whenever that may have been. Tan^, sanS, an3er, probably

became first ton9, sonS, onder, just as mann became inonn,

and then t63^, sdS, 69er..

The consonants ofier little subject for remark, being nearly

identical in the two languages.

No conclusion can be drawn from the Frisian jer= OE. gir,

gedr, as to the non-existence of g=j in Anglo-Frisian, for

original g itself often becomes j, as in jeva=gifan. There

can be no doubt that such a g existed medially, as is shown by

such spellings as endegia=endia, &c.

In the inflexions the most striking feature is the general

loss of final n, as in Northumbrian English. This is so

common a phenomenon in the Teutonic languages that it can

very well have arisen independently in English and Frisian,

but it is not improbable that it existed sporadically in Anglo-

Frisian.

In the nouns the absence of the English alternation of as

and a, the English dagos, dagum appearing in Frisian as

dxgar, dxgum. This may be a late levelling, but, as we find

traces of it in Kentish English (p. 199 above), it may be old.

The dat. pi. in -im (-em) of the i-stems {nSdim, nidem)

points with certainty to the same form in Anglo-Frisian, and

to an OE. msectim corresponding to Tnsecti (p. 190 above).

In the weak declension we have the archaic gen. pi. honana,

as in Northumbrian English.

In the verbs we find the anomalous second weak conjugation

fully developed as in English

—

salvia, salvaS, salvade=QiE.

sealjian, (he) seal/a^, sealfode. In the 1st conj. sSca agrees

exactly with OE. secarij while nera=nerian has been levelled

under aica, losing its i. We may assume that the distinct
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forms nerian, secan (or rather scecan), and sealfian were fully-

established in Anglo-Frisian.

The only deviation from English is the present participle

ending, which is -atid, as in Old Saxon. There must have

been originally two optional forms findandi, whence the

English jindende, and findand, just as the two forms of the

conjunction and (p. 202 above) postulate andi and and.

The other inflexions are identical with the OE., allowing

for the natural changes which have taken place in the

cognates also. The only form which leaves us in doubt is the

strong feminine nom. jeve for OE. gifu. But as the u of the

neut. pi. {skipu) and of sunu is preserved, it seems most

probable that jeve points to an Anglo-Frisian gefa (gifa),

agreeing with the OS. geba. The separation of gifa and, the

weak hearta in the OE. gifu, heorte, probably points to

quantitative distinctions, perhaps

:

hano gifa herta

hano gifu hearta

hano gifu hearte

The Latin scolu (p. 188 above) was, perhaps, introduced later

than the others.

Relation of Anglo-Frisian to Old Saxon.

We see that the Anglo-Frisian of the period of the conquest

of Britain was a language closely allied to Old Saxon, the

inflexions of the two languages being almost identical. The

chief distinction was that OS. favoured the o and u-forms,

while AF. seems to have decided in favour of the a'a, which

in Frisian are the only ones preserved. It is, however, quite

clear from the Latin words (p. 188 above) that such forms as

hano were originally the only ones in AF. as well as OS.

These o's are widely distributed in the old Teutonic languages.

The oldest Scandinavian runes of the third century show such

preterites as worahto (Tune stone in Norway), gatawido

(Golden Horn), in Latin we find such names as Ariovistus,

in Spanish we have Gondomar=gunpam,er, &c.

We see from this last word that the Gothic e for original
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a really belonged only to one particular dialect, and it is clear

from the word strSt (WS. strset) from Latin strata in OE., that

the corresponding ^ or se in AF. is of comparatively late origin.

As usual, we find incipient traces of the change in OS. also, as

in the g4r of one text of the Heliand against the jdr of the

other.

The most marked distinction between AF. and OS. is thewant
of ' umlaut ' or mutation in the latter (except of a). But it is

quite clear from the Latin words that the mutation is of late

origin in AF., and, indeed, the mutation in engel seems to

show that it was not firmly established even at the time of the

introduction of Christianity into England, just as OS. fluctuates

between gangid and gengid, &c.

The closeness of the relationship between AF. and OS. comes

out most strikingly on a comparison with the languages which

are geographically closest to each—Old Norse and Old High

German. Old Norse has often been supposed to show some

special relationship with AF., but the similarity is really quite

delusive—the result of independent change in both languages.

We have only to compare the verbal inflexions to see how
distinct Old Norse is from both AF. and OS.

:

AF. AND OS. O. NOKSE. AF. AND OS. O. KOKSE.

Sing. I, gifu gef, Plur. 1. gifad gefum,

3. gifis gefr, 3. gifad gefitS,

3. gifit gefr, 3. gifad gefa.

Compare, again, the Old Norse sunr with its lost stem-vowel

and preserved nominative inflexion with AF. and OS. sunu.

Again, although Old High German bears a more marked
resemblance to OS. than Old Norse does to AF., chiefly,

however, because of the archaic structure of the two languages,

it shows many deep-rooted divergences. Thus in the verb,

although both have happened to preserve the singular of the

verb in an archaic form—a purely negative agreement—they

diverge entirely in the plural, which in the German gehames,

gebat, gehant, is utterly distinct. And in the noun the plural

viaca (OS. fiakos), in the adj. the masc. guoter and neut.

guotaz are utterly divergent from OS. and AF.
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The only apparently irreconcilable differences between OS.

and AF. lie in the OS. e (or probably rather se) for original ai

(Mm,flesk= AF. hdm,fidsc,fisesc) and 6 for au {rdd=0^. redd).

But the first is only a partial distinction, for the OS. change

has taken place in AF. also in many words. All that the

divergence in the case of hem, ham, shows is that both in OS.

and AF. original ai must have been preserved up tUl a

comparatively late period.

As regards 6 from au, I have no hesitation in expressing

my conviction that in the face of the general identity of AF.

and OS. both in inflexions and phonology we have no choice

left but to acknowledge 6 as the original AF. form also. There

can be no doubt that this 6 from au had the broad, open

sound (cf. taoc in the Hildebrandslied), which was certainly

also the sound of the o in hano, originally hana. Therefore,

when the o of hano became delabialized into a in Frisian, the

long broad 6 in rdd followed the same change, giving rdd.

We have already seen how unsatisfactory the attempt is to

derive OE. redd from the Frisian rdd, and it seems much more
probable that redd came straight from rdd itself. It is clear

that rod could not diphthongize direct into ed. The natural

diphthong of broad 6 would be ao or oa (or possibly au, ua),

the broad ('low') element and the labial being pronounced

successively instead of simultaneously—a common source of

diphthongization, of which the Icelandic change of se into ai

(or ae) is an example.' From oa with the stress on the a, ea

(and then ed, by lengthening) would be formed by weakening
of the unaccented element.

From our comparison of OS. and AF. we may safely infer

that in a period extending say from the second to the fifth

century, a common Anglo-Frisio-Saxon or Old Low German
language was spoken, which difiered from the extant OS.
mainly in its preservation of the diphthong ai (haim, &c.) and
of the thematic i (and u) in gasti, h^di, &c., as shown by the

OE. forms gest, bri}d, and in some special details. It dififered

from High German and Old Norse chiefly in its loss of the

nominative inflexions (masc. and neut.) both in nouns and

' ' History of English Sounds
', p. 43.
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adjectives, although it is probable that they were only

beginning to drop off in the first century or so, and in the

levelling of the pres. plural of its verbs, which evidently

hangs together with the loss of n in td^, &c., the first stage

being bindam, hindaS, hindM, which were soon completely

levelled.

By the end of the period we have assigned the Anglo-

Frisian dialect had separated itself from the parent stock by
its full development of the umlaut, and by its peculiar se for

a, retaining the old inflexions nearly unchanged.

Then came further divergences in Anglo-Frisian itself,

and finally the complete disruption consequent on the

migration of the greater number of the Anglo-Frisians to

Britain.

But in spite of the violent revolutions in phonology,

grammar, and vocabulary undergone by the Anglo-Frisian of

Britain, the two languages still attest their close affinity not

only in what they have preserved from the common stock,

but also in the wonderful analogy of the changes they have

undergone. The Frisians still have a saying, ' Brea, buter en

tshiiz is gud Engels en gud Friis,' and a similar one is current

in Yorkshire.

p2



OLD ENGLISH ETYMOLOGIES

1. Beohata.

In that passage of CEedmon in which he describes the

passage of the Red Sea, Moses is described as a ' beald bedhata

'

(Grein, Exod. 253)

:

ahleop }>a for hseledum hildecalla,

beald bedhata, bord up ah6f,

h^ht \&, folctogan firde gestillan,

jjenden modiges msedel monige gehirdon.

The general sense of the word is clear from the context, it

must be 'hero', 'chief, or something of the sort, but the

precise meaning has never yet been satisfactorily settled.

Grein in his text follows Ettmiiller, and inserts a t, reading

bedthdta= ' boast-promiser ' or simply ' boaster '. In his glossary

he abandons this view, and retaining the MS. reading makes

it out to be a derivative of behdtan=' promise', and accord-

ingly translates in his German version ' der kiihne verheissung-

bringer '
=

' the bold promiser '.

The first step is to settle the meaning of hata, which,

according as it is read with a short or a long vowel signifies

either ' hater ' or ' promiser '. The latter interpretation, which

is favoured by Grein, is quite inadmissible in the case of two

of the three other compounds of hata, c?afec?Aate= 'persecutor'

and leddhaia =z'tyica,nt'. The third and last

—

scyldhata can

be perfectly well explained on the analogy of the other two

as 'sinful hater' or 'persecutor', and Grein's forced and

prosaic identification of the word with the German schultheiss

is quite superfluous.

Every analogy leads us then to suppose that the second

element of bedhata is the word Aato=' hater', which often

1 Englische Siudien, vol. ii, 1879, pp. 812-16.
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passes into the more active sense of ' persecutor
', just as the

corresponding hete = ' hatred' is employed in the sense of

' violence ' or ' warfare '.

The first half of the word as it stands cannot well be any-

thing else than the substantive he6= ' bee '. But what sense is

there in the combination ' bee-hater ' 1 Are we to have

recourse to the violent process of conjectural emendation, or

to explain the word as it is ? I have no hesitation in accepting

the latter alternative, and I explain 'bee-hater' simply as an

epithet of the bear, whose love of honey has long been

proverbial in all countries. Beowulf in the same way is

simply the ' wolf ' or ' spoiler ' of the bees, in short, a ' bear ',

not as implying any uncouthness of behaviour, but as a

flattering comparison with the lion of the north—the hive-

plundering bear.

The comparison of men with wild animals in old times is so

well known as scarcely to need illustration. The word heorn

itself is a striking instance. In Icelandic hjorn is not only

used in the general sense of 'bear', but is also one of the

commonest proper names, while in Old English the word is

quite lost in the meaning of ' bear ', but survives in that of

' hero ' or ' warrior '. The Icelandic use of bjora as a proper

name is exactly analogous to that of he6%vulf, while the OE.

heorn affords an equally apt illustration of the development

of the word hedhata.

The explanation of Bedtuulf as 'bee-wulf or 'bear'

suggested itself to me many years ago, long before I was

aware that the same view had been previously brought

forward by Simrock, and I read a paper on the subject before

the Philological Society of London, which, however, was not

published. I think that the fact of the same explanation

having suggested itself independently both to Simrock and

myself is a strong argument in favour of its probability.

2. Oarsecg.

The origin of the word gdrsecg, which not only in poetry,

but frequently also in prose (as in the translation of Orosius)

is used in the sense of ' ocean ', has never yet been satisfactorily
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settled. The meaning of the word as it stands is clear

enough— ' spear-warrior ', but the connexion of such a mean-

ing with that of ' ocean ' is the reverse of self-evident. The

older school of English philologists saw in the word a welcome

reminiscence of Neptune and his trident, but this explanation

has no support in Northern mythology. To the various

explanations referred to by Grein in his Sprachschatz under the

word may now be added that of Leo (Ags. Glossar, 145. 36)

:

' das meer wird hier wegen der wellenspitzen gedacht als ein

rohricht, ein ried von speeren'—ingenious, but fanciful, and

not more convincing than its predecessors.

I have for some time entertained the belief that this

unexplainable compound is probably a ' volksetymologisch

'

corruption of some older form, like the English sparrowgrass

for asparagus, and I think I have now identified this older

form.

I have lately had occasion to study the oldest runic

inscriptions in English with some care. One of these, the

verses on the Franks Casket (Stephens, p. 470) runs thus

:

Hronaes ban fiscflodu ahof on fergenberig

;

war]? gasric grom, Jiaer he on greut giswom.

The meaning is perfectly clear, with the exception of the

word gasric, which Stephen refers to the whale, translating

' he was gasht to death in his gambols, as aground he swam
in the shallows '. It seems to me much more likely that gasric

is parallel to fiscflodu in the first line, as we are thus enabled

to translate /aer literally, instead of giving it a temporal sense,

as Stephens has to do. I would translate the whole

:

' The fish-flood lifted the whale's bones on to the mainland

;

the ocean became turbid, where he swam aground on the

shingle.'

The only difficulty is that we are obliged to take grom in

a sense for which there is otherwise no authority. But it is

not unreasonable to assume that the word occurs here in its

more material meaning, from which the usual one of ' sad ' is

derived in the same way as with gedrefed, which occurs both

in the sense of ' turbid ' and in that of ' sad '. I am glad to be
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aJble to state that Professor Sievers, of Jena, to whom I

communicated these views, tells me that he has always

explained the passage in the same way as I have done.

The connexion of this gasric with garsecg is self-evident,

and Prof. Sievers assumed it to be simply a mistake for the

ordinary word. But when we consider the numerous cases in

which consonant-combinations with r are transposed in OE.,

it seems quite as probable that gdrsecg is formed from gasric

by transposition of the s and r. The relation between gdrsecg

and gasric is, indeed, exactly parallel to that between Cynegils

and original Cynegisl, both of which occur in Bede, and

between gyrdds and the gyrdisl of the Epinal glossary, the

forms in which the liquid follows the s being the original

ones. This gdsric may be explained as gds- = gais-, Old Norse

geisa 'to chafe, rage ' with the affix -ric. The meaning of the

word would then be ' the rager '—a very appropriate epithet

of the ocean. Prof. Sievers reminds me of the name of the

Vandal king Qaisaricus, and compares the German wuterich

which, indeed, con-esponds exactly to gdsric both in affix and

meaning, if my explanation is correct. At any rate, I think

most will agree with me and Prof. Sievers in rejecting as

improbable Hofmann's identification (Sitzungsberichte der

Miinch. Akad. 1871) of gasric vf'ith gdnserich.

Ill

1. Left.

The adjective left occurs very early in Middle English^

Stratmann's dictionary giving references both to Lajamon and

to the Homilies edited by Morris. The varying forms luft,

lift, left point clearly to original y, which is also confirmed by

the Old Flemish lucht, compared by Stratmann. As Martin in

his excellent glossary to the Eeinaert has by oversight omitted

this word, I give the reference to line 1054 of his edition : die

voghel . . vlooch Jiheert ter luchter siden. The adjective *lyft

or *lyfte, according as it is an i- or a ja-stem, has not hitherto

been pointed out in Old English, and until it has we cannot

be sure whether the initial I is original or stands for hi.

1 Anglia, vol. iii, 1880, pp. 155-7.
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I was at one time inclined to assume the latter, and to

connect the word doubtfully with Gothic Meidumei in some

unexplained way.

Lately, while looking over the glosses printed by Mone in

his ' Quellen und Forschungen ', i, p. 443, I lighted on the

gloss inanis, left. The same glossary has peccati, senne, and

we may assume the dialect to be post-Alfredian Kentish, so

that the Modern English left is a Kentish form of lyft, just as

evil, Jcernel, &c., are Kenticisms for yfel, cyrnel. Among the

compounds of lyft ' air ' the dictionaries give a mysterious word

lyftddl ' paralysis ' (the word occurs in Cockayne's Leechdoms

ii. 338. 5). But if we once dismiss the notion of its being in

any way connected with the substantive lyft, its connexion

with lyft 'inanis' is self-evident, and we are also able to

determine the original meaning of the English left hand. The

left hand is simply the 'maimed, weak, or useless' hand—the
natural converse of the ' strong ' right hand, as expressed in

the Old English swidre hand.

The ultimate etymology of the adjective lyft must, I think,

be sought in the European Vltih, treated of by Schmidt in

his Vocalismus, i. 159. lyft is, therefore, an i-stem ( = *lupti)

corresponding to the Old High German loft ' bark' ( = *lupta),

both from Indogermanic V Tup = Latin rumpere, OE. redfan.

As regards the meaning, the ideas of ' bark ' (according to

Schmidt = ' that which is peeled off') and ' maimed ', ' weak
',

are both, at first sight, somewhat removed, from that of ' tear-

ing ', but the Latin fragilis from frango or English brittle

from bredtan shows how one set of ideas run into the other.

2. Sless.

Skeat, in his Etymological Dictionary, connects Old English

bUtsian with bliss, saying, 'the order of formation is as

follows : bU^ (sic) ; hence bliS-sian ; and hence ble&sian, after-

wards bletsian, afterwards blessian'. He does not mention

the current derivation from bldtdn ' sacrifice ', which certainly

harmonizes better with the evidently ancient and therefore

heathen character of the word, and does not violate the elemen-

tary laws of sound-change. But an examination of the older
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forms of the word shows that this derivation too is phonetically

impossible. It occurs often enough in the Vespasian (Kentish)

Psalms, and is always written with a d : bledsas ' benedices

'

(5. 12), HShledsad (9. 4), ic bledsiu (15. 7) &c., bledsung 'bene-

dictio' (3. 9) &c. So also bledsung in a Kentish charter of

Lufu (Kemble, i. 300. 6), and gebledsad, gebledsade in the Dur-

ham Matthew (23. 39, 14. 19) in the latter of which passages

the Rushworth text has also bledsade. These forms would,

perhaps, suggest a derivation . from bl^d in the sense of

' prosperity ' in its non-West Saxon form of bUd, but this is

made impossible by the spellings with oe, which are very

common, in the two last-mentioned texts. Thus the Durham
Matthew has gebloedsad (25. 34) and gebloedsade (26. 26), and

Rushworth M. has gebloetsad (11. 9, 23. 39). These forms

point clearly to an original *blddison, which cannot be

anything else than a derivative of bldd. The original mean-

ing of bless was therefore 'to redden with blood', and in

heathen time it was no doubt primarily used in the sense of

consecrating the altar by sprinkling it with the blood of the

sacrifice. Compare the Old Icelandic rjd^ia stalla (the altar)

i hl69i. The form bledsian points to an early shortening of the

vowel, for the Psalms always preserve the long oe of foet,

doeman, and as regularly unround the short oe of ele = oele

from Latin dleum. The form gebiltsade in a Kentish charter

(Kemble, i. 293, 1. 3 from b.) may be paralleled by the not

unfrequent mitting, gemittan, &c., from mitan.

nil

Chicken, Chill, Low, Loathsome, Swoon.

(1) chicken, OE. cicen, cannot possibly be a derivative of cocc,

which would give *cyccen, but is probably formed by direct

sound-imitation, like cocc itself.

(2) chill is generally derived from OE. cSle, which could

only give *Jceel. But cele= coele does not exist. The oldest

texts write celi, cele, pointing to *kali. chill comes from the

WS. ciele, cyle.

(3) low cannot come from OE. Id, because of the rhyme lo : do

' Proceedings oftlte Philological Society, .Tune 3, 1881, pp. 58, 60.
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in the Cursor Mundi. The form low in the oldest text of the

Aneren Riwle points to OE. H6iu or H6g, which latter may be

a variation of I6c, which occurs in the Chronicle (Laud, 142

Earle)—'hi ferdon loc hu hi woldon,' where the other MSS.

have loca, the imper. of Idcian.

(4) loathsome. OE. Ids' has simply the meaning of hostility,

and there does not appear to be any such word as IwHsum.

loathsome was probably formed from wlatsum, by substitution

of the familiar Id^' for wldt-.

(5) swoon from the OE. partic. geswogen.

IV

1

Hive.

The current derivation of hive from the OE. hlw of hlw-

r^den is inconsistent with the OE. form, which is h^fe,

pointing to Arian kupio, cognate with Latin cujHi and OE.

hufe 'hood'. The original sense is 'round vessel', the root

being *cu 'swel'. Cp. Welsh cwch=' hoa.t' and 'beehive',

from the same root, wicing is not a Norse word, for it

occurs not only in Alfred's Orosius, but also in the still older

Epinal glossary, so that it is quite possible that the Norsemen
learnt it from the English pirates of the littus Saxonicum.

The derivation from Norse vlk ' bay ' becomes therefore still

more improbable, wlcing may be related to a hypothetical

*wiging like sucan to sugan, in which case it would have

originally meant simply ' warrior '. Cp. Norse hildingr from

hild.

V2
Heck, Bilewit, &c.

1. The E. verb reck ' care ' is generally referred to an OE.

recan cognate with O.Saxon rokian, &c., but what we really

find is reccan pret. rohte, reccileas appearing in one of our

oldest texts, the Corpus Glossary, recan appears three times

in the Pastoral, but in two of these cases the second c is added

above the line, so it is doubtful whether recan survived in

historic OE. The explanation seems to be that recan was

' Proceedings of the Philological Society, February 2, 1888, p. vi.

2 Ibid., February 6, 1885, p. ix.
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confused with reccan= ' direct', 'recount', &c. ; compare our
' take account of ', &c.

2. OE. bilewit ' simple ' seems to have had a long i, for

there are, no forms with eo, and Orm writes bil-whit, so the

word is probably to be explained as meaning ' white of bill
',

applied first of all to young birds, and then metaphorically

to simple and innocent people.

3. The ME. feminine sufRx -ild in ma^elild 'chatterer', gruc-

child 'grumbler', &c., can only be explained by the OE.

names in -Mid which, surviving mainly in the poetry, would

easily suggest such parodies as mafielild of MdeJ>hild, &c.

4. The so-called ' palatal-umlaut ' in Mercian and Northum-
brian Mh, berht^WS. heah, beorht, is probably due to the

guttural quality of the following consonant, which was thus

able to absorb a preceding guttural vowel. The labial/seems
to have had the same influence in hwerfan, which is the

regular representative of WS. hweorfan in the Corpus Gl. and

Vesp. Psalter.

5. The late WS. y for i in such words as hyre, hyne, ys,

-nysse, hyt, is apparently due to the want of .stress in these

words, for \ye hardly ever find such spellings as syttan in

accented words. This 2/ does not appear before gutturals in

such forms as ic, -lie. It seems to be most fully developed in

Western texts. Middle E. Western texts also showing such

spellings as hure, hus {= his), /use— 'these '.



VAEIOUS NOTES

II

DISGUISED COMPOUNDS IN OLD ENGLISH

1. Pultum.

It has long been suspected that fultum, is a compound of

full with some other word, but, as far as I know, nothing

more satisfactory has as yet been proposed than Grimm's/wZ? +
ddm,, with an inexplicable change of cZ to i. His derivation

is made still more improbable by the form fulteman of

the verb, which is very common in the older texts (Pastoral

233. 8, 305. 4; Vesp. Psalms 88. 44) and is the only one in

the oldest of all English texts, the Epinal glossary, which has

fwltemendi, fultemeTiduTn, these readings being supported by

the Erfurt and Corpus texts. From these data I conjectured

that fultum might be a compound of full and team, through

an intermediate /w.^iem- whose short vowel was assimilated to

the root one. I brought forward this view in a paper I read

before the Philological Society, but it was almost unanimously

rejected by my hearers. I was therefore rather pleased to

find the gloss emolomentum, fulteam in the Erfurt glossary.

2. Sulung.

The word sulung is peculiar to the Kentish Charters, where

it expresses apparently some measure of land, like the ordinary

furlang. The form sulong (Kemble, i. 338) suggests compo-

sition with lang, and &sfur(k)lang = ' furrow-length', sulung

or sulang may be sulh-lang = 'plough-length', which comes

to the same thing. We have here the same ' vowel-harmony

'

as in fultum. A common variation of sulung is sivulung, for

which it is superfluous to give references, pointing to an older

*swulg for sulg. We might also assume *swelg were it not

for the dative sylg (Past. 403. 2) and plural syll (^line's Horn.

1 Anglia, vol. iii, 1880, pp. 151-4.
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ii. 450. 6), which put sulg in the same consonantal class as burg.

This older form at once suggests a plausible etymology for

sulg, namely swelgan, the plough being regarded as the
' devourer ' of the earth.

3. Latteow, Lareow.

An older form of Idttedw is Idt3e6w (Past. 305. 4) from

which it is assimilated like dxtte from 3xt3e. In Boethius

(Fox, 174. 2) we find latpiow, where the older Cotton MS. has

ladpeow, pointing clearly to Idd ' path ' and ^ediu ' servant
',

Idtteoiu being equivalent to ' minister itineris '. It is evident

that /edw is here used in the same nobler signification which

it must have had in such names as Ongenpedw, &c. lildtteow

is IddSeow, there is little difficulty in believing Idredw to

be HdrSedw with the 3 dropped, = ' minister doctrinae '.

4. lutinga.

This word is, I believe, usually, connected with the adjec-

tive getenge and its cognates. The change of the Norse h'As-

ping into husting (Chronicle 1012, in my Reader ^ 114. 45),

evidently due to the desire of avoiding the combination s/,

suggests that intinga may, in like manner, represent an older

*inpinga = ' inner affair ', from which the meaning ' cause

'

would easily develop itself.

II

THE PRETERITE OF ' CUMAN '.

One of the most marked distinctions between late and early

West Saxon is the treatment of original a before nasals.

While in Alfred's language such forms as monn, ond, long,

noma, /rom constantly occur, they entirely disappear in such

later works as .^Ifric's Homilies, which have only mann, and,

lang, nama, fram. The only exceptions are a few unaccented

words, 3on, Sonne, on, and, rarely, from,, although all these

words appear throughout the whole range of the language

more or less sporadically with their original a. It is there-

fore remarkable that the preterite of cuman keeps its o in-

variably, not only in the earliest but also in the latest West

^ [p. 100, 1. 46 in enlarged edition of Beader.]
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Saxon, whether in the archaic form of cwom, cuom or in the

usual one of com. Such a form as *cam is as unheard-of in

^Ifric's Homilies as in Alfred's Pastoral and Orosius or the

Winchester Chronicle. In the whole course of my reading I

have only found a single cam, and that is in a late Cambridge

MS. from which Cockayne printed the Martyrology (Shrine

31. 9), where I suspect an editorial slip.

This anomalous retention of the older o is after all only

apparent; co'm kept its vowel unchanged for a very simple

reason, namely that it was long. It is not often that vowels

are doubled to express length, but when they are, it is in-

variably done in the right place. The spelling coom, therefore,

in the Pastoral (345. 3) is in itself a strong argument, which

becomes irresistible when we confront it with the late com.

The change of com, into cdm is evidently due to the vowel

of the plural, the exceptional com, cdmon being levelled under

slog, slogon. The same change of no7n, ndmon is proved for

the Kentish dialect by the spelling /ornoom (intercepit) of the

Corpus Glossary, and probably for the Anglian dialects as

well, for both the Durham Book and the Mercian Rushworth

Matthew seem to have only nomon, not ndmon, which is com-

moner than ndmon in West Saxon.

The Peterborough Chronicle, which represents both the

direct continuation of the Mercian Rushworth, and the parent

dialect of modern literary English, entirely agrees with the Late

West Saxon in having com ( = cdm,) and nam, which latter

must be ascribed to the direct influence of the south-western

dialect, like many other forms which are against Rushworth

and agree with Modern E., such as giuen, gyuen, iiven against

the Rushworth gefan, geofan,gsefan, mycel interchanging with

micel, &c. The first occurrence of the modem cam that I

have noted is in the Northumbrian Cursor Mundi, 1. 1205,

where it rhymes on Adam, the more southern Fairfax MS.

characteristically substituting the pair come : tome. Lastly

the rhyme-index to Chaucer gives both coom : noovi and cam

:

nam, : ram, showing a remarkable mixture of dialects.

The lengthening of Modern E. cam,e is parallel to that of

other preterites, such as gave, bralce, &c., and is probably due
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to the analogy o£ the disyllabic infinitives and participles,

hrelcen, eten, broken, eten, &c.

The form nam must be due to some analogy. Norse in-

fluence cannot be thought of, as all the languages show uni-

formly Icom (short in Swedish and Danish, as, of course, in

Old Icelandic also), and that of the Dutch kwam is impossible.

It must be noted that preterites in -dm were altogether ano-

malous in Middle English, which, indeed, in its later stage, had

very few preterites in 6 at all. It is therefore most probable

that cdm became cam partly by the analogy of the southern

nam and partly by that of the numerous preterites of the

swamm-class. I would sum up the history of these forms as

follows : com was common Old English, ndin probably common
non-West Saxon. Afterwards the West Saxon nam spread

' northward, and finp-Uy, with the help of swam,, its vowel

entirely supplanted that both of nom, and com,.

mi
INFLUENCE OF STRESS IN OLD ENGLISH

eo, ea. While West Saxon has eo in earn, heora and other

subordinate words, the other dialects have ea, sometimes, as in

the Vespasian Psalter, to the exclusion of eo, sometimes alter-

nating "with it. The original relation probably was that these

words had two forms, one emphatic with eo, the other un-

emphatic with ea. WS. tended to generalize the strong, the

other dialects the weak forms. But even WS. has the weak
eart against eom, and in the Lauderdale Orosius earn occurs

once. So also earon is the weak form of eorun from original

*erun. eotn may have been preserved in WS. through being

levelled under Mom,, becoming ^om. Such forms as earSe,

which occur occasionally in Ps. and more frequently elsewhere,

are due to the analogy of the generalized weak forms : when
earn, had supplanted eom,, and thus became the sole emphatic,

as well as unemphatic form, it naturally led to the change of

eor^e into earSe, &c. The change of o into a under diminished

1 Proceedings qfthe Philological Society, March 3, 18S2, pp. 75-7.
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stress is parallel to that of the o in gvmio into the a of guma,

and to the development of 4a out of aeo from original au.

ea, a. To late WS. eall corresponds all in the other dialectS)

and this form is also common in early WS. eall cannot be

explained from all, but both forms are independent modifi-

cations of an earlier sell, which, together with the other two,

occurs in a WS. charter of 847. The same se is also found in

the oldest Kentish charters. The type heard is the regular

one in all dialects and all periods, except in some of the oldest

Northumbrian texts, where hard is the general form. Here,

again, hard and the heard of the later Northumbrian can only

be explained as independent modifications of an earlier *hserd.

The oldest Kentish charters show both heard and hard, the

latter generally (as pointed out by Zeuner, Sprache des

Psalters, p. 24) in the second half of compounds, a for ea in

unaccented syllables is preserved in the non-WS. hldfard.

The WS. hldford points to *hldfword, with the same influence

of the w as in the erefeword and tdword,= 'WS. erfeweard and

tdweard, of the Ps. wo-= wa- also occurs in WS. names, such

as Osivold, jElfwold. h has the same influence in Grimbold.

This explanation of the o in these words seems preferable to

Paul's theory of the retention of prehistoric o. Unmodified a

= unaccented se is preserved in the frequent her{e)paff= herepxS,

and in was—wses. To sum up : original se before rovl + cons,

became regularly ea under stress, Avhen unemphatic and

stressless it became o. Late WS. generalized the strong

forms heard, eall ; the other dialects also adopted the strong

heard, but generalized the weak all.

bindetS, bint. In OE. we find a fuller form hires' alter-

nating with a contracted hirS, which must evidently have

differed as emphatic and unemphatic forms respectively. This

duality runs through all the dialects. The preference of the

Ps., &c., for the fuller forms is probably due to its being an

interlinear gloss, which would lead to the words being written

down in their disconnected, emphatic forms. To hmS, bird

correspond hindeS and hint respectively, hint comes from an

older bindit, preserved in the oldest glossaries, which show

a constant fluctuation between hindith, hindiS, and bindit.
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Even in the Cura Pasfcoralis we find ^)icet, &c. -it and -iS

can be connected only on the assumption of -it standing for

-id in accordance with what appears to have been a general

change of unaccented final d into t, shown also in sint, the

unemphatic form corresponding to the emphatic lengthened

sindun, weorS^mynt, elpent, faerelt, the later d of sind, wur&-

Tnynd, &c., being due to the influence of the forms in which

the d had been preserved by a following vowel, such as sin-

dun, weor^myr^de, the opposite influence having worked in such

forms asfserelte, &c. The two forms -i/ and-ic? from original

-eti evidently fall under Verner's law, and point to accentua-

tion of the root and of the ending respectively. We may
suppose that before the Germanic accent assumed its present

limitations, the influence of such varying accentuations as those

preserved in Sanskrit bhdvati and tuddti would naturally lead

to the difierentiation of an emphatic hindepi and an unemphatic

bindepi='he binds' and 'he-binds' respectively, resulting

finally in bindip and bindid. OE. preserved both forms,

while Old Saxon generalized the weak bindid. High German
-it is ambiguous, as its predecessor -id may have been either

= Old S. -id, or else have arisen from i/.

IV

1

ENGLISH IT

The early loss of the h of it (even Orm showing itt) is

opposed not only to he, her, &c., but also to the oblique cases

(his, him) of it itself. In Mod. E. we have a distinction

between emphatic he, him,, &c., and unemphatic (enclitic) 'e, 'im,,

which is always observed in natural speech. The dropping of

unaccented h is proved for OE. by such forms as jElfere,

Byrhtdm for ^fhere, Byrhthelm,, &c. Even in OE. there

must have been unemphatic forms such as ine, it parallel to the

emphatic hine, hit. In the case of Ae, hine, the emphatic

forms were written everywhere, while the emphatic hit, being

much rarer than the unemphatic it, was at last entirely

supplanted by it, in speech as well as writing.

^ Proceedings of the Philological Society, February 2, 1883, p. vi.

1E04
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HISTOEY OF IN ENGLISH

The current view in Germany is that OE. g represented an

open cons, ('spirant') not only ' medially, but also initially,

palatal (=j) in gefan, &c., guttural (=gh) in gold, &c.

The evidence both of the cognates and of OE. itself bears

out this view for medial and final g, but not for initial g.

The only language which has initial (gh) is Dutch, but there is

no evidence of this being old. Middle Flemish gh- in gheven

does not, as is generally assumed, denote this sound, but is

simply a Romance spelling to show that the g had not the

French sound which it had in borrowed words such as gentel.

The OE. evidence is also against initial (gh) and (j). There

is a law in OE. by which d+z, 8^ or v becomes t + s, &c., both

being unvoiced, as in bletsian from *blodizon. In the

Northumbrian Liber Vitae this law is carried out regularly in

compounds, such as altfriS' {= aldfri3^, eaWry3, eatfrith. But

we do not find *eat{c)har, but only eadgar, aldgisl, &c., show-

ing that the g cannot have been an open cons. Again,

the West Saxon change of ge- into gie-, as in giefan, is perfectly

parallel to that of ce- into cie-, as in ciest (chest), and can only

be explained as the introduction of an t-glide after a palatal

stop, (jevan) becoming (jjevan) just as (cest) became (cjest).

We can understand (gaadn) becoming (gjaadn), but not (jaad)

becoming (jjaad)—except on paper.

Original j as in geong (young) having also become stopped

in OE., the palatal stop was expressed indifferently by i, g, or

ge, as was the case in the contemporary Romance spelling.

An OE. iecaes for geacaes no more proves (j) than French

jamais does.

In Middle E. initial (c) became (tsh), while initial (j) became

not (dzh) but (j). So also in Swedish initial k and g before

front vowels, which in Icelandic are still perfectly parallel (kj,

gj), have diverged into (cjh) [nearly= (tsh)] and (j), as in

henna, gora.

The supposed OE. initial (gh) has been carried back by

^ Proceedings of the Philological Society, February 2, 1883, pp. vii, viii.
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German scholars to the prehistoric period of the first Germanic

consonant-shift (' Grimm's Law '). They assume that Arian gf'

(commonly written gh) passed through the stage of (gh).

Vemer's law has no doubt proved that the g which alternates

with h, as in slsegen, slean (=sleahan) must once have been

(gh), but there is no such evidence for Paul's theory that g'

passed into g through (gh). Arian g' was a purely vocal sound

—an emphasized (g) and could be modified only in two ways :

(1) by simple dropping of the ( ' ), or (2) its devocalization,

giving (g'), whence (k'), as in Old Greek, and open (kh), as in

Mod. Greek. The parallel gh:%::kh:x holds good only on

paper.

There is besides a law of prehistoric Germanic by which n
before (x) is dropped after nasalizing the preceding vowel,

which nasalization was afterwards lost. Thus the adj. lT,hto

(Germ, leicht) comes from *linhto, linktd,leng't6 from Viang'.

If the adj. lango from the same root had had (j), the resulting

combination (nj) ought to have been treated in the same way,

giving *log in Old English, instead of lang. It is clear that

at the time when this law was working all g'a, from original k

as well as from g', must have been stops, the latter having

been so from the beginning. The following were, therefore,

the stages of the first consonant-shift

:

k g g'

X (h—) ; g k g
The change of g between vowels into (5) was then carried

out separately in the difierent languages.

Q 2





IV. SHELLEY'S NATURE-POETRY^
Beginnings of Nature-Poetry : The Rig-Veda.

The first germs of those emotions which inspire the nature-

poetry of a Shelley or a Wordsworth must be sought in the

purely physical sensations of pleasure and pain which man
has in common with the higher animals. The emotions which

inspired Shelley in that famous description of sunrise which

opens the second act of his Prometheus Unbound, can be

traced back step by step to the sensations of a shivering

savage basking in the genial warmth and welcome light which

relieve him from the discomforts and terror of the night.

To the emotion of fear is nearly allied that of wonder and

awe ; and with the growth of intellect, wonder would

naturally develop into curiosity, and the desire to fathom

I
the mysteries of nature.

This was the stage of development which had been reached

by the ancient Hindu poets of the Rig-Veda—generally sup-

posed to be about four thousand years old. But the spirit

—

though not the actual language—of most of these hymns is

far older: the Rig-Veda—'Hymn-Veda'—might almost be

called the Bible of the Aryan race, that race which includes

Celts and Teutons as well as Greeks and Romans. The Rig-

Veda is the true key to the origin of Aryan poetry, mythology,

and religion.

There is a peculiar fitness in making these old Hindu
hymns the starting-point of the present sketch ; for no

modern poetry, not even that of Wordsworth himself, draws

its inspiration so largely from inanimate nature.

The character of that inspiration has already been indicated.

It was one in which the sense of beauty is always associated

with, and subordinated to, that of the pleasant and the useful.

' Read before the Shelley Society, Wednesday, May 9, 1888. Printed ' for

private circulation ', London 1901.
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' We find in the Vedic hymns many expressions of delight in

the beauty of the dawn, personified—for in the Vedas every-

thing is personified—as a beautiful virgin ; of fire, personified

as a golden-haired youth ; of lightning ; and, indeed, of every-

thing that is bright in nature. But the primitive Aryan

would have been as blind to the beauty of the dawn as he was

to that of sunset, had not the dawn been associated in his

mind with the sense of relief from the terrors of the night.

So also his admiration of the ' golden-haired youth ' was only

a part of his gratitude to the 'trusty house-friend', the

' messenger to the gods '. Lightning, too, was associated with

I the fertilizing rain-clouds.

The strongest emotions which nature excited in early Aryan

minds were those of awe and wonder, whose first dawnings

are so powerfully brought before us by Wordsworth in a

passage of the Prelude quoted by Mr. Myers in his Words-

worth. In this description, as Mr. Myers remarks, ' the boy's

mind is represented as passing through precisely the train of

emotion which we may imagine to be at the root of the

theology of many barbarous peoples.' It will, therefore, be

worth while to give the passage in full

:

I dipped my oars into the silent lake.

And as I rose upon the stroke, my boat
Went heaving through the water like a swan ;

—

When from behind the craggy steep till then
The horizon's bound, a huge peak, black and huge.
As if with voluntary power instinct,

Upreared its head. I struck and struck again;
And, growing still in stature, the grim shape
Towered up between me and the stars, and still,

For so it seemed, with purpose of its own,
And measured motion like a living thing.

Strode after me. With trembling oars I turned.
And through the silent water stole my way
Back to the covert of the willow tree;

There in her mooring-place I left the bark,
And through the meadows homeward went, in grave
And serious mood. But after I had seen
That spectacle, for many days, my brain
Worked with a dim and undetermined sense
Of unknown modes of being ; o'er my thoughts
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There hung a darkness—call it solitude.

Or blank desertion. No familiar shapes
Remained, no pleasant images of trees,

Of sea, or sky, no colours of green fields;

But huge and mighty forms, that do not live

Like living men, moved slowly through the mind
By day, and were a trouble to my dreams.

' The key-note to the Vedic conception of nature is an over-

whelming sense of its strength and man's weakness. The
only heroes of Vedic song are the personified powers of nature

—the sky, the storm, the lightning. Whenever human kings

and heroes are mentioned, it is only to extol the might and

goodness of the sky-god Indra, who delivers them from

danger and captivity, and guides them to victory. So strong

is the sense of man's weakness and helplessness that even

animals are regarded as his equals, if not his superiors. To

the Vedic poets the bull is ' the invincible one ', and the cow

is the ' she*-invincible '.

They were also deeply impressed by the regularity of

nature's operations—the unfailing succession of day and night

and of the seasons, the unswerving path of the sun through

the sky. This new sense of ideal law appealed to their moral

as well as their intellectual faculties. The sublimest of

natural objects—the sun—was to them something more than

a magnified earthly king, whose power, however great, may
be exercised capriciously and intermittently—he was a king

whose laws admitted of no exception, all-seeing and all-

powerful alike in detecting and in punishing crime.

The intellectual contemplation of nature, as already re-

marked, has its source in the emotions of wonder and curiosity.

The Vedic hymns are full of such questions as, How is it that

the sun is not fastened to the sky, and yet falls not? the

stars that shine at night, where do they hide themselves by
day 1 Sometimes these ' obstinate questionings ' deal with

what we should consider very trivial problems. ' How is it

that the dark cow gives white milkV exclaims one of the

Vedic poets in wonder and perplexity.

Many of these questions were dismissed as insoluble, others

were solved by the bold analogies and metaphors which
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constitute primitive mythology. In one of the hymns we are

told that the sun is a tree, its rays being the roots, and that

King Varuna (the 'coverer'— a personification of the sky)

planted it in the groundless regions of the air. We see a

further development of this idea in the Yggdradll or 'world-ash'

of the Scandinavian mythology. In other hymns we find the

sun's rays regarded as levers or arms with which he is lifted

up at dawn, and as legs with which he marches through the

sky. Shelley's lines in Prometheus (i. 65)

:

Thou serenest Air,

Through which the Sun walks burning without beams

!

would have been met by a primitive Aryan with the serious

objection, How could the sun walk without legs? As has

often been remarked, what to us is mere poetic fancy was to

them sober scientific truth.

We see, then, that in this primitive stage, poetry, mythology,

religion, and science were all one—they were all simply

phases of the contemplation of nature.

But this unity could no longer be maintained when poetry,

mythology, religion, and science had once asserted their

independence. When, as was the case among the Greeks, the

primitive Aryan nature-poetry had developed into epos and

drama-—the rude beginnings of which we can see even in the

Vedic hymns,—when the old personifications of sky and sun

had been so humanized that all trace of their origin was lost,

then nature itself was put in the background.

This tendency was intensified by the growing complexity of

social and political life. It was no longer a struggle of man
against nature, but of man against man. The sense of beauty,

too, is absorbed by the creations of the plastic arts : the poet

of nature yields to the sculptor, architect, and painter; or

rather, he is hardly allowed to develop at all. Even in lyric

poetry descriptions of nature are introduced only when
subordinated to some human feeling or interest.

Celtic and Old English Poetry.

In tracing the growth of nature-poetry in England, it will

be worth while to glance at the characteristic features of
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Celtic and Old English ('Anglo-Saxon
')

poetry, especially as

regards their treatment of nature.

We will begin with Celtic literature, whose main character-

istics are familiar to most of us from the brilliant sketch of

Mr. Matthew Arnold. It is, however, to be regretted that he

did not base his conclusions on a study of the Irish rather

than the Welsh literature. The few remarks I shall offer are

founded on the Old Irish prose tales, or sagas, which, unlike

the Welsh, show no traces of mediaeval French influence, and

are, indeed, hardly touched even by Christianity.

Celtic literature, as every one knows, is distinguished above

all by picturesqueness and vividness of fancy. It is fantastic,

remote from real life, and shows an insatiable craving for the

marvellous. It delights in sudden surprises: it is intensely

sensational. In this respect the American writer, Edgar Allan

Poe, is perhaps the best modern type of an Old Irish story-

teller. That ghastly tale of his, The Fall of the House of Usher,

is thoroughly Celtic in its undisguised sacrifice of all considera-

tions of probability and moral sense to the development of

a telling situation.

Fantastic as it is, Celtic literature is hardly ever vague or

formless. It is full of the minutest descriptions, especially of

the personal appearance, features, and dress of its heroes and

heroines. These descriptions are inspired by a delicate sense

of beauty, shown above all in the extraordinary development

of the colour-sense. The Irish as well as the Welsh sagas are

full of colour-pictures. Thus we have in Irish literature the'

description of the young hero, Froech, swimming across the

pool in the river, and carrying the branch of mountain-ash,

whose red berries are contrasted with the whiteness of his

body and the blackness of the pool. The Old Irish not only

had a keen eye for contrasts of colour, but, what is still more
remarkable, their literature is full of minute descriptions of

shades of colour. Thus in the description of the hero Loegaire

we are told that he had hair of three colours : brown at the

roots, blood-red in the middle, and like a diadem of gold on

the surface. There is one famous colour-picture which

passed from Celtic into Old French literature, and so became
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common property o£ the Middle Ages. The Welsh version

of it given by Mr. Arnold shows evident traces of French

influence. An older and purely Celtic form of it occurs in

the Old Irish tale, The Exile of the Sons of Uisnech. Derdriu

sees her foster-father killing a calf in the snow, and a raven

comes to drink the blood. So Derdriu wishes she may have

a lover as white as the snow, as red as the blood, and as black

as the raven. The Welsh version tells how ' Peredur entered

a valley, and at the head of the valley he came to a hermit's

cell, and the hermit welcomed him gladly, and there he spent

the night, and in the morning he arose, and when he went

forth, behold, a shower of snow had fallen the night before,

and a hawk had killed a wild fowl in front of the cell. And
the noise of the horse scared the hawk away, and a raven

alighted upon the blood. And Peredur stood and compared

the blackness of the raven, and the whiteness of the snow,

and the redness of the blood, to the hair of the lady whom
best he loved, which was blacker than the raven, and to her

skin, which was whiter than the snow, and to her two cheeks,

which were redder than the blood upon the snow appeared to

him.' It is instructive to note how utterly wanting the

earlier version is in the romance and ' natural magic ' of the

later one.

In the Old English poetry almost everything is reversed

:

the minute descriptions, the elaborate comparisons, the

gorgeous colouring of Celtic romance are wanting. The

absence of the colour-sense is especially striking. Almost

pflie only colour that is mentioned in Old English poetry is

green. But when the Old English poets talk of ' the green

earth', they never contrast it, as a modern poet would do,

with the blue sky. The colour blue, indeed, is only mentioned

once in Old English poetry. What pleased our ancestors in

green fields and budding trees was not so much the beauty of

the colour as its associations with fertility and plenty
;
green

\with them meant ' verdant '. The only other colour that is at

all frequent in Old English poetry is white. Here again the

word does not so much suggest the specific colour white as the

general idea of ' brightness ' : a ' white helmet ' is a shining
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helmet of bronze. In the Scandinavian mythology Balder is

'the whitest of the gods', that is, the fairest, the most

beautiful. It is characteristic of the Celts tha,t with them
red was the 'beautiful' colour, the word derg having both

meanings in Old Irish.

The defective colour-sense of the Old Teutons is still seen

in their descendants—the modern Germans. Dr. Abel in one

of his linguistic essays speaks with wonder of the keen per-

ception of delicate shades of colour shown by English ladies

in shopping, and contrasts it with the duller perception of his

own countrywomen, noting also the poverty of the German
language in expressing distinctions of colour. All English

people, too, are struck by the poor and hard colouring of

German landscape painters.

But the Dutch, who are quite as pure Teutons as the

Germans, make the same criticism. They attribute the finer

colour-sense of their own painters to the richer colour of their

watery meadows and the varying hues of sky and cloud seen

only in damp climates. May not similar causes have produced

similar effects in England as well ? In other words, may not

the delicate colour-sense shown by the modern English

painters and poets have been developed through climatic

influences independently of any supposed Celtic influence or

Celtic ancestry ?

Inferior as the Old English literature is to the Celtic in

vivid colouring and richness of detail, it surpasses it in many
of the higher flights of imagination: it soars into regions

inaccessible to the quick-witted, but more superficial Celt.

^The moral force and earnestness, the restless enterprise of

the old Teutons stamped itself indelibly on their literature.

In the Seafarer—that most startlingly modem of all the Old

English poems—the approach of spring, when the earth's

bosom becomes fair again, and the groves resume their flowers,

inspires the youth with no tranquil joy or dreamy voluptuous-

ness, but with a longing to venture on the sea, and, like

Shelley's Alastor, 'to meet lone Death on the drear ocean's

waste.' The song of the cuckoo is to him even as the voice of

the ill-omened raven: it bodes bitter heart-sorrow. It is
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interesting to compare the Seafarer with Alastor. Alastor

braves death in despair of otherwise attaining his ideal of love

and beauty ; he lives in an atmosphere of sublime but

unhealthy sentiment. His gentleness, his beauty, have some-

thing feminine about them. The Seafarer, on the other hand,

is all manliness and energy. He casts back many a longing

glance at the joys of earth; but neither the love of woman

nor the sweet sound of the harp, nor the joyous revelry of his

beloved kinsmen avail aught against the mighty impulse

within him :
' My mind departs out of my breast like a sea-

bird, screams in its lonely flight, returns to me, fierce and

eager, impels me irresistibly over the wide waste of waters,

/over the whale's path.' ^

The landscape sense was highly developed among our Old

English ancestors. Nothing in literature is more vivid than

the passages in Beowulf which describe the 'secret land'

haunted by the monster Grendel, with its misty headlands, its

' wolf-slopes ', and the dread lake with fire gleaming in its

depths, overhung with icy trees— ' a joyless wood '. The sense

of awe and weirdness is heightened by one of those touches

peculiar to Old English poetry :
' when the heath-stalking

stag seeks that wood, hard-pressed by the hounds, he will

give up his life on the shore sooner than plunge in and hide

his head.'

The elegiac mood predominates in the Old English de-

scriptions of nature : the desolation of exile, the sad thoughts

of departed glory called forth by the sight of ancient ruins

—

L these are the favourite motives of their lyric poets. Nor are

purely idyllic descriptions wanting, such as the beautiful one

of the ideal happy island inhabited by the Phoenix, which

reminds us partly of Tennyson's description of 'the island-

valley of Avilion', partly of Shelley's ideal island in the

Euganean Hills with its ' windless bowers ', ' far from passion,

pain, and guilt ', Shelley's description of the imagined ruins

1 Compare Shelley in Zaon and Cythna, ii. 29

:

Her spirit o'er the ocean's floating state

Prom her deep eyes far wandering, on the wing
Of visions that were mine, beyond its utmost spring.

n
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of Venice in the same poem, with the sea-mew flying above,

and the palace gate ' toppling o'er the abandoned sea ', recalls

as strikingly that aspect of Old English lyric poetry repre-

sented by The Wanderer and the impressive fragment known
as The Ruin—really a description of the ruins of the Roman
city of Bath. Shelley heightens the effect, almost as in

Beovjulf, by ' the fisher on his watery way, wandering . at the

close of day ', hastening to pass the gloomy shore

Lest thy dead should, from their sleep

Bursting o'er the starlight deep,

Lead a rapid masque of death
O'er the waters of his path.

The ' natural magic ' of such a description as this is—or at

least, might be—wholly English, wholly Teutonic—strange as

such an assertion may seem to a critic like Mr. Arnold, whose

ideas of the Teutonic spirit are gained from a one-sided

contemplation of modern German literature at a period when
it was still struggling for the mastery of the rudiments of style

and technique, lost in the barbarism of the Thirty Years'

War.

Shelley's poem The Question is, on the other hand, as purely

Celtic both in its colour-pictures of ' green cow-bind ' and the
' moonlight-coloured may ', and ' flowers azure, black, and

streaked with gold, fairer than any wakened eyes behold', and

its ethereal unreality and delicate, fanciful sentiment. It

need hardly be said that this ' Celtic note ' in Shelley no more

proves Celtic race-influence than the ' Greek note ' in Keats

proves that Keats was of Greek descent. Shelley looks at

nature with the same eyes as an old Celtic poet because both

were inspired by the same sky and earth, both loved the same

flowers, fields, and forests.

Divergent as the Celtic and Teutonic literatures are, there

is yet a certain affinity between them which comes out clearly

when we contrast them with the southern literatures of

Greece and Rome, of Italy and France. To any one coming

fresh from the northern literatures, Greek poetry, with all its

greater clearness, moderation, and harmony, has a certain

want of picturesqueness—a sobriety of imagination which
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sometimes approaches to tameness and baldness. Greek poets

shoTT but little of that command of the weird and supernatural

which impresses us above all in the Old Icelandic literature,

and has been so powerfully rendered by Gray in his para-

phrase. The Descent of Odin. Homer's gods and goddesses are

merely human beings on a slightly larger scale: his account

of Ulysses' journey to the infernal regions stirs in us no

emotions of awe or mystery. Aeschylusl description of the

Furies in the Ewmenidte is equally wanting in the true

supernatural touch, and he only faUs into the horrible and

repulsive when he tells us that ' from their eyes drips loath-

some gore'. Shelley's description of the Furies in his

Prometheus is nobler and more impressive. The same

tendency to confound the loathsome with the impressive may
be seen in modem French literature, especially in Balzac—the

father of modem ' realism '.

^' This chai-acteristic difference between the imaginations of

northern and southern nations is no doubt due to the differ-

ence of climate. The ' misty moors ' of the poet of Beovmlf,

the gloomy skies and long winter nights of the north are

enough to explain the trait of weirdness common to Celtic

and Teutonic literature without any hypothesis of influence

on either side. Shelley says of his Witch of Atlas (W. of A.

78) that it is

A tale more fit for the weird winter nights
Than for these garish summer davs, w^hen we
Scarcely believe much more than we can see.

Both Celtic and Teutonic literature show the weak side of

their pecuhar power in a tendency to exaggerate the gigantic

into the formless—^a tendency which is strongly opposed to

the moderation and self-restraint of Greek art. In the Old
Irish tales we have the shadowy, only half corporeal, monsters
which come forth at night from the lakes, being in fact

nothing but personifications of mist and cloud. In Old
English poetry we have the gigantic figure of Grendel looming
indistinctly through the mists. Such creations would be
impossible in the sunny south, except among the deserts of

Arabia, whose gloomy, solitary wastes, swept by storms of
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dust, explain the striking analogy there is between the

(Teutonic and Semitic imagination.

Chaucer.
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distinguished, not by its own attributes, but solely with

reference to the use made of it by man

:

The byldere ok ; and ek the hardy assh

;

The piler elm, the cofre unto careyne;

The boxtre pipere; holm to whippes lassh;

The saylynge fyr ; the cipresse, deth to pleyne

;

The shetere ew; the asp, for shaftes pleyne;

The olyve of pes; and ek the dronke vyne;

The victor palm ; the laurer, to devyne.

Compare Shelley, in Alastor, 431

:

The oak,

Expanding its immense and knotty arms.

Embraces the light beech. The pyramids
Of the tall cedar overarching, frame
Most solemn domes within, and far below.

Like clouds suspended in an emerald sky,

The ash and the acacia floating hang.

Tremulous and pale.

/ A sharper contrast cannot be imagined.

I Spenser and Shakespeaee.

Leaving the Middle Ages behind, we come now to the first

great poet of the Renascence—Spenser. There is little that

is original or distinctive in his nature-poetry. He was, of

course, a great imitator of Chaucer, and in a passage of the

Faerie Queen (i. i. 8) he has followed Chaucer's above-quoted

description of the trees very closely, but with some significant

alterations and additions

:

The sailing pine ; the cedar proud and tall

;

The vine-prop elm ; the poplar never dry

;

The builder oak, sole king of forests all;

The aspen good for staves; the cypress funeral . . .

Here the oak is no longer regarded solely from the point of

view of a speculative builder who has just purchased ' a well-

timbered residential estate ', but a descriptive epithet is added,

and so with many of the other trees.

Shakespeare's attitude towards nature is much the same as

Chaucer's, allowing, of course, for.the greater range and depth
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of Shakespeare's genius. Wherever his subject requires it,

he shows an unlimited command not only of minutely

accurate and vivid descriptions of nature, but also of the

subtle charm of Celtic— we should rather say, Welsh—
romance. But even in his non-dramatic poetry there are few

traces of what may be called a disinterested love of inanimate

nature. Nature with him is always a means to an end :

either to heighten human emotion, or as supplying materials

for those far-reaching similes and metaphors in which his

restless intellect delighted.

To us, trained by Wordsworth and Shelley to regard nature

with reverence even in her humblest manifestations, there

is something startling in Shakespeare's irreverent famili-

arity. No poet of the present century would speak of the

clouds or of night 1 as Shakespeare does in such passages

as these:

Full many a glorious morning have I seen . . .

Anon permit the basest clouds to ride

With ugly rack on his celestial face. (Sonnet xxxiii.)

To let base clouds o'ertake me in my way.
Hiding thy bravery in their rotten smoke.

(Sonnet xxxiv.)

Which, like a jewel hung in ghastly night,

Makes black night beauteous and her old face new.
(Sonnet xxvii.)

And see the brave day sunk in hideous night.

(Sonnet xii.)

* Though Shakespeare's main view of night is of its blackness or hideous-

ness, yet he has passages to the contrary, as in the Merchant of Venice, v. i.

56-63

:

Soft stillness and the night

Become the touches of sweet harmony.
Sit, Jessica ! Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold 1

There's not the smallest orb which thou beholdst,

But in his motion like an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed chei-ubims

:

Such harmony is in immortal souls.

See too Juliet's ' blessed night ', and remember Marlowe's

Oh, thou art fairer than the evening air

Clad in the beauty of a thousand stars 1

1D04 Xi
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Compare Spenser {F. Q., i. v. 20)

:

Where grisly night, with visage deadly sad,

That Phoebus' cheerful face durst never view,

And in a foul black pitchy mantle clad . . .

And coalblack steeds yborn of hellish brood.

Shakespeare had nothing of that feeling which made

Wordsworth exclaim

The world is too much with us!^

or prompted Shelley's Invitation

:

Away, away, from men and towns.

To the wild woods and the downs

—

To the silent wilderness,

Where the soul need not repress

Its music, lest it should not find

An echo in another's mind.
While the touch of nature's art

Harmonizes heart to heart.

It is curious to note that though the last two lines are

a paraphrase of Shakespeare's ' One touch of nature ', the

sentiment they convey is one which would be utterly un-

intelligible to Shakespeare himself.

r~ In Shakespeare's time there was, indeed, no antagonism

between art and nature, between town and country.^ To

Shakespeare, a street in a town was as much a piece of nature

as a glade in a forest, and to him there was no incongruity in

associating the two ideas together, as when (A. T.L.I., ii. i)

1 Compare Sonnet Ixvi

:

Tii-ed with all these, for restful death I cry . . .

Tired with all these, from these woiild I be gone.

^ I admit that in Scene iii. Act ni of Cymheline is a good deal on the

antagonism between town and country ; but not in my sense : it is the con.

trast of the 'quiet life' of the country with the 'sharper', pushing, intriguing

life of the town, like the Duke's :

Are not these woods
More free from peril than the envious court?

{As You Like It, ii. i.)

So Touchstone's contrast is of rustic dullness with court amusements : As Ton

Like It, m. i. See also Caxton's Curicd (from Alain Chartier's French), and
the discussion ' Of cyulle and vn-cyuile Life ', or The English Courtier and the

Couniry-6entleman, 1586 : Roxburghe Library, 1868.
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he calls the deer in the forest, ' Native burghers of this desert

city.'

Hence also Shakespeare saw no incongruity in making

heaven 'peep through the blanket of the dark', which to

a modern reader has a downright ludicrous effect.

Akin to this freedom is Shakespeare's lavish use of that

Ibold, imaginative hyperbole in which he is unsurpassed

:

The sky, it seems, would pour down stinking pitch,

But that the sea, mounting to the welkin's cheek.

Dashes the fire out. {T. i. ii.)

The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds;

The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous mane,
Seems to cast water on the burning bear
And quench the guards of the ever-fixed pole.

{0th. II. i.)

A nineteenth-century poet has to be more scrupulous. The

mild hyperbole of' such a passage as Shelley's Laon and
Cythna, iii. 12

:

Upon that rock a mighty column stood . . .

. . . o'er its height to fly

Scarcely the cloud, the vulture, or the blast,

Has power,

shows the limits which he cannot transgress without the im-

putation of plagiarism, or imitation of the Elizabethan style.

Milton.

The essential continuity between Chaucer and Shakespeare

in the treatment of nature makes the gap between Shake-

speare and Milton all the more striking. Milton was, indeed,

far in advance of his age in this respect. As the Puritans

anticipated the political and social changes of the eighteenth

century, so also did the great Puritan poet anticipate its

nature-poetry. Milton's L'Allegro and II Penseroso areJH

indeed, not only the first examples iu modem English poetry

of what the Germans call stimmungshilder, ' mood-pictures ',

but they have served as models up to the present day. These

poems are the first conscious attempts in English literature to

embody in words the subtle impressions we receive from

solitary communion with nature. So perfect is the poet's

b2
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command of these ' nature-moods ' that he is not contented

with taking some phase of nature and tracing the emotions

excited by it, but reverses the process: he takes some one

emotion—such as melancholy—and calls up at will from

external nature everything that contributes to the effect he is

aiming at. Most wonderful of all is the way in which every

emotion is heightened or toned down into harmony with the

rest of the picture by subtle contrast with its opposite. In

the bright, hot noontide we are led into shady forests ; in the

calm stillness of night our thoughts are directed to the lights

|of heaven and the busy stir of human life.^

In Milton's poetry we see the sense of landscape fully

developed for the first time. He is, indeed, the first English

poet to employ the word ' landscape ' in its present sense (in

L'Allegro)

:

Straight mine eye hath caught new pleasures,

Whilst the landscape round it measures.

As the constituents of the landscape he enumerates lawns,

fallows, mountains, meadows, brooks, rivers, together with

towers and battlements. The inclusion of these last reminds

us that 'landscape' was originally a technical terra of the

Dutch painters, used to designate the background and other

accessories in a figure-piece.

The word ' scenery ' was in like manner borrowed from the

technical language of the stage; it does not seem to have

come into general use till the beginning of the next century.

Exquisite as Milton's sense of beauty is, it is cold-blooded

—

rather that of a poetic epicure than an enthusiast. To him

a beautiful landscape is a beautiful landscape, and nothing

more. He has but little of the ' sheer inimitable Celtic note

'

that Mr. Arnold finds in Shakespeare, nor on the other hand

does his nature-poetry show anything of the moral earnestness

of Wordsworth, or the rapt ecstasy of Shelley.

Eighteenth Centuey.

In the eighteenth century the poetry of nature is enriched

and deepened by two new factors, one moral, the other

' Brand], Coleridge, p. 88.
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intellectual. It was then that the hard, narrow puritanism

of Milton expanded into a new spirit of humanity and

philanthropy, whose influence in poetry we see steadily

widening up to the time of Shelley. In Milton's L'Allegro the^
ploughman ' whistling o'er the furrowed land ' is simply part

of a picture ; in Gray's Elegy the ploughman as he ' homeward
plods his weary way ' is an object of pity and sympathy : the

hardships of the poor and sympathy with their lot are /

henceforth sources of poetic emotion. As the century

advanced, the circle of sympathy is widened to include

suffering animals as well as human beings. Another charac-

teristic feature of the century is the love of children and

the growth of the family affections—both of which are con-

spicuously absent from Shakespeare's poetry.

The intellectual tendencies of the eighteenth century^

were at first unfavourable to the development of poetic

imagination. But the simplicity, clearness, and directness of

thought and expression achieved by Pope and his school,

the patient, plodding accuracy of Thomson's descriptions of

nature, were necessary links in the chain of development;

and when Gray had turned back to seek fresh inspiration

in the nature-poetry of Milton, the ground was fully pre-

pared for a Coleridge, a Wordsworth, and a Shelley. In

another way, too, Gray was a pioneer, in advance not only

of his own age, but also of the present one—in his attempts

to popularize such of the masterpieces of northern poetry,

both Celtic and Scandinavian, as were accessible to him.

Although Gray never succeeded in shaking off the false

rhetoric of his age, he knew instinctively where to seek the /

antidote.

The most striking feature of the intellectual life of the

eighteenth century is the rapid development of the natural

sciences, and their popularization towards the end of the

century. In our days the practical applications and con-

sequent utilitarian associations of science have somewhat

deadened us to the imaginative element in it, and made it

a little diflBcult for us to realize the enthusiasm which the

electrical and chemical discoveries of such men as Franklin,
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Priestley, and Davy roused even among the most frivolous of

their contemporaries.

One inevitable result of that growth of large towns which

went hand in hand with increased material prosperity, was

the development of an antagonism between town and country

life which soon began to express itself in literature. This

antagonism showed itself in two- opposite forms.

In the beginning of the century it took the form of a

cultured contempt for the boorishness and intellectual narrow-

ness and stagnation of country life. This feeling lasted

through the whole century down to the beginning of the

present one, and was especially persistent among the literary

critics, until their opposition was broken down by the triumph

of Wordsworth and the Lake School.

But in the latter half of the century the antagonism

between town and country took the opposite form of a revolt

against the artificiality and insincerity of town life. On the

Continent the return to nature was elevated into a religion,

and preached as a gospel by Rousseau. In England, where

art had never so completely lost touch with nature as on the

Continent, the new tendencies worked themselves out in a

more moderate and practical spirit. For our present purpose

I

it is especially important to note the reform in gardening and

laying out parks, which aimed at following instead of dis-

torting nature, as in the older Italian style. From England

it spread to the Continent. The park at Munich is still called

'the English garden'. The eighteenth-century landscape-

gardening certainly paved the way for that love of wild

(nature which became general towards the end of the century.

This love of wild nature, which was greatly popularized by
the romances of Mrs. Radcliffe and her school—in which

crime, mystery, brigands, ruined castles, and primaeval forests

are delightfully jumbled together—showed itself in an appre-

ciation of the rugged scenery of mountains and moors, and

a delight in open and solitary space, however barren and
desolate— feelings which often developed into an austere love

of barrenness and desolation for their own sake.

All these are feelings which would have been unintelligible
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to Shakespeare and his contemporaries. It is very doubtful

if Shakespeare would have seen any beauty in Keats's

picture of

The new soft-fallen mask
Of snow upon the mountains and the moors;

and it is certain he would not have sympathized with Shelley's

feeling (Julian and Maddalo, 14)

:

I love all waste
And solitary places; where we taste

The pleasure of believing what we see

Is boundless as we wish our souls to be.

So far from seeing any beauty in moorland, Shakespeare

singles it out for especial contempt

:

' Now would I give a thousand furlongs of sea for an acre

of barren ground, long [ling f] heathj brown [broom ?] furze,

anything.' {T., i. i.)

To be blown about in winds,^ which to us moderns is rather

an exhilarating idea than otherwise, is to him the awfullest

doom that superstition can imagine

:

To be imprisoned in the viewless winds,

And blown with restless violence round about
The pendent world. (M. M., ill. i.)

Whip me, ye devils,

From the possession of this heavenly sight!

Blow me about in winds ! {0th., v. ii.)

It is instructive to compare the nearest parallel passage in

Shelley (Cenci, V. iv. 57), which may, indeed, easily be a

reminiscence of those quoted above

:

Sweet heaven, forgive weak thoughts! If there should be

No God, no Heaven, no Earth in the void world;

The wide, grey, lampless, deep, unpeopled world

!

•^ I do not forget

The merry wind
Blows off the shore

in the Comedy of Errors, iv. i. 90-1 ; or Prospero's promise to Ariel

:

Thou shalt be as free

As mountain winds. {Tempest, i. ii. 497-8.)
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Similar passages in Shelley are

:

Shall we therefore find

No refuge in this merciless wide world?
(Cenci, i. iii. 106.)

Sheltered by the warm embrace of thy soul

From hungry space. (From., iv. 479.)

It is evident that the modem poet's conception of desolation

and negation has to be made more abstract : he cannot bring

in anything so concrete as blowing winds.

It need hardly be said that this love of the wilder aspects

of nature was of slow growth, and was only gradually evolved

out of the primitive emotions of awe and fear. Indeed, when

we find eighteenth-century tourists dwelling on the awful

wildness and horrible desolation of the Derbyshire Peak or

the Cheddar Cliffs—scenery which most of us, spoilt by the

Alps and Pyrenees, would consider rather tame and mild—we

are inclined to take them too literally, and to forget that in

that self-conscious age people were apt to accentuate their

newly-found pleasure in the sublime by a little occasional

exaggeration, just as the luxurious tourist of the present day

likes to dwell on the mostly imaginary hardships of ' roughing

it'. But it must also be remembered that throughout the

eighteenth century travelling at the best was never free from

hardship and danger, and that every heath and waste place

was associated with traditions of crime and violence. These

associations would naturally linger even after their causes had

ceased to exist.

Shelley's Characteristics.

To all these manifold influences of the century of his birth

Shelley was acutely sensitive, and they are all reflected in his

poetry. The question, how far he succeeded in giving poetical

expression to the social and political ideals of his age, and

whether his poetry, as poetry, benefited or not thereby, is one

which does not concern us here. There can, on the other

hand, be no doubt that his enthusiastic studies in philosophy

and natural science—superficial as the latter were—were an
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essential factor in his poetic development, especially as regards

his poetry of nature. Not that he was in any way a cross

between a poet and a man of science. Shelley was no Jules

Verne—he was not even a Plato. The real work of his life was

poetry; although it is possible that had he lived longer he

would, like Coleridge, have turned more and more to philo-

sophy, if indeed he had not taken to practical politics. But

poet as he was, he was above all an intellectual—we might

almost say, a scientific—poet.

Akin to the intellectual temperament—though unfortunately

not always associated with it—is the love of truth. This

Shelley had in a high degree. He had, above all, the virtue of

intellectual honesty—a rare virtue everywhere, and especially

rare among practical-minded, compromise-loving Englishmen.

To Shelley a thinker who was afraid to go the whole length

of his intellectual tether was as contemptible as any other kind

of coward. He himself showed his rare combination of

intellectual and moral strength in the fearless consistence

with which he carried out his principles in whatever regions

of theory or practice they led him into. His strength of

character was shown not less strikingly in the resolutely

agnostic attitude he took on subjects which he believed to be

beyond human ken. He was not the man to seek consolation,

as John Stuart Mill advises us to do, in the cultivation of

religious beliefs which our reason refuses to sanction ; while,

on the other hand, he was equally free from the dogmatism

with which many philosophers and men of science have

attempted to define the boundaries of the knowable and

unknowable.

Hence the vagueness with which, both in his poetry and

prose, he has expressed himself on such questions as the

existence of a Deity and the immortality of the soul. Hence

also the want of any one central view of nature in his poetry.

I do not understand why Mr. Stopford Brooke attributes this

feature of Shelley's philosophy and poetry to a supposed love

of the vague and indefinite for their own sake. I find no

trace of indefiniteness in Shelley's expression of his views on

those questions of philosophy, religion, art, morality, and
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politics which are within the range of human intellect. On

the contrary, they form a gospel of life as definite as it is

consistent and comprehensive. If Shelley refuses to commit

himself to Wordsworth's belief that

Every flower

Enjoys the air it breathes,

or to model all his poetry on the lines of a definite systematic

pantheism, it is simply because he did not consider such

beliefs to be capable of proof or disproof in the present state

of our knowledge, and therefore contented himself with vague

indications of his pantheistic leanings, cautiously expressed,

as in the conclusion of the Invitation

:

And all things seem only one
In the universal Sun.

Another aspect of Shelley's intellectual temperament is its

[ideality and tendency to abstraction. This tendency is shown
' even more in his delineation of human character and action

than in his treatment of nature. His treatment of human
nature is rarely sympathetic. The sensitiveness of his organi-

zation made him shrink with feminine horror from all cruelty

and violence, and his clear, truthful intellect made him

impatient of injustice, hypocrisy, and conventionality. But

somehow his impassioned philanthropy fails to touch our

hearts. His enthusiasm is not contagious: it dazzles our

imagination, but it leaves us cold. Shelley is singularly

wanting in pathos, except in a few cases where he is drawing

directly on his own emotions and experience, or giving *an

idealized portrait of himself, as in Alastor or the song of the

third spirit in the first act of ProTnethevs ('I sat beside a

sage's bed '...), in both of which the pathos is inspired by
this very want of sympathy—by the poet's sense of his own
loneliness and isolation from his fellow men. Even when he

descends from the lofty heights of abstract philanthropy to

express sympathy or pity for some one human being, as in

Adonais and Epipsychidion, the frigid emotion contrasts

painfully with ^e brilliance of his imagery. The only burst
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of warm spontaneous feeling in. these two poems is the self-

j^ity with which he describes himself in Adonais.

Shelley's incapacity to realize a character distinct from his

own is shown not least in that one of his creations which at

fii'st sight seems most vigorously objective—Count Cenci. In

creating a character Shelley had only two alternatives : either

to reproduce himself, or to create an • abstraction. In the

present case he is obliged to adopt the latter alternative :

Count Cenci is an abstraction. Indeed, so completely is he^

an abstraction that we fail to realize him as a moral agent at

all—as far, at least, as Shelley's presentment of him is con-

cerned: we know, from the plot of the story, that he is a

villain, but Shelley certainly does not help us to realize it.

The villains of real life or of Shakespeare's dramas are a

mixture of good and bad; often they are strong and noble

natures with some apparently insignificant warp of fate or

character; and they generally have some motive for their

crimes or follies. But Shelley's Count Cenci is wholly bad,

and his conduct is wholly without motive. Shelley's idea of

constructing a villain was to combine every imaginable

depravity into one abstraction. Shelley's Count Cenci is

really a personification of blind destructiveness : from this

point of view it would be almost as absurd to call him a villain

as it would be to attribute villany to a ravening tiger or

a devastating whirlwind : he is not a psychological, but what
might be called an ' elemental ' villain. —

Shelley's real sympathies are with inanimate nature. Here

he is at home. Here he is unique and supreme. He is indeed"!

' the poet of nature ' in a truer sense than Wordsworth is.

Wordsworth is really the poet of the homely, the common-
place in nature as in man. Whatever in nature harmonizes

with his own narrow sympathies he assimilates and reproduces

with a power all his own. But whenever nature refuses to

lend herself to his moral lessons and. similes, he does not

scruple to lecture and bully her. He is very severe on the

clouds. He patronizes the stock-dove—'that was the song,

the song for me!'—and snubs the nightingale. Even the

daisy gets an occasional rap on the knuckles, and is told not
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to be too conceited. His human sympathies are equally limited.

He loves little girls and old men, and dotes on idiots, but

ignores boys and old women, and detests men of science

—

' philosophers ' as he calls them. His sympathies in inanimate

nature are mainly confined to a limited group of concrete

objects—mainly birds and flowers; he cares little for the

phenomena of nature.

Shelley, on the other hand, seeks to penetrate into the very

heart of nature in all her manifestations, without regard to

their association with human feeling. While in his treatment

of man he is all subjectivity, in his treatment of nature he is

often purely objective. In such a poem as The Cloud, there

is not only no trace of Wordsworthian egotism, but the whole

description of the cloud is as remote from human feeling as

it could well be, consistently with the poetic necessity for

personification : the cloud is personified, but it is personified

as abstractly as possible. As Mr. Brooke says :
' Strip ofi" the

imaginative clothing from The Gloud, and science will support

every word of it.'

The range of Shelley's sympathies is bounded only by the

universe itself. He combines forests, mountains, rivers, and

seas into vast ideal landscapes; he dives into the depths of

/the earth, soars among clouds and storms, and communes

[Jwith the sphere of sun and moon '.

Shelley has a strong sense of structure. Mr. Brooke speaks

of his pleasure in ' the intricate, changeful, and incessant

weaving and unweaving of Nature's life in a great forest'.

Nothing, indeed, is more characteristic of Shelley's mind than

his constant use of this very word ' weave '. The pa.ssage just

quoted from Mr. Brooke's essay seems to have been suggested

by Shelley's words in Rosalind and Helen (128)

:

Through the intricate wild wood
A maze of life and light and motion
Is woven.

The following examples, grouped roughly under heads,

will illustrate Shelley's varied use of the words weave and

%voof:
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Leaves :

A hall , . . o'er whose roof
Fair clinging weeds with ivy pale did grow.
Clasping its grey rents with a verdurous woof,
A hanging dome of leaves, a canopy moon-proof.

(i. and C, vi. 27.)

A wood
Whose bloom-inwoven leaves now scattering fed
The hungry storm. (Z. and C, vi. 46.)

Beneath a woven grove it sails. {Alaator, 401.)

The woven leaves

Make net-work of the dark blue light of day.

(Alastor, 445.)

The meeting boughs and implicated leaves

Wove twilight o'er the Poet's path.

(Alastor, 426.)

This last is a transition to the fifth head.

Clouds:

The blue sky . . .

Fretted with many a fair cloud interwoven.

(L. and C, i. 4.)

The woof of those white clouds. (L. and C, i. 5.)

Through the woof of spell-inwoven clouds.

(L. and G., i. 52.)

As the burning threads of woven cloud

Unravel in pale air. (Prom., ii. i. 23.)

The mists of night entwining their dim woof.

{L. and C, v. 53.)

Wind:

The sinuous veil of woven wind. {Alastor, 176.)

Water

:

. . . there shone the emerald beams of heaven,

Shot through the lines of many waves inwoven.
(Z. and C, vii. 11.)

Light and colour:

Winds which feed on sunrise woven. {L. and C, v. 44.)

The bright air . . . did weave intenser hues.

(L. and C, iii. 3.)

Like rainbows woven there [in the air].

{L. and C, vi. 55.)
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The sphere-fire above its soft colours wove,
^

{Cloud, 71.)

The moon . . .

With whose dun beams inwoven darkness seemed

To mingle. {Alastor, 646.)

Where ebon pines a shade under the starlight wove.

(i. and C, iii. 34.)

Till twilight o'er the east wove her serenest wreathe.

(L. and C, vi. 17.)

Sound

:

When the warm air weaves, among the fresh leaves,

Soft music. (-B. and H., 588.)

Her voice was like the voice of his own soul

Heard in the calm of thought ; its music long,

Like woven sounds of streams and breezes, held

His inmost sense suspended in its web
Of many-coloured woof and shifting hues.

(Alastor, 153.)

But now, oh weave the mystic measure
Of music, and dance, and shapes of light,

Let the Hours, and the spirits of might and pleasure,

Like the clouds and sunbeams unite. (Prom., iv. 77.)

Language :

He knew his soothing words to weave with skill.

(L. and G., iv. 6.)

A woof of happy converse frame. (L. and C, v. 54.)

Weaving swift language from impassioned themes.

{L. and G., vi. 1.)

Hymns which my soul had woven to freedom.

(L. and G., ii. 28.)

Woven hymns of night and day. (Alastor, 48.)

In honoured poverty thy voice did weave
Songs consecrate to truth and liberty.

(To Wordsworth, Forman, i. 27.)

It is remarkable that the phrase 'to weave a hymn' is

frequent in the Veda.

Thought and feeling :

Unconscious of the power through which she wrought
The woof of such intelligible thought. (L. and C., ii. 34.)
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And though the woof of wisdom I know well

To dye in hues of language. {L. and C, iv. 17.)

Yet in my hollow looks and withered mien
The likeness of a shape for which was braided
The brightest woof of genius, still was seen.

{L. and C, iv. 30.)

Their [the Greek women's] eyes could have entangled no
heart in soul-inwoven labyrinths. {On Love.)

Time

:

A . . . speech with pauses woven among.
{L. and C, v. 52.)

Existence :

The web of being blindly wove
By man and beast and earth and air and sea.

{Adonais, 54.)

Movement and action :

... a lake whose waters wove their play
Even to the threshold of that lonely home,

{L. and C, iv. 3.)

Weave the dance. (Prom., iv. 69.)

Woven caresses. (B. and H., 1081 ; Prom., iv. 105.)

The implicated orbits woven
Of the wide-wandering stars.

{Prom., II. iv. 87.)

Cause, make

:

Their will has wove the chains that eat their hearts.

{L. and G., iv. 26.)

Have woven all the wondrous imagery
Of this dim spot which mortals call the world.

{Earth Spirit, Forman, ii. 103.)

She unwove the wondrous imagery
Of second childhood's swaddling-bands.

(F. 0/.4., 70.)

The passage first quoted from Rosalind and Helen also

comes under this head.

It is noticeable that in the more familiar style of the Letter

to Maria Gisborne (vi. 154), Shelley uses spin instead of

weave :
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I ... sit spinning still round this decaying form,

From the fine threads of rare and subtle thought

—

No net of words in garish colours wrought. . . .

But a soft cell, where when that fades away,
Memory may clothe in wings my living name.

We spun
A shroud of talk to hide us from the sun
Of this familiar life.

In a passage already quoted (L. and C, iv. 30) he substitutes

braid for the sake of the rhyme. So also in Laon and

Gythna, v. 24

:

She stood beside him like a rainbow braided (: faded)

Within some storm.

Shelley's love of the changing and fleeting aspects of nature

—the interest with which he watched the formation of mist

\ and cloud, and the shifting hues of dawn and sunset—is, like

his sense of structure, a natural result of the half scientific

spirit with which he regarded nature, for it is in the changing

/phenomena of nature that her real life lies. According to

Mr. Brooke, Shelley's love for the changeful in nature is the

result of the inherent changefulness of his temperament. But

of this I can see but little in his life. He was impulsive

enough—for without impulsiveness he would hardly have

been a poet—but not fickle or undecided in his feelings and

principles : there was in him nothing of that swaying to

and fro between two extremes, which we see not only in

self-seeking politicians, but in sincere enthusiasts as well.

Mr. Brooke himself admits that Shelley ' loved deeply a few

great conceptions ', adding, however, that he ' wearied almost

immediately of any special form in wliich he embodied them '.

But the other critics would hardly agree with this view.

Mr. Salt, in his Shelley Primer (p. 41), remarks that !the

repetition of certain images and words is one of Shelley's

most marked characteristics
',
giving numerous examples.

Shelley's Mythology.

I
Shelley's love of natural phenomena sometimes shows itself

in naive expressions of delight, and simple comparisons which
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remind us of the nature-poetry of the Veda. Thus in The

Witch of Atlas, 27:

Men scarcely know how beautiful fire is

—

Each flame of it is as a precious stone

Dissolved in ever-moving light.

In the Veda, Agni, the fire-god, is described as a beautiful,

golden-haired youth, adorned like a wooer with many colours,

equally beautiful on all sides, with his face turning every way
at once.

The description of fire in his Prometheus (ll. iv. 66) shows

how Shelley could pass at will from the primitive Aryan to

the modern point of view :

He tamed fire, which, like some beast of prey,

Most terrible, but lovely, played beneath

_ The frown of man.

The most eflective way of dealing poetically with the forces

of nature is, of course, to personify them. All poets feel this.

All poets are, therefore, more or less mythologists. But their

personifications assume very different forms, according to the

circumstances which surround them and the nature of their

own genius. With the ancient Hindu poets the personifica-

tion of the powers of nature was so direct and spontaneous

that, although associated with religious feelings, it had hardly

developed into mythology. Even when they call Agni the

' golden-haired youth ' or the ' messenger to the gods ', they

never let us torget that these names are simply figurative

expressions for 'fire'. It is quite otherwise in a fully de-

veloped mythology, such as that of the Greeks and Romans,

or our own Teutonic forefathers. Zeus, Jupiter, Woden, and

the rest of them were distinct personalities hardly distinguish-

able from human beings, whose connexion with the powers of

nature could only be realized with aii effort, if at all. No
Greek could have guessed that Athene was a personification

of the lightning, though he would have had no great difficulty

in identifying her father Zeus with the sky.

The traditional personifications of Greek mythology became,

of course, more and more fossilized as they were handed on to

the Roman poets, and from them to the poets of the Middle
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Ages and Renascence, until at last such figures as 'bluff

Boreas ' because mere verbal nonentities, and ' Flora ' survived

only as a scientific term.

Both Chaucer and Shakespeare are full of this traditional

mythology. Thus Chaucer has in the Death of Blanche

:

For both Flora and Zephirus,

They two that make floures growe.

Had mad her dwellyng ther, I trowe.

And, indeed, he loses no opportunity of displaying his know-

ledge of classical mythology.

Shakespeare has in The Tempest (iv. i and v. i)

:

When I shall think, or Phoebus' steeds are foundered

Or Night kept chained below.

Ye elves , . . and ye that on the sands with printless foot

Do chase the ebbing Neptune.

In Shakespeare these mythological names are so worn down

that he uses them simply as synonyms : Neptune with him is

the sea, and nothing more.

Even Wordsworth still shows traces of the old-fashioned

conventional mythology

:

Blithe Flora from her couch upstarts,

For May is on the lawn.

When Sol was destined to endure
That darkening of his radiant face.

It is characteristic of Shelley that he has no trace of this

- conventional mjrthology. He never brings in the figures of

classical mythology incidentally, but only when they are the

subject of his poetry, and his handling of them in such cases

is always fresh and original, as in his Hymn to Apollo—the

most perfect reproduction of the spirit of Greek mythology

that we have in modern literature. His conception of Jupiter

in his Prometheus is quite new and original : he makes him

the personification of all that hinders the free development of

the human mind, which latter is personified by Prometheus.

We see, then, that even where Shelley is trammelled by
traditional mythology, he reveals something of that ' myth-

making' faculty in which he stands alone among modern
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poets—the only one who at all approaches him in this respect

being his contemporary, the Swedish poet Stagnelius. When
Shelley is free to follow his own fancy, he instinetiyely

creates nature-myths of a strangely primitive type, unlike

anything in Greek or the other fully developed mythologies,

but showing remarkable similarity to the personifications

of the YedaJ Shelley himself says in his preface to the

Prometheus

:

'The imagery which I have employed will be found, in

many instances, to have been drawn from the operations of

the human mind, or from those external actions by which
they are expressed. This is unusual in modern poetry,

although Dante and Shakespeare are full of instances of the

same kind : Dante indeed more than any other poet, and with
greater success. But the Greek poets, as writers to whom no
resource of awakening the sympathy of their contemporaries

was unknown, were in the habitual use of this power ; and it

is the study of their works (since a higher merit would
probably be denied me) to which I am willing that my
readers should impute this singularity.'

Modestly as Shelley here speaks of his own originality—of

whose extent he was probably unconscious—he clearly hints

that his power of personification is not entirely the result of

the study of Greek' mythology, but contains elements of

original fancy.

Although no one has hitherto taken the trouble to point

out in detail the analogy between Shelley's personifications of

nature and those embedded in primitive mythologies, yet

most of his critics have riot failed to see in this one of the

characteristic features of his genius. Mr. Symonds says in

his Shelley :
' We feel ourselves in the grasp of a primitive

myth-maker while we read the description of Oceanus, and

the raptures of the earth and moon [in Prometheus Unbound].'

Mr. Stopford Brooke says :
' The little poem on the dawn

[' The pale stars are gone . . .'] might have been conceived by

a primitive Aryan.'

It is not only Shelley critics who have been struck by this

characteristic of his poetry. Mr. Tylor in his Anthropology

(p. 290), after remarking that the modern poet ' still uses for

S 2
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picturesqueness the metaphors which to the barbarian were

real helps to express his sense', goes on to quote as an

instance the opening lines of Shelley's Queen Mdb

:

How wonderful is Death,

Death and his brother, Sleep

!

One pale as j'onder waning moon,
With lips of lurid blue;

The other, rosy as the morn
When throned on Ocean's wave
It blushes o'er the world;

which he then goes on to analyse :
' Here the likeness of

death and sleep is expressed by the metaphor of calling them

brothers, the moon is brought in to illustrate the notion of

paleness, the dawn of redness; while to convey the idea of

dawn shining on the sea, the simile of its sitting on a throne

is introduced, and its reddening is compared on the one hand

to a rose, and on the other to blushing. Now this is the very

way in which early barbaric man, not for poetic affectation,

but simply to find the plainest words to convey his thoughts,

would talk in metaphors taken from nature.'

One of the best examples of Shelley's myth-making faculty

is the little poem, The World's Wanderers:

Tell me, thou star, whose wings of light

Speed thee in thy fiery flight,

In what cavern of the night
Will thy pinions close now 1

Tell me, moon, thou pale and gray
Pilgrim of heaven's homeless way,
In what depth of night or day

Seekest thou repose now?
Weary wind, who wanderest
Like the world's rejected guest,
Hast thou still some secret nest

On the tree or billow?

Two of the most striking images in this poem appear also in

The Bay of Lerici (Forman, ii. 280)

:

She left me at the silent time
When the moon had ceased to climb
The azure path of Heaven's steep,
And like an albatross asleep,
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Balanced on her wings of light,

Hovered in the purple night,

Ere she sought her ocean nest

In the chambers of the West.

Compare also

:

The cloud shadows of midnight possess their own repose,

For the weary winds are silent, or the moon is in the deep

:

Some respite to its turbulence unresting ocean knows

;

Whatever moves, or toils, or grieves, hath its appointed sleep.

(Stanzas, Forman, i. 24.)

When weary meteor lamps repose. {R. and H., 551.)

Some star of many a one
That climbs and wanders through steep night.

[Prom., II. ii. 14.)

Art thou pale for weariness
Of climbing Heaven, and gazing on the earth? . . .

{To the Moon, Forman, ii. 225.)

It would be possible to parallel the passage about death

and sleep from other modern poets—though only imperfectly

—but The World's Wanderers is as remote as anything can

well be from modern thought and sentiment. Its imagery

and its strange un-human pathos are alike primitive and

elemental. The same sympathy with the heavenly bodies in

their wanderings through space has been expressed by some

of the older Greek lyric poets, but the conception of the star's

rays as wings can hardly be paralleled outside of the Veda,

where, as we have seen (p. 232), the rays of the sun were

regarded as the limbs with which it moved through the sky._^

In the Ode to Heaven, 15 (Forman, i. 441), Shelley has the

primitive comparison of a star's rays to hair

:

And swift stars with flashing tresses.

With which compare Laon and Gythna, v. 51 (6):

. . . the oceans

Where morning dyes her golden tresses.

There are some striking mythological elements in To Night,

although the poem is otherwise quite modern and subjective.

Death is here the brother of Night, who is the father of Sleep,

the ' sweet, filmy-eyed child '. The image of Night emerging
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from the ' misty Eastern cave ' of sunset, with which Shelley

opens the poem, is one which could have occurred to him

alone of modern poets. It is frequent in his poetry

:

Sun-rise from its eastern caves. (R. and H., 541.)

The mists in their eastern caves unrolled.

{The Boat, 16, Forman, ii. 261.)

Compare also

:

. . . like an autumnal night, that springs

Out of the East, and follows wild and drear

The golden day. {Adonais, 33.)

When the night is left behind
In the deep East, dim and blind. [Invitation, 62.)

In The World's Wanderers he asks the star, ' In what cavern

of the night will thy pinions close now ?
' The same image

recurs in the next stanza of the same poem :
' In what depth

of night or day seekest thou repose now ?
' The image of

a cave is also used by Shelley to express the idea of source or

cause very strikingly in The Cloud, 82

:

And out of the caverns of rain.

Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb,
I arise. . . .

Other examples are

:

Those subtle and fair spirits,

Whose homes are the dim caves of human thought.

{Prom., i. 658.)

Great spirit whom the sea of boundless thought
Nurtures within its unimagined caves.

{Invocation, Forman, ii. 267.)

With which may be compared

:

. . . The responses . . .

Which through the deep and labyrinthine soul,

Like echoes through long caverns, wind and roll.

(Prom., i. 805.)

Love . . . like a storm bursting its cloudy prison

With thunder, and with whirlwind, has arisen

Out of the lampless caves of unimagined being.

{Prom., iv. 378.)

The simile in the third stanza of The World's Wanderers—
'like the world's rejected guest'—appears to have been a
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favourite one of Shelley's, for it appears again in To Night,

where it is said of day that he lingered 'like an unloved

guest '.

The curious use of the word ' nest' in The World's Wanderers

and The Bay of Lerici, which reappears in The Recollection, ii

:

The lightest wind was in its nest,

The tempest in its home,

is perhaps a reminiscence of Wordsworth's

The sun is quenched, the sea-fowl gone to rest,

And the wild storm hath somewhere found a nest.

In the Veda, the waters, let loose by Indra (p. 267), are

compared to birds flying to their nests.

It is interesting to compare Milton's description of the moon
in UAllegro, 66, with the passages quoted above, and to

observe how essentially different his treatment is, in spite of

some resemblance in detail

:

To behold the wandering moon,
Riding near her highest noon,

Like one that had been led astray

Through^the heavens' wide pathless way,
And oft as if her head she bowed,
Stooping through a fleecy cloud.

The leading idea of The World's Wanderers appears also in

Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis

:

Look, the world's comforter, with weary gait,

His day's hot task hath ended in the west.

One of the most primitively mythological of Shelley's

shorter poems is that on the dawn (Prom., iv. i), already

alluded to (p. 259)

:

The pale stars are gone!
For the sun, their swift shepherd.

To their folds them compelling,

In the depths of the dawn.
Hastes in meteor-eclipsing array, and they flee

Beyond his blue dwelling.

As fawns flee the leopard.
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In the fragment Insecurity (Forman, ii. 266) the dawn

itself is compared to a fawn

:

. . . the young and dewy dawn,
Bold as an unhunted fawn,

Up the windless heaven has gone.

In the Veda the stars flee away like thieves before the all-

seeing sun, and the comparison of the sun to a wolf or other

ravenous animal is frequent in savage mythologies.

Otherwise Shelley's sun-mythology has little that is dis-

tinctive about it. Such an epithet as the ' all-seeing ' sun is

the eommoji property of all poets, from those of the Veda

down to Shakespeare and Shelley. Shelley's comparison of

the sun's rays to ' shafts ' (L. and C, iii. 20 ; Prom., in. iii. 118)

-is also common mythological and poetic property.

The slight prominence given to the sun in Shelley's mytho-

logy, as compared with its overwhelming predominance in all

primitive mythologies, is a characteristic result of the changed

feelings with which we moderns regard nature. The old half-

utilitarian associations which made sunshine and daylight the

most beautiful and glorious of all phenomena, and night and
darkness the most terrible and hideous—associations still

retained by Shakespeare fp. 241)—has given way to a more
refined, more dilettante way of looking at nature, which
ignores everything but the beautiful, and finds beauty in the

awe and mystery of darkness as well as in the splendour of

light. This reaction is carried so far, that a modern poet is

able to reverse the old contrast, and to turn with a sigh of

(_relief from the garish day to the ' star-inwrought ' night.

To a modern poet the setting of the sun calls forth none of

those painful emotions with which it was associated in the
minds of our savage ancestors, but rather suggests peace, and
rest from the toils of the day ; and so a modem poet is able
to give himself up without reserve to the enjoyment of

Sunset and its gorgeous ministers.

In the Veda, which contains whole books of hymns to the
dawn, there is not a single description of sunset. Even in
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Chaucer^ and Shakespeare^ there are hardly any detailed

descriptions of sunset. In Shelley's poetry, on the other hand,

the sunsets get the upper hand.

To Shelley, as to the Old English poets, the sky is ' the

sun's path '

:

She stood beside him like a rainbow braided

Within some storm, when scarce its shadows vast

From the blue paths of the swift sun have faded.

(Z. and C, v. 24.)

Shelley's love of cloudland has often been dwelt on. To

him the clouds are the daughters of the sun and the sea, or of

earth and water

:

Those fair daughters,

The clouds, of Sun and Ocean, who have blended

The colours of the air since first extended
It cradled the young world. {L. and C, ii. 5.)

Earth and Heaven,
The Ocean and the Sun, the clouds their daughters.

{L. and C, ix, 35.)

I am the daughter of earth and water,

And the nursling of the sky. (Cloud, 73.)

He compares them to sheep, whose shepherd is ^he wind

:

Multitudes of dense white fleecy clouds

Were wandering in thick flocks along the mountains
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind.

(Prom., II. i. 145.)

1 Parfourmed hath the sonne his ark diourne

;

No lenger may the body of him sojourne

On th'orisonte, as in that latitude.

Night with his mantel, that is derk and rude,

Gan oversprede th'emesperie aboute . . .

is an exception which proves the rule.

' Dramatic poetry would not admit of elaborate ones. Those that occur

are slight. Take two :

The weary sun hath made a golden set,

And, by the bright track of his fiery car.

Gives signal of a goodly day to-morrow.

{Rich. Ill, IV. ili. 19-21.)

setting sun,

As in thy red rays thou dost sink to-night.

So in his red blood Cassius' day is set:

The sun of Rome is set. - {Jul. Caesar, v. ill. 63.)
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In the Veda the' rain-clouds are regarded as cows with

heavy udders.

Shelley is fond of comparing clouds to rocks and mountains,

towers and walls

:

When the north wind congregates in crowds

The floating mountains of the silver clouds

From the horizon.

{Summer and Winter, Forman, ii. 209.)

Oh, bear me to those isles of jagged cloud

Which float like mountains on the earthquake, mid

The momentary oceans of the lightning,

Or to some toppling promontory proud

Of solid tempest whose black pyramid,

Riven, overhangs the founts intensely brightening

Of those dawn-tinted deluges of fire

Before their waves expire ! (Hellas, 957.)

She would often climb

The steepest ladder of the crudded rack

Up to some beaked cape of cloud sublime.

(W. of A., 55.)

Athens arose : a city such as vision

Builds from the purple crags and silver towers

Of batilemented cloud, as in derision

Of kingliest masonry. {Liberty, 5, Forman, i. 454.)

. . . the clouds, whose moving turrets make
The bastions of the storm. {W. of A., 48.)

. . . the hollow turrets

Of those high clouds. {W. of A., 52.)

Such comparisons are common to poets of all ages. The

very word ' cloud ' itself originally meant ' rock ', a meaning

which it kept as late as the thirteenth century. The Old

English dud was evidently first applied to the heavy cumulus,

and then to clouds generally.

In the Veda, cloud-mythology plays a prominent part.

The rain-clouds—personified as cows—are supposed to be

shut up in the rocky mountains of cloud by the demons of

drought—the 'driers', the 'envelopers' or 'coverers', the

' throttlers ' or ' dragons ', the ' misers ', &c. The hero-god

Indra slays the demons with his thunderbolt, sets the waters
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free to flow in beneficent streams over the parched earth

below, demolishes the ' nine and ninety fortresses ', and drives

out the cows from the caves where they were hidden—with

which compare Shelley's ' caverns of rain ' (p. 262).

'The wings of the wind' is a familiar Old Testament

metaphor, and is common in most mythologies. Shelley

employs it freely

:

Languid storms their pinions close. (B. and H., 552.)

Ye whirlwinds, who on poised wings hung mute

!

(ProTn., i. 66.)

The noontide plumes of summer winds.

(Prom., II. i. 37.)

It is characteristic of the breadth of Shelley's imagination

that it is as much at home in the depths of the earth as

among the clouds and stars. His is not—like the Veda's—

a

purely aerial mythology. His restless intellect strives, in his

own words (Prom., iv. 279), to

Make bare the secrets of the earth's deep heart;

Infinite mine of adamant and gold.

Valueless stones, and unimagined gems.
And caverns on crystalline columns poised

With vegetable silver overspread;

Wells of unfathomed fire, and water springs

. . . the melancholy ruins

Of cancelled cycles; anchors, beaks of ships;

Planks turned to marble . , .

The wrecks beside of many a city vast,

Whose population which the earth grew over

Was mortal, but not human . . . and over these,

The anatomies of unknown winged things,

And fishes which were isles of living scale,

And serpents, bony chains. . . .

The same ideas are expressed with more concentration in

the Earth Spirit's speech in The Unfinished Braina (Forman,

ii. 103), which, although in form a close imitation of the

well-known lines which open Milton's Comus—'Before the

starry threshold of Jove's court my mansion is . . . above the

smoke and stir of this dim spot, which men call earth '—is

otherwise original

:
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Within the silent centre of the earth

My mansion is; where I have lived insphered

From the beginning, and around my sleep

Have woven all the wondrous imagery
Of this dim spot, which mortals call the world;

Infinite depths of unknown elements

Massed into one impenetrable mask

;

Sheets of immeasurable fire, and veins

Of gold and stone, and adamantine iron.

And as a veil in which I walk through Heaven,
I have wrought mountains, seas, and waves, and clouds,

And lastly light, whose interfusion dawns
In the dark space of interstellar air.

This ideal subterranean landscape—which forms a strange

contrast to the ideal forest landscape in Alastor—may help us

to realize that gloomy Northern imagination which gave birth

to the dvergar, or dwarfs of Scandinavian mythology—those

dark, misshapen beings, malicious and revengeful, yet wise

and helpful, skilled above all in working metals. Compare

Letter to Maria Gisborne, 58 :

. . . quicksilver: that dew which the gnomes drink
When at their subterranean toil they swink.
Pledging the demons of the earthquake, who
Reply to them in lava—cry halloo

!

Shelley was especially fascinated by those stupendous

manifestations of the earth's inner life—volcano and earth-

quake, which latter he generally personifies

:

Yon volcano's flaming fountains. (Prom., ii. iii. 3.)

Is this the scene
Where their earthquake demon taught her young ruin?

{Mont Blanc, 71.)

The Earthquake-fiends are charged
To wrench the rivets from my quivering wounds.
When the rocks split and close again behind.

{Prom., i. 38.)

Springs of flame, which burst where'er swift
Earthquake stamps. (X. and G., v. 1.)

Shelley's personifications of fire and of night have already

been noticed incidentally (pp. 257, 261). His personifications

of winter {Sensitive Plant, iii. 94), of death—whom, as we have
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seen (p. 261), he makes the brother, sometimes of Sleep,

sometimes of Night—and of the different emotions and

workings of the mind, resemble those of other poets.

He gives wings {R. and H., 767 ; The Two Spirits, Forman,

ii. 207) and 'lightning feet' (Prom., i. 734) to desire. So

also he calls dreams the ' passion-winged ministers of thought

'

(Adonais, 9). Compare Prom., III. iii. 145,

Like the soft waving wings of noonday dreams,

which was probably suggested by Milton's L'Allegro, 146

:

And the waters murmuring . . .

Entice the dewy-winged Sleep.

And let some strange mysterious Dream
Wave at its wings, in aery stream

Of lively portraiture displayed.

Softly on my eyelids laid.

Of all abstractions the one oftenest personified by poets of all

periods is Time. Even the Vedic poets show the beginnings

of this personification. The abstract conception of time seems

to have been realized most clearly by them in the unfailing

recurrence of the dawn. They contrast the eternal youth and

beauty of the Dawn—that fair maiden brilliant with gold

and jewels—and the ruthless cruelty with which she ' wears

away the generations of men '.

The same idea of the cruelty of time is much dwelt on by

Shakespeare. In Sonnet xvi he calls him ' this bloody tyrant

Time
'

; in Lucrece he calls him ' misshapen Time ', ' injurious

shifting Time '. But in another place in the same poem he

dwells on the more favourable side of Time's character

:

' Time's glory is ... to unmask falsehood, and bring truth to

light ... to cheer the ploughman with increaseful crops.'

Shelley's favourite comparison of time is to a sea or riverQ
Behind

Terror and Time conflicting drove, and bore

On their tempestuous flood the shrieking wretch from
shore . . .

That Ocean's wrecks . . . the ghosts which to and fro

Glide o'er its dim and gloomy strand.

{L, avd C, ii. 6.)

Time's fleeting river. {Liberty, 6.)
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I This comparison is worked out with great force in Time

(Forman, ii. 232), where the 'flood' is again personified as

a howling monster, which latter is thus an indirect personir

fication of time itself

:

Unfathomable Sea ! whose waves are years,

Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe
Are brackish with the salt of human tears!

Thou shoreless flood, which in thy ebb and flow

Glaspest the limits of mortality

!

And sick of prey, yet howling on for more,

Vomitest thy wrecks on its inhospitable shore;

Treacherous in calm, and terrible in storm,

Who shall put forth on thee,

Unfathomable Sea?

The question. Why should we have to go back to the Veda

for parallels to Shelley's treatment of nature? is easily

answered. Shelley, though a poet, looked at nature with the

eyes of a scientific investigator. So did the primitive Aryans.

Brought as they were face to face with nature, and surrounded

by mysterious powers of good and evil, the first condition of

existence for them was a knowledge of the laws by which

those powers are governed. When the first elements of this

knowledge had been attained, civilization advanced chiefly on

political and social lines, and intellectual energy was absorbed

more and more by literature. Then, after a long torpor, men
awakened to the conviction that their future progress would

depend mainly on their further advance in the knowledge of

nature. Hence it is that extremes meet, and that the modern

lover of nature—whether as poet or man of science—feels

himself in some respects nearer to the primitive barbarism of

the Veda than to the scholars of Greece and Rome, or even his

own Chaucer and Shakespeare.

Shelley's Light and Colouk.

We may now turn to a characteristic feature of Shelley's

nature-poetry—his treatment of light and colour.

Shelley's love of light has been well brought out by

Mr. Symonds,. who remarks :
' It has been said that Shelley,

as a landscape painter, is decidedly Turneresque ; and there is
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much in Prometheus to justify this opinion. The scale of

colour is light and aerial, and the darker shadows are omitted.

An excess of luminousness seems to be continually radiated

from the objects to which he looks : and in this radiation of

many-coloured lights the outline itself is apt to become a

little misty.' It will be worth while to follow Shelley's

treatment of light more into detail.

We should expect him to be keenly sensitive to the effects

of light in motion. The following are pictures of flashing

and intermittent light

:

Lifted ocean's dazzling spray . . ,

Spangles the wind with lamp-like waterdrops.

{Prom., II. iii. 30.)

As the bare green hill,

When some soft cloud vanishes into rain,

Laughs with a thousand drops of sunny water

To the unpavilioned sky. (Prom., iv. 183.)

. . . where the pebble-paven shore

Under the quick, faint kisses of the sea

Trembles and sparkles as with ecstasy. {Epip., 546.)

I see the waves upon the shore.

Like light dissolved in star-showers, thrown . . .

The lightning of the noontide ocean
Is flashing round me. {Dejection, 3.)

As in a brook, fretted with little waves.
By the light airs of spring—each riplet makes
A many-sided mirror for the sun.

{Orpheus, 59 ; Forman, ii. 320.)

The second passage may well be a reminiscence of Aeschylus's

' Innumerable laughter of ocean '.

Compare also the following passages from Shelley's Letters

:

' The deep glens, which are filled with the flashing light of

the waterfalls.' (Forman, iv. 3.)

' The sea-water, furiously agitated by the wind, shone with
sparkles like stars.' (Forman, iv. 11.)

Shelley loves also to depict the alternations of light and

shade

:

Like evening shades that o'er the mountains creep.

{L. and C, ii. 49.)
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And 'twas delight

To see far off the sunbeams chase the shadows.

{L. and G., xii. 36.)

... as shadows on a grassy hill

Outrun the winds that chase them.
{Athanase, ii. 13.)

Compare Fragments on Beauty, 3 :

The shadows of the clouds are spotting the bosoms of

the hills.

The path that wound
The vast and knotted trees around,

Through which slow shades were wandering.

(R. and H., 102.)

Like a storm-extinguished day
Travelled o'er by dying gleams.

{Prrnn., i. 678.)

The sea, in storm or calm.

Heaven's ever-changing shadow, spread below.

[Prom., i, 27.)

And wherever her airy footstep trod,

Her trailing hair fiom the grassy sod

Erased its light vestige with shadowy sweep,

Like a sunny storm o'er the dark green deep.

{Sensitive Plant, ii. 25.)

A similar effect is described in Alastor, 310

:

,

The wind swept strongly from the shore.

Blackening the waves.

With which compare Athanase, ii. 50 :

. . . o'er [his] visage ... a swift shadow ran,

Like wind upon some forest-bosomed lake.

Glassy and dark.

Shelley's use of the words shade and shadow is often

peculiar. These words with him do not necessarily imply

darkness, but simply diminished light. This is clearly shown

in the song of the Third Spirit in Prometheus (i. 732)

:

When a Dream with plumes of flame
To his pillow hovering came, . . .

And the world a while below
Wore the shade its lustre made.
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As a Dream or Spirit could not cast a shade, the word must

here signify the dispersed, diminished lustre of the ' plumes of

flame '.

In Alastor, 123 :

When the moon
Filled the mysterious halls with floating shades,

tshades may, of course, have its usual meaning, but the passage

would, perhaps, be more forcible if we suppose that here, too,

shades means 'shades of light' or 'faint, uncertain light'.

When the moon rises, it is more natural to think of its light

than of the shade cast by that light. Compare

:

The dim and horned liioon hung low, and poured
A sea of lustre on the horizon's verge
That overflowed its mountains. Yellow mist
Filled the unbounded atmosphere, and drank
Wan moonlight even to fullness. {Alastor, 602.)

' Through a dark chasm to the east, in the long perspective

of a portal glittering with the unnumbered riches of the

subterranean world, shone the broad moon, pouring in one
yellow and unbroken stream her horizontal beams.' {Assassins.)

When Shelley calls the sea 'heaven's ever-changing shadow ',

he includes the bright reflection of the sky as well as the

shadows of dark clouds : shadow, in fact, is here equivalent

to ' reflection '. Compare Prometheus, iii. ii. 18, ' the fields of

Heaven-reflecting sea
'

; also Laon and Gythna, i. 20 and

xii. 36, ' the green and glancing shadows of the sea,' ' shades

beautiful and bright,' and Rosalind and Helen, 1152

:

. . . beside his cheek.

The snowy column from its shade
Caught whiteness.

Shelley has a keen eye for atmospheric effects of light and

colour

:

I [the air] had clothed, since Earth uprose
Its wastes in colours not their own.

(Prom., i. 82.)

And the bright air o'er every shape did weave
Intenser hues. {L, and C, iii. 3.)
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As from the all-surrounding air

The earth takes hues obscure and strange,

When storm and earthquake linger there.

(E. and H., 739.)

Blue isles and snowy mountains wear
The purple noon's transparent night.

(Dejection, 1.)

Two . . . wings . . . dyed in the ardours of the atmosphere.

(W. of A., 37.)

Where the air is no prism . . .

And the cavern crags wear not
The radiance of heaven. {Prom., ii. iii. 74.)

The clouds . . . who have blended
The colours of the air since first extended,
It cradled the young world. (L. and C, ii. 5.)

Like joy which riseth up,

As from the earth, clothing with golden clouds

The desert of our life. (Prom., ii. i. 10.)

Compare the following passages from the Letters

:

' From the boat the effect of the scenery was inexpressibly

delightful. The colours of the water and the air breathe over

all things here [Baiae] the radiance of their own beauty.'

(Forman, iv. 17.)

' The water of this pool ... is as transparent as the air, so

that the stones and sand at the bottom seem as if trembling

in the light of noonday.' (Forman, iv. 8.)

The latter passage also illustrates Shelley's treatment of

light seen through water

:

This lady never slept, but lay in trance

All night within the fountain . . .

Through the green splendour of the water deep

She saw the constellations reel and dance.

{W.ofA.,2S.)

Shelley gives us some beautiful pictures of light seen

through foliage:

The green light which shifting overhead
Some tangled bower of vines around me shed.

(L. and C, ii. 1.)

High above was spread
The emerald heaven of trees of unknown kind.

(Z. and C, xii. 18.)
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Like sunlight through acacia woods at even.

(L. and C, vii. IL)
Her cheeks and lips most fair,

Changing their hue like lilies, newly blown.

Beneath a bright acacia's shadowy hair,

Waved by the wind amid the sunny noon.

{L. and C, viii. 30.)

And the Naiad-like lily of the vale.

Whom youth makes so fair and passion so pale,

That the light of its tremulous bells is seen

Through their pavilions of tender green.

(Sensitive Plant, i. 31.)

. . . the stream whose inconstant bosom
Was prankt under boughs of embowering blossom,

With golden and green light, slanting through
Their heaven of many a tangled hue.

{Sensitive Plant, i. 41.)

Under the green and golden atmosphere
Which noon-tide kindles through the woven leaves.

{Prom., II. ii. 75.)

Parasite flowers illume with dewy gems
The lampless halls, and when they fade, the sky
Peeps through their winter-woof of tracery

With moonlight patches, or star atoms keen,
Or fragments of the day's intense serene ;

—

Working mosaic on their Parian floors. {Epip., 502.)

Similar to the above passages is Laon and Cythna, ii. 29

:

Her white arms lifted through the shadowy stream
Of her loose hair.

He gives us a different picture of transmitted light in :

The hill

Looks hoary through the white electric rain.

{Letter to M. 0., 123.)

Refracted light

;

The beams of sunset hung their rainbow hues
High 'mid the shifting domes of sheeted spray.

{Alastor, 334.)

Or when the beams of the invisible moon,
Or sun, from many a prism, within the cave
Their gem-born shadows to the water gave,

(Z. and C, vii, 20.)

t2
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But the most elaborate and vivid of Shelley's light-pictures

are those which deal with reflection. In his Fragments on

Beauty he asks

:

'Why is the reflection in that canal more beautiful than

the objects it reflects? The colours are more vivid, and yet

blended with greater harmony ; the opening from within into

the soft and tender colours of the distant wood, and the

intersection of the mountain lines, surpass and misrepresent

truth.'

The following are examples of reflected light

:

He will watch from dawn to gloom
The lake-reflected sun illume

The yellow bees in the ivy-bloom. {Prom., i. 743.)

The keen sky-cleaving mountains
From icy spires of sunlike radiance

Fling the dawn. (Prom., ii. iii. 28.)

Upon that rock a mighty column stood . . .

. . . and when the shades of evening lie

On Earth and Ocean, its curved summits cast

The sunken dajdight far through the aerial waste.

(L. and C, iii. 12.1

The dark and azure well

Sparkled beneath the shower of her bright tears,

And every little circlet where they fell

Flung to the cavern-roof inconstant spheres

And intertangled lines of light. (W. of A., 25.)

. . . the sunny beams
Which, from the bright vibrations of the pool.

Were thrown upon the rafters and the roof

Of boughs and leaves.

{Unfinished Drama, Forman, ii. 109.)

With the second passage compare Alastor, 352

:

. . . Caucasus, whose icy summits shone

Among the stars like sunlight.

With the third Laon and Cythnu, xii. 19 ;

Vast caves of marble radiance.

Of reflected colour

:

And she unveiled her bosom, and the green
And glancing shadows of the sea did play
O'er its marmoreal depth. {L. and C, i. 20.)
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High above was spread

The emerald heaven of trees of unknown kind,

Whose moonlike blooms and bright fruit overhead
A shadow, which was light, upon the waters shed.

{L. and 0., xii. 18.)

And floating waterlilies, broad and bright,

Which lit the oak that overhung the hedge
With moonlight beams of their own watery light.

(Recollection, 4.)

As from the rose which the pale priestess kneels

To gather for her festal crown of flowers

The aerial crimson falls, flushing her cheek.

(Prom., i. 467.)

A green and glowing light, like that which drops
From folded lilies in which glowworms dwell.

(W.ofA.,S9.)

Pictures of objects reflected in water are very numerous

in Shelley's poetry, especially in Alastor; there are many
examples in Prometheus also, and, indeed, throughout his

poetry generally.

The bright stars shining in the breathless sea.

(L. and G., iii. 11.)

The glow of blazing roofs shone far o'er the white
Ocean's flow. (L. and C, iii. 11.)

Her dark and deepening eyes.

Which, as twin phantoms of one star that lies

O'er a dim well, move, though the star reposes.

(L. and G, vi. 33.)

As the sharp stars pierce winter's crystal air

And gaze upon themselves within the sea.

(Prom., iv. 193.)

His wan eyes

Gaze on the empty scene as vacantly
As ocean's moon looks on the moon in heaven.

{Alastor, 200.)

The bright arch of rainbow clouds
And pendent mountains seen in the calm lake.

{Alastor, 213.)

I cannot tell my joy, when o'er a lake
Upon a drooping bough with nightshade twined
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I saw two halcyons clinging downward
. . . and in the deep there lay

Those lovely forms imaged as in a sky.
^

{Prom., III. iv. 78.)

Banks, whose yellow flowers

For ever gaze on their own drooping eyes,

Reflected in the crystal calm. (Alastor, 406.)

And narcissi, the fairest among them all,

Who gaze on their eyes in the stream's recess,

Till they die of their own dear loveliness,

(Sensitive Plant, i. 18.)

The rivulet . . . through the plain in tranquil wanderings

crept,

Reflecting every herb and drooping bud
That overhung its quietness. (Almtor, 494.)

And the pools where winter rains

Image all their roof of leaves. {Invitation, 50.)

And saw in sleep old palaces and towers

Quivering within the wave's intenser day.

(West Wind, 3.)

The pools . . . each seemed as 'twere a little sky . . .

In which the lovely forests grew
As in the upper air. {Recollection, 53.)

The most elaborate is that in Alastor, 4:57

:

Beyond, a well,

Dark, gleaming, and of most translucent wave,

Images all the woven boughs above.

And each depending leaf, and every speck

Of azure sky, darting between their chasms;
Nor aught else in the liquid mirror laves

Its portraiture, but some inconstant star

Between one foliaged lattice twinkling fair,

Or painted bird, sleeping beneath the moon,
Or gorgeous insect floating motionless.

Unconscious of the day, ere yet his wings
Have spread their glories to the gaze of noon.

In Prometheus, ii. i. 17, two of Shelley's favourite elements

—reflection in water and changing, intermittent light and

colour—are combined in the most beautiful of all his dawn-

pictures :
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The point of one white star is quivering still

Deep in the orange light of widening morn
Beyond the purple mountains : through a chasm
Of wind-divided mist the darker lake

Reflects it : now it wanes : it gleams again
As the waves fade, and as the burning threads

Of woven cloud unravel in pale air

:

'Tis lost ! and through yon peaks of cloudlike snow
The roseate sun-light quivers.

Wordsworth's contrast of intermittence and permanence of

reflection in his description of Peele Castle

:

Whene'er I looked, thy image still was there

;

It trembled, but it never passed away,

evidently impressed Shelley, for he repeats this image—so

characteristic of Wordsworth, so uncharacteristic of himself

—

in his own poetry

:

Within the surface of the fleeting river

The wrinkled image of the city lay,

Immovably unquiet, and for ever

It trembles, but it never fades away.
(Evening, 3, Forman, ii. 260.)

Within the surface of Time's fleeting river

Its [Athens'] wrinkled image lies, as then it lay

Immovably unquiet, and for ever

It trembles, but it cannot pass away

!

(Liberty, 6, Forman, i. 454)

And where within the surface of the river

The shadows of the massy temples lie,

And never are erased—but tremble ever . . .

(W.ofA., 59.)

Shelley's love of brightness is shown in his identification of

colour with light

:

The light

Of wave-reflected flowers. (Prom., III. ii. 31.)

Budding, bjown, or odour-faded blooms,
Which star the winds with points of coloured light.

As they rain through them. (Prom., Iil. iii. 137.)

An expansion of Alastor, 438 and 484

:

. . . the parasites.

Starred with ten thousand blossoms.
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Soft mossy lawns . . .

Fragrant with perfumed herbs, and eyed with blooms

Minute, yet beautiful.

Like most modern poets, Shelley has a strong sense of

colour-contrast

:

'Orange and lemon groves . . . whose golden globes

contrasted with the white walls and dark green leaves.'

{Letters, Forman, iv. 19.)

Bright golden globes

Of fruit, suspended in their own green heaven.

{Prom., III. iii. 139.)

Those globes of deep-red gold

Which in the wood the strawberry-tree doth bear.

Suspended in their emerald atmosphere.

{Marenghi, 13, Forman, ii. 182.)

Those bright leaves, whose decay,

Red, yellow, or ethereally pale,

Rivals the pride of summer. {Alastor, 584.)

When red morn made paler the pale moon.
{Alastor, 137.)

When the waves beneath the starlight flee

O'er the yellow sands with silver feet.

{R. and H., 782.)

And every shepherdess of Ocean's flocks.

Who drives her white waves over the green sea.

(F. of A., 10.)

He has the old Celtic contrast of blood and snow :

Blood stains the snowy foam of the tumultuous deep.

{L. and C, i. 11.)

If we turn now to Shelley's predecessors, we find—as we
should expect—colour-contrast fully developed in Milton

:

Russet lawns and fallows gray.

The flowery May, who from her green lap throws
The yellow cowslip and the pale primrose.

Another Puritan poet—Andrew Marvell—has anticipated

the first-quoted colour-contrast of Shelley in his Bermudas

:

He hangs in shades the orange bright
Like golden lamps in a green night. .
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I have not any examples of colour-contrast in Chaucer or

Shakespeare to hand, but they could no doubt easily be found.

Milton seems to have the first examples of transmitted and

interrupted light. The two classical passages are in L'Allegro

and II Penseroso

:

Many a youth and many a maid
Dancing in the chequered shade.

Storied window richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light.

But I cannot recall any examples of reflected light in

Milton. I have noted one in Shakespeare

:

When Phoebe doth behold

Her silver visage in the watery glass,

Decking with silver pearl the bladed grass.

Even Wordsworth's pictures of reflected light are not

remarkable either for elaborateness or beauty

:

Let . . . the swan on still St. Mary's lake

Float double, swan and shadow.

And lo ! these waters, steeled

By breezeless air to smoothest polish, yield

A vivid repetition of the stars.

The poetry of

Whene'er I looked, thy image still was there;

It trembled, but it never passed away,

lies rather in the thought than the picture itself.

The following are examples of Wordsworth's treatment of

transmitted light

:

And while those lofty poplars gently wave
Their tops, between them comes and goes a sky
Bright as the glimpses of eternity.

How delicate the leafy veil

Through which yon house of God
Gleams mid the peace of this deep dell

!

He has one beautiful picture of changing colour

:

He spoke of plants that hourly change
Their blossoms through a boundless range
Of intermingling hues; with budding, fading, faded flowers
They stand, the wonder of the bowers.
From morn to evening dews.
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This description seems, however, to be partly a reminiscence

of some passage in a book of travels. The third line evidently

suggested part of Shelley's description in Prom., iii. iii. 137

(p. 279, above).

Of all English poets the one whose treatment of light bears

the closest resemblance to Shelley's is Coleridge.

The smoke from cottage chimneys^ tinged with light,

Rises in columns. .
{The Picture.)

The sea . . . the slip of smooth clear blue

Betwixt two isles of purple shadow. (Limetree Bower.)

Like a summer shower.

Whose dews fling sunshine from the noontide bower.

{The Visionary Hope.)

Whilst through my half-closed eyelids I behold

The sunbeams dance, like diamonds, on the main.

{Eolian Harp.)

The roaring dell o'erwooded, narrow, deep,

And only speckled by the midday sun.

{Limetree Bower.)

... In the wood
. . . Mid the chequer-work of light and shade.

{Remorse, ii. 1.)

The last evidently a reminiscence of Milton's 'chequered

shade '.

Coleridge's affinity to Shelley is shown especially in his

descriptions of transmitted light and colour

:

And bedded sand that, veined with various dyes.

Gleams through thy bright transparence ! (River Otter.)

The unripe flax,

When through its half-transparent stalks at eve
The level sunshine glimmers with green light.

{Fears in Solitude.)

Pale beneath the blaze [of the sun]

Hung the transparent foliage. {Lim,etree Bower.)

And in his elaborate pictures of reflection in water

:

The woodbine bower,
Whose rich flowers, swinging in the morning breeze.

Over their dim, fast-moving shadows hung.
Making a quiet image of disquiet

In the smooth, scarcely-moving river-pool. {Keepsake.)
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And thou too, dearest Stream ! no pool of thine
. . . did e'er reflect the stately virgin's robe,

The face, the form divine . , .

The sportive tyrant with her left hand plucks
The heads of tall flowers that behind her grow . . .

Scatters them on the pool! Then all the charm
Is broken—all that phantom-world so fair

Vanishes, and a thousand circlets spread,

And each mis-shapes the other . . .

And soon, the fragments dim of lovely forms
Come trembling back, unite, and now once more
The pool becomes a mirror; and behold
Each wild-flower on the marge inverted there.

And there the half-uprooted tree—but where,
where, the virgin's snowy arm, that leaned

On its bare branch ? (The Picture.)

These two passages may well have suggested Wordsworth's

favourite image of trembling but persistent reflection. Cole-

ridge has another very elaborate picture of reflection in

Remorse, ii. 1

:

There's a lake in the midst,

And round its banks tall wood that branches over,

And makes a kind of faery forest grow
Down in the water. At the further end
A puny cataract falls on the lake

;

And there, a curious sight ! you see its shadow
For ever curling, like a wreath of smoke,
Up through the foliage of those faery trees.

But Coleridge does not appear to have—any more than

Wordsworth or Milton—any examples of reflected light or

colour as distinguished from the reflection of definite objects

:

Shelley's picture of the 'lake-reflected sun' illumining the

' yellow bees in the ivy-bloom ' seems to be entirely his own.

[^ It can hardly be a mere chance—this exceptional develop-

ment of the sense of light in the two most intellectual poets

of their age. Shelley himself associates light with intellect

—

remarkably enough, with especial reference to Coleridge—in

the Letter to Maria Gishorne, 202

:

You will see Coleridge—he who sits obscure

In the exceeding lustre, and the pure,
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Intense irradiation of a mind,
Which, with its own internal lightning blind,

Flags wearily through darkness and despair

—

A cloud-encircled meteor of the air,

A hooded eagle among blinking owls.

Compare Julian and Maddalo, 50

:

The sense that he was greater than his kind
Had struck, methinks, his eagle spirit blind

By gazing on its own exceeding light.

This association has, indeed, stamped itself on the language

of everyday life, which contrasts a 'bright' mind with a

' dull ' one, and calls the age of ignorance ' the Dark Ages '.

The similarity between the two poets in their treatment of

light does not seem to be the result of imitation on the part

of the younger poet : the agreement is in spirit, not in detail.

The love of light was instinctive both in Coleridge and

Shelley, and was fostered by their surroundings. Coleridge

learnt to observe and love the effects of transmitted and

reflected light in the shady lanes, and by the rivulets and

pools of his native Devon, while Shelley learnt the same

lessons in the woods of Marlow and in his boat on the

I Thames.

We see, then, that the main characteristics of Shelley as

a nature-poet—his breadth of view, his sense of structure, his

love of the changing and fleeting, his myth-creating faculty,

his treatment of light and colour—are all part of his intellec-

tual temperament.



V

PHONETICS AND ACCOUNTS OF
LIVING LANGUAGES

SOUND NOTATION'

The problem of sound notation is as old as civilization

itself, but it is only of late years that that of scientific sound

notation has become urgent. There is now a general convic-

tion among philologists of the necessity of a general alphabet,

but with utter discord of opinion as to the means of attaining

it. Most hold with some modification of the Koman alphabet,

each phonetician employing a modification of his own. Of

organic alphabets, which are based on a physiological analysis

of the actions of the speech-organs, Briicke's and Merkel's

may be said to have come still-born into the world, while

Bell's Visible Speech attracted great attention at the time,

although still little known, except by name, outside a small

circle of his own pupils.

My objects here are (1) to consider what is the best possible

modification of the Roman alphabet, (2) to show that such an

alphabet is inferior to Bell's, and (3) to describe an improved

and extended form of both.

Modifications of the Roman Alphabet

Of the two fundamental defects of the Roman alphabet,

namely, the arbitrariness of its symbols and their limited

number, it is the latter which most imperatively calls for

reform. The former, indeed, being inherent in the alphabet

itself, can only be remedied by abandoning that alphabet

altogether—a contingency which, till comparatively lately,

has hardly been taken into account at all, and is still ignored

by most phoneticians.

' Transactions qf the Philologicai Society, 1880-1, pp. 177-235.
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The Roman alphabet can be supplemented in five distinct

ways

:

(1) by adding new letters—s, 1, ]>.

(2) by diacritics—a, a, ft.

(3) by turned letters—8, is, o.

(4) by italics and capitals

—

a, A, 9.

(5) by digraphs—th, dh, n/.

Of all these expedients, the first is the one which has

always been the most obvious and popular. Pitman's Phono-

typy even goes so far as to provide simple signs for diphthongs,

such as the English ' long i ', and consonant-groups, such as

(tj). As a general rule it may be said that the more inex-

perienced and ignorant the reformer is, the more reckless he

will be in adding new types. The main objection to new
types is, of course, the trouble and expense, except in those

cases where the new letters are already provided in the

printing-office. There is also the difficulty of applying uniform

modifications to a variety of letters, some of which, such as

g, are already cumbrous enough.

The same objections apply also, though in a less degree,

to diacritics, which, as Mr. Ellis says, 'act as new letters.'

The best known of the diacritic alphabets is Lepsius's

Standard Alphabet, thus criticized by Bell {Visihle Speech,

p. 99) ;
' (It) consists of Roman and Greek letters, varied by

the addition of diacritic marks. Seventeen diacritics are

used above, and fourteen are used below the body of the

letters; so many as three diacritics being in some cases

applied to a single body. The number of lower-case letters

thus employed exceeds 280, and of these above 200 require

to be cut for every fount used.' A special objection to

diacritics is their want of compactness, and they are always
troublesome to write (though not more so than many of the

new letters that have been proposed), as we see in our ordinary

dotted i's. They have, however, the great advantage over

new letters of giving uniform modifications of a variety of

letters, and also of being more accessible in an ordinary

printing-office.

The third way, that of turning the letters, which has been
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largely developed in Ellis's Palaeotype, gives new letters

without trouble or expense. Such forms as 8 and o are,

indeed, infinitely superior to many of the monstrosities that

have from time to time been proposed as new types. But it

is limited in its application.

The use of italics and capitals has many of the advantages

of turning, but makes writing troublesome, and small capitals

are not always accessible.

Digraphs, lastly, have nothing but convenience to recom-

mend them. They are sprawly, especially when in minutely

accurate writing of sounds they develop into trigraphs, and

are sometimes ambiguous. A digraph is, however, generally

written easier and quicker than a new type, and is often read

as easily.

It is evident that all these expedients fall under two main

heads

:

(1) those which require new types to be cut

;

(2) those which require only the old types

;

and that if the question of reform is to be mainly guided

by considerations of typographical convenience, only those

modifications can be adopted which fall under the second

head, namely, the last three of those first enumerated, together

with a few out of the first two classes of letters. That it

is possible to frame a minutely accurate alphabet without

exceeding the resources of an ordinary printing-office has

been conclusively shown by Ellis's Palaeotype, on which my
own Narrow Romic is mainly founded. We may in short

say that the main result of the manifold experiments made
in England up to the publication of my 'Handbook of

Phonetics' was the rejection of the new-type and diacritic

systems, or, in other words, the subordination of compactness

to general accessibility. Whatever may be said against the

English systems, they at least provided every writer and

printer with the means of representing the minutest shades

of sound with the least possible delay, trouble, or expense.

The importance of this becomes evident when we consider

that it was mainly the typographical difficulties of the

'Standard Alphabet' which caused its disuse by missionaries
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and travellers, for whom it was specially intended. Palaeotype

and Narrow Romic still continue to be the only approach to

a universal alphabet with Eoman letters.

However, these principles have met with no favour out of

England, and the latest Continental alphabet—the Swedish,

noticed in my last Address {Trans. 1877-9, pp. 396 foil.)—

follows directly opposite ones, being supplemented entirely

by new types, diacritics being employed only for quantity,

tone, &c., and consisting entirely of italics. Although this

alphabet is intended only for the Swedish dialects, it employs

no less than eighty-eight elementary letters, and as a large

number of diacritics are required, the number of types runs

up to several hundred. If this alphabet were extended to

all languages, and its principles were carried out rigorously

and minutely, the number of letters would rise to as many
thousands.

In my Handbook the old-type principle was more severely

tested than in Mr. Ellis's works (Address, pp. 396 foil.), the

result of which was 'the break-down of digraphs in any

minutely accurate system '. But, as I have also said, we
must not rush into the opposite extreme of banishing them

entirely. It is quite visionary to attempt to have a new
letter for every minute shade of sound, which is not attempted

even in Visible Speech. The radical defects of the Roman
alphabet are so incurable that any extension of it must

necessarily be a very unsatisfactory compromise, although all

beginners think they can turn out a perfect scheme by

rigorously applying some one principle. It seems to me
that, putting all our experience together, the following is the

only practical compromise

:

(1) abolish the present use of capitals, as is done in Bell's

and the Swedish alphabet

;

(2) after determining the values to be assigned to the

existing letters, supplement them,

(3) by turned letters,

(4) by new types, beginning with those already provided,

and always reserving the right of employing digraphs

occasionally

;
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(5) denote general modifications, such as nasality, by
italic letters

;

(6) mark quantity, stress, &c., by separate signs on a

line with the other letters.

Thus, I would denote mixed vowels by two dots instead of

the (h) employed by Mr. Ellis and myself, using (e) for (eh),

(ii) for the Swedish (u). Even if we adopted only those

dotted letters which are in common use, retaining the digraphs

(oh) and some others, the Narrow Romic vowel-notation would

become practically almost as manageable and compact as can

be expected from any modification of the Eoman alphabet.

In the consonants 2 and 8 would be substituted for (gh) and

(dh), &c. Nasalization and palatalization would be indicated

by (n) and (j), quantity by a simple upright stroke (provisionally

by i), stress by a point. This method is in every way pre-

ferable to the ordinary one of placing these marks as diacritics

above and below the letter modified, which it is besides impos-

sible to carry out consistently and minutely in practice. Even

if we allow only two degrees of quantity and stress, and four

tones, which is utterly inadequate, we get eight diacritics,

with a large number of special combinations. The attempt

to form new letters for every variety of nasalized, &c., sounds,

is equally visionary, and if italics were limited to the function

of general modifiers, such digraphs as (a.n, sj), &c., would not

cause the slightest inconvenience, and (sj), at least, is less

clumsy and scarcely less compact than any of the attempts

I have seen to combine s and^' into one letter.

There is, however, a fatal obstacle to the general adoption

of such an alphabet for international scientific purposes,

namely, the impossibility of agreement as to its details. It is

a natural consequence of the fundamental arbitrariness of the

Roman alphabet, whose elementary symbols have no definite

relations either to one another or the sounds they represent,

that the values of these symbols vary almost indefinitely in

difierent languages, and consequently that any general

system stands in a very different relation to each national

orthography, which approaches it with special associations of

its own. Hence such irreconcileable contrasts as the ' Roman

'
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and 'English' values of the vowels, and the impossibility of

agreeing on a basis even for the rough practical system

required for spelling reform purposes. The ridicule which

phonetic spelling invariably excites in uneducated minds, and

the dislike with which every phonetician regards all phonetic

notations except the one evolved by himself, are simply the

result of an instinctive and rational protest against cross-asso-

ciations, or, in other words, against the Roman alphabet itself.

Even if we limit ourselves to a single book, we find no

less than four different systems enshrined in Mr. Ellis's

Early English Pronunciation, to which he has since added

a fifth,^ while I myself in my Handbook employ two, one of

which has to be varied to suit each language. Prof. Storm,

again, in his Engelsk Fllologi, seems in some respects to

ignore the results of English experience, and has special

types made for an alphabet whose limited range and want of

elasticity makes it useless to any one but himself, even if it

were generally accessible. In short, every new book brings a

new alphabet. As phonetics is studied more and more, so will

the number of books increase, each with its own notation,

these notations becoming more and more complex, till at last

comparative phonology will become a sheer impossibility, as,

indeed, it nearly is already.

Even if the impossible were to happen, and such a general

alphabet were accepted, its essential complexity and arbitrari-

ness would make it very diflBcult to learn, and it would be im-

possible to secure it against misinterpretation. The temptation

to avoid inconvenient symbols in writing each language would

also infallibly lead to inaccurate compromises and substitutions.

It is, in short, clear that the question of introducing an

entirely new organic alphabet is not a mere theoretical con-

sideration, but is of vital practical importance. Such an

alphabet, formed by the systematic combination of a few

fundamental signs denoting the elementary actions by which

all sounds are formed, would be free from the defects of any

possible modification of the Roman alphabet. As its letters

would all stand in a definite relation to one another and to

the sounds they represent, they would be learnt with ease,

' To which now add his ' Dimidian'.
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and as every stroke in them would have a meaning, their

number might be extended almost indefinitely without taxing

the memory, just as the nine digits of arithmetic may be

combined indefinitely. These qualities would also secure it

against arbitrary misapplication. There would be no cross-

associations with the ordinary Roman orthographies. It

would also be perfectly impartial, every simple sound having

a simple sign, so that the English th and the German ch

would be put on a perfect level with h, s, &c. The value for

scientific purposes of an alphabet in which every letter would

be practically a diagram of the actions by which the sound is

produced would be incalculable, and the different varieties of

such a vowel as (a), for instance, would appear in their true

light, namely, as perfectly distinct sounds, hitherto confounded

simply by an accident of defective notation. The rationale

of sound-change would then become self-evident in most

cases by the mere juxtaposition of the symbols.

The objection oftenest urged against the adoption of such

an alphabet is, that being based on a physiological analysis

of the actions of the organs of speech, each advance in our

analysis, and each correction of earlier errors, will involve a

modification or enlargement of the alphabet. The natural

answer to this is that perfection in all practical matters can

never be reached without repeated trial, and that long ex-

perience is required to determine what are the best shapes

of the letters—the simplest and most distinct, how the words

are to be divided, and many other similar questions. Also

that an alphabet in which the facts already established were

embodied on a systematic and consistent plan would itself

be a most powerful instrument of progress. The question is

not whether we have arrived at an absolutely perfect and

final analysis of speech-sounds, but simply whether we have

a sufiicient number of firmly established results to form the

basis of an organic alphabet which for scientific purposes is

an improvement on any possible modification of the Eoman
alphabet. I answer confidently. Yes. An alphabet which

could stand such tests as Visible Speech was subjected to by

Mr. Ellis and other eminent phoneticians {V.S., pp. 23 foil.),

an alphabet too whose very structure makes it capable of

xj2
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indefinite expansion and elaboration, must yield at least a

solid foundation. Mr. Bell's system was, unfortunately,

announced too confidently, he himself saying {V. 8., p. 19):

' The invention ... is now, it is believed, perfect for its

purposes, and will probably be found to require no additions

or alterations, however extended its uses may become.'

When it was found to contain several errors of analysis,

especially in the consonants, even the inventor's son having

afterwards modified some of its details, and also to be incom-

plete, there was a natural reaction, shared also by Mr. Ellis,

who, though still giving Visible Speech the first rank among
alphabets, does not advocate any longer its pi-actical use

for phonetic purposes, urging that our knowledge is not

advanced enough to base a general alphabet on. I think,

however, he much exaggerates the uncertainty of the results

of our analysis of speech-sounds. If we impartially survey

the whole field of phonetic knowledge, we shall see that the

great majority of the facts are really as firmly established as

anything can well be. It is, for instance, absolutely certain

that |), b, and m are all formed by the lips, and that k, g, and

ng are all formed by the back of the tongue, also that p, b, k, g
are formed by complete stoppage, that m and ng are nasal,

and so on. These are certain results which no amount of

physiological, acoustic, or any other kind of scientific investi-

gation can possibly modify, at least as far as their symboliza-

tion is concerned. Again, it is by no means certain that our

present views on the formation of voice are final, but there

is no doubt that there is such a thing as voice, that it is

inherent in b, m, g, &c., and that b stands in the same

relation to ^ as g^ does to k, as regards the presence and

absence of this element. Even if we knew nothing more

than this parallelism, without having any idea of the real

natuie of voice, and denoted b and g by an arbitrarj- but

consistent modification of the signs for p and k, we should

attain a practically permanent result. The vowels have

always offered greater difficulties, but many of the main

divisions of palatal, labial, high and low, &c., have been

agreed on long ago. As a matter of fact, Bell's analysis of

the vowels is so perfect that after ten years' incessant testing
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and application to a variety of languages, I see no reason for

modifying its general framework.

The fact of Bell's vowel-system having hitherto been found

adequate does not, of course, involve that such will bo the

case twenty, or even ten years hence. Nor is there any

reason why Visible Speech may not hereafter be rejected

entirely in favour of some fundamentally different alphabet.

But this further step towards ideal perfection will not come

of itself, or be reached by a leap: it must be toiled up to

slowly and painfully, and as long as we are hampered with

makeshift adaptations of the Roman alphabet, our advance

will continue to be a mere crawl.

The first condition of progress is that practical phonetics

should be made a study accessible to every philologist—that

it should be popularized (from a scientific point of view). This

can only be effected by means of an organic alphabet, which

keeps the mechanism of the sounds continually before the

learner's eyes, and makes those comparative studies easy

which are almost impossible with the Roman alphabet. The

popular idea that the Roman alphabet is easier in itself than

an organic one, is simply due to the fact that a word spelt

phonetically in Roman letters is generally recognizable with

more or less difficulty even by unphonetic readers, while the

organic symbols are, of course, utterly unintelligible. But

the recognition by eye of such a phonetically spelt word as

(fai^a) does not bring with it the slightest knowledge of its

phonetic structure. If the reader is told that this same

word is pronounced (faiSer) in Scotch, he recognizes it with

still greater ease as 'father', but if asked to explain the

difference between the (a) of the one spelling and the (a) of

the other, and to pronounce them, is totally at a loss. When,
however, he has learnt these facts, and has associated them,

not with the arbitrary symbols (a) and (a), but with the

organic ] and j, he has not only acquired phonetic knowledge,

but also the means of incessantly recalling it to his mind,

the height of the symbol being associated with the height of

the tongue. Even if obliged afterwards to employ Roman
letters, such a student will be able to do so only by mentally

transliterating them into the organic symbols—in short,
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whatever the character he reads, he will always think in the

organic letters. Of course, such an alphabet as Visible Speech

has to be learnt, but this really involves only learning the

meaning of a few fundamental marks and the principles of

their application, which can be acquired by any one in a few

hours. To read such an alphabet fluently requires, of course,

considerable practice, but the student will acquire a perfect

command of it long before he has mastered the actual facts of

phonetics embodied in it. The real difficulty is the thing itself,

namely, the facts of phonetics, whose difficulties are largely

increased by a bad notation like the various make-shift Eoman-
letter ones, and are simply reduced to their natural proportions

by a rational notation. If non-Sanskritists will take the

trouble of learning the enormously complex Sanskrit alphabet,

which gives the key to only one language, merely for compara-

tive purposes, the comparative phonetician cannot grudge the

trouble of attaining the phonetic key to all languages, which

is besides in itself the easiest of all possible alphabets.

These views are not the result of desultory theorizing, but

of the practical experience of myself and my fellow-worker,

Mr. H. Nicol. We both studied practically under Mr. Bell

himself, and have worked with his alphabet ever since,

employing it exclusively in our private memoranda and cor-

respondence with one another. We had, however, till lately

no intention of advocating its general use among philologists,

thinking that a general Eomic system would excite less

prejudice and do well enough for a time. However, the con-

siderations set forth have made us change our minds during

the last two years, and we have been driven by sheer neces-

sity to have types cut for a reformed organic alphabet for

our own use. The expense of the undertaking has been

shared equally between us, but the use of the new types will

be free to any member of the Society who wishes to employ
them in any paper printed in our Transactions.

As I have had more leisure and opportunity for phonetic work
than Mr. Nicol, most of the modifications of Bell's original alpha-

bet have been devised by myself, but they have all been

subjected to Mr. Nicol's criticisms and approval before final

adoption, as also to the criticisms of Mr. Ellis and Dr. Murray.
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Bell's Visible Speech.

295

As Bell's book {Visible Speech, by Alex. Melville Bell,

Inaugui'al Edition, 1867) is now practically inaccessible to

ordinary students, and as the want of key-words makes it

difficult of comprehension to the untrained reader, I have

tried to make the following abstract of it full and clear

enough to supersede reference to it for ordinary purposes, and

at the same time as brief as possible, by omitting detailed

explanations of universally accepted facts of phonology.

Wherever Bell's views are obscure, or diverge from my own
or those of others, I have quoted his own definitions.

Bell's complete alphabet is shown in the annexed table,

reproduced by Mr. Ellis's permission, from the one in his

Early English Pronunciation, Part I.
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For the sake of convenience, I shall in my exposition

employ the new letters whenever they agree with Bell's.

For many of the symbols peculiar to Bell I have been able

by Dr. Murray's kindness to make use of his set of types.

Where these failed I have been obliged to refer to the table.

Symbols marked * are those which have been modified or

discarded in the revised alphabet.

General Principles.

All the consonants and vowel-letters are formed by the

combination of the following elements, some of which are also

used as independent letters. They are all, as far as possible,

pictorial of the actions or positions of the organs.

O- Open glottis, or breath. A segment of this, c, is the

foundation of priinary (my open) consonants, the same in-

dented, c, of divided consonants.

0. ' Contracted super-glottal passage,' or whisper.

1. ' Glottis contracted to a narrow chink,' or voice.

Foundation of all vowels, such as L (i). Incorporated in

voiced consonants, as in e (2).

i. Nasality
;
pictorial of the pendulous soft-palate.

Dot. Narrowness-deQner, as in I (i).

Hook. Wideness-deQner, as in f {i).

Cross-stroke. Bounding, as in f (y).

Upright-stroke. Stopping, as in a (k).

There are other elementary signs which are employed only

as modifiers.

The place where each sound is formed is shown by the

direction in which the symbol is turned. Thus a = (k),

D = (p), D = (t).

The following is the complete alphabet of types.

16 Consonants.
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20 Vo^vels.

7 Glides.

14 Modifiers.

4 Tones.

. ' r
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throughout as the symbol of the various (h)-sounds in

]aEguage, not knowing that they are (apparently) always

accompanied by glottal narrowing (Hb., § 195). He was, on

the other hand, aware of the glide-nature (Hb., § 197, note d)

of (h),^ and it would have been more consistent to denote it

by > (No. 12), as was afterwards done by Mr. Nicol and

myself.]

2. I. When the glottis is contracted to a narrow chink,

the breath in passing sets the edges of the orifice—the

' vocal ligaments ' — in vibration, and creates sonorous

' voice '. [The description is not absolutely correct : see

Hb., § 11.]

3. 0. When the glottis is open, and the super-glottal passage

is contracted, the breath creates in the latter the non-sonorous

rustling or friction which is called 'whisper'. [This is a

description, not of ordinary whisper, but of the wheeze (i)

{Hb., § 20). Bell was not aware that the former is produced

by simple narrowing of the lower glottis.]

4. e. Compound of o and i, and denotes whisper and voice

heard simultaneously. [Here, of course, the can only denote

super-glottal action.]

5. X. Glottal ' catch '-

6. i. Nasality.

7. *9e. Compound of 5 and o, and denotes guttural contrac-

tion with nasality, as heard in the French sounds in, on, &e.

In these elements there is a gliding semi-consonant effect in

the throat as well as nasal modification. [See Hb., p. 211,

note to § 22. French nasality seems to be only a stronger

development of the preceding one, due to further lowering of

the uvula.]

8. $. Trill.

9. 10. A, V by themselves, refer to the aperture of the

mouth as affected by the close (a) or open (v) position of the

jaws. Following other symbols, A denotes configurative

compression, with consequent percussion on leaving the

configuration ; and v denotes configurative openness or organic

laxity. Thus

:

1 Written (h) in the Hb.
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OA. An exhaustive aspiration from upward pressure of

the diaphragm;— a wheeze. [Hardly correct: a

wheeze seems to require super-glottal contraction.]

ov. A gentle inaudible aspiration.

XA. Glottal closure with distention of the larynx from

pressure o'n the confined breath, and percussive

emission on opening the passage ;—a cough.

11, 12. <, >. Whisper or voice may be produced by air

going inwards (<) or by breath coming out (>). All symbols

except < and • imply emission. Symbol > is used to denote

a transitional emission from the symbolized configuration

in passing from one position to another. The effect is

different from the throat-aspiration, O. Thus from the

shut position of the glottis (x) we may either open sharply

upon an utterance of voice (xi) or we may ease off the pres-

sure of the 'catch' by interpolating a 'breath-glide' (x>i).

[This makes > practically identical with my (h), both before

and after vowels {Hb., § 195-9) and in aspirated stops {Hb.,

§222).]

13. *•. Signifies that the organic separation or recoil from

any symbolized position—which is always implied in final

elements when the ' stop ' is not written—does_not take place.

Thus X' is an unfinished ' catch ', in forming which, the

impulse ceases with the closure of the glottis. The effect

of organic 'stop' is implied between elements in verbal

combinations, such as tl in outlaw, td in outdo, &c. ; where,

necessarily, the t is not followed by organic recoil, as it

would be at the end of a word. In these cases, of course,

the ' stop ' does not require to be written. [These two cases

are distinct. The latter is simply one of absence of glide

(breath-glide in the two words cited). The former means

cessation of out-breathing before the recoil, not absence of

recoil. A stop maintained indefinitely without recoil would

cause suffocation.]

14. *
'. In verbal combinations of elementary sounds, each

element is inseparably joined to the succeeding one. When
any element, except the last in a combination, is finished

independently of what follows, the sign of ' hiatus ' (') is

used. The effect of ' will be understood by pronouncing the
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word ' bedtime ', in which the d and t are not disjoined, in

contrast with the separate pronunciation of the two words

' hed, time '. Symbol > is an aspirated hiatus ; symbol ' is

non-aspirated—a mere interval. [This symbol is practically

a breath-glide {Hh., § 215), and is superseded when we have

proper signs for the various glides. Forglideless combinations

see Hh., § 239.]

15. *'. Denotes a very 'abrupt' utterance, shorter than

ordinary 'short quantity'. The latter is implied in all

symbols where no sign of quantity is written.

16. . Sign of long quantity, or ' holder '. Extra prolonga-

tion may be denoted by .
17. *'. The sign of 'accent' or stress distinguishes the

syllable in a word, or the element in a combination, which

receives the principal impulse. The mark is placed lefore

the accented syllable. [No sign provided for secondary

stress.] This sign inverted is used to mark emphasis or

sentence-stress. [This is superfluous, as the distinction between

stress and emphasis is only logical, not phonetic]

Cousonants (51-69).

The separate symbols are c (primary), G (divided), a (shut),

G [= *^*] (nasal), together with the corresponding voiced e, 8,

a, Q. The place of the sound is indicated by the direction

of the curve, thus : c back (x), o front (5), o point (r), o lip
{<f>).

Curves of diflerent direction are united in one symbol to

show simultaneous action, as in o (m.) = o + c, g (xv) = c-(-o,

the large curve showing the preponderating element. Voiced

consonants are distinguished by the insertion of the voice-

symbol: (D(j), Q (g).

Other positions are expressed by the modifiers *{ (inner), *\

(outer), c (inverted), (protruded) : ai (t,), D^ (t^), Oc (t^). Da (tf).

Other modifiers are : A (closeness) and v (openness), as in

OA (blowing to cool) and ov (expressive of faintness, or want

of air) ; 5 (nasality), as in os Qn) ; f (trill), as in cdj (rr).

The following are applied to stops

:

*0g. Emission stopper (62).^ Organic separation without

' Note that the last lino of p. 59 should be transferred to the top of p. 62.
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emission. The ' stop ' (•) shows that the action is conjunctive

only; and the 'emission-stopper' signifies that the organs

are separated after contact, but that the breath is retained.

[There is no reason why this modifier should not be applied

to other sounds as weU as stops. In fact, Bell himself says,

after treating of Consonant Suctions, under the head Con-

sonant Actions without Breath (63) :
' All the consonant

configurations of every kind—primary and divided as well as

shut—may be formed without either emission or suction. If

the breath within the mouth be compressed behind the

articulating organs while an inner closure is held, a distinct,

and in some cases, a powerfully percussive efiect will be pro-

duced on the abrupt separation of the organs. The signs Og

and Oh represent the two modes of this mere motion of the

organs of speech.' Bell apparently means to include both

the action just described (Og) and the clicks (Oh) under the

designation ' mere motion of the organs of speech '.]

*0h. Suction Stopper (62). Suction and organic separation

without inhalation. The formation of the shut consonants by

suction (<) gives rise to a peculiar class of elements. The lip-

shut symbol followed by the sign of suction (d<) represents

a sound interjectionally expressive of sudden pain ; but there

may be suction during the organic contact and separation

of the organs without ingoing air. For this effect the

special sign 'suction stopper' is provided. The lip-, point-,

and front-shut actions performed in this way, and the point-

shut with side termination (dh), produce a series of sounds

or 'clicks' which are very common in interjectional or

inarticulate utterance, and which are elements of ordinary

speech in some African languages. Compare also note on the

Zulu clicks (135). [This method of symbolizing the clicks

is very ingenious. The air is sucked from between the

tongue and palate from behind, so that its movement is

necessarily inwards, which is expressed by the <, the () show-

ing that this inward movement is not obtained by ordinary

inhalation.]

H Side opener (61). Lateral or ' divided ' termination instead

of organic recoil.
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" Unilateral. Opening of a single lateral passage. [This

modification can be applied also to unstopped consonants and

vowels. Eh., § 134]

Bell remarks (61) :
' When a shut consonant precedes

a nasal one of the same organic formation, the oral organs

are not disjoined, but the nasal valve is simply opened, as in

pm (dQ) in chapman, &c. The independent completion of

the shut consonant in such cases would be inconsistent with

the law of coalescence, which requires all the elements of a

word to be joined together without hiatus.' He then proceeds

to symbolize the ' nasal termination ' of a final shut consonant

by D! : it would be more consistent with the foregoing to

write dO, as also oo, DCO" instead of his dh and D". There is

no reason why these combinations should be only final.

A few of the consonant-symbols require special discussion.

0, and e have been noticed above (pp. 297, 298).

x} (60). There can be no inner variety of the catch, but

an outer formation, or closure of the super-glottal passage,

yields a distinct percussion, which is very common in Chinese

and many other languages. The closure is effected by

depression of the epiglottis, as in the act of swallowing.

[I never succeeded in acquiring a definite idea of this sound.]

*Q (s). Front-mixed (52). The front and the point of the

tongue both raised, so as to bring the convex surface of the

tongue close to the front of the palatal arch, and the point of

the tongue, at the same time, close to the upper gum.

*13 (!)• Point-mixed. The point and the front of the

tongue both raised—the latter to a less degree than for Q

—

bringing the front surface of the tongue near the rim of the

palatal arch. [See Hb., §§ 112, 114. This can only represent

a voiceless palatalized (i>, (i;;'), which is quite distinct from
(J).]

*r2 iY) (58). Front-mixed-divided has its centre check

at the tip of the tongue, and its apertures between the edges of

the flattened point and the teeth or the upper gum, the front

of the tongue having considerable convexity within the arch of

the palate. [See Hb., § 110, where (];) is described as simply

breath directed on to the teeth by (the flattened, or even

concave) tongue. The convexity of the tongue described by
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Bell would conveii the English (iS) into the Danish (Sj),

Hh., § 128. Lastly, division could only produce some variety

of (1). If we take the symbol literally as co + o, it can only

mean a voiceless Italian gl modified by (r). co, the point-

divided, is described by Bell as ' (having) its apertures over

the sides of the middle of the tongue, the point being in

contact with the upper gum ; the front surface of the tongue

is flattened or slightly concave, so that the apertures are

large and productive of but little friction or sibilation '.]

*6«S (59)- Point-mixed-divided has the apertures of o (1)

narrowed by convexity of the tongue, and the breath is in

consequence strongly sibilant. [This is, according to Bell

(93), the Welsh II, usually identified with u", and the Zulu

hi. The voiced sound he identifies as the Zulu dJil. It is not

clear in what way the sound is supposed to differ from the

preceding one. The Welsh II certainly has a strong sibilant

eSect, but this can be effected by spreading out the lateral

edges of the tongue, as well as by convexity of its front, and

I conjecture that the Zulu dhl is simply such a (buzzed) co.

Taken literally giS ought to represent (1^')—the ordinary

French I in belle {Hh., § 132).]

3 (f). Lip-divided is formed by placing the centre of

the lower lip on the edges of the upper teeth, while the

breath hisses through the interstices between the teeth or

between the teeth and the lip. A similar effect of divided

formation results from placing the lower on the upper lip,

instead of the teeth, and directing the breath over the

corners of the lips. This peculiarity would be represented

by the modifier (=) 'to lip' after the lip-divided symbol

(33). [i?&. 1 18, 133, and note, p. 213. Bell's own analysis

contradicts his symbolization of (f) as a divided : the true lip-

divided is the sound he writes 33.]

These errors of symbolization are evidently due to the

attempt to uphold the symmetry of the system, even where

its ground-plan is defective. It certainly is a defect that there

is no sign for the teeth-position, which would enable (]?) and (f)

to fall into their natural places ' point-teeth ' and ' lip-teeth
'

respectively, (s) and
(J) are more difficult to deal with. It
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may be noted that Bell's providing a sign (1/fc) for the very rare

(fe), while leaving the frequently occurring (sj), (ij), (fv), Qv)

unsymbolized, is also due to the exigencies of symmetry, which

allows only opposite curves to be united in one symbol, and

hence excludes o+o, n+o, &e. The way in which the

revised alphabet meets these difficulties will be seen hereafter.

The following is Bell's 'General Scheme of Consonants'

(66).

Voiceless.

Throat
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In Bell's nomenclature the place is named first and voice

last : D ]ip-shut-voice. Consonants of two curves he calls

' mixed ', thus d is ' lip-mixed ', a ' hack-mixed '. It seems

simpler to name both organs : lip-back, back-lip. Bell calls

a, &c., ' shut ' consonants, instead of the more usual ' stop '.

I have also substituted ' open ' for his ' primary '.

Glides (69-70).

Bell's symbolization of the non-syllabic vowels with which

diphthongs are formed is the one general feature of his

alphabet which has met with least approval among phone-

ticians.

' The primary consonants are formed by the breath or

voice issuing with a degree of friction, sibilation or buzzing,

through a narrow passage over the back, front, Sec, of the

tongue, or between the lips. When the configurative channel

is so far expanded as to remove compression or buzzing from

the voice, a series of semi-consonant, semi-vowel sounds

results, which we call " glides ". These elements are only

transitional sounds. If they had a fixed configuration, they

would be vowels, and would form syllables ; as even the closer

consonants do when their configuration is held.

' The glides being thus intermediate to consonants and

vowels, are appropriately represented by the organic con-

sonant curves joined subordinately to vowel-stems ; thus S

[from o]. Th§ glides unite with vowels to form diphthongs,

or double sounds with a single syllabic impulse. The vowel-

stems (i, i) are now specifically employed by themselves to

denote non-syllabic vowel murmurs.'

He thus describes a vowel (71)

:

' A vowel is a syllabic sound moulded by a definite and

momentarily fixed, or tense, configuration of the free channel

of the mouth, and creating no oral sibilation or friction in

its emission. A vowel without a fixed configuration loses its

syllabic effect and becomes a glide ; and a glide with sibila-

tion or friction in the oral channel becomes a consonant.

Consonants, like glides, are merely transitional sounds

;
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but their configurations may be held so as to receive syllabic

impulse, in which case a consonant without a vowel has the

effect of a syllable. All vowels make syllables.'

This view of ' glides ' being intermediate to consonants

and vowels is the result of confusion between two distinct

divisions of sounds, namely, that of syllabic and non-syllabic,

and that of consonant and vowel. The latter is entirely the

result of the position of the organs, while the former is

purely relative, dependent mainly on stress, secondarily on

quantity {Hb., §§ 189, 250). Any sound, whether consonant

or vowel, may be either syllabic, that is, a syllable-former, or

the contrary. Any consonant whatever, not merely (1), (n), &c.,

may constitute a syllable, and any vowel may be made non-

syllabic without the slightest modification of the position

with which it is formed. Bell's intermediate symbols would

be defensible only if glides were formed with a degree of

friction or closeness intermediate to that of consonants and

vowels, which is not the case. It is also clear that there

must be as many glide- as there are vowel-symbols, but Bell

provides only eight glides to represent the thirty-six vowels.

Thus, the six vowels I, X, [, [, i, i are all represented by the

single glide 7\. Some vowels, such as T, have not even an

approximate glide to correspond.

The remaining glide-symbols are really weakened consonants,

such as 5d, which is a weak o) (r).

The following is a complete list of the glide-symbols Bell's

key-words are given by him on p. 94 of his book.

*> Breath-glide. A transitional aspiration of organic

quality corresponding to that of the adjoining elements, = a
soft eflfect of c, o, &c. [See p. 300, above. Bell's key-word
is the Irish p'aper.^

I Voice-glide. Vocal murmur, = a non-syllabic effect of \.

[Non-syllabic \ (e) implies a definite position—the mid-mixed-
narrow, but it is also possible to make a voice-murmur in

passing from one position to another, of so transient a character
that it cannot be said to have any definite configuration.

I ought to be used to denote this sound only. Key-word, the
English va'ry,]
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3E Round-glide. Eounded murmur, = a non-syllabic effect

of^(o). [Compare the remarks on i. Key-word, American

and Cockney now. This is rather the ordinary English

pronunciation.]

*5m Throat-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of » (.i), re-

sembling the vowel j (»). [This comparison is misleading, as

there is no throat action in j. The key-word given is a

' peculiar ' pronunciation of are. Bell told me that my own
pronunciation of the vowel r in hear, &c., was this throat-

glide, but I believe it is simply a glide-j (a).]

*f Back-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of e (5), resembling

the vowel
] (b) or 1 (ut). [Key-word, are = smooth burr.]

*f Back-round-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of es (jw),

resembling the vowel } (o). [Key-word, out = smooth burr

labialized.]

*fi Front-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of m (j), resembling

the vowel I (i). [Key-words, English die, day. The sound

here is, of course, a glide-f, not I.]

*S Front-round-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of m with

lip-modification, resembling the vowel f (y). [Key-word,

North Irish new.]

*5d Point-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of cu (r), resem-

bling the vowel
j;

(a). [Key-word, English axe. This seems

to be a compromise between Bell's half-Scotch, half-elocu-

tionary pronunciation of the English vowel-r as w (without

trill), and the ordinary glide-j or i pronunciation.]

*^ Point-round-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of o), with

lip-modification, resembling the vowel j (0). [Key-word,

English our.]

*5e Lip-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of 3 (j8), resembling

the vowel I (ii). [Key-word, French Zu^.]

*i Lip-round-glide. A semi-vowelized sound of a (w),

resembling the vowel 1 (u). [The combination of 'lip' and

' round ' is, strictly speaking, a tautology ; by ' rounding

'

Bell here implies inner rounding {Hb., § 37, 9). Key-word,

English now, which seems ~to be generally pronounced with

glide-!); or J, Bell's i.]

In Bell's nomenclature glide comes last : 51, lip-round-glide.

X 3
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Vowels (71-80).

Bell's definition of a vowel has been quoted already (p. 305).

Primary [my narrow] vowels are those which are most

allied to consonants, the voice-channel being expanded only

so far as to remove all fricative quality. The same organic

adjustments form wide vowels when the resonance-cavity is

enlarged behind the configurative aperture—the physical

cause of wide quality being retraction of the soft palate, and

expansion of the pharynx. [See Hh., §§ 24, 25, where the dis-

tinction of narrow and wide is shown to depend on the shape

of the tongue, and to apply to consonants also. The narrowing

of hack sounds appears, however, to be due to tension and

consequent advancing of the uvula, often with a simultaneous

sympathetic retraction of the tongue. The flexible soft palate

has, therefore, the same function in the back of the mouth as

the flexible front of the tongue has in the front of the mouth,
j

The vowels are divided into three classes of palato-lingual

formations, according as the oral cavity is moulded mainly

by the hack, ihefront, or the mixed (back and front) attitudes

of. the tongue.

The symbol of voice (i) is the basis or ' stem ' of all the

vowel letters. To this stem a, priTnary or wide definer (p. 296,

above) is joined, to the inner side for back, to the outer for

front, and to hotJi sides for mixed vowels.

Three degrees of elevation of the tongue in its back, front,

or mixed attitudes are discriminated by the position of the

definers on the vowel-stem. Thus

:
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lip-modification—being the visible cause of round quality,

is assumed as representative of the efiect. The amount of

lip-modification corresponds to the degree of elevation of the

tongue: high vowels have the narrowest, low the broadest,

and mid an intermediate aperture.

The lips are drawn across the aperture of a lingual vowel in

order to round its quality; and the resulting effect is sym-

bolized by a short line drawn across the vowel-stem.
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Governing Signs (80).

A pair of linked symbols within parentheses may be used as

governing signs to denote habitual peculiarities of any kind,

and thus save the writing of the latter at every instance of

their occurrence. Thus the nasal sign or back consonant

linked to any element will show a general nasalizing or

gutturalizing of that particular sound, as (ccc) I nasal, (cooc:)

I guttural.

A more general indication of such peculiarities, without

reference to any specilic element, will be furnished by writing

the link before the nasal, &c., sign by itself, within parentheses,

as ("oa:) close lips, (<>(:) general nasal quality.

Tones (82).

Level tone.

' Simple rising inflexion.

^ Simple fall.

" Compound rise—falling and rising with a single impulse

of voice.

„ Compound fall—rising and falling with a single impulse

of voice.

In the notation of tones no more is aimed at than the

discrimination of the radical varieties. The types for tones

being, however, reversible, may be used to indicate relative

pitch as well as inflexion. Thus :

j' high-pitched rise.

j^ low-pitched rise.

Modulation, or change of key, is symbolized by
r Key elevated.

-" Key depressed.

Other Signs.

o. (88.) Whistle.

(82.) Other alphabetic forms may be introduced to show
the combinations co, co, &c., with excess of either element.

The sign of trill, inner or outer formation, &c., may be

similarly combined, by superposition, or otherwise, with the

letter to which they refer.
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Revised Organic Alphabet.

General Principles.

In the above exposition I have abstained as far as possible

from criticism, only pointing out the more obvious errors of

Bell's analysis for the reader's guidance. It will now be

necessary to carry out our criticism in detail, in order to

justify the alterations proposed. These alterations are of two
kinds, (1) those which deal with the shapes of the letters,

(2) those which are the result of difference of analysis.

Before entering on the details of the former class of altera-

tions, it will be as well to make a few remarks on the principles

of sound-symbolization from a purely graphic point of view.

It is evident that the two main requisites are distinctiveness

and simplicity, which are, to a certain extent, opposed to one

another, this opposition becoming more and more marked

as the number of letters increases. The co-existence of

such letters as I 1 i in the Roman alphabet, and, to a less

extent, of o c e, is a sin against distinctiveness, while such

letters as g, Sanskrit '^ = o, or almost any one of the

German capitals, are equally objectionable from the second

point of view. The complexity of the Roman alphabet is

enormously increased by its often having perfectly distinct

forms for the same letter according as it is lower case,

capital, or italic—a K a, g o g. It is evident that no forms

can be more distinctive and, at the same time, simpler than

those on which Visible Speech is mainly based— I 0. The

distinctiveness of Visible Speech is, however, limited by
its principle of indicating the relations of the sounds by

a corresponding resemblance between their symbols, so that,

of course, the more closely allied two sounds are, the slighter

will be the difference between their symbols. It has, for

instance, been urged as an objection to Visible Speech that

its distinction between narrow and wide is too minute. I

do not believe that it is, but if it were—if the distinction

between I and I were one which might easily escape a

cursory reader—it is of little importance, the distinction not

being meant for cursory readers, and the objectors forgetting
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that in ordinary Roman spelling, as in the English words

pick and pique, the difierence between narrow and wide is left

absolutely unmarked.

The Roman alphabet has reached its present high standard

of simplicity and clearness by a gradual process of wearing

down and elimination extending over thousands of years, and

it is interesting to observe that Visible Speech, although an

independent and a-priorily constructed system, has many
letters which are, as regards the elements they are composed

of, identical with Roman ones. Thus the following Roman
letters reappear almost or quite unchanged in Visible Speech

:

o c f/ J I 1 a;, while others contain the same elements : j e D u.

An objection which generally suggests itself to those unac-

quainted with Visible Speech is that the repetition of the same
symbol turned different ways is confusing. To this it may
be answered that exactly the same thing occurs in Roman,
where b, d, p, q a.re distinguished solely by the direction of

one and the same combination, which only requires to have

its stem shortened to become the Visible Speech symbol of a

stopped consonant.

If experience shows that any of the letters are not dis-

tinctive enough, it will be easy to add marks or make slight

modifications, as long as they do not obscure the groundwork
of the symbol. This is in fact already done in such pairs as

CO (D, where the divided consonant is beaded, to distino-uish

it still further from the open one.

We will now proceed to details, beginning with the purely
formal alterations.

The most important and general one consists in a return to

BelFs original plan of casting the consonants on oblong
instead of square bodies, which requires twelve additional
types, and making the vowels ascend and descend above and
below the line, high vowels ascending, low descending, atid

mid both ascending and descending, which makes the vowel-
symbols more distinctive, and, at the same time, informs the
eye of the number of syllables in a letter-group. This
naturally suggests a further reform, namely, to abolish Bell's

vowel-glides, and make non-syllabic vowels of the same
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height as the consonants : thus : aix (kui), Ji (ai), \i (seu).

I and J are retained.

Glide consonants are indicated by a following ), thus co) is

a glide (1), and m) is exactly equivalent to X. Glideless com-

bination is indicated by ^, thus a^co is (kl) without any

glide between the (k) and (1).

In the consonants it has been found impossible to work

with Bell's nasals, on account of the diflBculty of distinguish-

ing them from the corresponding stops, especially on a small

scale. The difficulty lies in combining the three elements

CI! in compact and distinctive symbols, allowing also for the

addition of the voice-stroke. After many trials the simple

remedy suggested itself of omitting the c altogether, com-

bining the I and j, and indicating the place of the nasal by
the direction of the l, thus : J (q), L (u), "> (n), r (m), the voice-

stroke being added thus: J, l, rr, f. These forms are less

elegant than the original ones, but are as simple, distinctive,

and self-interpreting as is possible.

We now turn to those modifications and additions which

have been made necessary by divergent analysis and increased

knowledge.

In the consonants a special symbol for ' teeth ' has been

adopted, namely u, the angle being pictorial of the edges of

the teeth. The other organs concerned in the production of

a teeth consonant are indicated by the direction in which the

symbol is turned : u point-teeth (]>), :> lip-teeth (f). To indicate

the 'blade' position (Hb., §§7, 112) the form s has been

adopted from Bell's script, being regarded as a special com-

bination of o and o, implying an intermediate position, s being

taken as blade, is reversed to symbolize blade-point: s (s),

s (z), z (I), e (3). Those who disagree with Bell's analysis

must regard s as a purely conventional and arbitrary sign,

taken direct from the Roman alphabet, and z as an arbitrary

modification of it.

The only one of Bell's ' mixed ' consonants that has been

retained is o (and c). The others have been superseded by
the introduction of uniform modifiers, formed from segments

of the curves for back, front, &c. : ( back, n front, v point,
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) lip, 9 lip-back, (« hack-lip), as in (d\ (rj), co) (jv). The

principle of providing modifiers for all the fundamental

actions has been carried out consistently, the following heing

the remaining consonant-modifiers : j blade, I stop, ii open,

)i glottal stop. The first is formed from S, the last from x,

while II is formed on the analogy of the existing H (divided).

1 after a consonant denotes simultaneous closure of the glottis

('implosion,' i?5., §224).

Bell's signs for inner and outer being liable to confusion

with the nasal sign $, ^ and ^ have been substituted, which are

also turned upwards and downwards -^ and t to indicate raising

and lowering, for which Bell has no sign, thus L inner (i),

I-' raised (i).

Bell's symbolization of breath, whisper, and voice is in some

respects rather arbitrary, and requires extension. This has

been effected by various modifications of the O. O itself has

been taken to signify breath without any oral modification,

the breath-glide being symbolized by a smaller circle, thus

a° = Danish (kh). When the breath-glide is simply a ghding

devocalization of a following vowel, the same smaller circle is

placed on a glide-vowel stem, thus e|) = ordinary (ha) {Hb.,

§ 195 foil., § 210 foil.), o is a stress-glide (or aspiration), and

to denote the ordinary stressless glide in- English Jca, &e.,

which only requires to be written in very minute notation, a

still smaller circle is used, as in a°3 {Bb., § 212, 1). The corre-

sponding stressless voice-glide is symbolized by ', a shortened

voice-symbol, as in a'3 (Sb., § 212, 2), Q']. These last two

doubled, s ;, are employed as modifiers, thus Li voiceless (i).

From is formed the whisper-glide « on the analogy of °, and

the modifier D, thus In = whispered (i).

The signs for in- and out-going breath, < and >, have been

retained, but only as modifiers, Bell's breath-glide being

expressed by °. Instead of Bell's dot it has been thought

simpler to extend the i to breath-stoppage also : < emission-

stopper, < inhalation-stopper (' click ').

The signs for closeness and openness, A and v, have also

been retained, but only in their strict applications. From
them, the marks of syllabic stress have been formed, " and ",
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the latter signifying weak stress, the former strong. " is, for

convenience, shortened into a simple point, as employed by

Mr. Ellis, (•) being used for strong, (") for extra strong,

(.) for half stress. To indicate non-syllabic force on an

isolated element, these signs are lowered, a.], the (») being

employed in order to prevent confusion with the ordinary

full stop. Lastly, from " and • are formed the modifiers j and

! to symbolize narrowness and wideness respectively, 3!, for

instance, being narrow (w).

The holder is shortened (*) to denote half-length, and

this latter inverted (t) is the sign of shortness, instead of

Bell's arbitrary (').

^ between two symbols denotes absence of glide, and
)

shows that the preceding symbol is a glide. At first the

plan of enclosing the symbol in
( ) was tried, but this was

found cumbrous, and only the second half was retained.

As Bell's link is appropriated for breath, the sign + has

been introduced to denote simultaneousness. * is used as

a general modifier to indicate that the preceding symbol is

not to be read literally, but with some implied modification.

The following are the main principles that have been

followed in the above alterations and extensions : (1) to avoid

isolated symbols, as in the abandonment of Bell's breath-glide

and mark of shortness
; (2) to provide separate modifying-

symbols for all the organic actions
; (3) to make the modifiers

thinner than the corresponding full symbols
; (4) glides, &c.,

being made into modifiers by doubling.

Other symbols (especially those whose adoption requires

further consideration) will be described hereafter.

In the present imperfect state of our knowledge of intona-

tion. Bell's symbols will suffice for general purposes.

Detailed List of Symbols.

General Symbols.

Modifiers naturally follow the letter they refer to. An
exception may often be made in the case of tones, which

generally apply to groups of sounds, not merely to single
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ones. See the specimens in my Spoken Swedish. When

several are applied to one letter, that one which is associated

most intimately with it comes first. Thus the symbols of

quantity and stress come after the more special ones of

rounding, closeness, elevation, &c., as in mn, (i>i', <D$Af, stress-

marks following those of quantity. When modifiers are

applied to groups of sounds, such as a sentence or paragi-aph,

they must be written before them, either in the way indicated

above, p. 310, or else simply by prefixing the symbol, which

must then be separated a little from the first letter of the

group it modifies. Thus the sentence come up ! might be

written i a]F ]d, a]F ]d, according as it is uttered with

nasality, slowly, quickly, energetically, &c. If the prefixed

modifier is meant to apply only to a portion of the group,

the point where its application ceases can be marked by

repeating it with the stop-symbol after it, thus Ji would

indicate cessation of nasality.

* general modifier. See p. 315. Used wherever a special

modifier is not provided or is inconvenient, or else to indicate

doubtful or imperfectly analysed modifications. Thus u* =
any variety of English

(J>),
such as the Danish \J\, ji* (a)

with some peculiar form of nasality. Retained in Romic.

+ link denotes simultaneity. Thus (O+m palatalized (r).

Not much required in the revised alphabet, which provides

special modifiers, the above sound, for instance, being written

CD^. The final consonant in English open {Hb., p. 213) is f+i,

which with the modifiers would be written Jj)d'7)i. Retained

in Romic.

* t quantity. = full, * half length, and t ordinary short-

ness, usually left unmarked. Extra length or drawl is

indicated by , extra shortness or abruptness by tt, inter-

mediate quantities by » between full and half, •» between half

and short, &c. In Romic i may be used, but as this is liable

to confusion with i, a simple stroke is better, which may be

cut in two, and inverted, just like : it may be regarded as

the stroke of d, &c., written separate.^

' In this paper I have temporarily used the Organic stop-symbol I.
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•
' . i force. Only a few of these are required in ordinary

writing: (•) strong stress, (:) half-strong or medium, and ()

extra-strong. Intermediate degrees can be indicated by (":)

between strong and medium, (:•) between medium and weak,

&e. Very weak (evanescent) would be indicated by ("'), ("),

weak being hardly ever required. All these denote syllabic

stress, the mark being placed immediately after that member

of the syllable on which the stress begins, as in it(|if ' a

name', l^C'XF 'an aim' {Hb., § 257). Of the corresppnding

marks of absolute, or non-syllabic force, (v), weak, is hardly

ever required, and (.) not very often. The latter might be

employed in monosyllables, and also in polysyllables, to show

that one member of a syllable is uttered with exceptional

force, but without altering the general force of the whole

syllable as compared with that of the other syllables in the

group. In Romic (.) must be used for (.), the negative degrees

(' y) being left unmarked.

^ j )
glides (retained in Romic). ^, denoting glideless

combination, is required in such words as the E. \a^^ (act),

as distinguished from the normal \ao = Xd'O, which is the

French pronunciation. In such combinations as im (nd), cooj

(Id), the glidelessness is implied in the juxtaposition of the

elements. In the vowels it has been found necessary to

distinguish syllabic (such as I) from non-syllabic or glide-

vowels (such as x). The term 'glide', as applied to the

second element of such a diphthong as ]j: (ai), is not absolutely

correct, for the i can be lengthened indefinitely, if only the

continuity of stress is observed (Hb., § 201), and it is not till

we begin a new stress on the second element that mono-

syllabic 3-C becomes dissyllabic ]L The rigorously correct

definition of i is, therefore, non-syllabic vowel, implying weak
stress, and generally also shortness and transitional configura-

tion, on which latter the term, ' glide-vowel ' is founded. A
consonant is generally non-syllabic, hence ©t is practically

identical with x. Many of the combinations in which con-

sonants appear as ' syllabics ' do not require any special

marking, as in a-[D05 (cattle), which can be pronounced only

in one way. Sometimes, however, a 'syllabic-former' is
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required. For this purpose ] may be used, to be regarded

as a special modification of the vowel-stem i, a syllabic

consonant being an approximation to a vowel. Thus in

rrocoa (milk) either of the two liquids might take the syllabic

stress and become syllabic, but the actual pronunciation is

Fmco]a. [I used to analyse this word as Folcoa (mjiilk), misled

by the frequent rounding of the liquid, which is often m
(hv).] Practically, however, this word is unambiguous, because

F(i)]coa would naturally be written pfcoa, or, at most, fXacoq,

if the consonantal narrowing were very marked. When it

it necessary to emphasize the gliding, non-syllabic character

of a consonant, the ' glide-former ' or non-syllabic modifier
)

is used. Thus the E. try is strictly do)(d1,J^ This sign may
be usefully employed to distinguish between the length

of a diphthongic vowel and the length of the transition

between the preceding full vowel and it. Thus ]a denotes

actual lengthening of the second element, while ]!) implies

that the transition or glide between the two positions is made

slowly. It will be observed that these symbols do not

distinguish with absolute strictness between non-syllabicness

and gliding, which it is, indeed, often very difficult to do.

The distinction could be made, if necessary, by retaining ) in

the former value, and indicating glides in the strict sense by

smaller sizes of the non-syllabic vowels and of the ordinary

consonants. At present it is safer to err on the side of

vagueness.

* (0> " (i)> "('')' " ii)> i'>'eath-directors. Of these the out-

breather or expiration-sign > is hardly ever requii'ed, being

implied in ordinary writing. The in-breather or inhalation-

sign < must, of course, be written when required. > < imply

respectively outwards and inwards motion of the air in the

mouth without out- or in-breathing. The latter is the click-

sign, as in D<, the ordinary tut! - denotes what Mr. A. G.

Bell (F. S., p. 126) calls an 'expulsive' click. Thus a>

would imply (k)-position with shut glottis and throat-con-

traction, and consequent percussive escape of the squeezed

air when the a is relaxed. All these signs are modifiers.

Cessation of breath is indicated by the breath-glide followed
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by the stop symbol, "i, which, if necessary, may be combined

in one symbol. Thus 3a°l (ak) without ' recoil '.

Av (' ]), close, open. These signs must be carefully distin-

guished from those of force. A (j) formed with the front of

the tongue as near the palate as possible, mA, may be uttered

with any degree of force, as also the relaxed rov, which is

practically equivalent to J: (i) or x (i). Closeness and open-

ness are, on the other hand, closely related to raising and

lowering respectively, m being practically equivalent to ro-^.

In the case of the back sounds they are generally more nearly

related to retraction.

; ; ('^
ji),

narrow, wide. Occasionally required for con-

sonants. Thus s; = the consonantized 1 or }, in French oui,

s^ = E. w. Also occasionally required for the glides i (a)

and I (kw), whose na.rrowness is generally left undecided.

^ T (^
i),

raised, lowered ^ v
(, ,) inner, outer. [^ raised Danish

(e), '\^ advanced Danish (a). The normal positions may be

emphasized by employing both signs of either pair, thus

['T the normal French (e). The vertical and horizontal

modifiers can be combined, thus [•^ (e) raised and retracted

at the same time. These combinations could be eifected by

making the horizontal stems of ^ and y point obliquely up-

wards or downwards to indicate simultaneous raising or

lowering.

CO {\.\), inversion, protrusion. Dc inverted (cerebral) (t),

D3 (t) formed on the lips. With a lip-sound 3 may be used

to indicate lip-pouting, thus l^ Scotch or German (u).

Diflferent degrees may be distinguished by doubling the

symbols or combining them with < and y.

( ^ V ) !> {x, j, % V, w), hack, front, point, lip, lip-hack modifiers.

The last is exactly parallel to s, implying inner rounding.

co( gutturalized (1), ojn palatalized (r), J) muffled (a), distinct

from 3- = 3*- -A- special application of ) is to denote abnormal

degrees of vowel-rounding. Thus the Swedish (0) may be

written }), implying one degree more of rounding. Further

distinctions may be made by doubling the ) or adding a or v.

Obsei"ve that ) is written, not i, because the inner rounding

is implied in the vowel symbol itself. Defective rounding is
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symbolized by adding ii to the symbol of the unrounded

vowel, thus I? = 1 with low-rounding = Swedish short u

[Spoken Swedish, p. 8). Absence of inner rounding may
be emphasized by writing )h, and varieties of inner rounding

by )H, ?H, 5h. The point-modifier is required in writing vowels

into which an inverted (r) is incorporated {Hh., § 170), as in

the Kentish sparrow = sd[]*v.c.

$ (s) hlade-modifier. A (t) formed by stopping an (s) would

be written D$, a position intermediate to (s) and
(J),

would be

written Si. In Romic it could be expressed by (Js).

I II H "
(3/, Ii, §§, §) stopped, open, divided, unilateral modifiers.

" is applied to vowels as well as consonants, as in T", where it

implies unilateral rounding. The other modifiers are not

much required, being incorporated in the ordinary symbols.

D« might also be written si. 1 is also used without ambiguity

in a wider sense to denote cessation of breath, &e. (pp. 316,

318). II may be applied to vowels to denote the converse of

rounding, III for instance = (i) with spread lips, the neutral

English vowel being emphasized by writing III).

i i (n, r) nasal, trill modifiers. The strong French nasality

can be distinguished as jv. According to Storm (Englische

Philologie, p. 36) the nasal vowels in Polish assume before

dentals a dental, before labials a labial character, as in

p^nta D^hrowslii, which can be indicated by writing (v, ().

o o ° fi s (hA, h, h), h, h) breath-consonant, strong breath-

glide, or aspirate, weak breath-glide, vovjel breath-glide, breath-

modifier. See p. 314.

1 1
' I [a, av, ', a\ voice-glide, voice-glide round, weak voice-

glide, voice modifier. See p. 314. : may be used to express

various degrees of vocality, as in ci, ei, as opposed to the

normal e or eis.

X ) (; ;) throat-stop, throat-stop modifier. See p. 314.

9 « n (.1, J, ", ') throat-open cons., throat-open voice, whisper-

glide, tohisper-modifier. See p. 314. ' is added to the voiced

symbol, thus (n) = "i>. It does not seem possible to reproduce

the distinction between ° and ° in the voice and whisper series,

on account of the obstruction of the breath and consequent

difiiculty of differentiating the force of its outgoing. The
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voiced whisper-glide («i), if pronounced strongly enough to be

distinguishable from simple ', becomes practically equivalent

to the full consonantal 9, and hence no special symbol has

been provided for it.

It will be observed that o and its modifications are am-

biguous, being, in fact, general signs for all throat-actions

except those which produce voice. The difficulties of

practical discrimination make it safest to retain Bell's

comparatively vague symbols for the present.

Vowels.

1 (ui) high-back-narrow. Armenian Is ' the '.

1 (m) high-back-wide.

] ('b) mid-back-naiTow. E. up.

3 (a) mid-back-narrow. E. and Italian a. The E. sound

is nearly 3« : the evanescence of the glide-vowel may be

expressed by writing 3«).

J (») low-back-narrow. Vulg. London ^ar^, Dutch land.

J (a) low-back-wide. Sc. man, Fr. d, jf Fr. an.

T (i) high-mixed-narrow. Eussian y, Welsh u, Sw.

dialectal i in Viby, all fall under this vowel, the first two

being apparently identical. The last is apparently re-

tracted l^, the y in Yihy being L), with outer rounding

only, distinct from I. But I cannot speak with certainty

about these Swedish sounds, for which see Lundell, Lands-

Tnalsalfabetet.

1 {'i) high-mixed-wide.

\ (e) mid-mixed-narrow. American \sy (earth). Bell

writes this American diphthong with T, but repeated hearing

has convinced me that he is wrong. German, &c., unacc. e

in gabe is, perhaps, sometimes \, its shortness making recog-

nition difficult.

1,
(e) mid-mixed-wide. E. \2-r (eye).

I (a) low-mixed-narrow. E. i»u (earth).

I (a) low-mixed-wide. E. 2is (how). South German kdse,

&c., seems to have this vowel (O'l+s) rather than x-
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I (i) high-front-narrow. Fr. fini, Sc. sick. li Portug.

sivi.

I (i) high-front-wide. E. :>L'ji^ (finny)-

[
(e) mid-front-narrow. Fr. 4U. [- Danish se.

C (e) mid-front-wide. E. pen. Fr. pere.

I (se) low-front-narrow. Sc. meri,. i;i Fr. viw.

X (se) low-front-wide. E. vian.

i (u) high-back-naiTow. Fr. sou, Sc. booh h Sw. kung.

h Port. um.
1 (tt) high-back-wide. E. book.

} (o) mid-back-narrow. Fr. beau. }) Sw. Dan. so^. }-)

Norw. sol. (Storm, p. 70, note 1.)

3" (o) mid-back-wide. E. oive, boy. Fr. or. North G. grott.

Ji Fr. on.

J (o) low-back-narrow. E. law, almost coj«. j) Norw. sa.

j)V Dan., j)A Sw. sa (see p. 341).

f (o) low-back-wide. E. 'iiot. j) Sw. hopp (?).

I (ii) high-mixed-narrow. Norw. Aus. In Sw. hus.

I (w) high-mixed-wide. Vulg. E. ufm (two).

^ (6) mid-mixed-narrow.

% (o) mid-mixed-wide. Fr. dot.

J (d) low-mixed-narrow.

I (o) low-mixed-wide. Sw. dialectal son.

i (y) high-front-narrow. Fr. lune. b Sw. y.

i (y) high-front-wide. Germ, hiltte.

{ (a) mid-front-narrow. Fr. peu.

g (3) mid-front-wide. Fr. peur.

I (cb) low-front-narrow. Sw. hora. \i Fr. un.

X (cb) low-front-wide.

Glide-Vowels.

I (a) voice-glide. E. s£a (here).

I (av) voice-glide-round. E. £j« (how).

These symbols imply a traditional murmur without fixed

configuration. In deliberate utterance the above words might
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be written sHa, sus. I might lie written in the slurred pro-

nunciation of against—lapisa.

The other glide-vowels being simply the full vowel symbols

shortened, do not require to be enumerated.

Consonants.

(.i) throat(-open-breath). oja = Arabic hha (?).

9 (.i) throat-voice. 05 = Dan. r. 9iA = Arabic ain (?).

X (;) throat-stop (glottal catch). Danish ' stodtone '.

c (x) back. Sc. and Germ, loch.

e (j) back-voice. Middle Germ. tage. eH($) = Germ. r.

o (9) front. Sc. hue. Germ. Ich. o) Germ, zilchtig. o^i

South Sw. skepp.

CO (j) front-voice. E. yes.

o (r) point, oj = Icel. hr.

(i) (r) point-voice. E. red. ©« = Sc. red. (D^ Russ. r^. The

Sw. ' thick ' I {Hb., p. 214 ; Storm, p. 24) may be symbolized

by (OcH, implying an attempt to combine <ac and CD. The

Japanese r (Hb., § 244) is co)ffl.

s (s) blade. Khiss. sf is apparently the German s in stein.

s\ Russ. s^. Sc Sw. kors.

8 (z) blade-voice. E. is.

z (J)
blade-point. E. jisli. z) Germ. sch. z\ Polish s,

Norw. s/se^ (StOi'm, p. 43).

e (3) blade-point-voice. E. measure.

u (]?) point-teeth.- E. thin.

w (^) point-teeth-voice. E. then. \J\ Dan. gud.

o ((j)) lip. Romaic (j> (?).

3 (j8) lip-voice. Middle and South Germ. w.

> (f) lip-teeth. >^ Russ. krov%.

> (v) lip-teeth-voice.

s
(j[)

back-divided.

8 (t) back-divided voice. Russian and Polish guttural I.

CO (f) front-divided.

cij'(Z) front-divided-voice. Italian gl.

y3
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u (1)
point-divided. Icel, hi. co" Welsh U.

CO (i) point-divided-voice. English I. cd( Dutch I. m
French I.

3 {<p*) lip-divided.

3 (j8*) lip-divided-voice.

a (k) back-stop, a^ older E. kind, m Russ. komnata.

a (g) back-stop-voice.

Q (c) front-stop. Q^ = Russian U.

m (j) front-stop-voice. m>- = Russian M.

a (t) point-stop, o^ Fr. tete. D= Sw. kort.

s (d) point-stop-voice.

D (p) lip-stop. >i Germ, p in pfund.

(b) lip-stop-voice.

J (q) back-nasal.

J (q) back-nasal-voice. E. sing.

L (u) front-nasal.

L (n) front-nasal-voice. Ital. gn.

1 (n) point-nasal. Icel. hn.

1 (n) point-nasal-voice.

r (ni) lip-nasal.

F (m) lip-nasal-voice.

G (xiv) back-lip. Germ. auch.

e {iw) back-lip-voice. Germ. ange.

D (jii.) lip-back. E. wJi.

3 (w) lip-back-voice. E. w.

Revised Romic.

The general principles of the Revised Romic notation here

employed have been already indicated in outline.

The main distinction between this notation and the older

one used in my Handbook is the introduction of diacritical

letters and new types whenever they are already in existence,

italics being restricted as much as possible to the function of
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modifiers, which are made as complete as possible, so as to

facilitate the symbolization of new sounds. Capitals have

been eliminated entirely, because they are often not provided

for several founts, and because they do not readily admit of

diacritical modification ; but they may, when convenient, still

be employed to denote special sounds. When italics fail as

modifiers, punctuation and other marks are employed, as by

Mr. Ellis, though necessarily with frequent deviations from

his usage.

The main improvement in the vowels has been the con-

sistent symbolizing of the mixed vowels by two dots above

the corresponding front open, and back round vowels, (a)

and (a) being for the sake of convenience used instead of

dotted (se) and (as). A single dot may be used to denote

intermediate positions, thus (a) = ]k (v) and (a) have been

superseded by (ui) and (m), which at once suggest relation-

ship with (u) and («).

In the consonants the use of /8, 9, 'S, 3, % n, (^, i, ]>, 3,

taken from the Anglo-Saxon, Greek, and various European

alphabets, and from Pitman's Phonotypy, is self-evident, (x)

is used in preference to X: as its italic (x) gives the necessary

back-modifier. For the fronts the (c) and 9 of Sanskrit

transliteration recommend themselves, while the turned j is

convenient for m, being readily associated with (j). The

voiceless and front liquids and nasals offer great difficulties,

which have been more or less successfully overcome by a com-

bination of turning and dotting, the latter being familiar in

Sanskrit transliteration. It was impossible to carry out

either of these methods exclusively, because some liquids,

such as (w), are not provided with dots, while (n) cannot be

inverted. C3 and ro offer the greatest difficulty, and the only

resource has been to fall back on italics.

Details wiU be best seen in the following (as near as

possible) alphabetical list, in which turned follow unturned,

italic unitalic, modified unmodified, and foreign the nearest

native letters. When a turned letter, however, suggests

associations with some other letter, it follows that letter

;

thus (0) follows (o). The organic equivalents are not
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repeated where the symbols are identical in both systems.

The forms in brackets are optional ones.

a = 3
1 = CO

B =
]

I = m
a = J 1 = CO

n = J / = CD

,v = I 1 = 8

36 = 1 1= C

a = I m = F

d = i m = r

b = n = 1

|8 = 3 J( = f

c = Q n = 1

9 = o n = L

d = 03 y = t-

S = w [5] o = }

c=[ o=j
I 8={ o=J

e = C ' = J

9 = I a' = :[

e = 1 '' = t

e=\ 0=1
f = > ;i = j[6]

g = Q (•; = I

? = e [y] :; = J [3]

h = o, s

/i =
i = I

i = I

1 = 1

i = T

p = D

h = % =
h/i. = [h] q = j

q = J

r = (D

r = J

r = o

.1 = e

J = (0 .1 =
j = > s = s

J = ffi 6- = f

k = a
J = z [f]

:V
= I t = D
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General List of Symbols.

Vowels and Glide-Vowels.

ll ra
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Consonants.

.1
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39 General Symbols.

30 Consonants.

X-
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The following key-

I now analyse them :

]W
3» (ai)

! (ai)

IS (ao)

lip)

la (iid)

U- (eii)

[I (se\d)

li^)

i(u)

li) (ttii')

hx (wd)

^) (00^)

J* (oi)

i(p)

English

words will show the English vowels as

come

far

eye

burn

how

together

finny

see

hear

men

mane

air

man

full

fool

poor

boy

no

naught

not

follow

FIT

5lC0

>ll)CO

(kism)

(fai)

(eii)

(bam)

(had)

(tdge^a)

(finij)

(sii^)

{hi\d)

(men)

(meijn)

(seia)

(msen)

(fttl)

(fttwil)

(puia)

(boil)

(noo^)

(noit)

(not)

(fslii)

The consonants are : 2(h), (t)(j), (o(r), u(]j), w(«), s(s), s(z),

z(J), e(3), o(m), s(w), 5(f), >(v) ; cd(1) ; a(k), ei(g), D(t), ©(d),

D(p), D(b); J(q), 7(n), F(m).
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Sentences.

(1) a]F]-DiD -aJTS. (2) :vi/lslswi vx^ dVfIj^ siroi^Iscoi:

uni. (3) -2ljc jd]s7o sIifdi :>JjECDlax opco. (4) eiawii

wpicDi'is Ocoloxi- (5) -wCx aCiF BXQ^I sC^fP nJC^- (6) -^"1

FXilifi-xffiwx •fiiox'Tls fiCoj. (7) -XxoJ (D3»wiTp Qja-C-7J: >3»wx.

(8) SIS fiXilswxD DiaEi'. (9) -iQ-isa ^polj >bol •>ita\tzjpi

.\j£m. (10) -sico mil a]F oil'. (11) -Ilf z1«(oV osJjid ^J^•.

(13) -V sj»Ip>x(oi Fg-a^FliDiDU/j 55j«. (13) j»cD 3i»aii -Tjj

DcoEi FCias 032X01 ^J"' bJ-J^- (!'*) tjkszs]! sjslo. (15) -^ wjro

WXD3XS j«CD ajJrFsIw. (16) -Xx sIjd'jd sli: ajeposexD Dzxrosoxaj-Cx.

(1) k'Bm'B'pat -wens. (2) :'^isizSd, 'Jjaid teimeiv haiddvizri

tain. (3) -Iiij d'Bznt sijmtd iijMtd toil. (4) hmidn 'Sseiarand

evrmsea, (5) -^e* keim bsekM sem de*. (6) -'Sa mxnu-

wh'asd'Sa •hxtaniz bed, (7) -eid rai'San'st goQ^e'ni fai^a.

(8) hdS hemiS'set tdE3a\ (9) -ab'aot foiti'd Kfti 'fijteijadjj'iqk.

(10) -w^I juw k-BHi tuw'. (11) -eim juiarei doo^nt noo^.

(12) -ei soiimfdm moo^mintat'Sa doia, (13) oil waikan noo^

plei meiks djaeka d^l boi. (14) MitJwBn wozit. (15) -ei ]?oit

iSastwaz oil d'enwi'S. (16) -ei didnt sij djoidsdt tjaitjtod'ei.

(1) Come up at once. (2) This is the thii'd time I have

heard of his return. (3) He does not seem to feel it at all.

(4) Here and there and everywhere. (5) They came back the

same day. (6) The man who had the hat on his head. (7) I

would rather not go any farther. (8) How high is that

tower? (9) About forty or fifty feet, I should think.

(10) Will you come too? (11) I am sure I do not know.

(12) I saw him for a moment at the door. (13) All work and

no play makes Jack a dull boy. (14) Which one was it?

(15) I thought that was all done with. (16) I did not see

George at church to-day.
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Prose.

(For key see p. 295.)

-WX dujbcdIfi^ sx3E'7a5^^•JD•Cx^I^SIS J^Mciss-I^fcoV s[;J:^x^Io

s[aS, -Dxo-Cos g-a-TOsIx^ coCiio (dXxs^IO\^'IOI>s-Xj:x'J -oMa

sxias^S-JD-Cizx^IsoIaOF i+sex^D. -wxs ^x^I ^^'in^aii

^£aziiir]do£ ajaimisosp^i^i. sCsIdIi>i Dz[i<i>ia xcoxelo',

-©XOS-f^ ]dx S-fsajrox'SDIvi'I flnsx^x dCx'jIjId. fJjsd

sjjcoossfw s]FF-fa5X>X a|;i2x''P^I 't^J^-rp xiw^IbJ^o'. -fiDz^-JjiI

dIzx^Xf DCo3-xXjxr-pi5X>X aEizx'^pJs ^3^. -x>j« •ax'jXa iai:>io£os',

.-saXoex BC-tSDj^x^-.rsXx cojffieXacoi ^x»fsfsI>^^ lozi'^sp'^iii

SDXxDZfQx'Ts', DtofaXsxT Fx^Q^SF-CieX sCtDolx^ a]F sdXco

:0J*'7XlOXWX BX*"^®'' =^V" '^[^^ >XSXBCD SdXiDZI DCDXQdXoJ QCDffDX

^["^ziiiowi dVf, -pcowj* sdXco coXdoo 73-j7Xa sEddoXj;

'^C^^f' :I5DS-Xxa5x sppco sx«acox>Xs Ja-T doIidcos.

-fX-C fDffieXaos sXicoJ*', >x»sdooX', -oxaiT sXosx sdjdXswx ©Csd

DfSXBCorjasX^X aCizx^I^^I '^J^fi'i x^^ie^o'- sCaxafficoX', -ox zj-s-

-wxD sJdzxt xco>ibXoXsX7 ^XkdXxdx Dfcos', -xi uirocoX', -oxccX sao)

Xxex^Xr DOJlis-ffisx^osXa SDjiajXaj >j«fx5 eja-u.

-X3U/X Dla:>-]Tia3x FC^Dcoa5X ^Caosx^wx (uJa-FX^ X^^I^-f'^'. ''C-tF'^-f

-wX ]»0Xocdxo)X'7Xsx>Xds sXfbcosx^w-xi coXfXdX® 'iJfbx', -Xdswx

cox°I^I'3 f3-3-sdXf dCcdxdXscdX apcos^xoX >j»f. -wx ^pFxcoXi

icXxs', -dXiXjXt fiXKCx^aXrjwX xco^xeJ^o^o sCcoy, -axi JjicoXdX

fDddVi Btia5x'7XdwxD xco>X0J^C!fCODx ei[wx— -xax^ DX'7sgx''sX

:DXD2oXcoaxF oi(i>iu!:?o:)£ coCiocoX', -sxs fiOracoXeXn dCiqt

-X^DxaxTS-Xosx (oCi:zx''I op'o'' -I'^^-fs sdXcoXq ajraeXx Fja-sro-Jj-jX

oXzx^s.

-wx (Dja^FXT x'^^IB^'^QI'^bJ^s-JdcdX fC'^^^®^'' >li>®J^ soXdao

sEis'

:

>X»sdcdX', -b^J: fXj ^mli coCoxs'—3, 1, ]?.

s[Iax^53CoX', -slxs'l-fx acuXoXas"—a, a, a.

\jHn}(oi', -b\c DHim coEdxs^—a, b, 0.

>j»ucoX', -bXiX DxcoXasx^ axoXocos—a, a, a.

>X>ucoX', -bV ffiXxQcflx^s—th, dh, ly.
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-l^ j^cowlisla sor-casmiias', -wi >i«sdswi aY>D-£atis pcosTs

sjj >]»o)iSDXDO)i >V® sIfdco sXi^s^i •03i:DUjds\ :s]dzxswI

IjqmIz 'cofj 1,J:',' -it ajTsxiiioQ<i)liDSs]a2xs os. -isj

ESeCl'^I" OJllCO-COFCiB-C S\p' -WXDWX F-JICOl-Tla SDlKflll^SDXTSJ

Xeni'^I'JCM/I'fl-E ^p^xiJ Is',
-'^'l pp (dCqm-CssIccod'Mt imid Tmli

dXids. -wx rCnxB 03e|;a^I^DI ^mli o'irDsI-sx^ aj»swx

o(i>]ecoiila SD^Js', -la sCddIi wja-s aCisISD-pwx Ttoli cdCdxsJcdjco

(oCffiflDCDX >V°'J^®-'^'^^I DCDlTaXdj»->Is. -wxs fcosj^wx sl^Iacoalx^i

DCoXx-fJ (DlnI>pFF-fa3i:>J: aCizx^SDlx^i ©l^lorxs a\pis\

s]fx>oId2', :s]dzxs mzh', -Jcojco (fl[|iBl a]F0CoxsI oj^.

-WX sCiFXB ^eCa^I^si DCoVifCosj', -wJa-lTi a>[swL eKoIx,

-DxasVl Qcololas^ :Di'asx8F'IsDx(D [coIss-Cs', "xaox* ''"1*

a^pis." -wx 0[;sDT3-a-7x>^I®"Vl aiJlala xco^xbIosIs cdCdsIxsIs

SDxiffix® V^^io^^, w]s acDloIsXisssDl,! BfcD (>j[sx0CD sdItdz

D[|i53e il^nol iV) =
"

i-^'^) -cil'^ sXsDSx> coJ-jfx'^I'' Q®J^a

co(|oxs, >xi<^J^®0l-CW-fl ^-fzxix^^'Vl at^JfoIa p^ias. s|>ia-Ina3-|ii

Qcololasx rolisasx bJ^'j -I^ ^jro'I-i"'! coIisosbI cdJjwx dJojIx^^I

cd(;dxs; :s3-3- fC^Ixs v(dIi!d-1,xx Q(DlDlasB-I]:Ijr'7 s]f a[£sl8x

DcoVaJDll sIjacD djsL -wx t]fbxi^P coJa-ia'Cxs coCois w]sIf

Qcojxffila sliffis Dli2-]TtD(Dxa3T (Jxal, -x^!i5x> wIxsxB'Js oil

sJTDjcDXSCDl as^xxoxQl ajox"^ C^^^-f ^1*^° rolls©."

-X sdCzx^^IB aseCagx^DxaJ-Vl aculolasl-swxi sajiox^axF

Dxaails^ -xaoJwCxio) jtcosis dcoJbcosxfdx coXxa' (-wj-a- ajo fji

:s3-3^wxT fCiXi^wx i(o1i coCaxswxDX3>D-InD(i)i dJ-iss'). "ISsJ^J:

sMixsxto pa3X7x<^-f sjfoXoj \sis. -w[x 2p2xsC^x^x a'^CJ^op

?3noX55e3-i->x ^roli coCoxs' -x>B'XxXj (dCcdXcoX xDCoXaxBCOoli^i

mX^XoXx^ coCdxs', -iim jats^^i^o-Mj JjicDxa sCsibcoX'jxt psjXi

-XtflX D(DXTDXdjr>Xs.

-wx vx*® aCJ^', -wxDx> -ox+tXjwx coCdxs', -aXozIseXn

co]»a3ecoXa3X ^CcoxddXt CcoXsXs DXCorojoVo', qX^s iroli coCoxs

-sXwxsD D(o]BCDj(i)Xa sd(;7s. sjaz >jtFSxs a -x7 o S^cDXiDJ-Xiaj
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dVfoi Dl^Pei'-i'^DtDx dJ-s-sidxs -jmli o^ds. -dxdIds aiHolm

-IiIosx'DCoI a[Lzii.

-WX rolisx^X DxcoIasxT axDloco82xs FliLp\j£iu >3"C!la3eIsx>

-wxF. -wxx SDCDpcoI', -I sd[zxcoJ;d-[iI7fI nroliocol x^t^Ii^J^o

cD^D-C-dX^ sxsiffis -wCxibJ: ^EcoxdI'idx aci)'l,xei(Dps', -iim] s]ru\LFSiF

Blamlxs- -I ^V^'^T? ^»si4'H seC-rcDxcoJ: oIdt Ixslioxnt

a^J!axwx^x ^wli oVd'j -''^'J^s P^'^ ^[^is telcor.

Poetry.

(Handbook, p. 117.)

-Ills sco3-JcoI 3*isxa3 3*ux>cflxi=M/x B]i^& :

-wl Ja-cotD j^sx uz[iie.l'j, (dIxcodjIj dco(;j:sox '7(d1i\

-cd[sd t3]i aim aJsoxFalsax ccJddwx sxicos.

a]F>x°'^Vs-[|co>' : ojD q]f:>xO-'^sI'7 fIx'?

-f[Ix fiXxs3i\i/-r'7rF s[;co> FCxa Dmli! -Bxa wxse',

-wx^ wis si'toi'ss a5(flIxFSj>. 3X^J co|;dw'[x y>}ts

cD^xsco-Vai ^xs^O-T^^JfI ^V'^I'' ®C-t-

ox ojd3 F'C'' bCo'i^I'^ S-f-tDJ Q3-3-OS'

-wxo ajcolzx Bcolxis co'l,x>3lwI'7u/x ©(oCxi,

-L> i3*Ij Qjffiw(|x coI^oTjD ex'^^^x? D©xx

.O^i^W>l^ir S(|CD5SXT w3-3-S£ll aj«COU/XF >(I)(l7Q5.

->j s3*wx 23-3-co oxs'?© I»yls [xdIs-Cx

©XS^SB^x aJa-CDOJ ozC-maxD-xiowx ^Ixox? Qjas.

-Bxo ^xs >xi; ^C"- -Vp" 93-^J^^i ">f^ ^C-c

-slw wja-swxs sMsd' Mi sIxsV aj-a-'

—
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-''JO Ol s-f^oj Bcojs-s ODxaBDCor; -Dxoi^o coXxs

-I-^ eisi<oX sfcojs acDiaETsalw s]fx sf/,

;dxi<o1,j:3Ico fificoFlix^F'V 9<i>-fj>is sin®,

sjs- s[;532lx\ -x^^x Bjraeorw jicDXT sEfco

f13>53>CDXFWX DtoXdaCO-VciS-]^ >lCO BffldSDiffi ssp\

-WXD, scolialdx 3V"53 ax(ox<»F2I ®C^''

(i)]5cos2x Dwii aJ^CDtD DColiFSxT oCxaswx 5Cd]s

-jjIw S3f*uf sfes. cojd solajsj* d[;®Mi

-(dI >jco>Ij fU^I fCf'I'^-''s= -Di!cowx 2]co

colao 9]t BCDxa cjdxQ'C'JSdwx ^i/iwex^ ®J»'5\
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It is doubtful whether the following are to be considered

as glide-vowels or consonants, but they are here written as

glide-vowels

:

Mi)
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German.

The North-German vowels are

:

3 (a)
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:oi s'eistdu folej moindnjvatn

-tsttm "letstn mailaiifm'ame pain^

:deim'9s''0i manje mitejn'axt

-and-iizm pulthes aqgevaxt"'

daniyrbeg byi9e5iiwntpa piij'

it^yip s'eiljes fsointej Juiinstd'uumiis.

ax, k^nt^5d•oxa'^^f •besgesh-ain

-ind'ainem liibm liqte gein\

-wm bejgesh'ailemit gaistegn Jvveibm^

-ion alem visnsk'valment laidn

-in dainem tawge a'untvaiq baidn.

sahst du, voller mondenschein

!

zum letztenmal auf meine pein,

den ich so manche mitternacht

an diesem pulb herangewacht

!

dann iiber biichern und papier,

trlibserger freund ! erschienst du mir.

Ach! konnt' ich doch auf bergeshohn

in deinem lieben lichte gehn,

um bergeshohle mit geistern schweben,

auf wiesen in deinem dammer weben,

von allem wissensqualm entladen,

in deinem thau gesund mich baden

!

COBEECTIONS TO HANDBOOK OF PHONETICS.

Several of the many errors in my Handbook have been

tacitly corrected in the course of this paper : I here give all

the corrections I am able to make in the order of their occur-

rence in my book.

p. 3, note *, read : The usual diacritic (') before the letter

to be modified is occasionally employed to denote breath

;

before a voice-symbol it denotes whisper, thus ('g)= whispered

(g)-

4, § 13, for 'A read 'a.

7, § 19. I was told by Mr. Bell that in the Glasgow

z 3
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'water', &c., the oral stop is really formed simultaneously

with the glottal stop, not suppressed, =s]Ui\w.

25, § 64. It is very doubtful whether 1 really occurs in

the E. ' eye ' ; the real sound is \£t.

§ 66. The distribution of the various a-sounds has been

very carefully determined by Storm (E. Ph., pp. 67 foil.),

cspacially in the Romance languages. His observations may

be summed up thus: ] = English, short Danish, Italian (Jii).

Swedish short a almost =[1k 3'' = ^J'6iich short, Spanish.

3^^ long Danish, j French d, Norwegian short and long,

Swedish long iuclining to j).

26, § 68. Add French pate, and cut out the reference to

Italian.

§ 69. The American earth has 1_, not I. See p. 331 of this

paper. The Russian I is nasal only after nasal consonants;

see my paper on Russian pronunciation.

§ 71. French que has |.

§ 72. The neutral position in E. seems to be always the

low-mixed. The Swedish ej is pure \i. See my ' Spoken

Swedish '.

27, § 73. It is only since my study of Swedish that I

have learnt to distinguish accurately between j and fuUy

lowered :[. I have not found the former in any language but

E., and wherever it is attributed to foreign languages the

reader must substitute :[ (p. 124 Fr. un, 140 Dutch lui, huis,

and Icelandic bhomni in the present passage).

§ 75. I take this opportunity of retracting my statement

in the History of English Sounds (pp. 29, 45, &c.) that the

South German short i and u are narrow. I have always

heard I and 1 all over Germany, but was misled by the very

positive statements of Rapp, who expressly contrasts North

and South German i and u {Physioloijie der Sprache, iv. 85))

himself a born Swabian. The wides must be old in South

German, for in some of the Swiss dialects their lengthenings

are still wide (Winteler, Kerenzer Mundart).

§ 77. According to Storm and Dr. Wulff (p. 64, note ^),

the French / is, like the Swedish and Danish, normal, the

Danish sound being really [*.
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28, § 78, 79. Southern E. always has
(]

in end, nor does

1 seem to occur in French, except when nasal. I was misled

by the very positive distinctions made by French phoneticians

between ' ouvert ' and ' trfes-ouvert '.

§ 80. South G. a is rather ji than x».

§§ 85, 86. According to Storm and Dr. Wulff {E. Ph., 70,

note ^), the Danish long and short open o are opener than the

Norse and Swedish ones, the Sw. long sound being closer than

the Norse, thus giving the following scale for the long sound :

Dan. j)v, Norse j), Sw. JM. Storm thinks that the Norse

short sound is identical with the North Germ, short o (J),

the Dan. being decidedly nearer the English sound. To my
ears Sw. gott is opener than Germ, gott, and I would write

the series : English j , Dan. jw, Sw. j )A.

§ 87. Sw. long ^^= I^. Vulgar English tivo is often ufn).

§ 88. The short E. vowel in room does not appear to be

ever advanced so far as I.

§ 90. E. oiv infollovj is rather j than \.

30, § 93. Germ, short U always wide.

§§ 96, 97. French does not seem to have if, except when

nasal.

39, §§ 112, 113. Storm (p. 86) says of the Spanish d that

between vowels, as in nada, it is usually a3^, but can be pro-

nounced w with loose approximation, like the Dan. d, which

is the popular Castilian form. The z is quite parallel (= u»

or u> ?), Storm, p. 23.

42, § 126. Fr. oui= })l according to Storm.

43, § 128. The (oi)-sound of the Danish brod is really

due to transition from the deep 9!i to the palatal {.

47, § 139. French <ni —gn very dubious.

74, § 212. I believe E, initial g may be 9' as well as a'.

77, § 222. In the aspirated Qo], the full stress of the con-

sonant is maintained without diminution through the glide

;

the expression ' separate impulse ' is inaccurate.

122. The corrections in the French sounds are mainly

due to Storm : rien, p. 33 ; oui, Hb., p. 213 ;
que, p. 66. He is

inclined to identify the u of lui (p. 69) with the Swedish I^

:

I believe it may be simply f with full rounding, which to
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a Swedish ear would seem nearer I than h. See also p. 337

above. In his JH. Ph., pp. 77 foil., will be found a lengthy-

controversy between him and myself as to whether French

stress is normally on the first or the last syllable. I confess

that the mere fact of such an authority as Storm taking the

latter view seems to me far more important than the argu-

ments by which he supports it. He quotes the views of

Frenchmen^ and yet admits that, without special training,

they are incapable of distinguishing the place of the stress,

and summarily rejects the testimony of the only Frenchman

who has ever shown that he is capable of making the dis-

tinction. He quotes the mispronunciations of unphonetic

English speakers, such as Parry=Paris, as a proof that the

English hear the accent on the first syllable, which is quite

an error: every untrained Englishman hears the ordinary

French Paris, monsieur, when pronounced with equal stress

on both syllables, distinctly as (par'ii, mos-jaa), whence the

vulgar mossoo (mds'uw), just as all the English pronouncing

dictionaries mark all equal stress disyllables as oxytone. In

speaking French he simply follows the analogy of his own
language and the associations of the written word. The true

solution of the difficulty probably is that the French accentua-

tion is in a period of transition : the tradition of the older end-

stress still exists, but a general levelling of stress has taken

place, so that the normal pronunciation of such a word as

Paris is probably (p'ari), which is heard as (p:ar*i). This is

a natural tendency of the ear, nothing being more difficult to

identify than perfectly level stress. Thus no German ever

pronounces English plumpudding (p-lBrnp^itdiq) correctly

:

always either (p-lvTap-.udiq) or {piivm-p-uciiq), the latter being

what he hears (and what is marked in the pronouncing diction-

aries), the former what the written word and the associations

of his own language suggest to him. Out of this level

monotony of French stress is slowly emerging the principle

of fore-stress. Storm allows such a stress, but calls it

' rhetorical ', which does not get rid of the fact of its existence.

The French themselves, of course, generally deny it abso-

lutely, just as they deny their frequent (h).
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•
133. The North Germ, eu is often Jf, but I seemed to

hear Jj: in Hanover.

134. I doubt this glottal r, which is probably only an

individual modification of the regular e or ej.

135. bilden, &c., is bIcoct with omission of the \.

141. Dutch g, especially when initial, seems to be often

more or less devocalized. I is co(.

153. For Swedish see my Spoken Swedish, In second

line of sentences read (del) for (de).

160. Lines 8, 9, omit the accent before (Iseqra) and (trseqra).

163. Dan. gg in ligge has the same pronunciation as in

ikke (Storm, p. 40, note ^).

Works Quoted.

Handbook of Phonetics (Oxford, 1877).

Sounds and Forms of Spoken Swedish (Trans. 1877-8-9)

[pp. 36a f. below].

Russian Pronunciation (Trans. 1877-8-9).

Johan Storm : Englische Philologie (Heilbronn, 1881).

Eduard Sievers : Grundztige der Lautphysiologie (Leipzig,

1876).

J. A. Lundell : Det Svenska landsmalsalfabetet (Stockholm,

1879).



ON DANISH PRONUNCIATION'

My object in this paper is not to give a history of Danish

pronunciation or an investigation of the origin of the sounds

of the language, but simply to give as accurate an account as

I can of the nature and formation of these sounds—not to

develop theories, but to state facts.

The progress of phonetics has been so great in the last few

years—chiefly owing to the researches of Messrs. Bell and

Ellis—that the great bulk of the observations already made on

living languages is next to useless. It is clear that the theories

built up oh such ^ foundation cannot but be imperfect, and

that sound generalizations can only be based on a totally new

body of observations according to the latest principles. The

present remarks must be regarded as an imperfect attempt to

supply this want, as far as Danish is concerned—a contribution

to the comparative phonology of the Northern Languages.

Some of the points I have treated of will also, I believe, prove

interesting to classical and general philologists, as well as

Teutonic specialists. I allude particularly to the remarks on

the Scandinavian tone-system, and its analogy with the Greek

accents (p. 347). The analysis of some of the sounds has also

thrown light on English pronunciation, especially on the im-

portant, but hitherto uninvestigated question of consonant

quantity. Lastly, I may remark that from a general phonetic

point of view, apart from the investigation of any one language,

the present paper will be found to be of some interest, several

of the sounds having proved quite unique. Such sounds are

the abnormally rounded labials (p. 3511 Others, such as the

glottal catch (p. 347) and the laryngal r (p. 358), have not

hitherto been detected in any European literary language.

In describing the sounds, I have in all cases used Mr. Bell's

' Transactions of the Philological Society, 1873-4, pp. 94-112.
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nomenclature—the only one bailed on their physiological

form8,tion. The phonetic notation I have been obliged to

adopt is Mr. Ellis's palaeotype.

I cannot say I have learnt much from Danish phoneticians.

They have all treated the subject in a dilettante fashion,

merely enumerating the separate sounds, without in general

attempting any analysis of their formation, and without giving

exhaustive lists, on which alone sound deductions can be based.^

Still, the preliminary study of their works has been of some

service.

In conclusion, I feel it my duty to express my great obliga-

tions to Mr. V. Fausboll, of the University Library, Copen-

hagen, from whom I acquired the elements of Danish pronun-

ciation, whose careful classification of his native sounds was

of the greatest assistance to me. I may mention that

Mr. Fausboll is the first Dane, as far as I know, who has

recognized the qualitative as well as quantitative difierence

between the long and short open o-sound (p. 355). That so

obvious a distinction should not have been noticed before is

strange, the qualitative difference between the two sounds

being even greater than that between the English vowels of

nought and not, owing to the abnormal labialization of the

long vowel. The distinction was perfectly familiar to me
from my previous study of Norwegian, where it is also ignored

by the Norwegian grammarian Aasen.

General Relations of Danish.

A comparison of the oldest runic inscriptions of Norway,

Sweden, and Denmark—some of which go back as far as the

third century—shows that up to about the tenth century

there was but one Scandinavian language, and that the dis-

tinctive features of the present languages developed gradually

after that period. In Iceland, where the national language

' I must, however, make an exception in favovir of Hommel's treatise on the

tonelag (p. 347), without wliieh it would hardly have been possible for me to

master this difficult phenomenon. For a complete list of the works of Danisii

phoneticians, I would refer the reader to the appendix to MSbius's IHinische

Formenlehre, Kiel, 1871.
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received careful literary cultivation, it has retained its gram-

matical framework and vocabulary almost unchanged, while

the sounds, especially the vowels, have undergone more radical

changes than those of any other Northern language, English

not excepted.

In Norway, where there was but small literary activity, the

grammar has suffered considerably, and a multiplicity of

dialects has arisen ; but the original sounds have been, on the

whole, more faithfully preserved than in any of the cognate

languages. The grammatical inferiority of Norwegian is

partly attributable to the fact that the literary language is,

and always has been since the Reformation, Danish, although

a movement has arisen of late years to replace it by one of

the native dialects—a movement which may succeed in the

end.

Literary Swedish approaches near to Norwegian in anti-

quity of structure, but the spoken language departs widely

from its written form.

Danish, lastly, is the most reduced of all—it is the English

of the Scandinavian languages, which it further resembles in

having adopted a large number of foreign words. Half of

the words in its vocabulary are German, chiefly Low German,

introduced during the supremacy of the Hanse-towns.

The main distinction between Swedish and Danish on the

one hand, and the other Scandinavian languages on the other,

is their loss of the old diphthongs au, ei, and ey, which are

simplified into o and ee. Danish is distinguished from

Swedish by its ' tonelag ', to which I shall return immediately,

and by its treatment of the voiceless stops k, t, p, which in

the middle and at the end of words are first vocalized into

g, d, b, and then weakened in various ways. Otherwise the

phonetic structure of Danish is comparatively archaic, and in

some cases it has preserved the original sounds more closely

than its neighbours. Thus the initial vr and kn, which are

lost in Icelandic and Norse, though not in Swedish, are still

preserved {vrist, knsele). Initial k and g remain unaltered,

while in Norwegian and Swedish they undergo modifications

of various kinds. Long u, which in Norwegian and Swedish
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passes into a peculiar mixed vowel, is preserved quite pure,

together with its mutation y. Other archaic features, such as

the preservation of the long i, Danish has in common with all

the Scandinavian languages.

TONELAG.

The Danish ' Tonelag ' (tone-law) is the characteristic

feature of the language ; it occurs in all the dialects, and is

unknown in the cognate languages. It is of two kinds, which

for the sake of convenience I will distinguish as strong and

weak tone. The strong tone is a glottal catch (the sound

produced in coughing) following immediately after the vowel

of the syllable which has the tonelag, which syllable is always

an accented one. The weak tone is a purely negative pheno-

menon, consisting simply in the absence of the catch. These

tones pervade the whole language, and like the Greek accents,

to which they bear a striking analogy, serve to distinguish

words otherwise identical. Thus, Hand (ma;n)= ' man ', inan

(man)= French ' on
'

; Hund (Hu;n) = ' dog ', but hun (nun)=
' she

' ;
(kHo;m) = ' came

',
(knom) = ' come ' (imper.), both

written Icom.

They also resemble the Greek accents in being extremely

unstable : the slightest inflexional change often brings with it

a change of tone, although the changes follow much stricter

rules than the Greek accents do. Of these rules I will give

a brief outline, chiefly founded on the excellent treatise of

HommeV who has, for the first time, grappled with the sub-

ject in a scholarlike manner. Monosyllables with long vowels

have the strong tone (at see, aar, grod). Monosyllables with

short vowels followed by I, m, n, also have the strong tone

{Icamp, stoTTn, tynd). If the consonant is a sibilant or stop,

the weak tone comes into play [vest, kat, ksek). Polysyllables

generally have the weak tone when the stress is on the first

syllable, the strong when on any other {holde, beholde; loven er

serlig men holden er besvderUg).^ There are, however, many
exceptions, chiefly disyllables whose derivative character is

' Det Danske Sprogs Tonelag af L. L. Hommel in the Tidskrift for Philologi

eg Psedagogik, viii. 1 ; 1869, Copenhagen.
' (lAAven 91 eeiligh mEn HoUn 9i basveejiligh.)
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not apparent, and which end in nasals or liquids : these words

have the strong tone in spite of the stress being on the first

syllable (Jcamnier, vaaben, tempel).

The question of the origin and history of these phenomena

has never, as far as I know, been started by native philologists.

Indeed their very existence was not known before the middle

of the last century, when they were discovered by the gram-

marian Hdysgaard, who, however, contented himself with

merely giving a number of examples, instead of drawing up

exhaustive lists. Even the essay of Hommel just mentioned

is far from exhausting the subject, especially in the exceptions

to the general rules.

Although we have no means of tracing the history of the

tonelag further back than the last century, valuable help

would be afforded by the dialects, many of which unquestion-

ably preserve the strong tone in many words which in the

literary language have lost it. What is wanted, then, is

a comparative ' tonology ' of the Danish dialects. Such a

work, however, while throwing light on the history of the

tones, would give no help in determining their origin. The

key to this question must be sought in the living Norwegian

(and Swedish) languages, where the distinction between

strong and weak tone is observed as strictly as in Danish,

and follows nearly the same laws, although it is expressed in

a totally different manner. I have compared the Danish

tones to the Greek : the resemblance is much more striking

in the ease of Norwegian. Here there is not only a functional,

but also a formal resemblance : the Norwegian tones are, like

the Greek, modulations of the voice—alterations of pitch.

They are in short genuine tones, which the Danish tonelag is

not.

The strong tone in Norwegian is a simple fall, the weak a

compound rise (sooli, mAAn9n= D. sooden, mAAnon). It is

important to observe that the weak tone, which in Danish is

a mere negation, is in Xorwegian something positive. This

fact, together with the superior antiquity of the latter, makes
it probable that its tones are older than the Danish. There is

also reason to believe that the analogy with Greek is some-
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thing more than a chance resemblance. From the fact that

a system of tones is found in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and

Lithuanian, it may be inferred that some such system formed

part of the common language from which all these languages,

together with the Teutonic, have sprung. If so, it seems

pr-obable that the Teutonic languages also had a common tone

system, of which the strong and weak tones in Norwegian,

(Swedish) and Danish are the last remnants. These conclusions

are of course tentative, and cannot be properly revised till

all the evidence is before us. At present we are quite unable

to say how much evidence there is, whether indeed there is

any outside of the Scandinavian languages.

If, as seems probable, the Danish tones are the direct

descendants of the Norwegian ones, we can only explain the

change by assuming an intermediate stage, in which the

falling tone was ' strengthened ' by the addition of a glottal

catch. The original voice-modulation, being thus made super-

fluous, would soon be lost, so that the weak tone would, as wu

see is the case, be distinguished simply by being the negation

of the strong tone.

The influence of tone on the general synthesis of language

is very important. In such a language as English each tone

has a general signification, and may be applied to any word

indifferently. Thus by a simple inflexion of the voice a

single word will often express what in other languages could

only be adequately stated in a complete sentence. We may
therefore call this kind of tone sentence-tone. The Greek

tones on the other hand are strictly word-tones : each word

has but one tone, which is absolutely inherent in it, being as

much an essential part of it as its consonantal or vowel

wtructure.

The interesting question now arises, how do such languages

express these general ideas (interrogation, affirmation, &c.),

which it is the function of the English tones to express ? As

regards Norwegian I find that there is generally no difierence

of inflexion in assertive and interrogative sentences, and that

when the interrogation is very emphatic, all that is done is

simply to increase the range of the tone.
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The importance of the revolution which has taken place in

Danish is now apparent. By superseding the original modu-

lative tone by a totally distinct articulation, the language has

been enabled to avail itself of the English sentence-tone, with-

out at the same time losing any of the advantages of its former

position. From a euphonic point of view the change is per-

haps no improvement, but considered purely as an intellectual

instrument, the Danish language deserves attention as having

achieved a combination of the ancient and modern spirit of

language, which is probably unique.

Before quitting this part of our subject it will be worth

while to examine the descriptions of the tonelag given by the

native phoneticians. The only one that is perfectly clear and

accurate is that of Hommel. Earlier writers persisted in

regarding the weak tone as something positive, while it is, as

Hommel describes it to be, a mere negation of the strong tone.

Levin, for example, describes it as an ' evenly rising move-

ment ' (hvis Lydbevsegelse er jaevnt opadstigende), and asserts

that there are words which have no ' tone ' at all, which is, as

Hommel observes, impossible. The strong tone is described

accurately enough by Levin,i but he adds that it ' rebounds

and draws over to itself the following syllables ' (Det stodende

Tonelag fremkommer derved, at Svselget hurtigt lukker sig

for Lyden, hvorved denne med et eiendommeligt Stod eller

Tryk i Stemmen synes ligesom at springe tilbage, og, hvis

Ordet har flere Stavelser, at trsekke disse over til sig), which

is unintelligible to me. The vague use of the word ' tone ' in

Danish is greatly to be regretted. Everything is called ' tone '.

Thus quantity is ' tonehold ', stress is ' tonefald ', and every-

thing else is ' tonelag '. The resulting confusion of ideas is

sometimes truly appalling. Eask, for instance, sets up no

less than six ' tones ' in Danish, one of which consists simply

in the syllable having a long liquid before a stopped consonant

(p. 359), this he calls the ' rolling ' tone. The most extra-

ordinary fact of all is that Aasen in his Norwegian Grammar
actually adopts the Danish account of the glottal catch and its

absence as a description of the modulative tones of his own
' Dansk Lydlsere, p. 25.
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language ! His words are :
' Det forste Tonelag (the falling)

er stserkere eller dybere, og lyder som om Ordet var afsluttet

og ikke skulde have mere end een Stavelse : det giver altsaa

Rodstavelsen et stserkere Tryk eller Stod (Stodtonen). Det

andet Tonelag (the compound rise) er svagere eller lettere, idet

Hovedstavelsen lyder som en begyndt og ikke afsluttet Tone-

folge, saa man kan tydelig hore at der skal komme en Stavelse

til.'
1

Vowels ^.

The most characteristic feature of the Scandinavian lan-

guages of the continent, as opposed to Icelandic, is their

treatment of the back lip vowels.

Those who have studied Mr. Bell's Visible Speech know
that the difference between the three vowels (u) (o) (a) is two-

fold. Each vowel differs from the others not only in the

narrowness of the lip opening, but also in the height of the

tongue. In (u), which has the narrowest lip opening, the

tongue is raised to its greatest height, while in (a), for which

the lips are only slightly approximated, the tongue is at its

lowest elevation, (o) being intermediate in both respects.

Now in Danish the two lower articulations, while preserving

the same tongue position as English and most other lan-

guages, have undergone what may be called a 'Lippenver-

schiebung', (o) being pronounced with the labialization or

' rounding ' of (u), and (a) with that of (o), (u) itself

remaining unchanged. This abnormal rounding gives a

peculiar cavernous effect to the vowels, and makes it difficult,

especially for a foreigner, to distinguish them accurately.

In Swedish and Norwegian part of the difficulty is removed

by the change of (u) into Mr. Bell's high-mixed-round vowel

(u), which in Norwegian has the additional peculiarity of

being unilaterally rounded, at least in some dialects. It is

' Norsk Grammatik, p. 51.

^ Before entering on the consideration of the separate sounds, it maybe as

well to state thatmy analysis lays no claim to infallibility. The only method
open to me was to listen patiently to the separate sounds till I was familiar

with their acoustic effect, then to imitate them till the result was satisfactory

both to my own ears and those of my hearer, and lastly to analyse the oral

positions which produced these imitations.
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not improbable that this change was prompted by the desire

to distinguish more clearly between the (u) and the abnormal

(o). In Swedish this (o) has been moved up nearly into the

place of the (u), but in Norwegian it is formed as in Danish.

The result is that the Norwegians are quite unable to pro-

nounce the (u) in foreign languages.

It seems that the approximation of (o) to (u) has also in-

fluenced the relations of the corresponding palatals (i) and (e).

In the formation of the (e) the tongue is raised nearly into

the (i) position, so that a foreign ear often confuses the two.

These are the really difficult vowel sounds of the language,

and their mispronunciation, together with the absence of the

glottal catch, at once mark the foreigner.

The distinction between close and open (corresponding

generally to Mr. Bell's division of primary and wide) is very

elaborately developed in Danish. In English the distinction

is always dependent on quantity, the long (i), for instance,

being primary, the short wide (beat, bit). The Danish long

(i) is also primary, but the short is primary in some words,

wide in others, so that in some cases the distinction serves to

separate words which woilld otherwise be identical.

In the case of three of these sounds, viz. the short open

i, y, and u, there is some doubt as to which is the exact sound.

It is a matter of dispute among Danish phoneticians themselves.

Most of them identify them with the short (e), (a), and (o) re-

spectively, considering the distinction insisted on by their

opponents imaginary, the result of the difference in ortho-

graphy. After a careful examination of the question, I have

come to the conclusion that the identification of the short open

u with (o) is correct, but that the open i and y are really

high-wides {i, y), and therefore distinct from (e) and (a), the

mid primaries.

The analogy of the other Teutonic languages makes it

probable that the wide sounds are the original, and that the

change of (u) into (o) is simply the result of imperfect imita-

tion—a frequent cause of sound change.

The question whether these close and open vowels are dis-

tributed according to any fixed principles, has, as far as I
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know, been answered by Danish phoneticians in the negative :

they say that no rules can be given. I have taken the trouble

to draw up exhaustive lists, and the result is that the char-

acter of the vowel is determined by the following consonant,

although there is considerable irregularity. As these lists have

not been revised sufficiently, I do not print them in full here,

and shall confine myself to giving a few examples only.

The rules which have fewest exceptions are

—

(1) open voivels before nasals. The only exception that I

find under i is the word linje (line), whose vowel was no

doubt long at no very remote period. I do not note any

exception under y, at least among words in common use.

Under u, however, there are several exceptions; all that I

know of are hun, en hund, hundrede, at Jcunne, jeg kunde, et

pund. There are several others {en mund, en stund, &c.)

which allow both the open and the close vowel.

(3) open voivels before r. The only important exception is

en byrd (birth) and en byrde (burden), which last, however,

also admits the open vowel.

(3) close vowels before soft d. The exceptions are at sidde

;

at rydde, et spyd. Some words, such as et middel, allow of

both pronunciations.

For the remaining consonants only general rules can be

given. These are (4) that back and lip consonants are pre-

ceded by open vowels, (5) that point consonants are preceded

by close vowels, except point nasals, which by rule (1) require

open vowels. It may be remarked that rules (2) and (3) con-

firm these general principles, r being always a guttural in

Danish (see p. 358). I will now give some examples.

open i before back conss. : jeg fik, ikke, at drikke ; et digt, rigtig.

,> y „ „ en lykke, et stykke, at trykke ; dygtig

at flygte.

„ M ,, ,, at lukke, drukken, at sukke ; enflugt,

en frugt.

close i before back-eonss. : jeg gik, en kikkert, en viking ; vittig

(all -igs).

» y ,> ,! tyk.

>. M V „ rug.

1604 A^ a
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openi before lip-conss.

jj y jj )>

close i before lip-conss.

close i before point-conss.

y

open i before point-conss.

y

at vifte ; at slippe ; ribs,

at dyppe, at dryppe ; en kiybbe.

at skuffe, en luft } en suppe ; en klub.

at skifte ; en skipper ; at pible.

hyppig, ypperlig.

en gruppe ; at gruble.

; at bilde, ilde, lille, at spilde ; disse,

en pidsk ; flittig, vittig.

at fylde, gylden, at trylle ; at krydse,

tysk ; at bytte, at lytte.

fuld, guld, uld ; at pudse, ussel ; at

putte, at slutte.

et billede, at spUle, til ; en fisk, at

miste ; bitter, nitten ; middag.

et bryllup, at skylle; et bryst, et

kys ; at benytte, at flytte.

„ u „ „ etgulv, et hul, et kul ; brusten, just:

skudt, at skutte sig.

I do not now propose to enter on the consideration of the

causes of these remarkable phenomena. The influence of

consonants on vowels is at present one of the obscurest points

in phonetics, and cannot be properly investigated till we have

a large body of reliable observations.

The treatment of final (i) and (u) in Danish deserves notice.

These vowels are not continuously vocal when final, but end

with a breath, so that the effect is almost (ijh, uwh). This

peculiarity runs through all the Scandinavian languages.^

I will now briefly enumerate all the vowels, with examples

and remarks where necessary. The words in italics are in

the ordinary Danish spelling, those in parentheses give the

pronunciation in palaeotype.

(a) = Bell's mid bach wide forward. This vowel has a very thin

sound, almost as in E. hat, the tongue being considerably advanced

in the mouth, but without the front being raised, so that it is dis-

tinct from the mid-mixed : mane (maana) ; mand (ma;n). hat (knat).

{Q)=mid mixed primary. Eegular unaccented e. mane {ma&no).

^ I remember meeting a Dane who professed to have a perfect knowledge
of German. The first word he pronounced was Sie, which he gave as (Zijh),

at once betraying his Scandinavian nationality by the slight final hiss.
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{e)=mid front primary raised (see p. 352) : Een mand (ee;a ma;n)

= one man; en mand (en ma;n)=a man. The name Eva (eeva)

sounds to an English ear almost (iiva). Seldom occurs short.

{ee)=mid front wide : et trae (tihee;), at Isese (leese). According

to Mr. PausboU, who first noticed the difference between (ee) and

(e), this vowel occurs short in the word sted (stedh), which with

the article has the long vowel (stee;dh8t).

{^)=low front primary : et traesnit (tihEsnit), en hest (HEst), at

kende (knEne). The regular short e. Never occurs long.

(i)=Mgh front primary : Jivid (vii;dh) ; hvidt (vit), at spilde

(spila), gih (gik).

(i)=Mgh front wide : at spille (spile), file (ftk). Never long.

(\i)=high hacli primary rownd. en ugle (uula) ; nu (nuwh).

{o)=mid back primary with rounding of high, god (goo;dh) ; et

gods (gos), just (jost). Seldom occurs short, except as representing

the open u.

(a.)— low hack primary with rounding of mid. otte (AAta), maanen

(mAAnen). Hardly occurs short, except perhaps in rapid talk, as

in maa vi gaa ind? (mA vi gA «n^), where however I believe it

often passes into the next vowel.

{j))=low hack wideround : han maatte (mote), folk (fo;lk). Eegular

short 0. Never long.

{i)=highfront primary round : at nyde (niidhe) ; nydt (nit), at

skylde (skib).

(j)=high front wide round : at skylle (skyle). Never long.

[9)=mid front primary rou/nd : han doer (dee;i) : forst (faist).

(oe)

=

mid front wide rownd: en dor (doeceji). Hardly occurs short.

{9h.)=low front primary round : et dortrin (et dahntihin) ; stOrst

(stahist). Never long.

These last two sounds are distinguished in the latest ortho-

graphy, the first (the close) being expressed by the crossed o,

the other two (the open) by the 6". Their distribution follows

the same general principles as that of the other close and open

sounds, only with more regularity. The open sounds only

occur before nasals and r, but there are a few cases of close

o's before these consonants. The open sound is long in a few

words, chiefly before r.

For the Diphthongs see p. 356.

* Strong stress on the last word.

A a 2
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Consonants.

Stops.

A peculiar feature of Danish is its aspiration of the voice-

less stops at the beginning of a syllable : kat (knat), til (tnil),

penge (pHEqa) ; but ikke (ike), pip2ye (pnipa). After s there

is no aspiration : compare (knat) with sJeat (skat), (tnil) with

stUle (stila), ^ji-Mci (pH'i;n) with spinde (spine). If a voiced

consonant follows the aspirated stop, the aspiration passes into

the following consonant, which loses its vocality : klokke

(klhoke), knse (knhee;), tjene (tjhEna), prxst (p'ihEst).i Here,

again, this devocalization is barred by an initial s : compare

(tjhEne) with stjerne (stJEiino). These aspirates have been

a great stumbling-block to native phoneticians. They persist

in regarding them as the normal tenues, and consequently,

when they come across the real unaspirated stops of other

languages, such as occur also in their own language after s,

identify them with the voiced stops or onediae.

'flie voice stops (g), (d) and often (b) are weakened after

s'owels by imperfect stopping, (g) becomes (gh), and often

undergoes further weakening, passing through (ghw) into (w),

which is frequently the case after back vowels, especially

when labial, or (after palatal vowels) into (j). Thus are

formed quasi-diphthongs, the only ones which the language

possesses. I will now give some examples of the first class.

(gh) : da^g (daajgh), sige (siighe). The German (^h) is unknown,

(w) : en sag, also written saug and sav=- ' saw ' (saw), en vogn

(vow;n).

These quasi-diphthongs are further produced by a similar

weakening of (v), which sometimes represents a (g) of the

other languages, but is often original

:

(w) from (v)=older (g) : favr (faw;T:)=Ice]. fagr, en skov (skow)

= Icel. sJcdgr.

(w) from original (v) : et navn (naw;n)= Icel. nafn, enovn{ow,n).

The corresponding palatal combinations are nearly all pro-

duced by weakening of (g) after (e) and (ah). In the present

' This devocalization has been noticed by E. Jesscn, in an article in the

Tidskrift for Philologi (vol. ii).
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Copenhagen pronunciation the vowels have been shifted from

front to back, (e) becoming (a) and (ah) becoming (o)

:

jeg (jaj), en snegl (snaj;l), et tegn (tHaj;n). In other words, the

change is ah-eady indicated in the spelling : at sejle (sajjlo).

en logn (lo.T;n), and with the change already introduced into the

spelling : et oje (oja), en Mjde (nojjda).

In colloquial language the three pronouns img, dig, sig are

irregularly diphthongized (maJ, daj, saj), which is also often

the case with the combinations (eegh) and (sagh) : steg (staj),

megen (majan) ; rog (tloj), boger (bojei).^

The change from weak to strong in the vowels of these

palatal combinations appears somewhat anomalous, but may
be explained as the natural result of an attempt to bring out

the diphthong ;c character of the combination more strongly.

The delicate English diphthong in take (teik) is in the same

way often broadened into (tahik) by the vulgar. Compare

also Mr. Ellis's ' Early English Pronunciation ', where the

present diphthong in such a word as bite is shown to have

arisen from an original (ii) through (ei).

The soft d deserves special attention on account of its

peculiar sound, which is generally confounded with that of

the soft th in English, from which it is distinct. There is

considerable difficulty in catching the exact sound, as it is

pronounced very faintly and often drops off entirely. It is

heard most clearly in the pronunciation of the Jutlanders

(gudh, uudhenadh). The breath is not forcibly driven through

the interstices of the teeth, as in the English sound, but is

gently squeezed between the tip of the tongue (which must

not touch the palate) and the gums, the middle of the tongue

being at the same time slightly arched. The sound may be

roughly described as a weak English th palatalized. In the

Copenhagen pronunciation it is less palatal, and so weak as to

be often almost inaudible. The corresponding breath con-

• In identifying the second elements of the Danish diphthongs with (j)

and (w) I have been partly influenced by the views of Danish phoneticians

themselves ; as far as my own impressions are concerned I must still consider

the matter as somewhat doubtful : these combinations may after all be true

diphthongs with the second element rather closer than in other languages.
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sonant also exists in the colloquial language : the t of the

suffixed article, for instance, has this sound, husei being pro-

nounced (Huu;s9th).

Lastly, (b) after a vowel is often weakened into (v). Thus

Kjohenhavn is generally pronounced (kavnhaw;n-). No rules

can be given. The resulting sound is a weak (v), and not, as

far as I can make out, a (bh).

It is interesting to observe that the combination sj has the

simple sound of (sh). This fact has never been noticed by

Danish phoneticians, who probably regard even the English

(sh) as a compound of (s) and (j). Examples are, 8Jsd (shee;l),

sjelden (shElln) and in foreign words nation (nashoo;n-), &c.

The only other consonant whose formation is in any way
remarkable is the r. We may distinguish four kinds of r :

the lip, the point, the back, and the throat -r, each of which

may be distinguished as strong or trilled, and weak or un-

trilled. It is doubtful whether the first of these, the lip trill,

ever occurs in language, although Brlicke states, on the

authority of some one else, that it forms part of the name of

some island in the neighbourhood of New Guinea. It is only

used in Danish by coachmen in directing their horses. The

point trill is the regular r of Iceland, Norway, and Sweden,

and also occurs in some of the Danish dialects, especially that

of Funen. The back or uvula r is common in Jutland. It is

strongly trilled at the beginning of a syllable (ret, trdet),\Mt is

untrilled in other positions {vsere, var). I would call special

attention to this pronunciation as helping to explain a remark

of Ben Jonson's on the English r, quoted by Mr. Ellis (p. 200),

which I think he has misunderstood. Jonson says that r is

sounded firm in the beginning of words, and more liquid in

the middle and ends, as in rarer, viper. Mr. Ellis thinks that

the liquid r here spoken of is the Modern English vocalic r

(in /tear, there, &c.). The objection to this is that the second

r in rarer, which Jonson calls ' liquid ', is not a vowel even in

the present pronunciation, and can still less have been so in

the sixteenth century. If, however, we assume that the

difference is simply one of trilled and untrilled, as in the

Danish words just given, the whole thing is intelligible. The
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throat or glottal r, lastly, is that of the present Copenhagen

pronunciation. It probably arose from imitation of the uvula

-r, which it closely resembles in sound. It is ptonounced

stronger at the beginning of a syllable, and is almost inaudible

at the end of a word. It has a very vocalic effect everywhere

{ret, tret, vxre, var, smorrebrSd).

Final Consonants.

All final consonants in Danish, unless already voiceless,

become whispered

:

ryg (ly'g), vel (ve'1), mand (ma;'n), var (va'i).

In Norwegian and Swedish the vocality of final consonants is

always preserved. In Icelandic liquids become voiceless at

the end of a word; while stops are whispered, as in Danish.

Consonantal Quantity.

In Danish all final consonants are short without exception.

In English their quantity varies, the general rule being

that they are long after a short, short after a long vowel ; tell

(tEll), bin (binn), tale (teil), been (biin). Compare English

fareivell (feeehwEll-) with Danish farvel (faivE'l-).

Liquids and nasals coming before another consonant follow

the same laws in both languages : they are long before voice,

short before breath consonants :
^ havx (Ham), hamre (Hammig),

vel (veI), vmldig (vElldigh), vxlte (vElte) ; bill (bill), build

(billd), built (hili). In Danish, however, this lengthening does

not take place if a glottal catch precedes. The second element

of the quasi-diphthongs already treated of is also lengthened

like any other consonant. The short final stops in Danish and

Norwegian are important as bringing out very clearly a

peculiar feature of English pronunciation, which has not

hitherto been noticed. This is our tendency to lengthen the

final stops. It is seen most clearly in the vocal stops. Com-
pare E. egg (Egg) with Norw. degg (Eg). That the voiceless

' This was first noticed in Danish by E. Jesseu ; see his Dansk Sproglsere,

p. 21. He has also noticed (in the T. f. Ph. ii) the length of the E. final voice

stops treated of below, which I first discovered from comparing the E. and

Norse sounds.
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final stops are also long in E. is apparent from a comparison

of Danish hat, hat, with E. cat, hat (ksett, Hsett).

In short, we may say that short accented monosyllables do

not exist in English. Either the vowel or the consonant must

be long (tEll, teil). In the ordinary London pronunciation,

the quantity of originally short vowels seems to be perfectly

indifferent, the only limitation being that a short vowel and

a short consonant must not come together. No Englishman

ever says (tEl). He must either lengthen the consonant (tEll),

or else the vowel, in which case the consonant becomes short

(tEEl). I have often heard the latter from people of every

rank, but chiefly among the vulgar.

Specimens.

The following pieces are intended to give an idea of the

general effect of the sounds analysed above, and of the great

divergence between the language and its written representa-

tion. The pronunciation I have indicated is, I believe, that

of the younger generation of Copenhageners. Some of its

details will perhaps be censured as vulgar by purists, but it is

impossible to satisfy every one in matters of pronunciation.

In the present state of phonetics and phonetic notation, I

have not thought it advisable to depart from the ordinary

word-division, or attempt to indicate the general synthesis of

the language, although it offers several peculiar and interest-

ing features. I have not indicated the abnormal rounding of

the (o) and (a), which the reader must bear in mind. The

accent is only marked when it is on some other than the first

syllable.

I begin with a series of colloquial sentences, so formed as

to exhibit all the sounds of the language in a small compass.

Han er en slem ond Mand. (nan ai en slE;m oo;n ma;n.) Deres

Uhr gaaer aldeles feil. (dEigs uu;t gAAji aldee;"les faj;l.) Hun rakte

ham Haandentil Tegn paa Forsoning. (nun lakto nam Ho;n'n tnil

tHaj;n pHO foisoo;njq.) Han fortjener ingen bedre Skjsebne. (nan

foitjhEn'8T iqqn beedhia skeebna.) Undskyld at jeg tfigei" mig den

Frihed, at gore Dem et saadant Sporgsmaal. (onski;l a jaj tnaai

maj den fiineedh a goeoeia dEm et sodnt spehismAAl.) Han afholdt
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sig fra at ytre sin Mening, af frygt for at fornserme ham. (nan

awHOjlt saj fia at itia sin meeniq, a fiy'ght foi a fonneei'mg nam.)

Siig til Kudsken, at han ikke maa kjore altfor langsomt. (sii;'gh

tnil knusken a Han tka niA kneeTta altfoi laqsomt.) Dette Ord

bruges sjelden. (dete oo;i biuughwas shElIn.) Gjor ikke mine

Stovler altfor snaevre over Vristen. (gehi ike miine stavlei altfoi

sneevie ovei vnistn.)

The key to the following piece will be found at p. 350

:

de steedhana tnoonglagh fiEmkHomgi deejive, a svEjlghath

HOitigh lokai saj foi liijdhen, Yoo-jive dEna ms et aj9ndo;m'8ligh

staa;dh Elai tihyk i stEman siinas liighasom a spiiqa trolbaa'gha,

0, vis oojiath naaji fleeia staavalsai, a tnhEka disa ovai tnil saj.

I conclude with a few stanzas of poetry, to exhibit a fuller

and more careful pronunciation

:

du vandiiqsmajn vedh saa;9n

00 sta;ns din laska ga;q

SE;n bljkat ovai 99;9n

oghjf Hsaji min mmasa;q

vE;n deejiHEn diina tnaqkai

din lEjqsal oghtv din so;igh

pHD Hiina guula baqkai

stoo;dh foeoe;'! en lidhaiboiigh.

i lE;qst foTsvOj-n'na daagha

vai dan i glajns ogh?^; ma'ght

nil El daa knhap tnilbaagha

'iuii;nai aw dans piha'ght

niEn i di gammla tniidhaT

da vai dan ho-t; oghw stoo;T

oghtv saa;s tnil ala siidhai

oghw knhajsadha fia joo;'i.

dEn ika mona veeia

fan nooghiwan vikiq bi'ght

uiaa'nia tnil eeia

dEn lajsta saj so tihi'ght

fia mEnaskanas viimmlan
vedh Haa;vat ski;lt den Iaa;

oghw Heevedh saj moo;dh rommlen
oghw moo;dh di stJETinei smxA;.



SOUNDS AND FOEMS OP SPOKEN SWEDISH

'

EELATION BETWEEN SPOKEN AND WEITTEN
LANGUAGE

In Swedish, as in all civilized languages, we must distinguish

between the turitten or literary and the spoken or colloquial

language. The divergence between the two is due to the

retention of forms in writing after they have either been

lost or else changed in speech. This retention of older forms

in writing is only partial and does not extend very far back,

for otherwise the written and spoken forms would diverge to

such an extent as to constitute two distinct and mutually

unintelligible languages, not varieties of the same one. It is

also evident that the written language must always be based

on the spoken language of some period or other, except in

those exceptional cases in which purely artificial literary forms

gain currency. Specially literary forms are, therefore, collo-

quial archaisms—they are extinct colloquialisms artificially

preserved in writing, and if employed in ordinary speech

they are at once felt to be what they really are, anctchronisms.

It is evident, therefore, that from a scientific point of view

the only rational way of treating a living language is by

basing the investigation on the spoken forms, and that the same

principle should be adopted as much as possible in the study

of its earlier periods. Thus the present Swedish orthography

represents the sounds, not of the nineteenth-, but of the

seventeenth-century spoken language, and most of those

grammatical forms which now occur in the written language

only, were in common use in the spoken language of the

seventeenth century. If, therefore, we have grammars of

the spoken languages of these two periods, the literary

forms of the nineteenth-century language will be explained

at once, whereas if our study of the present period is based

exclusively (as is often the case) on the literaiy language, we
1 Transactions of the Philological Society, 1877-9, pp. 457-543.
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miss entirely those spoken forms which do not happen to be

represented in writing, while many of the literary forms

appear as isolated archaisms, instead of in their natural

surroundings.

The divergence between the written and spoken language

is of different kinds, the most important of which are (1)

phonetic, (2) formal (chiefly inflexional), and (3) lexical.

Of these the first is the most marked and constant, and it

may be stated as a general rule that all the literary Teutonic

languages retain the spellings of the first few centuries after

the invention of printing—at least in their essential features.

The divergence between the spelling and pronunciation of a

living language depends, therefore, mainly on the amount of

change its sounds have undergone since that period. In

English, for instance, such a word as (wain) is still written

luirie because the original pronunciation (wiin), which the

spelling luine was intended to represent, was preserved long

after the introduction of printing and the consequent fixing of

the orthography. In German, on the other hand, original long

(i) was already diphthongized when the orthography began

to settle down into its present form, and consequently the

present spelling tuein really harmonizes to some extent with

the actual sound. In Swedish, lastly, the vowel has remained

unchanged to the present day, so that the unchanged spelling

vin agrees entirely with the pronunciation. The comparison

of the present spoken sounds of Swedish with their spelling

is, therefore, to a certain extent, equivalent to a comparison

of the spoken sounds of the nineteenth with those of, say, the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Thus original initial hr

and hv in such words as hring (ring) and hvat (what) appear

in the present spoken language as simple (r) and (v), the (h)

being entirely lost, but in the written language the h is still

preserved before v, although lost before r (as also before I and

n), the two words just cited being written ring and hvad.

This shows clearly that sixteenth- and seventeenth-century

Swedish was in the same stage of development as the present

English as regards these sounds, for ring and hvad correspond

exactly to the English (riq) and (whot).
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Formal and lexical divergences are, as we have remarked

above, generally much less marked and constant. Thus

English, whose written and spoken languages diverge from

each other more than any others in Europe as regards the

sounds, shows very slight divergences in inflexion. In

Swedish these relations are reversed, the divergence between

sound and symbol being in most cases slight as compared

with that in English, while the inflexions of the spoken and

literary language often differ widely.

Lexical divergences, by which different words are employed

in literature from those which occur in popular speech, are

common to all languages, and, in fact, it is impossible to

conceive poetry without its special vocabulary, whose words

convey associations of their own.

It is easy to see that all these divergences fall under two

classes : (1) necessary, or, at least, natural, and (2) superfluous.

Differences of style and vocabulary dependent on difference

of subject and treatment belong to the former, the divergence

between pronunciation and spelling to the latter class.

Between these extremes there are a large number of diver-

gences which are difficult to classify, especially among the

inflexions. The difficulty is that many forms, which other-

wise have nothing to commend them, acquire a certain

aesthetic expressiveness from being associated with certain

forms of expression, especially poetical and liturgical. In

ordinary prose the only sound principle is to abandon all

specifically literary forms which do not add to the clearness

or expressiveness of the language. Thus, in the English of

the last century the form ' hath ' for ' has ' was still kept

up in such phrases as ' the author hath . . .
' long after the

f/t-inflexion had been otherwise abandoned, but as it is not in

any way more distinct or convenient than the spoken ' has ', it

has been rightly given up in the present literary prose language,

although still preserved in poetry. In Swedish, however,

there are a large number of forms and constructions which,

although extinct in the spoken language, are universally kept

up, not only in poetry, but also in ordinary prose—in the

latter case generally without any apparent advantage.
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•
In treating of an actual living language we are confronted

by the troublesome question, which form of it shall we base

our study on 1 This difficulty is not raised as long as we
confine our attention to the written language, in which the

extremest divergences of pronunciation are concealed under

a delusive uniformity of symbolization. But when we come

to investigate the facts which underlie that symbolization, we
are at once brought face to face with the question of local

divergence. Even when we have narrowed our field as much
as possible, by excluding the speech of the uneducated in the

shape of ' vulgarisms ' and ' dialects ', there still remains the

fact that the speech of the educated themselves varies con-

siderably in different parts of the country. Even in highly

centralized England and France, northern and southern

speakers really have different dialects : an Edinburgher's

sounds and, to a less extent, his grammar and vocabulary,

differ from those of a Londoner, however much the difference

may have been toned down by education, and the same may
be said of a Parisian as contrasted with a Marsellais. In

Sweden these distinctions are much more marked, owing to

the great influence of the popular dialects, the extent of the

country, and the defectiveness of its communications. The

Swedes themselves often say that they have no (riksspraok)

or standard language, and it is certain that there is much less

uniformity among educated Swedes than there is among edu-

cated Englishmen (excepting Scotchmen). It is, however, clear

that the mere fact of educated Swedes from the most remote

provinces being able to communicate with one another, while

the peasants of the same provinces would not be able, perhaps,

to understand a word of each other's speech, proves that there

must be some common standard at which all educated speakers

aim, and the fact that their pronunciation still retains enough

dialectal peculiarities to betray their locality merely shows

that they have not succeeded in their attempt. The only way
to answer the question, what is this common standard?

would be to compare the speech of educated people from

every part of the country, and, after determining the influence

of the local dialects, to eliminate those elements which are
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common to educated speech everywhere. Till this is done,

the simplest principle is to take the educated language of the

capital as the approximate standard, although, as regards

Swedish, the want of centralization makes it impossible to

carry it out so strictly as in the case of English and French,

for the dialects of the large towns in Sweden have much less

assimilative power, so that country-born speakers more

easily retain their original peculiarities. The principle I

follow here is simply to give what I have observed myself,

and I need only add that the pronunciations I know best are

those of Upland, Stockholm, and Sodermanland (soermlan).

Upland being the province immediately north, and Soderman-

land immediately south, of Stockholm. It is generally con-

sidered that the dialect of Sodermanland is that which

approaches nearest to the ideal literary language.

The main division of the Swedish dialects is into 'upper'

(upsvsensk), including those just mentioned, and 'south'

(syydsvsensk). The distinction between the two is very

marked even in the pronunciation of the educated.

SOUNDS

Description.

Vowels.

In writing Swedish phonetically I employ my Broad Eomic

notation,^ and will now proceed to describe the elementary

vowel-sounds in the following order : a ; 8 ; i, e, se, (ae) ; u, o, o,

(ao); y, q, ce, (oe).''' Each long vowel follows immediately

after its short. To each of these Broad Romie symbols

will be added the more precise Narrow Romic ^ one, together

with the description of the sound in Mr. Bell's terminology,

as modified in my Handbook. Whenever Narrow Eomic

symbols are employed elsewhere, they are enclosed in
[ ],

whenever necessary to prevent confusion with the Broad

Eomic ones, which are enclosed in
( ).

' See my Handbook qf Phonetics (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877).

' The (e) which follows immediately after (a) and that which follows (y)
are two different sounds = Narrow Komic (eh) and (e) respectively.
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a (a : mid-back-wide) : man (man) ' man ', fast (fast) ' firm
',

hatt (hat) ' hat ', This is the usual English vowel in ' father

'

(faadhe), only short. The unaccented vowel, as in elska

(^selska)^ 'love', seems generally to have a thinner sound, like

the forward Danish (^a) : this is clearly marked in the Sbderml.

pronunciation, where the unaccented (a) often seems almost

as front as the English (se) in ' man '.

The Norwegian (a) is distinctly low,= (a), like the Sw, (aa).

aa(aa: low-back-wide) : staf (staav) 'staff', taga (^taaga)

' take ', sak (saak) ' affair '. This sound varies in both direc-

tions, approximating sometimes to the mid [a], sometimes to

the narrow (»). I have very rarely heard this deeper pro-

nunciation, but most Norwegians agree in considering the

Swedish (aa) to be deeper than their own, which is certainly

{aa). The Danes are generally unable to pronounce the

Swedish (aa), substituting their own (^aa), which is nearly

(aese)—the long of the English vowel in ' man '.

a (eh: mid-mixed-narrow) : battre ('bsetre) 'better', saker

(^saakar) ' affairs '. The regular unaccented vowel in all the

Teutonic languages except Icelandic and English.

i (i: high-front-narrow): ilia (Mlla) 'ill', fisk (fisk) 'fish',

dricka (^drikka) ' drink ', mitt (mit) * mine ' neuter^ This

sound is unquestionably narrow in the Soderml. pronunciation,

which seems also to be the general Upper Swedish one. But

the wide {i) certainly occurs in educated speech, and many of

the dialects have both (i) and (i) in different words, according

to the nature of the following consonant, as in Danish, which

almost always has (i) before nasals, and in other cases as

well.^

^ The accents Q and (') before polysyllabic words denote the compound
and simple tones respectively, as described below. All monosyllables have

('), which does not, therefore, require to be written before them. The point,

as in (augusti), indicates stress beginning on the preceding sound. Secondary

accent is indicated by (:), as in (u"ndant:aag), written (undant:aag), the ()

being omitted when the chief stress falls on the first syllable of a word.

(•) befm'e a word denotes sentence-stress, or emphasis, as in (gao 'pao).

2 In the Handbook of Phonetics I have assumed (J) and {y) as the normal

sounds, on the strength of an individual pronunciation, although even in

this one I seemed occasionally to hear the narrow sounds also. It must be

remembered that there are various degrees of narrowing possible.
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ii (ii):i vi (vii) 'we', is (iis) 'ice', rita ('riita) 'draw'.

This vowel is often formed with such strong compression as

to amount really to a buzzed consonant, which is especially

noticeable between stops, as in tid (tiid) 'time'. It some-

times ends in a breath-glide, as in i (iin) ' in ', the glottis

being opened at the moment of relaxing the position; but

this is only occasional, not constant as in Icelandic.

e (e : mid-front-narrow) : begar (bej aer) ' desire ', eld (eld)

' fire ', hvem (vem) ' who ', skepp (shep) ' ship '. This sound has

the strict mid position, and is never raised towards (i), as in

French, and still more in Danish. In the Stockholm pro-

nunciation there is a tendency to eliminate (e) altogether, (i) or

(se) being substituted for it, so that (shep) becomes (ship) or

(sheep), and (eld) becomes (ild) or (il).

ee (ee) : tre (tree) ' three ', mer (meer) ' more ', sten (steen)

' stone '. In the Stockholm and Upland pronunciation (ee)

approximates rather to (ae), probably by partial widening.

SB (£6 : low-front-narrow) : varre ('vserra) ' worse ', farsk

(fsesk), sjelf (shselv) ' self ', best (bsest) ' best '. Before (r) this

vowel is specially low and broad, and before the inverted

consonants, as in (fsesk), it seems to be formed with a simul-

taneous partial anticipation of the position of the following

inverted, the point of the tongue being turned upwards and

backwards towards the (jr) position. This effect is still more

noticeable in the long (ae).^

ae (sese) : har (haer) ' here
', jern (jaew) ' iron ', vard, verld

(vaed) ' worth ',
' world '. (sese) occurs only before (r) and the

inverteds.

ae (ee : mid-front-wide) : val (vael) ' well
',

gras (graes)

' grass ', tjena (^caena) ' serve '. In the Stockholm and Upland

pronunciation this sound is completely levelled under (ee),

but the distinction is strictly preserved in Soderml. and in

South Swedish generally.

u (Uj : partially rounded high-back-narrow) : ung (uq)

' The descriptions of the short apply also to the long vowels, unless the

latter are specially described.

^ I have heard this retractive modification in the attempts of Swedes to

pronounce the E. ' air ', &c.
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' young ', kung (kuq) ' king ', full (i'ul) ' full ', hustru (^hustru) ^

' wife ', bubbla (^bubla) ' bubble '. This vowel was wrongly

analysed by me in my Handbook,^ and it was not till I had

been some time in Sweden that I came to the conclusion that

it was the ordinary European [u] with the inner (cheek-)

rounding retained, but with the lips more open, seemingly in

the low-round position of the English vowel in ' fall '. That

the position is really the high-back seems to be proved by

the fact that the Swedes have no great difficulty in acquiring

the normal [u], which differs from their (u) only in being

formed with narrower lips. The Norwegians, on the other

hand, whose (u) is the high-mixed [uh], differing from their

(uu) only in quantity, and not a back vowel, have no idea

of the high-back position, and consequently have great

difficulty in imitating the general European [u]; substituting

their own close [o^] for it. To an English ear (u^) sounds

intermediate to the (u) of ' full ' and the (v) of ' but '.

The South Swedish dialects preserve European [u].

This Swedish (u) is of great interest to English phoneticians,

as it probably represents the intermediate stage between the

present mid-back-narrow ("b) in ' come ' and the older [u].

This a priori probability is strongly confirmed by the descrip-

tions of the seventeenth-century phonetician Wallis (Ellis,

Early English Pronunciation, p. 172). Mr. Ellis sums up his

statements as follows :
^ ' Wallis makes the aperture of the

lingual passage grow smaller at the back for d (as in fall); e

feminine, U (as in come), the first being (oa) with the greatest

depression, and he has an action of the lips for U. This

ought to give (od, 'b, u) for the three sounds. But this cannot

be right for ii, because Wallis distinguished it from (u).

Hence we must disregard the lip action of the last, and write

(oo, y, v). This, however, is scarcely probable.' By the

' Both vowels.

2 Through my attempting to identify it with the long sound. I had at

a much earlier period (on the strength of a very cursory hearing of the

Swedish sounds) doubtfully identified it with (ih)—that is, the long Swedish
(uu) unrounded. See my Bisiory of English Sounds, p. 5. I have given the

correct description in the Additional Notes to the Handbook.
' 1 substitute my own for Mr. Ellis's symbols.

1604 B b
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assumption that Wallis was describing the Swedish (u^) we

escape completely from the dilemma. The following seem

to have been the stages :

kum, kujm, kvm, k^m.

That is, (u) was first partially, then completely unrounded,

the resulting high-back-narrow being afterwards lowered

to its present mid position.

uu (uuh : high-mixed-narrow-round) : nu (nuu) ' now ', ful

(fuul) 'ugly',hus (huus) 'house ',ut (uut)'out', uthus fuuthuus)

' out-house '. Often buzzed, and finally= (uuh). The Swedish

(uu) is not far removed from the ordinary (yy), as in French
' lune '. The Norwegian (uu) sounds much more like the

back [uu], and is probably really intermediate to it and (yj)

in position, the Swedish sound being the advanced [^uuh].

I have heard the Norse sound from a native of Norrland.

o (o^: mid-back-narrow with high rounding) : orm (orm)

' serpent ', blomma (^blomma) 'flower', oxe (^oksa) 'ox', kort

(kot) 'card'. The Swedish (o) seems to be identical with the

Danish and Norse one. It is possible that the tongue may be

sometimes raised towards the high position, but this is not

essential, the characteristic feature of the sound being its

combination of thq normal mid position with high instead

of mid rounding—that is, with the rounding of the normal

European [u], which latter it resembles more than it does the

normal (o) of German and Italian. It is remarkable that the

normal mid-rounded (o) is common in unaccented syllables, as

in voro (^vooro) ' they were ', where the first (o) has high, the

second mid rounding, varor (^vaaror) ' wares '} In loud

declamation or shouting, in which the mouth is naturally

opened widelier, the same change from high to mid rounding

often seems to take place. Hence the interesting pronuncia-

tion of the exclamation (hall'oo) with mid-rounded (o), even

when pronounced in an ordinary tone of voice. It is the

only instance of normal (o) in an accented syllable.

00 (oo^) : bro (broo) 'bridge', stol (stool) 'chair', bok (book)

^ This wag first pointed out to me by Prof. Storm. The Swedes themselves

do not seem to be aware of it, because of their universal mispronunciation
and consequent ignorance of the normal (o) in other languages.
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' book ', korn (koon) ' barley '. Sometimes buzzed, and some-

times finally (ooh).

o (3^ : low-back-wide with mid rounding) : torr (tor) ' dry
',

OSS (os) 'us', sommar (^sommar) 'summer', kort Qs.ot) 'short',

topp (top) 'top'. This vowel seems to be opener than the

North-German in ' volk ', which is certainly the normal mid-

back-wide-round. It is, on the other hand, less open in

sound than the normal [0] with low rounding, as in the E.

' top', when pronounced distinctly. When, however, the E.

vowel is formed in a more slovenly and muffled way, it can

hardly be distinguished from the Swedish one. On the

strength of these facts, together with the analogy of the (ao),

I think it probable that the Swedish (0) differs from the E.

only in being formed with mid instead of low rounding.

ao (00^ : low-back-narrow with mid rounding) : ga (gao)

' go ', hal (haol) ' hole ', blast (blaost) ' blast
',
grata (^graota)

' weep ', gard (gaoo!) ' court '. This vowel clearly lies in sound

between the normal E. [00] in 'haul', and the normal (00),

as in German ' hohl ', which latter the Swedes imitate with

their abnormal (haol). The Norse sound is identical with the

Swedish, but the Danish one is (as I learn from Prof. Storm)

opener, and therefore nearer the E. (ao).

y (y : high-front-narrow-round) : styrka (^styrka) ' strength
',

lyfta ('lyfta) 'lift'.grym (grym) 'cruel', flydde ('flyddo) 'fled',

pret. What has been said about the narrowness of (i) applies

also to (y). When the Swedish (y) is compared with the

French u, it is heard to approximate to (i), which seems to be

the result of under-rounding.^

yy (yy) = sky (shyy) ' cloud ', frysa ('fryysa), blyg (blyyg)

' shy ', drypa (^dryypa) ' drip '. Often buzzed, (yy) final

becoming (yyn). The approximation of (yy) to (ii) and of

[uuh] to (yy) is an interesting example of that 'verschiebung'

which is so common in vowel-series. We may safely predict

that the next changes will be that (yy) passes over entirely

to (ii), and [uuh] to (yy). At present [uuh] and (yy) are kept

apart almost as much by the different degrees of their

rounding as by the diflerence in position.

' Noticed also by Prof, Gaston Paris, when at Upsala in September, 1877.

Bb2
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e (a : mid-front-wide-round) : foil (M) ' fell ', moss (mas)

'mice', onska (^anska) ' wish ', hbgst (hakst) ' highest'. The

wideness of this sound is doubtful, and it may be really half

narrow.

99 (aa : mid-front-narrow-round) : sjo (shaa) ' sea ', ol (aal)

'beer', dov (daav) 'deaf, soka (^saaka) 'seek', not(naat) 'nut'.

Narrowness often doubtful.

oe (ce : low-front-narrow-round) : dorr (doer) ' door ', torst

(toes^) 'thirst', dorren (dcen) 'the door', stbrta (^stoeia) 'fall'.

Only before (r) and inverteds. All that has been said of (se)

under the same circumstances applies also here.

oe (oe) : ora (^oera) ' ear', bjorn (bjoen.) 'bear', shord (shoeti)

' harvest'.

The diphthongs are (sei), (oi), and (ai) in native, together

with (ai), (au) and (eeu) in foreign words. All have the

stress on the first element. The glide from the first to the

second element is long in those diphthongs which have the

first element short. As regards the second elements, the (i)

is very close, being often buzzed, sometimes even ending in

(h), so as to be really a consonant, and there is never any

stopping at a lower position, as in English and German.

eei (sei) : nej (nsei) ' no ', saga (^seeia) ' say ', frajd (frseid)

' fame '.

oi (oH) : stoj (stoi) ' noise ', poike ('poika) ' boy '.

ai (ai) ^
: droj (drai) ' stay

!

' noje (^naia) ' pleasure ', hojd

(haid) ' height'.

ai (ai) : Mai (mai) ' May ', svaja (Waia) 'flutter'.

au (auj) 2
: Augusti (aug-usti) ' August '.

eeu (eeu^) : Europa (eeur-oopa) ' Europe '.

Consonants.

h : ban (han) 'he', hit (hiit) 'hither', hota (^hoota) 'threaten'.

Often stronger than in English. Mr. Lundell told me that

his (h) was formed entirely by throat-friction, and that there

was no anticipation of the position of the following vowel, as

in.English, where (hii) is practically a very weak (jhii).

1 Or (si).

' I sometimea thought that the second element sounded more like [uh].
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j : ja (jaa) ' yes', gifva Cjiiva, jee) ' give ', Ijus (juus) ' light ',

varg (varj) ' wolf ', skoljs (sheljs) ' is washed '. Very close, and

when initial often pronounced with slight front contact at the

beginning, so that (jaa) becomes almost (DJaa).

r (point-trill) : rad (raad) ' row ', darra (Marra) ' tremble ',

fara (^faara) 'go', arr (ser) 'scar', har (haer) 'here', verk

(vffirk) 'work', (r) + consonant does not occur after a long

vowel, as rn, &c., represent single inverteds. (r) is most

strongly trilled initially, though even here much more weakly

than in Scotch, French, &c., least so when final after a long

vowel. Medial (r) not followed by a consonant is necessarily

doubled after a short vowel, which brings out the trill more

forcibly than in the final (r) of drr.

In Upper Swedish (r), followed by the points (1, n, d, t)

and the blade (s), draws them back to the inverted position,

and then is itself dropped, or rather, as stated under (te) and

(ae), partially incorporated into the preceding vowel, so that

the combinations (rl), (rn), (rd), (rt), (rs) become (Ij, nj, d|,

t|, s|), or, as I write them here for convenience, (l, n, d, t, s).

In the formation of these consonants the main element is the

shifting back of the position to the rim of the palatal arch,

the inversion not being apparently very marked, as is the case

when the point of the tongue comes within the palatal arch

with its lower blade striking against the teeth-roots. However,

the Swedish (d), &c., seem to be often distinctly formed with

the lower edge of the tip of the tongue. The (s), of course,

retains at the same time—partially at least—its original blade

position, although the fact of the tip being directed so much
upwards and backwards naturally tends to approximate its

position to the point one, the result being that (s) closely

resembles the blade-point consonant (sh).

Examples of the five inverteds are : Karl (kaa^) ' Charles
',

barn (baari) 'child', herde ('heedo) 'shepherd', svart (svai)

' black ', kors (kos) ' cross '.

The stages of the change were evidently the following:

(1) untrilling of the (r), (2) its retraction and inversion, (3

change of the following consonants, and (4) loss of the (rj).

It must be remembered that the normal position for (r) s
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further back than that of (1), &c. It was, then, natural

enough when (r) had lost its trill before (1), &c., to compensate

this loss by exaggerating its retraction.

It has been already remarked under (ae) that the retraction

is often anticipated by the preceding vowel. It is this which

makes many people fancy they hear a distinct (r) before the t

in (svai), &c.

The change of (rl) to (1) seems to be later than with the

other combinations, not being so completely carried out. Thus

herrlig (magnificent) may be pronounced either (^hserli) or

Chaeli). Mrlek (love) is now pronounced (^caeZeek) or (^caeZek),

but Weste's dictionary (1807) gives expressly (^cserleek).

These examples also illustrate the tendency of these inverteds

to lengthen the preceding vowel. This lengthening is in many
cases evidently of very recent date, for Weste still gives a short

vowel in such words as Cheeds), only giving long vowels in

such words as (baa-n,), (kooii), where the lengthening is old,

occurring in Danish also.

The influence of (r) extends through any number of con-

sonants in immediate contact, not only in the same word, as in

(shvafe)= the German name 'Schwartz', barnslig ('haa.nsli)

' childish ', but also in different ones, as in hoi' du (hcedu)

' hear thou ', with shortening of the original (oe), vart storsta

ham (vaoi stcBsta, baa%) ' our biggest child '.

(r) does not exercise any influence on the blade-point (sh),

because (sh) is always more retracted than (s), being in fact

intermediate to the blade (s) and the point (r), and still more

because (sh) in Swedish is generally even more retracted than

in other languages (see below), but seems to be sometimes

dropped itself, as in marsch (mash) ' march '.

(r) is also dropped in careless speech before (c), as in fortjena

(fcec-aena) ' deserve ', evidently on account of the difficulty of

the transition.

In South Swedish (r) becomes a back trill, which is often

weakened almost to a vowel, and the inverteds are unknown.

1 : le (lee) ' smile ', all (al) ' all ', ilia ('ilia) ' ill '. Sometimes

dental, but as often formed on the gums just above the teeth.

The middle of the tongue is less hollow and nearer the palate
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than in English, so that it has the same (i) quality as in

French, &c. The Swedes are apt to imitate our deeper toned

(1) by their (l).

In the Upper Swedish dialects (1) and the combination rd

often pass into a peculiar sound intermediate to (1) and (r),

called the ' thick ' l, as in such words as Upsala, flicha, gard.

This sound, which I have described in my Handbook (p. 24)

as (r^), finished off with a single strong trill or flap of the

tongue-tip against the rim of the palatal arch, ia sometimes

expressed by such spellings as kerregaln for herregarden

(^haerragaoden) 'the manor-house'. In the literary ifjol

(ifjool) 'last year', from older ifjord, the thick has passed

into an ordinary (1).

Ij : Karl (kaa^) ' Charles ', sadesarla (^saedesaeZa) ' wagtail '.

sh : schal, sjal (shaal) ' shawl ', sked (sheed) ' spoon ', sky

(shyy) ' cloud ', usch (ush) ' fie !
' nisch (nish) ' niche '. Tends

often to retraction,^ though as often indistinguishable from

the English (sh). From many Upland and Stockholm speakers

I have, however, heard what seemed to be a labialized (sh)

—

(shw). According to one Swedish phonetician,^ some afifected

speakers substitute (s) for (sh), making (shaal) into (saal). In

South Sweden (from Smaland downwards) (sh) passes into

a very peculiar sound, in whose formation the point of the

tongue has no share. I have often imitated it successfully,

but am not so familiar with it as to speak with confidence

about its formation. Its main feature seems to be inner- or

cheek-rounding, the cheek-passage being contracted laterally

along its whole length and the lips pouted, without, however,

being specially narrowed, as in the English (wh). The tongue

is, at the same time, raised towards the inner (jh) position,

which supplies the hiss-element in the sound, whose pitch is

between that of the English (sh) and (wh).

s : sex (seeks) ' six ', lasa (^laesa) ' read ',

sj : farsk (fsesk) ' fresh ', forsta (fces^ao) ' understand ', kors

(kos) ' cross '.

' When I first came to Sweden, I often seemed to hear an (r) before final

(sh), (ush), for instance, suggesting ursh, just as (kos) suggested kors.

' J. A. A., Bidrag til Svenska I<judlara, p. 20.
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V (lip-teeth-voice) : viss (vis) ' certain ', lefva (''leeva) ' live
',

sjelf (shselv) 'self.

f: fisk (fisk) 'fish', golf (golf) 'gulf, skaffa ('skaffa)

' procure '.

q (back-nasal-voice) : sang (soq) ' song ', sjunga (^shuqa)

' sing ', sjunka (^shuqka) ' sink '.

n : namn (namn) ' name ', brinna (^brinna) ' burn ', kant

(kant) ' edge '. Position as vi^ith (1).

n| : herrn (hien) 'the gentleman ', stjerna (^shaena) 'star',

barn (hernn) 'child'.

m : min (min) ' mine ', sam (sam) ' swam ', namn (namn)

' name '.

g: ga (gao) 'go', gitarr (git'ar), taga (^taaga) 'take', agg

(seg) ' egg ', sag (saog) ' saw ', bragd (bragd) ' exploit '. Swedish

.preserves final voiced stops, but they seem to be shorter than

in English, and to have a stronger breath off-glide, so that

their vocality is often not so marked. Some Swedish phone-

ticians (especially Leffler) consider that voice is not essential

to these consonants in Swedish, but this view is not shared by

most of the others.

k: kail (kal) 'cold', kisse (^kisso) 'puss', skall (skal) 'shall',

tacka (^takka) 'thank', tak (taak) 'roof, sagt (sakt) 'said'.

The initial voiceless stops have a stronger explosion than in

English, the pressure during the stop itself being greater, as

in many forms of North German pronunciation. There is,

ho\fever, no independent stress on the breath-glide, and

consequently no true aspiration, such as may be heard in

Danish, Irish, or the Indian languages, (s) diminishes the

force of the breath-glide after the following consonant (sk, st,

sp). Compare Danish (tnaoa;), (staox), &c., = Swedish ta (tao)

' toe', sta (stao) 'stand'.

c (Tjh, jh, tjh) : kenna (^caenna) ' know ', kold (celd) ' cold
',

kyss (cys) ' kiss ', tjugu (^cuugu) ' twenty '. Many Swedish

phoneticians (especially Norren) regard this as a simple sound

= (jh), as in German ich. I seemed, however, generally to

hear a stop at the beginning, although often very slight, as in

(Djaa) for (jaa), described under (j), and I found that several

who objected to my epithet 'compound' were quite ready to
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admit the pronunciation (Tjh), with stop and sibilant formed

in the same place : they understood ' compound ' to imply that

they were formed in different places, as in the English (tsh).

There can be no doubt that the South Swedish sound is

compound in this last sense as well. My repeated hearing of

the pronunciation of Mr. Lundell and his own careful analysis

of the sound, lead to the conclusion that the South Swedish (c)

begins with the blade-stop, that is, a stop formed in the

(s)-position, not merely with the tip, followed by an advanced

(jh), which is a perfectly easy and natural combination. The

effect is hardly distinguishable from that of the English (tsh)

in ' church '.^

d : dal (daal) ' valley ', badd (bsed) ' bed ', leda ('leeda) ' lead '.

For position, as also for that of (t), see under (1).

d^ : hard (haocZ) ' hard ', vard (vaecZ) ' worth '.

t: tam (taam) 'tame', lott (lot) 'lot', hitta fhitta) 'find'.

t^: svart (svai) 'black', svart (svaot) 'difficult' neut, kort

(koi) ' short '.

b : bok (book) ' book ', rubba (Vubba) ' disturb ', snibb (snib)

' corner'.

p : pa (pao) ' on
',
gripa (^griipa) ' seize ', topp (top) ' top ';

Hepresentation.

Instead of subordinating the symbol to the sound, as has

just been done in describing the elementary sounds of the

language, the opposite course of starting from the letters

—

which, as already remarked, represent the sounds of an earlier

period—will now be followed. The letters will be arranged

as far as possible according to the nature of the sounds they

originally represented in the Latin alphabet, in agreement

with the order followed in the preceding section.

When the correspondence between symbol and sound is

perfectly uniform and regular, no examples will be given.

Examples will be given in those cases where the pronunciation

' Since the above was written I have heard a most marked (ijh) from

a South Swede—Dr. Wulff of Lund, who is a native of GSteborg. Dr. Wulff

entirely repudiates the simple (jh) pronunciation, which he considers ex-

clusively Norse.
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cannot be inferred from the spelling, such as e= (e) instead of

the usual (se), or (ae) instead of (ee), &c. : in such cases I have

given the most important and common of the exceptional

words.

The spelling I give is that still generally in use, not the

more phonetic one now being introduced, in which tjena is

written tjdna, and Nerilce is written Nserlce, &c. These in-

novations will, of course, offer no difficulty to those who are

acquainted with the actual pronunciation which they represent.

As regards quantity, it may suffice at present to state that

vowels followed by single consonants are long, before double

consonants or consonant-groups short, double written conso-

nants being pronounced double, as in Italian, when preceded

and followed by vowels. Note that the doubling of n and vi

is sometimes neglected in the written language. The pro-

nunciations given immediately after each letter are the

regular ones.

Vowels.

a : (a), (aa) : af (aav) 'of is often (aov).

i : (i), (ii) : Unaccented (i) dropped in the proper name

Nerike ('nserke).

e : (se), (ee). Some have (e) : helgon (^helgon) ' saint ', eld

(eld) 'fire'; ledsen (^lessen) 'annoyed'; en (en) 'one'; hem
(hem) 'home', hvem (vem) 'who'; vecka ('^vekka) 'week',

tecken ('tekken) ' sign
'

; bredd (bred) ' breadth
'

; hetta (^hetta)

' heat ', spets (spets) ' point
'

; skepp (shep) ' ship '. Others vary

between (e) and (se), such as emellan (em-^ellan) ' among ', enkd

('eqk8l) ' simple '. There are also many inflexional forms, such

as sett (set), ' seen ' from (see), beredd (ber-ed) ' prepared ' from

(ber'eeda). Observe that (ee) never occurs before (m), being

always shortened to (e). Some have (ae) : der (daer) ' there
',

verld (vaed) ' world
'

; djefuul (^jaevul) ' devil
'

; tjena (^caena)

'serve'; djekne (jaekne) 'scholar'; Tned (maed) 'with'; det

(daet) ' it '. Among foreign words may be noticed the originally

Dutch proper name de Geer (de j'aer), sfer (svaer) 'sphere';

pjes ' piece
'

; chef (shaef) ; Bremen ('braemon) ; the proper

name Edla ('aedla, ee) ; ebenholz ('aebanholts, ee) ' ebony '. e is
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(ii) in the colloquial pronunciation of de (dii) 'they', and

sometimes in tre (trii, tree) ' three '. Compare si ! (sii) ' see !

'

and siare fsiiara) ' seer ' from se (see) ' see '.

a : (se), (ae).

u: (u), (uu). (yy) in tjuf (cyyv) 'thief, stjuf- (styyv)

' step(mother) '. The French unaccented u and ou in superb,

disputera, soup6 (sup"ee) is sometimes (u), sometimes (y).

disput is always (dispyyt).

o : (o), (oo). The following are some of those that have (o)

:

orm ' snake ',/o?-^ ' quick ' (foi) ; hos ' by', ost ' cheese
'

; hon ' she',

ond ' bad
'

; torn ' empty ', blomTna ' flower
'

; socken ('sokkan)

' parish ', oa;e ' ox
' ;

gods (gots) 'estate'. Also inflexions such

as trodde ' believed ' from tro. dotter ' daughter ' is generally

(Mottar), but also has (oo)—(Mooter). Weste gives also (o) for

kong ' king ' and blomster ('blomstar) ' flower ', which now only

have (d). (oo) before (m) is always shortened, as in loma

(^lomma) ' sneak '. The following have (ao) : kora ' choose
',

boren 'born', sorl 'murmur' (saoZ); kol 'coal', violn' cloud',

dolde pret. ' hid
'

; ofvan ' above ', hof ' court ', lofva ' promise ',

sofva ' sleep ', dof dull
'

; son ' son', konung

'

king'; fogel ('faogol)

'bird'. Foreign words: corps (kaor), Floren{t)s ('flaorsens)

;

brosch (braosh) ; strof (straof) ; logisk ('laogisk) ; nobel ('naobel)

' generous '. Others have (oo), such as : -flora ('floora), gloria

Cglooria) ; komisk ('koomisk) ; codex ('koodseks). honom (him)

is generally (honnom), but also (hoonom). honing, -ung

(honey) is generally (^honniq), but also (^haonuq, -iq). In the

dialects the o of kol, &c., is generally some variety of the low-

mixed-wide-round, a sound between (d) and (oe), and is thus

distinct from the a of kal ' cabbage '. In the literary language

the two words are identical, although the grammars still assert

the distinction.

y : (y), (yy). (ce) before (r) in kyrka (^ccerka) ' church
',

fyrtio (^foeii) ' forty '. Final y in foreign names, such as

Jenny, is sometimes (y), but generally (i)— (
jeenni) ; toddy

is ('todde).

6 : (9),^(ce), (aa), (oe). The names of the provinces Oster-,

Vester-gotland, are often pronounced (-jyllan) instead of

(-J88tlan(d) ). ce in Greek and Latin names is (ee) : Phoebus
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23hcenicis]e={'ieehns), (fen-iisisk). (a) inforstuga (^fasiu) 'ante-

room '. In the present Upper Swedish the distinction between

short (a) and (oe) depends entirely on whether or not the

vowel is followed by (r), but Weste distinguishes strictly

between the close and open vowels before other consonants as

well. He always gives (oe) in the diphthong oj and before (r),

before nasals in logn ; ronn, Ion} sjon ' the sea ', att sJconja,

fonster, sondag, sonder ; somn, lomsk, before other sounds in

m,jdlk, iolp ; stofvel. In all other words (a). As regards the

long vowel, he makes it always (ae) when final, and generally

before (r), although the following have (aa) : ett ora, ett ore,

att hora, skor, skorbjugg, for (

=

' vigorous ', but (oe) in for
' for ', &c.), att fora, mor, att kora, att bora (befit).'' To all

the others he gives (aa) except the following : mjol (aa, oe)

;

grofre (comparative) ; att rona, skon, soner (plural), gron, att

krona, en kronika, kon ^ ; grot.

The diphthongs show some irregularities in foreign words.

Thus August ('august), Augustus (aug-ustus), have both (au)

and (ao), the name of the month Augusti (aug'usti) having

only (au) ; autobiografi is (aftobiagrafdi). Similarly in eufoni

(sevfan'ii), Zeus (ssefs), pseudo- (sssvdo-).

The pronunciation of e and o in end and derivative syllables

requires special notice. We will begin with the long e and o

in the accented syllables of foreign words. The following

words have the regular close vowels : offucer (offis'eer), kapten

(kapt'een), diet (diee't), privilegium (privil'eegjum), teTior

(ten-Qor), katolsk (ksit-oolsk), idiot (idioo'i), patriotisk (patrioo'-

tisk), metod (met'ood), and many others.

(ae) is, however, most .usual before (r), as in atmosfer

(atmosf'aer), galer (gabaer), Jcarakter (karakt'aer) ; myster

(myst'aer) has also (ee)
;

(ae) before (m) in system (syst'aem).

The (ao)s are much more numerous

:

r : allegorisk (alleg'aorisk), korridor (konid'aor), metafor

(metaf'aor). The paroxytone stentor ("stsentaor) has also (oo).

1 : gondol, hyperbol (hypaerb-aol), idol, symbol.

' Both words.
" But en bor (boer).

^ The word stona does not occur in Weste's dictionary.
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v: alkov.

f : filosof (fibs-aof), katastrof.

m : arom, atom, diplom, symptom.

k : epok (ep'aok).

g : analog, filolog (fibl'aog).

t : anekdot (anekd'aot), despot (desp-aot).

d : antipod, episod, both having also (oo).

p : metropolis (metTaopolis), microskop, teleskop.

Many other words follow the analogy of these. Note

especially that -olog is always (ol'aog).

We will now consider the pronunciation of e and o in

unaccented syllables.

e in the prefixes e-, ge-, he-, &c., is (e), as in emot (em-oot)

' against
',

gevar (jevaer) * gun '. When it follows the ac-

cented syllable, it is the mixed (a), as in ende (^senda) 'end',

hanske (^hanske) ' glove', papper (^pappar) ' paper', and all

inflexions.

is (o) when final, as in togo (^toogo) ' they took ', whence

also in the passive togos, and before (g) in afvog ("'aavog)

' averse ', idog (^iidog) ' persevering
',
ymnog fymnog) ' abun-

dant'. Before (r), as in varor (^vaaror) 'wares', annorlunda

'otherwise', doktor (Moktor), humor ('huumor), inariinor

(^marmor), the mid rounding is very marked, and perhaps (o)

may also be heard.^ In arfvode (Wvooda) ' salary ', alslcog

(^aelskoog) ' love ', the (oo) seems to be generally long. In all

other cases o is (o) : ogon (^aegon) ' eyes ', tionde (^tiionda)

' tenth', lagom (''laagom) ' enough', n&got (''naogot) ' something',

hiskop (^biskop).

In foreign words the tendency is to pronounce medial e

as (e), the final e becoming the mixed (a), (e) occurs not

only before single consonants, as in elevient (elem'ssnt), effeJd

(ef'aekt), but also before compound ones, as in ingenior

(inshen'joer) ' engineer ', despot (desp'aot), ecklesiastik (ek-

lesiast'iik), indiskretion (indiskret'shoon), respekt (res'peekt),

sekreterare (sekret'eerara), and even in such words as etcetera

(ets'eetara), anekdot (anekd'aot), flegmatisk (flegm"aatisk),

where the consonants must necessarily be divided between

* Weate states that all -ora have the o ' trfes-ouveit '.
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the two syllables. The last word has also (as), d and the

French ai are also (e) in prdbende (preb'senda), saison

(ses'oq). e before a final consonant is often (sb) instead of

(a) in foreign words, as in Aristoteles (arist'^ootalses), Daniel,

Jerusalem, Moses.

0, on the contrary, is very frequently represented by (d),

even before single consonants, especially in more familiar

words, and in rapid speech.

Among those that take (o) may be noted all in -ologi, such

as geologi (jeDlog'ii), and many with o before nasals, as in

ekoTiomi (ekonom-ii), monotoni (monoton'ii), komedi (komed'ii).

Other examples are kolossal (kobss'aal), filosof (filos'aof),

offentlig (of"aentli) ' public,' kolcetteri (koksettar'ii), hotel

(hot'ssl), motion (mot'shoon).

The following are examples of those that keep (o) : moral

(mor-aal), docent (dos'sent), ofantlig (of'antli), professor (prof-

^sessor), botanik (botan'iik), /ocZraZ (fod'raal), kopia (kop'iia).

bombast (bomb-ast) follows the analogy of the numerous

native words in (-om), such as fom.

There is, however, much fluctuation.

(o) generally appears before a final consonant, as in Jakob

('jaakob), kaos ('kaaos). Salomon is, however, (^saalomon),

although fsaalomon) is given by Weste.

Consonants.

h. Dropped (or rather assimilated) after (k) in some

words, such as Stockholm (^stokkolm), hokhaMare (^bokkDllare),

' bookkeeper '.

hj : (j). hjelm (jselm) ' helmet ', hjul (juul) ' wheel '.

hv: (v). hvad (vaad) ' what', hvem (vem) 'who'.

j. Jul (juul) 'Christmas', njuta (njuuta) 'enjoy', (sh)

in many French words : bonjour (boqsh'uur) ' frock-coat ',

journal (shuwaal); Julie ('shyli).

r.

1. Dropped in karl (kaar) ' man ' and verld (vaec?) ' world '.

The name Karl is (kaaZ).

Ij ; (j). Only occurs before u : Ijus (juus) ' light ', Ijum

(jum) 'lukewarm'.
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B.

Bj (si, Bsj) : (sh). sjal (shael) 'soul', sjuk (shuuk) 'sick';

assja (^seshsha) 'forge', vyssja (Vyshsha) 'hush'. So also in

the combination (s)si when the i=(j), generally in foreign

wordS; such as assiett (ash'set) ' plate ', and especially in

such words as division (divish'oon), passion (pash-oon).

Hence also in a;i=(ksj), as in Wexio ('vsekshaa); reflexion

(reflseksh'oon).

sk: (sk), (sh). (sk) at the end of a syllable after all

vowels, and initially before back vowels : saker (^saaker)

' things
'

; skal ' shall '. (sh) initially before front vowels :

skina (^shiina) ' shine ', skepp (sliep) ' ship ', sky (shyy)

' cloud ', sjo (shea) ' sea '. Irregular (sh) in inenniska (^msen-

nisha) 'human being', and in the foreign skarlakan (^shar-

laakan) 'scarlet', marskalk (^marshalk) 'steward', drtskocka

(^sefshokka) 'artichoke'. Irregular (sk) in handske (^hanske)

* glove ', and the foreign skizz (skits) ' sketch '. Note also

konfisJcera (konfisk'eera).

skj : (sh). skjuta (^shuuta), 'shoot', skjorta (^shofa) 'shirt',

stj : (sh). stjerna (^shaewa) ' star ,' stjala (^shaela) 'steal '.

stjuf- is pronounced (styyv-) and often written styf- (see

under u). sti in Christian ('krishshan). stg, where g= Q),

in Vestgote (Vseshshaata) ' Westgoth ', Ostgote (^ashshaeta)

'Eastgoth', gastgifvaregard (^jaeshshivargaoc?) ' inn'.

The foreign Bch=(sh), as in schal, Tuarsch, punsch, and also

in native interjections such as usch, klatsch. sc= (s) in seen,

scepter ('sseptar), discipel (dis-ippal).^ =(sb) in crescendo

(kresh'^sendo), konvalescent, lasciv, reminiscens.

z : (s). zigzag ('siksak)j Berzelius (bses'eeljus). = (ts) in

skizz (skits), intermezzo, Nizza, and others, together with the

proper name Hazelius (hat'seeljus).

v= (f) in von, as in Carl von Linne (kaaZ fon linn'ee), and

sometimes in viol (fioo"l, vioo'l) ' violet '.

f; (f), (v)= (f) initially, (v) after vowel or (r), (1): graf

(graav) * grave ', aflas (^aevlas) ' strive ' ; arf (arv) ' heritage *,

half (halv) ' half '. Irregular (f) in foreign words, such as

Adolf ('aadolf), Afrika ('aafrika), nymf, golf (golf) 'gulf.

1 Occasionally (dish-ippal),
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Also in the native name Olof (^oolof), in which Weste still

gives (v). The foreign Gustav is still ('gustav). Initial

s/ is (sv) in sfer (svaer), sfinx (sviqks), and sometimes

medially, as in atviosfer, which is, however, generally (at-

mosf'ser).

fV=(v), as in sofva (^saova) ' sleep'.

S={S), as in soffa (^soffa).

n. Dropped in the combination (gnt), as in lugnt (luqt)

' quiet ' (neuter), n in French words is generally (q) : brons

(broqs), charmant (sharm^aqt), elegant (eleg-aqt), girland

(girVaqd), interessant (intrsess'aqt), vagabond (vagab'oqd),

vigilans (vishil'aqs). Substantives in -ent drop the t and

are often written phonetically, as in homplimang, talang.

So also foljetong. Some vary between (q) and (n), as in

honvenans =(kDqv9n-a,qs) or (konvan'aqs), entusiasm— (a,q-)

or (sen-tusia'sm), guver7iant= {gnveevB.-a.c[t) or (guvsern-ant).

galanteri (gal'anterii) and sergeant (ssershant) generally have

(n). The word genre inserts an (e) after its (q), giving the

pronunciation ('shaqar), in the definite form (shaqeri).

ng : (q). When the n and g belong to separate syllables,

they keep their sounds, as in anga ("'angao) ' concern '.

The name Angelika is generally (anj'eelika), sometimes

(aqg'eelika). TOgr=(qg) also in adjungera, &c. ; Ganges,

which is, however, also ('gaqgs). In jungfru 'virgin', the

(q) is labialized by the following (f), giving ("jumfru).

nk: (qk). In separate syllables =(nk), but such words as

Iconkurs 'bankruptcy', seem sometimes to be (koqk'us).

m. jemka ' adjust '= ('jeeqka) by place-assimilation.

S- (g). (j); (q)- Initially (j) before front vowels; gifva

(jiiva, jee) ' give', sigill (sij-il) 'seal', gevar (jevaer)
'
gun ',

gora
(
joera) ' do '. Also in the combinations rg, Ig, in the

same syllable: varg (varj) 'wolf, sorg (sDrj) 'sorrow'.

Exceptions are gurgla (^gurgla) ' gurgle ',
' quarrel ', helga

fhelga) 'consecrate', helgon (^helgon) 'saint', ibdg (helj)

' festival ', being regular, smergel ' emery ', varies between

fsmsergel) and (^smserjel). Weste gives sarg^a 'lacerate' as

Osarga), but it now has (j). (g) occurs before front vowels

in many foreign words : agent, Belgien ('baelgign), Diogenes
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(diao'ganjBs), genealog (geneal-aog), girland (girl'aqd), gitarr

(git'ar), kollegium (koU'eegjum), legitim (legit'iim), legion

(leegioo'n), logik (logiik), plagiafc (plaagiaa-fc), privilegium

(privil'eegjum), region (reegioo'n), regimente (reegim-aenta),

vegetera (veget'eera), vigilera (vigil"eera) or Ovigga) ' bor-

row '.^ Also in the termination -gera (-g'eera) : extravagera,

konjugera, korrigera, fingera (fiq-geera), fungera. Of the

above agent, gitarr, korrigera, and logik also admit (j). -ogi

also varies between (-og'ii) and (-oj'ii), as in geologi (jeeologii).

rg is (rg) in argument, draniaturg, imarginal, organ. Georg

and Hamburg are regular— ('jeeorj), ('hamburj). The follow-

ing have the regular (j) before a front vowel : general

(jenar-aal), geografi, geologi, germanisk, degenerera, Egyp-

ten (ej-yptan), magister, original (orijin'aal), regera, register,

religion (relij'oon). Of these original also admits (g).

religiOs varies between (relij'aps) and (relish -aas).

g after front vowels is weakened into a diphthongic (i)

:

dagelig (Mseilig) 'beautiful' (also written dejlig), helbregda

("haelbraeida) 'healthy', lega (^Iseia) 'hire', neglika (^nseilika)

' pink' (also written nejlika). Occasionally in hlMgd, &c.,

—

(^blaoaid) or (^blaoaagd) ' blue-eyed '. (7= (k) in zigzag (siksak).

grn=(qn): vagn (vaqn) 'carriage', egna (^seqna) 'apply',

vagnar (Vseqnar) ' ways ' (adverbial), valsigna (vaels-iqna)

'bless'. So also in foreign words: inkognito (ink'oqnito),

mahogani (mah'oqni). fysiognomi is generally pronounced

(fysionom-ii). When the combination gn is simply the result

of the loss of a vowel, the two consonants preserve their

original sounds, as in egna (^eegna) from egen (^eegan) ' own',

TTiogna ("moogna) ' to ripen ' from mogen (^moogan). In

e(;wa='apply ' and vagnar the shortening of the vowel has

caused the original derivation from egen and vdg (vaeg) to be

forgotten, g is dropped in morgon (^morron) ' morning
',

helgdag ('helda) ' holiday ', and together with the following

vowel in badduga (^bastu) ' bath-room ',f8rstuga (^fastu) ' ante-

room ', and often in tjugu ' twenty ' when followed by another

numeral, as in tjugufem (cuuf-sem). The French soft g= {zh}

is pronounced (sh) : diligens (dilish'aqs), energi (ensershii),

^ A slang word.

1604 C C
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gel^ (shel-ee), geni (shenii), genre ('shaqor), gest (shsest),

ingenior (inshenj oer) , logo (laosh), passagerare (passash'eer-

ara), sergeant (ssersh-ant), tragedi (trashod-ii) ;
arrangera

(arraqsh-eera), logera (bsh-eera), &c. ; bagage (bagaash),

fastage ' disk ', &c. Also in Alger (alsh-eer) ' Algiers ', and the

English yoc/cei/ (shok'ai).

gj : (j)- gjorde Cjoode) ' did
',
gjuta Cjuuta) ' pour'.

k: (k), (c). Initially (c) before front vowels: kind (cind)

'cheek', kejsare fcseisars) 'emperor', k before inflexional

vowels remains, as in rite (Viiko) 'empire'. Initial (k) in

Jcisse (^kisse) 'puss'. Also in some foreign words: anarki

(anark-ii), asketisk (ask-eetisk), markis (mark-iis), orkester

(ork-EBster). Some seem to vary between (k) and (c), such as

urkiteldur, arkiv, and others have only (c), such as katekes

(katecees) or (kac'ees), kemi (cem-ii), kerub ('ceruub), Kina

('ciina), kirurg (eiruTJ). k is often dropped in spektakel

(spet'aakal), and, together with the following vowel, in

kyrkogard (coergaocZ) ' churchyard '.

kj : (c). Only in kjol (cool) ' petticoat ' and kjusa fcuusa)

'deir.

qv : (kv).

x: (ks). Initial a!=(s) in foreign words: Xerxes ('s8erks9s).

For xi see under (sk).

: (s). Now written only before front vowels in foreign

words, except in proper names such as Carolina (karol-^iina),

and occasionally in a few other foreign words. Examples of

c before front vowels are : accent (aks-aent), Ceylon ('saeilon),

ocean (oseaa'n), cigarr (sigar), societet (sosi8t'ee(t)), specie

('speesis).

ck: (kk).

ch : (k), (sh). The only native word in which ch occurs

is och ' and ', which in the spoken language is always (o) or

(ao), although it is pronounced (ok) in artificial declamation,

being thus identified with ock (ok) ' also '. The spelling ch

was probably meant to indicate that the consonant was silent.

In foreign words cA=(sh): char (shaar) 'chariot', Charlotta

(shaZ-^otta), chef (shaef), choklad (shok-laa), broche (braosh).

d
: c? is very often dropped in colloquial speech. Finally,
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in such words as blad (blaa) ' leaf
', god (goo) ' good ', h'Od

(brae) ' bread ', rodvin (Veaviin) ' claret ', and especially in

familiar phrases, such as var sa god (vas g'oo) ' be so kind '.

Final d after n is very generally dropped, as in vind ' wind
',

Lund, and often also after I, as in eld 'fire '=(el), (il) or (^1).

d after r is always preserved in the form of (d|). Medial

d is preserved after (1) and (n). Such words as (^uplsenniq)

' Uplander ' are, however, often written Uplsending, &c. d
is dropped together with a following final vowel in hittida

(^bitti) ' early
', fSrkldde (^foerklae) ' apron ', and together with

a following medial vowel in ladugdrd (^laagaoc?) ' farmyard
',

and often in manader (^maonar) ' months ', mdnaden (^niaonan)

' the month ', traden (traon) ' the thread ', (blaan) = Uaden for

the literary blad 'leaves', ('blaana)= Wac^ena for the literary

bladen ' the leaves '. With further contraction in SSderman-

land (^scBrmland), and in the now almost obsolete huckle

(^hukle) or (^hykla), for hufvudkliide ' headcloth '.

d is frequently dropped before other consonants, especially

(s), preceding long vowels being generally shortened: badstuga

(^bastu) ' bath-room ', bradska (^broska) ' hurry
', gardesgard

(^jsesgaod) * fence ', ledsam (^lessam) ' tiresome ', midsommar
(^missommar) ' midsummer ', redskap (^reskap) ' tool ', studsa

(''stussa) ' hesitate ', vardslos ('vdshBs) ' careless ', vardshus

(Vseshuus) ' inn '. Also before (n) : kladning (^klsenniq) ' dress
',

midnat (^minnat) ' midnight', ordning (^aowiq) ' order', vand-

ning (Vsenniq) ' turn '. Before other consonants in adjo (aj'ae)

' adieu ', sadla (^saala) ' saddle '.

In fjerdedela (^fjacTicZeels) 'quarter', d becomes (n).

dt : (tt). Not only in inflexions, such as godt (got) 'good
'

neuter, but also in root-syllables, as in landtman ' countryr

man
', glOdtig ' cheerful '.

dj : (j). djefvul ("jaevul) ' devil ', djup (juup) ' deep '. Some
attempt to introduce the point (d), especially in declamation.

t : dropped before (s) and (sh) in letsel ('bessal) ' bit ', latsvfian

('bosman) ' boatman ', faltsJcar ('fselshaer), ' surgeon ', matiach

(^masssek) ' provisions', skjuts (shus) ' post', katekes ' catechism'

is generally pronounced (kacees). kjortel ' petticoat ' is now
generally written kjol, and pronounced (cool).

cc 3
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t is generally added after (s) in djes fseljast) 'otherwise',

and strax (strakst) ' at once '.

tj : (c). tjena (^caena) ' serve ', tjock (cok) ' thick '. JcateJces

probably passed through the stage of (kat'jees).

a in foreign words is pronounced (tsh) in the termination

-tion, as in nation (nat'shoon), the (t) being dropped if a

consonant precedes, as in direktion (dirseksh'oon), reflexion

(reflseksh'oon), and, apparently, sometimes after a vowel as

well, as in indiskretion (indiskresh-oon). In other cases ti is

(tsi), as in egyptier (ej-yptsier), initiativ (initsiat'iiv), patient

(patsiaBnt),tertio ('tsefeio). After consonants the (t) is dropped,

as in aktie (''aksig) ' share '. aristokratl is either (aristokrat'ii)

or (-s-ii).

th : (t). Thomas ('toomas). tli is generally changed to t.

b.

p. Dropped in psalm, ijseudo- (sfevdo-), but kept in jxsyko-

logi (psykolog'ii), &c.

Vocality of Consonants.

Final voiced stops preserve their vocality, as in English,

although they seem often to be shorter than the English ones,

as may be seen by comparing the Swedish snobh (snob), grogg

(grog), with their English originals.

Voiced stops and sibilants (v), when followed by a voice-

less sibilant (s) in the same syllable, keep their vocality if

preceded by a long vowel, lose it if preceded by a short one.

Thus dags, in en dags arhete (en daags ^arbeete) ' a day's

work ', keeps its (g) unchanged, while in hurih dags (^huuru

daks) ' what time 1
' it becomes (k). So also in guds (guts)

'God's', skyddsling (^shytsliq) 'prot^g^', and lifstid (^lifstiid)

' lifetime ', hafsyta (^hafsyyta) ' surface of the sea ', contrasted

with the uncompounded genitives ett lifs (liivs), ett havs

(haavs).

If the two consonants belong to different syllables, the first

preserves its vocality even after a short vowel, as in observera

(obsserveera).

Before voiceless stops there is always devocalization, as in

tryggt (trykt) ' secure ' (neut.), which is identical with tryckt
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'printed', vigt (vikt) 'weight', vigt (viikt) 'active' (neut.),

kraft (kraaft) ' demanded '.

QUANTITY.

Written double consonants are pronounced really double

when medial, the first being lengthened, so that alia is really

(Vll-l:a), where (11) represents a long (1). The combination

of medial short vowel + single consonant does not occur in

Swedish, there being nothing corresponding to the English

(shiliq), &c. : either the consonant must be doubled or the

vowel lengthened. When a short vowel is followed by (q) or

an inverted, the doubling is impossible, as these consonants

cannot begin a syllable. In such a word as (^shuqa) the (q)

seems to be simply lengthened, as in the imperative (shuq).

In such a word as storta ('stcetai) the glide from the (ce) to

the (t) seems to be felt as a separate consonant, and it is

perhaps somewhat lengthened. Final consonants after short

vowels are long, after long vowels short, as in English, so

that the double U in kail ' cold ' indicates not only the short-

ness of the vowel, but also the length of the consonant. In

kal (kaal) ' bald ', on the other hand, the vowel is long and

the consonant short. As the quantity of the consonant is

always implied by that of the vowel, it is not necessary to

mark it in (kal) = (kail).

The consonants which have most influence in shortening

the preceding vowels are the nasals (n) and (m), especially

the latter. Hence, and probably from reasons of graphical

convenience as well, single n and m are generally written

finally after short vowels, as in kan (han) ' he ', van (vsen)

' friend ', spanmal (^spanmaol) ' corn ', kam (kam) ' comb ',

madavi (mad'am), the consonants being doubled when a

syllable is added, as in vanner (Vsenner) ' friends ', kammen
('kammgn) ' the comb '.

In some cases n and m are written for (nn) and (mm)

between vowels as well

:

n : honom (^honnom) ' he',^ honung (^honniq) ' honey ', Venern

('vsenna )i).

1 Also (hoonom),
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m: buxbomen fbuksbommen) 'the box-tree', bomull

('bommul) ' cotton ', domen ('domman) ' thejudgement ', domare

fdommare) 'judge', doma (Mamma) 'judge', loma Homma)
' slink', Roma ('romma), romare, romersk ('rommask).

Also the foreign amen fammsen) ' Amen '. Observe that

(e), (u), (o), (y), and (a) never occur long before (m).

Doubling is sometimes neglected in the case of medial

stops

:

k : skakel ('skakkel) ' shaft ',
(hjul)eker Cjuulekkar) ' spoke ',

oken ('akkan) ' desert ', artikel (af-ikkal).

d : hade ('hadda) ' had ', dadel ('daddal) ' date ', tadel ('taddal)

' blame '.

t: vetenskap (Vettnskaap) 'science', veterligen (Vettar-

ligan) 'consciously', heter ('hettar) 'is called', hvetebrSd

(Vettabraad) ' wheaten bread ',^ Peter ('pettar), Pet(t)erson

Cpettason), Petersburg ('pettasburj), salpeter (salp-ettar).^

Luther ('luttar).^ kapitel (kap"it)l, titel ('titl), grammatika,

-isk (gram'attika, -isk).

b : aborre fabborra)
' pike ' (fish).

p : gopen ('jappan) ' open hand ', discipel (dis'ippl), Jupiter

Cjuppitar).

The doubling of I is often omitted in foreign words, both

finally and medially":

April (ap-ril), parasol (^paaras'ol), nationela (natshon-sella),

parallelogram (parall-sellogram), rolen ('roUan) ' the part ' from

rol (rol).

Vowels are kept short before sch in foreign words, as if it

were a compound consonant

:

afiisch (af-ish) ' placard ', nisch (nish) ' niche '.

Among other cases may be mentioned the occasional

(^huvvud) for (^huuvud) hufvud 'head', and the variation

between usel and ussel ('uusal), ('ussal) ' wretched ' both in

spelling and pronunciation. The foreign telegraf varies

between (aa) and (a) ; servet ' napkin ' generally shortens its

vowel (sservet) ; Mozart is ('mossai) ; Job is (job).

^ In these two, as in several others, the shortening is only occasional.
' But Petrus ('peetrus).

' This is also the German pronunciation.
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en (en) 'one', 'a', min (min) 'mine', ' my ', din, &c, a,ro

always short, even when emphatic, but lengthen their vowels

in the inj3ected forms, ena (^eena) ' some ', mina (^miina).

sedan (^seedan) ' since ' is contracted into (seen), whence

the colloquial (ssen).

Besides all these cases of shortening before a single consonant,

there are others in which a word ending in a vowel shortens

it before an inflexional consonant.

The ending (t) of the neuter singular of adjectives and the

past participle of verbs always shortens the preceding vowel,

as in bldtt (blot) from bid (blao) ' blue ', sett (set) from se (see)

' see '. The preterite ending (-do) also shortens the preceding

vowel, the (d) being -doubled, as in trodde (^trodde) from tro

(troo) ' believe '. Shortenings before the (s) of the genitive

and passive (middle), as in til sjds (til shas) ' to sea ', att slus

(sbs) ' fight ', and the (n) of the definite as in sjon (shen) ' the

sea ', are exceptional.

Vowels are frequently shortened, or in some cases, preserved

from lengthening, before two consonants. The following are

the most important cases, arranged according to the second

consonant, whose character often determines the quantity of

the preceding vowel.

j : family (fam-ilj), Frithjof (^fritjof), kastanje (kast'anje),

olja (^olja). Sometimes also in kedja (^cedja) ' chain '. Long
vowel in linie ('liinje), midja (^miidja) ' waist '.

1 : besudla ' soil ', vdpling (Vsepliq) ' trefoil ', usling (^usliq)

or (''uusliq) ' wretch '. inidglig ' mouldy ' has sometimes (e),

sometimes (eo). uppvigla ' instigate ' has always (ii).

s : vigsel ('viksel) ' consecration ', and all others in (-sal).

tvehdgsen (^tveehokson) 'irresolute', Italiensk (itaalise'nsk),

Polsk (polsk), Bhensk (rensk), Spansk. Otherwise long vowel

before (sk), as in latinsk (lat-iinsk), medicinsk. brddska

(^broska) 'hurry', Thorsten {'iosten). stadse 'always' has

(ae). Hans has often long vowel, as also plotslig 'sudden'.

Shortening before inflexional (s) occurs in the genitive, as in

guds (guts) ' God's ', slags (slaks) ' kind ', especially in composi-

tion, for which see below. Also in the passive, as in leds (les)

= ledas 'weary of, behofs (beh'efs) 'needs', tors (tcE6i) 'dares'.
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So also in hevars (^&was)= hevare os 'preserve us!' The

superlative /oVnanisi (fceTO'semst) from (foeji'aem) 'of rank'.

V : Hedvig ('hsedvig), Ludvig ('ludvig).

m : sotma ' sweetness '.

g : nodga ' compel ', vredga ' irritate '.

k : blidka fblitka)
' soothe ', idlca fitka) ' practice '.

t : Inflexional in some neuters, such as hogt (hekt) from hog
' high '. Generally, however, inflexional (t) does not shorten,

as in skont (shaant) ' beautiful ', tjent (caent). ' served '.

There are other shortenings in foreign words, such as

Liibeth ('lisbeet), polytekrdsk (polyt-eknisk), trapezium

(trap'etsium).^

Shortening in composition is very frequent. The following

lists are alphabetical, the addition of double vowels indicating

a parallel long pronunciation :

bokstaf ("bokstaav, oo) ' letter ',
'^ boskap fboskap)

' cattle
',

brudgum ("bruggum, bruudgum) 'bridegroom', balverk

('bolvserk) ' bulwark
'

; farfar ('farfar) ' gra,ndfather ',
^ frukost

('frukkost) 'breakfast', fanrik ("fEenrik) 'ensign', forstugu

ffastu) 'ante-room'; hugsvala (huks-vaala) 'console', hus-

bonde ('husbonde) ' master ', hustru fhustru) ' wife ', herberge

('hserbeerje) 'quarters', hogtid fhaktiid) 'festival'; kraslig

('krasli) 'feeble'; lanstol flaenstool) 'arm-chair', matmor
("matmoor, aa) ' mistress ', middag (midda) ' noon ', midnat
('minnat, miidnat) 'midnight', morbror ('morbror) 'uncle',*

mandag ('monda) 'Monday', redskap ('reskap) 'tool', rotgel

(Votgael) 'robin'; sjuklig, sjukdom ('shuk-li, dom, uu) 'ill',

' illness ', skorsten ("skosieeu) ' chimney ', smorgas ("smoergaos)
' bread and butter ', svarfar ('svaerfar) ' father-in-law 7 synal

Csynnaol) ' needle ' tragard ('trseggaoc?) 'garden'. Note Jutland
(juutland).

Shortening is still more frequent when the first word is in

the genitive. In the following list only one typical word is

^ Weste gives trapez with a long (ee).

' (oo) in the other compounds, such as boktryckeri.

' And the other compounds of (far) denoting relationship.
And the other compounds denoting relationship.

" And the others in svur-.
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given in those cases in which the same genitive enters into

a number of compounds and retains its short vowel.

batsman fbosman) ' boatman ', brukspatroon fbrukspat:roon)

' manufacturer ', &c.; dagsverke (Maksvserko) 'day's work', &c.;

dodsstund ('dotsstund) 'dying hour'; gudstjenst (^gutscsenst)

' divine service ', &c. ; hafsyta fhafsyyta) ' surface of the sea
'

;

krigsman (^kriksman) ' warrior ', &c. ; kokspiga (''cekspiiga)

' cook-maid ', &c. ; lifstid (^lifstiid) ' lifetime ', &c. ; lansman

(^Isensman) 'bailiff', riksspra.k ('riksspraok) 'national language',

&c.; skogsdunge (^skoksduqa) 'grove ', &c., slagsmal (^slaksmaol)

' fight ', &c. ; spbrsmal fspcesmaol) ' question', stadsrad (^stasraod,

staatsraod) 'town-councillor', stridsman (^stritsman) 'warrior'

;

tidsande (Hitsanda) ' spirit of the times ', verldsman (Vseisman)

'man of the world', vardslos (^voslass, yaodshda) 'careless',

vardshus (^vaeshuvfs) ' inn '.

Unaccented vowels tend to shortening. Even when a vowel

has a secondary stress, as in the second syllable of (^aa'vt:aaga)

' take off', it is perceptibly shortened, and when the secondary

stress is reduced to the minimum of accent, the vowel becomes

quite short, as in olika (^oolika) ' different ', kansJce fkanshe, -a)

'perhaps', compared with the simple (^liika), (shee). Many
other originally long vowels are shortened in rapid speech.

T-'hus altid ' always ' is generally (^altid), and the derivative

syllables (heet), (-leek) are often shortened, lcarlelc{en)

(^cae?eek(8n)) 'love', for instance, becoming (^cae^ek(8n) ). So

also fordel (^foecZel) ' advantage '. In mdana ' such ' and huru-

dana ' of what kind ' (^sao-, 'huurudana), the shortness of "the

(a) may be due to the influence of the (n), as in the uninfleeted

(-dan). These shortenings of unaccented vowels are not

accompanied by any compensatory doubling of the following

consonant.

The shortening of the vowels of unaccented words in a

sentence follows the same laws as in other languages.

There are, on the other hand, some combinations which

favour length. Before the inverteds short vowels are, as

remarked above (p. 374), often lengthened, and consequently

long vowels often preserve their quantity before them, espe-

cially {n) and {d). Examples are, in addition to the Words
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quoted above (pp. 373, 374), tardeles fsaecZeebs) ' specially
',

harlad ("baa^ast) 'ballast' and the foreign absurd (abs'uucZ),

koturn (kot-uu-n,). Otherwise r + consonant does not preserve

length, as may be seen from the examples given below under

composition.

Consonant + r has a decidedly lengthening influence

:

Afrika (^aafrika), allegro (all'eegro), Fredrik ('freedrik),

Henrik ('heenrik), belagra ' besiege ', vidrig ' repugnant ', vagra

' refuse ', ofrig ' remaining '.

So also (st)

:

best (beest) ' beast ', blast (blaost) ' blast ', pust (puust) ' pufi".

Also in most comparatives, such as Idgst (laegst) ' lowest '.

The substantive betjent (becaent) 'servant' always keeps

the long vowel of tjena.

The foreign (ch) and (sch) in echo ('eeko), pascJia ('paasha)

act like simple consonants. Compare, however, nisch= (nish)

&c. (p. 390).

STRESS.i

In the Scandinavian languages unaccented prefixes were

originally almost unknown, so that the stress was regularly

on the first syllable. Hence the tendency in Swedish to throw

the accent back on to an originally unaccented first syllable,

which is generally a foreign (German) one.

The following are the only regularly unaccented prefixes in

Swedish

:

e- in native words: ehuru (eh-^uuru) 'however', evinnerlig

(evinneZi) ' eternal ', &c. The foreign elande ' misery ' is

(^eelsenda).

sent- in the single German word entlediga (sentheediga)

' dismiss '.

be- in German words, such as beldaga (bek-laaga) ' deplore '.

je- = German ge-, as in gehor (jeh-oer) 'hearing'.

fcBr-= German ver-, as in forfdng (fcerf-oq) 'detriment',

forlag (foeZ-aag) ' publication
', forsta (fces-<ao) ' understand

',

fortret (icet-reet) ' annoyance
'

; and in some native words where

^ Henceforth tlie tone-mark (') will be omitted before polysyllabic words
'ivith the stress on the first syllable, only (') being written, when necessary.
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it has the stronger German meaning (destruction, excess, &c.),

such as form&ten (fcerm'aeten) 'audacious', forsat (fcES'aot)

' ambush '. (foer)= ' too ' is sometimes written as one word with

the following adjective, which has the stress, as in formyclcen

(fcerm-^ykkan) ' too much '.

(fcer) in the sense of ' for ' or ' before ', or when derived from

the German vor-, takes the stress

:

fSrbud (foerbuud)' forerunner', ^fordom (foec^om)' prejudice',

forfdder (foerfaeder), (pa) fOrhand (foerhand) 'beforehand',

forlat (foeZaot) 'curtain',^ forman (foermaon) 'advantage',

forord (foerooc?) ' intercession ',
' preface ', forsprdng (foesproq)

' start ', fOrstuga (foesiuuga, fasiu) ' ante-room '.

Irregularly in forveten (^foerveeten) ' inquisitive '.

The following irregularly accent the root-syllable instead of

the prefix

:

formyndare (foermyndare) 'guardian', forndm (foewaem)

' distinguished
', forrad (foerr-aod) ' stores ', forslag (fcBS'Zaag)

' proposal ',/6>sorgr (fcES-orj) 'care',/ors2/n(fces'yyn) 'providence',

foraldrar (fcerse'ldrar) 'parents', fortrdfflig (fce^rsefli) 'ex-

cellent ', follows the German accentuation.

AVhen (be-) and (foer-) are separated from the root-syllable

by an intermediate unaccented one, they draw the full stress

over to themselves, as in bearheta (beearb:eeta) = German
bea'rbeiten, beledsaga (beeleds:aaga) 'accompany', foranleda

(foeranheeda) ' cause ', fororsaJca (foeroos:aaka) ' cause '. Hence

also (foerb'ii) and (foeruu't) throw back their stress on to the

first syllable in composition, as in forbigd (foerbig:ao) ' pass by ',

forutse (foeruuts:ee) ' foresee ',

All the other prefixes take the stress. Among them must

be specially noticed (aer-)= German er-, as in erfara (aer-

faara) ' experience ', erinra (aerinra) ' remember '.

One consequence of this general accenting of prefixes is that

such distinctions as the German one between U'bersetzen and

ubers'etzen are levelled in the Swedish ofversdtta (aavassetta).

Isolated exceptions are vdlsigna (vaelsigna) 'bless', and

occasionally vdlkommen (vaelktomman), (vaelk'omman). The

exclamations anfdJcta! (anf'sekta), annamma! (ann'amma),

' (foerb'uud) 'prohibition'. ^ (foei'aota) 'forgive'.
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also accent the root-syllable. In their other forms these two

verbs have the regular accent, as in the substantive anfdktelse

'tribulation', and the verb annamma 'receive', ungefdr,

which is the only word compounded with the German un-, is

(unjef-aer).

The tendency to throw back the stress is sometimes counter-

balanced by the opposite one by which the suffixes (-ig) and

(-Kg) tend to attract it to the syllable which immediately

precedes them. The following are the most important of these

words, those which admit also of the regular accent on the

first syllable being separated from the others by a stroke

:

ig: fortldig (foeMidi) 'precocious',

—

eldndig 'wretched',

lycksalig 'happy', mangfaldig 'manifold', nddvdndig 'neces-

sary ', rdttfdrdig ' righteous ', underda-aig ' humble '}

lig: egentUg (ej'sentli) 'proper', enJcannerlig (enk-annaZi)

'special', Jiendtlig (fiee-ntli) 'hostile', gudomlig (gud-omli)

'divine', offentlig (of-sentli) 'public',— allvarlig (alvaaZi)

'serious', fuUkomlig 'perfect', fafdnglig 'vain', foljaUligen
' consequently ',/6>m«)(^i(/ ' advantageous', hogtidlig (hakt-iidli)

'solemn', ofiintlig (of-antli) 'immense', omstdndlig 'circum-

stantial ', omojllg ' impossible ', odndlig ' endless '?

The suffix (-baar) attracts the stress to itself in the words

medelharllgen (meedlb-aa/!ig8n), omedelbar (oomeedlb-aar) ' im-

mediate', omedelbarlig (oomeedlb-aaZi), uppenharUg (uppan-

b'aaZi) or (u-ppgnb). Some of these may be due to the -lig.

Altogether there is considerable fluctuation in the accentua-

tion of these words, due to a great extent to the strength of

the secondary stress in Swedish. The principle of accenting

the first syllable has, however, evidently gained much ground
in the present language, for in Weste's dictionary many words

which now accent the first syllable are marked with the accent

on some other.

The following ai'e examples of this older accentuation, two
(•)'s in a word indicating optional accentuation

:

(1) -ig: allsm-aktig, and-aktig, (o)ans-tandig, (o)barmh'er-

' fors-igtig ' cautious ', is regular. fSrt-rafflig has been noticed above (p. 395).
^ Also the rega\a.r forsvarlig (foes-vaaa) 'tolerable', together with lekamlig

(leli-aamli) 'bodily', from (lek-'aamen).
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tig, eni''aldig, gudf-ruktig, markvardig, oms'tandighet, tree--

nighet, uppriktig; f-ordela'ktig, ofcirdela-ktig, guda-ktig.

(2) lig: (o)ans*enlig, (o)ant-aglig, boks'taflig, (o)ers'attlig,

(o)jamf-orlig, medb'orgerlig, omstandlig, pat-aglig, (o)tillr'ack-

lig, (o)um*barlig, urs-prunglig, utt'rycklig, vetens'kaplig. (3)

bar: (o)medd"elbar, u'ppeub'ar. (4) isk: uppr'orisk. Adjec-

tives in -lig (most of them disyllables) often keep the accent

on the root-syllable when o- is prefixed: ob'otlig, od'raglig,

oh'jelplig, olycklig, om"6jlig, ot*rolig, ovanlig. Of these

om-ojlig, and probably some of the others, may still be heard

occasionally. Adjectives in -ig always accent the o- : o'artig,

0"fardig, o'talig, &c. Note, however, that he gives b'otfdrdig,

e-gennyttig, fullstdndig, but obotfdrdig, oegenwyttig, ofulls'-

tdndig. The same throwing forward of the accent takes place

incompounds of o-with presentand past participles: ok'opandes,

oofverenss'tammande ; oa'ktad, oerh'ord, oregelb'unden. Also

in oangen-dvi, contrasting with o'beqvdm. When a trisyllable

is lengthened, he often throws the accent forward, as in

sJdlj'aJctighet from shiljaktig, obed'rdglighet from o'hedrdglig,

ofruktharhet from ofruktbar.

It may be observed that Weste himself characterizes the

accentuation, especially of the longer words, as fluctuating

and uncertain.

Before leaving this part of the subject, other instances of

Weste's accentuation of some other than the first syllable

against the present usage may be quoted : angaende, ebande,

eri-ndra, erfarenhet (e-rfara), ine'lfvor, invanare, narva-

rande, vidsk-epelse, a'h'orare.

When a preposition and its substantive coalesce into an

adverb, as in aldenstund (aldsens'tund) ' since '^ efterhand

(seftarh'and) ' gradually ', omkull (omk'ul) ' down ', omsider

(oms'^iider) ' at last ', dtminstone (aotm-^instona) ' at least ', the

compound retains the natural stress and accent of the sepa-

rate elements. So also in emellertid (emelleMid) ' meanwhile ',

tilliJca (till'^iika), tUlsaonmans (tils-^ammans) ' together
',

ofverens (aavare-ns) in komma Ofverens ' agree ', and in such

infinitive combinations as kanhdnda (kanh-'^senda) ' perhaps ',

tillkdnna (tilc^senna) in gifva tillkHnna 'make known'; but
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Icanske fkansha) ' perhaps '. The compound prepositions often

accent the second element, as in igenom (ij -eenom) ' through
',

inwnder (inu'nder) 'under', uti (uutii-) 'in', utom (uuto-m)

sig ' beside oneself ', bredvid (breviid) or (brevee) ' alongside '.

Others vary, such as bakom (^baakom), (baako-m), baJcefter

'after'. In the words ehurv, (eh-Wru) 'although', eme^Zan

(em*'*ellan) ' between ', emedan (em-Vedan) ' since ', the second

elements are treated as an independent word, retaining their

compound tone.

In compounds of der and hvar with prepositions the stress

varies, as in derpd ' thereupon ', which may be either (d'aerpo)

or (dserp-ao).

Note also the following cases of accentuation of some other

than the first element

:

allena (alee'^na) ' alone ', allihop (alih'oop) ' altogether

'

(plural), altsammans (alts'^ammans) 'altogether' (neuter),

farvdl (farv'ael) ' farewell
', gudskelof (gushel-aof) ' praise be

to God
!

' gunaos (gun-aos) ' God have mercy on us!' huruvida

(huuruv^iida) ' how far ' (conjunction), Ammerfort (immerf'oi)

' continually'.

It is remarkable that compounds of a preposition + a sub-

stantive or pronoun, followed by a verb, throw back the ac-

cent on to the preposition, as in afsigkommen (^aavsaeikomman)

'degenerated', ddagalagga (^aodaagalsegga) 'display', addosatta

(^aosiidossetta) ' lay aside ', forsiggd (^foesseigao) ' happen
',

iahttaga (^ii'akttaaga) ' observe '. In the same way the

adverbial collocation, till och nied ' even ', is pronounced as

one word, with the accent on the first syllable (t-ilomse).-'

Among the genuine compound words there are several

instances of accentuation of the second element : (1) in names

of townSj &c., such as GSteborg (jesteb-orj), Kopenhamn
(ceepenh'amn), Wenerborg (vaennarb'orj), Orebro (oereb'roo),

(2) in sydost (syydo'st) ' south-east ', &c., and (3) in various

other words, such as sJcow/xkare ' shoemaker ', which is, how-

ever, perhaps more frequently pronounced (^skoomaakara).

Also in the originally compound lekamen (lek'^aaman) ' body ',

which is now spelt as a simple word.

1 Weste gives the accent on the second element in adagaliigga, &c.
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Proper names, such as Linnd, derive their accent from

the Latin forms, Linnaeus, &c. So also, probably, Tegner

(tseqn'eer), &c.

Foreign words often 'throw back the stress. Thus kreatur

' beast '
' cattle ', russin ' raisin ', lejon ' lion ', inseJct, paradis

;

and even such words as relativ, singularis, &c., are accented

on the first syllable. Note the distinction between ett qvarter

(^kvaater) 'pint' and en kvarter (kvai'eer) 'lodging'. Also

gramtnatik (grammat'iik) against the German (gram*atik).

Sentence-stress has as little been investigated in Swedish

as in other languages, nor can the subject be more than

alluded to here. It may be noted that sentence-stress in

Swedish is less level than in English, the finite verbs of a

sentence, especially, being generally hurried over, especially

when an adverb follows, as in det gar an (dse :gaor -an)

'that'll do', where the (gaor) is almost as stressless as the

(dse), the vowel being also shortened almost to (o). The

same tendency to throw the stress forward is shown in such

appositions as ett glas vatten (et glaas "vattn), as compared

with the English (a -glaas ev "waota) with its equal stress on

the two substantives. Observe also the important distinction

between helsa pa nagon (hselsa po naogon), 'bow to some

one ', and (hselsa -pao naogon) ' call on some one ', ^m being a

preposition in the first case, an adverb in the second, the

object being governed by the verb and adverb together. So

also in sla i ett glas vin (slao -ii et glaas -viin) 'pour out a

glass of wine'.

INTONATION.

As I have treated of this subject at length in my forth-

coming ' Comparative Studies ' ^, I will here confine myself

to a statement of the most necessary facts.

In Swedish every word has either the simple or the com-

pound tone. The simple tone is a rising modulation, as in

asking a question in English, the compound consists of a

falling tone (as in answering a question) on the stress-syllable

with an upward leap of the voice together with a slight

' [This woi-k was never published.]
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secondarjr stress on a succeeding syllable. The latter occurs,

therefore, only in polysyllables. The simple tone is the

regular one in monosyllables. It is indicated by (') before

the stress-syllable, the compound tone by f), but it is never

necessary to mark monosyllables, and polysyllables only

require to be marked when they have the simple tone, the

compound one being otherwise implied. Thus (daag) implies

('daag) and (daagar) implies (Maagar).

The most general class of polysyllables which have (') are

those which have the stress on some other than the first

syllable, such as (stud-'sent), begara (bej'-aera) ' demand
',

nearly all of which are, directly or indirectly, of foreign

origin. There are, however, several exceptions, especially

words in (-or), such as (prof"'sessor), which, however, have

the regular simple tone in the plural, the stress being also

shifted forward : (profsess-'oorar).

There are also many disyllables ending in unaccented

(-8r, -el, -en) which have (') : (1) verbal inflexions in (-ar),

such as ('csennar, 'saovar)
; (2) mutation plurals in (-er), such

as ('fettar)
; (3) words of foreign origin, such as ('duqkal)

'dark
',

('fraakan) ' young lady
' ; (4) native words which were

originallymonosyllabic, such as ('faogal) ' bird '= Icelandic/ugfL^

The disyllabic comparatives ('bsetra), &c., and the com-

paratives in (-st), such as ('yppasf), also have the simple tone,

as also the few disyllables in (-ast), such as ('oqast) 'anxiety',

and some adjectives in (-isk), such as ejelfvisk ('shaelvisk)

' selfish '.

There are other isolated exceptions, such as ('poika) ' boy '.

Foreign words, and many names of places, have the simple

tone : ('stuudium), ('nymfar), pi. ; Sverige ('svserja), ('london).

The definite suffix does not count as part of the word, so

that ('daag-an) retains the simple tone of (daag).

Compounds take the compound tone, the secondary stress

on the second syllable of such a word as (^lantman) landtman

'peasant', being increased nearly to an equality with the

stress on the first syllable. When the first element of the

compound consists of a disyliable with unaccented second

^ The plurals already mentioned were also monosyllabic : Icelandic /efr.
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yllable, as in nyckelhdl (^nykkelh:aol) ' key-hole ', the intona-

tion of the first word is modified in a peculiar w^y. The
secondary stress, which in the isolated (^nykkel) falls on the

(kel), is in the compound transferred to the (haol). At the

same time the downward glide is distributed over the two

syllables (nykkel), instead of being confined to the first, the

high tone beginning on the accented (haol). So, also, in

many derivatives, such as footaks:am) 'unthankful', espe-

cially when the second syllable is naturally less prominent

than the one which follows it, as in f8pp9nh:eet)
' openness '.

Several compounds (mostly words of very frequent occur-

rence) take the simple tone, especially the names of the days of

the week mandag ('monda), &c. When the first element is

a genitive, it often retains the simple tone, as in landsman

Clansman) 'countryman', especially if it is a simple-toned

disyllabic, as in ('aadalsman) 'noble' from ('aadel). Com-

pound-toned disyllables retain their tone, as in (^nykkalhaol).

Words with the accent not on the first syllable generally retain

their tone when they form the fibi'st member of a compound.

In connected speech the compound tone is often less

marked than in individual words, especially in the subordi-

nate members of a sentence, and is often merged almost

entirely in the simple tone.

INFLEXIONS.

Substantives.

Gender.

In the grammars and the written language the original

threefold distinction of masculine, feminine, and neuter is

still imperfectly maintained ; but in the spoken language

the general tendency is to employ only two grammatical

genders—the common, which includes both masculine and

feminine, and the neuter. The reason is simply that the

adjectives and pronouns in agreement with substantives are

unable to distinguish between masculine and feminine, the

neuter singular, on the other hand, being sharply defined

by the ending (t). The only words by which grammatical
1004 D d
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gender can be denoted are the pronouns ' he ', ' she ', and ' it
',

and the two first are often expressed by the common den

(dsen) ' that one ' in speaking of inanimate objects, and even

when han (han) and hon (hon) are employed in the same

way, they are often employed inaccurately, the masculine

(han), for instance, being employed in speaking of the feminine

kloclca (klokka) 'clock', &c.

Cake.

In Swedish substantives we can only distinguish two

cases, the comr)%on or base-case, answering to the nominative

and oblique (accusative and dative) of the personal pronouns

and the genitive, which is formed by adding (s) to the

singular or plural forms, as in gosse-s (gDssas) ' boy's
',
gossars

(gossas) ' boys' '.

When the word ends in (s) the genitive is either formed

in (as), or else there is no change. Thus Hans, prins, form

their genitives ('haansas), ('prinsgs), or else (haans), (prins).

When the final syllable is unaccented, the latter is always

employed, as in the name Afzdius (afs'eeljus).

In writing these names in -ius take the genitive ii, one of

the i's being generally dropped in pronunciation. This form

is colloquial in the name of a square in Stockholm, Berzdii

park (bses'eeli park).

Irregular shortening of the vowel takes place in Guds

(guts) from Oud (guud) ' God ', and in several adverbial

collocations, such as til sjos (til "shas) 'to sea', til dods (til

dets) ' to death ', hu7'u dags (huuru daks) ' what time 1
' tids

nog (tits noog) 'time enough'. So also in tilfreds ' contented'

(tilf'rets) or (tilf-res). In maTidags ('mondaks), &c., the

shortening is partly due to want of stress, mdndag itself

being pronounced ('monda).

Definite Suffix.

Where other languages employ the definite article, Swedish

has special endings which are added to the singular or

plural forms, thus (gosse) has in the definite singular gosse-n

(gossan) ' the boy ', and the plural (gossar) has its definite
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gossarna (gossaita). These definites have genitives in (s)

—

(gossans) 'the boy's', (gossaTias). When an adjective pre-

cedes, the article den (dsen) is placed before it, the definite

suffix being also retained—(dsen gooda gossan).

The singular suffix is for the common gender (an), for the

neuter (at), whose (t) is often dropped, the vowels of both

being dropped after other vowels, in which case the (t) of the

neuter is not dropped : dal-en ('daalan) ' the valley ', sJcepp-et

('sheppat, 'sheppa) ' the ship
'

; kdlla-n (csellan) ' the spring ',

arme-en (arm^een), oga-t (aagat) ' the eye ', bo-et (boot) ' the

nest'. The dropped (t) always reappears in the genitive

—

('sheppats).

The word sy'o (shaa) ' sea ' shortens its vowel in the definite

sjon (shan).^

After r, en generally drops its vowel, the two consonants

coalescing into (n), as in dorr-en (doen) ' the door ', kerrn

(hsen) ' the gentleman
',
peppar-en (peppan.) ' the pepper '. Note

that the second word drops the e in writing as well. In (-nan),

(-dan), (-tan), there is also a tendency to drop the (a) in rapid

speech. The foreign Jconcert-en is pronounced both (koqs'ietn)

and (koqs'aen).

In the combination (-qnan) the first (n) is often dropped, as

in ugn-en ('uqan) ' the stove ', vagn-en ('vaqan) ' the carriage '.

Unaccented -enen, -enet, become (-nan), (nat), as in bottn-en

('botnan) from botten ' bottom ', vattn-et (Vattnat) or ('vattna)

from vatten ' wa.ter '. Unaccented -eren, -elen, become (aii) and

(aln), as infader-n (faadaw) ' the father ', and -eret becomes (rat),

as in dundr-et ('dundrat) ' the thunder '.

Unaccented -are-en becomes (-am), as in fisharen (fiskaii)

' the fisher ' from fiskare.

The plural endings in the written language are masculine

-7ie, feminine -wa, while neuters with unchanged plurals take

-en, those with plural in -n add a to it. Those few masculines

and feminines which form their plural by vowel change only,

without any ending, also take -en. The following examples

will serve to contrast the written and spoken forms

:

* ' i 'juupat slian honnam 'riivar.'

Dd 2
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masc.
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Many speakers level this declension under III, pronouncing

(saagar), &c.

Other examples of this declension are blomma (blomma)
' flower ',fara (faara) ' danger ', tunga (tuqa) ' tongue '. Several

often (originally always) have -e in the written language,

such as skugge (skugga) ' shadow ', lage (laoga) ' flame '. Some
words have dropped the -(a) in the singular, such as vag ' wave ',

ros ' rose
',
plural (vaogor), (roosor). (flagga) sometimes becomes

flagg in the literary language.

historia (hist-ooria) has -ien, -ier in the definite and plural.

The (o) of Tidrvaro (naervaaro) ' presence ' and franvaro

(fraonvaaro) ' absence' was originally the ending of the

oblique case, but these words are now indeclinable in the

singular, and are not used in the plural. All the words of

this declension are common, those ending in -a in the literary

language being originally feminine.

II. (ar)-plurals.

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. dal (daal)

'

dal-en ('daalan)

Gen. dal-s (daals) dalen-s ('daalens)

Pi!. Com. dal-ar (daalar) dalar-ne (daalana)

Gen. dalar-s (daalas) dalarne-s (daalawas)

So also sky (shyy) ' cloud ', tinime (timme) ' hour ', o (ee)

' island '.

The words in -e sometimes take -a instead, mane (maona)

' moon ' being sometimes written mdna. So also droppa

(drop), galla (gall), omtanka (consideration).

afton (afton) 'evening', djefvul (jaevul) 'devil', morgon

(morgon, morron) ' morning ', sommar (sommar) ' summer
',

contract in the plural like the words in -er, Sec. : aftnar,

djeflar (jaevlar), morgnar (maonar), sovirar.

dotter (dottar) ' daughter ', moder (moodar, moor) ' mother
',

form their plurals dottrar (detrar), modrar (maedrar).

Many monosyllables ending in vowels throw out the vowel

of the plural ending, although several of those which drop it

in the spoken keep it in the written language.

^ ' valley '.
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Indefinite. Definite.

8g. Com. sko (skoo) sko-n (skoon)

Gen. sko-s (skoos) skon-s (skoons)

PI. Com. sko-r (skoor) skor-na ('skoon a)

G-en. skor-s (skoos) skorna-s ('skoonas)

The definite plural (skoona) instead of (skooTia) is due to

the analogy of the corresponding neuter forms of the fourth

declension. /

So also -ho in Stockholmsboar (stokkolmsboor) ' inliabitants

of Stockholm ', hro-ar (broor) ' bridges ', ko-r (koor) ' cows
',

Uo-r (kloor) 'claws', v')'&-(a)r (vraor) ' corners ', and in the

comTpovLndsJungfru-r (jumfruur) ' virgins', hustru-r (hustruur)

' wives ',
fdstmo-ar (fsestmear) ' fiancees '. The simple (fruu)

and (mea) form their plurals in (-ar), although the latter

scarcely occurs in the spoken language.

Most titles ending in -e, drop it before a proper name : en

herre (hserra) 'gentleman', but (hser haeglund). So also

furste and furst, &c.

III. (9r)-plurals.

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. bild (bild)

'

bild-en ('bildan)

Gen. bild-s (bilds) bilden-s ('bildsns)

PI. Com. bilder (bildor) bild-er (bilder)

Gen. bilder-s (bildes) bilder-na (bildajia)

So also gast (jsest) ' guest ', r6st (rest) ' voice ', nation (natsh--

oon) ' nation '.

Some have vowel-change in the plural, such as son (saon)

' son', pi. s6ner ('soaner), and generally with shortening also,

as in fot (foot), fatter ('fatter). Others have the vowel

already short in the singular, such as natt (nat) ' night
',

natter ('nsetter), while others shorten a long vowel without

otherwise changing it, as in not (neet) ' nut ', nOtter ('natter).

Observe that all these plurals have the simple tone.

Besides the above common words, there are several foreign

neuters which follow this declension, especially those in

-eri, such as tryclceri-et (trykkerii-t) ' the printing-office
',

pi. tryckerier (trykkerii-er).

' 'picture'.
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IV. (n)-plurals.

All the words of this declension are neuter.

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. rike ' (riika) rike-t (riiket, riika)

Gen. rike-s (riike-s) riket-s (riikats)

PI. Com. rike-n (riiken) riken-a (riikana)

Gen. riken-s (riikans) rikena-s (riikgnas)

So also the other neuters in (-9), such as dreiide (aeranda)

' errand ', bdlte (bselta) ' belt '.

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. bo (boo)
^ bo-et (boot)

Gen. bo-s (boos) boet-s (boots)

PI. Com. bo-n (boon) bon-a ('boona)

Gen. bon-s (boons) bona-s ('boonas)

So also vowel-ending monosyllables, such as bi (bii) ' bee ',

knd (knae) ' knee'.

The definite plural bona has supplanted the older bo-en

(which is still given in some of the grammars) even in the

written language. The reason evidently is that boeoi would

be pronounced (boon) and thus be indistinguishable from the

indefinite plural.

There is a small class of neuters in (-a) which inflect thus

:

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. 5ga (saga)

'

ciga-t (eagat, aega)

Gen. oga-s (aagas) dgat-s (aagats)

PI. Com. 6g-on (99gon) Sgon-en (eagona)

Gen. Sgon-s (aagons) ogonen-s (aagonas)

So also ora (oera) ' ear ', hjerta (jseia) ' heart '.

V. No change.

Neuters

:

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. namn (namn) namn-et ('namnat, namna)

Gen. namn-s (namns) namnet-s ('namnats)

PI. Com. namn (namn) namn-en ('namnana)

Gen. namn-s (namns) namnen-s ('namnanas)

So also djur (juur) ' animal ',
glas (glass) ' glass ', ord (ood)

1 'kingdom'. ^ 'dwelling'. ^ 'eye'.
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' word '. There are several divergences of detail between the

written and spoken languages.

The written language makes an entirely arbitrary and

unhistorieal distinction between trd ' timber ' pi. trdn and

trad ' tree ' pi. trad, while in the spoken language there is

only one word (trae) with plural (traen). hlad 'leaf pi. blad

becomes (blaa) pi. (blaan), def. pi. ('blaana) in speech, hufvud

'head' has plural hufvud and hufvuden in the written

language, but the spoken plural is always (huuvun), definite

(huuvuna), with the usual dropping of (d). fruntimmer ' lady'

has the written definite plural fruntiinren, but in the spoken

form is (fruntimmarea). The spoken definite plural of lalcan

' sheet ' is (laakana) contracted from laJcan-ena.

Common substantives with vowel change

:

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. gas (gaos) ^ gas-en ('gaosan)

Gen. gas (gaos) gasen-s ('gaosans)

PI. Com. gass (jaes) gass-en ('jaessanaj

Gen. gass (jaes) gassen-s ('jsBSsanas)

So also mus (muus) ' mouse ' and lus (luus) ' louse
', pi.

mfiss (mas), l6ss (las), smorgds 'bread and butter' forms its

plural regularly (smoergaosar).

Indefinite. Definite.

8g. Com. fader (faadar, faar) fader-n (faadew)

Gen. fader-s (faades, faas) fadern-s (faadaws)

PI. Com. fader ('faedar) fadr-en ('faedawa)

Gen. fader-s ('faedas) fadren-s ('faedawas)

So also broder (broodar, broor) ' brother', pi. broder ('braadar).

man ' man ' pi. man (maen) and (by a Germanism) manner
('msennar) hardly occurs in the spoken language, karl (kaar)

pi. (kaarar) being used instead of it.

Common polysyllables

:

Indefinite. Definite.

Sg. Com. fiskare (fiskara) ^ fiskare-n (fiskaw)

Gen. fiskare-s (fiskaras) fiskaren-s (fiska«s)

PI. Com. fiskare (fiskara)
{«
J™

} (fi,ka.a)

Gen. fiskaxe-s (fiskaras)
(fij-.s^

|
^^^^^^^^^

' 'goose'. 2 'fisher'.
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So also others in -are and -er, such as Icrigare ' warrior ',

botaniJcer (bot'aanikar) 'botanist'.

The definite pi. fiskarena is a purely imaginary form, which

might as well be written fislcarna, as the two cannot be dis-

tinguished in pronunciation : it is due to the attempt to

distinguish fiskarne= ' the fishes ' from = ' the fishers '.

Words in -erare, such as officerare ' officer
',
generally throw

off the -are in the sg., the tendency in speech being to make
(offis'eerara) the pi. of (offis'eer), def. (offis-een). Those in -are

drop the e when used as titles before proper names, as in

kejsar N. instead of the full kejsare (cseisare) 'emperor'.

hdgare ' beaker ', hammare ' hammer ', kaTnmare ' chamber
',

kallare (csellara) 'cellar', sometimes have pi. bdgrar, &c., in

writing.

Participial nouns in -ande, such as resande (reesanda)

' traveller ', follow this declension, with definite plural

resande-na (reesandana).

There is a decided tendency, especially in the spoken

language, to form a distinct plural ending for the neuters

of this declension by adopting the -er of the third declension.

The neuters which take this ending are

:

(1) Names of articles of commerce which otherwise do not

occur in the plural, such as Salter (saltar) ' different qualities

of salt ', viner ' wines ', as in ('laagar av uutl^nska viin8r), &c.

(2) Foreign words with the accent on the last syllable, such

as Jcapital, pi. (kapit-aaler), the unchanged plural being often

preferred in writing.

(3) Even native words (polysyllables), such as sdllskap

' company \ pi. (sselskaaper).

Articles,

(a) Definite

:

Clommon. Neuter.

Sg. den (dssn) det (dae)

PI. de (di)

Only occurs before adjectives. When pronounced with

stress it becomes a demonstrative.
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(b) Indefinite

:

Gommon. Neuter.

Sg. en (en) ett (et)

PI. ena (eena)

Differs from the numeral en ' one ' only in being unaccented.

The plural (eena) = ' some ' is used to express contempt or

surprise, as in det var ena ohegripliga menniskor de hdr

!

(dae va eena oobegriipliga msennishor di-h-aer) 'this is an

incomprehensible lot of people !

'

Adjectives.

Adjectives (including the so-called pronominal adjectives)

have no cases, their only inflexions being gender, number,

declension (strong and weak forms), and comparison.

If, however, an adjective is used as a substantive, it takes

the (s) of the genitive, as in de godas helonnivg (di goodas

bel'anniq) ' the recompense of the good ', en vansinnigs sista

tanks (en vaansinnis sista taqke) ' a madman's last thought
',

but de goda menniskornas (msennishoiias) belonning, &c., in

accordance with the general tendency of the language to

inflect only the end of groups of words : compare kung Karls

slott (kuq kaafe slot), and the English ' King Charles's castle '.

So also M'ith the demonstratives : dennas hus (dsennas huus)

' this-man's house ', but denna mans hus.

(a) Strong.
Declension.

Common. Neuter.

Sg. ung (uq) ' ung-t (uqt)
V ^ 1

PI. ung-a (uqa)

(b) Weak.
<

p^'l
ung-a (uqa)

Observe that the strong plural and the weak endings are

identical.

^ 'young'.
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Superlatives and past participles in -ad, such as iUsJcad

'beloved', take -e instead of -a: strong plural and weak
vackraste (vakrasta) ' most beautiful

',
(selskade).

In the written language the form unge for unga is often

employed in the masculine both in the weak singular and

plural and the strong plural, especially in the vocative, as in

store Gud ! (stoore guud) ' great God !

' while the spoken

language has such forms as (gooa vsen) ' good friend
!

'

= the written gode van. Those adjectives which take (-a)

in the spoken language (dlslcad, &c.) take it also in the

written language for all genders. The distinction between

-e and -a as masculine endings on the one hand, and neuter

and feminine on the other, is in every way opposed to the

genius of the language, which otherwise separates the neuter

entirely from the masculine and feminine, if it makes any

distinction at all.

Adjectives ending in (ao) generally throw off the in-

ilexional vowel, as in grd{a) har (grao haor) ' grey hairs '.

fa ' few ', and amd ' little ', are always contracted.

Those in (-er, -al, -al, -an) drop these vowels when the in-

flexional one is added, as in tapper ('tapper) ' brave ', tappra,

gammal (gammal) ' old
',
gamla. -nngn- becomes -nn-, even

in the written language, as in vunna (from vunnen) segrars

frOjd (vunna seegras froeid) ' the joy of won victories '.

The neuter ending (-t) produces various modifications

:

(1) Final long vowels are shortened : fri (frii) 'free', neut.

fritt (frit) ; ny ' new ', nytt. (ao) becomes (o) : bla (blao),

bmtt (bbt).

(2) The inflexional (t) is dropped after (t) or (d), changing

the latter into (t) : fast ' firm ', neuter fast ; ond ' bad ', neuter

OTidt (ont). Preceding long vowels are shortened : het (heet)

' hot ', neuter hett (het) ; vat (vaot) ' wet ', vatt (vot)

—

glad

(glaad) ' glad
',
gladt (glat) ; vid (viid) ' wide ', vidt (vit) ; bred

(breed) ' broad ', bredt (bret), rdd (read) ' red ', rodt (rat).

god (good) ' good ' has neuter godt (got). Length is preserved

before (t), as in vdrd (vaecZ) ' worthy ', neuter vcirdt (vaei).

There seems to be a dislike to forming a neuter to adjectives

ending in (d) or (t) preceded by a long vowel, for several of
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them, such as vred ' angry ', flat ' flat ', lat ' lazy ', have no

neuter.

(3) hog (h98g) ' high ' shortens its vowel in the neuter Ugt

(hakt).

(4) Final (sk) drops its (k) before the inflexional (t) : frisk

' fresh ', neuter friskt (frist), svensk (svsensk) ' Swedish ', svenskt

(svsenst).

(5) Polysyllables in (-an) drop the (n) before the neuter (t),

as in troget (trooget) from trogen ' faithful '. So also in the

possessives, 'mitt (mit) from min (min) ' mine ', &c

In other cases no changes take place except the necessary

ones : kail (kal) ' cold ', kallt (kalt) ; viss ' certain ', visst
;

lycklig (lykli) ' happy ', lyckligt (lyklit) ; hel (heel) ' whole
',

helt (heelt) ; stor (stoor) ' big ', stort (stooi) ; svag (svaag) ' weak
',

svagt (svaakt).

liten ' little ' is declined thus

:

(a) Strong.

Common. euter.

Sg. liten (liitan) litet (liitat, liitg)

PI. sm& (smao)

(b) Weak.

lilla (lilla)

This is the only adjective which distinguishes between

strong plural and weak singular and plural.

Many adjectives are indeclinable

:

(1) By form : those ending in (a), (a), (sa), such as Zt^a 'like
',

ode 'desert', gangse (jseqsa) 'current'. Hence also present

participles : ett leende barn (et leeenda baaw) ' a smiling child '.

(2) Adverbs used as adjectives : frdn fjerran land (fraon

fjserran land) ' from a distant land ', inbordes krig (inboeiiaB

kriig) 'internal (civil) war', med sardeles nqje (mse saetieelos naia)

' with especial pleasure ', all three substantives being neuter.

(3) Superlatives used predicatively with the definite article

:

dessa hloynraor aro vackrast ^ ' these flowers are the most

beautiful
'

; with the article de vackraste.

' In the spoken language this sentence (taken from the grammars) would
become (di haer blommona ae vakrast).
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(4) Various others : hra (braa) ' good
' ; idel and lutter

' mere '= German lauter, as in han gor tnig idel forargelser

(han joer maei 'iidel foeraTJalsar) ' he causes me nothing but

annoyance(s)', det &r lutter osanning (dae se 'luttar oosanniq)

' it's downright falsehood
' ;

qvar (kvaar) ' quiet ',
' stationary ',

as in stanna qvar ' stay
'

; some in -ig in special combinations,

as in min salig far (min saali faar) ' my deceased father ',

kunglig majestat (kuqli majaest'aet) ' his majesty '.

Comparison.

The regular endings are -are and -ast, as in stilla 'still'

(stillara), (stillast), ddel ('aedal) ' noble ', ddlare (aedlara), &c.

Some compare with vowel-change, and the terminations -re

and -st : lang (loq) ' long ', Idngre ('Isaqre), Idngst (Iseqst) ; stor

(stoor) 'big', storre ('stcerra), storst (stoesi) ; ung (uq) 'young',

yngre ('ycii"9)j V^gst (yqst). hog (high) has hogre ('haagra),

hogst (hakst). smdrre ('smserra) and smdrst (smsest) are formed

from the plural sma of liten ' little ', as also fdrre ('faerra) from

fa ' few '. Several have a diflferent word for the positive : god

(good) ' good ', bdttre ('bsetra), bdst (bsest)
;
gammal ' old ', dldre

('seldre), didst (selst); liten (liiten) 'little', mindre ('mindra)

minst ; mangen (moqan) ' many
', fiere ('fleera), fleste (flseste).

Others have only an adverb for the positive : ut (uut) ' out ',

yttre ('ytra), ytterst ('yttesf). Note that all (-r8)s and (-st)s

have the simple tone, whether mono- or polysyllabic.

Some of the above class also admit the regular comparison

in the spoken language, sometimes with a change of meaning.

Thus (goodara) is used in the sense of ' better to eat ',
' better

in taste ', &c.

The comparative is always weak and always keeps its -e

:

it is therefore indeclinable. The disyllabic ones in -re, how-

ever, seem often to have (a) in the spoken language, especially

('fojrra) and ('fleera) ^ in the sense of ' (the) former ',
' several '.

The superlative -ast takes (-a), while (-st) takes (a) in the

spoken languages, -e (masc.) and -a (fem. and neut.) in the

written language.

• I am not certain about the intonation in these cases.
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Many adjectives do not admit of comparison, especially the

indeclinables, and many polysyllables, especially those in (-isk),

such as nitisic ('niitisk) ' zealous ', comparative mera n itisk,

and all participles, such as dlskad, dlsJcande.

Wumerals.

Cakdinal.

1 ett

2 tvd, ill,

3 tre

4 fi/ra

5 /e>»

6 sex

7 sju

8 attu

9 nio

10 tio

11 dfva

12 tolf

13 tretton

14 fjorton

15 femton

16 sexton

17 sjutton

18 aderton

19 nitton

20 tjugu

21 itJMg'M ett

22 iJM^M fe^

30 trettio

40 fyr(a)tio

50 femtio

60 se^fio

70 sjuttio

80 dW(ai)io

90 wiiijo

100 himdra

1000 iwsew

Ordinal.

et

tvao, tuu

tree, trii

fyyra

fern

sssks

shun

otta

niio

tiie

selva

tolv

traetton

fjoton

fsemton

ssekston

shutton

aadeton

nitton

cuuga

cuug9-e't

cuu(g8)-t'vao

traetti

foefi

fsBmti

sseksti

shutti

ottl

nitti

'hundra

'tuus9n

fOrsta, -e

andra, -e

tredje

fjerde

femte

sjette

sjunde

dttonde

nionde

tiondc

elfte

tolfte

trettonde

fjortonde

femtondc

sextonde

sjuttonde

adcrtonde

nittonde

tjugonde

tjugonde ^ Jorstu

tjugonde ^ andra

trettionde

fyrtionde

femtionde

sextionde

sjuttionde

attionde

nittionde

hundrade

tusende

icesta,

andra

treedja

fjaec^e

fsemta

shsette

shundg

ottonda

niioude

tiionda

cBlftg

tolfte

trsettondo

fjofonde

fsemtondg

saekstondg

shuttondo

aadatonda

nittonde

cuugonde

cuu(ge)-f'oeste

cuuge-a'ndra

trsettionde

foefiondo

faemtiondo

ssekstionda

shuttionde

ottionde

nittiondg

'hundrade

'tuusende

' Also tjugu.
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en, ett differs from the indefinite article only in having full

stress.

(tuu) for (tvao) is only used in certain collocations, such as

klockan tu (or tva) (kbkkan tuu) ' two o'clock ', skdra itu

(shaera it'uu) ' cut in two ', de unga tu (di uqa tuu) ' the young
couple'. For tva and tre the literary language often uses

tvenne (tvsenne) and trenne (trsenna).

buda (baoda) and begge (bsegga) are employed without

distinction to signify 'both'. They are indeclinable as ad-

jectives, but take the (s) of the genitive when used as sub-

stantives.

For /emtio tva, &c., tva och (and) femti (tvao o fsemti) is

sometimes used, as in English.

In compound ordinals the spoken language gives the

ordinal inflexion only to the last, while the written language

inflects the preceding tens as well, but not generally the

hundreds and higher numbers : femtionde tredje (fsemti

treedje), hundra{de) femtionde tredje uret ('hundra faemti

treedja 'aoret).

Pronouns.

Peksonal.

The personal (substantival) pronouns have, like the sub-

stantives, two cases, which are, however, quite distinct from

those of the substantives both in form and meaning. The

common case of the substantives is in the pronouns separated

into a nominative and an oblique case, which is in meaning

both accusative and dative. The genitive is only preserved

as a possessive (adjective) pronoun.

(1) First Person.
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(3) Third Person.

Masc. Fern. Neut.

Sg. Nom. han, den (han, dsen) hon, den (hon, dsen) det (dae)

^,, jhonom, den
]

(henne, den
] H + Crl ^

((honnom, -an, daen) f
{(hfenna, -na, dsen)| ^

^'

^
^

1

PI. Nom. de (dii, dom)

Obi. dem (dsem, dom)

(4) Eeflexive, obi. sg. and pi. : sig (saei).

All long vowels are shortened when unaccented, that of

(duu) changing its quality at the same time.

(dae), (dii), and (dsem) are also demonstratives, (dsen) is

only used of animals and things ; it is, therefore, of the

common gender.

The oblique plural (dom) is common in the Stockholm

dia.lect, and is often used in the nominative as well.

The forms (-on), (-na), and (-at) ^ are enclitic accusatives,

as in tag fatt honom (taa fat-n) ' take hold of him ', sag^ 'du

henne 1 (saog-du-na) ' did you see her ?
' jo.g tycker ovi det

(ja %kkor om-ot) ' I like it', gif hit det (jee hiit-ot) 'give

it here '.

(han) is sometimes shortened enclitically in the same way,

as aade han (saa-n) ' said he '.

An old genitive of the reflexive pronoun in sins emellan

(sins em-'^ellan) ' among themselves '.

Possessive.

(a) Declinable.

min ' mine ', mit ; mina (min, mit ; miina).

So also din 'thine ', sin (reflexive= his, her, its, their).

var ' our ', vart ; vara (vaor, vaot ; vaora).

eder, er 'your', edert, ert; edra, era (eer, eet ; eera).

An older inflexion in ers majestat ' your majesty ', ers ndd
' your grace '.

' Tho firat two are the old accusatives hann and hana.
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(b) Indeclinable

:

Masc. Fern. Nmt,

Sg, hans, dess (bans, dses) hennes, dess (hsennes, dses) dess (dses)

Fl. deras (deeras)

The masculine and feminine (dses) is applied only to

animals and things.

egen (eegan), eget,T^\, egna (eegna) 'own', is always strong :

hans eget hus ' his own house '.

Demonstrative.

den (dsen) ' that ' and denna (dsenna) ' this ' are used both

as substantives and adjectives. In the former ease they are

simply personal pronouns with a special demonstrative force.

(a) Substantival

:

Common.

'

'Neuter.

Sg. Com. den (daen) det (dae)

Gen. dens (dsens) dess (dses)
^ ^ ^

PI. Com,, de (dii, dom)

Gten. deras (deeras)

The genitive singular (dsens) is literary, and occurs only

in a determinative sense with a following relative sentence,

as in pa dens sida sta, som hdr ditt ord forsvara ma (po dsens

siida stao, som hae dii ood fces'vaara mao) 'stand on his

(that-one's) side who can defend thy word (cause) here '. In

all other cases the genitive is equivalent to a possessive pro-

noun and takes (dses) in the common gender as well as the

neuter.

Common. Neuter.

Sg. Com, denne, denna (dsenna) detta (dsetta)

Gen. dennes, dennas (dsennas) dettas (dsettas)
V ^ >

PI. Com. desse, dessa (dsessa)

Gen. desses, dessas (dsessas)

The genitive occurs practically only as a possessive used

absolutely, det dr dewnes (dae se dsennas) 'it is this-man's',

for instance, being entirely parallel to det dr initt ' it is mine '.

leot E e
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(b) Adjectival:

Common.

Sg. den (daen]
I.
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ndgon (naogon, naon, non), ndgot (naogofc, naot, naoga)

;

ndgra (naogra, naora) ' some '.

ingen (iqan), intet (intat, iqa) ; inga (iqa) ' none '.

The spoken neuter (iqa) stands for inget. (intet) never

drops its (t), for it would otherwise be confused with (into)

=
' not ', which in the written language appears as icke or ej.

The substantival intet of the written language is generally

represented by (iqantiq) in speech, and nagot becomes

(naogontiq, naontiq, nontiq) in the same way.

sadan,-t,sadana (saodana) 'such', and dylik, -t, -a (dyylika)

' such ', are partly demonstrative. In the spoken language

the latter sometimes appears in the form of ('tokksn), like

('hokken) for hvillcen}

sjelv (shselv), sjelf{t), sjelfva ' self ', is added to a substantive

in the strong, and prefixed in the weak form, in the latter

case having a more intensitive meaning : han sjelf (han shselv)

' he himself ', sjelfva kungen (shselva 'kuq8n)= ' even the king',

i sjelfva verket (i shselva 'vaerka) 'actually'. A superlative

form is sometimes used in the latter ease : sjelfvaste kungen.

hvar (vaar), hvart (vat) ' each ' has no plural. An old

genitive is preserved in the phrase i hvars mans mun (i vas

mans mun) ' in every man's mouth '.

The substantival hvarandra (vara'''ndra, var'an) 'one-, each-

other', has a gen., but is otherwise indeclinable. It is both

dual and plural in meaning.

The following are also indeclinable except in the genitive

:

enda (enda) ' single '.

hvarje (varja) 'each'.

satnme, -a (samma) ' same '.

omse (emse) ' various ' plur.

There are many other pronouns formed by running two
simple ones together, the last only being inflected. Thus

hvarenda (vare'^nda) ' every single one ',
' every one ', has gen.

hvarendas. Its neuter is hvartenda. So also hvarannan
(vara'^nnan) 'every other (day)', gen. hvarannans, neut.

kvartannat.

The combinations hvar sin, hvar sina, &c., are regarded

' The initial (t) corresponds to the old Swedish ]> (JiolUin).

E e 2
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as single words, and take a preposition before them, as in

lierrarne hjodo armen at hvar sin dmn (hserrarta bjeed armon

aot vaa sin daam), literally ' the gentlemen offered their arms

to each-his-lady '.

The use of -dera as an affix to various kinds of pronouns

deserves notice, dera was originally the genitive plural of

den, but is now only added to pronouns to give them a more

definite sense. Thus the simple hvar (vaar) ' each ' may
apply to an indefinite number of objects, but hvardera, neut.

hvartdera, literally ' each-of-them ', both generally pronounced

(vac^eera), implies certain definitely known objects, as in han

bjod henne och hennes moder hvardera armen (han bjaad

hsenna ok hsennos moor vadleera 'armen) ' he offered (to) her

and her mother (to) each (of them) his arm '. Although these

compounds may also refer to three or more definite objects,

as in hvartdera af de tre (vacZeera av di tree) ' each of the

three (things mentioned above) ', they generally refer to two

only, as in the first example. In fact, such forms as hvUkeri-

dera (vilkandeera) and ingendera (iqandeera) may often be

considered as duals to the singulars (vilken), (iqan), and the

plurals (vilka), (iqa). (endeera), (etdeera) ' one (of them) ' is,

of course, necessarily singular.

These compounds were originally employed only as sub-

stantives, in which case they may have a genitive in (s), but

they now occur as adjectives, as in hvardera damen (vat^eera

'daaman) ' each lady '.

It will be seen that the first elements are declined as inde-

pendent adjectives.

Even bdda, begge 'both' may take the affix (-deera),

although perfectly definite in themselves. A curious pleo-

nastic form is beggedera delarne, literally ' both-of-the-two

parts ', as in jag formodar att ni har en fader eller en moder i

lifvet, hanake beggedera delarne (ja foerm-oodar at ni haar en

faar 'sellar en moor i 'liivet, kanshg bseggedeera deelawa)

' I suppose you have a father or mother alive, perhaps both '.
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Verbs.

The verbal inflexions are tense, mood, voice, and noun-forms,

which latter are either substantival or adjectival. In the

written language they also distinguish number and person.

The tenses are present and past. The moods are indicative,

subjunctive, and im,perative. The subjunctive is nearly extinct

in the spoken language, being generally levelled under the in-

dicative. The voices are active and passive, the latter being

often equivalent to the Greek middle voice. The substantival

noun-forms are the infinitive ; the adjectival, the present par-

ticiple active and the past participle passive. The third noun-

form, the supine, is a special form of the neuter of the past

participle only used in combination with the auxiliary hafva
' have ' in an active sense ; it is neither substantival nor

adjectival, having no meaning by itself. In ett fdngadt djur

(et foqat juur) 'a caught wild beast' (foqat) is a participle,

in han har fdngat ett djur (han haar foqat et juur) it is

supine. Here there is no distinction beyond the artificial

written one, but in the strong verbs there is, gripet (griipot)

•grasped', neuter participle, being distinct from the supine

qripit (griipit).

The following are the regular endings :

(a) Written language

:

Indicative. Subjunctive.

Present.

Sg.
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Imperative.

Sg. 2. -
PL 1. -om

2. -en

Noun Forms.

Infinitive -a

Partic. Present -ande

„ Past -d (-t), en (strong)

Supine -t, it (strong)

From these active endings the passive ones are formed by-

adding s, before which r is dropped. The past participle is,

of course, already passive.

(b) Spoken language

:

Active. Passive.

Present.

Weak. Strong.

-da (ta) —

— (2 pers. sg. pi.)

Past.

Imperative.

Weak. Strong.

-das (-tas) -s

-s

Noun Forms.

Infinitive -a

Partic. Present -anda

„ Past -d (-t)

Supine -t, -it -ts, -its

The present subjunctive is never used in the spoken

language, except in a few traditional formulae, such as lefve

kungen ! (leeva 'kuqan) ' long live the king !
' If it had been

preserved generally, it would probably have ended in (-a) in

accordance with the general tendency of the language, and it

is possible that such a subjunctive may be preserved in the

phrase, Icosta hvad som ftelst maste Jag skaffa mig visshet
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(kosta vaa som hselst, mosta ja skaffa msei visheefc) ' cost what

it may, I must get certain information ', although the (kosta)

may also be an infinitive. In the past the distinction can

only be expressed in the strong verbs, as in var (vaar) ' was ',

vore (voora) 'were', fick (fik) 'got', finge (fiqa), and many
speakers keep up the use of the subjunctive more or less im-

perfectly in these forms; others, again, never employ such

forms as (fiqa) at all, substituting (fik).

The (t) of the supine is often dropped after an unaccented

vowel, elskat ' loved ', bundit ' bound ', becoming (selska),

(bundi).

The form (-ts, -its) only occurs in a middle sense in the

spoken language, as in kan hade blygts (han hadda blyykts)

'he had been-ashamed', although the written language em-

ploys it occasionally as a passive, as in han hade sdrats ' he

had been wounded', where the spoken form would be (han

hadda bliivit saorad). The plural passive imperatives such

as kalloms 'let us be called', hallens 'be ye called', very

seldom occur except in grammars, and the spoken passive

imperative occurs only in a middle sense, as in glads

!

(glaeds) ' rejoice
!

'

The passive (s) sometimes shortens the preceding vowel,

as in alas (sbs) ' to fight ' (middle), tors (toes) ' dares
',

(pres.),

infin. toras (toeras).

(1) a-class.

Weak Conjugation,

Actwe.

' Qalls ',

Passive.

Present
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The great majority of verbs follow this class. Observe

that as the (t) of the supine is often dropped, the only

necessarily distinctive active forms are (kalla, kallar, kall-

ande).

(2) da-class.
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Infin. Past.

gladja (glaedja) ' gladden ' gladde
(gladda)

valja (vselja) ' choose

(a)

valde valt

(vaalda) (aa)

salde salt

(solda) (o)

vande vant
(vaande) (aa)

dolde dolt

(daolda) (ao)

smorde smort smSrjer
(smoode) (oo) (smoer)

Like gladja also stddja (staedja) ' arrange ', like vdlja also

dvdljas ' dwell
',
qvalja ' torment ', talja ' count '. The written

rodja ' clear away ', rodde appears in the spoken language as

(roeia), being thus confounded with roja ' betray '.

The following have no (j)

:

salja (sselja) ' sell

'

vanja (vaenja) ' accustom

'

delja (dalja) ' hide

'

smorja (smoerja) ' smear

'

Supine. Present. Imperative,

gladt glader glad

Cglaeder) (glaed)

yaljer vSlj

('vseljer) (vaelj)

saljer

('sseljer)

vanjer

('vaenjer)

doljer

Cdaljer)

salj

(sselj)

vanj
(vaenj)

dolj

(d9lj)

smorj
(smcerj)

Infin.
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finitive (at lys) and present (han lys), the preterite being

(lyddes). So also leds (les), leddes ' to be weary '.

Some verbs, which in the written language are of the

preceding conjugation, often follow this one in the spoken

language. Such verbs are tala ' speak ', spela ' play
'

; Idnia

' borrow ', mena ' mean ', visa ' show ', ropa ' call ', the spoken

preterites being (taalte, speelte, laonta, meente, viiste, roopte).

Some have only the supine (past participle) according to the

a-class. Such are lefva 'live', present lefver ('leevar), supine

lefvat, and duga ' avail ', dugde (duugde)—but also dugade—
dugat,

(3) dde-class.

Monosyllables ending in long vowels, to which the endings

are added without any intermediate vowel, except in the

present participle, the (a) of the infinitive being dropped,

and which are shortened in the past forms, whose medial (d)

is doubled.

Active.

troor

'

trodda
troo

troo

trooende
trod {neut. trot)

trot

The present subjunctive of these verbs is disused even in

the grammars. So also sJce (shee) ' happen ', sJcedde, skett, bo

' dwell ', na ' reach ' past imdde (nodda).

Strong Conjugation.

The following paradigm will show the endings of the

Present

Past

Imperative

Infinitive

Partic. Pres.

„ Pret.

Supine

Passive.

troos

troddes

(troos)

troos

(trots)

spoken language

:
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In the written language the past has pi. bund-o, -en, -o

and subj. sg. bunde, pi. bund-e, -en, -e ; the other written

forms according to the paradigm p. 431.

The final (t) of the neut. past partic. and of the supine is

often dropped.

Verbs in (r) and (1) after a long vowel drop the (-or) of the

present, as in far (faar) ' goes ', bar (baer) ' bears ', stjdl (shael)

' steals ' from fara, bdra, stjdla.

There is great fluctuation between strong and weak forms,

the latter generally predominating in speech. Strong past

participles are often preserved as adjectives, as in the case of

vuocen (vuksan) ' grown up ' contrasting with the verb vdxa,

-te, -t.

In the grammars the strong verbs are divided into two

classes : (1) those which change the vowel of the infinitive

only in the past, and (3) those which change it in the past

participle as well,

I. Class.

(1) ii- ee-verbs.

In/in. Past Sg. Past PI. Supine.

bita (biifca) ' bite

'

bet (beet) beto bitet (biitit)

blifva (blii) ' become ' blef (bleev) blefyo blifvit (bliivit)

skina (shiina) ' shine ' sken (sheen) skeno skinit (shiinit)

So many others, (blii) has present blifver (bliir). tiga

' be silent ' has supine tegat.

(2) aa- co-verbs.

Infin. Past Sg. Past PI. Supine.

draga (draa) ' draw ' drog (droog) drogo dragit (draagit)

fara (faara) ' go

'

for (foor) foro farit (faarit)

taga (taa) ' take

'

tog (toog) togo tagit (taagit)

The presents are (draar, faar, taar), in the written language

drager,far, tager.

In this group are also included

:

Infin. Past Sg. Past PI. Supine.

falla (faUa) ' fall

'

fall (fal) folio fallit (fallit)

halla (holla) ' hold ' hell (hel) hollo hallit (hoUit)
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So many others.

In careless speech the supines (bryytit), &c., occur.

(4) Miscellaneous.

Infin. Fast Sg. Past PI. Supine.

fa(fao)'get' iick (fik) fingo fatt (fot)

ga (gao) ' go

'

gick (jik) gingo gatt (got)

le (lee) ' smile

'

log (loog) logo lett (let)

sla (slao) ' strike

'

slog (sloog) slogo slagit (slaagit)

do (dae) ' die

'

dog (doog) dogo dott (dat)

sta (stao) ' stand

'

stod (stood, stodo statt (stot)

stoog)

svarja (svaera) ' swear ' svor (svoor) svoro svurit (svuurit)

se (see) ' see ) sag (saog) sago sett (set)

Irregulars.

vara ' be '

:

a/r (ae), var (vaar, va) ; var ! (vaar) ; vara (vaara), -ande,

-it. The written language has present plural dro, -en, -o,

preterite plural V07'0, &c., preterite subjunctive vore, &c. (voora)

seems also to be common in the spoken language.

varda ' become '

:

Occurs in speech only in the past vardt {\a.t).

hafva ' have ', belongs to the second weak class, but is made

irregular by contraction

:

hafver, har (haar), hade (hadde) ; haf! (haa) ; hafva (haa),

hafvande (haavanda), haft (haft).

skal (ska) ' shall ', slculle (skulle) ; infinitive skola (skoola).

The last form is also plural present in the written language.

ma (mao) ' may ', matte (motto).

viaste (mosta) ' must
',

past maste (moste), supine mast

(most, mostat). The spoken language also has an infinitive

(mosta).

lean (kan) ' can ', kunde (kundo) ; infinitive kunna, supine

kunnat. Written present plural kunna. vil (vil) ' will', ville;

vilja, velat (veelat). Written present plural vilja.
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SYNTAX.

The object of the following brief notes is not only to

indicate some of the divergences between the spoken and

written language, but also to call attention to some features

of the language common to both of them, but which have not

been treated of in the ordinary grammars, or else are of

exceptional interest to students of English.

In the numerals we must note the colloquial addition of

(stykken) 'pieces' to the numerals when used absolutely,

even in speaking of persons, as in vi voro /em, sex stycken

(vi vooro fsem, ssex stykken) ' there were five or six of us '.

In the pronouns we need only mention the strictly re-

flexive use of sin and sig, exactly as in Latin, but lost in

Danish. Even in Swedish some speakers are less accurate

than others in distinguishing between sin and hans (suus,

ejus), sig and dem, &c. The different modes of address, on

the other hand, require a more detailed account.

The pronouns of the second person are (duu) and (nii),

which latter has entirely superseded the older (ii) in the

spoken language, and is employed in addressing a single

person as well as several. But in polite society the address

in the third person has always been preferred. The pecu-

liarity of Swedish is that it does not take the pronoun of the

third person,^ but always employs some substantive, either

a general or special title, a proper name, or a combination of

title and name.

The more general addresses are (hsen), a shortened form of

(hserra-n) for gentlemen, (fruntimrat) for ladies generally,

(fruun) for married ladies, ('fraakan)= (fraekan-an) for un-

married ladies of noble birth, and (mams'sel) for the same

when not noble, all in the definite form, 'the gentleman', &c.

All these titles (with the exception perhaps of the last)

originally implied nobility, but they gradually became so

vulgarized by constant and indiscriminate use, that, with the

> (ban) and (hon) were, however, formerly employed as familiar addresses

towards an inferior.
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exception of (fragkon), they lost all distinctiveness, and are

now almost entirely disused among the upper classes. Thirty

years ago, however, they were in general use, the distinction

between ('fraakan) and (mams'sel) being still strictly kept up.

Now, however, the latter is considered derogatory, the title

('fraakan) being extended indiscriminately to all classes,

(mams'ael) being thus entirely discarded.^ The ' pronouns

'

(hsen), (fruntimrat) and (fruun) are only employed by in-

feriors in addressing their superiors; also by shopkeepers

to their customers. The following examples, taken from

Blanche's ' Berattelser ', will show the older usage : ae hsen

gaalan ? ' are you mad ?
' fruun matta haa braa starka 'tsendar

fee siina aor ' you seem to have very good teeth for your age ',

fruu lagga, saa haer 'hassal -til msei haeroms'istans, ja se

mykka noeid mse fruuns saon 'Mrs. L., said Mr. H. to me
lately, I am much satisfied with your son '.

In the upper classes special titles are now employed as

addresses, a count, for instance, being addressed as (greevan),

a professor as (prof'^aesson), a countess as (greev^innan), &c.

When there is no convenient title, the name is employed

with (haer) or (fruu) prefixed : (vil hser haaglund . .
. )

(vil fruu

haaglund . . , ). Unmarried ladies can be, and generally are,

addressed simply as ('fraakan) without the necessity of adding

the name, this title not having entirely lost its original compli-

mentary meaning. When both name and title are unknown,

the direct address is avoided as much as possible, often by

considerable circumlocutions, except, of course, when ('fraakan)

can be employed, and in the last extremity recourse is had to

(hean), (fruntimrat) or (fruun).

Inferiors are addressed by (nii), which is the main reason

of this word not being considered polite to an equal. The
owner of an estate or factory often addresses his workmen
with (duu) instead of (nii). The king also addresses his

subjects with (duu).

Many attempts have been made to abolish these cumbrous

' It is, however, still preserved on visiting cards, but in the more dignified

form of mademoiselle.
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formulae, and to introduce the convenient and unambiguous

(nii) into society as well as into novels and plays, where it is

now universally employed, having, indeed, always been the

regular form on the stage. Although the reform has only

been partially carried through, it has won many adherents,

and there can be little doubt that it will prevail in the end.^

The present forms are certainly a strange anachronism in

a country where political and social freedom has made such

advances, and where the barriers between the different classes

of society are so slight.

The use of (duu) in Swedish is much the same as in

German. Children, however, sometimes address their parents

in the third person with (pappa) and (mamma), and parents

sometimes address their children by their Christian name in-

stead of with (duu), and even brothers and sisters sometimes

address one another in the same way : (vil pappa haa . . . )>

(vil aadolf haa . . . ) ' will you have . . .V Children are

addressed by adults either by their Christian name or with

(duu). Intimate friends employ (duu), and this address is

often adopted even on a very slight acquaintance, in order to

avoid the troublesome title forms.

When several persons are addressed, (nii) is employed as the

plural both of (duu) and of itself, or (haerrawa), (daamena),

&c., are used. The collective neuter (haeskaapet) is used to

include both sexes, not only towards superiors, but also among
equals. Examples are : (hserrana toods vaara gooa d stiiga

uut) 'please alight, gentlemen', (huur moqa pses'ooner ae

hseskaapat ? ' how many are you ?

'

The substantives employed instead of pronouns are gene-

rally not repeated more than once in a sentence, but are

replaced by the reflexive pronoun of the third person: (har

hsew stat ssei ?) ' did you hurt yourself ?
' (har 'fraaken stat

ssei), (goo(d)a pappa, luqna saei) 'dear father, calm yourself.

Formerly, however, the substantive was sometimes repeated,

as in (guud foe^-aota pat'roon pat'roons syndar) ' master, may
God forgive your sins

!

'

' It may be noted that the oblique (eer) is more polite than the nomina-
tive (nii), especially when written out in full Eder,
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In the spoken language the demonstrative denne (and hin)

is very seldom used, the English ' this ' and ' that ' being

expressed by (dsen haer) and (daen daer) respectively, literally

' the-one here ',
' the-one there ' : (daen haer 'booken) ' this

book ', (dsen daer 'booken) ' that book
'

; det hdr blifver aldeles

odrdgligt (dse h-aer bliir aldeelas oodraeglit) 'this is getting

quite intolerable '. The same use of (haer) and (daer) occurs

with other demonstratives, not only pronouns, such as sadan

(saodan, saon) ' such ', as in lat oss nu slippa fiera sadana der

narrstreck (laot os nu slippa fleera saona dae nastrek) ' let us

have no more of such tricks ', but also the adverb sa (sao) ' so ',

(so-h"aer) especially being always used in speech instead of the

literary sdlunda: (han taala so h-aer)= literary han talar

sdlunda, ' he speaks in this way
' ;

(du faor inte joera so d-aer)

' you mustn't do that (so) '.

In the verbs the use of the preterite for the English present

in such exclamations as ' that's true
!

' is noteworthy. The

Swedes always say det var sant ! ("das va sant), det var lustigt

(dse va lustit) ' that's a good joke
!

' although there is no idea

of the statement applying to the past only. Indeed, a Swede

will answer such an exclamation as ('dse va besynneZit) ' that's

strange
!

' with (naei, dse se inta bes'ynneZit) ' no, it is not

strange '.

The Swedish prepositions offer many very remarkable

features. There is a strong tendency to make compounds of

the simple prepositions, especially in speech, (ii) 'in' being

replaced by uti (uutii-) ' out-in', (aav) ' of ' by (uutaa-f, uutao-v)

' out-of ', without any change of meaning or application, as in

(en uutaov os) 'one of us'. Others, such as (uutsB'^ftor)

' along ',
=

' out-after
'

, have special meanings. ' up ' and ' down

'

are expressed by uppfor (upfcer)= ' up-before ' and utfor

(uutfcer)= ' out-before ', as in (upfcer en bakko) ' up a hill
',

(han jik uutfoe irappowa) ' he went downstairs '. In the

latter word the idea of 'descent' is implied in that of

' forwards '.

One great difficulty in acquiring a command of the Swedish

prepositions lies in their peculiar specialization of those

various abstract relations which in English, French, and

1504 F f
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German are all generally expressed by one preposition, ' of ',

' de ', or ' von ', or, in English and German, by the genitive.

Thus the English ' widow of ..." is expressed in Swedish by

' widow after ...',' inhabitants of . .

.

' by ' inhabitants in . .
.

',

etc., the general English abstraction being split up into

a number of more special and concrete expressions for each

relation. In the first of these two phrases the genitive is

expressed by a temporal, in the second by a local pre-

position.

The following are examples ^

:

hon var enka efter en prest (hon var aeqka seftar en praest)

' she was a clergyman's widow ', spar efter Jculor (spaor seftar

kuulor) ' bullet-marks ', egenshaperna hos en prins (eeganskaa-

pena hos en prins) ' the qualities of a prince ', hon dansade

med lekfullheten hos en kattunge (hon dansade mse leekful-

heetn hos en katuqg) 'she danced with the playfulness of

a kitten ', invanarne i staden (invaonawa i staan) ' the inhabi-

tants of the town', vdrden i huset {'vaedn i 'huuset) 'the

master of the house ', drmen pa en rock ('aerman po en rok)

' the sleeve of a coat ', jag hade rakat i hdnderna pa ett

rofvareband (ja hadda raokat i 'hsendana po et raevarband)

' I had faUen into the hands of a band of robbers ', son till . . .

(saon till . . .)
' son of . .

.

', skdlet till . . . ('shaelat til . . .)

' the reason oi . . .', en hylla med backer (en hylla mae 'bakkgr)

' a book-shelf, full med . . . (full mse . . .) ' full of . .

.

", en massa

med folk (en massa mse folk) ' a lot of people '. (aaf) may,

however, be also used in many cases : (saon aav . . .), (en massa

aav . . .).^ The same specializing tendency in other cases

where the genitive is not employed in other languages, as in

att do i en sjukdom (at doo i en shukdom) ' to die of an illness \

att samtala i olika dmnen (at samtaala i oolika semnon) ' to

converse on various topics '.

A peculiar feature of colloquial (and, to a certain extent,

of literary) Swedish is its frequent use of adverbs as con-

junctions. Thus (bsest) 'best', (baara) 'only', (dse foesia)

'the first', are conjunctions in the following sentences: hast,

' Note that (hos) = French ' ohez
', (pao) = ' on ',

' upon
', (mje) = ' with '.

' Also simply (en massa folk).
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jag sprang, horde jag ett rop bakom raig (bsest ja sproq, hoecZe

ja et roop baako'm msei) ' as I ran (as I best could), I heard a

cry behind me ', maten gar vol an, hara man viste kvad man
at ('maatn gaor vael 'an, baara man vista vaa man aot) ' the

food is good enough, if one only knew what one ate ', jag, som

tappade hort sjelfkdnslan, bara han visade sig i dorren ! (jaa

som tappada boi shaelvcaenslan, baara han viisada ssei i dcew)

' I, who lost my self-confidence, only because (as soon as) he

appeared at the door
!

' det forsta han kommer hem, sJcal

han kora Er pa dorren (da foesia han 'kommar "hem, ska han

coera eer po dcew) ' as soon as he comes home, he'll turn you

out of doors '. So- also (hselst) ' especially ' comes to be used

in the sense of ' because ', and (sao) ' so ' in that of ' so that ',

which is also expressed by the full (sao at)»

The conversion of prepositions into conjunctions is especi-

ally interesting, as illustrating the origin of such conjunctions

as the English for from the OE. for ffdm {9e). So also in

Swedish the full (fee "c^ae at), literary derfore att, is shortened

first into (foe'cZae) and then (in certain cases) into (foer) : jag

forebradde henne for det (att) hon forstort bade sin och min
lycka (ja foerabrodda hsenna fce-d"ae hon fces^oei baoda sin o

min lykka) ' I reproached her for having destroyed both her

own and my happiness', han var ute hos oss, for sowj jag

handlar i boden, sa hade jag bjudit honom ut (han var uuta

hos OS, fee som ja handlar i 'boodan, so hadda ja bjuudit

honnom uut) ' he was out (in the country) at our house, for as

I deal at his shop, I had invited him out ', In this last case

the literary form would be ty. So also pa det att (pao "dae at)

' in order that ', and (unda "dae at) ' during ', are shortened by

omitting the (at).

SPECIMENS.

The following phonetically written texts will, it is hoped,

afford sufficient illustration of the phonetic structure of the

language, and also of some of its more important structural

peculiarities—as far as they have been touched on in the

Ff 2
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preceding sketch. Want of space has prevented me from

adding the ordinary spelling to all the texts, but I have

throughout given the spelling of those words that seemed to

require it in the notes.

A. Colloquial Sentences.

In the following sentences I have tried to mark the stress

with some minuteness. (-) before a word indicates want of

stress, (•) extra stress—on the accented syllable, if the word

is polysyllabic, as in (-bevaara), where the second syllable is

supposed to have more stress than in the normal (bevaara).

(-) before a word containing a () reduces the latter to half-

stress (written (:) in the middle of a word), as in (-ij-eenom).

A preliminary study of the stress-marks of the English

translation will make all this clear.

-va staor 'pao ? iqant:iq.

-hon -86 'loqt -if"raon 'vakkar.

-dse -SB braa lessamt' -at -han inte

•kan komma im'^orron."

-ja hoppas -ni -maor braa

ia'^fton. -v'aa -se klokkan?
klokkan -se mykke. -huuru dax
-kan -ni komma im'^orron ? -ja

-kan inta komma -foer -sen

klokkan -h'alvsJBx. -ye'-va tiid

-g"ao '<aog9(t)? pres'iis -t'ree

kvat -po tuu
spe(k)t'aaklo(t)

daa * ssen.^ -j

-honnom -po

goo tiid -po

vi -Va(r) -po

tiisdax fjofon

-har inte set

Iseqe. -vi -har

OS. vaa -se -dse

-foe t?aatum id'aa(g)? -hu Zaeqg

'droio -dse -i'nnan -vi 'hinnor

•fram ?

-ja -ska -v'aara -i staan ° -et

-p'aar vekkor. -va -se -dse -foer

folk -som boor -i 'rumma(t) nsest

-intilmit? -vaar boor -eer vsen ?

-han boor -ve dronniqg:aatan,

-wh'ots -dho mseto ? nothiq.

-shiiz faa -from priti.

-its veri taiasom -dhot -ii

kant kom tom'oro.

-ai houp -yaoo 'wel ton'ait?

-wh"ot -0 klok -iz -it? -its leit.

-at whot taim -kan -yu kam
tam'oro ? -ai kant kam -bef'aoa

haf -past faiv. when -daz -dha

•trein gou? kwaota -ta tuu

pris'aisli. -w'ii -war -et -dhe

thiatar -on tjuuzdi faotnait. -ai

-h'aevnt siin -im -fa loq. -wiiv

plenti -av taim. -wh'ots -dhe

dei -av -dha manth ? hau loq -1

-it bii -bif-aoa -wii get -dhaea ?

-ai -shal -b'ii -in -dha taun -a

fyuu wiix. huu -a -dha piipl

-huu liv -in -dha rum next

main? whaa -daz -yaoa frend

liv ? -hii hvz -at nambar il"evn

ledsamt.

dagar.

' imorgon.
' sedan.

3 vid.

" stad-en.
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'liuusa(t) 'numro selva, -t'vao

trappor op (up).

-h"a -m -vaarit uute -o got?
flytta -ee Kito -aot siidan ; -ja

-har into 'rum noog. -til klokkan
tolv '-h'innor -vi vael •fram.

nuu -SB -vi frammo ! -ja -ska gao
-po -et kaf'ee -foer -at laesa

tiidniqawa : -vil ni folja "mae ?

-t'aa 'hiit -et -g'laas vattn.

vaarfcB sproq -du -din vaeg ?

-han -ae boibjuudn ia'^fton.

-ja troo -dss knakkar -po

doew '
: stiig 'in ! -han fol 'uut

-jeenom 'fonstro(t).

-han 'stiigo iiidit 'up -om
maowawa.^ -han raoka(do) -at

falla "omk^ul -po gaatan.

slao "ii -et -g'laas viin -aot

-h'senna.

-han braot ''beeno(t) aov " -ssei.

alia 'fonstor -j'ik ''sondor.

-dse 'riqo waogon -po klokkan

:

-s'ee 'seftor vem -dee ae.

-ja -m'aor into braa : -ja -har

huuvudv:serk. -ss into -ear hees-

heet 'bsetra id'aa(g)? nsei, -dsen

-SB 'ssemi-o.

-ja -haddo rset roolit -po

'baalon. -ja tykto -dsB -va

traokit.

faor -ja liito broo(d) ! faor

-ja bee -eer -at raetta -mit
uuttaal ?

-han 'sseior^ alt -som 'fallor

-honnom 'in. uiins -ni va -som
hsBndo -OS -i 'london ? -ja 'kom-
mor into ih 'aog -at. -ja 'csBnnar

-honnom -til 'namna(t). nao(g)ra

-av-hans feel -ss sao paotaa(g)liga

-at -man into -kan -vaara blind

-foe -dom.'

faor -ja taala -ve -eer -et

aagonblik? taala inta 'om -v'a

-ni nuu hoetl taala -ni

kwiinstriit, -on -dha sekand
flaoa.

-h'aev -yu -b'iin aut -far -a

waok"? muuv -a litl -on wen
said ; -ai -h'ssvnt rum -in'af -ai

sap'ouz -wii -shel get -dhaea -bai

twelv. 'hiia -wi aa ! -aim

gouiq -tu -a ksefei -ta riid -dha

peipaz : -wil yuu kam tuu ? briq

-mi -a glas -av waota. whai -did

-yu -ran awei ? -hiiz invaited

'aut -fa tan'ait.

-ai thiqk -dhez samwan nokiq

-at -dha daoa : kam in ! -hii fel

-au't -av v?indo.

-hii gets ap aali -av -a maoniq.
-hii hsepnd -ta faol daun -in -dha

striit.

paoar out -a glas -av wain
-for -a.

-hii brouk -iz leg.

aol -dha windoz -wa broukn.

samwan -z riqiq -at -dha bel

:

sii -h'uu -it iz.

-aim not wel : -aiv got -a

hedeik. iz -nt -yaoa haosnis

beta tad'ei? nou, -its waas.

-ai inj'oid -mais'elf -veri wel
-at -dha baol. -ai thaot -it slou.

giv -mi -sam bred ! -m'ei -ai

ask -yu -ta kar-ekt -mai pran:an-

siei'shan ?

-hii sez -evre-thiq -dhat kamz
-i'ntu -iz bed. -d -y'uu rim'emba
-wh'ot hsepnd -tu -as -in landan?
-ai dountrim'embar -it. -ai nou
-im -bai neim. -s'am -av -iz

folts -a sou evidant -dhat -yuu
kant -hi blaind -ta -dham.

-k'sen -ai spiik -ta -yu -far -a

moumint '? dount rip'iit -wh'ot

-yuuv jast haad. -dyu spiik

1 doir-en.

' s^ger.

' moignar-ne.
° dem.

3 af.
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svsenska ? mykka liite ; -msen
-ja foesi'ao -waer andra -t'aala.

-i alia 'fal 'kommar -ja tilb'^aaka,

-0 'sseiar -eer buud. -ja -har fot

veeta -t -av -min broor.* vista

-ni into dae ? -joo bevas

!

-vaar goo -o shynda liita : -vi

-har brottom.'^

-dsB 'hae sfeor -man inte 'laeqra

uut -ma9

!

-ni -f"ao Zaov -at -vaara foes'ikti

-n'ae -ni 'aoka skriskor.' faor

-ja see ? nsei, -du faor inta !

-ni baer -ear mykke dumt aot.

-ni 'kommar just laagom.
skaffa -msei -en csep -som -se

laagom loq.

-min rok beli'aavar laagas.

-vi -har -h'aft moqa oolykkor,
-msen -das -b"lii* noog 'baetra

-mse ^ 'tiidn.

shyl -eer shaelv ! shyl inta -po

msei ! -vi nsens inte banna
-hsenna.

uusisekta, -ja 'kommar -o stoer

!

als inta. -ja

-f"ao see -eer.

a{d)jaa. -ja

goo(d) reesa.

-til ees systar.

rset 'glaad -at

nuu faor -ja gao,

anskar -eer -en

hselsa -so mykka

swiidish ? veri litl ; -bat -ai

andast'send -when adhaz spiik.

-an 'eni keis -ail kam hsek -an

let -yu nou. -ai haad -it -fram

-mai bradha. -didnt -yu nou
dhaet ? yes, -av kaoas !

pliiz meik "heist : -wiar -in

-a hari.

-wan kaant stsend dhis -eni

loqga !

-y'uw -mas(t) -bi kaeafl-when

-yu gou aut skeitiq. mei -ai

sii ? nou, -yu -mei not

!

-yu beh'eiv veri fuulishlL

-yu kam jast -at -dha rait taim.

get -mi -a stik -av -dha rait

leqth.

-mai kout won(t)s mendiq.
-wiiv -h'aed meni misf'aocanz,

-bat -wii houp -fa beta taimz.

bleim yas "elf ! dount bleim

mii ! -wii dount laik -ta skould

-a.

-aim af'reid -aim dist'aabiq

-yu. not -a 'taol. -aim veri glsed

-ta sii -yu. -ai mas(t) -gou nau,

gud bai. -ai wish -yu -a pleznt

jaani. rim'emba -mii -ta -yaoa

sista.

B. Prose.

As it is as impossible in Swedish as in other literatures to

find a connected piece of prose written in purely colloquial

language, I have simply chosen the most suitable of the texts

I have by me written out phonetically, and have cautiously

substituted the colloquial for the literary forms, either in the

text itself or the notes—perfect consistency in this respect

would be difficult for a native, and is impossible for a

foreigner. It must be remembered that in reading aloud even

such a prose piece as this, a Swede would pronounce most of

' bi'oder.

• blifver.

2 brSdtom.
^ med.

^ skridskor.
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the consonants here omitted, such as the*(d) of (msed), the (t)

of (duktikt), although he would always be liable to fall into

the colloquial elisions.

I have also given the ordinary spelling, adding occasionally

the strict literary forms, some of which, however, such as

hafuer for har, are never written. The notes to both texts

will, therefore, exhibit the two extremes of colloquialism and

archaism. It is instructive to observe the utter want of

consistency in the dialogue, the genuine spoken forms being

only occasionally introduced to give a colloquial flavour, just

as Scotticisms are in Burns's poems and Scott's novels. Com-
pare the colloquial tanker ni with the literary foljen, etc.

Ofverste Vegesack var under
finska kriget 1809 anforare fOr

en lif-bataljon, som utgjordes af

Dalkarlar.

En dag skulle han med
den intaga en skans, och
tilltalade sitt folk pa det raska
och lifiiga satt, som ei felar

att uppelda ett dessutom af

naturen tappert manskap.
Dalkarlarne gjorde anfallet med
stSrsta tapperhet, men mStte ett

lika kraftigt motstandochblefvo
med fOrlust tillbakakastade.

Vegesack samlade ater sitt folk

och tilltalade dem salunda

:

' Her ' pa, gossar ! Vi ha '^

misslyckats denna ' gang, men
ioke lar ni * vilja lata piska er *

af ryssarne i dag ! Utaii, tanker
ni" som jag, sa skola vi nu
dugtigt tukta dem f6r def de
velat tukta oss. FSljen mig

!

Lat OSS ' gripa oss an, och jag

svarar er fSr att vi inom en
timme ha " skans och kanoner

-88'v0ste 'fseisak -va(r) -under
finska 'kriig8(t), aadefon 'hundra
niia, anfoerars -foer -en liiv-

batalj:oon -som uutjootZes -av

daalkaarar.

-en daa(g) -skulla -han -mae

dsen intaa(ga) -en skans, -o

tiltaala(d3] -sit folk -po -dsa raska
-0 liivliga saet -som -ssv ^ feelar

-at upelda -et dsesuutom -av

nat'uuw 'tappoi manskaap.
daalkaarana joocZo anfalle(t) -rase

stoesiatapparheet, -maenmetto-et
liika kraftit mootstond, o -bl"eev

-msB foe?"ust tilb'^aakakastade.

'fseisak samla(d8) 'aoto -sit folk,

-0 tiltaala(da) -daem ' saolunda ^

:

' -hoer "pao, gossar. -vi -har

mislykkats dsenna goq,' -msen

inta lae -ni -vilja -I'aota piska

-ear -av ryssawa id'aa. -uu'tan

'taeqka wii -som jaa, -sao -ska -vi

-nu duktit tukta dsem, -foe da,e

-di -veelat tukta os. falj -msei.

-I'aot -OS griipa -os 'an, -o -ja

svaarar -eer -f'oer -at -vi -inom
•en timmo -haskans -o kan'oonor

^ hOren.
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i vara hander. Framat,
marsch !

'

Men ingen man i hela

tro^pen rorde sig.

Ofversten sag sig om med
stranga blickar. 'Ja sa,'

sade han langsamt, ' jag ser

hur det ar. Men jag skal saga

er hur^ det blir.'' Annu
en gang kommenderar jag

framat, och den forste, som
visar tecken till olydnad —
skjuter jag ner.' I kannen
alia er pligt, och jag kanner
min. Framat, marsch !

'

Men troppen rorde sig icke.

Ofversten fattade sin pistol,

sigtade pa en man i forsta

ledet och skot. Denne nedfOll

d6d.

Annu en gang kommenderade
ofversten ' framat, marsch !

'

Alia foljde.

Anfallet, som skedde med en
stormande haftighet, krontes

med framgang. Skansen
erofrades med alia kanoner,

och fangar gjordes till ett storre

antal an de anfallandes voro.

Segern var fuUkomlig.
Men i Dalkarlarnes trotsiga

och langsinta sjalar grodde
bitterhet och hamndlust mot
den, som hade dodat deras

raska kamrat, och som med
vald hade fort dem i kampen.
De talade mellan sig om att

hamnas, om att doda deras*
stranga anfOrare. Han blef

underrattad derom, kallade

tillsammans sitt folk och
tilltalade dem sa

:

' Jag hor att ni lar vara
onda pa mig f6r det att jag

^ huru.
^ blifver.

' neder.

* irregular for sin.

-i -vaora 'hinder. •framao't,

•marsh !

'

-msen iqgn man -i heela

'troppen voedo -ssBi.

oavesfen saog -ssei "om -mae

straeqa blikkar. ' -ja sao,'

saa(da) -han loqsamt, '-ja seer

-huu -dse ae ; -msen -j'a-skasaeia

-eer -huu -dsa bliir. -sen nuu
-en -g'oq kommand'eerar -ja

•framao't, -o -daen foes^a -som
viisa 'tekkon -til' oolyydnad
'shuutor -ja neer. -ni 'csennar

alia -eer plikt, -o jaa 'caennor

min. "framao't, "marsh !

'

-msen 'troppon roe<fo-ssBi ikke.

98vasfen fatta(da) -sin pist'ool,

sikta(d8) -po -en man -i foes^a

'leedo(t), -0 shoot, dsenno needfol

dood.
-sen nuu -en -g'oq kommon-

d'eera(d8) oovosfen 'framao't,

marsh ! alia foljdo.

anfallo(t), -som shedda -mae -en

stormanda hseftigh'eet, kraontos

-mse framgoq. 'skansan

aerooivradas -mae alia kan'oonar,

-0 foqar joodos -til -et 'stoerra

antaal -aen-di anfallandas -vooro.

'seegaw -va(r) fulk'omli.

-msen -i daalkaara^tas trotsiga

-ok loqsinta shaelar grodda bit-

torhieet -o hsemdlust -moot daen

-som -haddadaadat -d'eerasraska

kam'raat, -o -s"om -msB vol{d)

-had da ioet -dsem-i 'kampan.
-di taala(da) -m'ellan -ssei -om

-athsemnas,-om-at daoda-d'eeras

strseqa anfoerara. -han -bleev

underrsettad daero'm," kalla(da)

tils'^ammans -sit folk, -o

tiltaala(da) -dsem sao '

:

' -ja hoer -at -n"i -I'aer -vaara

onda -p'o -msei -foe d&e (-at) -ja

1 te.

^ (om -at).

' (so -haer).
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skjutit en af edra kamrater,

och att ni tanker pa att h^mnas.
Na val, ni skola' fa tillfalle

deitiU.

Ni vet att det vanligen star

tvenne poster vid mitt talt.

I aftou afskedar jag dem, och
i fjorton dagar sofver jag der

om n3.tterna, ensam, utan
poster. Men pa bordet vid min
sang skola ligga tva laddade
pistoler. Hvem af er, som
har " lust att komma och slas(s)

med mig, ar—valkommen.'
Dalkarlarne lyssnade till

detta tal, mOrka i hagen, och
tego.

I fjorton natter scf Ofversten

obevakad, midt ibland sin

upproriska tropp. Ingen
storde hans somn.

Efter detta prof foljde

honom hans manskap hvart
han ville och var honom
tillgifvet in i dSden.

shuutit en -av -eera kamr'aatar,

-0 -at -ni 'tseqkor-p'o -at hsemnas
-no vael : -ni -ska -f"o tilfsella

daef'il.'

-ni veet -at -dse vaanliggn stao

ivaenne poster -ve -mit tselt.

-i afton aavsheedar -ja -d'sem, -o

-i fjofon daar 'saovor -ja daer

-om 'nsettewa eensam -uu'tan

poster, -msen -po 'boorf9(t) -ve

-min sseq -ska ligga tvao laddado

pist'oolar. vem -av^ -ee -s'om

-ha lust -at komma -o slos -mse

-ni'sei -se vaelkommen.'
daalkaarawa lysna(d9) -til

-d "senna taal, moerka -i 'haogon,

-0 teeg.

-i fjoton 'nsettar saov oovesfen

oobevaakad mit -ib"Ian(d) -sin

uprooriska trop. iqan stoerfe

-hans somn.
-aefte -d'sstta proov foljdo

-honnom -hans manskaap Y&t

-han villa, -o -va -honnom
tiljiivit in -i 'doodon.

C. Poetry.

The distinctness and rhythm of poetry gives it an especial

value to the phonetic student. I have therefore added the

following pieces, although they do not, strictly speaking,

belong to the spoken language. I give the most distinct

pronunciation possible, even adding the r of barn, &c., as

many consider that it ought to be sounded in poetry.

It will be observed that the specimens are taken from the

works of the three most prominent Swedish poets. It may
be mentioned that Tegn^r's Floden is original in form only,

being mainly an adaptation from a poem of Goethe. I have

chosen it partly because I had it written out, partly because

it is as good a specimen as any of Tegni^r's harmony and

command of language.

' i skolen.

' hafver.

1 (til -at) or (te -at).

' or (uutaov).
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'flooden (tseqn'eer).'

Vid flodens kalla sittei- jag och stilla

betiaktar himlabarnet, nyfodt der.

I fjallens vagga hvilar aa den lilla,

och diar molnet, som dess moder ar.

Men se i skogen v&xer gudasonen,
och drSmmer redan om bedrifters

larm.
Han gungar solen och han gungar

mSnen,
med evlg l^ngtan i sin unga barm.

Men icke trifs han under furens

grenar,
ej mellan bergens trlnga Taggar mer.
Hur yr han jagar efter Salens stenar !

Hur vild han hoppar ifrin klippan
ner

!

Kom med ! Kom med ! Sa till hver
back han talar,

har branner solen, dricker sanden er

!

I brOder, kommen ! Genom fait och
dalar

jag for er alia till vart ursprung ner.

Och regnets sOner hora det och fOlja

med sorl den unge afventyrarn at.

Likt kungens hjerta svaller hogt hans
biilja,

och skog och klippa storta i hansstrat.

Nu ner pa slatten stiger segerhjelten,

med morkbla haren, hyllad af en
hvar,

Hans ande lifvar de forbranda falten,

Han dSper lander med sitt naran

—

och far.

Och skaldeua Sanger till hans ara
Ijuda

och skepp och manner dra med honom
han.

Till gast de rika stader honom bjuda,
och blomsterangar fatta om hans

knan.

Men ejdehalIahonomqvar,hanhastar
de gyllne torn, de rika fait fBrbi,

och hastar oupphOrligt, tills han
kastar

sig i sin faders famn, och dOr deri.

vid 'floodans caella 'sittor jag Dk stilla

bet'raktar himlabaarn3t, nyyfet daer,

i 'fjsellans vagga viilar sen dsen lilla,

ok diiar 'maolnet, ssm dses mooder
aer.

'skoogen 'vaexar guuda-

reedan om bed'riftars

ok han guqar

maen see i

saonsn,
ok 'drammar

2arm.
han guqar 'soolan

maonan,
maed eevig Iseqtan i sin uqa barm.

maen ikka triivs han 'undar 'fuurans

greenar,
sei mellan 'baerjans troqavseggarmeer.
huur yyr han jaagar sefter 'daalans

steenar

!

huur vild han hoppar ifraon klippan
neer

!

kom 'msed ! kom maed ! sao til vaar
baek han taalar,

haer'braennar 'soolan,'drikkar'sandan
eer

!

ii 'braadar, kamman ! jeenom faelt ok
daalar

jag foer eer alia til vaor( unrspi'uq

neer.

ok 'raeqnats 'saanar hoera dset ok felja

msed saorZ daen uqa aevantyyrarn aot.

li(i)kt 'kuqans jaer(a 'svaellar hakt
hans balja,

ok skoog ak klippa stoeria i hans straot.

nuu neer po 'slaettan 'stiigar seegar-

jseltan,

maed moerkblao 'haeren, hyllad av en
vaar,

hans anda liivar de foerbraenda

'faeltan,

han 'deapar 'tender maed sit namn

—

ak faar.

ok 'skaldans saqar til hans aera juuda,

ok shep ok 'maennar draa maed
honnam haen.

til jaest de riika 'staedar honnom
bjuuda,

ok blamstaraeqar fatta am hans knaeu.

msen aei do holla honnom kvaar, han
hastar

de 'jylne toom, de riika faelt foerb-ii,

ok hastar oouph"oeriikt,tilshan kastar

sig i sin faaders famn, ak doer daerii.

> Tegn^r.
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\a,oxt land (ruungbseij).'

vaorf 2and, vaorf land, vaorf fosterZand,

juud hekt,'' oo dyyra oord !

aei lyfts en hoeid moot himlans rand,

£Bi sseqks en daal, sei shaljs en strand,

meer aslskad sen vaor bygd i noort?,

ten vaora 'faedars joord

vaorf Zand ser fattikt, skal sao blii

foer dsen, som gul(d) bej'aer.

en frsemliq faar os stolt foerb'ii

;

msen daetta 'landot aelska vii,

foer OS msed mooar, fjasl ok shaer

et gul(d)land dok dset aer.

vi aelska vaora stremmars bruus

ok vaora bsekkars sproq,

daen moerka 'skoogons dystra suus,

vaor shaer^jonat,' vaorf sommarjuus,

alt, alt, vad haer som syyn, som soq

vaori jserfa roeri eng'Oq.

haer striddes vaora 'faedors s<riid

msed taqka, syaerd ok ploog,

haer, haer, i klaar som muulon tiid,

msed lykka haorcZ, msed lykka bliid,

dset finska 'folkots jmrta sloog,

haer baars vaad daet foerc^Toog.

vem tseljdo vael de striidars <aal,

som daetta folk bes'tood,

dao 'kriigot root fraon daal til daal,

dao 'froston kom maed 'huqrons kvaal,

vem maetto alt dses spilda blood

ok alt dses taolamood?

ok dset vaar haer dset 'bloodat float,

jaa haer foer os dset vaar,

ok dset vaar haer sin froeid dset njoot,

ok dset vaar haer sin suk dset joot,

Euneberg. ^ Ijud liOgt. ^ stjernenatt
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dset folk som vaora boert^or baar

loqt foera vaora daar.

haer aer os juuvt,' haer aer os got,

haer aer os alt besh'aeri;

huur oadot kastar sen vaor lot,

et land, et fostorZand vi fot,

vaad fins po 'joordon meera vaeri

at hollas dyyr< ok eaert?'

ok haer ok haer ser i^setta land,

vaor< ooga seer dfset haer
;

vi kunna strsekka uut vaor hand

ok viisa glat ^ pao shoo ok strand

ok saega : see dset 'landot daer,

vaori fostor^and dset aer.

ok foereZos vii at boo i glans

bland guldmaoln i dset blao,

ok bleev vaorf liW en shaerwadans,

daer taov sei joots,* daer suk sei fans,

til dsetta arma land send'ao

vaor Zseqtan skuUo stao.

00 land, du 'tuuson shooars " Zand,

daer soq ok trooheet bykt,

daer 'Ziivots haav os jet* en strand,

vaor foor«<iids land, vaor framtiids land,

vaar fcer din fattigdom sei shykt,

vaar frit, vaar glat, vaar Zrykt

!

din blomniq, sluuten sen i knop,

skal moogna uur sit tvoq

;

see, uur vaor caerteek skal gao op

dit juus,' din glans, din froeid, dit hop,

ok 'hoogro kliqa skal en goq

vaor fost8rZsen(d)ska soq.

' Ijuffc. ^ kart. s gladt.
' gOts. 5 gjoars. = gett = gifvi(-.

' Ijus.
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'naakkon (staqn'eeljus).^

'kvsellgns gul(d)maoln fsestet kransa,

selvorwa po 'sBqgn dansa,

ok dsen blaadbekraanta 'naekken

jiigan roer i silvarbsskken.

liitan pilt bland 'strandens piilar

i viooians oqa viilar,"

'klaqan hoer fraon csellans 'vattan,

roopar i daen stilla 'nattan

:

' arma gubbe, vaarfcer speela ?

kan daet smserforwa foerd'eela?

frit du skoog ok mark mao liiva,

skal guts° baarw diok aldrig bliiva!

paaradiisats maonsheensntaetter,

'eedens blomstarkraonta slsBtter,

'juusots soqlar i daet haega,

aldrig skaodar da&ia dit 99ga.'

taorar gubbens anleet shalja,

need ban 'dyykar i sin belja

jiigan tystnar. aldrig 'naekken

speelar meer i silvorbsskken.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

This paper is the result of a seven months' study of

Swedish in Upsala, for which I was prepared by a previous

study at home. The contrast was very instructive, and I am
convinced that a thorough knowledge even only of the

elementary sounds of a language can never be acquired

without a stay in the country itself. My work at Swedish

was only part of a contemplated practical study of all the

living Teutonic languages, as the basis of a comparative

grammar with which I hoped to supplement Grimm. I had,

' Stagnelius. ^ &nga hvilar. ^ Guds.
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however, been forced to abandon this ambitious scheme long

before I was in a position to visit Sweden, and when I have

worked up the scraps I have been able to pick up during my
few weeks' stay in Denmark and Holland, together with the

results of my home study of Icelandic, and of my (compara-

tively speaking) tolerably sound elementary knowledge of

German and Swedish, into a sketch of the sound-changes

which have formed the living languages, I shall henceforth

devote myself to English. Meanwhile, it is as well to publish

part of the material for the study of living Swedish, collected

with some labour, and otherwise quite unaccessible to non-

Swedes, on the chance of its being useful to others, especially

English students, to whom the Neo-Scandinavian languages,

practically representing, as they do, the middle stage of

English, are of especial value.

Economy of space has obliged me not only to abstain from

all historical comment and comparison with the cognates

(except in a very few instances), but has also excluded the full

word lists which I hoped to add, I have, however, bestowed

all the more care on the choice of the examples, and have

facilitated their study in every way I could think of, by

adopting the simplest notation I could contrive, and by

adding the nomic spelling and English translation in nearly

every case.

I venture to hope that my account of the sounds will be

found useful even to Swedish phoneticians, as it supplies what

has hitherto been wanting—a detailed comparison of the

Swedish with the general European sounds. Phonology

without comparison is a sheer impossibility, and the disadvan-

tages of being a foreigner are partly counterbalanced by the

advantage of being forced to observe and systematize, and

also of having a special knowledge of individual sounds. It

is certain, for instance, that no English observer would ever

have found the English (wh) in any of the Swedish dialects,

as has actually been done by some Swedish phoneticians. I

have myself learnt much from the observations of foreign

students on English pronunciation. My physiological analysis

is, of course, based on my imitations of native pronunciation,
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and although my attempts were greatly aided by the results

of the labours of such acute observers as Leffler, J. A. A.,

and Noreen,—I was, for instance, ignorant of the true nature

of the inverteds till I became acquainted with their obser-

vations,—I have always exercised an independent judgement.

In spite of the care I have taken to ensure accuracy, I

cannot hope to have escaped without many errors, and I

shall be very thankful for any corrections. I am, on the

other hand, quite prepared to find perfectly correct state-

ments of mine impugned occasionally.^

The following are the books I have found most useful

:

Weste: Svenskt och Fransyskt Lexicon. 2 vols. Stock-

holm, 1807. (Still the only complete pronouncing dictionary.)

Dalin : Svensk Handordbok. Stockh., 1868. (For general

purposes.)

Sund^n : Svensk Spraklara. 3de upplagan. Stockh., 1875.

There is a bad Swedish grammar in English by May, and

a bad Svensk-Engelsk Handordbok by Oman. A list of

phonetic treatises is given in Noreen^s Fryksdals-malets

Ljudlara (Upsala, 1877).

I have finally to express my thanks to my many friends in

Sweden who helped me with advice and information during

my stay at Upsala, especially Messrs. Erdmann, Stjernstrom,

and Lundell, together with Prof. Storm, of Christiania.

^ I once met a Swede who quite laughed at my assertion that vagnen is

often pronounced ('vaqen).



EUSSIAN PEONUNCIATION

1

The following sketch of Russian pronunciation is the result

of a careful study with a native of Moscow. The only aid

I have had beyond the ordinary grammars is Boehtlingk's

Beitrdge zur inissischen grammatik (Melanges Russes, ii. 1,

St. Petersb. 1851), which has been a great help, although the

St. Petersburg pronunciation he describes appears to differ

considerably from that of Moscow. It will be seen that

many of my observations are also opposed to the statements

of the grammars generally, which is probably due partly to

difference of dialect, partly to the usual conservatism of

grammarians.

I am fully conscious that mine is a very inadequate study

of an exceptionally difficult sound-system, but I have been

able to make some additions to our knowledge, and have,

I hope, stated with greater precision than before what was

already known, as well as what is self-evident to any trained

phonetician. The language is so interesting phonetically,

representing, as it does, in its extraordinary development of

every kind of assimilation what was probably an earlier stage

of many other languages as well, that any contribution such

as the present, however imperfect, cannot fail to be of some

value to comparative philologists.

' Transactions of the Philological Society, 1877-9, pp. 543-60.
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Vowels.

i I

i
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Palatalized : a)> ; sa, sa ; >>, >y n. ei>, a^ ; o\ da.

Rounded : a ; >?, >!>. Fi. ao, a? ; Bi>, D!».

There are other shades of sound, due to assimilation.

The following key-words will exemplify the elementary

sounds, and also show their correspondence with the Russian,

letters, and the Revised Visible-Speech and Broad Romic

symbols I employ—the latter only occasionally.

Vowels.

she 3t3

watch DZIS'T

son sIt

sight >\[o

hers rofd)-}

this CdJ

soup sio

house m^p-

give

!

iD^i

good ffiJ-BuTj

Russian (DlsQAlm

drink

!

da[-C

chew

!

eii

thy o>i}i:

Note that e and i are both initially (or after a vowel) (i)(|

(m[), •') being simple
().

i, v = n. ft only as the second element

of diphthongs. Initial n is sometimes ml. Initial si, lo = m],

mi. e sometimes = mj, and then often written e. a is a

shortened ia, and lo a shortened iou, the Russian y being

a shortened ov (Greek ov).

Consonants.

a
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8
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There seems to be a tendency to shorten final accented vowels

in polysyllables : rs'io'U)} (Ao6po) ' well '. The diphthongs have

their vowels short.

Double consonants occur, as in the name 3t73 (Araa), also

long consonants, as in s^[(DDs|;F (ci. cepmeMi) 'with anger'.

Written double consonants are often pronounced single, as

D(D3>•^Cs3•Cl) (npoijieccopi), siB-iiJo] (cy66oTa) ' Saturday '.

STRESS

The stress may be on any syllable, and is generally evener

than in English, though it often comes out very strongly.

Stressless vowels often change their quality according to

fixed laws, as in the change of J before a stress-syllable to
],

asjejafije (kojiokojii.) ' bell ', having its plural a363a38-3 (KoioKoaa).

Stressless 3 preceded by palatals (and palatalizeds) or blade-

points (e, 2) becomes mixed, and if preceded and followed by

palatals it becomes the front [. These changes are described

below.

INFLUENCE

(A) Vowel on Consonant.

Palatalization.—The front vowels I, [, ([) communicate

their own front articulation to most preceding consonants, but

in various degrees, according to the nature of the consonant.

(1), s, s, >, >, F, D, D simply arch the tongue into the x-

position ( = (I)^), or, in other words, anticipate an i, but without

otherwise modifying their original articulations. The lip and

front movements being entirely independent of one another,

it is easiest to begin with such a combination as IfnI, main-

taining the x-position throughout. Then try f\L, by bringing

the tongue into the x-position simultaneously with the closure

of the lips. Lastly, n3 (mh) and 3F'^I, observing that they

sound almost (mja) and (aimi) to an unaccustomed ear, the

(D-effect being due to the palatal oS"- and on-g]ide respectively.

If the ofF-glide in f\] were dwelt upon, we should have full

FAm3 or F^Jr3, according to the degree of closeness. In the lip

stops the glide constitutes the whole of the audible palatali-
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zation, the x-position in D^I not being heard till the lips are

opened to form the vowel. In (l)^, s^ and s\ the palatalization

seems to move the original point and blade positions some-

what forward.

Q^, a\ seem to be the same sounds as the older English in

sky, guard,= at-, a^ with simultaneous m, q (mi, en ?), the back

element predominating.

c becomes full o before front vowels (oi ?). As e never

occurs before vowels, it does not seem to be palatalized. In

those dialects (the St. Petersburg of Boehtlingk, for instance)

which have palatal e, it is probably buzzed (I)^.

The palatalization is carried out most fully with the point

nasal and stops, whose place of stoppage is shifted back en-

tirely to the outer front i-position, both consonant and vowel

in L^I, fl2^I, Q^L being apparently formed exactly in the same

place, the point of the tongue not being employed at all.

CO does not follow this analogy, and the consonant of col

is, in fact, identical with that of French li, being simply an

approximation to ca\ that is, English point co (only dental)

formed with a simultaneous approach to the palatal position.

The explanation of co before palatal vowels not having de-

veloped into full CO (Italian gl) must probably be sought in the

pronunciation of original co before back vowels as the pure

back 8. It is evident that the wide divergence between 8 and

CO made any further differentiation superfluous. The earlier

distinction was probably co], co\L (perhaps even osl), parallel

to 7], lI, the palatalization of the one being almost entirely

dropped when the other was exaggerated to s through co(

or COP.

This gutturalizing of co seems to be paralleled by a ten-

dency to change (dj into ej before back vowels. If this ever

becomes general, we may expect to see (i)\l sinking to (i)I.

e and a are not palatalized, even when written so, as

:

(DieD (pyacte) ' gun ', piliz (Mtimt) ' mouse ', ^3-iD^ (hoib) ' night '.

Boehtlingk, however, expressly includes e\ z\ &c., in his list

of elementary sounds.

DSC- is also not palatalized, as in Ds(;(i)a5iJ>A (ii,epKOBi,)

'church', up- occurs only in foreign words, and is pro-
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nounced with T, as in asT^a {umwb) ' zinc ', DsTuaiiico (auiiKyjit)

' compasses '.

The modifiers t and t originally denoted a back and a

front vowel respectively, the former being occasionally ex-

pressed by 0, the latter by e, which makes it probable that

they represented 1 and I, which were not dropped till the

I had palatalized its preceding consonants, i and I being

retained. When 3, 1, J are preceded by 'soft' consonants,

they are written h, io, e (e). Conversely, when a ' hard ' con-

sonant is followed by a front vowel, i. is placed between them.

The following table will exemplify the way in which the

-relations between the consonants and the vowels which follow

them are expressed

:

PH
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tincfcly heard in the consonant itself. In Qi}, asj, boJ, oi}

only the off-glide is heard, which sounds like a half-suppressed

3, so that the unaccustomed ear is apt to hear an] alternately

as ko and kuv. It will be observed that only back and lip

consonants are rounded in this way. s has itself so much of

the u-quality that the difference between sj and S9^ is hardly

perceptible.

The mixed I has the same influence (pointing to an earlier

f ?}, so that >!il, Fili, bpI have a slightly diphthongal effect

—

to a foreign ear something like ui.

It will be observed that these influences are backward only

;

prhile XH and xy become ol and cl, hx and yx remain Ic and

ic (although the 1 does communicate a little of its rounding

to the following c).

(B) Consonant on Vowel.

(a) backwards.

These influences were first fully brought out by Boehtlingk

(pp. 54 foil, of his essay), who has shown that [ before a

palatal or palatalized is always narrowed to [. Thus bht.

necessarily = [n and enb, ghh = [l, [lI . In the last example

the final I is the primary cause of the narrowing, but it can

only do so through the l. If a front vowel fails to palatalize

a preceding consonant, an
[
preceding that consonant remains

wide, as in a(D^[Da^I (KptnKH) ' strong' pi. (B., p. 64).

There is no parallel change of
J-
to }, as might be expected,

the J of jQ'JiJij (oroHt) ' fire ', for instance, being as wide as in

Jt ' he'. The influence here seems to be rather that of drawing

the position forwards in the direction of \, which is still clearer

in the case of ], ora being ']^L^L So, also, apparently with 1.

Boehtlingk also asserts that I is modified by a following

palatal, which I am unable to appreciate.

The I of the diphthongs has the same influence on its

vowel, as pointed out by Boehtlingk, efl being necessarily [i,

afi being JhX, &c.

(b) forwards.

Palatalization.—A palatal consonant has a tendency to draw
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forward the following vowel, thus ca, cm, ce are generally s\]^,

s^l^, s^}^, different from the vowdls of s], si, s}.

The 3i- varies but little, but the other two are very fluctu-

ating. CIO is sometimes almost pure s^i, and sometimes the i

is advanced almost to 1. The J is often full %, and sometimes

becomes almost pure front £. After co the full back positions

are generally retained, om being fuU col. The advance seems

to be most marked in >^} (often >Af), a combination which

only occurs in words of foreign origin, k and e are the

nearest approaches that Russian has to the f and ^, { of

foreign languages, Siie being expressed by cio, and Gothe by reie.

Unaccented a often weakens its vowel to [, as in m[aJ(i)J

(a^Tpo) 'ball', ro|]F2-D2la (ajimnhi.) 'coachman', which [ is

narrowed before palatals, as in ffi[>\[Q (jvdBajb) ' nine '.

Blade-points—e and z often change a following unaccented

3 into the mixed x. as in DZisl (-jacy) ' watch '. They modify

I in a very peculiar way, by communicating to it something

of their own blade-point position, the point of the tongue

being turned up and slightly retracted, which may be ex-

pressed by writing ^I^, &c. They seem to aflFect [ similarly,

though not so markedly.

Noisalizing.—The (back-) round vowels and I are nasalized

by a preceding nasal : lis, tJi, lis ; fsIs, pjjf, foIs.

(C) Consonant on Consonant (Palatalization).

A palatal consonant often palatalizes a preceding one.

This influence is difBcult to observe with accuracy, and is

not generally indicated in the Russian spelling. It is most

general in the case of m, q, which seem generally to palatahze

a preceding s or s, as in SNffi[s\ (3;TfeeB) 'here', ^[s^Q (mecib)

' six '. S is also palatalized before u in s^L(]a (cHtn.) ' snow '.

The weakest influence seems to be that of a vowel-like on
a stop or sibilant, but I must confess my inability to give any
reliable details.

VOICE

Vovjels.—In Russian, as in French, a high final vowel is

oEten unvoiced after a breath stop, as in ci)ia>I; (pyKn) ' hands
',

so3(o izQjls (crapymKy) ' old woman ', ace.
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CoiisoriKntfi.—The vocality of initial consonants is very

marked. Initial stops seem always fully to voice the stop

itself as well as the glide. The same full vocality in initial

buzzes, also when followed by other consonants, as in >!is]>'3

(iiAom) 'widow'.

Finally all buzzes and stops are unvoiced, thus the gen.

sgs. Fi>h&], Q3(j)ia3 have as nominatives pihz (Myvivt) ' husband ',

ocola (Apyn.) ' friend '. The stops, ho\ve\er, seem also to

admit the compromise of whisper—QJCfiioD, and when a stop

is preceded by a buzz, the latter retains its voice, and the

former is whispered. Such, at least, is the pronunciation of

Aovivlb ' rain '—ssJ-eoD.

A stop seems always to determine the vocality of a pre-

ceding consonant, as in >!ijDa3 (Bo,ua) ' brandy ', s^a2(|s3Q

(c;vt.i;rrb) ' do ', and the foreign DtiJaJS®]^ (noTCsasiL). Sibilants

do not necessarilj', as in S>ii3-.r (cboQ) ' his '. But laia. sko ' as ' is

pronounced D^aeO, in one word.

THE SOUNDS IN DETAIL

3: 3t3 'she'; (i>p (pafl^) 'glad'; uz'^s (^lact) 'hour'; 033

' yes '. Unaccented may tend to 3*-.

3^ : 0)3 ' I
' ; F\']s} (M51C0) ' meat '. Sl]<ni (smio) ' I know '

;

s3lI (cam) ' sledge '.

I : oexS'I (^acBi) ' watch '.

T : cdTdjT (puBti) ' fishes
'

; sTt (cuhb) ' son
'

; >oI (bu) ' you
'

;

idIf (;iu.Mi.) ' smoke
'

; ol (tu) thou
'

; dsIs (Obiin,) ' was '.

It : riliiii; (uburfe) ' now
'

; FiTi (mu) ' we
' ; fjIssS- (mlijio)

'soap'.

I : Icol (um) ' or
'

; >\[o ' view '.

Li : i^izla (HOKHKt) ' knife '
; zuzL (ma) ' cabbage-soup '.

C: Co} 'this'; oCf (t.MT.) 'I eat'; £^'3 (^ena) 'wife'; lJ

(lie) 'not'.

[ : ©[o'J- ' hers
'

; D3F^[Q (uaMjnt) ' memory
'
; m[L (aohl) ' day '.

1 : iasis (yKcyc't) vinegar
'

; sla (.iiyict) ' meadow
'

; colml (jiio,'(u)

' people
'

; Bfissi (Cy^y) ' I shall be '.

h : <i)-\\FQ] (piD.Mia) ' wine-glass '
; el!lis^ (rycb) ' goose '.

1( : Foifz (MysKL) ' husband '.

3 : 3-T ' be ' ; sjco (co.u) ' salt
'

; QsS-'^J-o (rop^vrt) ' city
' ; ^Q!)}^

(oroHb) ' fire ".
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^^ : IJCDAjs (oppjrt) ' eagle
'

; m[z-vz} (eme) ' yet ' ; S>jFa]

(cesu-a) 'salmon'; >>3-S3j(D (Oewp'i.) 'Theodore'; Q3-aa3

(lenta) ' aunt '.

Ji : ijs (ho) ' but '.

}^i : F^3•SD (Meat) ' honey '.

']^l : D3[]x ' give
!

'
; ^']s:q[ (Aaflie) ' give ye

!

' The second element

full high-narrow in all the diphthongs.

Ix : qjJbcdIx ' good '. In some cases Ix becomes }i, as in

HOBtifi TOJ^b 'new year' = iJ'^^J-^ Q^jo- According to

Boehtlingk, this is always so.

Id) : (^)isa^^m ' Russian '. Might be written Ix-- ; closely

resembles the ordinary English ee (I^X--). According to

Boehtlingk ifi is simply I long,

[x : o\[i ' drink !

'

Ix : elx ' chew !

'
; mlXF (w^oAmi) ' inch '.

3-X : oojx ' thy
'

; Oja-Jijx (noKofl) ' room '.

e : a3ec3 3 'when'; em[' (rsi) 'where'. Only occurs before

another (voiced) consonant,

c: c3azl 'I wish'; cco(|d (xxfeBi,) 'bread'; C(d3f (xpaiii) 'temple';

cd3- (kto) ' who '. Ic (HX't) ' them '
; ©Ic (Ays't) ' odour '.

G : clffij- ' badly
'

; g3-D2(]d (xototb) ' wishes '.

(0 : m3 ' I ' i m[ro'3- ' hers
'

; sm[s (ci.toi.) ' ate ' [distinct from s^[8

(cfai't) ' sat '].

o : 3i^"*[oI 'nuts'.

CDJ : (d3c (pa,ni>) ' glad '
; CDla'3 (pyna) ' hand '

; QCdJ-f (rpoMi.) ' thun-

der '. >\[du) (Bt'rpi,) ' wind '. Sometimes ej after back vowels.

(Dn : so3co^Ia (cTapHKi) old man ' ; (d\3d {psKi>) ' rank
'

;

Ds3<J)^ (n,api.) emperor
'

; i^>^[(a^ (;ipept) 'door
'

; >^Iocl)^

(BHxpt) 'whirlwind',

s : Ds3a383 (miaKa.ia) ' she wept
'

; Qs3s (raaai.) ' eye
'
; D3sa3

' stick
' ;

[s (sjiT.) ' 1
'

; sois (ciyjii) ' chair '. Pure guttural,

apparently without any simultaneous point contact, certainly

not co(. Does not sound at all like an ^ to a foreign ear, but

rather like a deep u. At first I often heard it as e.

coh : co[d3- (^'-fiTo) ' summer
'

; s3-CD (coin.) ' salt '.

e : zIt] ' wife '; easl (ajjij) ' I wait '.

s : a!i2-3 ' soul
'

; zu} {^10} ' what
'

; zo]q] (mnara) ' sword '.

D23s (uacT,) ' hour '. zuzLa (uuirb) ' shield '.
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S: 83>o<d3 'to-morrow'; Q83s-3 (I'-'iaaa) 'eyes'.

SN : 8\If-3 ' winter
'

; aL,'\s^'\ (larasa) ' of a king '

; s^£D[s^

(sji'tcB) ' here '.

S: s3d (c<\T,T.) 'garden'. '73^ 'us'. DS()(J)Qs3>^ (^epKOBl.) 'church'.

s^ : s^I]cDDS[ (cepme) 'heart'; s\^-] (cioAa) 'here'.

a!)is^ (lycB) ' goose '. (o[s>q (ecTb) ' is '.

> : >3s ' you ' ; E!>3 (ABa) ' two '
; D<d3>'3 (Tpaea) ' grass '.

>^ : >\Ia ' sight '.

>!> : >i^U (botl) ' here '; (i)C>'Ji3- (ero) 'of him '.

> : >3't3«"J^ ((jjOHapb) ' lantern
' ; >02(Ia)-3 (B^iepa) ' yesterday '

;

a(j)3-> (KpoBi.) ' roof '.

>\ : acfi3->\ (KpoBt) ' blood '.

>i : >!»i'70 ((pyHTi)) ' pound '.

L,^ : l[' not
'

; ffi[L (abhb) ' day '.

iH : l]r 'us'; Fl^m} (MHor>) 'much'; 3-T 'he'. DCD3D•^^^a3

(iponnHKa) ' path '. J does not seem to occur.

F : f3s3- (Majio) ' little '; d3f 'there'.

n : fnIo) (wipi) ' world '; n3s3- (smco) ' meat
'

; l]r\L ' by

us '. Does not seem to occur finally, cgmb ' seven

'

being pronounced S\[f.

F9 : FSlfZ (Myaa.) ' husband '
; pjJ-iSD (moctb) ' bridge '.

Q: '739-3 'foot'.

QN : s3D3Q'^I ' boots '
; Q^()(l)•3x (repofl) ' hero '.

en): eujctfjo (ropoAi) 'city',

a : a3a ' how '.

a\ : Q)la\I ' hands '.

Qi : ai>3-n3o3 (KOMHam) ' room '.

ffi^ : ffi3ffi3 ' uncle'; cdIq-3 (ahi'h) 'child '.

Q^ : q[qI>"3 (TeiHBa) ' bow-string '
; sIq (cyTt) ' are '.

OJH : my yes '.

o^ : a]r ' there
'

; o(i)]u ' brother '.

B : d3b3 ' old woman '.

DA : 3o ^\P
' dinner '.

D!> : BPj-a (Eort) ' God '.

D : D3sa3 ' stick '.

D\: daCs-Jq 'sand'; QjJeloA (ro.iy6i.) ' pigeon '.

Oi : D!>3-D (noni.) ' priest '.
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TEXTS

(A) Sentences.

T:to Ti;ajicKO era,e so ropo;;a ? Are we still farfrom the town ?

Xopoma JiH ;nopora ? Otohb sypna. Is the road good ? It is very

bad.

Bt KOTopoMt 'lacy oStflaeie bh ? At what o'clock do you dine ?

B'B leTtipe laca.

oAopoBBi jiH Bbi ? a 3JI,0p0Bl.

Ttl JloSpLlfl Ma.IILIH.

PoBopHTe am bli no-pyccim ?

ToBopiD ; a pyccKiii.

He HSiiio BpejieHH.

Hoaafi MHt TpySKy.

At four o'clock.

Are you well? I am well.

You are a good fellow.

Do you speak Russian 1 Yes,

I am a Russian.

I have no time.

Give me a pipe.

IIojKajiyflcTa, He roBopuTe Tan Do not speak so fast, please.

CKopo.

^oGpan HOit ! HpomaflTe !
Good night

!

rioHHEaflTe cnoKoflHO !
Sleep well

!

YcTajm .iH BLI? a coBcfoii He -^re you tired? I am not

ycTa.ix. tired.

Bon. Basit ciojn., ciyjiL, h man- There is a table, a chair, and

MJVh. a candlestick.

HsBHHHTe, HTO a nepeSbK) Bauiy I beg pardon for interrupting

pfeit.

Pyccide aoSptie :aona-

Ca3,HTect, r^i Bajii. yroftHO.

HoAafire mh^ nepo h lepHHJia.

C;i,'k[aflTe MHi smjioeii..

HoAH, AOCTam, meH, apojkkh.

Tflfe jHOflH ? Sfltcb OHH, cysapt.

a Hofi^y CL BasiH. HoAH croaa.

IIosKajiyflTe tmb pioMKy boakh.

you.

The Russians are a worthy

people.

Sit down where you please.

Give me a pen and ink.

Do me this favour.

Go and fetch me a cab.

Where are the servants ? Here

they are, Sir.

I will go with you. Come here.

Please give me a glass of

brandy.
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-c3(fi3 z]al^i] c^J'aX. J'De[£.

->a3 o}»o)Jfdzi s13 BNi;»cB3a)[Q(;

->-?r.

->uz[ DI•<l)^CD^x s3.

-8053 (d3-'>5'-[C0I>-!>I'. -(d38S33 0)3-»>.

dT sjJ-jecDii f3'sTx.

-q3>3 (l)^I»Q[coI>•!>ID3 CDisa^^.

-q3>3 (o^5: ; -0)3 (filsa^I<1).

-l[I n[*(Di >(I)\[»F\[lL

-d3 QJO-fFLC Dcoioasil.

-d3 83»8ixsD3 -LCa-3>3 ^^M

ffi!3-»l3(D3m3 l}*iaZ. -D(l)3 2dz3j^qC'

-d3d2J:^ >3xqCsd3 a!.}n}s.

-1 so3»corcol> pI'. -(d3s3> s^C*FLCi

SD3'e.

>il3-*D>-3»F SD3-»8 SQhs[z]l

:IS^>^I I.r»Q(;2D3-(D-3DA[(flA(; BACoI

-> 3»2l CD\[»D2.

0)lsa\I(i)[[ a3j»3fflT(i)C ahaL

-shto dal'oko jsesh'tsho do

-goroda ?

xarash-a -li dar-oga? otsheN

durn'a.

fkat'orom tshas-u ab'sedajexae

:vy?

ftshsetyrse tshas'a.

zdar'ovy-li :vy ? -ja zdar'of.

ty dobryi ma^yi.

gavar-iTe-li :vy -pa ruski ?

gavai-ju; -ja ruskij.

-Ne im'eju vremeNi.

pad ai -mNse trupku.

pazhaZuista, -Nse gavariTee

:fcak skoro.

dobrajanotsh! prash'tshaiTje

!

patshivaiTse spak'oino.

us"tali-li :vy ? -ja safs'sem

-Nse us'taZ.

vot :vam sto^, stuZ -i shand'aL

izviN'iTae -shto :ja perseb'^ju

:vashu rsetsh.

ruskij 88 dobryjse luDi.

-s3 ffl^Q[s^ em(;*>3Fi qjiJ's^J).

-d3 533XQCFLCD^C ©}Id2C0) lI'83.

S^£DC»83XQ(;FLC F^X*83S^Q.

-d3 sdlS] SD3»LFL[ !D(l)3-2aAl.

emj* coi*ffir. s^£D[»s^3LI sl»

-S33cl)^.

:(d3d-3x ffiis->3»nl. -d3 fflIs^l 033.

-d3 23'81xq(;flC a)^l*Fapl >t}iD

saD'iTesj ghcse -vam ug'odno.

padaiTse -inNse pser'o -i

tshserN-i^a.

zJDseZaiTse -niNse miZosJT.

paD"i das'taN -mNse droshki.

ghDse luDi? zJDesj -aNi su-

darj.

:japaid"u :svami. paD'isjud'a.

pazh-a?uiT38 -mNse rjumku

votkj.
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XoieniL m xjitCa? Jim, cyAapt; Will you have some bread?

a Baci. nponiy. Yes please, Sir.

Bon, Bama KOiraaTa. Here is your room.

Ecjin TaKL yro;ipo Bory. Please God !

MH'fe xoTfctocB Cbi nocMOTpfob pt;/i- I should like to see the curio-

KOCTH ropojia. sities of the city.

Bt. IIoTCAaMt ecu. pyccKaa ii;epKOBi> mjh Ha;i,3HpaHieMi CTaparo

pyccKaro coji/^iTa, KOTopwti jKnEerb Tmn, co BpeMeni ii;apcTBOBaHiii

I'liinepaTpHniti Ahhli.

Mbi HacHny Monm cticKaTL ero. J^pHX-itiu ciapHKB cnafat Ha 6ojn>nmxTi

iqieCTaxi, H ycmnnaBTi, ito mh PyccKie, npoiaHy.TL ice HaMii pyKH, ii

jCpoatamnMi. tojIOCOmt, cKasaai. CjiaBa Bory ! CiaBa Bory !

Ohi xotLut, roBopiTTt enepsa cl najiH no-pyccKH : ho mh ci> ipy/iOMi.

MorjiH paayji'tTi, flpyrt ffpyra. HaMi naii^eajajio noBTopaTt no"irn Kaaf;:ioe

C.iIOBO.

" IIoflseMTe Bi, n;epKOBL BoJKiio, CKa3a.11. oht., h homojibmch Bwlicrfi,

xoTH HLiH'fe n Htrt npasAHiffia."

Cepwi;e Moe HanojiHHJiocb CjiaroroBimeMt, Kor;i;a OTBopnjiacB SBepi, m.

ii;epKOBb, rs't cioJitKO BpeiienH n;apcTByerb r.iy6oKoe Jiojname, e,HBa

nepepLiBaemoe cjia6i>iMH BSAOxaMH n irnxmn, roaocoMi MOJmm;aroc}i ciapua,

KOToptrfi HO BOCKpecoHBaM'B npHxojpTB Tpa "fflraTi. CBaTfeflmyio nst KHnn>.

HpHTOTOBjiHioniyio ero ki. CiajKenHofi BtHHOCin.

Bi ii;epKBH Bce ihcto. L^epKOBHtm KHnrn n yrBapi, xpanarca m,

cyHjijKi. On, BpeiieHH ^0 BpeMOHH CTapnin. nepeSirpaen, btl ch mo.ihtboio.

" ^acTo OTL Bcero cep^a, CKasajn. owh, coKpymaiocB a tomt., tto no

CMepra Moefl, KOTopaa otl Mena KOHe^HO y»ce hs ji,aJieKO, ne KOJiy 6y:neTL

CMOTptit 3a n,epKOBiiio."

Cl. nojiiaca irpoSBum mbi bt. cein. cBan^enHOMi. Acrk, npocTmiiiCB n
no'ireHHBBn. ciapHKOin., n no5Ke:iaaH ejiy Tiixofl ciiepTn.
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•

c3-»Da[zcoI cco(|»b3'. a33s-iQ33coA ; xotshsesh-li xlseba ? da :su-

:a)3>"3sD(o3 2i. darj ; :ja :vas prash'u.

>i>3-*a >3»23 ai)3-'n3°3- ^ot vasha komnata.

roC'SCol D3*ai Q!>3'*®'73'' BS'S-'Q^'i- jsesli tak ug-odno bogu.

:flC»c3 qI]*s3-s\0!iTd3sf3 Dtfl^[*Q :mN39 khaT'setosj -by pasmat--

(D^|;*oa!>3s^Q^ ei!>}»u3-533- ^^^t rsetkosjTi goroda.

B

(In this piece the quantity is only occasionally marked.)

>D93*35SlB3p^[<n•]s^Q 1 (olsa3m3 Ds[(i)a?3->\Dii3-a5T3a5sI (o3t'rm(|F

sd3o)3->3 (j)lsa!>3->3s3s 53303, -a3 DjcDTxeL >\jDa-3Fs3>-(o\[ njn
DS3(OSO>!i3->3ii'Im3^'I^O^C'^3 0(i)\LDSl 3llIS.

:F5ln3 s>IsiF3 acoIsT sa3QO)C>-!i3-- a3(i)A3csIxso3 (l)^Ias^^

£dCs'730]8 zLiC aii)\[se]c, -lis 8T23>zD3-r!iTi coisa^I<nC, :D(fl3Q3

11(8073^ (Dia^I, -1530)3 z'^zdzUf ei!i3-83-s3-Fsa3 s38 : S83>3 I3!>3-Q!'l

!

:3-'7c3 QC8ei-3>3 (D^IQSD^CcD >3s-'73f^J^d3 (Dlsa\I; -^3SFi>TssD(l)i

533-FF3 QCDl(038l n[Q 535)10 53CDia3. ;'73F'73aJCO(; 8383-d3>d3 CD^3QD3D^

qI a3e!i!}mC S8j>jJ.

-d3j: !b3-fqC >DsC<i>a!>-£>A BPjelnml, -sa3 s38 }i, -Id3 fji}(coIfs>3

>F^[s^QC, -c3 q3 lTslCI lCd D(i)3si,ra3.

s^Co^DsCF3m•J^3 D5j8t,rsJsAe-s3Q?j93 >\[lLo[p, -a']e 533303

<D^I83s^ 53>^[(I)^ >Ds|;<Da!>3>^, e^C so3-cD*a!i3- >ci)A[n[Ll as3<BSD>!>i

-mCoQel BJiJai'S-mCFOs oz]LL(nl -m[m >]o-\[<i)\{,<s)l >3(n[F!>3-iCDi;

ss3D!iTnI >S533Lc3F>n qIoIf a!)j8}s3-FF3 co3^a^3>!lJs^3 sd3(dds3,

-a3 D3(l)IJ:D3>3saco^[ s^[Lro]FDu^I G^ffllool 533dsIh D3QS^>^3

Q[j:2lmirs aLla, :D©^^Q3°3 >co3(ol2D2lmi(o[>-93-eB83 eC'iJix

>^Co^^Jfs^QI.

>Ds(;cDa>^I >s\} uzbsu}. -dsCcd a!>3•*>^Ti<I)3 aLI€l^^ io>3(i3AC(D3

L3os^3>si^a3i a\[. -p >Q)^[F^[£,I533 >(D^[F^[L^SD3 (l)^IaD•^[cD^[

-B\l (o3(oCdIcsf3 colopjmi.

D^3»SDJ3o>^s^C >i} s^CcDDs3, -sa3 s3s Ji, :s3a(Dl ^3(T)is^(D33

dJf, -2d}d3 snCcoQlFS o)3-x, -a3 oJo)3m33Dn[ L3a3 lCz^JiI &[L[m]

cojaj", LCQ3F!>li B5la2[osF3 D(D^[Q83 osCaQ53->Aroi.

:S09}SDZl S3 DCD3D!'IcoIF!lIf>S^(IFS>^3 ZUZl'll^iF' F'\[s^o[, -D(D]

s^D^CD^s^SD3D^ QC^^IiFSD3(D^I Q^F, -lD'3e(; s3coIcdI; F!>lf qIcJx

SF^C(OQI.

1 Or >D!I538 ffi.
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C

(In this piece palatalization is not marked before front vowels.)

-]a3 ^3>^33 >3I f[83 w>ilcni]oz[ (o[x: &o](i>z]m]oil s] -d3

G3-e3i3s>3(o-l fSqIcdI dsJfI '7(o3>pJf, -dJ m[s^Q, -3 '730!il sj

D3QeCajicfl 731: D3eieC ss3a-3aro[m-3- F-30. -lI aDjL[cDl oleic

;

>asC3d£.-Ic bCq3coI. F[Lz'](n]&[oil s]o(s>[ a(D3s'73Iffi-3B<i)3 mtzi].

>AsCffl[(i)-}coi dIcoI. -^J5 683ro3 ^30! S83(d3sC SD(i)3ro[ro-jL[i3

>Iffi[coI; :b[sd(dC SD3^^3(^(D3 lIodI; -333 1]] ip]s e'73BsT8>3

B!>}d3q >w}\fI -u] dIq 0{pZ, -f[ S^QI QsJcDlIdsT, SD(fl^3D3Q

>a5icLC. -bC 02^3203 D83a383 s1o(d3 G3}>[a-2C(D3, :'7}fLCco[ lI83sacd3

b4o3q; -bsT 83o3 581213, -Q11<^dC "^>3. -^ >^s^M Bi-IeJ^S

DCoSsiS-i, iIb^lI d2(;flCf3 083103 ffilQ'j3 S8irol f3qI'73 ssimisi

so(Dis>3m-i.

.<n[z[w L[>^}i\,-o] BCa3i3m3 ffiC>i'l2a3!23s e-^^oil s], :8b3co 2lFa5b

2li3-iF, -c3 £dIqs3>3 osjml >BCDleLliml (i>j2D2l, ->a3 d}(d3--C'73c3

mI8S^3 ozIsdTjcIs D3-D2Lla. -3® '738©Td32 833 ^3D33-B!ila73

>[Lrmi a|;o3FliIs ojuzLlani. £d[lb-!>I8 3-D2[f. z^w^a. -1]

Dii3-SLl>a!il> 2l'7>3 ffijml, -3 '73>'38><^3 ^D^3s3s^a33 'fh^h. >a;(Dla

>ImlDD-[(DCos3 b4<^1sd3 (fll2api. -ml q3f3(o-3- ! -sa3 s383(d-3-isd3

c»l2a3, TD]iFLi'i] DrQSA3. -(1)31 sd383 ; flC e3(fia!.J. -S3 cJd}(i)1,

B3B!.i2a3! -sa3 8383 ffi(;>pl2a3: >sja! -^3 o[is\]l -I] 1303033

83sd3 (oi2a\Ca!>l> zli.

-sd3 (Ol2a33oss3 BfJs^QI s[83i3dc^3 >A, -y^s] D33m3a<i)3 s3>Ids3

SD383o-[ca[DLjsiml'53a3 co[lI, -I3sd3 (i)}2iJiD3 fflC<^eI>-383ajl>

2li, -a] a33 i3oI s3 >jja)i. : 68303033 o)^lQ[ D^3, Fl83ro3! -sa3

S383S03 CDl2a3, -'73 Dl>2lS\ : >l2l2D3- ol ffijBCDjmC 83sa4>!i3^(J)[;ffiI

q3, -Ic3 D2iQ[ BA3'730<fl3 ffilQS3D>3 mils 8l2C0l>!)3-SAQ. 8-73121;,

(d3>38 2CB£,Ios3, -1-73 <J)}D2lJi>S\3 83l3s[ BA3 >IdSD3 Cd12qI,

:2d3^bsTq[ B^3^SD!lT d3q. <i)3a3lrolsA2DJ dId3 03(1)3 ?j3Jb(d3(o3, -I

>t^a -2d}(1)-3c3 D2iaJco3Q[ l^^3 s\q[;83q: >^s^3aI(o (i)3sa3e 0330!

sa32|;2 S8j>!>3-, :Is3- (i)d31q[ ba3 >ilz]m\pLa:iiD(ii[ a(D3siIsJBS>|;

DjaI-CDln3(l)3Q3 202(;T7IsX a3F[Ll-COlB3cO 23.1)32(;f D2l8l'>3. -Ddl]

$-\qL, rs(i)iz}a ! -I>-3s 2CBLros3Is D2[S83.



SPOKEN PORTUGUESE!

The following sketch is the result of a careful study with an

educated native of Lisbon.^ I have also had an opportunity of

hearing the Oporto pronunciation, though only casually.

The only other help I have had has been Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte's paper On Portuguese Sim2Jle Sounds (Trans.

1880-1, pp. 23-41), together with the dictionaries of Vieyra

and Joao de Deus (Diccionario Prosodico por A. de Carvalho

e J. de Deus, Lisbon, 1878), which latter was first made

known to English phoneticians by the Prince, and is especially

valuable as it is the only complete pronouncing dictionary of

the language there is.

But my appreciation of the sounds differs considerably in

some respects from that of Deus, whom the Prince generally

follows. I am told that Deus is a native of Algarves—the

extreme south of Portugal. It is therefore possible that his

divergencies, both from his countrymen and myself, may be

partly, at least, dialectal. All that I can do is to put my
observations on record, with the conviction that where I have

erred it has not been from want of care and conscientiousness.

SOUNDS
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6. I.
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40. 2s

41. ej

43. s

43. 8

44. >

45. ^

46. c

47. iH

48. F

49. a

50. a

51. Dh

5.2. ©h

53. D

54.

(Is)

(5S)

(s)

(z)

(f)

(V)

(fi)

(^.)

(m)

(k)

(g)

(tj

(d.)

(P)

(b)

gostos (pleasures)

pasmo (tvonder)

fa90 (/ do)

aza (wing)

i- favor (favour)

banho (bath)

nono (ninth)

minimo (lead)

casa (house)

atnigo (friend)

\ tudo (a?^)

papa (pope)

bebo (I drink)

gojstujs.

pagsmu.

fasu.

aza,

favoi".

bauu.

nonu,

minimu,

kazdj.

tudu.

papa,

bebu.

Vowels.

The following table will show the relation of the Portuguese

vowels to the general system :

*
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' tear ' sbst. ; q3d1 gato ' oat '. Apparently identical in forma-

tion with the English 3, except that, like all Portuguese

sounds, it is formed with the mouth wide open, which gives it

a higher tone, and might make an inexperienced ear imagine

it to be advanced (3^).

2. T (i) : JDlsI-eJsl desejoso ' desirous
'

; qI que ' what
'

;

sT'SJcD cessar ' cease
'

; <inlsTo[Fizi receheinos ' we receive '.

Closely resembles the North Welsh u, but is deeper and more

guttural in tone. The Welsh sound is l^, the Portuguese

normal T, perhaps slightly l^. When I round the two

vowels, the Welsh one becomes the Swedish u in hus, while

the Portuguese vowel becomes the corresponding Norwe-

gian u.

5. J (a) : jtjf1z$ amamos ' we love
'

; sItj'Tj; seraana

' week
'

; aiZi-oiLl castanfia ' chestnut
' ; Djcfij; para ' for '. I

cannot agree with the Prince's identification of this sound

with the E. x of Tnan ; it seems to me to be nearly identical

with the first element of our diphthong in how, which is

perhaps rather l^ than normal j;.

6. ji (an) : IcDTii irma ' sister
'

; u»j;( ra ' frog
' ; Fj'SXf

7?iaca 'apple'; jsril armo 'year'; asji'sjraldaTOcamZo 'dancing';

BUjiai branco 'white'; ai^oi campo 'field'. I agree with

the Prince in considering Portuguese nasality in this, as in

all the other nasal vowels, to be less strong than in French,

the uvula being, I suppose, less lowered. This sound closely

resembles the bleat of a sheep.

It may be noted here that the nasality of a vowel followed

by a stop is not entirely uniform throughout, an approximation

to the position of the stop being made towards the end of the

vowel. This is most noticeable before the lip stops. Thus

tambem ' also ' might almost be written oii3i-Q\in, distinct,

however, from tarn bem 'as well'= Dj)irB'[ij:(.

7. I (i) : si si 'himself; I e 'and'; ffilj dia 'day';

mr^lslco diffixiil ' diificult
' ; fI'jIfI minimo ' least '. Seems to

become i when unstressed before another vowel, as in ^xtIcoxj

familia ' family '.

8. Is (in) : sli sim ' yes
' ; oLs quinze ' fifteen

'
; Ii'QCo[2J

ingles ' English
'

; lijcl indo ' going '.
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9. [ (e) : >[ we ' see
!

'
; >[cj) ver ' see ' inf. ;' ax"0[o5i cabello

' hair
'

; CD*I-c[8x riqueza ' riches
'

; s[ZK3l sexto ' sixth
'

; >[f12$

v^mos ' we see
'

; s[c5l cedo ' early '.

10. [f (en) : >[idi vento ' wind
'

; D[f(i)l tenro ' tender '

;

D[nx penna ' pen ' ; co[i-D(o3''' leinbrar ' remember '.

11. I (re): ox pe 'foot'; i e 'is'; ni>i era 'was'; ^iml

velho ' old
'

; w\fF\zi demos ' we gave
'

; ajp^^l pedra ' atone '

;

oiBZi bebes 'thou drinkest'. Vieyra's dictionary, like the

ordinary Portuguese spelling, distinguishes only e' [ and e,

which a priori may be either \ or [, and I am not able to

advance beyond this twofold distinction, but although I hear the

open sound mainly as x.
I do not undertake to say positively

that [ does not occur also. Deus, followed by the Prince, splits

up the open e into two varieties, which he marks 4 and e

respectively, calling the former 'acute' (agudo), the latter

' open ' (aberto), but without any further information as to

the nature of the difference between them. Neither my
teacher nor I could perceive the slightest difference between

Deus's S in decimo, pessimo, and his e in peca, depressa, &c.

Deus also writes S in many words where I can only hear [,

and where Vieyra writes e.

12. i (u) : sl>x chuva ' rain
'

; cd»1x rua ' street
'

; yipifumo
' smoke

'
; di<iiDi-Q[zi Portuguez ' Portuguese '. Becomes i

when unstressed before another vowel, as in aijojoi quarto
' fourth

' ; coIiQix lingua ' tongue '. wisth ' whist ' is ilzso.

13. 1) (xin) : h uvi 'one' masc. ; sirsi* zumzum 'hum-

ming '
; ihai nunca ' never

'
; zhoi chumbo ' led '.

14. ] (o) : 3jx boa ' good ' fem.
; x"?} '^^<^ ' grandmother '

;

ax'Djcos quatorze ' fourteen
' ; J-dJiI outono ' autumn '

; ojai

pouco ' few '.

15. }i (on) : b}( bom ' good ' masc.
; }f(i)x honra ' honour '

;

cojfai longo 'long' ; s}it3(j)x sombra 'shade'.

16. 3" (o): d} p6 'dust'; JcDX ora 'now'; }mizi olhos

' eyes
'

; DCDjai'CDju procurar ' seek ',

We now come to the diphthongs. The elements of these

are always formed with perfect clearness, so as to suggest

a disyllabic pronunciation to an English ear.

17. 1i (ai) : p'^izi mats ' more
'

; s]£ sake ' goes out
' ; dJx pae
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' father
' ; ]xx «*« ' nurse

'
; ei3i*>jDI gaivota ' gull

' ; D^M
haixo ' low '.

18. ]i (au): f3i mau 'bad'; aOrsxiis caucao 'caution';

ajisj; causa ' cause
'

; xcJisT fraude ' fraud '.

19. '[j: (ei): dXxlI iewAo 'I have'; cdXjtli ?e«/ia 'wood';

>Xxl1 i;e?iAo ' I come
'

; ^t-fLX venha ' let him come ', This is

the only way in which close e before nh is pronounced, the

combination [l not existing. I was for a long time quite at

a loss to analyse this sound, but am now tolerably sure of the

first element. I am not certain whether the x should be

written or not, as it is possible that the diphthongic effect

may be due simply to the transition from the \ to the l.

20. \iii (enin) : o^iJii tern ' has
' ;

\ii.i em ' in
'

; s1_(j:( scm
' without

' ; J-rXiXS homem ' man ' : oJ-tXi-CS poem ' they put '.

21. IX (ai) : FXJC'Jci) maior ' greater
'

; Qxx'Jcox gaidla ' cage '.

This pronunciation of unaccented ai occurs only in a few

words.

22. x'-Cf (dnin) : riiii tnae ' mother '. Only in this word,

where the nasality is due to the same forward influence of

the r as in plf mim ' me '.

23. XI («u) : li ao ' to the
' ; lizi aos ' to the ' pi. ; sxi'^UsjI

saudade ' longing '. Compare X-C (21).

24. xsiS {dnnn) : IcDTXilf irmao ' brother
'

; 'F^SiSZi maos

'hands';
x^'I*':'

amao 'they love'; aliDX'SX'l' coracao 'heart'.

25. Ii (iu) : >Ii viu ' he saw '.

26. [x (ei) : ci)»[xz$ reis ' kings
' ;

[x hei ' I have
'

; a(D[xl creio

' I believe
' ; FX'^C-^"'! 'madeira ' wood

'
; s[izi seis ' six

'
; a[x"F|)(i)

queimar ' burn
'

; :j[xal feito ' made '.

27. [i (eu) : [i ett ' I
'

; 03[a deu ' he gave
' ; [I'tojox Europa

' Europe
'

; s[i2S Deus ' God '.

28. X-C (sei) =
''^I-'^^^

reis ' reals ' (money) ; ->L'\izi fieis ' faith-

ful 'pi ur.; X'"^l-f2' anneis 'rings'. The singulars are (Snl-]co

real, ^I'xco fid, x*"'I<^ annel. it seems to occur only in this

way, as the result of inflexional contraction.

29. XI (seu) : sxi cSo ' sky
' ; ^x* '<-'^''> ' veil

'
; ex'DXl chapSo

' hat '.

30. Ix (ui) : >ix fui ' I was
'

; Ix hui ! ' alas !

' ;
X'Si-fZS azues

' blue ' plur.
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31. lijf (nnin): p-llXiDl muito 'much'T The nasalization

is due to the f, and does not appear to be universal out of

Lisbon.

32. Jx (oi) : b}x boi 'ox'; >}i foi 'he Wis'; gjJxzs cZoifs

' two
' ; ajx-ojici coitado ' miserable '.

33. }iii (onin) : D}fX( poe ' puts
'

; DjilfZJ poea ' puttest
'

;

3-s}jlsz$ accdes ' actions
'

; qJtJskzj Cavioes,

34. 3-x (oi) : e}ii jdia 'jewel'; I'cijjx heroe 'hero'; (lii^izi

roes ' rolls
'

; s^izi soes ' suns '. The singulars of the last two
are cuixjco rol and sjco sol.

Consonants.

The following table will show the general relations of the

consonants

:
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especially the last, is apparently stronger than before other

conss., being almost co«, as in aiaal ctirto ' short ', ^[cfiJBl verde

' green ', a|)<D^T ciirne ' flesh '.

37. mc {\x) : f[]cd mal 'bad'; [a elle 'he'; sl-^lco civil

' civil
'

; sj-co sol ' sun
'

; '\-a\ss.i alem ' beyond
' ; sxcoTbcdI

celebre ' famous
'

; >3'^si falso ' false
'

; sIco>j; silva ' bramble
'

;

co] Id ' there
'

; acojcoi claro ' clear '. The Portuguese I,

especially when final or when followed by another consonant,

sounds quite different from the French and Gennan coa as in

die, hell, and approaches the guttural Russian I, being also

distinct from the English I. It is apparently formed with the

back of the tongue in the c-position, which draws the point-

contact from the teeth on to the gums, some distance from the

teeth. According to my teacher it is formed on the same part

of the palate as i—that is, further back than cd.

38. 2
(I)

: z] cfid ' tea
'

; alsl'zjci) cuchichar ' whisper '
;

(i)»}el roxo ' red '.

39. e (3) : z] jd ' akeady
'

; Dxsi Tejo ' Tagus
' ;

}e hoje

' to-day '.

40. zi (^s) : aj-srolzs gostos ' pleasures
'

; ZJo] estd ' is
'

; >]si

faz 'does'.

41. e« (3s) : D^esfl pasmo ' wonder
'

; D[efajT desde ' since
'

;

TsstJ-cox esmola ' alms '.

These two sounds are formed in a position between z and s.

42. s (s) : >3sl faco ' I do
'

; sI-sJcd cessar ' cease
'

; ojIs di^se

' he said '. My teacher finds that he forms s and s with the

tip of the tongue against the lower teeth, but that he cannot

form either z or zi with the tongue in this position, but is com-
pelled to laise the tip towards the palate.

43. s (z) : 3si aza ' wing
' ; 8[coi zelo ' zeal

'
; sj-s doze

' twelve '.

44. > (f) : >i-^}w favor ' favour
'

; Qx*©*]:'! garrafa ' bottle '.

45. > (v) : >M vivo ' alive
'

; sxci» serve ' serves '.

46. L (n) : o^iji banho ' bath
'

; ^Lii vinlio ' wine
'

; Ilj

unha 'nail'; slxjo) senhor 'sir'; j-ajL acanhe 'may
frighten '.

47. n (a): i}i\ nono 'ninth'; FT•^M vienino 'infant'.

Pormed in the same place as the English n.
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•
48. F (m) : f-IiIfI minimo ' least' ; F[SfFl mesmo ' same '.

49. a (k) : aj]sx casa ' house
' ;

j-al aqui ' here ' : :>LQSi fixo

'fixed'. Q, D, and d are pronounced without any escape of

breath, =Q', &c.

50. Q (g) : itLqI amigo ' friend ' ; QCD[Qi Grego ' Greek '.

Q, CD, and D are pronounced with a less energetic closure than

in English, so that they always approximate to e, w, and 3

respectively, and sometimes are actually opened, especially

between vowels. My teacher finds the E. g quite distinct

from the Portuguese, although he thinks the Portuguese g is

closer after s, as in rasgar (D*xes'ei[lci>.

51. Dh (t,) : dim! tudo ' all' ; slzsol visto ' seen ' ; 'tJ-xc noite

' night '. In forming o and ts the tip of the tongue is pro-

truded between the teeth.

52. S3^ (d,) : iDjsi dado 'given'; eIj; dia 'day '. Approaches

very near in sound to the E. \i in then, from which it is some-

times indistinguishable.

53. D (p) : dJdx papa ' pope '
; a<s>'\mi. prado ' meadow '.

54. B (b) : B-fi^^ ^^^0 ' I drink
' ; co[i-B(i)3u lembrar ' re-

member '
; B\o hehe ' drinks '. Often almost indistinguishable

from 3.

Representation and Occueeence.

Portuguese spelling is somewhat unsettled, the natural

diflSculty of symbolizing a complicated sound-system being

aggravated by the retention of etymological spellings. I

have not attempted to carry out any consistent Portuguese

orthography in this paper.

The use of accents varies, and they are written universally

only in words where they are required for distinctive purposes.

The acute accent is used to denote the name-sounds of the

vowels : d '\, e \, 6 '^. [ and } are written e, 6. Nasality is

marked sometimes by the til, as in irmd, only the first element

of a diphthong being marked, as in m«o, sometimes by an m,

as in sim. n and m + cons, are not pronounced separately, but

act only as nasal modifiers of the preceding vowel. Hence

the consonant J, which would otherwise occur in such words
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as longo, branco, is wanting, as in French, these words being-

pronounced cojsai, Bcojfal.

The only doubled consorants which differ in pronunciation

from the corresponding simple ones are rr, ss, nn, and mm, and

cc when= as. Other doublings, which occur chiefly in learned

words, are unmeaning, as in effeito, aggravar.

Vowels.

a : ], I-
In stress-syllables 3, except before nasals. When

final a=
[)

is accented in many words, especially monosyllables

such as Id, chd, to distinguish it from a= j[. Also in d and

as, contractions of a a, a as, and in preterites such as amdmos,

tomdmos d1"f3f125. j before nh, n, m followed by a vowel,

except in the preterites just mentioned, in banho, ganho ' I

gain ', and a few rare words in anh-. Unstressed a is
[)
in alem

J'CD^ij:!, and regularly before I followed by a cons, beginning

another syllable, as in palrar d[]cd'(i)|](i), alcar ]a>'s](i>, algum

]co-al(, alcancar JcoaicsJcD, saltar s[1co-o[](d, aldeia 3co-!i5[j:i.

Often before silent c followed by a cons., as in accao D'Sjsis,

transaccco coxis^sjfii, actor J'dJcd. Similarly in adaptacuo

jajjDj'SjsiS and other words. Also in armar, alargar jcoJcd'qJco

[j in marchar, carvao, arder, &c.] ; relaxar cd»Ico3"2|](i)
;
ganhar

Q]'t'3''* Q throughout) ; sadio s3"03li. x "^ot only in most un-

stressed syllables of polysyllabic words, but also in the un-

stressed monosyllabic words a (article, pronoun, prep.), as (plur,

fem.), mas 'but'. Also in both syllables of the usually

unstressed disyllables para Dicoj and cada ai^si.

ci, -an final (as in gran), an, am before cons. = is.

-am final= j;(lf, as in tavi, amdram, formerly written So.

ah!=.l
Lisbon colloquialisms are agua ]ieiil, sangue s\iiial,janeUa

ai : 3-'^' lA the latter only occasionally in unstressed syllables

(see p. 470).

ae : 3-f- P<^^ ; '"^s, geraes tTtD^lZi, &c., plurals of tal, geral.

So also in snhe s]i 'goes out', sahes s3j:2f, from sahir sj'Io).

aG ; X'-f'- Oiily JJ^ mcie.
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au: 3*, I*) the latter only when unstressed (p. 470). In

ftaude the vowels are separated

—

SJ'IojT.

ao : ]i, II, the latter only when unstressed (p. 470).

ao : IIK.

i,y:I.

im, in + cons. : If,

iu : Ii, except when they belong to different syllables, as in

viuva >I"l>i.

e : [,!,[(; T, I, the latter two only when unstressed, e, e

generally written when final to distinguish from the unstressed

sounds. The distribution of [ and ^ is irregular, but there are

some inflexional changes which can be reduced to rule.

Nouns and adjectives with [ in the masc. sg. keep it in the

plur. and fem., except in the pronouns ella, aquella, essa, esta,

which have [ against the [ of the masc. elle, aquelle, esse, este.

The changes in verb-inflexions, on the other hand, follow

the same general rules as those of the J-verbs. It must, of

course, be understood that we ai'c concerned only with the

stress vowels of the verbs, whether root or inflexional.

(A) Root Vowels.

(1) X throughout, (a) with certain exceptions, detailed under

2, in all verbs of the 1st conj. : espero I"2$dxcd1, velas, cessa, levSo,

rega /, soletre sI'COXdcdT, arredes, trepem. (b) the irregular verbs

of the 2nd conj. perder and querer (see under Inflextion). (c)

the irregular verbs of the 3rd conj. medir and {im)pedir.

(d) the verbs of the 3rd conj., {re)ferir, servir, advertir, vestir,

seguir, repetir, take i and x-

(2) [throughout, (a) before ZA, fA,^, to, and m not followed

by another consonant in verbs of the Ist conj., the following

being the commonest of these verbs: aconselhar, semelhar

;

fechar ; gracejar ; desejar, trovejar, Tnanquejar, pejar, sohejar

;

serenar,ace7iar, condemnar a]iV}T'j](i),penar; remar. Examples

are : aconselho, fechas, troveja, condemnam,, remes. (b) In

kerdar [oj-nsjo) pesar ' grieve ' impers., [pesar ' weigh ' having x

throughout], chegar, as in herdo, pesa-one, chegue.

(3) The regular verbs of the 2nd conj. have [ in the first sg.
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pres. indie, and in the pres. subj., X in the rest of the pres.

indie, and in the imper. : [ heho, metta, recebas, conhecam ; x

bebes, deve, mettem, bebe !

(4) In the irregular verbs it may be noted that e final is

always [ : U, se, de, ve, also in the 2nd sg. presents ves, les,

des. [ also in vede(s), and in fez, esteve, teve, a.nd in the subjj.

seja, esteja, veja. See under Inflexion.

(B) Inflexional Vowels.

(1) [
(a) in -emos 1st plur. of the future and subj. pres. of the

1st eonj., pres. indie, of the 2nd eonj., and pret. indie, of the

regular 2nd eonj. : amaremos, beberemos, abriremos, faremoa

;

amemos, demos ; bebemos, fazemos ; bebemos pret. (b) In the

pret. indie. -este{s), -eram and subj. pret. -era &c., -esse kc,

of the regular 2nd eonj.: bebeste, bebestes, beberam ; bebera,

beberamos, bebesses. (c) In the infin. -er : beber,fazer, ter. {d)

In the 2nd fut. of the regular 2nd eonj. : beber, bebevmos, &e.

(2) I in the pret. indie. -este{s), -einos, -erw^m, subj. pret.

-era, -esse, &c., and 2nd fut. of the irregular verbs dar, estar;

dizer, fazer, haver, poder, saber, trazer ; querir, vir ; por, as

in tiveste, fizestes, demos, puzeram ; houvera, viessemos ; der,

tivermos.

The following lists inelude many of the commoner words,

and will show the distribution of stress [ and \ in the other

parts of speeeh.

[. merce, d (letter d). cera, haveres pi. pera; erro [erro

Id)A 'I err'], perro sbst., adj.; terco, cerca, acerto, aperto.

verde, esquerdo ; el artiele, elle, vel-o &e., estrella, zelo, cotovelo,

aquelle, pelo, pela, capello, cabello ; feipa. joelho, orelha, sobran-

celha, ovelha, vermelho, abelha; abbadessa; esse; interesse;

espesso ; preco ; cabeca. avareza, certeza &e., Ingleza &c.,

p^'inceza &c., Veneza, defesa, despesa, mesa, treze. murquez,

Inglez &e., cortez, vez, mez, trez, fresco, este, sexto s[zai, besta

'beast', cereja, igreja ; vnesmo, desde. trezeno,pequeno,feno,

menos,pena. supremo, remo. seco. bodega, labrego ; oiegro.

gazeta, espeto, tapete, preto ; letra. segredo, sede ' thirst ', seda
' silk ',

' bristle ', cedo, medo, dedo; Pedro, sebo.
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\. e (letter e), S ' is ', caf6, ctU, pe. hera, colher ' spoon

'

[colker ai-(n[<i) ' gather '], vero, primavera, mulher ; serra, terra,

verso, diverso, herva, inverno, certo, perto 'near', aherto. ella

fern., jiel, cruel &c., annel Ji'i^co, papel &c., arnarello, janella,

met, aquella {em.,peUe, hello; selva. velho, evangelho L>iye\cA.

dez, esta fem., I'este ' east ', honesto }'T[2roi, festa, Msta ' bow ',

mestre. inveja, Tejo, sexagesimo s[asx'SI8-fF'^- ^®®* fem., peca,

pessimo, pressa. leve, neve, nevoa, breve, engenho. solemne

si'copl.. leme.. secca 'drought' \seca s[ai 'dry' fem.j.

egiia, cego, regra. secrete, sete. moeda, sede 'see', remedio,

credo; pedra. sebe; lebre,febre.

[(. In Lisbon mesa is generally F[fSj; by forward influence

of the F.

I, I. e is I in the unstressed words Ihe, se, ne, que, te, Ihes,

and inmost unstressed syllables, as in precise, nenhum iTiJii,

ceremenia sI(J)I•F3^-CI, necessario ilsl'S^oiii, beneficentia bTmI-

>I"s[ssxj;, even in dezasete xslsi'Siu. Also before two conss.,

as in emprestar, vestir, quebrar, impertinente, perder. Finally

it is often dropped.

e ' and ' is always L Unstressed e regularly becomes I before

another vowel, as in real ujI'^co, semear slprjlffi, beato. peer

is sometimes written peior, but always pronounced dI"3-(d. So

also when the following vowel belongs to another word : al

3-0)jzj sjdi' que horas sao ? >lu>(Ajsi\ >[(D folgo de o ver.

Initial e before s + cons, is regularly I, as in estar, esperar,

esmola I-ejp-J'^x, where it is often dropped, ex- followed by a

vowel is [s-, as in exemplo, existir, exhibir. So also in hesitar

[sL-a](ii.

Non-initial [ in sexagesimo sfasx'eislp'i.

In other cases initial e is I, which in familiar speech

becomes I, as in eterne ^DX«D^1, heree I'CdJx, heretice I'Ui;aIai,

effeite, educacao.

Unstressed i occurs in the ending el, as in visivel ^I'sl^x"^ >

before I followed by a consonant (compare 3), as in delfim,

delgade ; before cc=s, as in direccao ©Icox'SX*!' ; before ct, pt=
D, as m director C3l(i)'['D}(fl, susceptivel sisx'ol^xco f and in

other words, such as reflexao CD»l5C0'[*sxiis, vexar s^'z]©, pregar
' preach ' [p^'egar dci)I"Q3uj ' nail '], veder sx'®}"^ ' overseer '.
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enh : \iL. See p. 470. iSj in engenho.

em, en + cons. : [f.

em final : \(j:s.

ei : [1, v.
eu: [l.

eo: XI.

u: 1. VLVX; un + cons. : Is.

Ui : 1-f, iw.

O : }, J ; i. The last only when unstressed. The first two

often distinguished as d, d, especially when final.

The distribution of stressed } and J ii verb inflexion is as

follows

:

(1) 3- throughout, (a) all verbs of the 1st conj. except sonhar

(and perhaps some others), including those whose 0=} ^^^ J

when unaccented : choro, oras (inf. J-'cdJcd), consola, folgam (inf.

5}coq3(i)), olhe (inf. 3-"co3u), gostes, tomem, toquem, roga, cobro.

(b) the irreg, poder has J in the same forms as these verbs, nl.

pres. ind. and subj. (the imper. being wanting), (c) roer, doer

have ou and J. (d) verbs of the 3rd conj. have u and J,

(2) } throughout, (a) in sonhar: sonho, sonha, sonhem,

(b) soar, voar, coar have ou and J.

(3) } and } alternate in the regular 2nd conj. exactly like
[

and X—} in 1st sing. pres. indie, throughout subj. pres., J else-

where—whether the unstressed o is i or } : } corro, coma,

escolhas, movam
;

3- mordes, chove, comem, corre .', solve (inf.

There are lastly a few isolated forms of irregular verbs. The

preterites pode from poder and poz from por have }. In the

latter verb o is } throughout before nh, nl. in the pres. indie,

and subj. ponho, ponhcc, &c.

We now come to the changes in nouns and adjectives.

Many nouns and adjectives ending in o with } in the sing,

take 3 in the plur. All adjectives which make this change in

the masc. pluj-. make it also in the fem. sing, and plur.

In feminine words the vowel of the plur. is always the same

as that of the sing. The converse change of 3- to } never

occurs. The following are typical examples

:

ovo Jsl • egg' ;
plur. ovos }>les.
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novo i}>\ ' new
' ;

plur. masc. Tj^izs ; fern. sing. 'J}>1, plur.

In the following lists the }-words which change their

vowel in the plur., or plur. and feminine, are marked with a *.

Verb forms are not given except occasionally.

}. avS, pessoa, boa adj. fem., Lisboa. senhor, senhora, mnor,

favor, &c., inferlor, flor, c6r ' colour ',
j^or inf. ; torre, quatorze

aj'DjcDsI, corvo, *corno,forma' laovild',*porco sbst., adj.,/iorto,

*porto,*morto a,dj. bolo ; bolsa, solto &dj. *olho,folha. roxo

adj., poz pret. ; mosca, gosto, posto shot., adj. hoje. pescoco,

fosse vb., 171000, moca, doce, *grosso adj. */ormoso &c., doze,

*esposo, esposa. enxofre, sofrego. *ovo, *novo adj., alcova,

*povo. sonJio, vergonha, ponho wh. outono, nono SiA]., dona,

somos -vh., fomos vh., name, como, porno, boca. *jogo,*fogo.

roto adj. todo adj.
;
podre. sopa. lobo, loba, sob ; sobre.

3". so, avo, nd, p6. melhor, menor, historia, ora, hora, de

cor ' by heart
'

; Jorge,forma ' form ', morte, porta. Hespanhol,

oleo J-coxi, sol, escola, polvora. vos, n6s, voz ; casta, poste,

relogio,foge vb. vosso, nosso. cofre. nove. Antonio, homem,

fome. logo, optimo JdIfI, nota, bota. roda, moda, modo.

capo ; proprlo. obra, cobra, pobre.

Unstressed o is 1 not only in syllables, as in amo, amoroso

XFi'CDjsi, Portugal Di(DOi-Q[]cD, impossivel Lioi'Sl^ia, but also

in the unemphatic words o, do, os, vos, nos (of which v6s, nds

are the emphatic forms), por, porque oiojal.

It is regularly } when initial (except of course where= }()

:

orar, horror, olhar, ocioso }ss}s\, officio, onerar, occasiao

Jax'SXx'i', opiniao }oL"Jiiiii ; orvcdho, omar, orgulko, hostil,

oppresso ]-dcoxs1, obrar, obstante. Also before 1 + cons. : solver,

folgar,voltar,soldado. Also in.polegav,monosyllabo f}i3--sIco3b1,

profissuo, provocar DCDjsl'a]^ &c.

It is 3" in cdrar ' colour ', adopcao josj'sxdi, procurar, adoptur

XSfJ- Djci) or im}-D]ii.

oh!= }.

om, on + cons. : }i.

oi : }x, 3-x.

6e: Jiif.

OU : }, }x. The latter is general in dous, and, in familiar
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speech, in other words as well, such as lousa, coma, Sousa,

apparently chiefly before s. ou is 1 in the pret. 1st sing, of

the irregular verb saber—soube sIb.

Consonants.

h always silent. In ha ' has ', has ' hast ' it serves to dis-

tinguish the clear ] sound from the i of a, as.

r, rr, rh : o, <ii»- Dropped in vm"'^ >3-sfI-s[, >3^"s[, which

latter is sometimes written voce—contractions of vossa merce.

1 : CO. Dropped in arratel j-utJoT.

Ih: m.

S : 6, s, zi, es. s only when initial, and medially after a

cons, and before a vowel ; between vowels s ; finally before a

pause zs ; also zs before a voiceless cons. ; es before a voiced

cons. : sentar-se s[s-o[]ci)S, falso >]aisi ; casa ajsj, os outros -Is

}o©i2i ; casas o]siZi ; visto sizjoi, estd s«3|), os tempos -iss

D[iDi2S : rasgo C])*[)e$ai, esmola T-esFjco];, as maos -jes FI!ii2$.

In such compounds as monosyllabo, resentir, presentir s is

kept, but not in very familiar words, such as rtsolver (d»Is}co"^[(D,

preservar DuTsIw^Daj. s also in transaccao DCDjis]'Sjii!, &c.,

deshonra a5l-s}i(flj, persistir.

c, ss : s.

z : s, zi, zi. s initially and between vowels : zomhar sjfa]©,

vezes >[sl2$. zi finally before pause and before voiceless cons.,

&i before voiced cons. : vez >[2S, trez quartos DCfl[2! aijcooies, d

luz de gaz -] colssml e]zi. traze 'bring! ' is pronounced uw]zi,

as if the a; were final.

so : 2ia, s. zio before a, u, o, as ift escola, cresco Q'S)\zia\.

s before e, i, as in sciencia, discipulo, crescer, nascer.

It will be seen that although theoretically s and s ought

never to occur at the end of a word, they frequently do so in

speech by the dropping of filial T, as in sentar-se, disse, doze.

Ch. : Z, a. The latter only in word^of learned origin, such

as Ghristo, chris'tao, -viachina, pctrochia dx'^J-QXX'

X : 2, s, 8, as. s in maxiino, proximo dcoJ-sIfI, refiexao

cdjIscox'SJ)!!, trouxe &c., preterite of the irregular verb trazer,

and some others, s in ex- followed by a vowel, as in examinar
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[sj,fIt!3(d. When the ex is followed by a consonant, the x has

its regular sound, as in explanar [zio(i>l"J]<i>. as in some words

of learned origin, such as sexagesimo s[asx"2X8fF'5:) sexo sxQsi,

crucifixo, flexivel >i:o\a-s!.^\w.

ye..

W : 1, as in wisth ' whist '.

f, ph : X
V : >. In Lisbon travalho is often Dtfij-Gjcol.

n : 7, 5. 1 initially and between vowels in the same word.

I finally or before a consonant, nn is n, as in anno, canna,

panno; penna. So also are pronounced alumno, j'colnl

somno, &c. Some learned words have final i. amen is J'FX'J,

or more colloquially 3Fli-Cf.

m : F, <, parallel to n. mm, is sometimes ir, as in chamm,a

ziiFi, im,movel LiT^>ia, but apparently oftener simple f, as in

dilemma a3l"CD[Fi, gom,m,a ajFj, covimodo aj-rlffil. mn is often

simple 7, as in damnar rB]'i'](i), condemnar, solemne sl'copl.

C : a, s. Generally dropped before c and t : accao 3"sxsi(,

direccao D3l(i)X"Sj;fiJ, character ai'di^oid), insecto Lrsiui, fructo,

victoria sI'dJcuxj. succeder is slsl-n3[a).

qu : Qi, a. ai before a, o, as in gitail, quasi, quotidiano

aiJ-DlasrjTl. Also before e, i, in more learned words, such as

quinquagesimo aifjaij-exslFl, liquido, eloquente [co]-'ai[(Dl. a

regularly before e, i, as in que al, queimar, aqui I'oL, quieto

QL'loi. Also before a in quatorze aj'Djtfis. liquor col'a}© is

also written Z^cor•.

g : a, e. Dropped before n in signal sl^jco, augmentar,

Ignez, i-''i\zi. In other words, such as digno, signo, the gr is

sounded.

gu is 91 before a, (o), as in guarda, 9 before e, i, as in guerra

aiaitl, aguia ]e\Li.

t, th: D.

d: OJ.

p : D. Dropped in psalmo, and generally before c and t :

subscripcao sl02«a(i)I"SXfH, corrupcao aldiA'SinJ ; septuagedma

sxoix'SIslFi, Optimo J-oIfI, ea:!cepfo [zs'S^oi.

b : 0. Dropped in su6(iZ si'alco,

1504 I i
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Quantity, Stress, and Intonation.

For consonant-quantity see p. 471.

There is no marked distinction of long and short in the

vowels, except that the vowels following the stress-syllahle are

shorter than those that precede it, which, together with the

vowel of the stress-syllable, are half-long. Such a word as

visita is therefore pronounced >I*-sI'dx. So also comida

alTfol, amamos jTjFiz^, amigo. English speakers must be

careful not to shorten the unstressed j in the last two words, as

they are apt to do from the associations of their own language.

There is a tendency, as in other languages, to shorten the

second of the two consecutive unstressed vowels, thus the second

i of visitar appears to be quite short. I appears to be generally

shorter than the other vowels, and in such a word as necessario

^TsT•s3<Dxi the first vowel seems to be almost as short as the

second. The vowels do not appear to be shortened before

more than one consonant, as in carro compared with can)

visto, quatro, quarto.

Stress, too, is more level than in English, the stress-syllable

being uttered with only a slight increase of force.

T^e intonation, lastly, is also evener. In English such

a word as Portuguese is pronounced with a low level tone on

the first two syllables with a sudden rise and downwai'd gUde

on the last, but in Portuguese in such a word as coracao

aicDX'SXSis the falling tone with which the word is uttered

when isolated is begun on the first syllable, the voice gliding

evenly down through all three. An English ear, accustomed to

a fresh rise or fall on the emphatic syllable of a word, is apt to

imagine that such a word as coracao is stressed on the first

syllable.

Vowel-Quality, Elision, and Contraction.

One remarkable result of the shortening of after-stress

vowels is that their vocality is diminished until they are pro-
nounced with whisper (not breath) instead of voice. This is

especially noticeable with final 1 after a voiceless stop, as in
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Porto, where the difference between the full vocality of the

first vowel and the whisper of the last is very marked 1

d}(i)d1i». a casual listener would easily imagine that the final

vowel was dropped altogether. But the only vowel that is

regularly dropped is I, although in such words as noite it is

sometimes difiiculfc to determine whether the final sound is d"

or dId. In the specimens I have only occasionally marked

the whisper.

When two unstressed vowels in different words come to-

gether, they are contracted as follows :

„ „ III becomes ]

^M 3 I ., 3

1 i „ i

a o I 1 „ J

The only contraction which is observed in writing is the

first, in d=a a, ds=a as. Other examples, which are not ex-

pressed in writing, are : foi para a cama >}i oi^i] ajFj, espera

aU que eu volte I-2$dxi>3 ciia[i ^S-mo. Of the others: estd

acordado 2!3al<i) ^]TDi. rasgo o panno (D»3ssi Dinl, rego os prados

(s>i\(Azi o<s>]'sslzi ; rasga o panno (i>t]ziei^ Dini, rega os prados

<i>il(i}zi o(i>']'!Bizi. The vowels resulting from these contrac-

tions are never whispered, and this appears to be the main

distinction between such sentences as rasgo o panno and rasgo

panno (in]zmh Dinl, although, of course, i from 1 i is naturally

at the same time pronounced with rather more stress.

These contractions are made only when the two words are

intimately connected.

VERB INFLEXIONS.

The 2nd pret. indie, sg. and plur. are here given in their

literary forms, but in speech there is a tendency to make
them into -Ziozi and -z«ji[izi respectively by the analogy of

other verbal forms.

1 Conj. amar (chorar) 1^3'^ (zi(i>']<S)).

Pres. amo (chore) ipi i^^^^)

amas iF-jes (z}-)

ama jF"! (4")

ii2
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pi. amamos ITirl^J (zl-)

amais If3-C2<

amam IF'I'^'

Jinperf. amava I'^D^I

amavas IT3>l2f

amava I'fPi
pi. amavamos jf3>if12$

amaveis j F3>[-f2S

amavam I'F3^Iili

Fret, amei I'f[-C

amaste j fJ^so

amou jt}
pl. amamos ];t3f12$

amastes jt3zsd2$

amaram jtSidisis

Plupi. amara I'^S®!

amaras I'^O^^IS}

amara V'Fhl
p)l. amaramos iT'\'ii)^^\zi

amareis i"F3o)[r8$

amaram I'F'3'''I'*'

Fnt. amarei IP'J''i'[-C

amaras I^X'^^O^*

amara iFj-(fl3

pi. amaremos j;fj[-(d[f12j

amareis iFj;'Cfl[i2«

amarao jfj cojsii

Gondii, amaria I^i'd)!!

amarias V^l'^^^l^^

amaria If-I-«Ii

pi. amariamos x^'I'i'^IFisj

amarieis j;Fjci)r[x2j

amariam IFI'o^X'^'

2ndfut. amar l'<r](i>

amares I"f3ci)2«

amar
I'F'3''^

pi. amarmos x'^S^^rtsj

amardes iT'^di^lzi
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Plup. bebera dI'B[«i)j;

beberas olo['^l&i

bebera ©T'efcflx

2ol. beberamos Bl'D[o)jFia$

beb§reis dT3[cd[i2$

beberam Bl-B[(OXfi<

Fut. beberei BloT'ofj:

bebevas dIbI'<i)32$

bebera bTb'O)]

pi. beberemos BTBl'(D[Fi2J

bebereis bTbI'Ci)[j:sj

beberao bTbT-(dj;(1!

Gondii, beberia bIbT'CoIj;

beberias bIbI'wIx^^

beberia bTbI'OjIx

pi. beberiamos BlBl"0)Ixri:2«

beberieis DTBl'coIfjzj

beberiam bIbI'CdIx^k

2nd fut. beber BT'B[(i)

beberes bI'b[©2$

beber bI'b[ci>

^Z. bebermos Bl-Bfarfei

beberdes el-BfcDOJes

beberem BT'B[u'|.iJ:j

Imper. bebe b];b

^jZ. bebei bT'b[x

Subj. pres. beba b[bi

bebas b[i3I2«

beba b[bx

^Z. bebamos bIbxpIzj

bebais bT-bJxzs

bebam b[bx(1J

Suhj. imp. bebesse bT-b[s

bebesses bT"b[sT2«

bebesse bI"b[s

pi. bebessemos bT-b[sTf12s

bebesseis bI"b[s[j:2s

bebessem Bl-B[s\iX(
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Infin. beber dT*d[cd

Gerund bebendo Dl'B[ia3l

Partic. fret, bebido bI-bIsI

3 Conj. abrir i-bcdIcd.

This may be given more briefly.

Pres. abro 3b(d1, abres 3bcdTz«, abre [)BfflI ; abrimos j'BCoIf-Izs,

abris j'bwIz*, abrem 3l3<i>li-rf. Imperf. abria x''3''>-fl- P'>'et.

abri I'BCfil, abriste j'BCdIzsd, abriu j-bcdIi; abrimos i-Qdii-plzi,

abristes i-Q(aLzsazi, abriram i-0(i>Lti)im. Plup. abrira j-bcoIcdj.

Fut. abrirei jB(flrco[x. Cond. abriria jBCDl'dJlx- ^''^'^ f'^^-

abrir x'Bffli^f). Imper. abre Jbo)! ; abri X'Si^-T- 'Stt&i. pres.

abra Sb^^X- 'S'ufey. imp. abrisse X'BW-Cs. Infin. abrir x'^i^J^^"-

Oer. abrindo x'BCoIsosi. Ptc. prt. abrido x'BCoIoJi.

Irregular Verbs.

-ar.

estar. Pres. estou zsa}, estds 2$o[]z$, esfcd sjd] ; estamos

zioipizi, estais 2jd]X2«, estao zsox'*'- Imperf. estava 2«d3>X-

Pref. estive 2Jol3, estiveste 2sar>];3*D) esteve 2«d[> ; estivemos

zsal"?\<Fizi, estivestes z^l-^\Ziazf, estiveram 2SdI'>xi>I'i*-

Plup. estivera 2jI'?x®I- P''^t- estarei 2Jax'to[-C. Snd /uf.

estiver ziL'>\(0, estiveres z<iuL'>i(i>Zi ; estivermos ziaL-^\(i)piZi,

estiverdes zsal'>\(ii^zi, estiverem zsaL->\(i)\iii. Imper. estfi

zid\; estai Zid\L Subj. pres. esteja 2$d[sXj estejas zsa[zizi;

estejamos z^Tzirizi, estejais Zial'&'\izi, estejam 2Sd[2XS1(.

Subj. imp. estivesse Zial"^\s. Infin. estar 2Jd[)ci). Ger. estando

zsaii^i. Ptc. prt. estado zfo^wi.

dar. Pres. dou a?}, das m^zi, di ss] ; damos ^ipizi, dais

^]izi, dao ffixiis. Imperfi dava asj^l- P't'^t- dei ©[i, d^ste

©x^so, deu m[i; d^mos mirizi, d^stes wizsazi, deram w\(i)iiii.

Plup. dera sxtflx- Put. darei a3X"(D[-f. 3n,d fut. der ajx"^-

Imper. d& w] ; dai ®[]x. /SuJ/. pres. dS a3[, des !i3[25 ; demos

m[rizi, deis a3[x2S, deem ©["Luf. Subj. imp. desse td^s. Infin,

dar ©3(1). (?er. dando sxf®!. -P^c dado 033051.
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-er.

ser. Pres. sou s}, ^s \zi, ^ \ ; somos s}f12«, sois sj-iisf,

sao sxsn. I-mperf. era X'^I- -P^«*- f"i ^l-*^' ^o^*® 5}2*°> ^oi

>}x; fomos >3-f12«, fostes >}ssaz$, foram ^Jcoxas- P^wp- f6ra

>}(i)X. -^^('<• serei sT-(d[x. 3rw^ /u-i- for :5](0, fores >}ci)2f, &c.

Imper. se s[; sede s[aj. (Su&j. pres. seja s[ei; sejamos

sl-exrlzs, sejais sT-e3j:2«, sejam s[ei(iJ. Suhj. imp. fosse >}s.

iw/. ser s[(D. (?er. sendo s[ia5i. Pfc. sido sisi.

ter. P'J'es. tenho td\il% tens oXii(2«, tern D\ii! ; temos

D[Flzf, tendes D[sa32S, teem X3\sis [the artificial pron. is ap-

parently D[i'l.sj:!]. Jmper/. tinha dIlx- Prei. tive Dl>,tiveste

X2i'^\zfO, teve a[3; tivemos dI'^x^^s, tivestes dI*>X2*D2S,

tiveram dI->x'''I'1'- PZ^*?'- tivera ul-?\ii>i. Fut. terei Dl'ffl[i.

2nd fut. tiver aI->xcD. lonper. tem D^fii ; tende D[(!i3. Suhj.

pres. tenha o^iiLx; tenhamos ul'Lipizf, tenhais Dl'L^iZi,

tenham u\iLlii:i. Suhj. pret. tivesse dI'^x^- Infin. ter d[(i).

Ger. tendo o[(03l. Ptc. tido olsi.

haver. Pres. hei [x, has 32s, ha ] ; hemos [f12$, heis [X2S,

hao x*i*- Imperf. havia X'^^I- P'''^^. houve Js, houveste

}'9'[2SD, houve }>; houvemos }'>XFi2S, houvestes }>x^iD2!,

houveram J-^x"'!'^*- Plup. houvera J'^X"^!- P"^^^' haverei

X>I(o[x. 2nd fut. houver J^X"'- i'm.per. ha 3 ; havei x>[-f-

Su}^. jjres. haja 32X ; hajamos I'&i'Azi. Suhj imp. houvesse

3->X*- ^''^f- haver i">[ci>. ffer. havendo X'K'®^- ^^'^- havido

X->Iaji.

dizer. Pres. digo dal, dizes Tsislzi, di_z a3l2f ; dizemos

!i3l-s[ri:2S, dizeis a3X*s[x2«, dizem ffils^sx!. Iinperf. dizia ffil'slx.

Pref. disse ©Is, disseste a3l*sx2(0, disse ojIs ; dissemos !DrsxFl2S.

Plup. dissera qjI-sxcox- Fut. direi 33rcD[x. 2nd fut. diss^r

sl'sxi). Imp. dize ojIs; dizei a5ls[x. /S%6_;'. pres. diga ©lax-

6'u6/. imp. dissesse ol-sxs. Inf. dizer !dI-s[cd. Pic. dito jdIdI.

fazer. Pres. fa90 >]sX fazes >3sl2S, faz >32'; fazemos

:>X'8[f12J, fazeis >is[zzi, fazem >38l'-f*- Imperf. fazia >X'8^I-

Pre*, fiz >Lzi, fizeste >I-sx2«3, fez >[zi ; fizemos >IsxFi2$. PZttp.

fizera >I'SX(i)l. Fut. farei ^X'^^C-f- SwcZ /u.i. fizer >I-8x<i);

Jmp. faze >']s ; fazei >X'*[-f- Subj. pres. fa9a :i3sx. 'Sfuij. imp.

fizesse >I-sxs. Inf. fazer ^x'sC'D- Ptc feito >[xoi.
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perder. Pres. perco DXCJOl, perdes 'o\(i>'^zi, perde D"[<fl5J;

perdemos ol<S)'^[rizi, perdeis DTcD'a5[l2J, perdem DX^^sV-fi. Suhj.

pres. perca DX^iJai.

poder. Pres. posso Dj-si, podes dJojz^, p(5de dJos ;

podemos Dl"a5[Flz«, podeis xA-Ts\l.zi, podem dJcd"[jji. Ifnperf.

podia dI'sIj, Pret. pude dIsj, pudeste \yi'xsi\Z93, pode d}© ;

pudemos Di-aJxrlz^. Plup. pudera dI'^X'"!- iiubj. pres. possa

dJ-sj ;
possamos dI'SjfIzj. ^u6/. imp. pudesse dI'osxs. Inf.

poder Di"a![(0. Pte, podido oi'slffil.

querer, Pres. quero axffli, queres a\<i>zi, quer a^w

;

queremos aI-(fi[ri:2J, quereis aI'(i)[j:2S, querem ax<i>liJC(. Imperf.

queria aT'oIj. Pret. quiz aizi, quizeste aL'S\zn, quiz dlzi;

quiz^mos al-sxritzs. Plup. quizera al'sxoi. Put. quererei

aI(i)I-o)[j. 2nd fut. quizer al'Sx©. Suhj. pres. queira a[JO)];.

8ubj. imp. quizesse al'Sxs. Inf. querer aT'(i)[(i). Ptc. querido

saber. Pres. sei s[i, sabes s'\QZi, sabe sJb ; sabemos

si'D[pl2$, sabeis sj;-b[xz$, sabem sj]Bl!-f». Imperf. sabia SI'dIi-

Pret. soube sj-p, sle,^ soubeste sJ'BXZSD, soube s}b ; soubemos

sJ'BXrlzs. Plup. soubera s}'bx<i>I- Put. saberei Sj[BT(fl[x.

2nd fut. souber s]-*bx<0- Imper. sabe s3b ; sabei si'0[j:.

Suhj. pres. saiba S^JBj;. Suhj. imp. soubesse sJ-'DXS. Inf.

saber sx'b[ci). Ptc. sabido sj-eloji.

trazer. Pres. trago dco^qI, trazes D(i)I]sl2«, traz dcaJzs;

trazemos aci)x's[Fi2J, trazeis D(i)X's[-C2«, trazem D(i)3sXiXi. Im-
perf. trazia Dax'slj. Pre^. trouxe D<i)}s, trouxeste D(i>}-s-

X2SD, trouxe dcdJs ; trouxemos D(D}'SXfiz$. Plup. trouxera

DCflJ-sxcDl- Fut. trarei D(dx"<d[x. SmcZ /u,^. trouxer dcoJ-'Sxcd.

Imper. traze Dco^s, D(i)32S ; trazei D(i)X'S[x. Suhj. pres. traga

doJqx- Suhj. imp. trouxesse dcdJ'Sxs. Inf. trazer d(0X'8[i>-

Ptc. trazido dcdx'sI©!.

ver. Pres. vejo ^[z% v^s >[2«, ve >[ ; vemos >[F\zi, vedes

>[a52J, v^em >[\iii. Imperf. via >Ix. Prei. vi >I, viste >I2SD,

viu >Ii; vimos >If12«, vistes >I2«D2$, viram >Ici)xii!. PZ'itp.

vira ^lox- Fut. verei >I-(j)[x. 2«cZ /wi. vir slo). Imper. ve

>[; vede ^[s. (SuSJ. p?'es. veja >[ex- Suhj. imp. visse >Is.

Inf. ver >[(fl. G^er. vendo >[ia!l. P^c. visto >l2SDi.

^ This form is evidently due to the analogy of the preterite of poder.
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-ir.

ir. Pres. vou y>}, vais >]x2S, vai ^Ji ; vamos >iFlai, ides

imzi, vao >x'i*- I'mperf. ia Xj. Pref. fui >ir, foste :5}2SD, foi

>}x; fomos >]-f12«. PZitp. f6ra ^Jcoj. Fut. irei I-(i)[x. 2%a!

/ii^ for >}ci). Imper. vai >3x; ide IojI. (Su6;'. pres. va >],

vas >|]2$, vd >3 ; vamos ^iFlzi, vades >3o32«, vao ^jiii. /SitS;.

^re^. fosse :>}s. Inf. ir Icd. (?er. indo Iroi. Pic. ido Isl.

vir. Pres. veuho >1.xl1, vens >'|_sxz$, vem >Xsxi ; vimos

>lFi2S, vindes ^liojss, vem ^^iXJ. Imperf. vinha >Ili. Prei.

vim >r5, vi^ste >f-xssD, veio >[xl; vi^mos ^L-ipizi, vie'stes

5>I-[2SD2J, vidram >I-[Ci)ifi!. PZitp. vi^ra ^rttfll- P^^^- virei

>L-(i)[£. 2vd fut. vir >f<fl. /Tup. vem s^iXJ ; vinde >Iia5.

(SuZy. ^res. venha >'1.xijI ; venhamos >T'lif12«. *Sw&;. imp.

vi^sse >f-xs. /«/. vir >I(i). 6rer. vindo >Iia3l. Pfc. vindo

>ffC3l.

pedir. Pres. pe90 dxsI, pedes D^ffizs, pede dx®; pedimos

Dl'offIzs, pedis dI'SsIzs, pedem o^\in. Subj. pres. pe9a dxsx-

NOTES ON COLLOQUIALISMS.

In the grammars and dialogue-books vm"^, sometimes written

vocemece, with the 3rd sg. of the verb, is still given as the

polite form of address. But in the upper classes this pronoun,

which originally was a tvuepronoraen reverentiae, being a con-

traction of vossa merce ' your grace ', afterwards sinking to a

general form of address to all respectable people, is not used in

speaking to equals, the 3rd sg. of the verb without any pro-

noun being used instead, the 3rd plur. being used in addressing

several people, vtu"^ itself has two forms : >3"Srf'S[, which is

used in addressing shopkeepers, &c., and a shorter one, >3-"s[,

sometimes written vocS, which is used in addressing people of

a lower grade. Thus, one would say to a mule-driver ax©>3-

s[if aJoisT >l£jl Quer vm"^ (or voce) urn, copo de vinho ? but to

a servant in an upper-class house -^JsfI s[mL (i)3 a[i ziS^l al

Vm"^ dird qu'eu estive aqui, &c. Examples of the usual form

will be found in the sentences given further on. The 2nd sg.

is used to express familiarity and affection, as in other

languages.
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A peculiar feature of Portuguese, including the literary

language, is the conjugation of the infinitive after the analogy

of the 3nd future. In the spoken language the group ha de

' has to ', as in ha defazer isso ]b}1>i s[<o Isi, is often regarded

as a verbal form, and a plural is formed on the analogy of

bebem, so that hao defazer isso appears in the extraordinary

form of 3a3"l.(XDi 8[(d Isi.

Most of the colloquial forms of the verbs have been noted

under Inflexion. There is a curious substitute for the past

partic. ouvido ' heard ' in colloquial speech, nl. }'>l2Soi formed

on the analogy of visto ' seen '.

SPECIMENS.

(A) Sentences.

1. -.oXiLi pldsoi ejigj sslizs. ajrl zsa3-\ qJ-fId d3sx\,

nxfif rfjxiol BliX). a}Fk$D3s[lI(i) Tiiii\ -[cooI-ioO Qjzsoi

-l5Xii >[C0. :'7XiliDl-(D[X D[iDlDICDlI<l> ^[coi }&. O^Spi

>}(oa5Ts[f d3(i)s. ©3^^101 ®[J^®3 [3<dsI-l}cd. a\iuijsl>i

s[(i)1fi>I sLaiii>[sl LXisj. -a\ui Dcctsx'. co3-q1>}codx (d[I.

-X a3[i2s, -f[is l}(i>. B[xelcoIxes Fisiizs. -s}i( s[ia(Dl '^mi.

2. }roIzjD3D[i ifI. -X hmi m^ior'. -ziu] e3coT>xi oCoJi'.

rrxins'Ljco, -x L!i3X2ro3^x ai^I- -alslco o}Lizso'\<iii brsiii

01^3 l^«3IS S-'^I^S- }*d1<^<3 ''Jj^a :51xDX<d3 aiFX Oldi D3tt!C

-al 'JiiiSFl Dl35lcDl>x< d3ci) s[s1 x^roXF"! i-I*- -I aJ^ }n^^

:>}xDxci)3 axFx. -3z$ d(d[8 }(i)i8l f[xx. -al Jcuxzs sxiii. -al

3-(oie«roTDX ti)-[SQl spii. }xd1d. sIj J-xdIh: ^3 ®I<^I*i' '^ciss.

[iDxiiiXDCDl sIsialFlcoI >iidlml do^xsi.

3. a}Fi>3-C IS53l"S[lDl(flDi ei[2S. :>3X liSlf. :0\!XfSXD3ll5

03®!'. b1(X5 -cojiel-ajlsi : ojai} 'j']^i-a\iLlio(i>[( ajloi.

-osf sxcoifKFlal e3t»I "^3^1 slfxj. :aXfXi -030)031 sis, -[ox

ijs. dS-sIojI s[(i)3co-q1fxzsdx co3>(Diej!i3l 03-©. ^]>>l <b3<o

s[JDtJ)IalDl->xi>}axeI
x'^:'-

-'^T s[xl s[fDCfll53l>x 8[<^ [(fl»le«.

ix^ifolxLi F[a5l: -I coIiQixx 53sIco.
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4. -al L-[sis-i;}© Fiai'. --[is uLali rial F-[i: -ai L[si

:ij3[eKi5TDl a[^l. Iirls] zsajcox elioiz*. -3 Fluiolall iim

>[el. al a33tDl o\in. -i >xmi} f'JsI. -x S-Fliiiffil f[xiI

5. -DI (i>XSFlaI->XFl2SD[(DF-i tDXiSIOjT d[sd1: 2[X(DIFlaI

:>IFl2«D[0) 2^1. DJiDlFl Co3-(D ; -sIcdJIfI 'gJifI SJISSJ.

6. -j-afcod)*! cojexlo^ijrtl ax<DaI x= -ID0)I sisl >[(ddi(i>i

-slFjf Qj^cflaJ-ssTcD a](i). -sTdcoI slejsjjco qIfx a}xsx, dxsxfT.

:>3sx>x >}<i>a3lFTa3[x o]<i)x2iox aOcuoxilal cdkI.

7. -ial axcolsxju). -is D^oSicI col>x2S. aiiroi ai2C!x.

axcDi m}is} o(i)[e« co[fsl2J—co[ssle«Dxsi ]o). aixfoix dIsjI.

:[i ei32fDi2l©3co F[iC! Ifxfi x'i'IDi'iJsI Fx^x. -3 "If-c*®!

a3sxlai fIsx-

8. -d1 F3©xQTax®I I'sjal D3sa}(i2« •s[ienT Q^sAzi, -Isl

7XSHfI ofsaJiieKDls •}dci)12«. aixrol F[7l2«aI->x'^l'-'^'o^^I

s[o) Ijajj }o(i)l, -fI cdJ-cd.

9. alx Isi. ial otfxj. -ox <Dxsxsl2«a3a>l, a]-FlsI3M qIfx

:Q}X8XDr'>XSSisI ffillDi. TX'l'; ''I*W3 'ipli-i0'i(i> DXfD— ^3S5X

-al >3ifi3 Df'TxKisxl i3(D. al5}x I2sd1: -Dxtfll s[ifI} >ICi)iFX

bIcoX- ->3--f s3-l >[sDl^x3 '^(i»i(DZi.

(B) Poetry.

1.

-X2S ^IcoxesDlFjf ©[qIx F3-fflDT 2sai(Dx

:co}ial D[iDi2l ©xiffiiFTFl fflSt^Iii' ;^

-IdIcofI f3-cdxxI uidiiiXiii ^Jiol oicox

"Xes a:3Q(DlFX2«2i (i>]iDiZiU(s>iizo'i.(i) f3(i)X'1' :

-i ^]FTcDID^ sxux'isqJ^ ^*^l 'sIcdx'

-ffiisx fJcoIsssI ^[^wIx coIdx s3o)x!ii.''

>[!i3lal >(D[2fax 5}sdI (1)«XQ32^ >C0}(dI2S,''

-al co3a(i)XFX2$sxfi( '^Qiil'^ "^J^Ix f}cj)I2s.'

-a3 F})Xf24.''
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2.

DCDirais 3eiii6«i5l Dxei, -qIdi siroi'

-Did) [zsale,i ^[amlzi aiSDlssalcD*! ajizs',

-Dj[2« Djcoles ^IoIS Islsxcol Q(Disa!i\

^isii s[x (3, ffijsis 3aii2$!) 7ifif s[j: aiiral

->izK3l<i)7i (o[j:i >[cd'; -al F^aiizs dJizs

>[i!iji ajpfelsf aj[x2i, -Fla]i 83Izj',

-alojlolo) '73'^ ^3 >3-®T2«a}Dl x'®i-

-!Dla}i>I(i) D[<flF[ies aJzsoisXiiiDl 83(dT2S,

-Djci) DlasjalFl ^^lalzi oirol oxsoi.

-sxi jpJsIojT >^Zi, Q3[cDa[x 2}si,

-[SZI (D[X!DIs12« Dl(l)i8 JoCdIs 3'^T2S,

-OlCDBX f^[X JOCDIS 3€llX2Ja}i f[1 DCOXSOl.

-a3 F}!Jti2f.

1. Tenha muito bons dias ! Como estd ? Como passa ?

Nao muito bem. Como esta sen irmao ? Elle tera gosto em
o ver. Nao terei tempo para ir vel-ohoje. Faja favor de

sentar-se ! Da uma cadeira a este senhor ! Tenho de fazer

uma visita na visinhan9a. Tem pressa ? Logo voltarei.

Adeus, meu senhor! Beijo-lhe as maos. Sou um seu

criado.

2. Onde esta ten amo ? Ainda dorme ? Esta ja levan-

tado? Nao senhor, ainda esta na cama. Que vergonha

estar ainda na cama a estas oras ! Hontem d noite fui para

a cama tao tarde que nao me pude levantar cedo esta manha.

A que horas foi para a cama ? Ab tres horas e meia. Que
horas sao ? Que horas Ihe pardce que sao ? Oito. Sim, oito

!

Ja deram dez. Entao e precise que me levante depressa.

3. Como vai indo o seu Portuguez? Vai indo. Tem se

adiantado? Bem longe d'isso: pouco ou nada tenho apren-
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dido. Disseram-me que jii o fallava bem. Quern tal Ihe

disse, enganou-se. Posso dizer algumas palavras de cor.

Deve fallar sempre que tiver occasiao. Receio sempre de

fazer erros. Nao tenha medo : a lingua 6 facil.

4. Conhece o senhor Mello ? fi antigo amigo meu : conhe^o-

o desde pequeno. lamos a escola juntos. Ha muito que o nao

vejo. Que idade tern? fi velho ou mo^o? fi homem de

meia idade.

5. Par^ce-me que vamos ter mudan^a de tempo : cheira-

me que vamos ter cliuva. Tanto meJhor ; sera uma boa

mudan9a.

6. Aquelle relogio tem o quer que 6 : 4 precise ver para

se mandar concertar. Se precisa d'alguma cousa, pe9a-me.

FaqsL favor de me deitar esta carta no correio.

7. O que quer o senhor ? Um par de luvas. Quanto

custa ? Quero dous ou trez lenjos—lenfos d'assoar. Quanto

4 tudo ? Eu gasto geralmente uma moeda por semana, alem

de casa e comida.

8. Tomara que cada um se occupasse com os sens negocios,

e se nao mettesse com os dos outros. Quanto menos tiverem

que fazer um com outro melhor.

9. Que 4 isso? O que tem? Pardee assustado, como

se alguma cousa tivesse succedido. Nao ; nao ha nada

importante—nada que valha a pena (de) mencionar. Que foi

isto? Pareceu me ouvir uma bulha. Foi s6 o vento nas

arvores.

B. 1.

As filhas do Mondego a morte escura

longo tempo chorando memoraram

;

e por memoria eterna, em fonte pura

as lagrimas choradas transformai'am :

o nome Ihe puzeram que inda dura,

dos amores de Ignez, que alii passaram.

Vede que fresca fonte rega as flores,

que lagrimas sao agua, e o nome amores.

Camoes.
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Brandas aguas do T^jo, que passando

por estes verdes campos que regaes,

plantas, hervas, flores, e animaes,

pastores, nymphas, ides alegrando.

Nao sei (ah, doces aguas !) nao sei quando

vos tornarei a v^r
;
que magoas taes,

vendo como vos deixo, me causaes,

que de tornar ja vou desconfiando.

Ordenou o destine, desejoso

de converter meus gostos em pesares,

partida que me vai custando tanto.

Saudoso de v6s, d'elle queixoso,

encherei de suspiros outros ares,

turbarei outras aguas com meu pranto.

Camoes,

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

This paper was already set up in type, when Mr. Furnivall

called my attention to an article on Portuguese sounds in the

Romania, which he had just received: A. R. Gonialves

Vianna, Essai de phon^tique et de phonologie de la langue

Portugaise, d'apr^s le dialecte actuel de Lisbonne {Romania,

1883, Janvier^ xii. 45). It gives me great pleasure to find

that the subject has been taken up by a native phonetician so

thoroughly well qualified as M. Vianna evidently is. I only

wish his paper had been published two years ago : it would

have saved me an enormous amount of drudgery and groping

about in the dark. But I have the satisfaction of finding

that in almost every case in which I differ from J. de Deus

and the Prince, M. Vianna is on my side. In some cases he

diflers from me, which is, however, apparently often the result

of my not having been able to get at the natural colloquial

speech—always a difficult aim to accomplish when one has not

the advantage of a residence in the country itself. I will now
proceed to quote M. Vianna in all important cases of agree-

ment with and difference from my own statements. His
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paper is so much fuller than mine (taking up nearly seventy

close-printed pages) that it is quite impossible for me to do

justice to it, except by earnestly recommending it to all

phoneticians.

P. 4. I. ' ... . bien plus dtoufF^ bien plus ferm^ que Ve

fran§ais de me, le.' G. V. 32.

J.
'

, . . . tout h, fait semblable a Va atone de I'anglais

about, he gave me a book.' G.V. 31. This accurate com-

parison inspires one with confidence in the author's identifi-

cations generally. In my Sound Notation I have expressed

the E. unstressed a by j.

5. X-
'• • • • plus ouvert que I'e fran§ais, a allemand [=[

H.S.] ; un peu moins cependant que Va bref anglais de bad,

lequel ne se retrouve que dans quelques dialectes portugais,

dans I'Algarve ou Beira-baixa, par exemple.' J. de Deus's

e is, therefore, a broad provincial x» and my refusal to admit

two open e's is fully justified.

]!. According to G. V. pp. 33-4 i and i in diphthongs are

pronounced like the second elements in the E. diphthongs in

boy, now, which means, of course, that they are wide

—

i, i.

For viu he gives the pron. sli (p. 38). I distinctly hear both

elements narrow in this word, but I am not sure about the I.

6. G. v., p. 70, gives Djijl as the Lisbon pron. of tenho.

He gives the same pron. of close e before j, Ih, nh, stating

that before x and j the j may become jl, as in se/a. P. 37 he

identifies the diphthong in bem with that in mae, making

them both jiXf (or rather juj). After repeated hearings of

my teacher's pron., I still am inclined to maintain (though not

with perfect confidence) my own analysis. I have heard e

pron. \i by him in seja, vejo, but I have heard only [ in abelha

and the rest. G. V. analyses the close ei of rei ' king ' as jx

:

I still hear it distinctly as [x.

7. (DJ. 'rr . . . . est prononcde un peu plus en arriere que

r simple. On trouvera individuellement des r vibrantes

uvulaires, meme parmi des gens qui prononcent r simple

comme une linguale.' G. V. 48. He seems to describe simple

r as not being trilled.

8. CD. ' Tandis que le bout de la langue s'appuie contre les
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gencives, ou plutdt contre les alveoles des dents incisives

sup^rieures, le dos s'en 6\hve vers le point guttural.' G.V.

48. The description is identical with my own. As regards

the distribution of the coc I was inclined to think that the I

is guttural everywhere, even initially, where the gutturality

would naturally be less marked, and after careful trials with

my teacher, we both thought there was no difference between

the I of la and that of sal. But it is quite possible we may
both be wrong. G.V. says (p. 49) : 'le I gutturalis^ du

portugais ne pent que suivre la voyelle ; il la gutturalise en

m^me temps, ... II n'y a g^n^ralement que la voyelle a

qui soit affect^e par la prononciation de I, lorsque cette con-

sonne est m^diale, comme dans malla, salla. Bien des per-

sonnes, cependant, gutturalisent toutes les voyelles devant I

dans le corps du mot, parce qu'elles gutturalisent aussi le I

medial entre deux voyelles.'

2, s are diflferent from the French, and identical with the E.

sounds; G.V. 46. The Portuguese sounds seem, however, to

be narrow, not wide, as in E. The remarks in my text show

that Bell's original analysis of s and sh was, in the main, correct,

and that sh is really an s approximated to o, and that he was

ill-advised in transposing the value of his original symbols.

G.V., p. 46, says of Port, x and j, 'I'organe actif est un

point de la surface sup^rieure de la langue, plus ou moins

rapproch^ de son extrdmit^, selon que la voyelle prdc^dente

ou suivante est palatale ou gutturale.' This is more clearly

put, p. 72: xi=ZiL (ils sont prononc^s avec une partie de la

surface de la langue plus prfes de sa partie moyenne, et sur la

limite du palais et des gencives), xa—z*-'^ (un peu plus en

avant, &c.).

His description of Zi, ti is vague (p. 46) :
' Les r^duites s

sourde et sonore ne sont que x et j attdnu^s.' P. 48 he says

of them that they ' deviennent plus palatalis^es lorsqu'elles se

trouvent en conjonction avec des voyelles palatales.' So, also,

p. 72 : 18= [zn, as=]zf^.

G.V., p. 49, says that t and d are formed much nearer the teeth

than the Fr. sounds, implying that they are formed on the gums.

1504 K k
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9. According to G.V., p. 50, d is generally w between vowels,

even in different words. As to e, he says, p. 46, that there

are no ' fricatives gutturales ' in Portuguese.

10. G.V., p. 73, note, gives also the pron. of quasi as ai^isl.

13. According to G. V., p. 57, unstressed e and i both become f

before z and s, while before other cons, i keeps its full sound,

and e becomes I. ' Dans une suite de syllabes atones dont la

voyelle sera to uj ours i, le dernier i seulement garde le son

qui lui est propre ; ceux des syllabes qui le precedent se pro-

noncent I.' He gives as examples Tninisti^o, militar Fl'^Isrocoi,

fIcoI-oJcd, vicejar, privilegiado ^Isf-ejd), DioT^IcofeJC"]®!. I can-

not trace these laws in the pron. of my teacher.

P. 58 he gives the pron. of initial unstressed em as li, as in

entrar. This my teacher admitted. He makes initial e I

before a, e, I before other conss. : elogio Icoi-ell, esposo, £'Zfo}si.

I find that the unstressed e before st, &c., is so faintly sounded

that its existence is often doubtful, but it sounds to me more T

than I or f

.

16. ou generally= } or }i indifferently, especially before O).

G.V. 61.

17. G.V., p. 68, does not give nasality to the e of penna, &c.

18. According to G.V., p. 88, the differences of stress are

greater than in Italian, almost as great as in E.

The only mention of whisper by G.V. is where he attributes

it to the second element of diphthongs, p. 33.

19. ' Ces Elisions de I'e muet sont assez capricieuses.'

G.V. 67.

24. G.V., 60, 1, gives tei-em, doi-em, poi-em, &c., with

inserted i.

If my paper had appeared before M. Vianna's, I might have

claimed the merit of having added considerably to our know-
ledge of the language ; as it is, I can only claim that of having,

with the help of Visible Speech, perhaps defined the formation

of some of the sounds more closely. I only hope that M. Vianna
may be induced to publish a complete grammar and chresto-

mathy of this beautiful and interesting language on a phonetic

basis.



SPOKEN NORTH WELSH i

The following is a description of the sonnds and forms of

Welsh as spoken in the valley of Gwynant in Carnarvonshire,

based on personal observations.

SOUNDS.

Description.

The following are the. elementary vowels
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The consonants are

:

2
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Stress.

The stress of many-syllabled words is regularly on the fore-

lasfc syllable.

Many words, however, are stressed on the last. The follow-

ing are some of the more important of those enumerated in

the grammars.

ba'rhay ' shorten ', Inay glanhau ' cleanse ' (with dropping

of the unstressed vowel).

kanja'taad ' permission '

;
pa'rhays ' lasting '.

par-toi parotoi ' prepare ', gor-doi ' press
'

; da'hay ' pant '.

a'mhays ' doubtful
'

; ka'fi'oys ' exciting '.

But •kavl9ys ' convenient'.

por'vyy^ porfeydd ' pastures '.

I have also noted the following :

kam'raayg ' Welsh
'

; kam-raays ' Welshwoman'.

pop'taay ' ovens ', beydaay, bdaay ' cowhouses '
; ber-vaay

' wheelbarrows '.

Some words taken from modern English, such as ra'seet

' receipt ', keep the E. stress on the last syllable.

Words beginning with unstressed y before s + cons, dropped

the y in speech :

sieen yst^n 'jug', storm ystorm 'storm'.

In modern compounds, as opposed to the old traditional

ones, and in those loose compounds formed of a preposition

and a noun, and other groups, there is a tendency to stress

the last element

:

-dyyS syyl, often shortened almost to -dy syyl ' Sunday
',

&c. -havod rhiisg Hafod Rhisgl, :betus kooyd Bettws-y-Goed,

-pen guryd Pen-y gwryd; so also in -jesy griist ' Jesus Christ',

-kry(y) glaas ' stork '.

-yynor iSeeg ' eleven ', &c. ; -'d myysg yn mysg ' among
',

heb lau ' besides '.

-o ^ar oddiar ' from on ' ; -ty drau ' beyond
'

; -ij day ' they

two
'

; dra'xevn ' again '
; ai"ee ' oh !

'; an'teo onide 'is it ?
'

;

:gora ool ' all the better '.

Some prefixes, especially the negative an-, often take full

stress

:
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•an-amal ' seldom ', an'voSlon ' discontented ', -aq-hovjo

' fo)-get
'

; "dio'valys ' careless
'

; -ai-Serxog ' excellent '.

The sentence-stress is, on the whole, more even than in

English. Prepositions often seem to have full stress, especially

those of marked and definite meaning, such as ar, am, and

other particles are often accented where they would not be

accented in English. Verbs, on the other hand, are often

subordinated to the substantives and adverbs, &c., they are

joined to, as in -rhoi troo * give a turn '
=

' take a walk ', -mynd
alan 'go out'. Other examples will be found in the texts

given at the end of this paper.

The syllable-stress always begins on the consonant, so that

such a word as Jugur ' sugar ' is divided into Ju-gur, not as in

the E. Jug-8.

Quantity.

The unstressed vowels of a word are always short.

Stressed vowels are long and short in monosyllables (and final

syllables of polysyllables), always short when an unstressed

syllable follows, so that two such words as (ton) ' wave ' and

(toon) 'tune' both have the same plural (tona).

The length of the vowels of monosyllables is greatly deter-

mined by the nature of the following consonant. If the vowel

is final it is always long, as in (daa) ' good '. Nearly always

long before the open conss. (x
; J),

tS ; s ; f, v) and the voiced

stops (g, d, b). Short before the nasals (t], m), generally

before (1), and, according to the grammars, before the voice-

less stops (k, t, p), but very few native Welsh words end

in these three conss. Variable before the vowellikes (r, 1),

and before (n). There are two main classes of exceptions

to these rules : (1) the names of the letters of the alphabet

ending in a cons., which are always short—(ex, e]?), &c.
; (2)

monosyllabic words of English origin, which keep their E.

quantity.

Polysyllables of E. origin, accented in the regular Welsh
way, shorten their vowels, as in Welsh—(stejon, stabal,

smokjo) ' station ', ' stable ', ' smoke '.
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The following are examples, with the more important excep-

tions :
^

aax : baax ' little ', kuux ' boat'.

[ox 'ohl']

aa]' : maa]? ' kind ' sb,, nyy]? ' nest '.

[by]> 'ever'].

aatS : graa^ ' degree ', boolS ' contentment '.

aas : glaas ' blue ', mils ' month ', nees ' neai-er '.

[glas 'glass', nes 'until'].

aaf : I'haaf ' rope ', kloof ' lame '.

aav r braav ' fine ' (of weather), klaav ' ill '.

aag : gwaag ' empty ', kiig ' meat '.

aad : taad ' father ', bood ' be '.

[nid 'not', hid= bydded 'may be'].

aab : maab ' filius ', neeb ' no-one '.

[heb ' without ', tub ' tub '].

at] : loq ' ship '.

am : mam ' mother ', dim ' nothing '.

[fraam 'frame'].

al : gwel ' better ', tul ' hole '.

[hool, ool 'all'].

ak : lak ' slack ', klok ' clock '.

[kuuk 'cook'].

at : at ' to ', het ' hat '.

[plaat 'plate'].

ap : top ' top '.

aar : aar ' ploughed land
',
gwiir ' true

', paar ' pair '.

ar : ar ' on ', byr ' short ', sar ' sir '.

aal : taal ' payment ', meel ' honey.', seel ' zeal '.

al : tal ' tall ', dal ' catch ', vel ' as '.

aan : taan ' fire ', hyyn hyn, hun ' older ',
' self, been ' old '.

an : tan ' under ', hyn ' this ', pen ' head '.

Vowels are short befoi-e two conss., except in monosyllables

before (It) and (s) + stop, where they are always long

:

aalt : haalt ' salt ' adj., gwyylt ' wild ', suult ' shilling '.

[(suit) appears to occur also].

' Words of E. origin are given only occasionally. Fuller lists for the

vowels before r, I, n will be given under the separate words further on.
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aasg : paasg ' Etuster ', gwiisg ' dress '.

aast : ganst Mtoh ". kiist • clicst ".

aasp : koosp punishment '.

Vowels are, of course, always shortened in such compounds

as (morva) ' beach" from (mooi) ' sea ".

Diphtliongs are long (that is. the first element is long) only

in stressed syllables not followed by an unstressed one. (,ai, ei,

oi
;
yu. ou ; oy) are always short, as also ^ay, oy)= oi(, ou resp.

(uuy) is long, as also (any. ooy)=at', oc resp. (aau, eeu) are

long only when final.

IXTONATroN.

The Welsh intonation differs from the English, but not in

any very marked way, and I have not been able to investigate

it in any detail. The ^^'elsh seem often to use the rise in

plain statements of facts, and the\ speak altogether in

a higher key than the English.

VOWKLS.

D (a), a ' and '

; kar ' car, trap ', bara ' bread '
; In! ' other '

;

tal 'tail', dal 'catch"; glas 'glass', basun biMtuvii 'I would

bo ' ; davad ' sheep '
; man ' place ', glan ' shore ', gwan ' weak ',

tan ' under ', kaut ' hundred '

; mam ' mother ". a'namal aiiaml

' seldom "
; lac ' slack ' ; agos ' near ' ; at ' to ", tatus ' pota-

toes '
; sad ' firm ', tada hxdau ' fathers

"
; kap ' cap ' ; babi

' baby ". daa ' good '

; baax ' little
"

; aar ' ploughed laud
' ; jaar

'hen', paar 'pair'; saal 'ill', taal 'payment"; haalt 'salt'

aj. ; laaS ' kill
'

; kaa]) ' cat
" ;

glaas ' blue ' ; rhaaf ' rope
'

; braav

' good, fine
'

; maan ' fine " aj.
;
glaan ' clean ' ; kaan ' song ',

taan ' fire ', braan ' crow ' sb. ; fraam ' frame ' ; gwaag ' empty'

;

plaat ' plate ' ; taad ' father
'

; maab ' son '. DitFers from the

E. a in father only in being uttered with the moutli wide open,

which gives it a clearer sound. No difference of quality

between the long and short vowel.

L (y). -fin vyau 'soon'; yxal nchd 'lofty'; byr 'short',

tyr ' breaks ' ; h}] ' ugly
'

; rhyl ' Rhyl
'

; by]' ' ever '

; gwy Sal,
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' Irishman
'

; bysnas ' business ', lysgo ' drag
'

; hyn ' this ',

lyn ' lake ', syn ' surprised ', kyn ' before, as ', tyn ' tight ', bryn
' hill

' ;
pymp ' five

'
; syt ' how

'
; bydyr hudr ' dirty

'
; kany

'sing', kefyl 'horse', davyS 'David', melys 'sweet', deryn

aderyn ' bird '. tyy ' house '
; syyx ' dry

'
; kyyr ' pain ', dyyr

'steel', pyyr 'pure'; -dyy^ syyl 'Sunday', kyyl 'narrow';

nyy]7 ' nest
' ;
pryyS ' serious '; klyyst ' ear

' ;
yyn ' one ', -i hyyn

' himself, hyyn ' older ', -dyy^ }yyii ' Monday ', lyyn ' picture ',

klyyn ' thigh ', dyyn ' man
'

; kryyg ' hoarse ' ; stryyd ' street '.

This is the most difficult of the North Welsh vowels for South

Welshmen as well as Englishmen. It is advanced from the

normal high-mixed position towards (i), with which it is com-

pletely confused further South. In the Anglesea dialect it is

I think even more removed from (i) than in the Carnarvon

dialect. When I round the Carnarvon sound I get exactly

the Swedish u, which is decidedly Ik (yy) and (ii) end in a

very slight voice-glide—they might almost be written (yya,

iio).

I (a), a, ar ' the ', sar ' sir
'

; asgol ' school
'

; kanta cyntaj

' first
'

; ama ' here
'

; matn ' mutton
'

; adu ydyvj ' am '. Occurs

long only as the name of the letter y—(aa), in which it sounds

deeper than the E. vowel in sir, being apparently more

retracted, but the difference is very slight. Quite distinct

from our vowel in but.

I (i). diod 'drink' sb., tori 'break', meri 'Mary', pisin

' piece ', dim ' not ', trigjan ' sixty ', nid ' not '. kii ' dog ' ; hiir

' long ', siir ' shire ', gwiir ' true ', kliir ' clear
'

; miil 'thousand'

;

hiin 'weather', liin 'flax', miin 'edge', gwiin 'wine', kriin

' brittle ', triin ' treat ', bliin ' tired
'

; kiig ' meat '. The wide E.

(i) is foreign" to North Welsh, and suggests (y) rather than (i)

to a Welsh ear, but it appears to be gaining ground somewhat

among those who are familiar with E., of course, only in words

taken from E. It is, however, often very difficult to distinguish

between (i) and (y),

(e). reol 'rule'; ber 'short '/em.; gwel 'better', pel

' far
'

; hel ' gather ', vel ' as ' ; pre-gej'y ' preach
'

; fres ' fresh ',

nes 'until'; pen 'head'; het 'hat'; heb 'without', lee

' place
'

; feer ' ankle
', gweer ' tallow ' ; seel ' zeal ', meel
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' honey ', peel ' ball
'

; nees ' nearer
'

; been ' old ', steen

' bucket ', kleen ' kind
'

; deeg ' ten '. Identical with the E. e

in pen.

i (u). kur ' corner ', turn ' noise ', brus ' brush
' ; hun ' this

',

gun ' I know ', ' gun
'

; luk ' luck '. Juur ' sure
',
guur ' man ',

duur 'water'; njuul 'mist'; suun 'sound', cuun 'dogs';

druug 'bad'. Curiously enough, although the E. (u) is

foreign to the language, I have always heard cats called (pws)

with a distinctly wide vowel.

3- (o). bono ' she
'

; ox ' oh
!

' ; forffordd ' road ', tor ' cut
!

'

;

kol ' loss '
; trol ' cart

'
; klos ' close ' ; hon ' she ', ton ' wave

'

s6., bron' breast', 'nearly' ; lot obobol6o6?' lot of people', doo

' yes
'

; stoor ' store
' ;

(h)ool ' all
'

; ool ' track ', fool ' silly ',

nool ' fetch ', dool ' vale
'

; soon ' sound ', moon ' Anglesea ',

toon ' tune ', boon ' stump
'

; koot ' coat '. E. o in boy, distinct

from that in not. No difference of quality between short and

long.

Ol (ay), kay cau ' shut ', day ' two
'

; ayr ' gold ', hayl ' sun

'

pa'rhays 'constant', kaay cae 'field', maay 'is'; xwaayr

'sister', gwaayj? 'worse', blaayn 'front', paayno wydyr

tvydr 'pane of glass', kam-raayg 'Welsh', traayd 'feet',

(aay) occurs only in monosyllabic words or final stress

syllables. I used to think that ae and oe were ]n (aae) and

^n resp., and I am still not certain that their second ele-

ment is not, in rapid speech at least, a vowel between (y)

and (g).

3x (ai). ai ' with his ', lai ' less
' ;

gair ' word ', ail ' second ',

sais 'Englishman', main 'slender', kraig 'rock'.

3l (au). lauar 'many'; maur 'big', ha,\i^ 'easy', aust

'August', jaun 'right', daunjjo 'dance', brand 'brother'.

Ii (yu). lyu lliw ' colour ', hoylan skryu ' screw ', dyu ' God ',

byu ' alive
'

; byux ' cow ', yud ' porridge '. dyuatS ' end ', dyujol

' divine '.

\i (ay), gwey 'knit', leyad 'moon', koya caeau 'fields';

tayly ' family ', gw8y]?a gwaethaf ' worst ', daySag ' twelve ',

seysnag Seisoneg ' English ', payntjo ' paint ' vb., gnayd gwneud
'do', ae always has this sound when followed by an

unstressed syllable in the same word.
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\l (ai). jair ' hens ', aira ' snow ', keiljog ' cock ', nais 'nice
,

taimlo ' feel ', rait ' right '.

II (au). klau-ad ' hear ', tau-yl ' dark ', bau-yd ' life '.

[i (eu). neu-yi5 ' new ', deu-is ' choose
'

; eux 'go ye !

'

-i meun ' within '. rheeu ' frost ', teeu ' thick ', bleeu ' hair '.

li (uy). muya mwz/a/ ' most', buyal 'axe'; diiyran dwyrain

'east', bluytSyn ' year',luybyr?Z«y2/6r 'path', uuy 'egg', muuy
'more'; uuy]? 'eight', uuyn 'lambs', fruuyn 'bridle ', luuyd

' grey '.

Ji (oy). loya lloau ' calves
'

; hoylan ' nail ', ka'froys

' exciting ', ama-rhoys ' dilatory ', koydan ' tree ', 'Sooy ' yester-

day '
; ooyr ' cold ', pooy]? ' hot ', ooyn ' lamb ', kooyts ' coach '.

Jx (oi). rhoi ' give ', troi ' turn '
; oil ' oil '.

Ji (ou). ouan Oivain; doux 'come ye!' mour]? 'March',

stout ' brave '.

"Consonants.

e (h). hanas ' history ', hii ' she ', been ' old ', hun ' he '.

cj (xr). -i xevn ' her back ', xweex ' six ', axos ' cause ', -i xii

' to you ', huux goox ' a red sow ', kairx ' oats ', bulx ' gap '.

The trill is as constant a feature of this sound as it is of the r.

(xw) are pronounced quite separately, and the (w) does not

round the (x).

(t) (j). jai]? ' language', njuul 'mist', kufjo ' fight ', durdjo

' scold '. The controversy whether this is a cons, or not seems

to be merely the result of its being written i. It seems to me
to be as much a cons, as the E. y in yet, although there is no

perceptible friction in it any more than in the E. sound. Per-

haps the W. sound is narrow, =consonantal I (i). In (-i hjai]?)

' their language ' the (h) and (j) seem to be uttered separately.

Voiceless o occurs perhaps after (p), &c., in such words as

(pjujjo) piwsio ' tease '.

os° (rrh). rhaaf ' rope ', rhesum ' I'eason ', rhaa yr haf 'the

summer ', rhuq ' between '. The essential character of this

sound, as of nh, &o., lies iu the combination (r) + (h), and

the breath-sound of the r is really unessential, although I

believe it is always breathed at the beginning of a sound-
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group.^ After a vowel it is, perhaps, voiced. I found that both

pronunciations seemed to satisfy the ears of the natives. It

would, perhaps, be better to write 02, as the (h) seems to

belong almost as much to the followino vowel.

rh, ngh, nh, mh, which are now real ' aspirates ', must

originally have been the simple breaths o, J, i, r; rh. must

have been parallel to II, which is still a simple breath, and the

nasal mutation iigh- from c- must have been parallel to ng-

from g-.

The aspiration was no doubt the result of the attempt to

make the sounds more audible, for the voiceless nasals,

especially, are almost inaudible, unless uttered with great

force. Original co (1) was made more audible by other means

:

by being developed into a strong unilateral palatalized hiss.

Unaspirated (r) occurs in troo ' turn ', kryy ' strong ', &c.

See under (k).

(i>f (rr). -i ran ' his share ', ri-ooyd eriocd ' ever ', druug
' bad ', bara ' bread ',

gwiir ' true ', tarn ' turn '.

(DJ? (rriu). gr?(;aig gwraig ' wife ', -i ricaig ' his wife ', -mi

rtyantai ' I warrant '. The regular sound of riv [when lu is

a cons.J, the two conss. being uttered simultaneously.

"""^
(}§i)- W ' other', kalal 'knife', gwel 'better'. Always

unilateral (right side) with the tongue in the i-position, or

approximated to it. The unilaterality has hardly any effect on

the sound, and the Welsh II may be described as being essen-

tially a French I unvoiced. It is almost identical with the

Icelandic M.

o (1). kloo ' lock ',
plyy ' feathers '. Devocalization of the

ordinary I.

CO (1). -i lau ' his hand ', leni eleni ' this year ', ledi ' lady ',

kalad ' hard ', meel ' honey '. Apparently identical in forma-

tion with the E. I, the front of the tongue being hollowed.

COJi (ho), glowaad gwlad ' country ', -i kyaad ' his country '.

Compare (r^f).

u (]?). -i J7aad ' her father
', j^aqkju ' thank you ', kaa]? 'cat ',

gwer]7Son ' they sold '.

' I once misheard (nhaad) 'my father' as (haad) 'seed', which shows the
initial (n) was nearly inaudible, and therefore voiceless.
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w (tS). -i -Savad ' his sheep ', metSul ' think ', klautS ' hedge ',

atSvad ' ripe '.

2 (J). Jarad ' speak ', Jop '. shop ', trujo ' mend ' ; tjain

'chain', katjjo 'catch'. This sound seems to be essentially

the same as the E., but I have heard from older speakers

a sound more like Zi or ^^—a palatalized
J,

or something

between J and (s).

e (3). insan ' engine
'

; -a dsain ' the chain ', dson ' John ',

wedsan ' wedge '. (dson) is still often pronounced (Joon).

s (s). saia ' Englishman ', silf ' shelf ', isal ' low ', mils

* month ', brus ' brush '.

o" (wh). -i whatshi ' her watch '. Only in occasional

mutations of (w) in E. words.

3 (w). -i waas ' his servant ', wedi ' after ', wats ' watch ',

gwers ' lesson ', berwi ' boil '.

> (f). for (road), -i fen 'her head', kofi 'coffee', korf 'body*.

> (v). -i vam 'his mother', voo 'he', avon 'river', kevn

'back'.

JO (qh). qhevn ' my back ', qhaa]? ' my cat '.

The nasal mutation of c, t, p + r, I offers some diflSculties.

nghroen ' skin ', nhroed ' foot ' (from croen, troed), are not pro-

nounced (qhrooyd, nhrooyd), but the aspiration passes on to

the (r), giving (qrhooyd, m-hooyd), which last seems often to

become (rhooyd). The initial (q) and (n) seem, however, to be

often pronounced with voice. With I the result is the regular

aspirated sound distinct fi'om that of II, as in nghluet, mklentyn,

{rom dust 'ear', ^^e7iii/« 'child', = (q]hyyst, mlhentyn). Here,

again, the initial nasals seem to be often voiced. Indeed, it is

possible to carry the voice through the (1) as well without

offending an unattentive ear—(-va mlentyn).

J (q). qavr ' my goat ', driqo ' climb ', loq ' ship '.

1° (nh). nhaad * my father '.

T (n). nain 'grandmother'.

19 (nw). gnido gwnio ' sew ', basgjad n-w^io ' work-basket '.

r" (mh). -i mham 'her mother'.

F (m). mam 'mother'.

a (k). kakan ' cake ', kii ' dog ' ; kryy ' strong ', kloof

' lame '
; klok ' clock '. The off-glide of the breath stops is
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stronger than in E., and completely devocalizes a following (r)

or (1), but not an (n), the breath glide being apparently kept

before the (n), as in (knuud) ' crop '. The breath glide is very

weak after (s), as in (storm) ' storm ', and in unstressed syllables.

In words of E. origin (k) and (g) generally become (kj, gi) before

(a), as in (kjastin, kjaf; gjard, gjaat) 'casting (in fishing),

gaff; guard (of a coach), gate'. The same pronunciation

may often be observed before unstressed (a) = written e, as in

(basgjad, baxgjan) ' basket, boy '. Also in (loygjar) Lloegr

' England '. In the neighbouring Merioneth dialect the

change is said to be fully carried out in native words before

stressed (a), (k) and (g) are, as in most languages, more forward

before front vowels.

Q (g). -a goog 'the cuckoo', -i giid 'together', glaan

'clean', asgol 'school'; dsug 'jug', rhedag 'run'. Final

voice stops are pronounced quite short, and consequently when
following a short stress vowel (which seldom happens in native

words) they have the effect of (k), &c., to an E. ear. They

have the same pronunciation when they end the syllable in the

middle of a word, as in (gogla^, rhagblaayn), ' north ', 'at once'.

Final (g) after (s) is whispered, as in (gwiisg, kuusg), ' dress ',

' sleep '.

Dh (t). taad 'father', trio ' try ', pont 'bridge', guts 'goods',

kastal ' as good '. In forming (t) and (d) the point of the

tongue seems to be entirely on the teeth.

03 (d). -i daad 'his father', druug ' bad', tyd ' come !', sad

'firm', parod 'ready ', adra adref 'home' adv., modvaiS 'inch'.

D (p). pen ' head ', pren ' wood ', top ' top ', cospi ' punish'.

B (b). -i ben ' his head ', tub ' tub ', atab ' answer '.

Hepresentation and Occurrence.

The following are the letters and digraphs that make up the

Welsh alphabet, with their Welsh names :

a (aa), b (bii), c (ek), ch (ex), d (dii), dd (eS), e (ee), f (ev),

ff (ef), g (eg), ng (eq), ngh, h (aitj), i (ii), 1 (el), 11 (el), m
(em), mh, n (en), nh, o (oo), p (pii), ph (ef), r (er), rh, s (es),

t (tii), th (e}>), u (yy), w (uu), y (aa).
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The letters will be treated of in the following order : a, u,

y, i, e,w, o; au, ae, ai, aw, uw, yw, iw, eu, ey, ei, ew, wy, ou, oe,

oi. h, cJi, i, rh, t, II, I, th, dd, s, iv, ff, f; ngh, ng, nh, n, toA,

m ; c,g, t, d, p, h.

Examples will be given only of irregular correspondence.

The words are written phonetically, the nomic spelling being

only added when the word contains other changes than that

given by the heading.

Vowels.

(A) Stressed.

a : a, aa ; e, o. gwer]?ol ' stirrup '. krogan cragen ' shell '.

U : y, yy ; i. hiSig huddygl ' soot ', ti)7Jo ' trot ', inig ' alone

'

[also in (i'nigol) 'lonely'], ninjon yn union 'at once', stimja

ystumiaii ' bends, tricks ', rhigil rhugl ' fluent of speech ', brigo

barugo ' deposit hoar-frost ', hido ' entice ', stidjo astudio

' study ' vb.

y: y, yy, a; a, i, e, o. (y) in monosyllables and final

syllables, as in ty (tyy) 'house', dyn 'man ' (dyyn), llyn (lyn)

' lake', gofyn 'ask', (a) in syllables followed by an unstressed

syllable, as in dynion ' men
', gofynodd ' asked ' pret., Llyndy

(landy) 'Lake-house'. Also (a) in y, yr 'the', fy ' my', dy
' thy

',
yn, yng ' in ', &c., myn in (-man djaul) ' by the devil

!

'

For further rules see the grammars. I find cyd-= (kad) in

(kadol) 'whole' aj., (kad-wybod) 'conscience', (kadna-ba^ys)

cydnahyddus ' acquainted '.

The dialect has (y) before an unstressed syllable in the

following words : sylu ' attention ', bryjjo ' hurry ', hyna ' that

one', smydi]?, &c., from symyd ' move', glydar [also (gladar)]

'Glyder', glypax, &c., gwlypach 'wetter', cp.

(a) in las'enwi 'nickname ' vb.

(i) in dirwin dyrwyn 'wind' vb., disgwl dysgwyl ' expect',

distau 'silent', kimint cymmaint ' howmuch.' , ka'nigjad'ofi'er'

sb. [cp. (kanig) vb.j, -i giid 'together', gida 'with', digutS

dygwydd ' happen '. Some of these words, as also of those in

the preceding paragraph, may vary between (i) and (y).
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(e) in desgil dysgl ' dish '.

(o) in doro dyro 'put!' [also daro]. dyfod 'come' is

contracted into (duad) and (dood).

i : i, ii ; b\. kn8i)7ar cyfnither ' female cousin '.

e : e, ee ; a, a, ai, i. ato ' yet ', astyn ' stretch ', dranytS

drenydd 'day after to-morrow', marljod merlynod 'ponies',

banu benyw 'female', xwadal cliwedl 'according to '. ge'vail-

jaid 'twins', hai'Sju, hitSju heddyw 'to-day', xwaigjan chwe

ugain ' ten shillings '.

"W: u, uu ; y. dyvn'deep'.

O : o, 00 ; a, u, a. klagutS ceiliogwydd ' gander ' (lit. cock-

goose). mur]7ul morthwyl ' hammer
',
gulun gollwng 'let out '.

gastun gostwng 'lower ', daduy ' lay eggs ', naduytS 'needle '.

au: ay; ay, a, ai. (cayad) adj. 'closed', (ceyo'S), &c., pret.,

of (kay) 'close', kneya c2/')ia'ua/ ' harvest '. This seems to be

the regular sound of au when followed by an unstressed syllable

in the same word. The present of (kay) is (kaa-i]j). a'u

' and their ' (ai), identical with a'i ' and his '.

ae : aay ; aa, a, ay, y. (aay) in monosyllables sometimes

seems to drop its (y) in some words, such as chwaer ' sister
',

o'r hlaen ' formerly ', traed ' feet ' [in inae ' is ' and cael ' get
',

apparently only when these words are unstressed], (a) in the

disyllables (gwarad) givaered ' descent', (tany) 'spread '. When
followed by an unstressed syllable in the same word ae is

regularly (ey): keya caeau

'

fields', -a Sayar 'the earth', gwaylod
' bottom', gwayj>a gwaethaf ' worst', oyj^ox ' ye went', payntjo

' paint '. Even in compounds, such as (bleynlau) 'beforehand '.

ffraeo 'quarrel' [from E./raj/] seems to be (fryo) as well as

(frayo).

ai : ai
; y, ai, ay. hyarn ' iron '. rhai ' some

',
prai pa rai

' which ones ?
', rhain y rhai hyn ' these '. say saif ' stands '.

aw : au ; ou, uy. mour]? ' Tuesday, March ', dnouvad

deunawfed ' eighteenth ', mounan mawnen ' piece of peat
',

mounog ' place where peat is dug ', soudul sawdl ' heel '.

deunaw ' eighteen ', and the plur. iniawn keep their (au) . suyro

saw(y)rio ' smell, sniff'.

UW: yu.

yw : yu, au ; u, o, ay. (au) in such words as clywed
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' hear', tywydd ' weather ', tyivod ' mud ' is pronounced so

quickly that it is often difficult to hear the (a) at all= kluad,

&c. duad dyfod 'come', tulax, tula tywyllach, tywyllaf
' darker, darkest '. tolti tywallt 'pour '. deyd dywed ' say '.

iw: yu,

eu : 9y. deuwch ' come ye ' is (doux).

ey: yy. lyyn 'Lleyn' (a part of Carnarvonshire).

ei: ai; a, y, i, e, ee. asan eisen 'rib', lya lleiaf 'least',

trio 'try', i'Sau eiddew 'ivy', ista eistedd 'ait', ijjo eisieu

'want', kinjog ceimog 'penny'. gwerglotS gweirglawdd
' meadow ' [also pronounced gwarglo^ 1], ees ' I went '. (ei)

seems to be sometimes confused with (8y),butl have not been

able to determine how far this is really the case.

ew : eeu, eu ; ou, u. doux dewch or deuwch ' come ye !

',

tuxy tewychu ' thicken ', lugy llewygu ' starve'.

wy : uuy, uy
; y, u, ay. byta ' eat '. truu ' through ', puu

'who' [also pron. puuy], tru'any 'pierce', xurny 'growl', tuly

tyiuyllu 'get dark', knulbran canwyllbren 'candlestick',

di'gutSotS dygivyddodd 'happened', &c., usnos wythnos ' week',

xujjy ' blow ', gunjon ' white ' pi., gunuy ' white of egg ',

guni'adyn gwyniedyn 'sea-trout', tuny tywynu 'shine',

ka-xunoS 'started', &c., tumo 'warm', rhumoS 'tied', &c.,

rhugo 'tear', gubod 'know'. Many disyllabic words seem

to have only (uy), such as onwyaf ' most ', twyllo ' deceive
',

blwyddyn 'year', rhwystro 'hinder', llwyhyr 'path', daylo

dwylatu ' hands '.

(wy) in y Wyddfa 'Snowdon', gwycSal Qwyddel 'Irishman',

chwyn 'weeds', Gwynant, gwynah gwyneb 'face', cwyno 'com-

plain ', &c. (wyy) in chwys ' sweat ', gwyllt ' wild ', gwydd
' plough ' [guuytS— ' goose '].

OU : o'u ' of their ' is (oi), like the sg. o'i ' of his '.

oe: ooy; oo, o, ay, uy. In monosyllables oe sometimes

seems to become (oo) as in noeth ' naked
'

; shortened in (kog-

vran) coegfran 'jackdaw'. glay-u gloew 'transparent',

ka-vay)70g ' wealthy \ puyri 'spit',

oi : oi. troiodd ' turned ' pret. is contracted into (troocS).

Ll
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(B) Unstressed.

a becomes (o) in the verb-ending -asant, as in (gwelson)

'they saw', govol 'care' sb., adlo-S 'after-grass', kroxon

crochan 'pot', penog penwag 'herring', o'vlauan aflawen

' dismal '. (i) in gaii ' with ',

y : a, i. adax ' ye are ', &c., adan ydynt ' they are ', &e.,

edrax 'see', dinbax 'Denbigh', kleSa cleddyf 'sword',

amba'rel ' umbrella ', las'enwi ' nickname ' vb.

(i) before the stress-syllable : diar)? dyeithr 'strange', di'o'Sa

dyoddef 'suffer'; disteui 'be silent'. After the stress-

syllable regularly in -yg, and in many other endings as well

:

kerig 'stones', tebig 'like', kanig 'offer', perig perygl

'danger'; divir 'amusing', kalil 'knives', pistil 'spout',

bri]jil 'trout', disgin 'alight', dirwin dyrwyn 'wind' vb.,

di'Sim ' destitute '. When another syllable is added, so

that the y receives the accent, the (i) is sometimes kept, as in

(brij)iljad) hrithylliaid plur., but generally the original (a)

appears, as in (di'varax) compar., (dis'gano'S) pret. heiSju

heddyw ' to-day '.

e after the stress-syllable regularly becomes (a): kavla

'opportunity', rhula rhywle 'somewhere', oySax 'ye were',

amsar 'time', robart 'Robert', rubajj rywbeth 'something',

dodravn 'furniture', gorfan gorphen 'finish', rhedag 'run',

sekrat 'secret'. Of course (e) is preserved in less familiar

compounds; also in (pope]?) pohpeth 'everything', (o) in (o,

voo) e, efe (e'vee in the literary Ig.) ' he
', (gwybod) ' flies ' pi.,

kariktor ' character '. (i) in (naaki) nage ' not '. Sometimes

(a) before the stress-syllable: da-xreynos 'evening', -agar Sinan

y Gerddinen, pra'gejjur ' preacher'.

O becomes (a) in (duad) dyfod 'come', and sometimes in

(arnax) arnoch ' on you ', &c.

Diphthongs are almost always simplified.

ae :
a. madal ymadael ' leave, depart

',
gadal ' leave ' trans.,

karats cyrhaedd ' reach '. Also in some compounds, such as

(gwe-ni]?van) ' granite
', penman maur ' Penmaenmawr '. mae

'is', cael 'get' become (maa, ma, kaal) when unstressed.
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ai: a, i, ja. mecSa 'said', kara 'strap', bygal 'shepherd',

mantas ' advantage', damwan ' misfortune ', cu'panad ' cupful'.

Also in the compound (klama) Golan Mai ' May Day '. (ai) is

often kept in plurals, such as (devaid) ' sheep ', apparently for

the sake of distinctness, (i) in the verb-ending -ais, as in

(gwelis) 'thou sawest' pret., and in eril 'others', lagid 'eyes',

kimint ' how much '. (ja) in ygjan 'twenty ', daygjan 'forty ',

trigjan ' sixty '.

au: a. lavra 'books', anta 'he', pia 'possesses', para

parhau [literary pa'rhay] 'last' vb., kaj^ral 'devil', (ay) is

sometimes kept in the plural of literary words even in common
speech.

aw: o, a. gatSo addaw 'promise', kinjo 'dinner', taro

'strike', ano(5 'difficult', kpylon ' cruel', gwerglo^ gweirglmudd
' meadow '. kena ' cub '.

3rw : i, u. adi ' is '. guru ' male ', banu benytv ' female '.

eu : a, i, o, ee. bora 'morning', xwara 'play' vb., gora

'best', gola 'light' (lucidus), tena 'thin', ama am'mheu

'doubt' vb. The (ay) reappears under stress, as in the com-

paratives (gloyax, tnoyax). (i) in eu 'their', (o) in (aijjo)

' want', neu ' nor ' is (nee).

ei : i, a. in ei ' his, her '. (a) in eich ' your '.

ew au. iiSau luddew ' Jew ' [plur. iSeuon], i^au eiddeiu

' ivy ', pajjau ' dormouse '.

wy : u. nhuu, nhu htvy ' they ', adu ydwyf ' I am ', anul

'dear', kelutS 'falsehood', eglus 'church', morun 'maid', anud
' cold ' (in head, &c.) ; lirodra]? llwyodraeth ' government '.

oe : o. trooydno]? ' bare-legged'. Unstressed oedd ' was ' is

(oo'S, o'S).

Unstressed vowels are often dropped.

a. redig aredig 'plough' vb., rhosux aroswch ' ata,y ye!'

stidjo astudio 'study' vb., sena ais pi. of asan eisen 'rib';

vala afalau ' apples
' ;

gorjad agoriad ' key ', gorux agorwch
' open ye

!

' ; tebux atebwch ' answer ye !

'
; deryn aderyn

'bird', denytS adenydd 'wings', -mi rwantai 'I warrant',

JradoS daradodd 'spoke', trany taranu 'thunder' vb., trauotS

tarawodd ' struck ', pruydy tSparwydydd ' walls '. pryyn pa yr

un, pa un ' which one ', brigo barugo ' deposit hoar frost
'

;

Ll 2
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kleta culetaf ' hardest', Idama Calan Mai ' May Day ', klonog

calonog ' hearty ', klona calonau ' hearts ',
plee pa le ' where ?

',

pliso'S palisoedd ' walls' : d]7odotS dattododd ' undid '. welsox

luelasoch 'ye saw^iSeytsox dywedasoch 'ye said', &c.; kvaylo-5

cafaelodd 'took hold', tvarna tafarnau 'taverns'; knula

canwyllau ' candles '. Isre-dyrjaid creaduriaid 'creatures ', furti

iffvjrdd a ti ' away with you', vanku fan acw ' there '.

y. sgini sydd genyf ' I have '.

a. Of all the vowels this is oftenest dropped. It is almost

regularly dropped when initial, especially before (s) followed

by a stop: sgweny ysgrifenu 'write', sgoljon ' schools',sgavnax

' lighter
'

; xadig ' little ', xwanag ' more
' ; ranud yr anwyd

' the cold in the head ', rheen uur yr hen wr ' the old man', &c.,

radu yr ydwyf ' I am ', &c. ; vory yfory ' to-morrow
'

; nen"-

wedig yn enwedig ' especially', ninjon yn uniawn ' at once',

nagos yn agos ' near ', &c., nasotS ynysoedd ' islands
'

;

menyn 'butter ', madal ymadael ' leave ' intr. ; molxi ' wash

'

refl. Disyllables which stress the initial (a) do not drop it,

and vice versa : astyr ' meaning ', asgol ' school
' ; swil ' shy

',

-ur]?! sgiilo tvrth ei ysgil ef ' behind him ' [riding on the same

horse], stuur ' noise '. But there are some irregularities. Thus

I find infin. (asgud) ' shake ' but imper. sg. (sguuyd), and I

believe that ysivil is accented on the first syll. in the literary

language.

After a vowel : vyyn fy un ' my one ', damsar ' thy time '.

It is often difficult to say whether it is dropped or only pro-

nounced very shortly, as in (beedio) pa leth ydyw ef ' what is

it ?
', (:maan amsar) y viae yn amser ' it is time '.

Where it gives rise to new consonant combinations : (a)

initial, drasy ' entangle ', brheux ' shorten ye
!

', klama cylymau

'knots', stlenod estyll plur. of stalanesfi/Me'n.' plank', kwi'laSys

' disgraceful ', kfredin ' general ' adj., kvaiSa cyfaddef ' confess
',

dve]>a ' spoil ', cnaya cynauaf ' harvest ', knigjo^ 'ofiered',

dmyno ' wish ', Igodan ' mouse', (b) medial, ers er i/s 'since ',

vanma fan yma 'here', kam'dogjon cymmydogion 'neigh-

bours '.

i. wertSon Iwerddon ' Ireland ', fur i ffwrdd 'away'; deqid

diengyd 'escape'; dreidys direidus 'mischievous'; ^arymi
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nayd ddarfu i mi wneyd ' I did ', &c., -otS ar oddiar ' from off',

-0^ ama oddiyvia ' from here ', &c.

e. hedag ehedeg ' fly ' vb., ri'ooyd erioed ' ever ', leni eleni

' this year ', lulan ehvlen ' kidney ', smwy]7ax esrmvythach

' smoother', sgidja esgidiau 'boots', stanoS estynodd 'stretched',

walys ewyllys ' will ', wina'S ewinedd ' nails ', faijyo effeithio

' effect ', vala ef allai ' perhaps ', nilo^ ennillodd ' won ' prt.,

draxux edrychwch 'look ye', divar edifar 'penitent', pelano

^ava^ pellen o edafedd ' ball of thread
'

; dranod adar plur. of

(deryn) aderyn 'bird', kluytSog ' lying
',
glwa,y gwelyau 'beds',

pleni plur. of (pelan) pden ' ball ', kfala ceffylau ' horses
',

knuylyn, knuylod cneiuullyn, cnewull 'kernel, kernels', tnayax

teneuach 'thinner'; kradur creadur 'creature'; isla iselaf

' lowest '. An (e) which is stressed in the literary language is

dropped in (daalt) decUlt 'understand'. The pron. (dealt) seems

to occur in the dialect also.

Tl. Saryn='(5arynhu ddarfu hwy '.they did '.

o. 'Sgyty oddeutu 'about', sgweluxan Saa os givelwch yn
dda ' if you please ', ndooys onid oes ' is there not ?

'
; strayon

pi. of (stori) ' story ', kloman coloTnen ' pigeon
',
glayni goleuni

' light ',&c., gw'dno^ gofynodd ' asked'; Tpa.r-toi parotoi 'prepare'.

ai. lond Uonaid ' fullness '.

9y. bdaay beudai ' cowhouses ', sglyso esgeuluso ' neglect

'

vb. Stressed in the lit. lang. in (blodyn) hlodeuyn ' flower '.

8i, stetSotJ eisteddodd ' sat ' etc., probably through (isteiSo'S).

The repetition of the same vowel is avoided by running

them into one, which is often shortened, as in tyxa ty uchaf
* above '.

Parasitic unstressed vowels often develop before a vowel-

like (r, 1) or nasal (n, m) with another cons, before them.

a. amal wml 'often', abal 'able', egar 'sharp, cruel',

jedar ' leather ', kledar 'palm of hand', lestar 'vessel, dish';

kidar ' thief ', loygar ' England '. xwadal chwedl ' accord-

ing to ', seqal ' single, unmarried ', keqal ' girth ', hegal ' limb,

leg'.

y. bystyl bustl 'gall', bydyr 'dirty'. rhuystyr 'hin-

drance ', gwydyr ' glass ', bruydyr ' battle ', luybyr ' path '.

gwydyn ' tough ', dygyn ' toilsome '.
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i. sikir ' sure '. rhigil rhugl 'fluent '. desgil dysgl ' dish '.

U. Jugur sugr ' sugar '. bukul ' buckle ',
pendra-munugiil

' headloDg ', trusgul ' clumsy ' ; soudnl sawdl 'heel' ; kupul

' couple
'

; kubul ' hole ' adj., trubul ' trouble '. ludun ' wether '.

-ars talum er ys talm ' since long, for some time '.

O. oxer ' side '. gogor ' sieve '. sobor ' sober '. lioqol

' corner '. pobol ' people'.

It will be seen that the preceding cons, is generally

a stop, more rarely a nasal (sengl, cengl, congl ; ami) and very

rarely any other conss. {ochr, tahn).

Also that the inserted vowel is generally a repetition of

the root one, the diphthong (uy) repeating its last element,

as also in sarvcll. (m) develops a (u) in tulm,. (e) is not re-

peated, (a) being developed after it, as also after several

diphthongs.

In some words there is no insertion: gavr 'goat', gwobr

'reward', lyvr 'book', dadl 'dispute', batl 'battle', xwedl

' story ', nobl ' noble ', syml ' simple '. kavn ' trough ', dogn

' dose ', lyvn ' smooth '.

Consonants.

h. Often dropped in unstressed syllables, as in kara^

cyrhaedd ' reach', ancS anhcnvdd 'difficult', anos anhaivs 'more

' difficult', kamar cymhar ' partner' ; ama ammheu ' doubt ' vb.,

para parhau ' last ' vb. In the last two the stress is on the last

syllable in the literary language. Often added after (r) and

nasals followed by a stressed vowel : rhosux aroswch ' stay ye',

ka'qhenacang'enatt' branches', da-qhoso'S dangosodd 'showed',

(x) in (xwadan) hwyaden ' duck '.

i (=j). Dropped in i^au luddew 'Jew'jfTodi priodi'ma,riy'.

In some words the second element of a diphthong appears to

be identified with (j) and then transposed : j'gjan ugain
' twenty ', trigjan trigain ' sixty ', oijjos eisoes ' already '.

r. Often dropped in unstressed syllables, especially before n

:

trafaji traffertk 'trouble', bu-tjasan' top-boot' [from 'Blucher'?],

fenast ffenestr 'window'; gar^un arddivrn 'wrist', sadwn
' Saturday ', sisun ' scissors '. gub-neSig gwrboneddig ' gentle-

man '. In most of these words the r is restored in stressed
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syllables, as in (fe^nestri, si'sarna) plurals. Not in the plural

(gar"Sana). Stressed r is dropped in (kulid) 'coverlet'. Inserted

in (poultris) 'poultice', (gerlig) gellaig 'pears'. Transposed

in (ewyrj?) ewythr ' uncle ', diar]? dyeithr ' strange '. In (kerad

mesyl day) ' walk two and two ', (mesyl) apparently stands for

mesur ' measure '.

1. Often dropped in unstressed syllables: hitSig huddygl

' soot', posib 'possible', perig perygl ' danger '. Also in (rhiisg)

rhisgl ' bark '. Not in hanadl ' broom ', anadl ' breath ', and

some others.

th. Dropped in (bee) pa beth ' what?' (s) in usnos wythnos

'week'. In old-fashioned pronunciation (taqkju) is said

instead of (jjaqkju) ' thank you '.

dd. Often dropped : ista eistedd ' sit ', syy sydd ' is '
; for

ffordd 'road' [kept in the plur. ffyrdd], -i fur 'away', bur

' table '
; boo byddo ' will be ', oon oeddwn ' I was ', rhoi

rhoddi ' give
'

; kerad cerdded ' walk '. (v) in vanotS y
ddannodd ' toothache ', eivil ' slender '. (d) in (difod) ' go out'

(fire).

S. Dropped sometimes in baat buasit 'wouldst be', sy

becomes
(J),

through (sj), in (Jarnai) sydd arnaf fi
' I owe ', lit.

' is on me '. (|) also in the expletive (fort ora) ' best sort

'

[also (sort ora)]. In older words (s) represents E. sh, as in

(fres) ' fresh '.

W. Dropped in xi ckwi ' ye '
;
gnayd givneyd ' do ', glyyb

gwlyb ' wet
' ;

penog penwag ' herrings ', gwatar gwatwar

'mock', (v) in brivo 'hurt', gorvatSgforwedlc^ 'lie', diweddaf
' last ' is (dwoyj^a).

f. Often dropped finally ; haa ' summer ', lii ' flood ', kryy

cryf ' strong ', sloo ' slow ' (of clock), pluuy ' parish
'

; kanta
' first ',

pentra pentref ' village ', kavri ' accounts ', gwela

gwellaif ' pair of shears '. Reappears when a vowel is added

:

kravax 'stronger', slovax 'slower', gwe-laivja gwelleifiau

plur. Medially in dary darfu ' finished ', duur dwfr ' water ',

kees cefais ' I got '. Developed out of vowels in ivaqk ievMnc
' young ' [comp. jeqax], levyS lleoedd ' places ', (w, u) in

(sgweny) ysgrifenu ' write ' [sgrivan ysgnfen ' writing '],

sgwarnog ysgyfarnog ' hare ', cwarvod cyfarfod ' meet ', tauly
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taflu ' throw ', gu«u gwddf ' neck '. E. (f) has become (w) in

(brekwast) ' breakfast '.

ng. (n) in gulun gollwng 'let out', giistun gostwng 'lower'.

nh. nhr becomes (rh) in (rhuuyn) ' my nose '.

n. Dropped in (-men mynyd) mewn munyd ' in a minute '.

Added in neplas eples 'leaven', nt dropped in maent 'they

are ', namor Nant-y-m(yi\ (m) in rhesum ' reason '.

m. (n) in verbal endings : adan ydym ' we are ', oySan

oeddetn ' we were ', &c.

C . (qk) in hecian ' limp '. (f) in (faind) ' kind ', by con-

fusion with (fond) ' fond '.

g. Dropped in (wiqo) gwingo ' struggle ', Inaay glanhau
' clean ' vb. Added in gonast ' honest

', garSun drddwrn
' wrist ', gatSo addaw ' promise '. (k) in (naaki, naake) nage
' no ', (drakin) dryghin ' bad weather '. (d) in havod-tandrag

Hafod-tan-y-graig.

t. Dropped in -nt in verb-endings: adan ydynt 'they are',

welson welasant 'they saw ', &c. Added in daalt deall ' under-

stand', (d) in stryyd 'street', sut seems to be sometimes

(syd) [before a vowel ?]. E. ch is regularly represented by (ts),

as in (wats) ' watch '. tl- seems to be (kl-) in tlws (kluus)

' pretty '.

d. (d ) is represented by
(J)

in the older pronunciation

(Jon) ' John', &c., by (d) in (dest) 'just' adv.

Initial consonants are often lost by the dropping of the

vowel of an unsti-essed syllable, which often makes the cons,

almost inaudible

:

h. genod hogenod ' girls ', naku hum acw ' that one ', dat

hyd at ' as far as '.

rh. samol rhesyniol ' reasonable '.

f. stinjog Ffestiniog.

n. duni (Sim nid wn i ddim ' I don't know ', &c., dohg

nadolig ' Christmas '.

ra. moga maTnogau 'ewes', tSaljun meddyliwn 'I should

think ', vii rnyfi ' I '.

p. sgota pysgota ' fish ' vb., tatus pytatws ' potatoes '.

Other cases are

:

nabod adnabod 'recognize', (nai) the unstressed form of
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(arnai) arnaf fi
' on me '. (ta) ynte ' therefore, then ', always

unstressed.

pnaun prydnavjn ' evening ', knarvon Caernarfon ' Carnar-

von', klanai canlynaf fi
' I will follow', klaguS ceiliogwydd

' gander ', sglaig ysgolhaig 'scholar' [pi. sgleigjon ysgolheigion^,

kooyt5 cyhoedd ' public '.

pryyd pa bryd ' when ?
', lee y mha le ' where 1

', blee o ha le

' whence ', ndooys onid oes ' is not 1
',
pam paham ' why ?

'

oona oddiyna ' from there ', vanma fan yma ' here ', vano

fan yno ' there ', gwaa-S gwahodd ' invite ', xweigjan chive

ugain ' ten shillings ', rhsin y rJiai hyn ' these ', dood [also

duad] dyfod 'come' inf., tyd tyred 'come thou!', troo'S

troiodd ' turned ' pret., dee deheu ' south '. herob hannerob

' flitch of bacon '.

dol'iSelan Bolwyddelan, o^Syd oddiarhyd ' from off ', ka'vino

cynnefino ' get used to ', dotux dattodwch ' untie ye
!

',

gwani-9y]7a gwahaniaethau ' differences ', wedyn tuedi hyn
' afterwards ', knaij^ar cyfnither ' female cousin '.

In some cases a syllable which is stressed in the literary lang.

has been dropped, pointing, of course, to an earlier stress-shift

in the dialect : kamyd cymmeryd ' take ', gado'S gadawodd
' left ', malwan vnalwoden ' snail ', marljod merlynod 'ponies '.

Strong contraction in the peculiar hybrid expletives rotjun

= (ri'ooyd fajun) erioed fashion ' ever the like ',
' ever ', nov-

natsan=(-anov naduy faJun) yn ofnadwy (ieviihly) fashion,

' in terrible fashion ',
' terribly '.

Also in ogla arogl ' odour '.

Some miscellaneous irregularities may now be noticed.

Transpositions (generally with other changes) in : kavnas

cynfas ' canvas, sheet ', kenslys cenllysg ' hail ', sluan llyswen
' eel', swigan chwysigen ' bladder ', traux tarwch ' strike ye !

'

(ruan) ' now ' seems not to be connected with the literary yn
awr, but to be yr awr hon ' this hour '.

miga moga igam ogam 'zigzag', is an interesting parallel to

our (n)ickname.

nos"daux nos dda i chwi ' good night (to you) !

'

-pe tasa pe buasai ' if it were ', &c.

kad'mary cymharu ' compare '.
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Mutation.

For convenience of reference I give here a table of the

regular mutations.

RADICAL.
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m(h)am, eu m{h)am ' her mother ',
' their mother '. (w) in E.

words generally follows this analogy, but apparently not

always : hood ari w(h)ats bod ar ei (eu) gwyliadwraeth ' to be

on her (their) guard ', -i w(h)atshi, -i w(h)atsnhu, ei, eu oriawr
' her, their watch '.

The laws of mutation are carried out with the same strict-

ness in the dialect as in the literary language, and follow, in

the main, the principles laid down in the grammars, though

there is divergence in detail. Foreign words, even of the

latest introduction, are as much subject to them as native

ones: -i kootnhu 'their coat', -i gooto 'his coat', qhooti 'my
coat ', -i xoothi ' her coat ', lego fatn ' leg of mutton ', &c. (tj)

is regularly mutated to (ds): tjain 'a chain', -a dsain 'the

chain '.

When an initial vowel is dropped in the dialect, so that

a mutable cons, becomes initial, it is liable to mutation, as in

(menyn) ymenyn : printano venyn ' pat ['print'] of butter'.

In the dialect some of the particles which cause mutation are

regularly dropped, which gives the mutation generally a more

abstract character, and makes it more difficult to master. The

affirmative particle y which does not mutate, and the affirma-

tive and inteiTogative a which causes voice mutation, are

dropped, y appears as yr before vowels, which is often kept

in the dialect in the form of (r). The dialect often uses an

affirmative particle of its own (mi), which takes voice mutation.

The different affirmative forms of two such verbs as oedd ' was

'

and cymmerodd ' he took ', when standing at the head of the

sentence are : roo'S, -mi rootS, kamo'S, gamoiS, -mi gamoS. I

have not been able to investigate the laws which govern these

variations. Numerous examples may be seen in the texts.

The voice-mutation of the initial verb in questions seems

constant : gamuxi a gyTnmerwch chwi ' will you take ?', welo'So

a luelodd ef ' did he see ?
' The negative particles na and ni

govern the aspirate of c, t, p, the voice-mutation of the others

;

in the dialect these particles are simply dropped, ddiin being

added, unless the sentence already contains some negative

word besides the dropped initial particles : xamai 'Sim tee ' I

will not take tea ', welisi monoxi ' I did not see you ',
gay]7oxi
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hee]> ' did you get some ?
' If the verb begins with a vowel

(d} — nid is prefixed, and if it begins with radical g, (d) is

substituted : dadio tSiman barod ' he is not ready ', dalai tSim

duad ' I cannot come '.

Some verbs in frequent use, such as the auxiliary (Sary)

{d)darfu, tSJila, (5alsa dylai, dylasai ' he ought ', show a great

preponderance of the voice-mutated over the radical form,

which latter only occurs after some words which do not allow

the voice-mutation after them, such as (vel) ' how
',

(a) ' and,

as'. The same is the case with some other words, such as

(Sooy) ' yesterday ', which only takes the radical form in the

same special cases, as in (ryyn faa]7a dooy) ' the same as

yesterday '. Some words, such as wedi, never appear at all in

any but the voice form, (gan, gin) gan ' with ', and its pro-

nominal compounds, never appear in the radical form, though

they take the aspirate mutation after a ' and', &c. : -a xanovo
' and with him ', &c.

In some cases there is a real or apparent neglect of mutation

in the dialect.

Feminine nouns are not mutated after un ' one ' : yyn karag

un garrag ' one stone
',
yyn mat/an ' one match '.

The want of mutation in (-nos daux) 'good night!' and

(usnos dwsyj'a) tuythnos ddiweddaf ' last week ', seems to be

due to an avoiding of the combination (siS).

The absence of mutation in such a sentence as (-maayoan

gaid) ' he is a guide ' is only apparent, for the radical of this

word is (kgid). Foreign words beginning with (g, d, b) seem

generally to form new radicals in this way : pelan, -a belan

'ball', 'the ball', trol, -a drol 'cai-f, 'the cart'. Many ad-

jectives, such as jjaroc? ' ready ' hardly ever occur except with

the predicative particle yn before them, and it is therefore

difficult to tell whether the radical of hraf in (-maar tauytSan

braav) ' the weather is fine ', &c., is (praav) or not. I have never

heard the radical of these two words in speech, (g), &c., seem

to be left unmutated sometimes even in native words, as in

(gnaydi gora) gwneyd, ei oreu ' do his best ', (beemaayoan daa)

i ha beth y mae ef yn dda ? ' what is it good for 1
' As (v) is

the mutation both of (b) and (m), it sometimes happens that
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foreign words beginning with (v) take the wrong radical

letter, as in (mentro) ' venture
',
(milan) milain ' villain '.

The adjective (pel) takes the nasal mutation after the

predicative yn, as if it were the preposition yn 'in', (-a mhel)

yn bell.

INFLEXIONS.

Substantives.

Gendee.

The distribution of the two genders—masculine and feminine

—in the dialect does not appear to differ much from that

followed in the literary language.

Every foreign word must, of course, be made either masc. or

fern. E. words seem generally to take the gender of the Welsh

word they are displacing or have displaced, thus (ruum) and

(stryyd) are fern, like ystafell 'room' and heol 'street'. An
important class of feminines are the singulars in (-an) formed

from foreign plurals taken in a collective sense, on the analogy

of native singulars like coeden ' tree ' from coed ' trees ', such as

(briksan) ' brick ' from (briks) ' bricks ', (matjan) ' match ' from

(mat/ys) ' matches '. Masculines in (-yn), such as (foulsyn,

foulyn) 'fowl', (tropyn) 'drop', are less often formed in this

way.

The following are some of the other more important words

of E. origin that are feminine

:

tjain ' chain ', tjans ' chance ', kolar ' collar ', kornal ' corner
',

koot ' coat ', kutar ' gutter
'

; dol ' doll
'

; fair ' fair ', farm
' farm ', fendar ' fender ', fail ' file ', flaam ' flame ', folt ' pig-

stye ', farliq ' farthing ', fraay ' quarrel
' ;

gini ' guinea ', gwagan

'^wagon ', gwasgod ' waistcoat
'

; ham ' ham ', hambord ' tray ',

haqkas ' handkerchief, het ' hat
'

; insan ' engine ',
' machine

'

;

dsob 'job' ; lamp ' lamp ', lantar ' lantern', lot ' lot ', ' quantity
'

;

:lego vatn ' leg of mutton
'

; natyr ' nature
' ;

paayno wydyr
' pane of glass ', pukad ' pail

'
; riil ' winch ' (in fishing), ruum

' room ' (apartment) ; skurs ' conversation ', sain ' sign ', Jool

'shawl', Jop 'shop', Jurna 'journey', sjuut'suit of clothes',

simtSa, simna ' chimney ', sospan ' saucepan ', stabal ' stable
',
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stejon ' railway station ', step ' step ' (of cart, &e.), stool
'
stall

',

stori 'story', stymog 'stomach', stryyd 'street'; tempar 'temper'

(good, bad), tem-tajun 'temptation', tresal 'kitchen dresser';

wats ' watch '.

Plural.

The use of the different plural endings is, on the whole, the

same in the dialect as in the literary language, allowing for

the vowel-changes of the latter (both in the words themselves

and the endings), and its dropping of the unstressed initial

vowels, &c., by which such pairs as llyn, llynau 'lake'; cae,

caeau ' field
'

; afal, afalau ' apple ' appear as (lyn, lana ; kaay,

kaya ; aval, vala). The following are examples (taken from

the most frequent words) of the different ways of forming the

plural, as classed in the grammars, many words of E. origin

being given

:

(1) Irregular-, kii, kuun 'dog', guur, gvryyr 'husband'.

tyy, tai ' house
' ;

popty, pop"taay ' oven
'

; baydy, baydaay,

bdaay 'cow-house', krooyn, kruuyn 'skin'; ooyn, uuyn

'lamb', trooyd, traayd 'foot', braud, brodyr 'brother'.

(2) Vowel-change, braan, brain 'crow'; lafant, lafa(i)nt

'frog', jaar, jair 'hen'; kar 'trap' (carriage), kair; gaast,

gaist ' bitch '. bystax, bystyx ' bullock '. kalal, kalil ' knife '.

korn, kyrn ' horn '. for, fyrS ' road '. karag, kerig ' stone ',

kasag, kesig ' mare ', parxal, perxil ' young pig '. davad,

devaid ' sheep '. lagad, lagid ' eye '.

-a. The original ending is preserved only in (gkyau)

gwelynu from (gwely) ' bed ', through having the stress, and

occasionally in plurals of words of a more or less literary

character, such as (dai'sebay) 'petitions', kupan, ku'pana

' cup
'

; usnos, us'nosa ' week
'

; enu, enwa ' name
' ; kaay, kaua,

' field
'

; oxor, oxra ' side
'

; la]?yr, la'jjara ' letter
'

; kaqan

ka'qhena ' branch '. stabal, stabla ' stable
' ; Jop, Jopa ' shop

'

;

gwasgod, gwasgoda ' waistcoat
' ;

paayn, payna ' pane of glass '.

The following have vowel-change (in addition to changes

required by the laws of the dialect), druus, drasa ' door
'

;

bur, bar'Sa ' table
' ;

gun, gana ' gun
'

; butum, ba'tama ' button '.

sim"Sa, sim"Saya ' chimney '.
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-ja. klyyst, klystja clustiau 'ear'; esgid, sgidja 'shoe'

;

hogyn, hogja ' boy '. kap, kapja ' cap
'

; koot, kotja ' coat
'

;

frind, frindja 'Mead' ; het, hetja 'hat '; plaat, platja 'plate';

poulan, poulja ' bowl '. With vowel-change : kadar, ka'dairja

' chair' ; aur, orja 'hour' ; ketyn, katja ' short pipe '. pump,

pampja ' pump ', tjain, tjeinja ' chain '.

-on. sals, sayson ' Englishman '
; kaan, kn8yon ' song ',

stori, strayon ' story '.

-jon. ka'madog, kam-dogjon 'neighbour'; asgol, sgoljon

' school
' ;

polyn, poljon ' pole '
; stool, stoljon ' stall '. With

vowel-change : bargan, bar'geinjon ' bargain '.

-ad. merx, -ad 'daughter'; di-8i]?rjad ' strangers
'

; kradyr,

kre'dyrjad ' creature '. With vowel-change : a-nival, ani-

vailjad ' animal, cattle '.

-yd. kevndar, kevndryd ' male cousin '.

-atS. dant, danaS ' tooth
'

; ewin, wina^ ' nail ' (of

finger).

-i, lestar, lestri ' vessel
'

; kakan, ka'keni ' cake ' ; sospan,

sos'peni ' saucepan
'

; fenast, fe'nestri ' window
'

; haqkas,

kaq"ketji 'handkerchief'; lantar, lan-terni 'lantern'. With

vowel-change : kroxon, kro'xeni 'pot'; maayn, maini 'stone';

taas, taisi 'rick'.

-od. kloman, klo'menod ' pigeon
'

; hefar, hefrod ' heifer
'

;

deryn, dranod ' bird '. The literary plur. of aderyn occurs

only in the lake-name (lyn radar) Llyn yr adar. kn8ij»ar,

kngi'J^ei-od ' female cousin '; hogan, genod ' girl '. With vowel-

change : byux, byxod ' cow '
; kuux, kaxod ' boat

' ; Jurna,

Jurniod 'journey' ; merlyn, marljod 'pony'.

-O^- blanytS, bla-naSo'S blynyddoedd 'year'; manyS
mana^otS ' mountain

'
; anys, naso'S ' island' ; stryyd, stradoS

' street '.

-ytS. farm, fermy^ ' farm
' ; adan, denyS ' wing ' ;

pentra,

pen-trevyiS ' village ' ; tresal, tre'sely^ ' (kitchen) dresser '.

Contracted in (porva, por'vyyS) porfeydd ' pasture '.

-S, -ys. babi, babis 'baby'; ham, hams 'ham'; stejon,

stejons 'railway station ', krikjad, krikjats 'cricket' (insect),

wats, watsys ' watch
'

; kooyts, koytsys ' coach '. Sometimes

added even to Welsh words, after the Welsh plural ending.
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as in (milguns) ' greyhounds ', (sgoturs) ' fishermen ', (hyrns)

' irons '.

(sou|?man, plisman) 'South Welshman', 'policeman' form

their plur. (souJ>myn, plismyn), showing an older stage of E.

than our present spoken language, in which sg. and plur.

both have the same obscure vowel.

Some words have a different (often a longer) stem in the

plur. : kavla, kavleys'dera 'opportunity '
; lii, li-vogyt? 'flood',

gwer|?ol, gur-]7avlja ' stiiTup '. The last has also the regular

plur. (gwer')?olja).

The following are further examples of the formation of fem.

singulars in (-an) from E. plurals taken in a collective sense:

kabaits, ka'baitsan 'cabbage'; tatws, tasan [=ta'ta3an]

'potato'; s weeds, swetsan 'swede, Swedish turnip'; sHpars,

slipan 'slipper'; butjas, bu'tjasan 'top boot' [from 'Blucher"?],

hardls, hardlan ' hurdle '
; spooks, spoksan ' spoke of wheel

'

;

sklaits, sklaitsan ' slate' ; wairs, wairan ' wire '. The collective

sense given to the E. plurals is clearly shown in such col-

locations as (fens wairs) 'wire fence'. It will be observed

that the (s) of the plur. is sometimes preserved in the sg.,

sometimes not.

Adjectives.

Gender.

The following vowel-changes take place in the fem. of

adjectives. Many adjj., however, which change their vowels

in the literary language, remain unchanged in the dialect.

U : O. lum ' bare ', krun ' round ', trum ' heavy '.

[No change : kluus ' pretty
',
pudur ' rotten ', brunt ' rude '.

The literary divfn : clofn is (dyfn) in the dialect.]

y : e. hyysp, heesp ' dry ' (of cows) ; syyx, seex ' dry
'

;

kryy, kree ' strong
' ;

glyyb, gleeb ' wet '
; gwyn, gwen

' white '
; byr, ber ' short

'
; bryyx, breex ' brindled ' ; baxan,

bexan ' little '. baax ' little ' is unchanged in the fem., not even

mutating its cons. [No change : lym ' sharp ', melyn

'yellow', tradyS 'third', pe-dweryS 'fourth'.]

ii : ai. [No change : brii}> ' speckled '.]
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Plural.

In the literary language many adjj. take a plural ending.

In the dialect their number is reduced, and many of those

left have also the plur. the same as the sg. These are marked

(as far as my knowledge goes) with a star in the following

lists

:

*baxan, baxin ; kadarn, kedyrn ' strong
'

; *kalad, kelyd
' hard ' ; lal, lail ' other

'
; aral, eril ' other '.

*dyy, dyon ' black ' ; *budur, budron ' dirty '. *maru,

meirwon ' dead '.

rhyy^, rhaSjon 'free'; *koox, koxjon 'red'; gwyn,

gwynjon 'white', *teeu, teujon 'fat'. *laays, laijjon 'trail-

ing '
; saal, sailjon ' bad '

; main, meinjon ' thin ' ; kam,

kaimjon 'crooked'; *gwaag, gweigjon 'empty'; kryy,

kravjon 'strong'; kliius, klajjon 'pretty'; klaud, klodjon

'poor' ; trum,tramjon 'heavy'; braas, breijjon 'thick'; hyysp,

hespjon 'dry'.

The following (among others) remain unchanged : chwerw,

llydan, buan, truan, ivaqk ieuanc ' young ', byddar, hardd.

Comparison.

The regular endings are, of the equal degree (-ad) -ed, the

comparative (-ax), the superlative (-a) -af.

Adjj. ending in (g, d, b) unvoice these conss. before the

endings : tebig, te'bakad ' like ' ; diog, di"okad ' lazy
'

; rhaad,

rhatax ' cheap
' ;

glyyb, glypax ' wet
'

; kalad, kleta ' hard '.

The vowel-changes of the literary language reappear to some

extent in the dialect : main, meinad ' thin
'

; klaud, klotad

' poor
'

; lum, lamad ' bare '.

The insertion of (j) occurs also in words of E. origin ; braav,

bravjax 'fine' ; kleen, klenja 'kind' [our clean].

Other changes are the necessary result of the laws of the

dialect : kalad, kletax ' hard ' ; esmu]?, smuyj^ax ' smooth '.

M m
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The following are irregular :

Positive.

daa (good)

agos {near)

baax (little)

druug (bad)

hau^ (easy)

ano^ (difficult)

been (old)

hiir (long)

ivaqk (young)

lauar (many)
maur (great)

ladan (broad)

isal (low)

yxal (^igfA)

Squal.

kastal

a'gosad

l(9)iad

fdrakad
1 gweyl'ad

hau-Sad

a'no'Sad

hanad

hirad

[kimint

isad

yxlad

Gompar.

gwel

nees

lai

|gwaay]7

haus

anos

Ihanax

fhuuy
Ibirax

jeqax

muuy

letax

( islax

(iis adv.

yux

Superl.

gora

nesa

l(9)ia

gway)7a

hautSa

a-notSa

[
hana

huya
hira

jeqa

muya

leta

[isla

yxa

Numerals.

Cardinal.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

yyn

day, duuy (fern.)

trii, tair (fern.)

pedwar, pedar (fein.)

pymp
xweex
saiji

uuy)7

nau

deeg

yynor (Seeg

daySag

triiar (tairar) ^eeg

pedwarar (pedarar) tSeeg

pam]7ag

yynar bamj»ag

Ordinal.

jkanta
tynvad

ail

tradytS (also fern.)

ped'weryS (also fem.)
pymad
xwexad
seijjvad

uyjjvad

nauvad

degvad

ynvadar Seeg

dey'Segvad

tradySar tSeeg

ped'werySar tSeeg

pam'jjegvad

ynvadar bam);ag
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17. dayar (duuyar) bamj^ag
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(vi, vina, vo, vanta) are often used instead of (i), &c., after

a vowel : - c5ai-yvi orfan ' I finished ', -na vina xwai]? ' nor I

either', hevovo ' with him '. (i) is chiefly used after the verb

in the nom. : welisi ' I saw '. (nhu) is often contracted to (n)

after a verb ending in a vowel : -t5aryn gweld ' they saw '.

The reflexive pronouns are

:

1. -va hyyn, -vii hynan. 2. -da hyyn, &c. 3. -i hyyn

pi. 1. -ein hynan, -n hynan, -n hyyn. 3. (a)x(h)ynan, &c.

3. -i hynan.

The reciprocal

:

1. -(9i)n gilyS. -(a)x gilytS, -i gily'S.

The possessive

:

1. v(a). 2. d(a). 3. i. pi. 1, (9i)n. 2. (a)x. 8. i. The

personal pronoun is generally added after tlie noun, the repeti-

tion not necessarily conveying any idea of emphasis, fy is

generally only preserved before a vowel ; before a consonant

it is dropped, leaving however the nasal mutation of mutable

consonants behind : vamsar ' my time ', -ur]7 nruusi ' at my
door ', -an lee-i 'in my place '. The three (i)s are distinguished

by their mutations when they come before certain sounds.

The following special combinations deserve notice :

(a) with (a) ' and ' ; exemplified in

-va nhaada mam=am 'tnavi ' my father and mother ', -da

daad J , [ -i daadai vam. -i baadai mham ' her '.

(-aap vam J
'

-n taadaan mam. -ax taadaax mam. -i taadai mham a'u

main.

(b) with (i) ' to '.

-iim taad. -ida daad. -yu daad i'lv. -yu ]iaad i'w. -iin

taad. -iix taad. -yu taad i'w.

(c) with (o ' of '.

-oom taad. -oda daad. -oi daad. -oi J?aad. -con taad.

-oox taad. -oi taad o'u.

So also (welisi moom taad) ' I did not see my father
',

(mooda daad), &c.

(d) -ar vooli ' after me '. -ar dooldi. -ari oolo. -ari hoolhi.

-ar nhoolni. -ai'x oolxi. -ari hoolnhu.

(e) -o mlaayni ' before me '. -oda vlaayndi. -oi vlaayno.
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-oi blaayn-hi. -oon blaaynni. -oox blaaynxi. -oi blaa-

ynnhu.

(/) -ar vinjon ar fy uniawn ' I at once', -ar dinjon. -ari

injon. -ari hinjon. -ar nhinjon. -ar xinjon. -art hinjon.

An example of this construction is (aunni nuanar nhinjon)

' let us go now at once '.

eiddo does not appear to be used in speech, but yr eiddoch

yn gywir is the regular equivalent of ' yours truly ' in letter-

writing.

plural.

rh8in

The demonstratives are

:
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it is exemplified by (gnayd) ' do '. The pluperf. and 2nd fut.

pass, seem hardly ever to occur in speech, and the plup. act.

is not very common.

The letters added in parentheses show the form assumed by

the verb when (as is usually the case) the personal pronouns

are added

:

Active.

Present (Future).

Singular. Plural.

1 gwe]a(i) gwelan(i), gvvelun(i)

2 gweli(di) gwelux(i)

3 gweel(o), gweliJ?(o) gwelan(hu)

Imperfect.

gwelan(i)

gwe]ax(i)

gwelan(hu)

Prete7'ite.

gwelson(i)

gwelsox(i)

gwelson(hu)

Pluperfect.

gwelsan(i)

gwelsax(i)

gwelsan(hu)

Second Future.

gnelon(i)

gnelox(i)

gnelon(hu)

Imperaiive.

gwelun

gwelux

gwelan

Infinitive.

gweld.

1 gweluD(i)

2 gwelat(i)

3 gwela(vo)

1 gwelis(i)

2 gwelist(i)

3 gweloS(o)

1 gwelsun(i)

2 gwelsat(i)

3 gwelsa(vo)

1 gnelo(i)

2 gnelot(i)

3 gnelo(vo)

2 gweel, gwela

3 gwelad
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Passive.

Present gwelir.

Iviperfect gwelid.

Preterite gwelud.

Pluperfect gwelsid (?).

Second Future — gweler.

The second future also occurs of the verb (manu) in the

phrase (amsar vanoxi) ' whenever you like ', mixed, however,

with present forms in the 1st sg. and 2nd plur. : (vanai, vanux)

as well as (vanoi, vanox). I have generally heard (vanox).

The preterite is often expressed by («Sary) cldarfu ' finished

'

the pret. of (darvod) with the infin., and this circumlocution

is regularly employed in the plural of verbs ending in a cons.

which would not join easily to the inflexional (s). Thus

(berwi, dexra) ' boil ', ' begin', have their prets. 3 sg. and plur.

respectively (berwotS, dexrotS ; -Saryn verwij -tSaryn Sexra).

There is, however, considerable latitude. As a general rule,

the longer and less frequent verbs prefer the circumlocution.

The shorter form of the pres. 3 sg. is generally less frequently

used than that in {i]>), which is the only one that many verbs

have.

The various changes of the verb-stems are the result partly

of the older laws detailed in the grammars, partly of those of

the dialect. The following are the typical forms of many of

the more important ' regular ' verbs (most of which would be

considered highly irregular in any other language), nl. infin.,

pres. 3rd sing., pret. 1 and 3 sg. and 3 plur., imper. 2 sg., as far

as I have been able to determine them.

ay. kay cau ' shut '. kaa-i]?, keyi]?. kayotS. kay

!

Inaay glanhau ' clean '. -Sary Inaay. Inaa ! Ineux

!

ba-rhaay ' shorten '. ba-rhei]?. ba'rhaoS. ba-rhaa
!

;

ba"rheux

!

oi. kloi ' close '. kloo-i]?. klois, kloio'S ; kloison. kloo

!

troi 'turn'. tryytS, troi, troi]?. trois ; troioS, troo'5;

troison. troo ! Pret. pass, troud.

par'toi parotoi ' prepare '. par'tooS, par-toison. par-too 1

par'toux

!
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a. dal ' catch ' deil, dali]?. daljo?5, dalson. dal

!

laatS ' kill '. laatS, latSi]?. latSoS, lacSson. laaS !

daalt deall ' understand '. dalti]?. daltocS, daltson. daalt.

i. triin, trinjo trin ' treat '. trini]?. trinjotS.

e. hel 'gather'. hel(j)oS, helson. hel!;heljux!

uy. duuyn ' take, steal '. duuyn, duyni}?. duynotS ; duyn-

son. duuyn
!

; duyna

!

-a. byta bwyta ' eat '. bytotS, bytson. byta

!

-i, lenwi ' fill '. lenwocS. lenwa
!

; lenux

!

teui ' be silent '. tau, ie\x\\. tauoS, tauson. tau ! teux

!

berwi ' boil '. berwotS. berwa ! berux !

tori ' cut '. tyr, tori)?. toroS, torson. tor

!

koli ' lose '. kol, koli]?. koloS, kolson. kol ! kola

!

rhoi rhoddi ' put, gis^e '. rhyyS, rhot5i]7. Imperf. rhoun
;

rhoot ; rhooy ; rhoun ; rhoux ; rhoyjjan, rhoon. Pret.

rhois ; rhoist ; rhoSocS, rhoo]?, rhoos [rhooys ?] ; rhoSson,

rhoi)»on, rhoison. daro ! , doro ! ; dorux ! , rhoux ! [the

first three apparently only in the sense of 'put!'].

Pret. pass, rhoud. I am not certain about the forms of

this verb, especially as regards the occurrence of (oy)

and (oi).

kodi ' raise '. kood, kodi]?. kodotS, kodson. kood

!

logi ' borrow '. loog

!

holti ' split '. hoolt

!

tolti tywallt ' pour '. toolt

!

provi ' try '. prova

!

puyri poeri ' spit '. puyrotJ, puyrson. puyra

!

kroysi croesi ' cross '. kroyso'5, kroyson. kroysa

!

-O. driqo ' climb '. driqotS, driqson. driqa!

kyro ' strike '. kyroS, kyrson. kyra

!

godro ' milk '. godra

!

gor-fuyso ' rest '. gorfus ! gor'fuysux

!

gnwio gwnio ' sew ' . gnwi-i]>. gnwi-is, gnwioS.

-jo. kaijo 'carry', kari]?. karis, karjotS, karson. kaija!

pajjo ' pass '. pasis, paJjoS.

sar]?jo 'fair. sar]?is, sar]yoS.

trujjo ' mend '. trusis, truJjo(5. trujja

!

kaijjo ' try '. kais
!

; kaijjux !
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paidjo 'abstain', paid, paidi}?. paidjotS. paid!

-U. buru, ' throw '. buri]>. buijoiS. burja

!

kadu ' keep '. kadi]?. kadwotS, kadson. kadu

!

galu ' call '. gsilu, gali)>. galwoS, galson. galu !

-y. kary 'love'. karoS, -tSaryn gaiy [(karson)= 'the3'

carried'], kaar!

galy ' be able '. Pres. sg. 1. galai ; 2. geli ; 3. gail, gal

;

pi, 2. gelax, galux. galoS
; galson.

taly ' pay '. taal, tali]?. talotS, talson. tala

!

maly ' grind '. malo^, malson. maal ! mala

!

tawly, tavly taflu ' throw '. tawlotS, tawlson. taul i

taula

!

kany ' sing '. kanocS, kanson. kana

!

gwer]7y ' sell '. gwer]70(S, gwer}»son. gwer]7a

!

helpy ' help '. helpotS, helpson. helpa

!

sgweny ysgrifenv. ' write '. sgwenocS. sgwena

!

medry 'know how', medar, medri]?. medro'S.

dasgy ' learn '. dasgocS, dasgson. dasga

!

many ' wish '. myn, mani]?. manoS ; manson. myn

!

mana ! 2nd fut. manoi, manai.

tavy 'grow'. tyyv, tavi]?. tavoS, tavson. tyyv

!

tava!

tany ' pull '. tyn, tani]>. tanoS, tanson. tyn ! tana

!

prany ' buy ' [like tany.]

say]>y saethu ' shoot '. say]7oS, s9y]7son. S9y]?a

!

-0= aw. gatSo addaw 'promise'. gaatS, ga'Si]'. gatSoS,

gaSson. gaSa
! ;

gaSux

!

gr^uando grvrandaw 'hear'. grwandoS, grwandson.

gr^yanda
! ;

grzyandux

!

taro ' strike '. taar, tari}>. taroS, tarson. tar
!

, tara

!

-Si=eu. xwara 'play', xwari}>. xwarptS, xwarson Q).

xwara ! xwarux

!

kana ' kindle '. kanoS, kanson. kana ! , kanux

!

dexra ' begin '. dexri]?. dexrotS. dexra
! , dexrux

!

-X. edrax ed-n/cA ' look '. draxi}>. draxocS, draxson. edrax!

-r. agor ' open '. gori}>. goroS, gorson. agor

!

-1, mecSul ' think '. me'tSali]?. me SaljotS. meSul
!
, me-tS-

alja!
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madal ymadael 'depart, leave'. ma-dauotS. madal!;

ma"deux

!

gadal gadael ' leave '. gaad, gadi}>. gadis, gadotS, gadson.

gaad !
;
gadux ! ,

ga'deux 1

gaval gafaelu 'grasp'. g(a)-v9yli]7. gvaylotS. gaval!

gvayla

!

-1. enil ' gain '. nilij>. nilo'S, nilson. enil

!

sevyl ' stand '. say, savi]?, sevi]?. savocS ; savsou. saa
!

;

savux

!

-S. ista eistedd ' sit '. stetSi]?. steSotS, istotS ; stetSson. ista
!

;

ste'Sux! , istux!

gorwatS, gorvatS gorwedd 'lie'. gor'wetSi]?. gor-wetSoS;

gor-wetSson. gorwatS

!

gwaa'S gwahodd ' invite '. gwaSi]?. gwat5otS
;
gwatSson.

gwaaS

!

kara'S cyrhaedd ' reach '. kraySoS, kraytSson. kara^

!

-S. aros ' stay '. rhosi]?. rhosoS. aros

!

daqos ' show '. deqys, da-qhosi]?. da'qhosotS ; da'qho]?-

son. daqos

!

-V. kva^a cyfaddef ' confess '. kva'SiJj. kvaSocS ; kvatSson.

kvatSa

!

-q, golun, gulun golhrng ' let go '. go-laqi]?. go-laqo^,

go'laqson. golun

!

gostun, gustun gostwng ' let down ' [like golun].

-n. gorfan gorphen ' finish '. gor-feni]?. gor-fenoS
;

gor-

•fenson. gorfan

!

xwerjjin 'laugh'. xwerjji]?. xwerJ^otS; xwerjjson.

xwerjja

!

estyn, astyn ' stretch '. stanij». stanoS, stanson. eatyn

!

kanlyn ' follow '. klani]?. klano^ ; klanson. kanlyn

!

govyn 'ask', go'vani]?. go'vanotS; go'vanson. govyn!

go'vana!

derbyn ' receive '. der'bani]?. der'banjoS. derbyn

!

disgin disgyn ' descend '. dis'gani]?. dis"ganotS ; dis-

•ganson. disgin

!

arwan arvMin 'lead', ar'waini]?. ar'weinjotS. arwan!

kaxun cycMvyn 'start', ka'xuni)?. ka'xanoS; ka'xan-

son. kaxun! kaxunal
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-g. rhedag rhedeg ' run '. rheed, rhedi]?. rhedo'S ; rhedson.

rheed

!

hedag ehedeg 'fly' [like rhedag].

kanig cynnyg ' offer '. knigi]?. knigjotS. kanig I

-d. Jarad ' speak '. Jradi]?. Jrado^ ;
Jradson. Jarad !

kerSad ' walk '. kerS, ker (Sijj. ker'SoiS ; kerson. kerad !

ker ! ker'Sa

!

klauad c?2/^yecZ ' hear '. klaui)?. klauo^; klauson. klyu!,

klaua

!

gweld, gwelad ' see '. gweel, gwelij;. gweloS
;
gwelson.

gweel ! gwela ! ;
gwelux, (g)ulux

!

starjad j/sii/riecZ ' consider '. starjoS. starja!

da]7od dattod ' untie '. d)7odo^, djjodson. da]^od !

;

da"]7odux
!

, dotux

!

kamyd ci/mmer^/d ' take '. kym, kami}). kmero'S, kamoiS,

kamson. kamar
!

; kmerux ! , kamux

!

deqid diengyd, dianc ' escape '. deq, deqi]?. deqoiS

;

deqson. deqid

!

dayd dywedyd ' say '. dweed, davyd, deydijj. daydoiS

;

daydson, dwedson. dauad
!

, dayd ! ; dwedux !, daydux !

samyd ' move '. smydij>. smydotS ; smydson.

asgud ysgwyd 'shake', sguuyd, sgadi}?. sgadwo^.

asgud
!

; sgadux

!

-b. atab ' answer '. etyb, teeb, tebij?. tebcS ; tebson.

atab!

The following are the irregular verbs :

bood ' be '. P?'es. adu, dwy, du ; uuyt, uut ; adi, di,

(y)yu(?), maay, ma, ooys, syy^, sy; adan; adax; adyn.

Imperf. 1. oy^un, oon ; oytSat; ooytS, ooS; oyt5an, oytSax,

oySan. Imperf. 2. batSun ; bacSat ; ba'Sa ; ba^an, baSax,

batSan. Fret, byom byym ; byost ; byo, byy ; byom ; byox

;

byon. Plup. basun, baun, tasun ; basat, baat, tasat ; basa,

baay, baa, tasa, taay, taa; basan, baan, tasan, taan; basax,

baax, tasax, taax ; basan, baan, tasan, taan. Fut. ba'Sa!

;

ba^i ; byyS ; ba'San, baSun ; baSux ; batSan. 2nd Fut. batSo,

boo ; batSot, boot ; batSo, boo ; bacSon, boon ; baSox, boox(?)

;

baSon, boon. Imper. byyS ! ; batSad
!
, booyd ! , bid

!
; batSux

!

Infin. bood.
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The shorter and undiphthongic forms are, of course, the

unstressed ones. The pluperfects in (t-) seem to be generally

used hypothetically.

mynd myned ' go '. Fres. aav, ai ; ai ; ai]?, aif ; aun ; eux

;

aan. Imperf. aun, eun, ayjpunC?) ; aat; aay; eyj^an, aan(?)

;

9y]?ax, 8y]?an. Pret. eis, ees ; aist, eest ; &&} ; 9y>on, ayson;

ayjjox ; ayj^on. Ivi2:>er. doos ! ; eux ! , kerux !

duad, dood dyfod ' come '. Pres. doov, doi ; doi ; dau y

doun; doux, doon. Imperf. doun, doyjJunC?) ; doot; dooy;

doy]7an, doon; doyj^ax, doox; doy]7an. Pret. dois, doos;

doist, deyjjost ; dooj? ; deyl^on ; d9yj70x ; dayjjon. Imper.

tyd ! ; doux

!

I am doubtful about the (8y)s and (oi)s.

gnayd gwneud, gwneuthur ' do ' . Pres. gnaav, gnai ;
gnai

;

gnei]?
;
gnaun

;
gneux

;
gnaan. Imperf. gnaun, gn8y)?un

;

gnaat, gnayjjat; gnaay, gnaa, gn8y]7a; gnayj^an; gnayj^ax,

gnayjian. Pret. gnois; gneist; gnaaj?
;

gngyjjon, gneyson,

&c. ; gn9y|70x ;
gngyjjon. 2nd fut. gneioi, &c. Imper. gaa&l;

gneux ! Pass. pres. gneir. Pret. gnaayd, gnaud.

gubod gwybod ' know ', Pres. gun
;
guSost, (g)ust

;
guuyr

;

gutSon, guSox, gu'Son. Imperf. gwytSun, gu^un, &c.
;
gwySat

;

gwySa
;
gwySan, gwytSax, gwySan. Imper. gwyby'5 ! ;

gwy-

•batSux

!

kaay], kaal cael ' get '. Pres. kaav, kaai ; kai ; kai); ; kaun,

keux, kaan. Imperf. kaun ; kayjjat ; kaay ; keyjjan, koyjjax
;

kay]?at. Pret. kevis, kees ; keest ; kavoS, kaa'S, kaa]?

;

kayjion, ceyson, &c.; kayjjox, kayj^on. Pass. pres. kah-.

Pret. kaud.

I have found it quite impossible to determine the imperfects

of these verbs with certainty.

Pronominal Prepositions.

ar ' on '. arna(i), nai ; arnat(i) ; arno(vo) ; arni(hi)

;

arnoni; arnax(i), arnox(i) ; ai-nynhu.

So also atai ' to me ', anai ' in me ', urthai ' to me ', trostai

' across me ', truy'Sai ' through me '.

gan ' with '. gini
;
ginti

;
ganovo, ginovo : ganoni

;
ganoxi

;

ganynhu.
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i'to'. -i mii, -i vil; -itii; iiSovo : -i nii; -ixii; iSynhu.

rhuq ' between '. rhuqvi ; rhaqcSoti ; rhaq'Sovo : rhaq'Soni

;

rhaq'Soxi ; rhuqxi ; rhaqcSynhu.

heb ' without '. heb'Sai ; hebSoti ; hebiSovo : hebSoni

;

hebSoxi; heb'Synhu, hebnhu.

The fuller forms are the most frequent.

TEXTS.

The following texts have been very carefully chosen from

the much larger mass of material I have collected, so as,

within a small compass, to give a tolerably varied stock of

words, phrases, and constructions in the unsophisticated speech

of everyday life in an adequate phonetic notation. I need

scarcely say that every sentence here given has been written

down directly from the mouths of the people, and repeatedly

revised.

The transcription into literary Welsh aims merely at giving

the written forms of each separate word, the constructions of

the spoken language being* left unaltered. Words dropped in

speech are added in
(
). Words taken directly from English

are in italics. The mutated letters g, d, b are marked by

italics, to distinguish them from the I'adical g, d, h ; italic

/ denotes the mutation of m, the mutation of h being left

unmarked ; the dropping of g in the voice-mutation is marked

by (')•

In order to make the translation as useful as possible, and

to give beginners and outsiders an insight into the mysteries

of Welsh syntax and morphology, I have made it a word-for-

word one, as far as possible. The result is, of course, not

elegant, but it is, I hope, intelligible.

Colloquial Sentences.

These are grouped roughly in paragraphs according to the

ideas they express—existence, quality, quantity, &c.
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1. rbeedir matai-arnoxi 1 :beesyywedi digu'S? dim byyd

•rhavaS'. :osdi gutSi]?ruba]7, sgweniix, :gaaylimigaal gubod.

:bee syyna?: -ooniin met5ul boodiin (or moodiin) klauadryu

duru. -dootSna Sim byyd -ond gwyntan xu]7yr kooyd.

3. -welsoxi -iSyyiaan pajjo forma? syt tSyynoySaxiin vetSul?

debigiibee maabi? syt -wynabsy ganibi? -dadio 'Siman

edrax(an) debigi berson neebre ge]7ur. maa-i waal towedi-

•mynd rait wyn ; -onddoos dim byyd 'aral -wedi newid auovota.

ryyn stejonadi honag'oy^anin kuxuno'honi bora? -fasuni

tSiman naydo, :os-basun iianx leexi. xwadal dyyn aku

-miTocSoon gefyl nobl. welisi rotjun beej^ri ooyd :velmaa

pej^awedi newid, xwadal'roy^anbu ramsaraay]? heibjo. :dadio

Siman vaxgan kryy, -ka sidro-i vainto.

3. vaintadaxiin godian rusnosama Suuy ruumma ? kamux

hanar qbakani ! doosgini Sim xwanago dee. :maagini tSigoni

niioon day. -duywedi byta gormodo ginjo ; :duuyam gasgy-

dipin baax. muyan byyd -gwela-i-o, lian byydduyn •likjovo.

-maan kiig fresniwedi darvodi giid ; doos ganoni tSimond biif

haaltan tyy. oytSaxiin 'lyyb Sooy ? dim gwer)?.

1. What thing is the matter on you? What thing is

after happening (=has happened)? Nothing in the world
strange (= remarkable). If happens anything, write-you, to

get (= in order that) to me getting knowing. What thing

is there ? : was I thinking being I hearing some noise. Not
was there anything in the world but wind shaking the trees.

3. Saw you man passing road here (= this r.)? What
kind man were you thinking him? Like to what is she?
What face is with her (=has she) ? Not is he anything looking
like to parson or preacher. Is his hair after going quite white

;

but not is-there anything other after changing in-him how-
ever. The one (= same) (railway-)station is this as were we
starting from-her (this) morning ? Not would-be I anything
doing it, if were I in your place of-you. After story man there
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1. (pa) &eth ydyw y inatter arnooh chwi? 6eth sydd wedi

dygwydd % dim (yn y) byd rhyfedd. os dygwydd rywbeth,

ysgiifenwch, (i) grael i mi g&e\ gwybod. 6eth sydd yna 1

:

oeddwn i yn meddwl bod i yn clywed ryw cZwrw. nid oedd

yna ddim byd ond gwynt yn chwythu yr coed.

2. (a) welasoch chwi ddyn yn pasio fford yma ? (pa) sut

ddyn oeddech chwi yn ei /eddwl ? t?ebyg i 6eth mae hi ?

sut wyneb sydd ganddi hi ? nid ydyw ei* ddim yn edrych

(yn) c?ebyg i herson neu 6regethwr. (y) mae ei wallt ef wedi

myned yn right wyn ; ond nid oes dim byd arall wedi newid

ynddo ef ynte. yr un station ydyw hon ag oeddym ni yn

cychwyn o honddi boreu ? (ni) fuaswn i ddim yn (ei) wneyd
ef, OS buaswn i yn eich lie chwi. (yn ol) chwedl dyn acw

mi yr oedd ef yn g^effyl noble, (ni) welais i erioed fashion

6eth erioed fel mae pethau wedi newid, chwedl yr oeddynt

hwy yr amser aeth heibio. nid ydyw ef ddim yn fachgen

cryf, cysidro ei/aint ef.

3. (pa) /aint ydych chwi yn codi yn yr wythnos am y
ddwy room yma 1 cymerwch haner (fy) nghacen i ! nid oes

genyf ddim ychwaneg o de. (y) mae genyf ddigon i ni o ein

dau. yr ydwyf wedi bwyta gormod o c/iniaw ; (yr) ydwyf am
gysgM dipyn bach, mwyaf yn (y) byd gwelaf fi ef, lleiaf yn

(y) byd ydwyf yn ei licio ef. mae ein cig ffres wedi darfod i

gyd; nid oes genym ni ddim ond beef hallt yn (y) ty.

oeddych chwi yn wlyb ddoe ? dim gwerth.

(= according to that m.) was he horse fine. Not saw I ever

fashion thing ever (= saw the like) as are things after chang-
ing, story (= compared with) were they the time went past

(= formerly). Not is he boy strong, considering his size of-him.

3. What quantity are you raising (= what do you charge)

in the week for the two room here 1 Take-you half my cake
of-me! Not is-there with-me anything more of tea. Is

with-me enough for us of our two (= for us two). I am after

eating too-much of dinner; am-I for sleeping piece little.

Most in (the) world (=the more) see I him, least in (the)

world am I liking him. Is our meat fresh after finishing

together (= all); not is-there with us anything but beef salt

in (the) house. Were you wet yesterday (= did you get w.) ?

Nothing wort.h (mentioning).
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4. -niaan bravjaxi'vyndi sgotaana noos-hevokum paininag

-ar beni hyyn. -may lauaroba sgotursan (or sgotwyran) likjo

bood urfchyni hynan. :rhyu huuyli nigol jaunadir sgofcama.

waayJ»'gini'hevo hany ; rireit hauSginigaayl ru-yni Suadhe-

vomi, os'ba'Saian dewis'.

5. -byycSoanpre ge]>y booban aildyy(cS) syyl. troo puuy

:adibi ruan ? -a kanta'iir felin gai]? faly. -ar xoolxi,

sgweluxaa tSa

!

6. pryydneuxi sgweny 1 -kyn gantadak medrai. :vatSai

noolgidar noos. -baSunwedi gorfan bytan kinjo :erbyn

:ba^uxwedi-duad nool. vainto amsar garni]?! mii tSasgykam

raayg ? -ruuyn disgu]a batSaiaa lyndan ramsarma dranyS.

xeesl tSim kiminto wookers deeq mlana'S. -adi sgidja-iwedi

trujjo ? :vatSanhu Siman barodam usnos'ato. glaa-isiir

babian kiio. pryyd ? djest ruan. -mayo'wedi stopjo'nian.

gwai]? saul d(j)iirnodsy ganoxi ato 1 tridja. rhaidi'nii

fynd ano rhag blaayn. -a kubnlvyomian arosa qhamryooS

pedwar miis. beedir amsar ? -maayn tSaySagoor gloox.

-duuy 'Siman metSulibood atoan hanar aurwedi xweex.

-maayn xwartari uuy]?. -dooni Siman mecSulibood moor

ganar. -radaxi 'Suuy aur rhyy huuyr. -kamai deemeun trii

4. Is better to go to fish in the night with company than
on his head of himself (=by oneself). Is many of fishers

liking being with themselves (= alone). Some amusement
solitary very is the fishing here (=this fishing). Not worse
with-me with that (= 1 do not mind that); very easy with-

me getting someone to come with me, if shall-be I choosing.
5. Is he preaching every second Sunday. Turn who (=of

whom) is she (= it) now? The first to the mill gets grind-

ing. On your track of-you, if see-you well (= after you
please)

!

6. What time make-you writing (will you write) ? As
soon as can I. Shall-be I back with the night. We-shaU-be
after finishing eating our dinner against you-shaU-be after

coming back. What quantity of time will-take to me learning
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4. mae yn brafiach i fyned i ftysgota yn y nos hefo cwmpeini

nag ar (ei) ben ei hun. mae llawer o 6ysgotwyr yn licio bod

wrthynt eu hunain. rhyw hwyl unigol iawn ydyw yr

pysgota yma. (ni) waeth genyf hefo hyny ; right hawdd
genyf g^ael rywun i ddyfod hefo mi, os byddaf fi yn dewis.

5. bydd ef yn pregethu bob yn ail dydd sul. tro pwy
ydyw hi ynawr? y cyntaf i'r /elin gfaifF /alu. ar eich ol

chwi, OS gwelwch yn dda

!

6. pa 6ryd wnewch chwi ysgrifenu? cyn grynted ag

medraf fi. fyddaf fi yn ol gyda 'r nos. byddwn wedi

gorphen bwyta ein ciniaw erbyn byddwch wedi dyfod yn ol.

(pa) /aint o amser gymev i mi ddysgu Cymraeg 1 yr wyf yn

dysgwyl y byddaf fi yn Llundain yr amser yma c^renydd.

(ni) chefais i ddim gymaint o walk er ys deng mlynedd.

ydyw esgidiau i wedi trwsio 1 (ni) fyddant hwy ddim yn
6arod am wythnoB eto. gflywais i yr baby yn crio. pa &ryd 1

just ynawr. mae ef wedi stopio ynawr. gwaith saw! diwrnod

sydd genych chwi eto ? tridiau. rhaid i ni /yned yno rhag

blaen. y cwbl fum i yn aros yn Nghymry oedd pedwar mis.

6eth ydyw yr amser ? mae yn ddeuddeg o'r gfloch. nid

ydwyf ddim yn meddwl ei bod eto yn haner awr wedi

chwech. mae yn chwarter i wyth. nid oeddwn i ddim yn

meddwl ei bod mor p^ynar. yr ydych chwi ddwy awr rhy

hwyr. cymeraf fi de mewn tri chwarter awr. mae fy watch

Welsh ? I am expecting shall-be I in London the time here

the-day-after-tomorrow. Not got I anything so-much of

walk since ten year (= 1 have not had such a long walk for

ten years). Is shoes mine after .mending 1 Not will-be they
at-all ready for week yet. Heard I the baby crying. What
time ? Just now. Is he after stopping now. Work how
many day is with you yet 1 Three-days. Need to us going
there at once. The whole was I staying in Wales was four

month. What thing is the time? Is twelve of the clock.

Not am-I anything thinking her being yet half hour after

six. Is quarter to eight. Not was I anything thinking her

being so early. Are you two hour too late. Take-will I tea in

three quarter hour. Is my watch of-me after stopping:

finished I forgetting (= 1 forgot) winding her. Is the clock

1604 N n
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xwartar aur. -maa watsrwedi stopjo; rSaiyfi aq hovjo

windjohi. -maar klok dipinan sloo. paa «yytS-oor miisadihi ?

raiLaar bam|7agadi'hi. pryydradaxiin disgulnhu? rmeiin

usnos neeba ^evnos van bela. keruxiiiara deeg ; -vatSaian

Juurox dalxian vyan.

7. -adiowedi setlio boodnii-i-vynd ano ? adi, -kyn bela-

dagma-nelo -viiaar pee>. -vatSai by>aii bryjjo-ryu lauar, os

galai "helpy hany.

8. lee maay-ol rulatyasiir Sinbax, -duuyn metSul; -i

vano raa>obee> banag, :arool gadal-beetS gelart. pau barto

gamryradaxiin duad 1 -oo-siir gnarvon. blee ano ? -o beetS

gelart. ano gayj^oxiix geni? ia. neuxi adal djon iSnad

hevoni 1 naanai. pam 1 -nai aij^ovo vyndi negasimiigidar

noes, for auni ganta-i port madog 1 aunihyda for. gertSs

boob kamilan beris, -ond gees qharjo hanar forur)> tSuad(a)

noor, paidjuxa xer(<S)ad moor Jarp ; vedrai moox •kanlynxi.

plee belavyoxiini tSanvono 1 dat rasgol. euxaar lestri teeotS

ar bur; -maanhuaar fori. -maana'vrus diladaa loft;

douxag-oo-i laur. kolisa treen nau. rbouxa kavmyara

kefyl ! -au ena krayjonadi rhain. rhouxa kefylana drol!

-maar kuuxan golun duur ; welini spadyo. -maar rhuyvaan

dramjon jaun.

piece (rather) slow. What day of the month is she? The

second on fifteen (=17th) is she. What time are you expect-

ing them 1 In week or fortnight place furthest. Walk-vou
slow fine (= slowly) ; shall-be I sure of your catching of-you

soon.

7. Is after settling being us to go there 1 Is, as far as do

I with the thing. Am I never hurrying some much, if can I

help that.

8. In vrhat place is he ? Some-place towards Shire Denbigh,
am I thinking ; to place there went he anyhow, after leaving

Beddgelert. What part of Wales are you coming? From
Shire Carnarvon. From what place there? From Bedd-
gelert. There got you your being-bom? Yes. Make
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i wedi stopio ; ddarfu fi anghofio windio hi. mae yr clock

cZipin yn sloiu. pa ddydd o'r mis ydyw hi? yr ail-ar-

ftymtheg ydi hi. pa 6ryd yr ydych chwi yn eu dysgwyl

hwy? mewn wythnos neu 6ythefnos /an &ellaf. cerddwch

chwi yh araf deg ; fyddaf fi yn sure o eich dal chwi yn fuan.

7. ydyw ef wedi setlo bod ni i /yned yno 1 ydyw, cyn

6elled ag mae (a) wnelwyf fi a'r peth. fyddaf fi byfch yn
brysio ryw lawer, os gallaf fi helpu hyny.

8. yn mba le mae ef ? rywle tua sir Ddinbych, ydwyf yn
meddwl ; i /an yno yr aeth ef 6ethbynag, av ol gadael Bedd-

gelert. pwy hart o Gymrj yr ydych chwi yn dyfod 1 o sir

(raernarfon. (o)6a le yno 1 o Beddgelert. (ai) yno gfawsoch

chwi eich genii ie. wnewch chwi 'adael (i) John ddyfod

hefo mi ? na wnaf fi. paham ? arnaf fi eisieu efe /yned i

neges i mi gyda'r nos. (pa) ffbrdd awn ni gfyntaf i Port

Madoc 1 awn ni hyd y fibrdd. grerddais 6ob cam i Lanberis,

ond gfefais (fy) nghario haner fFordd wrth ddyfod yn ol.

peidiwch a cherdded mor sharp; /edraf fi mo eich canlyn

chwi. pa le &ellaf fuoch chwi yn ei ddanfon ef 1 hyd at yr

ysgol. ewch a'r llestri te oddiar y bwrdd ; maenfc hwy ar

(fy) fibrdd i. mae yna frws dillad yn (y) Uoft ; dowch ag ef

ilawr. coUais y train naw. rhoddwch y cyfrwy ar y ceffyl

!

awenau cryfion ydyw (y) rhai hyn. rhoddwch y ceffyl yn y
drol ! mae yr cwch yn gollwng dwfr

; (y mae yn) well i ni

yspydu ef. mae yr rhwyfau yn c?rymion iawn.

(= will) you let to John come with me ? Not make I. What
cause? On me want him going to errand for me with the

night (= to-n.). What road go we first (= which is the direct

way) to Port Madoc? Go-we along the road. I-walked every
step to Llanberis, but got my carrying half road at coming
back. Abstain withwalking so vigorously ; can I not you follow

you. What place furthest were you conveying (= accom-
panying) him? Until the school. Go with (=take) the

vessels tea from on the table : are they on my road. Is there

brush clothes in the loft (= upstairs) : come with him to-floor

(bring it down). I-lost the train nine. Put the saddle on the

horse! Eeins strong are the some these. Put the horse in

the cart ! Is the boat letting water : is better to us baling

him. Is the oars heavy very.

Nn 2
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9. -wedi blinoar qlinja-vel hyn ; wel-gini'gaayl sevyl-dipin

baax. isfcuxi laur nagosiir taan! -neuxi garaSa murj^ulna

-syyara silf urj^ax penxi ?

10. kloiuxa druus -a rhouxii gorjadanx pokad ! lapjuxa

tSay bapyr newyS ma-ani giljS, -a dorux stamp dima arnovo.

-maa yynoma tama-iwedi koli; -nai eijjo kaayli nwiovo.

welixi roix top koot am danox. -mior ve'Sai aar sofa heb

dany nilad.

11. -vaSai by)»aa molxi'meun duur pooy)?. -micSary miia

ritjard laxy datn kruuyn. :doro prenaar taan, os 8i]>an isal.

-maar taan desta difod ; raidimi roi pej'a arnovo, kyn iSovo

nayd. -vaSuxin smokjo 1 ooys ganoxi vatjys ? doos gini

Simond yyn matjan. nalj^hi tSim gola ; -maayhiwedi tampio.

13. rhavatS jaunadihi -bood glasan kodi, -aar tauyS heb

wela dim. -nai ovna burijjhi. -maayn braav, -maar haylan

duad alan. doux aku vory-i gaaylku panad ; douxsyt banag

byytShi, glwau nee himSa. -mivasunan likjo-i xiivood

amaana gsya, :gaalixigaal golugaar rheenva naSotSamaan

wynjongan eira, -a rheeu kalad drosa lana.

13. -radu iiwedi kaayl ranud. beedir"pee]7 gora at vanoS?

rinig beejjnei]? mendjo-i -adi newid raayr. -maax taadan

9. I am after tiring on my knees like this ; better with

me (= 1 would rather) getting standing piece little. Sit

down near to the fire ! Make (will) you reach the hammer
there is on the shelf at your head ?

10. Lock the door, and put the key in your pocket ! Wrap
the two paper news here in themselves, and put stamp
halfpenny on him. Is one of my buttons after losing (=has
been lost); on-me want getting his sewing. Better to you
put your topcoat around you. Will-lie I on the sofa without
pulling (= taking off) my clothes.

11. Am I never washing in water hot. Finished to me and
Richard getting-wet (=we got wet) until our skins. Put
wood on the fire, if goes low. Is the fire just with going-
out ; need to me putting things on him, before to him doing.
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9. (yr ydwyf) wedi blino ar (fy) ngliniau fel hyn ; well

genyf ga,el sefyll dipin bach, eisteddwch ilawr yn agos i'r

tan ! wnewch chwi piyrhaedd y morthwyl yna sydd ar y silff

wrth eich pen chwi ?

10. cloiwch y drwa, a rhoddwch yr agoriad yn eich pocket !

lapiwch y ddau hapur newydd yma yn eu gilydd, a dorwch

ystamp dimai arno ef. y mae un o vaytymau i wedi colli

;

arnaf fi eisieu cael ei wnio ef. well i chwi roddi eich topcoat

am danoch. mi 'orweddaf fi ar y sofa heb rfynu willad.

11. fyddaf fi byfch yn ymolchi mewn dwfr poeth. mi

ddarfn (i) mi a Richard wlychu hyd at ein crwyn. dyro

6ren ar y tan, os eiff yn isel. mae yr tan just a diffodd

;

raid i mi roddi pethau arno ef, cyn iddo ef wneyd. fyddwch

chwi yn smociol oes genych chwi tatches'i nid oes genyf

ddim ond un matchen. (ni) wnaiff hi ddim goleuo ; mae hi

wedi tampio.

13. rhyfedd iawn ydyw hi, bod (y) glass yn codi, a'r

tywydd heb wella dim. arnaf fi ofn y bwrw hi. mae yn

h'af. mae yr haul yn dyfod allan. dowch acw yfory i ga,e\

cwp&u&id; dowch sut 6ynag bydd hi, gwlaw neu hindda.

mi fuaswn licio i chwi fod yma yn y gauaf, (i) gfael i chwi

g&el golwg ar yr hen /ynyddoedd yma yn wynion gan eira, a

rhew caled dros y llynau.

13. yr ydwyf wedi cael yr anwyd. 6eth ydyw yr peth

goreu at ddannodd 1 yr unig 6eth wna menclio i ydyw newid

Are you smoking (=do you s.) ? Are-there with you matches ?

Not is-there with-me anything but one match. Not makes
she anything lighting (= it will not light); is she after

damping.
12. Strange very is she (= it), being the glass rising, and

the weather without improving anything. On me fear will-

rain she. It-is fine. Is the sun coming out. Come here

to-morrow to get cupful (= cup of tea); come what quality

ever is she, rain or weather-fine. I-would-be liking to you
being here in the winter, to get to you get looking on the old

mountains here white with snow, and frost hard over the

lakes.

13. I am after getting the cold (= 1 have caught c).

What thing is thing best to toothache? The only thing
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edraxan tSaa jaun. -maayoan myndan waay> waay]?. ooys

arnoxi aijjo kasgy? dooysarnai 6im eijjo buuyd. bee

gauni-i ginjo haitSju? neuxi dori dipino vara menyni mii,

sgweluxan ISaa. neuxi 'Sim arosigaaylku panado dee-hevomil

-mi glauis ogla gwair truur fenast. welisi monoxiana kapal

hoitSju. -mi Sarymi vijjo fendjoxi nynla. xlauisi monihian

duadi meun.

14. vel daryxi naxryni! -maayoan rhavaS jaun aijjo

gweld bee'syyn pavsal. gwelganovo xiina neeb aral. pryyn

-adaxiin likjo ora, viianta mraud? -adioan fondo vagynl

adi ; maayoan goblin am smokjo. -maayn edraxvel tasa-i am

vuru. ^ruug jaungini glauad. -dadynhu by]?an kwarvbd

heb fryo. byti garuoo^i ouan golir samon, -panoo'Sowedi-i

vaxyo.

15. os'basuniin gubod pryyd'roySaxiin duad, -basunan

edrax-am danoxi panootS gooytsan pajjo. duni Sim pryynadi

watsian jaunai paidjo. vedridi 'novjo? tSiman Saajaun.

vedri 'dii novjo? :oo medra. ruanduyan kovjo moodi'wedi

weldo.

16. pamna tebux :panvyy?S ru-ynan Jaradui-J»axi ? -mi

glauisax maman daydi'voodoan saal. welisi rotjun beejri

will-make mending me is changing the air. Is your father

looking well very. Is he going worse worse (= getting w.

and w.). Is-there on yon want sleeping? Not is-there on

me anything want food. What thing shall-get we to dinner

to-day.? Make (r=will) you cut piece of bread butter to me, if

see-j'ou well (=if you please). Make you not stay to get

cupful of tea with me? Heard-I (= perceived) smell haythrough
the window. Saw I nothing of you in the chapel to-day.

Finished to me missing finding you in one place (= I could not

find you anywhere). Heard I nothing of her coming within.

14. How finished you frightening me (= h. y. did startle

me)! Is he wondrously very want seeing what is in the parcel.

Better with him (=he likes better) you than any one other.

Which the one are you liking best, me or my brother? Is
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yr air. mae eich tad yn edrych yn dda lawn. mae ef yn
myned yn waeth waeth. ocs arnoch chwi eisieu cysgu ?

nid oes arnaf fi ddim eisieu bwyd. 6eth grawn ni i g^iniaw

heddyw 1 wnewch chwi dori dipyn o fara ymenyn i mi, os

gwelwch yn dda. wnewch chwi ddim aros i grael cupanaid o

de hefo mi 1 mi g'lywais arogl gwair trwy'r ffenestr. (ni)

welais i mo honoch chwi yn y capel heddyw. mi ddarfu(i)

mi iisio ffendio chwi yn unlle. (ni) chlywais i mo honi hi yn
dyfod imewn.

14. fel darfu chwi Tiychryn il mae ef yn rhyfedd iawn

eisieu gweled 6eth sydd yn (y) parcel, gwell ganddo ef chwi

na neb arall. pa yr un ydych chwi yn licio 'oreu, myfi ynte

mrawd? ydyw ef yn fond o fygyo-'i ydyw; mae ef yn

goblin am smocio, mae yn edrych fel pe buasai hi am fwrw.

(y mae yn) ddrwg iawn genyf grlywed. nid ydynt hwy byth

yn cyfarfod heb ffraeo. hity garw oedd i Owain goWi yr

salmon, pan oedd ef wedi ei fachu ef.

15. OS buaswn i yn gwybod pa 6ryd yr oeddych chwi yn
dyfod, buaswn yn edrych am danoch chwi pan oedd (y) goach

yn pasio. nid wn i ddim pa yr un ydyw fy watch yn iawn ai

poidio. /edri di nofio ? ddim yn dda iawn. /edri di nofio ?

o, medraf. ynawr ydwyf yn cofio mod i wedi ei weled ef.

16. paham na atebwch pan fydd rywun yn siarad wrthych

chwi 1 mi gflywais eich mam yn dyweyd ei fed ef yn sal.

he fond of smoke ? He-is ; is he goblin about smoking. Is

looking as if were she about raining. Is bad very with me
hearing (=1 am sorry to hear it). Not are they ever meeting
without quarrelling. Pity rough was to Owen losing the
salmon, when was he after his hooking of-him

!

15. If were I knowing what time were you coming, I-had-

been looking about you when was the coach passing. Not
know I anything what the one is my watch right or abstain-

ing (= whether my w. is r. or not). Canst thou swim 1 Not
well very. Canst thou swim 1 O, I-can. Now I-am
remembering my being after his seeing (= that I have seen
him).

16. Why not you-answer when is someone speaking to

you ? I heard your mother saying his being ill. Not saw I
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ooyd, -velmaay paubwedimyndi bilsjo-igilytJ. danaadi gwai]?

rhei, -adi taulyryu sneipsat hunar lal, -a xarjo strayono

nail dyy iir lal. -maay hynaan tSigono vrekwast-ganynhu.

-mi glau-isda hanasdiana fair, -vela meSwisti, -a lauaro

hepn druug. -neuxi tSaydurJ^a-i, -osbatSaian mejjyurj? Jarad

!

paidjuxa Jarad moor vyan : dalai moox daaltxi. roos

ganoxila ]?ara-i vyndiir poost ? ooys ; :dama nhu.

17. :raidini wai)?joan galad, :traa byytShian dauy (S braav.

kletan byyd waij'juiii ruan, kantan byydvyyShi drosoS.

-vasan'beej? daa, -peebasa pauban edi-ax arooli vysnaai

bynan, -a faidjo medljo'hevo bysnas pobol eril. ulux vel'maa

naku myndiir avon drosi sgidja ! yyn kej'inadio. waay])

deydur)? garaga ]julambi muuyna deydurj^ovo am baidjo.

maar bogynnaan gandyn jauno neyd beemaa-i vamoan

geijjoganovo. nai]? rubat^ii bobol erilmeu mynyd. rbesum

•daa pam. xaijio tSim kainjoggini vam ; -ak vala kaijjo

geinjoggin rhainy -nee glapo Jugur gwyn ; -ak velmaay

pauban gubod, -maay plantan fond jawno Jugur.

18. branis baaro sgidja-iir ena]> aku. :beeootSi briiso?

dveijjux. xwee suit, am xwee xeinjogan yux keesi-o;

-roySanbuan govyn saij) suit am danovo. vaintadir menig(a)-

ever fasbion wbat ever, bow is everyone after going to-give-

pills-to (= chaif) each other. There is occupation some (=of
some people), is throwing some cuts at this-one and the other,

and carrying stories from one house to the other. Is that

enough of breakfast with (= for) them. I heard thy history in

the fair, how gottest-drunk thou, and many of things bad,

Make you tell to me, if shall-be I failing (make mistakes) at

speaking ! Abstain with speaking so quick : not can I any-
thing you understand. Is-there with you letters to go to the

post 1 There is ; here they.

17. Need to us working hard, whilst will-be she weather fine.

Hardest in world (= the harder) work we now, soonest in world
will-be she over. Would-be thing good, if would-be every-
one looking after his business of-himself, and abstain meddl-
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(ni) welais i erioed fashion 6eth erioed, fel mae pawb wedi

myned i hilsio eu gilydd. dyna ydyw gwaith rhai, ydyw
taflu ryw snipes at hwn a'r Hall, a chario streuon o naill dj i'r

llall. mae hyny yn ddigon o freakfast ganddynt hwy. mi

gflywais dy hanes di yn y ffair, fel y meddwaist ti, a llawer o

6ethau drwg. wnewch chwi ddyweyd wrthyf &, os byddaf

fi yn methu wrth siarad ! peidiwch a siarad mor fuan : nid

allaf fi mo eich deall chwi. oes genych chwi lythyrau i

fyned i'r post ? oes ; dyma hwy.

17. raid i ni weitbio yn graled, tra bydd hi yn cZywydd

braf. caletaf yn byd -weithiwn ni ynawr, cyntaf yn byd fydd

hi drosodd. fuasai yn 6eth da, pe buasai pawb yn edrych ar

ol i fusiness ei hun, a pheidio medlio hefo business pobol ereill.

•welwch fel mae hwn acw myned i'r a£on dvos ei esgidiau

!

un cethin ydyw o. (ni) waeth dyweyd -wrth g&reg a thwll

ynddi hi mwy na dyweyd wrtho ef am 6eidio. mae yr hogyn

yna yn giyndyn iawn o wneyd 6eth mae ei /am ef yn (ei)

greisio ganddo ef. wna rywbeth i 6obl ereill mewn minute,

rheswm da paham. chaiff ef ddim ceiniog gan ei /am : ac fe

allai caiff ef g^einiog gan (y) rhai hyny neu glap o sugar

gwyn ; ac fel mae pawb yn gwybod, mae plant yn fond iawn

sugar.

18. 6rynais bar o esgidiau i'r 'eneth acw. beth oedd ei

hris ef ? dyfeisiwch. chwe swllt. am chwe cheiniog yn
uwch cefais i ef

;
yr oeddynt hwy yn gofyn saith swllt am

ing with business people other. See how is this-one there going
into the river over his boots ! One ugly ( = a bad one) is he.

Not worse saying to stone and (= with) hole in her more than
saying to him about abstaining. Is the boy there obstinate

very of doing what is his mother requesting with him.
Will-do something to (= for) people other within minute.

Reason good what-cause (= why). Gets he not penny with

(= from) his mother; but it can (= perhaps) gets he penny
with the some those (=them) or lump sugar white ; and as is

everyone knowing, is children fond very of sugar.

18. I-boughtpair of bootsto the girl there (=for mydaughter
at home). What was his price ? Guess. Six shilling. For
six penny higher got I him ; were they asking seven shilling

for him. What quantity are the gloves these costing? Three
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maan kostjo 1 trii sulta duya dima. os kamuxi Say ^usin,

keuxnhuan laio root, damar arjan ; -adynhuan jaun ? col

rait, vedruxi newid hanar sovran hevomi'?; doosgini Sim

arjan gwynjon hevomi ruan. naa'vedrav.

19. -OS ooysarnoxL ai/jorubaj*, dimond deyd. -adi ruumian

barod ? ; -nai eijjo myndl qwely. -nai ovnbood qwely heb

neydato.

20. :bora daa ! :pnaun daa ! syt radaxi haiSju ? rait

•(Saa I'aqkju ; -ada -xiinoo leeu haiSju 1 byyr 'Saa, ]?ankju.

douxi edrax am danoni ynryu adag likjuxi. -mi Soov.

-nos daux

!

Dialogues and Descriptions.

21. :radaniin"kaayl tau-yS "braav ruan. adan : tau-ytS daa

jaun, ondboodhiwedimynda mhelaai- vluytSyn kyni gaaylo

:

-dadir hanasyyn vyu 'Simwedi gweld tauytS debig. -byytS

kooydma-an buru-i dail ninjon deeg : -maaTyu xadigo Saila

kooyd beduwedi sar]?jo-an barod.

22. pryydadaxi am tSexrahevor gwair leni? wel tSexrun

mhenryu usnos ato. -maar knayaan gorvodboodan 'bel

leni, axosdootS gwair tSiman tavy tananSi wetSar. -maahiin

tavyan jaun ruan. -maanhuwedi dexra amovo ers ty-apa

]?evnosi laurna, -ond xadig jaunmaanhuwedigaayli meun

shilling and two (feni.) and halfpenny. If take you two

dozen, you-will-get them less of fourpence. Here the silver

(= money) ; are they right 1 All right. Can you change half

sovereign with me ? not is there with me anything money
white (= silver) with me now. Not I-can.

19. If there-is on you want anything, nothing but saying

( = only say so). Is my room of-me ready? on me want
going to my bed. On me fear being my bed without making yet,

20. Morning good ! Evening good ! What quality are

you to-day ? Right well, thank you ; are you rather lively to-

day ? Tolerably well, thank you. Come to see about us any
time like you. I-will-come. Night good to you !
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dano ef. /aint ydyw yr menyg yma yn costio ? tri swllt a

dwy a dimai. os cymerwch chwi ddau ddozen, cewch hwy
yn llai o 'rot. dyma 'r arian

;
ydynt hwy yn iawn ? all

right, /edrwch chwi newid haner sovereign hefo mi ? nid

oes genyf ddim arian gwynion hefo mi ynawr. na /edraf

.

19. OS oes arnoch chwi eisieu rywbeth, dim ond dyweyd.

ydyw room i yn 6arod 1 ; arnaf fi eisieu myned i (fy) ngwely.

arnaf fi ofn bod ngwely heb wneyd eto.

20. boreii da! prydnawn da! (pa) sut yr ydych chwi

heddyw ? right dda, thank you
;
ydych chwi yn 'o 'lew

heddyw? buv dda, thatik you. dowch i edrych am danom

ni unryw adeg liciwch chwi. mi ddof. nos da i chwi

!

21. yr ydym ni yn cael tywydd braf ynawr. ydym

:

tywydd da iawn, ond bod hi wedi myned yn mhell ar y
flwyddyn eyn ei g&el ef : nid ydyw yr hyfaaf sydd yn fyw

ddim wedi gweled tywydd c^ebig. bydd (y) coed yma yn

bwrw eu dail yn union deg : (y) mae ryw ychydig o ddail y
coed bedw wedi syrthio yn 6arod.

22. pa bryd ydych chwi am ddechreu hefo 'r gwair eleni ?

well, ddechreuwn yn mhen ryw wythnos eto. (y) mae y
cynauaf yn gorfod bod yn 6ell eleni, achos nid oedd y gwair

ddim yn tyfu tan yn ddiweddar. mae hi yn tyfu yn iawn

ynawr. (y) maent hwy wedi dechreu arno ef er ys tua

21. Are we getting weather fine now. We-are : weather

fine very, except being her after going far on tlie year before

his getting (= except that we are late in getting it) : not is the

oldest is alive anything after seeing weather similar. Will-be

the trees here casting their leaves at once : is some few of

leaves the trees birch after falling already.

22. What time are you about beginning with the hay this-

year? Well, we-shall-begin in head some week yet (= in

about a w.). Is the harvest being-obliged to-be far (= late)

this-year, cause not was the hay anything growing well until

lately. Is she growing well now. Are they after beginning

on him since towards (= about) fortnight down there, but little
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iito. -duyan mecSulma huna hunadir muya ar oolhevor

gwairi vanyma. sanuni ronyn : -ma farmoan vaur iaun.

damar farmwyr muy-awedi dexra aar yydan barod, -akwedi

kaayl lau-aro hunui meun. -ak os dail xadig ato, -byyS

kneya-i giid droso'S am leni. ran hany doos dim rhavaS

-bood tempar moor tSaa arnynhu.

23. syt fair naaj^hi heitSju? fair Saa jaun; mynd jaunar

warj^ag. beetSaryxi brany hoi^ju ? branis uuyjjorai hespjon,

-a duuy vyux. -adu inaan me^ul ama fair nesa, -akan meSul

gwer)7yryu lotsyyginii, os kaa-i briisgo tSaa am danynhu.

-ma honoan byr vyan ato. paa tSyytSoor miis maahi, deydux ?

railar bamjiag. kolsoxi naruna vasaxiwedi duadanhu haiSju.

-dootS dim posib : -ooniin rbyy brasyrhevor gwair, -a hi)?a-

wedi gnayd durnod moor braav, -axin ina dipino wai)?.

sytootS •mooxan gwerj?y haitiju ? xadig javmo ovynooS

arnynbu. vainta puuysadynbu ruan ari traaydl -ryu

roota farliqnee roota dima, waijya boob syt. welis yynan

kaayl groota "jjair farliq hai'Sju.

24. -maar dyyiSanba rhay naru ruan. adi ; maay-o : -maa

-hian dexra nosi tya sai]? ; tok iaun belaxmivyyS noos

kyydaar dyyS. -byySan amsar ^igon an ivir ; -ond welgin

lauari^i voodvely. -maan amsar belax troir byxod iir

very are tbey after his getting in yet. Am I thinking that

this and this ( = so and so) is the most behind with hay up
here. Not would-be-surprised I grain (= at all): is his farm

big very. Here farmers biggest after beginning on the corn

already, and after getting much of him in. And if [the

weather] holds little still, will-be harvest together (= all) over

for this-year. Share of-thafc (=so) not is-there any wonder
being temper so good on them.

23. What-quality fair made she to-day ? Fair good very

;

going much on cattle. What finished to you buying to-day 1

I-bought eight of some dry, and two cow. Am I thinking

about the fair next, and thinking selling some lot is with-me,
if get I price rather good for them. Is she rather soon yet
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pythefnos ilawr yna, ond ychydig iawn maent hwy wedi (ei)

g&el imewn eto. (yr) ydwyf fi yn meddwl mai hwn a hwn
ydyw y mwyaf ar ol hefo 'r gwair ifyny yma. (ni) synwn i

'ronyn : (y) mae fferm ef yn /awr iawn. dyma ffermwyr

mwyaf wedi dechreu ar yr yd yn 6arod, ac wedi cael llawer

o hwnw imewn. ac os deil ychydig eto, bydd cynauaf igyd

drosodd am eleni. ran hyny nid oes dim rhyfedd bod temper

mor dda arnynt hwy.

23. sut ffair wnaeth hi heddyw 1 ffair dda iawn ; myned
iawn ar wartheg. (pa) &eth ddarfu i chwi 5rynu heddyw?

trynais wyth o rai hespion, a dwy fuwch. (yr) ydwyf ina

yn meddwl am y ffair nesaf, ac yn meddwl gwerthu ryw lot

sydd genyf, os oaf fi hris go dda am danynt hwy. (y) mae

bono yn 6ur fuan eto. pa ddydd o'r mis mae hi, dywedwchl
yr ail-ar-6ymtheg. collasocb chwi yn 'arw na fuasech wedi

dyfod a hwy heddyw. nid oedd ddim hossible : oeddwn i yn
rhy ftrysur hefo 'r gwair, a bithau wedi gwneyd diwrnod mor

braf, a chan innau dipin o waitb. sut oedd moch yn gwerthu

heddyw? ychydig iawn o 'ofyn oedd arnynt hwy. (pa)

/aint y pwys ydynt hwy ynawr ar eu traed? ryw 'roat a

fyrling neu 'roat a dimai, weithiau boh sut. welais un yn
cael groat a thair ffyrling heddyw.

24. mae y dydd yn byrbau yn 'arw ynawr. ydyw; (y)

mae ef : (y) mae hi yn dechreu nosi tua saith ; toe iawn

6ellacb mi fydd nos cyd a'r dydd. bydd yn amser ddigon

annifyr; ond well gan lawer iddi fed felly, (y) mae yn

(=now). What day of the month is she (=tbe fair), say-
you! The second on fifteen. Lost you roughly (= greatly)

that-not were-you after coming with (= bring) them to-day.

Not was anything possible : was I too busy with the hay, and
she after making day so fine, and with me (= 1 bad) piece

of work. What quality was pigs selling to-day 1 Little very
of asking was on them. What the pound are they now on
their feet? Some fourpence (= about f.) and farthing or four-

pence and halfpenny, times each how (sometimes the one, s. the
other). I-saw one getting fourpence and three farthing to-day.

24. Is the day shortening roughly now. He-is ; is he : is she
beginning being-night towards seven ; soon very further

(= now) will-be night equal with the day. Will-be time enough
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adlo'S ; -maar borvawedila mhay, -akmaanhuan myndar

xadigo laay}>.

25. ooysarnoxi tSim eijjo kii devaid ? -maayma ormodo

honynhu. -mi vyyS trial kuuna qhapal kerig usnosi Sooy.

-maa day-o guun oor nantmaaa mynd ano. -mi geij^a gora

lauaro wobr.

26. -maa bsecS gelartan lee da jauni sgota, ond kaayl

taklapur pasol at hany. -byyS sesnbri J^iljadan dexra-o

vlaayn sesn samon. panbyytS •samonsan dexra duadiir avon,

-byy^ muuy-o sgota-ani hiinagana lana, -abyyS sport jauni

gaayl ambali Surnod. yyn dyynan sgota yyn bora ar lan-llyn

dinas arooliSi livo noson gynt, -ag anta ano ar doijada dyyS

erbyn ty-a deegoor gloox bora; -roo^ ganovo •bedwaro

samons, boob yyn ty-a |'rii fuuysar tSeeg. danar sport ora

gavud leni afco ati gilyS. -maan govyn kaayl takla kravjon

jauni drio dalnhu-an yynoor lana. -dadi Siman drast

sgota heban ganta gaayl genwar samon, -a xan laajjo kin

urjia riil, -ganpan vyy^ yyngo vaurwedi baxy, -maan Juuro

vyndago t5oygjani bedwar ygjano kinalanar ynwa)? heb

stopjo.

27. -radu iiwedi tori blaayn qenwar, -ond ur)? luk -maa

gini yyn arali roiani leevo. welinii gamyd kjafan lee

rhuyd. golis samon urj^nag oo'Sna neeb nagos atai-i

unpleasant ; but better with many to her being so. Is time

now to turn the cows to the aftergrass ; is the pastui-e after

getting-sharp, and are they going on little of milk.

25. Is-there on you nothing want dog sheep (p?ur.)? Is

here too many of them. Will -be trial dogs in Capel Cerig

week to yesterday. Is two of dogs of the valley here going

there. Will-get the best much of reward.
26. Is Beddgelert place good very to fishing, but getting

(= if only you get) tackles suitable to that. Is season trouts

begiiming before season salmon. When is salmons beginning
coming to the river, is more of fishing in her than in the

lakes, and is sport good to get some to day. One man fishing

one morning on shore lake Dinas after to her flooding night
before, and he there on break the day towards ten (=till about)
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amser ftellach troi y buchod i'r adladd
; (y) mae y &orfa wedi

Uymhau, ac (y) maent hwy yn myned ar ychydig o laeth.

25. (a) oes arnoch chwi ddim eisieu ci defaid? (y) mae
yma 'ormod o honynt hwy. -mi fydd trial own yn NgJiapd

Cerig wytlinos i ddoe. (y) mae dau o gwn o'r nant yma yn
myned yno. mi graiff y goreu lawer o wobr.

26. (y) mae Beddgelert yn He da iawn i 6ysgota, ond cael

taclau pwrpasol at byny. (y) bydd season britbylliaid yn

decbreu oflaen season samon. pan bydd samons yn decbreu

dyfod i'r afon, bydd mwy o &ysgota ynddi hi nag yn y
Uynau, a bydd sport iawn i grael ambell i ddiwrnod. un dyn

yn pysgota un boreu ar 'Ian Uyn Dinas ar ol iddi lifo noson

gyni, ac yntau yno ar doriad y dydd erbyn tua deg o'r grloch

boreu
;
yr oedd ganddo ef 6edwar o sannons, 6ob un tua thri

phwys ar ddeg. dyna sport 'ora grafwyd eleni eto at ei gilydd.

(y) mae yn gofyn cael taclau cryfion iawn i drio dal hwy yn

un o'r llynau. nid ydyw ddim yn d^-Mst pysgota heb yn

(/yntaf ^ael genwair samon, a chan Hath o line wrth y reel,

gan pan fydd un go /awr wedi bachu, (y) mae yn sure o

/yned ag o ddeugain i &edwar ugain o line allan ar unwaith

heb stopio.

27. yr ydwyf wedi tori blaen (fy) ngenwair, ond wrth hue

(y) mae genyf un arall i roddi yn ei le ef. well i ni g^ymeryd

caff yn lie rhwyd. groUais samon wrth nag oedd yna neb yn

of the clock morning ; was with him four of salmons, each
one towards three pounds on ten (=thirteen pounds). There
sport best was-got this-year yet to one-another (=at once).

Is asking (= it is required) getting tackles strong very to try
catching them in one of the lakes. Not is anything reliable

fishing without first getting rod salmon, and hundred yard
of line at the winch, with (= because) when is one rather
big after hooking, is sure of going with from forty to four
twenty (= eighty) [yards] of line out on one-time without
stopping.

27. I am after breaking point my rod, but through luck is

with-me one other to put in his place. Better to us taking
gaff in place [landing-]net. I-lost salmon through that-not was
there anyone near to me to gaff him to me. On me need get
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•gjafjovo-i mil. -nai eijjo kaayl •kjastin : yynga nolig, heb

vood rhyy deeunee ryy vain, -maar blyan rait ^aa, ond

-maar gatan'byyr wanani bon : -maawedi sigoan barod. sjt

blyyadir gora? -rhai luydjontarhai koxjonsySaa taro ora.

-maa lauarwedi deydur]?a-i -vooda blyan -maanhuani aluan

-gooxa voncSyan yyn Saa jaun : syt yynadi bono ? -maan-

huan debigvelmaanhuankaali galu—bleinanhuan goxjon, -ai

bonanhuan tSyon.

28. pgidjuxa fo8]?idim, -neemi drauxan rhyy sadyn, nes tyr

raval. -mivyytS ambal yynan naidjoata blyan, -ond tSimani

xamydhi, -ak velybat5an namal jaun -kaayli baxyotSi alan

rula. -ond panbatSanhuwedi baxyoSi alan, -maanhuan

stouto vlau-an : -baSanan buuyoor hanarbee}? banag kyni

kaaylnhuiir Ian, -naafee'basanhuwedi baxyani kega. pami
OS bySanhuwedi baxyani kega, -byytS raidi'Synhu gadu-i

kegaan gorad, -ak wedynbyyS duuranmyndi meun, -akani

boSinhuan vy-an.

39. leemaar enwar ganoxi 1 : welishi moni ganoxiers troo

ruan. wel, naavyomi Sim ar lynan sgota-ars talum jaun

:

-dadir kuux, -vaSunian arvar gamyd, cSimyu gaayl ruan,

-adadi Sim gwer)? heb guux ar lyn, -os naavyytShian wynt

kryyjaun. sgotaan ravon dipyn weijjja, traa by-ohinoo

launo Suur ; -ond ruandoos dim duuran bono ; -a dunian

byyd bee naa-i, -os naa sgofca-i "noos waij^ja hevo 'pryy.

cast : one medium, without being too thick nor too slender.

Is the feather [= fly] right good, but is the gut rather weak
in her stump : she-is after bruising already. What quality

feathers are the best? Some brown or some red are striking

(= take) best. Is many after saying to me being the feather

are they calling ' cochybondu ' one good very : what quality

one is she ? Are they like as are they getting theii' calling—
their points red, and their stumps black.

28. Abstain with getting-hot anything (=getting excited),

or you-will-strike too sudden, until (= so that) breaks the

hold. Is some one jumping at the feather, but not taking

her, and so are often very getting their hooking outside

somewhere. But when are they after hooking outside, are
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agos ataf fi i gaffio ef i mi. arnaf fi eisieu cael casting : un
g^anolig, heb fod rhy dew neu ry /ain. (y) mae y 61uen right

dda, ond (y) mae y gyten huv wan yn ei bon : (y) mae wedi

sigo yn 6arod. (pa) sut 61u ydyw y goreu? rhai Uwydion

ynte rhai cochion sydd yn taro 'oreu. (y) mae Uawer wedi

dyweyd wrthyf fi fod y Muen maent hwy yn ei 'alw yn goch-

y-fon-ddu yn un dda iawn : (pa) sut un ydyw bono ? (y)

maent hwy yn cZebig fel (y) maent hwy yn cael eu galw— (eu)

blaenau hwy yn grochion, a'u bonau hwy yn dduon.

28. peidiwch a phoethi dim, neu mi darawch yn rhy

sudden, nes tyr yr 'afael. mi fydd ambell un yn neidio at y
6Iuen, ond ddim yn ei chymeryd hi, ac felly byddan yn ami

iawn yn cael eu bachu oddiallan rywle. ond pan byddant

hwy wedi bachu oddiallan, (y) maent hwy yn stout oflawan

:

(y) byddant yn hwy o'r haner 6eth6ynag cyn eu cael hwy i'r

'Ian, na phe buasent hwy wedi bachu yn eu cegau. paham ?

OS byddant hwy wedi bachu yn eu cegau, bydd (yn) raid

iddynt hwy g&dw eu cegau yn agored, ac wedi hyny (y) bydd

dwfr yn myned imewn, ac yn eu boddi hwy yn fuan.

29. (yn) mha le (y) mae yr 'enwair genych chwi ? : (ni)

welais hi mo honi genych chwi er ys tro ynawr. well, na

fum i ddim ar y llyn yn pysgota er ys talm iawn : nid ydyw

y cwch, fyddwn i yn arfer (ei) gymeryd, ddim i'w ga,e\

ynawr, a nid ydyw ddim gwerth heb g^wch ar y llyn, os na

fydd hi yn wynt cryf . iawn. pysgota yn yr afon dipyn

weithiau, tra bu hi yn 'o lawn o ddwfr ; ond ynawr nid oes

they brave exceedingly : are longer of the half anyhow (= at

least) before their getting (=they are got) to the shore, than
if were they after hooking in their mouths. What-cause ?

If are they after hooking in their mouths, is want to them
keeping their mouths open, and after that is water going
inside, and drowning them soon.

29. In what place is the rod with you (=your rod) ? : not
I-saw her anything of-her with you since turn (=for some
time) now. Well, not was I anything on the lake fishing

since while very (=for a long time): not is the boat, was I
being-in-the-habit his taking anything to his getting (=:to

be got) now, and not is anything worth without boat on the
lake, if not is she wind strong very. Fishing in the river

1604 O O
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:sgota noosmaar sgotwyr ama-i giid ruan. paubanmyndi

laurama kanta-i farstjo-i bul. wedynan vano am tSuuynee

dair aur heb savlyd ryyn ber. -an sgota-ari bista W9i)rja,

-nes-bat5anhuwedi stifjo. usnos -tSruugadir usnosma hevyd:

-maahi moor olahevor leyad. goran byydpo dulaboohi,

osbyytS duuran isaljaun. -byytS moor dau-yl ambali droo,

-nes-baSanbuan glsyo knula ur]? tSuad adra, :neemi-vaSanari

truyna namal jaun, -ari penameun tumpaj'o tSrain droo aral,

-nee drosryu glogun nee gilytJ, -nee-i traaydmeunrhyu dul.

sar)>jo(5 yyn jnwsipo benryu gloguni lauri ganol pul drosi

benai glystja, -a danaleerootSoan 'xwerjjin wedyn.

Stories.

-a goog.

30. -rooS poboldol 'Selanan valx jaunoor "goog, -pan

glausonbuhi troo kantari ooyd, -ak iSiman likjo-itSi vyndoSi

ano-i stinjog. -akmi nayj^on glautS gr^yyysg aar draus

bulxgar Sinanyu xaduno, -akayjjoni watj-ohi. -ond hedotSa

googdros dopa klautS. -akrooS pauban gwaycSi :
' dasa -yyn

rwasganan rbagor, -vasahi Siman mynd.' -maanhuan galu

pobol-dol Selanan -gogjad arool bany.

piece times (=a little sometimes), whilst was she rather full

of water; but now not is-tbere any water in her; and not

know I in the world what thing shall-do I, if not fish I

night times (= sometimes) with worm. Fishing night are the

fishermen here together (= all) now. All going down for

the first to take-first the pool. After that in the place there

for two or three hours without moving the one leg. Fishing

on their seat times, till are they after stiffening. Week bad

is the week here also : is she so light with moon. Best in

(the) world the darkest is she, if is the water low very. Is

so dark some to turn (= sometimes), until (=that) are they

lighting candles at coming home^ or are on their noses often

very, on their heads within bush of thorns turn other
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dim dwfr yn hono ; a nid wn i yn (y) byd (pa) 6eth wnaf fi,

OS na pysgotaf fi nos welthiau hefo pryf. pysgota nos (y)

mae y pysgotwyr yma igyd ynawr. pawb yn myned ilawr

am y cyntaf i ffirsHo ei \yiull. wedi hyny yn (y) /an yno am
ddwy neu cZair awr heb syflyd yr un fer. yn pysgota ar eu

heistedd weithiau, nes byddanfc hwy wedi stiffio. wythnos

ddrwg ydyw yr wythnos yma hefyd : (y) mae hi mor 'oleu

hefo lieuad. goreu yn (y) byd po dywyllaf byddo hi, os

bydd (y) dwfr yn isel iawn. (y) bydd mor cZywyll ambell i

dro, nes byddant hwy yn goleuo canwyllau wfth ddyfod

adref, neu mi fyddant ar eu trwynau yn ami iawn, ar eu penau

mewn twmpath o ddrain dio arall, neu dros ryw g'logwyn neu

gilydd, neu eu traed mewn rhyw cZwll. syrthiodd un

unwaith o &en ryw c/logwyn ilawr i g^anol pwll dios ei 6en a'i

g'lustiau, a dyna lie yr oedd ef yn chwerthin wedi hyn.

y gog-

30. yr oedd pobl Dolwyddelan yn falch iawn o'r gog,

pan gilywsant hwy hi tro cyntaf erioed, ac ddim yn licio iddi

/yned oddiyno i Ffestiniog, ac mi wnaethant gl&wdd gwrysg

ar cZraws bwlch (y) Gerddinen iw chadw yno, ac aethant i

watcho hi. ond ehedodd y gog dros dop y clawdd. ac yr

oedd pawb yn gwaeddi :
' pe buasai un wrysgen yn rhagor,

fuasai hi ddim yn myned.' maent hwy yn galw pobl

Dolwyddelan yn grogiaid ar ol hyny.

(= another time), or across some steep-rock or other, or

their feet within some hole. Fell one once from head some
steep-rock down to middle pool over his head and his ears,

and there place was he laughing after this.

The cuckoo.

30. Was people Dolwyddelan glad very of the cuckoo, when
heard they her turn first ever, but not liking to-her going
from-there to Festiniog. And made fence branches across gap
the Gerddinen to her keeping there, and went to watch her.

But flew the cuckoo across top the fence. And was everyone ex-

claiming : 'If had-been one branch more, had-been she not going.'

Are they calling people Dolwyddelan cuckoo-men after this.

oo3
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-a (Say been laqk.

31. -roots day been laqkari byuan koytmor'dol tSelan, -a

d8y)?onii gooyd-havod rhiisgi dori polyn presab. -ak erbyni-

Synhu vyndagoo adra, -rootSan rhyy hiir, -a deyj^onagooani

ooli gooyd-havod rhiisgi 'dori darnohono. -akmaa been

^jarab ar ool bany :
' -vyyri ooydrhyy biiro gooydond

ynwa]>an'dol Selan.'

kadu kavriandol Selan.

33. lauaro amsara nool, -rootS Jopuran-dol ^elan nala

sgweny. vely', pan'valSa axes kadu kavri am be)?a ga'merid

oor Jop heb daly am danynbu', -rootS ganovo for bold

rwaitSjoli n9ydbany\ seev, :rhoi lyyna nuy^a wer)>id meun

lyfr. ynwa|?rooS farmur, -a'xanovo gavri'hevovo. -ak

ur]7 setlio -roo^a Jopuran enwir pe]?aooSa farmurwedi kaayl.

' kayjjox buuyso Jugur,' me'Savo, gan buyntjoati lyyn (-vel

hyn >). ' doo/ metSar farmur. ' koyjjox xwartaro dee,'

gan bwyntjoata lyyndra xevn (-vel hyn D). 'doo,' meSar

farmur. 'k8yJ>ox 'gosyn bevyd,' metSar Jopur, gan buynt-

joata lyyn (-vel hyn o). 'naa'So,' meSar farmur, '-radu

iin gnayd kausva hyyn, -ak ii bee pranun ii gausgano xii?'

' wel, -radaxwedi gaaylo,' meSar Jopur, ' dama-i lyyno ar

The two old youth (= bachelors),

31. There was two old youth living in Coetmor Dolwyddelan,

and came to wood Hafod Rhisgl to cut pole cow-staU. And
towards to them going with him (= taking it) home, was too

long, and came with him in his track (= back) to wood Hafod

Rbisgl to cut piece from him. And is old saying after that

:

' not was ever too long of wood but once in Dolwyddelan.'

Keeping account in Dolwyddelan.

32. Much of time back was shopman (= shopkeeper) in

Dolwyddelan not could write. So, when was cause keeping

account about things were-taken from the shop without paying
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y ddau hen lane.

31. yr oedd dau hen lane yn byw yn Coetmor Do! wyddelan,

a daethant i goed Hafod Rhisgl i dori polyn preseb. ae

erbyn iddynt hwy fyned ag ef adref, yr oedd yn rhy hir, a

daethant ag ef yn ei ol i goed Hafod Rhisgl i dor'i darn o

bono, ac mae hen ddiareb ar ol hyny: '(ni) fu erioed rhy

hir goed ond unwaith yn Dolwyddelan.'

cadw cyfrif yn Dolwyddelan.

32. Uawer o amser ynol yr oedd shopwr yn Dolwyddelan

na 'allai ysgrifenu. felly, pan fyddai achos cadw cyfrif am
feethau a ^ymerid o'r shop heb dalu am danynt hwy, yr oedd

ganddo ef ffordd hollol wreiddiol i wneud hyny, sef, rhoddi

Hun y nwyddau a werthid mewn llyfr. unwaith yr oedd

ffermwr, a chanddo ef fifyfrif hefo ef. ac wrth setlo yr oedd

y shopw yn enwi y pethau oedd y ffermr^i wedi cael.

' cawsoch 6wys o siwgr,' meddai ef, gan Swyntio at ei lun

(fel hyn t>). 'do/ meddai j ffermwr. 'cawsoch chwarter

o de,' gan iwyntio at y llun draehefn (fel hyn a ), ' do,'

meddai y ffermwr. 'cawsoch gosyn hefyd,' meddai y
shopv/r, gan Jwyntio at y llun (fel hyn o). 'na ddo,'

meddai y ffermwr, ' yr ydwyf yn gwneyd caws fy hun, ac i

6eth prynwn i c/aws genych chwi ?
'

' well, yr ydych wedi

gael ef/ meddai y shopwr, ' dyma ei lun ef ar lawr.' ' well,

for them, was with him way wholly original to do that, that-is,

putting picture the goods were-sold in book. One-time was
farmman (= farmer), and with him account with him. And
at settling was the shopman naming the things was the
farmman after getting. 'You-got pound of sugar,' said

he, with pointing at his picture (as this ». ' Yes/ said

the farmman. 'You-got quarter [of a pound] of tea,' with
pointing at the picture again (as this D ). ' Yes,' said the

farmman. ' You-got cheese also,' said the shopman, with
pointing at the picture (as this O). 'No/ said the farmman,
' I-am making cheese myself, and to what-thing were-buying
I cheese with you 1

'
' Well, you are after getting him,' said

the shopman, 'here his picture of-him on floor (=down [in
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laur'. 'wel, -pryyn banagadio ar laurai paidjo,' meSav

farmur, ' xeesi monovo, ond kees vaayn livo'.' ' oo,' metSar

Jopur, ' maayn llvo adi-o\ ond moodiwedi aq hovjo rhoia

tulani ganolo' (-vel hyn 0).

-a farmur an votSlon.

33. ar oxor manytShi rdj]>og -rooS 'farmuran byu meun

ta^yn baxan; -ak er vood pope|>oi gumpas naijjaka syrys,

atoba'Sa boob amsaran an votSlon, -nen wedigbevoi Twaig:

-vatSa dima naa-ani blejjo, vely, yyn durnod, :panoo'San

:kadu suun am rubaJ^oo'San'mynda mlaaynan tyy, me'Sa-i

rwaig urjio : 'buna bun, rhosu "xiian tyy, -mi ai ina

alan'bevor gwoijjon, -i nii'gaayl gwelda vedruxt blejQo

xynan.' velyka tynudiir riyaig'vynd alana durnod wedyn,

-akiir guur arosan tyy. -a durnod hunu -ooS eijjo •kor'Si.

vely, rhoo]7a laayj^ana vytSa, -a dexroS arni. pan ar ganol

kortSi, teimla saxad, -ame Saljabasa draxtoor kuruooS

ganovoan selaran gastal dioda dim ala gaayl. vely, -i laura

goo, -a dsugani lau. panoo'Sa kuru ar ganol rhedag, klaua

-ryu suunan gegin, -ak ar ynwaj^me 'Saljo'Sbood rubajj alano

lee hevor vyiSa. rbedoSi vany, -a danaleei'ootS rhuux wedi

troir vy'Sa, -akan avada laay)? otSyd laur. -aniwyl tinab

the book]).' ' Well, what the one ever is he on floor or

abstaining (= whether it is down or not),' said the farmman,

'not got I anything of him, but I-got stone grinding.'

' Ob !

' said the shopman, ' stone grinding is he, but my
being of-me after forgetting putting the hole in his middle

of-him' (as this©).

The farmman discontented.

33. On side mountain Hiraethog was farmman living in farm

little ; and although being everything of his compass (= around

liim) exceedingly comfortable, still he-was all time discon-

tented, especially with his wife : was nothing she-did pleasing
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pa yr un bynag ydyw ef ar lawr ai peidio/ meddai y
ffermwr, ' (ni) chefais i mo bono ef, ond cefais /aen llifo.'

'0/ meddai y shopwr, 'maen llifo ydyw ef, ond (fy) mod i

wedi angbofio rboddi y twll yn ei gfanol ef (fel byn 0).

J ffermvrr anfoddlawn.

33. ar ocbr mynydd Hiraetbog yr oedd ffermwr yn byw
mewn tyddyn bycban ; ac er fod pob petb o'i flfwrnpas yn
eithaf cysurus, eto byddai bob amser yn anfoddlawn, yn
enwedig befo'i wraig : fyddai dim a wnai yn ei hledo. felly,

un diwrnod, pan oedd yn cadw swn am rywbetb oedd yn
mynd yn mlaen yn y ty, meddai ei wraig wrtbo :

' bwn a

bwn, aroswcb cbwi yn (y) ty, mi af fi innau allan befo y
gweision, i ni g^ael gweled a /edrweb cbwi hlesio eicb hunan.'

felly, cytunwyd i'r wraig fyned allan y diwrnod wedi byny,

ac i'r gwr aros yn (y) ty. y diwrnod bwnw oedd eisieu

corddi. felly, rboddodd y Uaetb yn y fuddai, a dechreuodd

ami. pan ar granol corddi, teimlai sycbed, a meddyliai (y)

buasai dracht o'r cwrw oedd ganddo ef yn y cellar yn ^ystal

diod a dim 'allai ga.el. felly, i lawr ag ef, a jug yn ei law. pan
oedd y cwrw ar (janol rbedeg, clywodd ryw swn yn y (/egin,

ac ar unwaitb meddyliodd bod lywbetb allan o le befo y
fuddai. rhedodd i fyny, a dyna lie yr oedd yr bwcb wedi

troi y fuddai, ac yn yfed y llaetb oddihyd lawr. yn ei

bim. So, one day, wben he-was bolding noise about something
was going ahead (=on) in the house, said his wife to-him

:

' This and this (=so and so), stay you in the house, I-will-go

I out with the servants, to us getting seeing can you please

yourself.' So, was-agreed to the wife going out the day
after that, and to the husband staying in the bouse. The
day that (=that day) was want churning. So, he-put the

milk in the churn, and began on-ber. When on middle
churning, he-felt dryness, and thought would-be draught of

the beer was with him in the cellar as-good drink as any-
thing he-could get. So, to floor (=down) with bim, and
jug in his hand. When was the beer on middle running, he-

heard some noise in the kitchen, and on one-time (= at once)
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kipjo^a vuyala Jjrauo'S rhuuxani fen nesooSan varu. :ar

hyn', kovjocSvooda kuruan rhedagi laurana selar. -i laura

goo, -ak erbyn hany -roo-Sa kuruwedi rhedag boob tropyn

hyd laura selar.

34. arool hany -aa)?i vany iir gegin, -a gwela-ibood

destan amsariir gwai/jon-tSuadi ginjo, -akanta heb cSexrapar

toi kinjo. vely-me tSaljocSmaakra xanado yyudvasa muya

huylysi noyd. arool rhoir yyud ar taan, koyjotJvooda vyux

vlii|» hebi gulun alan, -a rhedo(5yu gulun^ -ame tSaljoSa

:baaan'kaal boljad meun rhyu ar'S vexanty kevniir tyy.

vely aa)7ahii ano. -an yyn pen iir ar^rooS dibin'lleed vaur,

-ak ovna-iir vyux sar]7Jo drosto. -ak er muuyni^o alyi watjo.

: rhoo]? raafami xyrn, -a ihooj^a pen araliir rhaafi laur truur

simSa iir gegin. -ak'urjji voodwedikaal kiminto golado'Si

urjja laayj>a kuru aarhuux, -me SaljotS ruan am neyd

popejjan holol sikir. -a rhag ovniir rhaaf slipjo-i fur

hebiSo-i gweld, rhuymoShiami glyyn. gida hany, danar

vyuxan sar|)jo drosa dibin, -aki vanyag anta-i draayd -an

ganta-irr simSa, -a J^rooydo boob tyy-i 'veemootS anihi (-vel

syymeun heensim tSey-a mantal vaur) ; -a danalee'rootSo-an

dala vyuxan haqjodrosa dibin gervySi xyrn. erbyn hyn

-roo'Sa gwaijjonan duad ata tyy ati kinjo. -a gwela j^no

thought being something out of place with the churn. Ran
up, and there place was the sow after turning the churn,

and drinking the milk from along floor. In his wildness

he-snatched the hatchet, and struck the sow in her head until

she-was dead. On this he remembered being the beer running
to floor in the cellar. To floor with him, and against that

was the beer after running every drop along floor the cellar.

34. After that he-went up to the kitchen, and saw her being
just time to the servants coming to dinner, and he without
beginning preparing the dinner. So he-thought that potful

of porridge would-be most easy to make. After putting the

porridge on the fire, he remembered being the cow milch
without her letting out, and ran to her letting-out, and thought
she-would-be getting bellyful in some garden little side back to
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wylltineb cipiodd y fwyell, a tharawodd yr hwch yn ei phen

nes oedd yn /arw. ar hyn, cofiodd fod y cwrw yn. rhedeg i

lawr yn y cellar, i lawr ag ef, ac erbyn hyny yr oedd y
cwrw wedi rhedeg bob tropyn hyd lawr y cellar.

34. ar ol hyny aeth i fyny i'r g'egin, a gwelai hi bod just

yn amser i'r gweision ddyfod i gfiniaw, ac yntau heb ddechreu

parotoi y ciniaw. felly meddyliodd mai crochanaid o uwd
fuasai mwyaf hwylus i wneyd. ar ol rhoddi yr uwd ar y
tan, cofiod fod y fuwch fiith heb ei gollwng allan, a rhedodd

i'w gollwng, a meddyliodd y buasai yn cael boliad mewn
rhyw 'ardd fechan tu cefn i'r ty. felly aeth a hi yno. yn

un pen i'r 'ardd yr oedd dibyn lied /awr, ac ofnai i'r fuwch

syrthio cirosto. ac er mwyn iddo 'allu ei watchio, rhoddodd

raff am ei chyrn, a rhoddodd y pen arall i'r rhaff ilawr

trwy'r simdde i'r .^egin. ac wrth ei fod wedi cael cymmaint

o grolled oddiwrth y llaeth, y cwrw, a'r hwch, meddyliodd

ynawr am wneyd pobpeth yn hollol sicr. a rhag ofn i'r

rhaff slipio iffwrdd heb iddo ei gweled, rhwymodd hi am ei

^lun. gyda hyny dyma y fuwch yn syrthio dvo& y dibyn, ac

ifyny ag yntau ei r/raed yn g'yntaf i'r simdde, a throed o 6ob tu

i feam oedd ynddi hi (fel y sydd mewn hen simddeau mantell

/awr) ; a dyna lie yr oedd ef yn dal y fuwch yn hangio dvos

J dibyn gerfydd ei chyrn. erbyn hyn yr oedd y gweision

yn dyfod at y ty at eu ciniaw. a gwelai un o honynt hwy y

the house. So he-went with her there. In one head (=end)
to the garden was a steep-place rather big, and he-feared to

the cow falling over-him. And in order to-him being-able

to watch her^ he-put rope about her horns, and put the head
other to the rope to floor through the chimney to the kitchen.

And through his being after getting so-much of loss from the

milk, the beer, and the sow, he-thought now about making
everything wholly safe. And from fear to the rope slipping

away without to him seeing her (=the rope), he-tied her

about his thigh. With that here the cow falling over the

steep-place, and up with him his feet first to the chimney, and
foot of every side to beam was in her (as is in old chimneys
opening big) ; and there place was he holding the cow
hanging over the steep-place by her horns. Towards this
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honynhu-a vyuxan windjo drosa dibin; -a rhag ovni'Si dagy,

rhedoS ati, kipjotSi galal, -a J^orotSa rhaaf. -i lauraar vyuxo

yyn oxor, -aki laur aar guur oor simSa, -gan Sisgin ninjonari

beniir kroxon yyud. -ni raid xwanegy -vooda riuaigwedi

-kaal hetSux hj]> areola durnod hunu.

-a tailjurar torur betSi.

35. anlan vroj^an-bee]? amsar nool' -rootS teiljarau byu;

ak nool arvar ramsar hunu -di lana-i'alwa diga)? truu vyndoor

nail dyyiir lali nayd diladiirkam dogjon. truu vanwanta

pluuymaa luybyrka hoytSysan pajjo. yyn bora -rootSgana

tailjur axosi vynd hyda luybyri vyndati wai]?. -rooSan

digutShevyd -voodka nliebruqi-gamyd leea durnod hunu, -aar

torur be'Siwedi sglyso torir beet5. vely, aaj^atian vera

jaunur]? leyni kanul, -ak erbynvooda teiljuran pajjo, -rootJ

drosi benana beeiS. klauoiS ru-ynan paJjo hyda luybyi-, -a

gway^oSarno :
' vaintadioor gloox?' metSar tailjur:

'-vaint banagadihioor gloox, -maayhian rhyy vora-ixi godi

ato.'

was the servants coming to the house to their dinner. And
saw one of them the cow struggling over tho precipice ; and

from fear to-her choking, ran to her, snatched his knife, and

cut the rope. To floor with the cow of one side, and to floor

with the man from the chimney, with alighting directly on

his head to the pot porridge. Not need adding being the wife

after getting peace always after the day that.

The tailor and the cutter graves.

35. In Llanfrothen thing (= some) time back was tailor

living ; and according-to custom the time that he-followed his
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fuwch yn windio dros ydibyn ; a rhag ofn iddi cZagu, rhedodd

ati, cipiodd ei g^yllell, a thorodd y rhaff. i lawr a'r fuwch o

un ochr, ac i lawr a'r gwr o'r simdde, gan ddisgyn yn union

ar ei ben i'r crochan uwd. ni raid ychwanegu fod y wraig

wedi caei heddwch byth ar ol y diwrnod hwnw.

y teiliwr a'r torwr beddi.

35. yn Llanfrothen 6eth amser yn ol yr oedd teiliwr yn
byw ; ac yn ol arfer yr amser hwnw dylynai ei 'alwedigaeth

trwy /yned o'r naill dy i'r llall i wneyd dillad i'r cymmy-
dogion. trwy _/ynwent y plwyf y mae llwybyr cyhoeddus yn
pasio. un boreu yr oedd gan y teiliiur aches i /yned ar hyd

y llwybyr i /yned at ei waifch. yr oedd yn dygwydd hefyd

fod cynhebrwng i gfymeryd He y diwrnod hwnw, a'r torwr

beddi wedi esgeuluso tori y bedd. felly, aeth ati yn foreu

iawn wrth 'bleuni canwyll, ac erbyn fod y teiliwr yn pasio,

yr oedd ef dros ei &en yn y bedd. clywodd rywun yn pasio

ar hyd y llwybyr, a gwaeddodd arno :
' (pa) /aint ydyw hi

o'r gloch ?
' meddai y teiliwr :

' (pa) /aint &ynag ydyw hi

o'r glooh, mae hi yn rhy foreu i chwi grodi eto.'

calling through going from the one house to the other to make
clothes to the neighbours. Through churchyard the parish is

path public passing. One morning was with the tailor cause

to go along the path to go to his work. Was happening
also being funeral to take place the day that, and the cutter

graves after neglecting cutting the grave. So he went to-her

(=at it) early very by light candle, and towards being the

tailor passing, was-he over his head in the grave. He-heard
someone passing along the path, and called on him :

' What
quantity is she of the clock?' Said the tailor: 'What
quantity ever is she of the clock, is she too early for you
rising yet.'
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I add some more stories in the Visible Speech alphabet for the

benefit of those who prefer it to the Romic notation employed

above.

36. idJ-tJ-*^ ^Jt sIcocdOf' 3[o]c3d3x is\ialii dTd]! al^mj,

533»u F]mL cojiaj o^i (d3»ud, -Jvcoiw oJ», -JojIs €^I^Jw3(I)

c3CD]_i:2(D3-T zji slcocojr, -3 toC^}'^^ si3o5:s3j: alia}. -] o^jiuj

^JiCdIi CDj-lCOro} 3u]TDOi»Cfl OJCflliS, -[JbI* Q}(D>3-!i3Ml<'i-EiJ(i)I

olcoi J°3'^3-"I "3*'^ -]^ aco3wT.

-I BTei3co air ^icuL

37. -<i)J*wi Gl93coxT Fl'7a33 £[^1 w3>3q!
-J- 3(;ci>eico3-wi aj#iaj-l*ffl

qIf-. -301^1 s[,a}\j ooftT w3>3a3 'jLim^i ->}m siiiii ooI»

coIf, -3 sjXiojS-wxt wI3-«a;: 'a;3[;o D3-ffi>33-»<" e3''3<^I'' sC^^Q^M

aj-*!©.' -3 Q'73»ui 0Tq3co [jcoItIm/I:

' 2C«T w3>30B13-bI# P^l QPt3p

-IT B0)[>T3r d}cj>33f aC^3c,

e(i)3-T B3-SD(D3--i(DU qcoJqIt bIsd3c.'

-j[ fCwIqi^sJ-co w(;co3'7.

38. 3»u tCwIo I'733ufiFsC ^icBcoIi^ajJ-co wCco37. -3a-3(;®I

qd[cos3 f3xtoi Doi« -3 tJ:>3(])id(oI a3-coa)3-7, 61-3317 >3lCD

-'73S3-3-#W'73- (Din F|;wIe|-3-t(l) BCd3«'7; -3 tD3[a53i(i>U 50)1-705 -I

^h^V F-C^icOI Q'73*i: •>J(j)D2l'7-73. :b3 >}i\J Bll^Q -J T^CT

ciojla} 3fs3o) -f3 Q331JW1 FCwiQjajJco wCco3-7; -3a iuu >I'7!dI

>i(D, ao3i3-\i/3(Dl >(i)hmm(i>] cCs7, ool-rai ^JcdcS-^fCi-^ si-is}®

:ei3-7 3->I'7: ':i®3cl \iz(n^st3[mL a-jliosic ijojozi-^?' "73»wJ,'

f(;w3(0 fCwIq. 'sId >[air, dCb3(D >CDr-7!D. 'SDCO,' fM(1)
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>Ml '^h^-' (I«35^wi dJicoooIs.)

-I >3(i)f1(i)-3*(i) sCwJdjacoJs.

39. -(cJ^wqIt fiCn >3(df1(i) 1133'-' sM'^Q^Ss, -JaoJ-iwiT

aj!Dl3- sTjoj, -3 eMiT DlcDii^eS "231s. -]a-}iw a3li3w -fI

sIudcdJw oo|;n >3'^F'l<fi, -3 ^[cw}\j (otalcD qco3si'73-> i3s3ii

-ei3ii qId4 3u3'7i«(D €ico!>3«i, -3 Qj>i'73(i)i ©C**^ F3itj)-I44,

i'[iw3>J a3-icom3-I-i3j*aJ2liT Bl(i)i, -3(;a5l-rw3->jQ3«co qsOcocdx

9CD!i3«l ?

CONCLUDING EEMARKS.

It is with some hesitation that I bring out this contribution to

the phonology and dialectology of one of the most difficult of

European languages. I have kept it back as long as I can, and

have devoted three long summers to studying the language on the

spot, and am simply unable to give any more time to a subject

which lies outside my regular scheme of work ; so that if I keep

it back still longer, I shall only run the risk of forgetting what I

have learnt : even already, after the interval of a summer spent in

Norway, my impressions are not so fresh as they were when I

first wrote out the rough draft of this paper.

If my sketch were even more imperfect than it is, I should still

feel myself partly justified in bringing it out, as a contribution to

a hitherto totally neglected subject. If its errors lead any

phonetically trained Welshman to supersede it by such a full and

reliable work as can only be done by a trained native, its most
ambitious aims will be fully accomplished. Meanwhile it will, I

hope, be of some use to general phoneticians, as well as Celtic

specialists, and also to those who wish to learn to speak the

language, which, on account of the wide divergence between the

written and spoken language, has hitherto been a practical im-

possibility for most foreigners.

In order to make the paper more generally accessible, I have

adopted a modification of my Broad Eomic notation instead of

Visible Speech, which I much prefer myself; I have, however,
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given a few texts in the latter notation. In my Eomic notation I

regret now that I did not use (r)) instead of (q).

I hope that as a specimen of the method of dealing with living

languages, this will be found to be an advance on my previous

attempts. I think myself I have made an advance in one respect,

nl. in that of giving full texts. This is no doubt the most Jaborious

and responsible part of such an undertaking, and that which offers

most pitfalls to any one dealing with a foreign language, but, if

done with reasonable care, is of more real value than any number

of word-lists and paradigms, for it alone gives—or attempts to give

—

the unsophisticated facts of the language.

I have, of course, treated the language throughout as a living

one, and have given the same prominence to the borrowed English

as to the native element. The italicized words in the texts will

give a good idea of the proportion of English words, which, after

all, is surprisingly small, considering the long and intimate inter-

course between the speakers of the two languages. Most of them,

too, are very thoroughly naturalized, in meaning as well as form,

so that a patriotic Welshman has no more reason to be ashamed of

them than an Englishman has of his Trench words. It is greatly

to be wished that educated Welshmen would cultivate the genuine

spoken language instead of the artificial jargon of the newspapers,

and reflect that the superiority of such a work as the Bardd Cwsg

consists precisely in its style being founded (as shown by the

numerous English words) on the everyday speech of the period.

Welsh can no more be made an exception to the inexorable law of

change than English or any other language : it is its change, its

development, that proves it to be really a living language ; and a

language that is preserved only by writing is little better than

a dead language.

In conclusion, I have to express my best thanks to all my
helpers in Wales. To Mr. John Owens, of Hafod Lwyfog, and

his amiable family (especially his son David) ; to Mr. Eichard

Davies, of Port Madoc ; and, above all, to my teacher, Mr. J. E.

Williams, of Beddgelert, who entered so thoroughly into the

spirit of my work as to write out phonetic texts himself under my
guidance. It would have been almost impossible for me to master

the details of the language, or give the texts headed ' Dialogues

and Descriptions ', without his help. The stories I owe mainly to

the Owens family, and to Mr. Davies.
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O.E., 189, 201.

a as masc. and neuter, strong geni-

tive in O.E., doubtful evidence
for, 190.

a for u as neut. plural in O.E.,

doubtful evidence for, 191.
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a In Arian, Osthoff on, 160.

a inflexional, in Gothic, 108,
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for, 468.
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504.
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367.

d, O. E., evidence for pronunciation of,

131.

Accent and inflexion in Sanskrit,

110; in Gothic, 111.

Accented prefixes in Swedish, 395.

Accen ting of first syllable in Swedish,
396, 397.

Accidence and syntax, simultaneous
teaching of, 41.

Accidental lilcenesses in language, 37.

Active Present in Swedish, loss of

(-sr) in, 424.

Address, modes of, in Swedish, 430-2
;

in Portuguese, 490.

Adjectives, comparison of, in
Swedish, 413, 414 ; in Welsh, 529,
530.

— indeclinable, in Swedish, 412, 413.
— in Swedish, declension of, 410-13.
— in Welsh, gender of, 528

;
plural

of, 529 ; comparison of, 529, 530.— used as substantives in Swedish,
genitive of, 410.

Adverbs, use of, as conjunctions in
Swedish, 434, 435. .

Albanian languages part of Aiyan
group, 63.

Altaic and Sumerian, possible afBniiy,

71.

an and a in Authorized Version, 96.

ana, ona, as weak gen. plural in O.E.,

189.

Analogy and inflexion, 108, 109.

Analytical languages, development
of, 63.

Anderson, researches of, on Finnish,
note on, 66.

Anglia, first appearance of, 84 ; note
on, 100.

Anglo-Frisian and Old Saxon, differ-

ences between, 210; distinctions

between, 208.

Anglo-Frisian, existence of, 204

;

some characteristics of, 204, 206.
— distinct from Old Norse, 209 ; late

origin of e or ai in, 209 ; late origin

of ' umlaut ' in, 209 ; likeness to

Old Saxon, 208.

Anglo-Prisio-Saxon language, exis-

tence of, 210 ; developments in,

210.

(ar)-plurals in Swedish, 405, 406.

Arian, effect of pitch and stress in,

161.

Arnold, Beowulf, edition of, 83.

Article, definite, in Swedish, 409

;

see alio Definite Suffix.

— indefinite, in Swedish, 410 ; use of

plural of, to express contempt, 410.
— in Swedish, effect of stress on, see

Stress.

Aryan family of languages, existence
of established, 59.

— languages, importance of, 64

;

nature of inflexions in, 66-8

;

resemblance to Ugrian group, 66-9.
— parent, ruins of an older form,

68.
— prehistoric, want of grammatical
gender in, 68.

Aryo-Finnic relationships, rashness
of denying, 67.

as, as masc. and neut., strong genitive
in O.E., doubtful evidence for, 190.

Aspirates, development of, in High
German dialects, 175 ; in modern
Greek, 175.

— existence of, in Low German
languages not proved, 175.
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' Aapiration ' and Grimm's law, 174,

175.— of consonants in Welsh, 508.
— of voiceless stops in Danish, 356.

se inflexional, retention of, in earliest

O.E., 189.

se in Swedish, lowering of before r,

368 ; treatment of, before inverted
consonants, 368.

Bahder, verbal abstract nouns, in-

vestigation of, note on, 163.

hada and iegge in Swedish, note on,

415.

beggedera delame, Swedish, note on,

420.

Bell, analysis of vowels, note on,

292, 293; glides, definition of,

305, 306 ; vowel, description of,

305 ; Visible Speech, notes on, 39,

285, 291, 292, 293.

• Bell's Alphabet, consonants of, 300-

5 ; criticism of, 311-15
;

general
principles of, 296, 297

;
glides in,

305-7; governing signs in, 310;
linked symbols in, 309; other signs
in,- 310 ; rudimentary symbols of,

297-9
; table showing, 295 ; tones

in, 111, 310 ; vowels of, 308, 309.
— view of glides, criticism of, 306.

Ben Jonson on English /•, note on,

358, 859.

Beowulf, see Arnold.
berht, see Mercian.
betjent, Swedish, note on quantity in,

394.

bindeth, bint in O.E., note on, 224,
225.

blad, note on, 408.

Blade-poinls, effect of, upon following
vowels in Russian, 456.

bless, etymology of, 216, 217.
Blickling Homilies, Part I, publica-

tion of, 74.

bona for bo-en in Swedish, note on,
407.

Bopp, Comparative Grammar, note
on, 92 ; distinction by, between
common origin and borrowing, 57,

58 ; methods of, often Ignored, 65.

Brandreth, Non-Aryan Languages of
India, note on, 97.

Braune, Quantity of tlie Old High
German final syllables, note on,

107, 108.

Brekke, treatise on educated Norse,
note on, 151.

Briicke, organic alphabet of, note on,
285 ; Physiologie d. Sprachlaute, note
on, 87.

Brugman, Indogermanicvowels, work
of, on, 142 ; Nasalis sonans of, note
on. 111.

Bugge, Ssemundar Edda, note on,

78.

(c)in Swedish 'kenna', 'compound'
nature of, 376, 377.

Careless speech, forms belonging to,

in Swedish, see Swedish.
Case in Swedish, 402.

Celtic and Teutonic literatures, con-

trast with Southern, 237.

Celtic languages part of Aryan group,

63.

— literature, picturesqueness of,

233 ; minuteness of descriptions

in, 233 ; vivid colour-sense in, 233.

— poetry, 232-9.

Charters, reproductions of, note on,

83.

Chaucer, absence of nature-sense in,

239, 240 ; traditional mythology
in, 258.

chicken, etymology of, 217.

chiU, etymology of, 217.

Classical literature, abuse of, in

language study, 45, 49.

Climate, influence of, on poetry, 238.

' Close ' and ' open ', distinction

between, in Danish, 352, 353.

Coleridge, affinity to Shelley of, 282,

283, 284 ; treatment of light in,

282, 283.

Colloquial sentences of spoken N.
Welsh, 541-54.

Colloquialisms of Portuguese, 490,

491.

Colour-contrast in Shelley, 280 ; in

Milton, 280.

Comparative grammar of living

Teutonic languages, Sweet's desire

to write, 445, 446.

Comparative in Swedish, declension
of, 41.S.

Comparative Philology, danger of

exclusiveness of, 92 ; slow develop-

ment of, 56.

Comparison of adjectives in spoken
N. Welsh, 529, 530; in Swedish,
413, 414.

Compounds with simple tone in

Swedish, 401.

Consonantal elements in roots, views
on, 146, 147.

— influence upon gradation of

vowels, 145.

Consonants, dropping of, in Welsh,
518-21.
— final, of Danish, 359.
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Cousonauts, initial, of Russian, vo-

cality of, 157.

— influence of, on vowel-quantity
in Welsh, 502, 503.
— influence of, upon vowels in

Danish, 353, 354 ; in Russian,

455, 456.
— palatization of, in Russian, 450,

452, 453, 454, 456.
— Portuguese, 466, 467; detailed

analysis of, 471-3.
— quantity in English and Danish,

359, 360 ; in Portuguese, 471 ; in
Russian, 452.

— rounded, of Russian, 450, 454,
455.

— Russian, influence of, on con-
sonants, 456.

— Russian, with key-words, 450, 451.
— spoken North Welsh, 500

;

detailed description of, 507-10.
— Swedish, description of, 372-7.
Consonant-symbols in Portuguese,
sound-values of, 480, 481 ; in
Swedish, 382-8 ; in Welsh, 518-21.

Consonant-table of Portuguese, 471
;

of Russian, 449.

Contraction in expletives in Welsh,
521.

Contraction in Portuguese, 483.

Cosijn, Old West Saxon Grammar,
166.

cuman, preterite of, note on, 221,

222, 223.

Cura Pastoralis, publication of, 74.

d and b between vowels in Latin, 195.

d and th, / or 3', interchange between,
in Oldest English, 195.

d and/ in Gothic, 172, 173.

d (divided) in Mod. Danish, 171.

d, dropping of, in colloquial Swedish,
386, 387.

d forms, exceptional, in Gothic and
Low German dialects, 174.

Danish and Norwegian tones, con-
nexion between, 349.

Danish and Swedish, differences

between, and other Scandinavian
languages, 346 ; distinctions be-
tween, 346, 347 ; loss of old diph-
thongs in, 346.

Danish, aspiration of voiceless stops
in, 356.

— attempted expulsion from Norway,
122, 123.

— ballads. Old, see Grundtvig.
— combination of tones in, 350.
— consonantal quantity in, 359, 360.

Danish, final consonants of, 359.

— pronunciation, specimens of, 360,

361.
— stop consonants in, 356-9.
— 'Tonelag', 347-51.
— vowels of, 351-55 ; influence of

consonants on, 353, 354.

(dsen), Swedish, use of, 416.

I^dsen haer), useof, in spoken Swedish,
433.

(da^ns), literary use of, in Swedish,
417.

(daes), Swedish, use of, 417.

de, Swedish, colloquial pronunciation
of, 379.

Dead languages, study of, 48 ; viva

voce method, 49 ; use of phonetic
notation for, 49.

Declension of adjectives in Swedish,
410-13.

Definite suffix, absence of, in some
Swedish words, 404.

Definite suffix in Swedish, 402-4

;

tone of word not altered by, 400.

Delbriick, Introductim to the Study

of Language, note on, 155 ; Syn-

tactical Investigations, note on,

156.

Demonstrative pronouns in Swedish,
417, 418.

Demonstrative, use of the, in spoken
Swedish, 433.

dera as an affix in Swedish, use of,

420.

Deus, Sweet's divergence from, in

analysis of Portuguese sounds,

465, 469 (11).

Devanagari alphabet, defects of, and
good points of, 159.

Devocalization before voiceless stops

in Swedish, 388, 389.

Dialect investigation, development
of, in Germany, 75.

— investigation in O.E., difficulties

attending, 196.

Dialect Society, see Norway, Swedish.
Dialect study, advance of, in England
and Sweden, 128, 129 ; methods of,

126, 127 ; need of special training
for, 126.

Dialects, disappearance of, 50, 125,

130 ; ease of change in, 131 ; not
necessarily ancient, 130 ;

philo-

logical value of, 129 ; relation of,

to literary language, 129, 130.

Dialogues and descriptions in spoken
N. Welsh, 554-62.

Digraphs, weakness of, 118, 119

;

necessity of, 119, 120.

din in Swedish, quantity of, 391.

P p
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Diphthongal symbols of Swedish,
values of, 380.

Diphthongs, irregularities of, in

foreign words in Swedish, 380.

— of Portuguese, 466 ; detailed ana-

lysis of, 469-71

.

.— of Russian, 449.
— of spoken North Welsh, 499.
— simplification of, in unstressed

syllables in Welsh, 514, 515.

Divided d and t in English, periods

of development of, 183.

Double consonants of Swedish, 389.

(dam), use of, in Stockholm dialect,

416.

dijlik, Swedish, note on, 419.

b aud^, distribution of, in O.E., 178,

179, 180.

5 saaAJi in O.E. MSS., 176, 177.

8, initial, in O.E. MSS., 179, 180, 181.

3, origin of, in Anglo-Saxon, 177.

b, use of, in Icelandic, 172.

e from i in Latin loan-words in O.E.,

193.

e of Swedish; in end and derivative

syllables, 380 ; in unaccented
syllables, 381 ; in foreign words,

381 ; strict mid postion of, 368.

6 or m, late origin of, in Anglo-Frisian,
209.

c = Sanskrit a, Curtius on, 142
;

Amelungon, 142; Brugmanon, 142.

e, tendency to eliminate in Stockholm
pronunciation of Swedish, 368.

(a, a in Old English, 224.

ed from au, in O.E., difficulty of

explaining origin of, 205.

ca, 60, separation of, in W.S., 201.

ea for eo in W.S., instances of, 201.

Earle, A Book for the Beginner in

A.-S., criticism of, 98 ; Tioo of

the Saxon Chronicles, note 0!i,

137.

Early W.S., fem. plur. of adj. in,

189, 201.

ee, close and open, in Chaucer, 101.

ee in sixteenth-century English, 96.

Eighteenth-century poetry, antago-
nism between town and country in,

246
;
growth of human sympathies

in, 245 ;
growlih of love of nature

in, 246, 247, 248; intellectual

tendencies in, 245, 246.

Elision and quantity, 104.

Elision in Portuguese, 483.

Ellis, Marly English Pronunciation,

note on, 86 ; Engytype, note on,

116 ; FronunciaiioH for Singers, note
on, 86, 118.

elska in Swedish, thin sound of

unaccented vowel in, 367.

Elworthy, Dialect of West Somerset,

note on, 97.

en in Swedish, quantity of, 391.

en, ett in Swedish, note on, 410, 415.

EncliticpronomiualformsinSwedieh,
416.

— shortening of Swedish (han), 416.
' End-laws ' and the study of inflex-

ions, 107, 108.

Bnglische Studien, first appearance
of, 84 ; notes on, 100, 102.

English, consonantal quantity in,

359, 360.

— for, origin of, note on, 435.
— not really inflexional, 93.

— philology, England's small share
in, 167 ; subdivisions of, 139, 140.— text editing, characteristics of,

89; defects of, 89.

— tone and meaning in, 349.

eo, ea in O.E., note on, 223.

/and 6 in Gothic, 174.

/, description of, 169.

/, V, distribution of, in English, 170

;

in Icelandic, 171.

False rhymes and the need of

phonetic analysis, 115.

Feminine declension in O.E,, con-

fusion in, 190.

— plur. of adj. in early W.S., 189, 201,

femtio tva in Swedish, note on, 415.

Pick's Wortei-buch, note on, 92.

Pinal buzzes, unvoicing of, in Russian,

457.
— stops,unvoicing of, in Russian, 457.
— M, diphthongization of, in M.E., 96.

— vowels, elision of, in Germanic,
104, 105.

Finnish and Aryan, resemblances
between, 66.

Finnish, infiexions iu, 68.

— researches on, see Anderson,
— Teutonic infiueuces on, 79.

flskarena, Swedish, note on, 409.

Fleay, English Sounds and English

Spelling, note on, 114.

Franke, Practical Acquisition of Lan-

guage, notes on, 87, 38, 43, 48.

French o in homme, 118.

— sounds in Revised Romic and
Organic Alphabets, 336, 37.

fmntimmer, Swedish, note on, 408.

g, history of, in English, 226, 227.

Garnett, tudy of the Anglo-Saxon
Language and Literature, note on,

84.
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Gender of adjectives in spoken N.

Welsh, 528.
— of substantives in spoken N.
Welsh, 525.

— iu Sviredish, 401, 402 ; note on,

411.

German, North, sounds in Revised
Bomic and Organic alphabets, 338,

339.

Germanic^ or 9, origin of, 173, 175.

Glides, Bell's view of, criticism of,

305, 306.

gn in Swedish, note on, 385.

(Goodara), Swedish, note on, 413.

-gOtland (Oster), pronunciation of, in

Swedish, 379.

Gradation, 144, 145 ; in inflexion,

145.

Grammar, place of, in language study,

40, 41, 46, 54.

Grammatical structure simplified

with growth of culture, 60.

Greek, need for romanized spelling,

159, 160.

— and e in weak stages, 146.

— poets, absence of command of

supernatural in, 238.
— word-tones in, 349.

Urimm, absence of interest in dialects,

130.

— Deutsche Grammatik, note on,

56 ; re-edition of, 73.

— Dictionary, note on, 75, 76.

Grimm's Law, note on, 56, 58

;

criticism of, 174, 175, 176 ; need of

turning letter-changes of, to sound-
changes, 65.

Grundtvig, Old Danish ballads, note
on, 79.

Gustav Meyer, Qriechische Grammatik,

note on, 157.

Gutturalizing of Russian CO, 453.

h, difl'erences between Swedish and
English, 872.

(haer), ^daer), use of, with demon-
stratives in spoken Swedish, 438.

(Hall-oo), mid-rounded o in, in

Swedish, 370.

han, hon in Swedish employed in-

accurately as regards gender, 402.

Hausa language, 69, 70.

Hebrew, false ideas about, check
philological inquiry, 56, 57.

heh, see Mercian.
Heyse, Laut- und Flexionslehre, 73,

Hickes' Thesaurus, 56, 101.

High German d, 173.

hin, Swediflli, survival of, 418.

hive, etymology of, 218.

Holtzmann, Old (Herman Grammar,
note on, 73.

Hommel, clear description of
' Tonelag ', 850 ; treatise on
' Tonelag ', note on , 345.

Home Tooke, views on word-borrow-
ing, note on, 57.

hufimd, Swedish, note on, 390, 408.

hurudan, Swedish, note on, 418.

hvar, Swedish, note on, 419.

hvarandra, Swedish, note on, 419.

hvilken, Swedish, note on, 418.

i, both narrow and wide forms of, in
Swedish, 367.

i, final, treatment of, in Danish, 354
i, inflexional, retention of, in earliest

O.E., 189.

(, in Swedish, effect of following
consonant upon, 367.

(i) wide, foreign to North Welsh, but
gaining ground, 505.

i and u in Arian, Osthoff on, 160.

Ihre and Grimm's Law, note on, 56.

ii, consonantal buzz in, in Swedish,
368.

Indeclinable adjectives in Swedish,
412, 413.

Indefinite pronouns in Swedish, 418-
20.

Individuality in language, 92.

Indogermanic a, alternating with a,

145.
— diphthongs, weakening of, 143

;

Moeller on, 144.
— grammars, delay in appearauco ol',

157.
— t and Oldest Teutonic d, 173.

— vowel system, origin of, 147.

Inflexion and analogy, 108, 109.

Inflexion, Aryan, 66 ; Semitic, 66.

Inflexions, foreign, confined to

foreign words, 61.

Influence of consonant on consonant
in Russian, 456 ; on vowel in
Russian, 455, 456.

Influence of vowels on preceding
consonants in Russian, 452-5.

inget, Swedish, note on, 419.

Interrogative pronouns in Swedish,
418.

intet, Swedish, note on, 419.

Intonation in Portuguese, 482 ; in

Swedish, 399-401 ; in Welsh, 504.

Inversion of point consonants in
Swedish, 373, 374.

Inverteds in Swedish, effect oi, upon
length of preceding vowel, .374.

Irregularities in language, 36, 46.

it iu English, note on, 225.

2
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Ivai- Aasen and the ' maalstrsevers ',

T8, 122.
— attempted construction of Stan-

dard Norse by, 122, 123 ; Norse
grammar and dictionary, 78.

(j), Welsh, controversy about con-

sonantal nature of, 507.

jungfru, Swedish, labialization in,

384.

7,; in Swedish, var'iations between
front and bacls, 386

Ixmia, Swedish, the (c) in, 3(6, 377.

Kentish and West Saxon, aiBnity

between, 200.

Kentish, characteristics of early, 199.

— dialect, materials for investigation

of, 197; some early changes in,

202.

Kern, Glosses in Uie Lex Salica, note on,

76.

Ki'y-words to the Russian consonants,

450, 451 ; to the Russian vowels,

450.

l-imid, Swedish, note on, 387.

Kluge, Gesehichte d. germaniscJwn

Conjugation, note on, 141.

Kurschat, Lithuanian grammar, note
on, 151.

I in Portuguese, guttural nature of,

472.

I in Swedibl), nearer French than
English 1, 374, 375.

I ' thick ' in Swedish, 375.

Labialization in Swedish nmgfru,
384.

lakan, note on, 408.

Language and nationality, 123.— study, reform of, 34 j relation of

theoretical to practical, 36 ; 'trans-

lation-method ' of, 48 ; use of

condensed treatises in, 46 ; use of

connected texts in, 44.

— teaching, necessity of reform in,

52.

' Languages ' and ' dialects ', 120,

121, 124, 125.

Latin and the old Italic languages,
130.

— pronunciation of d and 6 between
vowels, 195.

— words absent from English, 187.
— words in O.E., different periods

of, 186, 187 ; light thrown by, on
phonology and inflexions, 185-96

;

peculiar to English, 187.

left, etymology of, 215, 216.

Leibnitz, note on, 57.

Lengthening of vowels in Swedisli,

see Vowel-lengthening.
Leo, Heinrich, Angelsdchsisches Glossar,

note on, 73.

Lepsius, Standard Alphabet, note on,

286.

Letters, Swedish, represent sounds of

earlier period, 377.

Light, association of, with intellect

by Shelley, 283, 284.
— treatment of, in Coleridge, 282,

283 ; in Milton, 281 ; in Shelley,

271-80 ; in Wordsworth, 281.

Linguistic affinity not shown by
similarity of detail, 63.

Lip-open consonants in Anglo-Saxon,
181.

Lip-trill, note on, 358.

Liquids, syllabic, in Indogermauic,
142, 143, 144.

liten, Swedish, declension of, 412.

Literary and colloquial speech, dis-

tinction between, 45.

Literary languages, origin of, 123;
equally as archaic as their dialects.

130, 131.

Living language, importance of, for

philology, 85 ; importance of study
of, 65.

' Living philology ' important for

England, 92.

loathsome, etymology of, 218.

low, etymology of, 217.

Lumby, Bede-s 'De Die Judicii',

criticism of, 83.

Lundell, analysis of South Swedish
(c), 377 ; note on English Dialect

Society, 164
;

phonetic alphabet
of, 117.

in, effect of, on (ee) in Swedish, 378

;

on (oo) in Swedish, 379.

«t, influence of, on vowel quantity in

Swedish, 389.

March, Anglo-Saxon Grammar, note

on, 74.

Max Miiller, Lectures on Language,

note on, 129.

Meaning-study, 41, 42.

Medieval Gei-man Classics, publica-

tion of, 75.

Mercian and Northumbrian herhl,

note on, 219.— and Northumbrian, characteristics

common to, 197, 198 ; lists illus-

trating, 197, 198.
— and Northumbrian heh, note on,

219.

Mercian dialect, materials for in-

vestigation of, 197 ; more conscrva-
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tive than Nortliumbrinn, 198;
peculiar features of, 197.

Merkel, organic alphabet, note on,

285.

Mlchaelis, Arrtmgement of the Vowels,

note on, 152.

M.E. literature, absence of keen
nature-sense in, 239.

M.E. suffix -ild, etymology of, 219.

Middle verbs in Swedish, dropping
of 7owel in infinitive and present
in, 425.

Middle voice in spoken Swedish,
423.

Milton, absence of enthusiasm in,

244 ; full development of landscape
sense in, 244; keen nature-sensein,
243; treatment of light in, 281.— and Shelley, contrast between,
268.

min in Swedish, quantity of, 391.
Mixture of vocabulary in English

Turkish, 60.

Modern English and Frisian, close

affinity between, 211.

Modes of address, see Address.
MoUer, changes in Indogermanic a

due to pitch, 161.

Monosyllabism, tendency towards,
62.

Mother-tongue, lack of opportunity
for study of, 90.

Murray, Dialect of the Southern CountieD

of Scotland, note on, 87.

Music and language, 39, 44.

Mutation in Welsh, laws of, 523.
— nasal, see Nasal.
— neglect of, in Welsh dialect, 524
Mutations, not admitted in literary

Welsh, 522, 523.
— regular, table of, in Welsh, 522.

Mythology, traditional, in Chaucer,
258 ; in Shakespeare, 258 ; in

Wordsworth, 258 ; absence of, in

Shelley, 258.

n, influence of, on vowel quantity in

Swedish, 389.

(n)-plurals in Swedish, 407.

name, short vowel in, in Ormulum,
96.

Nasal mutation of consonants in

Welsh, 509.

Nasality of Portuguese vowels
affected by following stop, 468.— in Portuguese less strong than in

French, 468.

Nasalizing of vowels in Russian, 456.

Nasals, shortening effect of, upon
vowels in Swedish, 389, 393.

Nasals, syllabic, in Indogermanic,
143, 144.

Native tongue, study of, precedes
acquisition of foreign languages, 48.

'Natural' method of learning lan-

guages, 53.

Nature, conception of, in Rig-Veda,
230, 231, 232.

— early views of, changed by advance
of civilization, 232.

Nature-poetry, origins of, 229.

nagot, Swedish, note on, 419.

Nerike (Swedish), note on, 378.

Netherland Language, Dictionary of,

76.

Neuter ending (-t) in Swedish,
modifications caused by, 411, 412.

Nicol, M. G. Paris's Method of

EdiKng in his Vie de S. Alexis,

note on, 138 ; Some Points in

Early English Pronunciation, note
on, 96.

Northumbrian and Mercian, char-
acteristics common to, 197 ; most
marked distinction between, 198.

Northumbrian dialect, materials for

investigation of, 197; peculiar
features of, 197 ; some early

changes in, 202.

Norway, dialects of, 124 ; foundation
ofdialect society in, 165 ; language
of, 122, 123, 124.

Norwegian and Danish tones, con-

nexion between, 349.

Norwegian, strong and weak tone in,

348 ; comparison of, with Greek,
348; nature of, 348; antiquity of,

348.

Numerals, English, use of, in Welsh,
531.

— in spoken N. Welsh, 530, 531.
— in Swedish, 414, 415 ; colloquial

addition of (stykken) to, 430.

nyckelhSl (Swedish), peculiar intona-

tion of, 401.

as weak mase. nom. ending in

prehistoric O.E. , 188
;
preservation

of, in historical period, 188.

of kol, &o. in Swedish, difference

between dialects and literary

language, 379.

of Swedish, in end and derivative

syllables, 380 ; in unaccented syl-

lables, 381 ; in foreign words, 381.

0, open, in Danish, differences

between long and short, note on,

345.

and u before nasals in Latin loan-

words in O.E., 193.
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nch in Swedish, note on, 38(i.

Off-glide, strong breatli, iifter fiiifil

voiced stops in Swedish, 376.

Off-glides in Welsh, effect of, 509,
510.

O.E. beohata, etymology of, 212, 21.3.

— bilewit, etymology of, 219.
— hindetS, hint, note on, 224, 225.— cwse, note on, 194.
— candol, note on, 194.

— cdsere, note on, 193.
— ceaster, note on, 189.
— cempa, note on, 194.
— Credcas, note on, 196.— cymen, note on, 194.— deofol, note on, 194.
— diht, note on, 196.
— ea, a, note on, 224.
— ed from au, diflficnlty of explaining

origin of, 205.
— ecdnuweg, note on, 189.
— engel, note on, 194.— eo, ea, note on, 223.— Ercol, note on, 196.
— Fergil, note on, 196.— fers, note on, 196.— faltum, derivation of, 220.
— a, 102.
— gdrsecg, etymology of, 213, 214, 215.— halwynde, note on, 201.— intinga, note on, 221.
— Idtieow, Idreow, note on, 221.
— Ideden, note on, 194.
— let), note on, 194.
— mwsse, note on, 198.
— mese, note on, 194.— miht, note on, 196.
— wnmuc, note on, 193, 194.— mynet, note on, 194.— mynster, note on, 194.— niht, note on, 196.
— olfend, note on, 193.— palant, note on, 196.
— pipor, note on, 194.— poetry, 232-89

; absence of coloiii--

sense in, 234
; elegiac mood in, 236,

237 ; influence of climate on, 238
;

landscape sense in, 236; moral
earnestness of, 235.— prdfost, 193.— preost, note on, 194.— pyngan, note on, 191, 195.— pytt, note on, 194.

.— sceaft, note on, 196.— scrift, note on, 196.
— ster, note on, 194.— strdi, note on, 193.

— snlung, etymology of, 221

.

— forr, note on, 193.— trahtian, note on, 196.

Old English and Old Saxon, noun-
inflexions in, similarity of, 190.

Old English, influence of stress in,

228.

Oldest English h interchanges with/
195.

— d interchanges with ih, h, or 8,

195.

— dialectal distinctions in, 202, 203.— documents, probable age of, 186.

— verb inflexions, 191, 192 ; identity
of, with Old Saxon, 192 ; table of,

192.

O.Frisian, consonantal identity of,

with O.English, 207 ; forms in,

identical with Old English, 207
;

light thrown by, on English
diphthongs, 204, 205 ; loss of front

labial vowels In, 206
;

present
participle in, 208.

— inflexions, similar to Old English,

207, 208.
— jeve, note on, 208.

Old High German, divergence from
Old Saxon, 209.

Old Norse, distinct from Old Saxon
and Anglo-Frisian, 209.

Old Norse Text Society, foundation
of, 164.

Old Saxon and Anglo-Frisian, differ-

ences between, 210.

Old Saxon, close alliance of, with
Anglo-Frisian, 208 ; distinct from
Old Norse, 209 ; divergence from
O.H.G., 209 ; want of ' umlaut ' in,

209.

00 in sixteenth-century English, 96.

(or)-plurals in Swedish, 404, 405.

Organic alphabet, advantages of an,

290, 291, 292, 293, 294.

Organic alphabet, revised, consonants
of, 323, 324

;
general principles of,

311-15
;

general svmbols of, 315-
21 ; glide vowels "

of. 322, 323

;

liey-words illustrating, 331 :

vowels of, 321-2.
Organic alphabet, revised, French
vowels and consonants in, 336,

337 ; French text in, 337.
Organic alphabet, revised, North-
German vowels and consonants in,

338 ; North-German text in, 338.

Organic alphabet, revised, sentences
illustrating, 332 ; connected prose
in, 383, 334, 335

;
poetry in, 335.

Osthoff and IBragman, Morphological

Investigations, note on, 160.

Osthoff, • Origin of the Teutonic «.

declension,' note on, 110.— see Stress.
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ou, unaccented, French, treatment of,

in Swedish, 379.

ofversatta, Swedish, difference of

stress from German ubersetzen, 395.

p and 5 in Latin loan-words in O.E
,

195.

Palatalization of consonants in

Russian, 452, 453, 454, 456;
absence of in CO, 453.

— of vowels in Russian, 455, 456.

Palatalized consonants of Russian,

450.

Parallel-text editions, 88, 89.

Parasitic unstressed vowels, develop-

ment of, in Welsh, 517, 518.

Participial nouns in -ande in Swedish,
409.

Participle neuter distinct from
supine in strong verbs in Swedish,
421.

Passive, formation of, in Swedish,
422.

— in Swedish, retention of (a) in,

424.

Passive voice in spoken and written
Swedish, 423.

Past participles in -ad in Swedish,
declension of, 411.

Paul and Braune's Beitrdge, note
on, 163.

Paul on An.nlogy in Language, 111,

112, 113.

— Principien, note on, 153, 154.
— Vowels of inflexional and derivalire

syllables, note on, 107.

Persian, resemblance to European
languages, 57.

Personification in Hindu poetry, 257.

— of natural forces and mythology,
257.

Pezzi, Glottologia, note en, 105.

Philological Society, The, English
the speciality of, 81.

Philological training, lack of facilities

for, in England, 139.

Philology a living science, 49.

Philology and phonetics, neglect of,

50, 51.

— and practical language study, 34,

36, 37.

— English, absence of scientific

public opinion in, 132, 133 ; need
of an authoritative organ of, 134.

— in England, individuality of, 91.

Phonetic alphabet, see Swedish, 288
;

see Storm, 290.

— and grammatical analysis, relation

between, 41.

— notation, comparison of, with

musiOAl, 39; expei-iments in, 116,

117; necessity of universal, 285,

290 ; need of reform, 116 ; use of,

for dead languages, 49 ; value of,

39 ; want of, in phrase-books,
43.

Phonetic resemblance in contiguous
languages, 61, 62.

Phonetics, German, criticism of, 106.— increasing interest in, 38 ; in

Germany, 75 ; importance not
sufficiently recognized, 39; neces-
sity of, 40, 85, 86 ; necessity of

popularizing, 293 ; Storm's vindica-
tion of, 35.

— international school of, founda-
tions for, 150.
— professor of, first appointment o*",

164.

Phonology, definition of, 85.

Phrase-books, need of phonetic
spelling, 43 ; want of system in,

43.

Plural ending in Swedish, loss of

vowel in some words, 405.

Plural of adjectives in spoken N.
Welsh, 529.

— of substantives in spoken N.
Welsh, 526-8.

Plurals with no change in Swedish,
407, 408, 409.

Poe, Edgar Allen, note on, 233.

Poetry, influence of climate on, 238.

Portuguese a, high tone of, 468.
— (a) not to be identified with
vowel of F. man, 468.
— colloquialisms, 490, 491.— consonant-quantity, 471.
— consonants, 466, 467 ; detailed

analysis of, 471-3 ; table of, 471.
— consonant symbols, sound-values

of, 480, 481.
— contraction in, 483.
— diphthongs, 466; detailed analysis

of, 469, 470, 471
;
peculiarity of, to

English ear, 469.

— elision in, 483.
— (i), resemblance of, to North
Welsh M, 468.
— infinitive, conjugation of, 491.
— intonation, 482.
— irregular verbs of, 487-90.
— means of indicating nasality in,

473.
— modes of address in, 490.

— omHdo, colloquial substitute for,

491.
— specimens of, 491-5,
— spelling, double consonants in,

474; unsettled nature of, 473.
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Portuguese, spoken, books used in

writing article on, 465.

— sounds, differences and agreements
between Vianna and Sweet upon,
495-8 ; Sweet's analysis of, differ-

ent from that of Deus, 465, 469,

(11) ; wide open mouth in forming,

468.
— stress, 482.
— use of accents in, 473.
— verb inflexions, 483-7.
— vowel-quality, 482, 483.

— vowel-quantity, 482.
— vowels, 465, 466 ; detailed analy-

sis of, 467-9 ; table of, 467.

— vowels, nasality of, affected by
following stop, 468.

— vowel symbols, sound-values of,

474-80.
Postposition of article in S%vedish,

402^.
Practical language study, need of

reform in, 94 ;
place of classical

literature in, 94.

Prefixes in Swedish, unaccented, 394,

395 ; accented, 395.

Prepositions, conversion of, into con-

junctions in Swedish, 435.
— in Swedish, tendency to com-
pounds in, 433 ; specialization of

abstract relations in, 438, 434.
— pronominal, in spoken N. Welsh,

540, 541.

Preterite in Swedish, for English
present, use of, 433.

Pronouns, demonstrative, inSwedish,
417, 418.

— indefinite, in Swedish, 418-20.
— interrogative, in Swedish, 418.
— of spoken North Welsh, 531-3.
— personal, in Swedish, 415, 416.
— possessive, in Swedish, 416, 417.
— relative, in Swedish, 418.

Pronunciation, teaching of, 38.

Quantity, distinctions of, in Portu-
guese r, 471.

— in spoken North Welsh, 502, 503,

504 ; examples of and exceptions
to, 503, 504.

— in Swedish, 378, 389-94.
— marks, 49.
— of consonants in Russian, 452.

— of vowels in Russian, 451, 452.

r as a back trill in South Swedish,
374.

•/, dropping of, in careless Swedish,
371.

)•, effect of, upon point consonants
in Upper Swedish, 373.

)•, effect of, upon vowels in Swedish
380.

r in English, Ben Jonson on, note on,

358, 359.

)•, influence of, on other consonants
in Swedish, 374.

r in Portuguese, distinctions of
quantity in, 471.

r in Swedish, weakness of trill in,

373.

Rask, note on, 56, 58.

reclc, etymology of, 218.
Reform in language teaching, agita-

tion for, 37
;

principles of, 38 ;

*

phonetics of, 39.

Relative pronouns in Swedish, 418.
Repetition, need of, in language

study, 46.

Revised Romic, French vowels in,

336; consonants in, 337; glide-

vowels in, 337 ; examples of, .3.37.— Romic, North German vowels in,

338 ; consonants in, 338 ; example
of, 389.

— Komic, note on, 324, 325 ; list of
symbols of, 326, 327, 328, 329, 830

;

key-words illustrating, 331 ; sen-
tences illustrating, 331.

Rieger, Old English Versification, laws
of stress in, 84.

Rig-Veda, absence of sunset descrip-
tions in, 264 ; cloud mythology in,

266 ; conception of nature in, 230,

231, 232
;

personification in, 230,

269 ; use of ' weave ' in, 254.

— Shelley's affinities with, 257. 261,

263, 264, 266, 267; reason for,

270.

— the key to Aryan poetry, 229.

Roman alphabet, drawbacks of, for

international phonetic notation,

289, 290 ; possible modifications of,

for phonetic purposes, 285-7, 288,

289.

Romance philology, extension of, in

France, 85,

Roots and stems, relation of, 101,

162.

Rounded consonants of Russian, 450.

Rounding, Cheek, in Swedish, 369,

375.
— of consonants in Russian, 454,

455.

Rounding, Over (High), in Swedish,

370.
— Over (Mid), in Swedish, 871.

— Under, in Swedish, 371.

Russian consonant quantity, 452.
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Russian consonants and following

vowels, table of relations between,
454.
— consonant-table, 449.

— consonants with key-words, 450,

451.

— diphthongs, 449.
— effect of blade-points upon follow-

ing vowels in, 456 ; nasalizing of

vowels in, 456 ; rounding of con-

sonants in, 454, 455 ; vocality of

initial consonants in, 457.
— influence of consonant on con-

sonant in, 456 ; of consonant on
vowel in, 455, 456 ; of stops on
vocality of preceding consonant in,

437 ; of vowels on preceding con-

sonants in, 452-5.
— palatalization of vowels in, 455,

456 ; of consonants in, 452-4, 456.
— palatalized consonants, 450.
— pronunciation, sketch of, prepara-

tion for writing, 448 ; books used
in writing, 448.

— rounded consonants, 450.
— sounds in detail, 457-9.
— stress, 452.— texts, 460-4.
— unvoicing of final buzzes and stops

in, 457 ; of vowels in, 456.
— vowel-quantity, 451, 452.— vowels with key-words, 450.
— vowel-table, 449.
— tl, analysis of, 449.
— CO, absence of palataliz.ition in,

453
;
gutturalizing of, 453.

Eydgvist, Laws of the Swedish Lan-

guage, note on, 79.

Salic Franks, language of, 76.

Sanders, German Dictionary, 76.

Sanskrit «. and European e, palatal

nature of, 142.

Sanskrit, allied to Persian, 57 ; ex-

istence doubted, 59 ; importance
of discovery of, 57 ; note on study
of, 158.

Saussure, Sysieme Primitif des Voyettes,

note on, 141 ; nature of Indo-
germanio a, 146.

Sadan, Swedish, note on, 393, 419,

433.

Scandinavian, one language till tenth
century, 345.

— language, development of, in Ice-

land, 346 ; in Norway, 346 ; in
Sweden, 346 ; in Denmark, 846.
— tone and meaning in, 349.

Scherer, Zur Oeschichte d. deutsefien

Spradie, note on, 107.

Schipper, English Metres, note on, 165.

Schleicher, Comparative Oraminar, 92.

Schlyter, Old Swedish Laws, 78.

SohrOer, views of, on teaching English
pronunciation, note on, 88, 40.

Scientific nomenclature, simplifica-

tion of, 98.

Scribes, errors of, and text editing,

135, 136
sS in the Hatton MS., 201.

s5 in O.E., 182, 183.

Semitic and Teutonic imagination,

affinity between, 289.
— glottal consonants in Sanskrit, 147.

— languages, close resemblance
among, 64; nature of their in-

flexions, 66.

Sense-groups, 94.

Sentences, construction of, 43 ; two
kinds of, 42.

Sentence-stress in spoken North
Welsh, 502 ; in Swedish, 399.

.s7(, peculiar sound of, in Swedish,
375.

' Shade,' ' shadow,' use of, in Shelley.

272, 273.

Shakespeare, absence of antagonism
between town and country in,

242, 247 ; nature-poetry of, 240,

241, 242, 243
;
traditional mytho-

logy in, 258.

Shelley, absence of conventional
mythology in, 258.

— aflinity with Celtic inspiration,

237.
— affinities with Rig-Veda, 257, 261,

263, 264, 266, 267 ; reason for, 270.
— and Milton, contrast between, 263.

— Coleridge's affinity to, 282, 283, 284.
— colour-contrast in, 280.
— influence of Wordsworth on, 279.
— intellectual honesty of, 249, 250.

— love of cloudland in, 265, 266.
— love of the changeful in naturfk

in, 256.
— 'myth-making' faculty in, 258,

259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265,

266, 267, 268.
— nature-poetry of, influence of

philosophy and natural science on,

248, 249.
— personification of Time in, 269,

270.
— scientific spirit in, 252, 256.
— sense of structure in, 252.
— subterranean landscape in, 268.
— sun-mythology in, 263, 264, 265.
— supreme nature-sense of, 251, 252.
— tendency to abstraction in, 250,

251.
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Shelley,treatment of liglitin, 271-80.

— use of ' shade ',
' shadow ' by, 272,

273.
— uFe of ' weaye' in, 252, 253, 254,

255, 256.
—

' want of pathos in, 250.

Sievers's Deutsche Qrammatik, difficul-

ties in obtaining material for, 162,

163.
— Beliand, edition of, 89, 105.
— obligation to 'English-Scandi-

navian ' phoneticians, 150.
— O.E. Grammar, note on, 165.

— Phonetik, 50.

— Physiology of Sounds, 87.

— The strong adjective declension, note
on, 109.

— Zur Accent- u. Lauilehre, note on,

104.

sin and sig, reflexive use of, in

Swedish, 430.

Single for double consonant spellings

in Swedish, 389, 390.

sins emellan, Swedish, note on, 416.

sjelv, Swedish, note on, 419.

Skeat, JElfric's Lives of Saints, 167 ;

etymological Dictionary, 165.

Sounds of Russian, in detail, 457-9.

Specialization of abstract relations in

Swedish prepositions, examples of.

434.

Specimens of Danish pronunciation,

360, 361.
— of Portuguese, 491-5.

— of Russian, 460-4.
— of spoken North Welsh, 541-73.
— of spoken Swedish, 435-45.
Spelling reform, 87, 88, 114, 115.

Spenser, nature-poetry of, 240, 242.

Spoken and written language, causes
of divergence between, 363, 364

;

necessity ofdistinguithingbetween,
362.

Spoken and written Swedish, differ-

ence of conjugation of some verbs
in, 426.

Spoken language, importance of, S5
;

necessity of studying, 362.

Stephens, HuBjc Jlfont/mente, 77 ; value
of, 78.

Stop consonants of Danish, 356-9.

Stops, effect of, upon preceding nasal
vowel in Portuguese, 468.

— final voiced, natm-e of, in Swedish,
376 ; treatment of, in spoken N.
Welsh, 510.

— initial voiceless, strong explosion
of, in Swedish, 876.

— influence of, in preserving
weakened vowels, 144.

Stops, influence of, on vocality of pre-

ceding consonant in Russian, 457.

in Portuguese, tendency towards

opening of, 473 (50).

Storm, condemnation of phrase-book

literature by, 44; note on Mezzo-

fanti hy, 54
;
phonetic notation of,

290.

Storm's Englische PMologie, note on,

35, 36, 51 ; Sistory of the Norwegian

Language, 87 ; Essay on Intonation of

the Scandinavian Languages, 87.

Stress, absence of, on breath-glide of

stops in Swedish, 876.

— fluctuation of, in Swedish, 396.

— influence of, in O.E., 223.

— in French, note on controveisy

between Storm and Sweet, 342.

— in Portuguese, 482.

— in Russian, 452.
— in spoken North Welsh, see Welsh.
— in Swedish, 394-9 ; in compound

words, 398 ; in foreign words, 399
;

influence of suffixes upon, 396

;

eflect of, on the article, 409.

— in syllable and sentence, Osthoff

on, 160.— in-egularly on root-syllable in

Swedish, 395.
— on adjectives in -lig in Swedish,

397.
— on adverbs in Swedish, 397.

— on compounds in Swedish, 898.

— on compounds of der and hvar with
prepositions in Swedish, 398,
— on first element of diphthongs iu

Swedish, 372.
— on foreign words in Swedish, 399.

— on suffix (-baar) in Swedish, 896.
— on the Teutonic diphthongs, 206.

— position of, in Swedish, 394.

Stress-shift in dialect in Welsh, 521.

Stressed syllable, dropping of, in

Welsh, 521.

strife, note on, 169.

Strong conjugation in Swedish,
endings in spoken language, 426

;

in written language, 427.

Strong verbs in Swedish, Class I,

427, 428 ; Class II, 428.

(stykken), addition of, to numerals in

colloquial Swedish, 430.

Subjunctive present in Swedish, note
on, 422, 423 ; disuse of, in some
verbs, 426.

Sumerian, existence doubted, 59

;

possible affinity with Altaic, 71

;

vowel harmony in, 71.

sunne, double consonants in, 96.

Superlatives in -ad, see Swedish.
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Supine (bryytit), occurrence of, in

careless Swedish, 429.

— change in vowel of, in careless

Swedish, 428 ; loss of t in, 427.

Sweden, advance of dialectology in,

128, 129.

Swedish, accenting of first syllable

in, 396, 397.
— adjectives, see Adjectives.
— and Danish, see Danish.
— article, see Article.
— bada sin&hegge, note on, 415, 420.
— blad, note on, 408.
— careless speech, forms heard in,

428, 429 ; dropping of r in, 374
;

and see Supine.
— case, 402.

— colloquial, use of (stykken) in,

430.
— comparison of adjectives in, 413,

414.
— consonants of, described, 372-7.
— consonant symbols of, values of,

382-8.
— (dsens), note on, 417.
— definite suffix. 402-4.
— dera as affix, use of, 420.
— Dialect Society, note on, 164.
— diphthongal symbols, 380.
— diphthongs, 372 ; tendency to

buzz second element of, 372.
— double consonants of, 389.
— e and o in, 380-2.
— en, ett, note on, 410, 415.
— enclitic pronominal forms, 416.
— /emtio tva, note on, 415.— flskarena, note on, 409.— frvmtimmer, note on, 408.— gender, 401, 402.
— (goodare), note on, 418.
— hin, survival of, 418.
— hufxMd, note on, 390, 408.

— infiuence of suffixes upon stress in

,

396.

— inget, note on, 419.— mtel, note on, 419.
— intonation, 399-401.
— irregular verbs, 429.
— lakan, note on, 408.
— lengthening of vowels in, 393.

394.
— liten, declension of, 412.
— loss of < of supine, 423, 424.— obvious standard dialect, absence

of, in, 365, 366.

— modes of address, 430, 431, 432.
— n&gol, note on, 419.

— neuter ending (-t), modifications
caused by, 411, 412.

— numerals, 414, 415.

Swedish, passive voice in spoken and
written, 423.

— phonetic alphabet, note on,

288.
— plurals in (oi-)-, 404, 405 ; in (ar)-,

405, 406 ; in (er)-, 406 ; in (n)-,

407 ; without change, 407-9.
— prefixes, see Prefixes.
— prepositions, see Prepositions.
— present subjunctive, see Subjunc-

tive.

— preservation of literary forms in,

364.
— preterite, see Preterite.
— pronouns, see Pronouns.
— sadan, note on, 393, 419, 483.

— sentence-stress, 399.
— shortening before passive s, see

Vowels.
— shortening of vowels in, 390, 391,

392, 393, 423.
— single for double consonant spell-

ings in, 389, 390.
— sins emetlan, note on, 416.
— sjelv, note on, 419.
— spelling represents seventeenth-
century language, 362.

— spoken, acknowledgements of

help in writing, 447 ; books
used, 447 ;

preparatory study for,

445.
— spoken, middle voice in, 423

;

specimens of, 435-45 ; strong
conjugation in, 426, 427 ; use of

(dsen haer) in, 483.

— stress, see Stress.
— strong conjugation, see Strong.
—

• strong verbs, see Strong.
— superlatives and past participles

in -ad,, declension of, 411.
— trcl, trad, note on, 408.
— (tun) for (tvao), note on, 415.
— unge for unga, note on, 411.
— use of adverbs, see Adverbs.
— verbs, fluctuation between strong
and weak forms in, 427 ; regular
endings in written language, 421,
422 ; in spoken language, 422.

— verbs in (j) with vowel-change in
the past, 424, 425 ; without (j\
425.
— verbs in r and I, loss of (-ar) of

present in, 427.
— vocality of consonants in, 388.
— vowels, description of, 366-72.
— vowel symbols, sound-values of.

378, 379.
— weak conjugation of verbs, a-class,

423, 424; do-class, 424-6; ddo-
class, 426.
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Sweet, Anglo-Saxon Primer, note on,

105.
— Anglo-Saxon Reader, note on, 82,

137.
— Handbook of Phonetics, note on, 86,

1 14 ; corrections to, 339, 343,

— Views on Phonetic Notation, 117, 118,

119.

swoon, etymology of, 218.

Syllable-stress in spoken N. Welsh,
502.

Syntactic influence among languages,
60.

t becomes d in Latin loan-words in

O.E., 195.

t to iN, phonetic explanation of, 18.3.

t, addition of, after s in Swedish, 388.
t, dropping of, before s and sh in
Swedish, 387.

,
final of neut. past part, in Swedish,
loss of, 427.

(-t) inflexional in Swedish, effect of,

on long vowels, 411 ; on 'sk), 412

;

on polysyllables in (-an), 412.

(-t) inflexional, loss of, after ft) or (d),

411.

i of supine, loss of, in Swedish, 423,
424, 427.

t, inflexional in Swedish, see Vowel-
shortening.

Table, Consonant-, of Portuguese,
471 ; of Russian, 449.

— of relations between Russian eon-
sonants and following vowels, 454.— Vowel-, of Portuguese, 467 ; of
Russian, 449.

'take', note on the diphthong in, 357.

Techmer, Phonetik, note on, 152.

ten Brink, Contributions to English Pho-
nology, note on, 101; History of
English Literature, note on, 103.

ten Kate, note on work of, 56.

Text-criticism, ignorance of principles
of, in England, 188.

Text editing, see English.
— illustrating Danish pronunciation,

361.
— Society, see Old Norse.
Texts illustrating spoken N. Welsh,

541-71.
— Portuguese, 491-5.
— Russian, 460-4.
— spoken Swedish, 435-45.
Teutonic and Semitic imagination,

affinity between, 239.
— diphthongs, stress on, 200.
Teutons, defective colour. sense of,

235.

Thomsen, Influence of Teutonic on Fin-
nish, 79.

//, of foreign words in Swedish, pro-
nunciation of, 388.

Time, personification of, in poetry
269.

Tone and meaning in English, 849

;

in Scandinavian, 349.
— compound, on compounds in
Swedish, 400.

— in Swedish, in comparison of adjec-
tives, 413.

— simple and compound in Swedish,
399-401.

— simple, on compounds, see Com-
pounds.

— simple, on (ar)-plurals in Swedish,
406.

— strong and weak in Norwegian,
348 ; comparison of, with Greek,
348 ; nature of, 348 ; antiquity of,

348.
' Tonelag ', descriptions by Scandina-
vian phoneticians of, 350, 351.— in Danish, 347-51 ; analogy of,

with Greek accents, 347.

Tone-system, in parent Germanic,
probability of, 349.

Translation, use of, inlanguage study,
48.

Trautmann, application of Phonetics
to teaching by, 38 ; attack on
English school of phonetics by, 151,

152.

trd, trcid, in Swedish, note on, 408.

//(, tin, td, in dialect of Feroe, 171,

Turkish, mixture of vocabulary in.

60.

(tuu) for (tvao) in Swedish, note on,

415.

Tylor, Anthropology, note on, 155.

Ih, description of, 169.

Wi, distribution ofvoiced and unvoiced
sounds in Mod. English, 170; distri-

bution in Icelandic, 170, 171.

/, adoption of, in Anglo-Saxon, 177.

Ji, runic, originally voiced, 178 (note).

.r, difficulties of Norwegians in pro-

nouncing, 369.

tf, final French, diphthongization of,

in Chaucer, 96.

«, final, treatment of, in Danish, .354.

w, in Swedish, note on, 368, 369, 370.

«, unaccented Freneli, treatment of,

in Swedish, 379.

(u) wide in Welsh (pus), 506.

Ugrian and Altaic, agreements be-

tween, 71.
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Ugiiaii more conservative tlian

Aiyan, 69 ; want of grammatical
gender in, 68.

Umlaut, see Anglo-Frisian and Old
Saxon.

-un in oblique cases of weak nouns in

prehistoric O.E. , 188.

Unaccented vowels in Swedish, see

Vowel -shortening, 393.

unge for unga in Swedish, note on,

411.

Unilateral formation of Welsh II, 508.

Unstressed vowels, loss of, in Welsh,
515, 516.

Unvoicing, see Bussian.

Vedas, afSnities of Shelley with, see

Shelley ; necessity for translitera-

tion, 158, 159 ; use of poetic epi-

thets in, 45.

rem, Swedish, note on, 418.

Verb inflexions in Oldest English,
191 ; table of, 192.

— inflexions of Portuguese, 483-7.

Verbs in Swedish, regular endings in

written language, 421, 422 ; in
spoken language, 422, 423 ; with

(j), 424, 425 ; without (j), 425.
— Irregular, of Portuguese, 487-90

;

of spoken North Welsh, 539, 540;
of Swedish, 429.

Verbs, normal inflexion of, in spoken
N.Welsh, 533,534.

— typical forms of ' regular ', in

spoken N. Welsh, 535-9.
— weak conjugation in Swedish, a-

class, 423, 424 ; da-class, 424, 425,
426 ; dda-class, 426 ; strong conju-
gation of, endings of spoken lan-

guage,426;ofwritten language, 427.

Vomer's Law, note on, 110.

Vianna, A. R. Gomjalves, Essai de pho-

netique et de phonologie de la lant/ue

portugaise, comments on, 495-8.
Vietor, Englische Grammatik, note on,

38.

Vigfusson, Icelandic Dictionary, note
on, 77.

Visible speech alphabet, Welsh texts
in, 572, 573.

Visible SpeecA, revised edition of, criti-

cism of, 148, 149.

Vocabulary, study of foreign, 41, 46.

Voeality of consonants in Swedish,
388.

— of initial consonants in Russian,
457.

Voiced to voiceless/, (A, change from

,

difficulty of accounting for, 183,
184.

Voiceless stops, aspiration of, in

Danish, 356 ; devocalizatiou before,

in Swedish, 388, 389.

Voice-mutated forms, preponderance
of, over radical, in certain words in

Welsh, 524.

Vowel harmony, 71.

Vowel-lengthening before inverteds
in Swedish, 393 ; before consonant
-H-, 394; before (st), 394.

Vowel-quality of Portuguese, 482,
483.

Vowel-quantity, influence of conso-
nants on, in Welsh, 502, 503.

— in Portuguese, 482.
— in Russian, 451, 452.

Vowel-shortening before two conso-

nants in Swedish, 891.
— due to composition in Swedish,

392.
— due to following m in Swedish,

378, 379.
— due to inflexional t in Swedish,

391, 411.
— due to loss of accent in Swedish,
393 ; in Swedish pronouns, 416.

— irregular, in Swedish, 402.

Vowels of Danish, 351-5.
— of Portuguese, 465, 466 ; detailed

analysis of, 467-9 ; table of, 467.
— of Russian, 450 ; key-words to,

450 ; table of, 449 ; effect of blade-
points upon, 456 ; influence of, on
preceding consonants, 452-5 ; nasal-

izing of, 456 ;
palatalization of, 455,

456 ; unvoicing of, 456.
— of spoken North Welsh, 499

;

detailed description of, 504, 507.
— of Swedish, description of, 366-

72.

— lengthening of, in Swedish, 393,
394.

— shortening of, in Swedish, 389,

390, 391, 392, 393 ; before passive s,

391, 423 ; before s of genitive, 391.

Vowel-symbols of Portuguese, sound-
values of, 474-80.

— of Swedish, values of, 378, 379.
— of Welsh, sound-values of, in

stressed syllables, 511-13 ; in un-
stressed syllables, 514-18.

Vowels, unaccented, elision of,

104.

Weak conjugation in Swedish, see

Swedish.
'Weave', use of, by Shelley, 252-6;

in the Kig-Veda, 254.

Welsh alphabet, the, 510.
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Welsli couaoiiaut-symbols, sound

values of, 518-21.
— English polysyllables in, shorten-

ing of vowels in, 502.

— intonation, 504.
— II, formation of, 508.

— m utations not admitted in literary,
522-3.

— North, u, resemblance of, to

Portuguese (i), 468.
— regular mutations in, table of,

522.
— spoken North, adjectives in, see

Adjectives ; colloquial sentences

of, 541-54 ; concluding remarks to

paper on, 573, 574 ; consonants of,

see Consonants ; dialogues and
descriptions in, 554-62 ; diph-
thongs of, see Diphthongs ; irregu-

larities, miscellaneous, in, 521

;

numerals in, 530, 531 ; off-glides

in, effect of, 509, 510 ;
parasitic

vowels of, see Parasitic
;
pronomi-

nal prepositions of, 540, 541

;

pronouns of, 531-3
;

(pus), note
on, 506

;
quantity in, 502-4

;

sentence-stress in, 502 ; stories in,

562-71 ; stress in, 501, 502 ; sub-
stantives of, gender of, 525

;
plural

of, 526-8; texts of, in Visible

Sjjeech, 572-3 ; treatment of final

voice stops in, 510; unstressed
vowels, see Unstressed ; verbs of,

see Verbs ; vowel-quantity, see

Vowol-quantity ; vowels of, see

Vowels and Vowel-sounds
; (y),

nature of, 504, 505.

Welsh vowel-symbols, see Vowel-
symbols.

Weste, referejices to, for Swedish
forms, 379, 380, 384, 392, 396, 397.

Western, Engelsk Lydlsere, note on, 39.

West Saxon and Kentish, affinity

between, 200.
— characteristics of early, 199, 200

;

distinctive features of, due to later

change, 202,

West Saxon ea for eo, instances of,

201.
— ea from eo, separation of, in, 201.— late, y, {, use of, in. 201

; y for i

in, 219.

Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, notes on,

157, 158.

Winkler, General Netherland and
Friesian Dialecticon, 76.

Wlnteler, phonology of one of the
Swiss dialects, 87.

Wissmann, King Horn, essay on, 84,

Word-tones, 61 ; origin of, 62.

— in Greek, 349.
' Words, Logic, and Grammar,'
summary of contents of, 1.

Wordsworth, conventional mytho-
logy in, 258 ; influence of, on
Shelley, 279 ; limitations of

nature-sense of, 251, 252 ; treat-

ment of light in, 281, 282.

Wulcker, re-edition of Grein, note

on, 166 ; Soliloquies of Augustine,
note on, 100.

Wulff, on Swedish k in kemui, &c.,

377 ; treatise on Phonetics by,

note of, 38.

(xj-) in Welsh, trill in, 507.

y for i in late West Saxon, 219.

y in Swedish, wide and narrow forms
of, 371.

y, $, use ot^ in late W.S., 201.

yy in Swedish, tendency to buzzing

in, 371.

Zeuncr, Vespasian Psalter, grammar
of, 166.

Zupitzii, JSlfrio's Grammar and Glossary,

note on, 166 ; Elene, edition of, 99
;

OM Kentish Glosses, 83 ; Poema Morale,

101 ; E. E. T. S.'s Publications,

review of, 89, 90.

^9r)-plurals in Swedish, 406; simple

tone on, 406.
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